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PREFACE

My first encounter with the study of ahädilh and hadith criticism was during my study at the
University of Nijmegen. That first glimpse intrigued me and I decided to continue my study
in my M.A. thesis with the analysis of Ma'mar's Kitäh al-maghazi in the Musannaf of 'Abd
al-Razzaq. For the first time, I applied the isnâd-cum-maln analysis on a small number of
traditions under the supervision of prof. Harald Motzki. I had some difficulties with the
application of the method, but at the end my efforts were rewarded with a very satisfying
grade. Naturally, I decided to continue my study. My first application for a position as Ph D
researcher was unsuccessful and I entered a career outside the university. Still, I could not let
go of the Arabic language and the study of ahädilh, so 1 called Harald Motzki again to see if
he thought another application was feasible. With his help I succeeded this time and got a
position as Ph.D. researcher in Nijmegen. Finally, I could delve deeply in the study of "my"
transmitter Ibn Shihab al-Zuhri and his traditions about the life of the Prophet Muhammad
under the guidance of two of the most renowned scholars of the studies of hadith and the
Arabic language of our time. Even though my studies lasted a little bit longer than I had
planned, I have never lost my enthusiasm for my field of research and the tsnad-cum-matn
analysis. I hereby proudly present you the labour of my past years with a laugh and a tear.
With a laugh, because it is finally finished, but also with a tear, because it is finished.
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INTRODUCTION

"There can never be a definitive biography, merely a version, an attempt, an essay
which in time reveals how completely all such attempts bear the impress of the
age in which it was written."

1

I. THE SOURCES AND THEIR PROBLEMS

When the Muslim empire extended its boundaries outside the Arabian Peninsula from the
seventh century C.E. onwards and conquered the region around the Mediterranean Sea, the
non-Muslim world gradually felt the need to inform its inhabitants about the new religion
of Islam and its founder, the Prophet Muhammad. At first, the new religion of Islam was
not seen as a religious threat, but when many Christians in the conquered areas converted to
Islam, the situation changed.
In the Middle Ages, Christian authors of the Middle East and the West produced
anti-Muslim polemics among other things to convince other Christians not to convert or to
refute the Muslim religion. Part of their strategy was to describe Muhammad as a
manifestation of the Antichrist or as a heresiarch. They created defamatory biographies of
Muhammad based on some knowledge of Muslim traditions and earlier polemic texts
against heresiarchs, but mostly, the author's own imagination helped to create a deformed
picture of the founder of Islam. 2 Even those authors who composed a biography based
entirely on the Muslim traditions, created a hostile image of Muhammad through selection
and biased presentation of the sources.

3

Apart from medieval polemical writings, many books and articles have been written
over the centuries about the life of this man whose legacy left - and still leaves - a major mark
on world history. They range from scholarly treatises and biographies of the literary genre to
children's books, and are written by Muslims and non-Muslims. Until now the description

1

The troubled/ace of biography, ed. E Homberger & J. Charmley, Houndmills, Basingstoke, Hampshire 1988, xi.

1

Tolan, J.V, Medieval Christian perceptions of Islam, New York 2000, xi-xiv. Noth, Α., "Muhammad 3. The

Prophet's image in Europe and the West. A. The image in the Latin Middle Ages", in The Encyclopaedia of IslamNew edition (=El2), VII, Leiden 1993.
5

See for example Tolan, J.V., Saracens: Islam in the Medieval European imagination. New York 2002, 236.
5

of Muhammad's life is generally based on several Muslim sources composed between the
3' /9 1 and the 101 /16' century,4 which means that even the earliest one was composed not
earlier than approximately 200 years after the death of Muhammad.
The traditional sources that are used for composing a biography of Muhammad, are
not continuous accounts of the life of the Prophet like modern biographies, but collections
of traditions partly ascribed to Muhammad's followers, the Companions. One collection
can contain several - sometimes even contradictory - accounts of the same event. A tradition
or hadittf (pi. ahâdîth) usually consists of a matn (pi. mutun), the text, preceded by an tsnad
(pi. asântd), the chain of transmitters. This chain purports to describe the transmission path
of the tradition, i.e. from which person did the compiler of the collection in which the
tradition is found receive his information, and so on until the eyewitness of the event in
question. An isnäd can be "imperfect" though; one or more transmitters can be lacking in
the chain or the compiler of the collection may only give the name of his direct informant
or no isnäd at all. There is no fixed format for the matn. It can describe one complete event,
for example the story about Muhammad's first revelation, or just a detail like the
information that Muhammad wore a helmet when he entered Mecca during the day of its
conquest in 8/630.
The traditional sources mostly do not deal exclusively with accounts about
Muhammad's life. One of the earliest and most commonly used sources is the work of the
Medinan scholar Muhammad ibn Ishäq (d. 150/767) in the recension of Ibn Hishäm (d.
218/833). Although the title of Ibn Hishâm's book "The life of Muhammad the Messenger of
* If possible, I will mention both Islamic and Christian era. Otherwise, I will add the abbreviation C.E.
( C o m m o n Era) or A.H. {Anno Hcgirae).
5

A hadith is usually defined as "an account of what the Prophet said or did, or of his tacit approval of

something said or done in his presence". See Robson, J , "Hadïih", in EI2, III, Leiden 1971, 23. Some authors
distinguish different types of tradition by using different terminology. For example, Robson, based on Lane's
Arabic-English lexicon, mentions that the word khabar is sometimes applied to traditions from Muhammad, but
also sometimes to traditions from C o m p a n i o n s or Successors, while Brown, following modern Western usage,
uses the same word with regard to historical reports. Robson, "Hadith", 23 and Brown, J , Hadith:

Muhammad's

legacy m the medieval and modem world, Oxford 2009, 12 Azami even mentions a discussion among classical
traditiomsts about whether the word hadith is restricted to the above-mentioned definition or can also include
the words and deeds of Companions of Muhammad. See A/ami, M.M., Studies in early hadith literature. With a
critical edition of some early texts, Indianapolis 1978, 302 (originally published in 1968) and Studies in hadith
methodology and literature, Indianapolis 1977, 3. In this study, I will use the term tradition or hadith in its most
general meaning, 1 e referring to reports about the Prophet or an early Muslim regardless of the nature or the
source of the report.
6

God (Sïrat sayyidinâ Muhammad

rasül Allah)" suggests that it is only about the life of

Muhammad, after the initial recital of Muhammad's lineage, what follows in the first part of
this book are ancient legends of the salvation history starting with Abraham, the ancestor of
Muhammad according to the lineage Ibn Hishäm presents in his book. According to Ibn
Ishâq, Muhammad's life is part of the salvation history and his biography should therefore
start with the creation of Adam and the beginning of mankind. 7 Other main sources for
information about the life of Muhammad are the Maghâzî of al-Wâqidï (d. 207/823) and the
Tabaqät of his student and secretary Ibn Sa'd (d. 230/845), although the largest part of the
Tabaqdt consists of biographical information

about Muhammad's Companions and

following generations. In addition to these traditional collections, a variety of sources
include traditions about the life of Muhammad, such as historical works, hadith collections,
biographical dictionaries and Qur'än commentaries. 9
The Muslim sources that contain the relatively highest amount of biographical
information on Muhammad are works belonging to the maghâzî and sïra genres. Still, even
these slra and maghâzî works contain stories in which Muhammad does not feature or
appear, for example stories about campaigns that took place during the reign of the first
four caliphs after Muhammad's death in 11/632.,0
The biographical information about Muhammad is spread over many different
works. The reason is that for Muslims, his life is essential for many fields of study, for
example exegesis of the Qur'än, jurisprudence and historiography. In order to understand or
explain certain Qur'ânic verses, Qur'än commentators looked at Muhammad's life to find
the occasion of a revelation. The sunna (pi. sunan) of Muhammad, i.e. Muhammad's deeds

Guillaume, Α., The life of Muhammad-

A translation of Ibn Ishâq's Sïrat rasiti Allah,

Karachi 1978, xvii-xvui.

Guillaume mentions several variant titles of Ibn Ishâq's work, like "The book of campaigns" or "The book of
campaigns and (the Prophel's) biography", which do nol cover the pre-Islamic period either

See also M.

Scholler's discussion of Ibn Ishâq's work in "Biographical essentialism and the life of Muhammad in Islam",
in Biographie ab religiöser und kultureller Text, ed. A. Schule, Munster 2002, 155-156 Newby, G.D , The making of
the last Prophet: A reconstruction of the earliest biography of Muhammad,

Columbia, S.C. 1989, 4. Jarrar argues that

the variation in titles depends among other things on which part of Ibn Ishâq's work a scholar transmitted. See
Jarrar, M., Die Prophetenhwgraphte

im islamischen Spanien

Em Beitrag zur Uberlieferungs und

Redaklionsgeschichte,

Frankfurt am Main 1989, 36-37.
7

Jarrar, Die Prophelenhiographie,

32-33

* Ibn Sa'd, al Tabaqät alkubrä, Beirut 1418/1997, vol. I and II.
' See page 16.
10

See the chapter "Kitäb al-maghazf

in the Musannaf

of ' Abd al-Razzäq, V, Beirut 1983, 439-484 (no. 9758-9780).
7

or sayings, became the second most important source for Islamic law." Some of these sunan
are connected with events from Muhammad's life.12
Therefore, the term "biography of the Prophet" as I apply it in this study,
encompasses the corpus of traditions that deal with all historical aspects of Muhammad's
life even if he is only the instigator of certain events and does not play a part in the event
itself,'3 and regardless of the nature of the compilation in which the tradition appears.

II. T H E CRITICAL APPROACH T O M U H A M M A D ' S LIVE IN THE W E S T

It was not until the first half of the nineteenth century C.E. that the academic study of the
Muslim sources for the life of Muhammad began.'4 Although there was a certain awareness
in Western scholarship that the Muslim sources contained contradictions, traces of legends,
exaggerations, and many kinds of biases,1' most of the authors pretended to present a
historically true picture of Muhammad's life. The best known - more recent - examples are
the books Muhammad at Mecca and Muhammad at Medina by the Montgomery Watt,' and
Mahomet by Rodinson. 17 A few scholars, however, rejected the Muslim sources partly or
completely as historical sources for the life of Muhammad. The radical scepticism against
the stra and maghaiï traditions, i.e. the biographical accounts on Muhammad's life, was
articulated already at the beginning of the 20 century by Caetani1 and Lammens19 but did
hardly gain a following until the seventies and eighties when Wansbrough and his students

" Scholier, "Biographical", 154
" For example, traditions about the qasama procedure are connected with ihe expedition to Khaybar 7/628. See
Peters, R., "Murder in Khaybar: Some thoughts on ihe origins of the qasama procedure in Islamic law", in
Islamic Law and Society, 9 (2002).
'' An example of such a tradition is the story about the murder of the Jew Ibn Abî 1-Huqayq See the study of
this report by H. Molzki, "The murder of Ibn Abi 1-Huqayq: O n the origin and reliability of some maghäzireports", in The biography of Muhammad.
M

The issue of the sources, éd. H. Motzki, Leiden 2000

Motzki, H., "Introduction", in The biography, éd. H. Motzki, Leiden 2000, XI

'5 Molzki, "Introduction", XI.
Wall, W.M., Muhammad at Mecca, Oxford 1953 and Muhammad at Medina, Oxford 1956.
17

Rodinson, M., Mohammed, Bussum 1982 (originally published as Mahomet, Pans 1961).

18

Caetani, L^Annali

19

Lammens, H, "Qoran et tradition* C o m m e n t fui composée la vie de Mahomet", m Recherches de Science

Religieuse, 1 (1910).
8

dell'Islam, Milan 1905.

Cook and Crone 20 initiated a debate on the Muslim sources, which did not only concern the
sira and maghazi-tozaiûons but also the Qur'an. Their critical attitude towards the hadith
material deeply affected the research on the origins of Islam in general21 and the biography
of Muhammad in particular 22 . Motzki has characterized the actual situation as a dilemma:
"On the one hand, it is not possible to write a historical biography of the Prophet without
being accused of using the sources uncritically, while on the other hand, when using the
sources critically, it is simply not possible to write such a biography." 23
The sceptical attitude towards "the life of Muhammad" derived from developments
of non-Muslim hadith scholarship in which the studies of Goldziher and Schacht played an
important role.2'1 Goldziher claimed that the hadith, the traditions about Muhammad and
the first generation of Muslims, reflect later developments in Islam, not the events they
pretend to relate. Schacht put it more bluntly and suggested that these traditions are in
general fictitious and that they were fabricated in the 2 n / 8 ' century or even later. His study
was based on legal traditions, but in an article about a maghäzi source he transferred his
conclusions to historical traditions as well.2' The methodologies and conclusions of these
two scholars were adopted by many of their colleagues working in related fields of study.

20

Wansbrough, J., Quranic studies: Sources and methods of scriptural interpretation, Oxford 1977 and The sectarian

milieu: Content and composition of Islamic salvation history, Oxford 1978. Crone, P. & Cook, M., Ilagansm,
Cambridge 1977. Cook, M., Muhammad, Oxford 1983. Crone, P., Meccan trade and the rise of Islam, Princeton
1987.
21

See for example Berg, H., The development of exegesis in early Islam. The authenticity of Muslim literature from the

formative period, Richmond/Surrey 2000, especially 109.
" See for example Chabbi, J., "Histoire et tradition sacrée : La biographie impossible de Mahomet", in Arabica,
43 (') 199'> 20 5· Cook, Muhammad, 76. Motzki, "Introduction", xiii-xiv Raven, W., "The biography of the
Prophet and its scriptural basis", in Story-telling in the framework of nonfictionalArabic literature, ed. S. Leder,
Wiesbaden 1998, 423. For the most recent publications, see for example Rubin, U., The eye of the beholder. The life
of Muhammad as viewed by the early Muslims: A textual analysis, Princeton, 1995. Bobzin, H., Mohammed,
München, 2002. Nagel, T., Mohammed- Leben und Legende, München, 2008 (Mohammed Zwanzig Kapitel über
den Propheten der Muslime, München 2010 is an abridged version of this work). Schöller, M , Mohammed- [Leben,
Werk, Wirkung], Frankfurt am Main, 2008. Lecker, M., "Glimpses of Muhammad's Medinan decade", in The
Cambridge companion to Muhammad, ed. J.E. Brockopp, Cambridge 2010. Rubin, "Muhammad's message in
Mecca: Warnings, signs, and miracles", in The Cambridge companion to Muhammad, Cambridge 2010.
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Motzki, "Introduction", xiv.

^ Goldziher, I., Muhammedantsche Studien, Halle a.S. 1889-1890. Schacht, J., The origins of Muhammadan
jurisprudence, Oxford 1950.
'' Schacht, J., "On Mûsâ b. 'Uqba's Kitâb al-maghâzï", in Acta Onentaha, 21 (1953).
9

Schacht's studies were not only the basis of the radical scepticism, but also the
starting-point of new methodological developments relevant to this study. Some scholars
rejected Schacht's generalizations and admitted that it might be possible that some
traditions derived from the first Islamic century. They developed methods to date traditions
more accurately. Two approaches may be distinguished: dating single traditions; and dating
"sources".2 The fact that early Muslim traditions generally consist of a text (matn) and a
chain of transmitters (isnäd) is crucial for both. Although the matn analysis became more
sophisticated in the last decades27 the most striking developments happened in the field of
isnad analysis. Goldziher ignored the asânîd completely and Schacht used them only as a
secondary argument in his studies.' In the first approach (dating single traditions) two
trends can be distinguished beside the comparison of the mutun of single traditions: some
scholars base themselves mainly or exclusively on the chains of transmitters and compare
their variants in order to date a tradition, 2 ' while others combine isnad analysis with a
thorough study of the textual variants for the same purpose. 30 The main focus of these
scholars was on theological and legal traditions, but they have also studied several sira- and
w^/i^/'-traditions. 31 The second approach, the dating of "sources", proceeds from the
hypothesis that the standard Muslim sources from the 3' / ç ' century and later are based on

See Molzki, H., "Introduction", in Hadith. Origins and developments, éd. H. Motzki, Aldershot 2004, xlix-li.
27

See for example, Kister, M.J., "Haddithü 'an banï isrâ'ïla wa-lä haraja: A study of an early tradition", in Israel

Oriental Studies, 2 (1972). Speight, R.M., "The will of Sa'd b. Abi Waqqäs: The growth of a tradition", in: Der
Islam, 50 (1973). Rubin, The eye. Scholier, M., "In welchem Jahr wurden die Banü L-Nadir aus Medina vertrieben?
Eine Untersuchung

zur "kanonischen"

Sïra-Chronologie",

in Der Islam,

73 (1996). Günther, S., "Fictional

narration and imagination within an authoritative framework. Towards a new understanding of Hadith", in.
Sloiy-lelling, éd. S. Leder, Wiesbaden 1998
See Motzki, "Introduction", in Hadith,
29

xhv-xlv.

Juynboll, G.H.A., "Some isnäd-analylical

sayings from hadith literature", in alQantara,

methods illustrated

on the basis of several

woman-demeaning

10 (1989), "Näfi', the mawlä of Ibn 'Umar, and his position in

Muslim Hadith literature", in Der Islam, 70 (1993) and Encyclopedia of canonical Hadith, Leiden 2007.
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''Juynboll, G.Η.Α., "Early Islamic society as reflected in its use of isnads", in Le Muséon, 107 (1994) Schoeler,
G., Charakter und Aulhenlie
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"The historical tradition about al-Hudaybiya: A study of 'Urwa b al-Zubayr's account", in The biography, ed. H.
Motzki. Motzki, "The murder". Gorke, A. & Schoeler, G., Die altesten Berichte über das Leben Muhammads,
Korpus 'Urwa ihn azZubair,
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earlier sources. It aims to identify these earlier sources and examine whether the information
they contain was part of a historical transmission process or not.
It is generally accepted that Ibn Hishâm's Sira is an edited version of an earlier work
by Ibn Ishäq (d. 150/767). That means that the greater deal of the work of Ibn Hishäm can be
dated already in the second quarter of the 2 n / 8 ' century. There is, however, a discussion on
whether the original work of Ibn Ishâq can be reconstructed, since the available variants
sometimes differ considerably.32 It seems that the text can be reconstructed only partly and
that we must take into account the possibility that Ibn Ishâq transmitted his material in
different forms, that his students partly rearranged and edited it, and that the text changed
in the course of subsequent transmission.
In the following chapter, I will discuss these approaches more extensively as well as
other developments in non-Muslim research that are relevant to this study and the methods
used in it.

III. M A I N QUESTION T O BE DISCUSSED

As shown above, there is a lively and current debate in non-Muslim scholarship about the
sources concerning early Islam in general and the biography of Muhammad in particular.
The present study aims to contribute towards solving at least some of the controversial
issues. It proceeds from the hypothesis that the standard sources for the biography of the
Prophet are based on earlier sources.
One of the informants or "sources" often quoted by Ibn Ishâq is the Medinan
scholar Ibn Shihâb al-Zuhrï (d. 124/742), who is known as one of the first systematic
collectors and transmitters of traditions concerning Muhammad and the first generations of
Muslims. He may even have composed a sira work,33 although it did not survive as a separate
work to this day. This study focuses on al-Zuhri's material. The following two questions will
be examined: 1) Do the traditions ascribed to al-Zuhrï really go back to him? 2) If so, can his
claim be substantiated that he received the traditions from the informant mentioned in the
isnàdì

3J

See Al-Samuk, S.M., Die historische Überlieferungen nach Ibn Ishâq: Eine synoptische Untersuchung, dissertation,

Frankfurt 1978,160.
33

Jarrar concludes on the basis of an analysis of some biographical reports about al-Zuhrï that he did compile

a Sira. See Jarrar, Die Prophelenbiographiet 30
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Schacht claims that most traditions ascribed to al-Zuhrî are fabricated, n o t only the
legal ones but also those o n the life of M u h a m m a d . 3 4 J u y n b o l l follows Schacht in his verdict
in suggesting that "[...] it is n o longer possible to sift the genuine Z u h r i traditions from the
fabricated ones [...]".'" These conclusions have been challenged by M o t z k i who showed that
m a n y legal traditions deriving from al-Zuhrî can be reconstructed by a comparative study of
' A b d al-Razzaq's Musannaf

and Malik's Muwalta',

two works from

century that c o n t a i n different versions of Zuhri material.

3

the 2 n -3'

Islamic

Recently it has been argued that

there are also genuine Z u h n - t r a d i t i o n s dealing with the life of M u h a m m a d . O n e case was
detected by Juynboll in 1994, and in his most recent b o o k Encyclopedia of Canonical H adilh
he lists several o t h e r traditions of which he considers al-Zuhrî to be the chronicler. 3 7 O t h e r s
were published by Schoeler, M o t z k i , Görke, and van der Voort. 3

Besides, Schoeler has

shown that o n the basis of the sources available at present Schacht's conclusions about the
Z u h r l - t r a d i t i o n s a b o u t the life o f M u h a m m a d are erroneous. 3 9
In order to make a study of al-Zuhrï's huge material possible I selected several of his
biographical traditions o n M u h a m m a d . The main criteria o f the selection were that the
story had

to consist of several different

text elements and

that - according to

the

i n f o r m a t i o n from the chains of transmitters - it was preserved by at least three different
students of al-Zuhri and came from different i n f o r m a n t s of al-Zuhri. The next step was to
analyse as m a n y variants as possible o n the basis of a wide range of sources, in order to
check whether the traditions really go back to al-Zuhri and, if possible, to reconstruct his
original wording. W h e n it was possible to ascertain al-Zuhrï's a u t h o r s h i p , I compared the
traditions with similar ones n o t going back to al-Zuhri in order to determine whether his
material goes back to an even earlier source. If so, the question may be raised w h o is this
earlier source. Is it indeed the person mentioned as his i n f o r m a n t in the isnâd or s o m e b o d y
else? Is it possible at all to d e t e r m i n e who al-Zuhrï's source was? A n o t h e r question is to what

" Schacht, The origins, 246 and "On Müsä", 292, 300.
"Juynboll, G.H Α., Muslim tradition. Studies in chronology, provenance and authorship of early hadith, Cambridge
1983,158.
' Motzki, H., "The jurisprudence of Ibn Shihäb al-Zuhrï A source-critical study", in Analysing, ed. Η. Motzki,
Leiden 2010 (originally published in German in 1991).
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Juynboll, "Early Islamic society", 181. See the entry on al-Zuhri in his Encyclopedia, 690-730.
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Schoeler, Charakter. Motzki, "The murder". Gorke, "The historical tradition". Boekhoff-van der Voort, Ν.,

"The Kttâh al maghâzi of 'Abd al-Razzâq b Hammam ai-San'ani: Searching for earlier source-material", in The
transmission and dynamics of the textual sources of Islam, Leiden & Boston 2011.
" Schoeler, G., "Müsä b 'Uqbas Maghäzf, in The biography, ed. H Motzki, Leiden 2000
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degree al-Zuhrl's transmission varies from the transmission of other persons. The answers to
the above mentioned questions will help us to gain more insight into the history of
Muhammad's biography in the period before the compilation of the standard sources.

IV. M E T H O D O L O G I C A L APPROACHES

Both methodological approaches mentioned before will be used in this study, i.e. dating
"sources" and dating single traditions. The most important early Muslim sources date from
two centuries or more after the events they refer to. Motzki and Schoeler argue that these
sources are based on earlier sources that are now lost, and also, that it might be possible to
reconstruct these earlier sources on the basis of the later ones. They are less sure about
whether it is possible to restore the original text or only its content. 4 " The debate included
also some of the sources for the life of Muhammad as we have seen above in the case of Ibn
Hishäm's Sïra.^ Görke, Schoeler and Motzki argue that the term "source" must be
understood broadly, not necessarily as a fixed book but as data deriving from an author or
compiler by aural42 and written transmission.43
Another issue is that of the criteria on which dating and reconstructing of sources
can be based. The most reliable results can be obtained when parts of an early source are
available in several later sources and when asdnid (or information about an "author")

Λ

° Motzki, H., The ongtns of Islamic jurisprudence. Meccan fiqh before the classical schoob, Leiden 2002, xn-xiv and

for example, 100 "The original, reconslructable context of the 'Atâ' traditions has been destroyed in the
Musannafm

favor of a new thematic composition", 185 "Texts of'Amr's which are preserved either word for

word or in meaning can be considered genuine [...)" and 196 "[...] does noe necessarily imply that 'Amr's texl
reproduces the document exactly" (originally published in German in 1991). Schoeler, G., "Die Frage der
schriftlichen oder mündlichen Überlieferung der Wissenschaften im frühen Islam", in Der Islam, 62 (1985), 202203, 210-212 and 224, "Schreiben und Veröffentlichen: Zu Verwendung und Funktion der Schrift in den ersten
islamischen Jahrhunderten", in Der Islam, 69 (1992), 16 and The genesis of literature m Islam: From the aural to the
read, Edinburgh 2009 (originally published in French in 2002), 9, 49. See also Sezgin, F., Geschichte des arabischen
Schrifttums (GAS), I, Leiden 1967, 60 and 79-82.
',l Al-Samuk, Die historische Überlieferungen, 160. Jarrar, Die Prophetenbiographie, for example 126, 204.
41

See the definition of aural transmission in footnote 51 on page 30 of chapter 1

43

Gòrke & Schoeler, Berichte, 14 Motzki, H., "The author and his work in the Islamic literature of the first

centuries: The case of 'Abd al-Razzâq's Musannaf, in Jerusalem Studies m Arabic and Islam, 28 (2003), especially
172-174. Schoeler, G., "Foundations for a new biography of Muhammad: The production and evaluation of the
corpus of traditions from 'Urwah b. al-Zubayr", in Method and theory in the study of Islamic sources, éd. H. Berg,
Leiden 2003, 23, 25 and 27.
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together with textual variants can be used. This is unfortunately only the case in favourable
circumstances. Yet, Motzki has shown that other criteria can also be used to date and
reconstruct earlier sources when the circumstances are less fortunate. Such criteria may
include the distribution of the "sources", textual genres, added comments, doublets and the
like 44
The second methodological approach applied in this study to examine the origins of
the traditions ascribed to al-Zuhrî - that of dating single traditions - is the tsnad-cum-matn
analysis developed by Motzki and Schoeler '" The analysis starts with a comparison of the
asânîd, the chains of transmitters, of as many variants as possible of the same tradition. The
chains of transmission of all the variants are drawn in a diagram that starts with the
different compilers in whose collection the tradition is found and ends with the (real or
alleged) reporter of the event. The aim of this exercise is to identify common transmitters of
the different strands and - most importantly - the earliest common transmitter (the
common link), which is the focal point of the diagram and which is by way of hypothesis
assumed to be the distributor of the tradition in question.
The next step is the comparison of the textual variants (mutûn) of the tradition with
respect to the use of words and the structure of the text. The differences and similarities are
noted in order to determine whether the traditions derive from a common source or
whether one has been copied from another The hypothesis is that differences, even slight
ones, are an indication of real transmission whereas identical texts must be suspected of
having been copied from each other and their isnäd of having been forged. This rule is based
on the peculiarities of early transmission in Islam, which was mainly aural even if often
supported by written notes.'1
Thereupon, the results from the analysis of the texts are compared with the results
from the analysis of the chains of transmission. If the results of the main analysis support
the results of the isnäd analysis it can be assumed that the tradition is not fabricated by later
compilers but must have a real transmission history. The common link, the earliest
transmitter all versions of a tradition have in common, can then be established as the one
who distributed the tradition or at least the reconstructed kernel. The date of death of the
common link provides a secure date for the tradition, yet the possibility cannot be excluded
that the whole tradition or parts of its content are from an earlier date.
11
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Schoeler, The genesis, 7-9, 36, 41 and 59 among others, and Charakter, 33 3J

Chapter one of this study describes the differences between the methodological
approaches mentioned above that are used to date traditions and focuses on the methods
using the common link. The chapter ends with an overview of the results reached in earlier
studies that applied the isnad-cum-matn analysis to biographical traditions about the Prophet
Muhammad ascribed to al-Zuhri. In the following three chapters, three Zuhrï-traditions will
be analysed with the isnäd-cum-matn analysis. Each tradition is attributed to a different
informant of al-Zuhri.''7
Chapter two deals with a maghdzi story that takes place during Muhammad's life in
Medina, i.e. a few years after his move from Mecca. It relates the attack of a hostile clan on a
group of Muslims sent out by Muhammad. Although Muhammad does not play a central
role in this story, it is considered part of the sira.
The second tradition, which is discussed in chapter three, is a miracle story that
according to the Muslim source material is connected with two major events in
Muhammad's early prophethood before he left for Medina, his miraculous journey from
Mecca to Jerusalem and back in one night and his ascension to Heaven, where he met several
prophets and cast a glance in Paradise.
The third tradition, dealt with in chapter four, is from the final years of Muhammad
in Medina, when, according to the early Muslim sources, his religious authority was firmly
established in Mecca and Medina and their surroundings. The story relates how one of
Muhammad's first followers stayed behind from a raid organised by the Prophet. The story
continues with his punishment upon the Prophet's return and his absolution through the
eventual revelation of a Qur'änic verse.
Chapter five provides a description of the biographical data about the life of alZuhri, which I compare with the findings from the analysis of the three Zuhrï-traditions.
My study ends with a general conclusion about the results drawn from the analysis.

'I7 Al-Zuhri's famous teacher 'Urwa ibn al-Zubayr (d 94/712) is nol among these informants, although there are
many traditions describing the main events in Muhammad's life with the ««ai/al-Zuhrï -> 'Urwa. My research
started almost simultaneously with the project of Gregor Schoeler, Andreas Gorke and Tanja Duncker in Basle
on the corpus of 'Urwa ibn al-Zubayr. I decided that I would focus on traditions attributed to other
informants of al-Zuhri in order to avoid overlap of our research. I have benefited much from our fruitful
discussions and exchange of results. The results of their research have been published recently as Gorke Äc
Schoeler, Berichte.
'5

V. SOURCE MATERIAL

As mentioned above, the description of Muhammad's life is generally based on several
Muslim sources which date from the 3' /9 1 century and later: the Kitâb al-maghâzï of alWâqidï (d. 207/823), the Slra of Ibn Hishâm (d. 230/845), a volume of al-Tabaqât al-kubrâ by
Ibn Sa'd (d. 230/845), the chapter Maghâzï in the hadith collection by al-Bukhârï (d. 256/870)
and part of the large Ta'rikh al-rusul wa-1-mulük by al-Tabarî (d. 318/922).
Besides these standard works, several new sources have become available in the last
decades. Among these new sources the following four are particularly relevant because they
contain a large number of traditions ascribed to al-Zuhrï: the chapter Maghâzï in the
Musannafby

'Abd al-Razzâq al-San'ânï (d. 211/827), the chapter Maghâzï in the Musannafby

Ibn Abï Shayba (d. 235/849), Ta'rikh al-Madina al-munawwara by 'Umar ibn Shabbah (d.
264/877) and the maghâzï material ascribed to Musa ibn 'Uqba (d. 141/758) collected from
several later sources. These sources raise the same problems as the standard sources and
therefore, they must be studied carefully with the aid of the different methodological
approaches available. So far, the possibility that these sources may contain earlier sources
has only been studied for 'Abd al-Razzäq's Musannaf

and recently, for Ibn Abl Shayba's

Musannaf.^
Apart from the sources mentioned above containing Zuhrï-material there are many
more that have been used in this study to compile a large corpus of his traditions
concerning the biography of Muhammad. These compilations vary from historical works
(Ta 'rîkh and Sîra) to hadith collections (Sahth, Sunan, Musnad and Musannaf), biographical
dictionaries (Tabaqâl) and Qur'ân commentaries (Tafsir). The search for variants of a
particular tradition in all these different kind of compilations has been facilitated because of
the appearance of CD's and DVD's with hundreds of books from all different genres in
digitahsed form. This has made it possible for me to compose a large collection of variants
of the selected Zuhrï-traditions within a relatively short time and to find variants in books
that I would otherwise not have been able to consult.
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Lucas, S.C., "Where are the legal Hadïlhi A study of the Musannaf of Ibn Abï -Shayba", in Islamic Law and

Society, 15 (2008).
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CHAPTER ι
THE DATING OF TRADITIONS AND THE COMMON-LINK THEORY

I. I N T R O D U C T I O N

The one thing all scholars who deal with the first two centuries of Islamic history - Western
as well as Muslim scholars - agree on is that the corpus of hadith material contains falsified
accounts and biases from later times. They disagree, however, on the usefulness of this
material as a source of information about the initial period of the Islam. To what extent is it
possible to distinguish fact from fiction? Is it possible at all to extract historical information
from the hadith material or does this material only reflect the later Muslim view on this
period? In order to answer these questions and others about the historicity of described
events and persons, we first have to take a step back and try to establish where, when and by
whom a tradition originated, i.e. we have to date the different variants of an account. When
we know who brought the story in circulation and which persons are responsible for certain
changes in a tradition, we can reconstruct the development of this story over time and also,
trace it back to its oldest kernel.

II. DATING O F TRADITIONS

As mentioned in the introduction, two approaches have been adopted, the dating of single
traditions and the dating of "sources". The latter approach generally

consists

of a

quantitative analysis of material in one collection attributed to a certain person, sometimes
combined with a qualitative analysis of a small number of traditions.' While smaller
collections allow for including all material, 2 the study of larger collections has to be carried
out on a representative selection of the material. 3 Criteria for dating the material are

1

Lucas combines the quantitative analysis with a qualitative analysis of two legal topics, "Where", 299-307. van

der Voort ends with the imäd-cum-matn analysis of one Zuhri-tradition, "Kitâb almaghâzF, 22-30.
3

See for example van der Voort, " Kitâb al maghâz?, who includes all traditions present in this part of 'Abd al-

Razzäq's Mmannaf ot Molzki's comparison of two other parts of the Mmannaf, Kitâb ahi al-kttâb and Kitäh ahi
al-kudhayn, in "The author"
' Molzki's study of 'Abd al-Razzäq's Mmannaf is performed on 3810 traditions, approximately 21% of the
entire work to the exclusion of three "atypical" books. See Motzki, The ongins, 58. Lucas analysed 3628
'7

diverse.4 Usually, the first step is to check the distribution of the assumed sources. What is
the percentage of the number of traditions per informant of the author to whom the
collection is ascribed based on the information from the asânïdi If the asânîd are not
authentic, one expects to come across a more or less evenly distribution of traditions among
the persons listed as informants deriving from a random selection of names by the person
who fabricated the traditions. On the other hand, if they are authentic, one expects a
random, sometimes disproportionate distribution.
Still, it remains possible that an uneven distribution as in the Musannafa of 'Abd alRazzäq and Ibn Abî Shayba could be the result of a deliberate fabrication. Therefore, other
criteria have to be added to the research. These might include a study of the distribution of
the second and following layers of informants, the content of the traditions per informant,
the geographical origin of the informants, the authority who is said to have told the
tradition (the Prophet, a Companion, a Successor or somebody of a later generation), the
type of tradition, the formulation and style of the accounts, the motifs in an account, and
so on.
In theory, one might still maintain that a cunning person would produce a work
complying with irregular profiles according to these criteria. A study of additional features
of individual accounts - some of which we might consider as features that "weaken" the
tradition - helps to determine the authenticity of the ascription of traditions to a certain
person, either the author of the compilation or the transmitter in the isndd? Such features
are, among others, gaps or uncertainties in the chain of transmission or in the main, for
example if one of the informants does not know whether he received the tradition from X or
Y, or if he is uncertain about a specific word in the text. Additional information from a later
transmitter about persons or words belongs to this category, as well as the mentioning of a
double source in the tsnâd. Such features enhance the authenticity of the work as a whole,
but do not exclude that it contains one or more (partly) falsified accounts or "improved" or
forged asânîd.
narrations from the legal chapters of Ibn Abi Shayba's Musannaf, which is about 9% of all traditions in this
work. See Lucas, "Where", 283 and 286
4

The following information about criteria for establishing the authenticity of a source is based on the studies

of Lucas, "Where", Motzki, "The author", The origins and "The Musannaf

of 'Abd al-Razzâq al-San'ânî as a

source of authentic ahddilh of the first century A.H.", in Journal of Near Eastern Studies, jo (1) 1991, and van der
Voort, "Kilâb al maghâzf'.
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See Motzki's "internal formal criteria of authenticity", in The origins, 83-94. This method can be used as an

argument in the dating of single traditions as well. I use it in my study of Zuhri-traditions
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The other approach, dating single traditions, can be divided into three different
categories: one can look at the information in the main, the information in the isnäd or a
combination of both. The distinction between these categories is not sharp-cut. The dating
of traditions based on the information in the main does not exclude the use of information
from the chain of transmitters and vice versa. The difference between the three categories is
the focus. The focus of the first category is the main, whereas the information of the isnäd is
either not used or only as a secondary argument. The second category is the opposite of the
first, while the third category, to which the isnäd-cum-matn analysis applied in this study
belongs, combines the analysis of variant texts with an analysis of the accompanying chains
of transmitters.
The dating of single traditions through the main encompasses a wide range of
methods. Since this chapter focuses on dating through the common-link theory, I will only
provide a brief outline of this method only. The dating of single tradition primarily based
on the main is either carried out on one particular tradition or a tradition complex, i.e.
traditions relating the same or similar events. The criteria used to establish whether a
particular tradition is early or late vary according to a scholar. One criterion is, for instance,
the unfavourable depiction of the Prophet or one of the early Muslims. For example, Buhl
regards these traditions - more specifically, these parts of the tradition - as historically
trustworthy , while Goldziher considers them to be early as well.7 It is assumed that the
image of Muhammad in the traditions has been adapted and manipulated by consecutive
generations of his followers; and that the historical Muhammad has disappeared and been
replaced by a traditional, religiously and morally perfect Muhammad. Other criteria are
legendary elements or stories, contradictions, anachronisms and biases.9
The second method of dating traditions by means of the main is performed by
analysing various versions of the same event. Details or motifs of these accounts are

Buhl, F., "The character of Mohammed as a Prophet", in The Moslem World, ι (1911), 356-357·
7

See Motzki's analysis of Goldziher's dating of single traditions in "Dating Muslim traditions: A survey", in

Arabica, 52 (2) 2005, 210.
Caetani, L, "The development of Mohammed's personality", in The Moslem World, 4 (1914), 353-354·
9

See for example Grimme, H., Mohammed: I Das Lehen, nach den Quellen, Munster 1892, vu. Muir, W , The life of

Mohammad from original sources, Edinburgh 1923, xlix-lxxv. Sprenger, Α., Das Leben und die Lehre des

Mohammad

nach bisher grosstentheils unbenutzten Quellen, I, Berlin 1869, xn and 12. Goldziher considers the appearance of
anachronisms to be an indication of a late origin. See Motzki, "Dating", 210.
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compared to reveal how the self-image of the Muslims has developed over time and how this
is reflected in the depiction of the Prophet and the earliest Muslims.10
Finally, since the common-link concept is crucial for the method applied in this
study, the isnâd-cum-matn analysis, and is used m dating traditions based on the asdnid, I will
discuss these two methods separately in the following two sections, starting with the latter. I
do not intend to provide an overview of all scholars who date traditions with the isnad in
combination with the common-link phenomenon, but I will restrict myself to Schacht and
Juynboll, two scholars whose studies have been of major influence on the development and
the employment of the isnâd-cum-matn analysis."

III. T H E COMMON-LINK P H E N O M E N O N IN ISNÀD ANALYSIS

One of the most influential studies in the field of dating traditions is Schacht's research on
the development of Islamic legal theory, which is build on Goldziher's conclusions about
the hadith material in general. In order to trace the development of a legal opinion, he has
worked out several devices with which he dates traditions dealing with legal matters. In this
section, I will discuss two methods that concern the isnad." Although Schacht considers the
asânîd "the most arbitrary part of the traditions",' 3 they are of crucial importance to his
method of dating traditions.
Schacht places the beginning of the regular use of asdnid at the earliest at the
beginning of the second Islamic century.14 At this time, the chains of transmission were still
rudimentary and could appear with gaps; for example, an informant is missing or not
mentioned by name. The gradual improvement in the asdnid came to perfection in the
second half of the third Islamic century, as can be seen in the classical hadith collections,

' 0 See for example Rubin, U., "The life of Muhammad and the Islamic self-image: A comparative analysis of an
episode in the campaigns of Badr and al-Hudaybiya", in The biography, éd. H. Motzki, Leiden 2000. Lecker, Μ.,
"Yahüd/'uhüd.

A variant reading in the story of the 'Aqaba meeting", in LeMuséon, 109 (1-2) 1996 and "Did the

Quraysh conclude a treaty with the Ansar prior to the Hijra?", in The biography, ed. H. Motzki, Leiden 2000.
" Motzki also discusses Cook's dating with the c o m m o n link in the section on dating with the isnad of his
article about the dating of traditions. Although Cook did employ the common-link theory, it was mainly
aimed at refuting the usefulness of this tool See Motzki, "Dating", 230-239 and Cooks article, "Eschatology
and the dating of traditions", in Princeton Papen in Near Eastern Studies, 1 (1992).
" For Schacht's dating with the main, see Motzki, "Dating", 210-212
IJ

Schacht, The origins, 163.

14

Schacht, The origins, 37.
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which originated in this time and later.1' He concludes that as a general rule, the better and
more complete the isnäd, the later the tradition. The improvement of the asänid includes a
backward projection of authorities, i.e. the persons on whose authority an account is told. If
there are, for example, two variants of a tradition with one isnäd traced back to the Prophet
and the other ending with a Companion, the latter variant is earlier than the one with the
isnäd back to the Prophet. The same applies to variants with asänid ending with a
Companion or a Successor.1 Parallel to and partly in connection with the "improvement"
of asänid, is the spread of traditions, especially in the case of otherwise isolated traditions or
doctrines. Falsified asänid with additional authorities were attached to a tradition in order
to enhance its reliability.17
However, the question remains where, when and by whom a tradition originated. A
second device Schacht uses to date traditions is through the phenomenon of what he coins
the "common link". Looking at the asänid of a given tradition, Schacht notices that
frequently, the variant traditions have a transmitter in common. He illustrates this
phenomenon as follows (see Figure i):

Figure v. Schacht's isnäd bundle 1
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' ! Schacht, The origins, 163.
1

Schacht, The origins, 165 and "A revaluation of Islamic traditions", in The quest for the historical Muhammad,

ed

Ihn Warraq, Amherst, N.Y. 2000, 361 (originally published in 1949).
' 7 Schacht, The ongins, 166-167.
1

I have omitted the names of che persons from Schacht's bundle. See Schacht, Origins, 172
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Or when the same person is like the common link only mentioned once:

Prophet

I
Companion
unnamed man of tribe

Successor

common link
transmitter A

transmitter C

I
anonymous transmitter
hadith collector
This depiction of the information from the asdnid might lead to a misinterpretation of the
bundle by "reading" it downwards from the Prophet to the hadith collectors. Based on
Figure i, one might conclude that the Prophet, for example, told the story to only one
Companion (the three Companions in Schacht's bundle are the same person), while it might
be possible that stories from other Companions that may have existed once did not make it
into in the collections we have access to nowadays. However, the material is only available in
the collections of scholars from the middle of the 2 n / 8

century onwards, which must

therefore be the starting point of the bundle. Arrows instead of lines between successive
transmitters can further illustrate the correct reading direction and indicate how the hadith
collector received his version(s) of the tradition in question.' 9 Therefore, in this study, I will
depict this bundle as follows starting with the names of the scholars m whose works a
tradition is present:

' ' S e e Molzki, "Whither", 59 and footnote 24 on the same page In this article, Mot/.ki refutes among other
things some of Juynboll's conclusions that are based on this upward reading of the bundle, i.e. from the
earliest transmitter lo the collector of the tradition.

Figure 2: My isnäd bundle
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According to the asanid, the hadith collector has three variant traditions, which he received
from three different persons. All three persons mention the same informant in whom all
lines converge. The transmitter all asanid have in common is the common link of this
specific account. His informant is in versions Β and C the same person, a Successor, while
in version A no name is mentioned, but the informant is referred to as a man of Banû X.
The last two persons in the oldest or lower part of the chains of transmission are the same in
all three versions: a Companion on whose authority this account of the Prophet is
transmitted.
According to Schacht, the common link is in most cases the person who brought the
tradition into circulation. The upper part of the chain, 20 the part from the collector to the
common link, represents the real part of the transmission, whereas the part below the
common link is fabricated by the common link. The spread and improvement of asänid take
place especially in the lower part. Sometimes, an additional chain bypasses the common link,
but it is possible that these kinds of strands have been fabricated and added by transmitters
from the upper part of the isnäd. The common link provides the tradition with a terminus a
quo. The tradition originates from the time of the common link.21
However, the common link might not be the real transmitter of the tradition, but
either a fictional person or a real person on whose authority the actual transmitter
distributed the tradition. This transmitter then provided the main, the name of the
10

Schacht calls this the lower part of the chain of transmission. I have "translated" his words to my

description and depiction of the isnäd bundle
11

Schacht, The ongms, 171-172 and 175. See also Motzki's more detailed discussion of Schachl's dating with the

isnäd in "Dating", 219-223.
2

3

"common link" and the isnâd below the common link.22 According to Schacht, he probably
belongs to the generation after the fictitious common link, but he might also be a - less
famous - contemporary. 23
Schacht pays special attention to traditions handed down through

families,

including master-freed man relations. The family isnäd seemingly enhances the authenticity
of the tradition, but is actually evidence to the contrary. 24
Although Schacht was concerned mainly with legal traditions, he extends his
conclusion to historical traditions as well.2' He argues that the authorities for legal and
historical information are largely the same. For example, one of the persons who appear as a
common link in both types of tradition is al-Zuhri. More importantly, the information in
historical traditions is used in legal discussions and should therefore be subjected to the
same critical approach, applying the same methods as in the field of legal traditions. 2 He
concludes that similar to the field of legal traditions, the historical material as we have it
nowadays is the result of a process of formalisation and systematization of "the vague
collective memory of the community" into formal traditions provided with asânîd in the
second Islamic century.27 For example, a large part (though not all!) of Müsä b. 'Uqba's
Kilâb al-maghâzî, which Schacht regards as representative of the standard biography of the
Prophet in Medina, derives from the second half of the second Islamic century and can
therefore not be used as historical source for the Prophet's lifetime.2
Juynboll has elaborated Schacht's common link theory to date single traditions.
Contrary to Schacht who applies different methods (though usually not combined),
including dating with the main, in order to discover who the originator of a certain
tradition is, Juynboll bases his analysis mainly on the chains of transmitters. He takes the
single isnäd strands of variant versions of a particular tradition deduced from the collection

" Schacht, The origins, 171 and 175.
"'Schacht mentions the possibility of a fictitious common link, but does not explain 11 in more detail He
considers, for example, the name Näfi' as "a label which was used for various purposes over a considerable
period" and dates traditions attributed to him to the following generation. Schacht, The ongim, 178-179.
" Schacht, The origins, 170 and "A revaluation", 361.
'' Schacht, The origins, 175, "A revaluation", 363 and "On Müsä", 292 and 300.
Schacht, "A revaluation", 363-364.
27

Schacht, "A revaluation", 366.
Schacht, "A revaluation", 364. Several scholars have criticized Schacht's methods and conclusions See for

example, M o u k i , The origins and Azami, M.M., On Schacht's origins of Muhammadan
1985.
24

jurisprudence. New York etc.

Tuhfat al-ashräf bi-ma 'nfat al-aträfof the Syrian scholar al-Mizzî (d. 742/1341) and draws them
into a diagram - a so-called isnäd bundle - to identify the common link, who is the main keyfigure in the bundle.
In order to determine the authenticity - or as Juynboll calls it the historicity - of
this person's transmission, he looks at the number of persons involved in the transmission
of the hadith. Each key-figure, either the common link or any other key-figure in the upper
part of the isnäd bundle in whom isnad strands converge (called partial common links
(PCL)), should at least have two pupils to whom he or she transmitted the tradition (see
figure 3); otherwise he does not consider the transmission of that person to be "historically
tenable" While Juynboll similarly defines the position of the main key-figure (the common
link) and other key-figures (partial common links) in the bundle in earlier publications, in
his Encyclopedia of canonical Hadith he tightens the rules for the authenticity of the common
link's transmission to three or more "credible partial common links". 39

Figure 3: Juynboll's isnäd bundle
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After the analysis of the isnad bundle and its key-figures, he determines who is responsible
for the formulation and the circulation of the tradition. This can either be the common link

19

See Juynboll, Encyclopedia, xxi
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if this person meets the criteria, or one of the other persons mentioned in the isnâd bundle
above the common hnk?0
Juynboll dismisses the historicity of so-called single strands, i.e. strands made up of
persons who appear to transmit the tradition in question to only one person, since it is very
unlikely for a tradition to be transmitted from only one person to just one other person and
so on such a single transmission path "requires an act of faith".3' Juynboll agrees with
Schacht that the lowest part of the tsnäd bundle, i.e. the part between the common link and
the oldest authority, which usually consists of a single strand, does not reflect any historical
transmission process. The person whom he holds responsible for the circulation and the
formulation of the tradition also created this lowest part of the chain of transmitters.
Juynboll dates the appearance of this particular single strand to the last quarter of the i"/?'
century at the earliest. It arose during the second fitna in Islam (63-73/683-693), as a result of
the need for authenticating information distributed by different religious-political groups.32
A second type of single strands is constituted by those strands that appear between
the collectors and the common link. Juynboll regards such asdnid as "the handiwork" of the
collectors or their teachers. Consequently, he rejects those isnâd bundles as unhistorical
which show a common link as crossing point of several single strands. Juynboll coined the
term "spider" for such isndd bundles. The key-figure in such a bundle is not a real but a
seeming common link. His common link status is artificial because the collectors or their
informants fabricated additional asantd to an already existing isnad in order to strengthen
the transmission and give it the appearance of being widespread.33
A third type of artificial single strands is formed by the so-called "dive", i.e. a strand
that bypasses the manufacturer of the tradition. Juynboll came upon them frequently, even
in isnad bundles with a "real" common-link, where they bypass him to one of the older
authorities, a phenomenon that Schacht noticed too. The deeper the dive the later the origin
of that strand is, at least that is what Schacht asserted.^ Juynboll's reasoning looks very
much like Schacht's argument for backward projection

of authorities. Dives to a

' " T h e information on Juynboll's methodology is based on the introduction of Encyclopedia and his article
" N i f i ' " . Juynboll describes his methodology in other articles as well, but the information they provide is
mostly similar to the two sources I used.
' ' J u y n b o l l , Emyclopedia, xx and "Nifi'",

212 and 216.

' 2 Juynboll, "Näfi'", 210
" J u y n b o l l , "Näfi 1 ", 214 and 216, and Encyclopedia, xxn-xxui.
" J u y n b o l l , Encyclopedia, xxn-xxui and "Näfi'", 214-215.
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Companion are of later origin than dives to a Successor 0uynboll), just as the ascription to a
Companion originated later than the ascription of the same tradition to a Successor
(Schacht). In this view, the majority of the diving strands were fabricated in the 2 n / 8
rd /

3 /9

lh

.

and
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century.
Juynboll makes special mention of Ibn Shihâb al-Zuhrï as "the key figure par

excellence', because he appears perhaps most frequently of all hadith transmitters in asânîd.
He raises the question of whether the numerous occurrences of this name in asânîd refer to
the same person.' Apart from possible cases of mistaken identity, many asânîd contain
"totally obscure people" as informants of al-Zuhrï. Juynboll excludes the historical Ibn
Shihâb al-Zuhrï as fabricator of the lower part of the chain based on the representation in
biographical works. Therefore, he concludes that alleged students of al-Zuhrï or their
students fabricated traditions and ascribed them to him. Although at first, Juynboll
acknowledges the existence of genuine Zuhri-traditions, but questions the possibility of
shifting the genuine from the pseudo-Zuhri traditions, 37 in his recent Encyclopedia, he
mentions al-Zuhrï either as common link of the wordings of several legal and historical
traditions or as common link of the gist of the account in more doubtful cases.3
The common-link phenomenon and the cause for its appearance in isnâd bundles is
the topic of many discussions. Based on earlier studies, Görke distinguishes three different
concepts of the common link in these discussions: the common link is the collector, the
inventor, or the authority of the tradition. 39 Schacht and Juynboll regard the common link
either as the inventor or the authority of the tradition depending on whether the common
link has met their criteria or if the tradition is ascribed to that person.'' 0 Motzki argues
against Schacht and Juynboll that the common-links can be explained, apart from being the
inventors of ascribed authorities of traditions, as being "the first great collectors and
" J u y n b o l l , Encyclopedia, xxvn See also Motzki's more detailed discussion of JuynbolPs dating with the isnäd,
"Dating", 223-226.
3

Juynboll, Muslim Iradilion, 147.

" J u y n b o l l , M u s l i m tradition,

157-158.

' See the section on al-Zuhri in Juynboll, Encyclopedia, 690-730. Motzki has criticized JuynbolPs interpretation
of single strands, spiders, dives, and seeming common links as unhistoncal. See especially Motzki, "Whither",
50-60, "Dating", 226-230 and "Review of G.H.A. Juynboll. Encyclopedia of canonical hadith", in Jerusalem Studies
in Arabic and Islam, 36 (2009), 542-544.
" Górke, Α., "Eschatology, history, and the c o m m o n link: A study in methodology", in Method, ed Η. Berg,
Leiden Sc Boston 2003,188.
4

° Juynboll calls such a c o m m o n link a "seeming c o m m o n link".
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professional teachers of knowledge in general and of traditions about persons living in the
first century of Islam in particular".41
Consequently, Motzki explains, the single strand below the common link displays
how the common link, according to his statement, had received the tradition. There are
several explanations why only one informant is mentioned rather than more, as in later
generations, when often several persons are mentioned as transmitters of the tradition.
Firstly, around the turn of the first Islamic century, people did not find it necessary to
mention all sources. Secondly, even if someone knew different versions from more than one
person, he may have only mentioned the version that was - in his view - the most reliable.
Thirdly, perhaps versions with other transmission paths did not make it into the early
hadith collections.
Motzki does not exclude the possibility that a common link fabricated or edited a
tradition or provided it with a fictitious or erroneous tsnad, but he argues against the notion
that the common links invented all traditions and that all single strands below the common
link are forged.42

IV.

T H E

ISNÂD-CUM-MATN

ANALYSIS

The isnâd-cum-matn analysis also proceeds from the common link theory, but combines the
analysis of the asdntd with an analysis of the mutûn of the variant traditions. In the
introduction I have already described how this analysis works and I will put it into practice
in the following three chapters, so I will not repeat the steps here. Since the publications of
Motzki and Schoeler which showed the usefulness of the isnâd-cum-matn analysis in 1996,
more and more studies have been performed with this kind of analysis on a wide range of
traditions, such as legal, exegetical and historical ahädith.^ At the end of this chapter, I will

41

Motzki, "Whither", 51.

•^ Motzki, "Whither", 51-53 and "Ar-radd 'aid r-radd: Zur Methodik der hadït-Analyse", in Der Islam, 78 (2001),
214. See among other things also "Dating", 227-228.
n

I would like to mention one study in particular, the thesis of Kamaruddin, The reliability of hadith-

transmission. A re-examination of hadith critical methods, Bonn 2005. In this study, Kamaruddin compares the
methodology of classical hadith scholars with Juynboll's tsnad analysis and the tsnäd-cum main analysis by
applying them to a tradition about fasting, which Muslim scholars regards as mutawdtir. According to the
classical Islamic methodology, the origin of the tradition complex is the Prophet Muhammad, according to
Juynboll's analysis the Kutan al-A'mash (the first half of the second Islamic century) and finally according to
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give an overview of the results that have so far been achieved on biographical traditions
about the Prophet Muhammad.
Motzki and Schoeler were not the first, though, who combined the analysis of the
asânïd and the mutûn. In an article published in 1858, Sprenger compares different stories
about Muhammad's meeting with the hermit Bahira, who recognizes Muhammad as a
(future) prophet even before the latter had received his first revelation. Sprenger advocates
the study of the asänid in addition to comparison of the mutûn. He applies this method to
the accounts that connect Muhammad's meeting with Bahira with his journey to Syria when
he was a child and dates them to the end of the first Islamic century.44 In the subsequent
comparison with other Bahira stories from the hadïtb material, he abandons the analysis of
the formulations and focuses on the motifs that appear in the texts, although he still uses
the information from the chains of transmitters to date the different versions. 4 ' Other nonMuslim scholars who used the mutûn and asänid in their studies are Kramers and van Ess.4
Even early critical hadith scholars were acquainted with this approach. Azami quotes
a tradition about the classical scholar Yahyâ ibn Ma'in (d. 233/848) from Kitäb al-majrûhin
of Ibn Hibbän (d. 354/965), which relates a rudimentary form of the isnäd-cum-maln method.
According to this report, Ibn Ma'in went to several students of Hammâd b. Salama to hear
their versions of Hammäd's book. When asked what he needed these multiple transmissions
for, Ibn Ma'in replied: 47

"Hammâd b. Salama committed mistakes. So I wanted to distinguish between his
mistakes and those of others. If I find all his companions agreeing on something,

the isnad-cum-matn analysis the origin is Abu Hurayra in the firsi half of the first Islamic century See pages 66,
185, 359 and 365.
•" Sprenger, Α., " M o h a m m a d ' s Zusammenkunfl mit dem Einsiedler Bahyrâ", in Zeitschrift

der Deutsch

Morgenlandische Gesellschaft, 12 (i8j8), 238-243 and 248. Sprenger's method of dating the tradition based on the
information from the isnäd and the main is similar to the isndd-cum main analysis, but he does not follow it
through.

See also Sprenger,

"Über
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Arabern",

in
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Morgenlandische Gesellschaft, 10 (1856), 8 for another example of his method
'" Sprenger, "Mohammad's", 243-249.
ik

Kramers, J H., "Une tradition à tendance manichéenne (la 'mangeuse de verdure')", in Acta Onentalia,

(1950-1953) (translated into English in: "A tradition of Mamchaean tendency ('the she-eater of grass')" in
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Hadith,

ed. H. Motzki, Aldershot 2004).
n

Azami, M.M., Studies in hadith methodology, 52-53. This does not mean, however, that all hadith

scholars

applied this method systematically or that Ibn Ma'in used it regularly as Azami seems to suggest.
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then the source of the mistake is Hammäd. If they agree on something from him and
one of [the companions] says something else, then the source of the mistake is that
person and not Hammäd himself, so that I could distinguish between the mistakes of
Hammäd himself and the mistakes of others from him."4
The same method can be applied on the entire matn and can include differentiation in
formulations, sentences, motifs, the ordering of the motifs and so on. The main analysis of
the isnäd-cum-matn methodology takes into account any variant found between two or more
traditions, either formal or concerning content. The underlying hypothesis is that the
accounts found in the collections from the third Islamic century and later became part of a
real transmission process. As Görke puts it "Traditions are not static!"'19 If so, traditions
have to reflect the changes that occur during transmission processes, certainly because of the
way knowledge was passed down during the first Islamic centuries: through oral' 0 - though
mostly aural transmission' 1 - and mainly during lecture courses.' 2
The transmission shows a gradual development of recitation from memory with or
without the help of written notes to the reading of completely written texts from the last
three decades of the first Islamic century to the third century and later. ' 3 Accounts
transmitted by lecturing and hearing without the use of written notes will show large
48

This is an adjusted version of Azami's translation based on the original tradition in Ihn Hibbän, Kiläb al-
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'alayhi. In Azami's translation, the reason why Ibn Ma'ïn compared the versions of Hammäd's students is to
distinguish their mistakes from the mistakes of H a m m ä d . According to the original Arabic text, Ibn Ma'ïn
wanted to compare Hammäd's version with that of other transmitters on the same subject He started with the
comparison of the versions of H a m m ä d ' s students to reconstruct H a m m ä d ' s original text in order to compare
that version with the ones from other transmitters.
w

Gorke, "Eschatology", 182

'" Schoeler, The genesis, 8.
" I will use Gunther's defmilion of aural transmission to distinguish between oral and aural transmission,
aural transmission "includes oral communication (as an important component of Iransmission) without
expressly excluding the use of writing and written material within that process." See Günther, S, "Modern
literary theory applied to classical Arabic texts: Hadith revisited", in Understanding Near Eastern literatures, eds.
V. Klemm ât B. Gruendler, Wiesbaden 2000, 174-175, especially footnote 14.
'* Schoeler, The genesis, 9 and 41. See also paragraph VII of chapter 5 about the writing down of traditions, where
I discuss al-Zuhri's method of transmitting knowledge.
" Gorke & Schoeler, Berichte, 9.
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differences in the formulation and the structure of the text, i.e. motifs may appear in a
different order or even be omitted. When notes are used during the lectures, some words and
even (parts of) sentences will be very similar or even identical, as well as the order of the
motifs. In the case of dictation from a written text or using copies made from the teacher's
manuscript, the accounts of different students from the same teacher will show very large
similarities in formulation and structure of the text. Apart from this, the different methods
of working of individual students could also differ.5'' In each of these ways of transmission,
variants in the mulün of different versions of a tradition should be reflected in variants in
the accompanying asânîd.
However, these are not the only changes traditions underwent." A complicating
factor is the reworking of traditions by different transmitters, i.e. the redaction or edition of
texts. Examples of editing are the changing of formulations, the omission or addition of
elements or motifs in the text, the addition of explanations or a different emphasis on
certain motifs. Parts of the tradition could have been transmitted separately depending on
the context in which an account was transmitted. For example, biographical traditions about
the Prophet Muhammad can also contain elements that are used in legal teachings. Such
elements were sometimes transmitted separately, outside the framework of the original story
during sessions about jurisprudence. The opposite also happened: stories or elements were
combined and transmitted as one account. The editing of texts could have taken place at
each stage of the transmission.' Besides, it is possible that a transmitter always told the same
story in the same way, but it is more likely that a person adjusted his version of the story
once or more during his life, which means that several versions of one person might have
been preserved in the later collections. Finally, falsification of information and ascription to
authorities who did not pass on the information did take place and these traditions have
ended up in the hadith collections despite the efforts of the classical hadith scholars to sift
them out.
M

See Gorke & Scheeler, Berichte, 9. See for example, Motzki's study of al-Zuhrî's legal traditions. He shows that

al-Zuhri's students Ma'mar ibn Räshid (d. 153/770), Malik ihn Anas (d. 179/795)

an

^ ['Abd al-Mahk ibn 'Abd

al-'Aziz] Ibn Jurayj (d. 150/767) obtained these traditions through aural transmission, whereas some of their
students (for example Malik's students Muhammad al-Shaybânï (d. 189/805), Yahyä ibn Yahyä 1-Laythl (d.
234/''48-849 or 236/850-851) and 'Abd al-Razzäq (d 211/826) copied their texts from manuscripts or received
them through dictation as the large similarity between their versions shows. M o u k i , H., "The jurisprudence",
24-45.
" See also Gorke, "Eschatology", 182.
' ' Gorke & Schoeler, Beuchte, 9-10.
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In order to be able to separate the different processes of changing and to distinguish
which transmitter is responsible for which adjustmentis), the isnâd-cum-matn analysis
proceeds from several hypotheses connected with the nature of the source material and the
transmission of knowledge in the first Islamic centuries. Firstly, the transmission process of
the hadith material consisted of oral (though mostly aural) and written transmission.
Secondly, variants between traditions indicate that the traditions were part of a "real
transmission process". Thirdly, the chains of transmission may reflect the transmission
history. If the variants and similarities between mulün of traditions reflect the spread of
information as indicated in the asânîd, then the names that appear in that part of the asânîd
(not the complete isnâdl) are assumed to be the names of the persons who distributed and
received the tradition. If not, then a faulty or falsified ascription is possibly detected.57
Note that the above-mentioned hypotheses do not imply that I assume beforehand
that any information from the chains of transmission and the content of the traditions is
"true"!5 For example, even though I organized my material based on the information from
the asânîd and in the main analysis departed from traditions attributed to one person
working from the top of isnâd bundle to the bottom, I did not lose sight of the possibility
that individual traditions might have been falsely ascribed to another person. I tried to
detect possibly false ascriptions by identifying transmission peculiarities. These peculiarities
are "transmission fingerprints", i.e. characteristic words, formulations or omissions that
only appear in the text of one particular transmitter. If a peculiarity of transmitter A is
present in a tradition of transmitter B, I checked whether the formulation derives from a
common source or if it is caused by falsification, error or mixing of texts (interdependent
transmission).
To apply the isnâd-cum-matn analysis requires a number of things. The most
important one is that variant traditions which consist of a main and an accompanying isnad
have to be available. The analysis has to be performed on a corpus of as many variant
traditions and collections as possible to enhance the tenabihty of the conclusions. Preferably,
the collections in which the ahädith are present should be from different regions and cover

" Motzki, "The murder", 174. See also Gorke, "Eschatology", 188-191
' See for example Motzki's article "Ar rada", in which he refutes several wrong interpretations and
assumptions from Schneider concerning the application of the isnädcum main analysis. This article is the last
publication in their debate about the legal concepts in early Islamic and pre-Islamic jurisprudence concerning
the loss of a person's freedom.
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different kinds of works to avoid distortion of the overall picture of the tradition by
political motives or regional and personal preferences among others."
The disadvantage of the isndd-cum-matn analysis is that it is rather time consuming
while the historical facts about the life of the Prophet Muhammad that can be deduced from
the results of the analysis are meagre. 0 Also, if the circumstances are not as favourable as
described above, other textual analyses have to be used to complement the isnâd-cum-matn
analysis. An example is Motzki's "internal formal criteria of authenticity". ' They can be
used as an argument but not as the sole argument in the dating of single traditions, because
even when they meet the criteria, they can be forged.

2

Schemer combines the tsnad-cum-matn

method with an analysis of narrative elements in traditions dealing with the conquest of
Damascus. 3 In my study of the representation of Muhammad's contemporary Hind bint
'Utba as liver eater, I combine the isnâd-cum-matn analysis with a comparison of the motifs
in traditions that describe this event. A Görke uses the additional dating of eschatological
traditions through a study of the events described in the traditions. '
The difficulties notwithstanding, very promising results have been achieved so far as
the following overview of the application of the isndd-cum-matn analysis on sira material will
show.

V.

ISNÂD-CUM-MATN

ANALYSIS OF

SÎRA-MATERIAL

The largest collection of sira traditions analysed with the isnâd-cum-matn method in one
study is the material ascribed to the Successor 'Urwa ibn al-Zubayr (d. 93/711-712 or 94/712713) analysed by Görke and Schoeler. 'Urwa was the son of Asma', the daughter of the first
caliph Abu Bakr, and the nephew of 'A'isha, wife of the Prophet Muhammad. Although he
was born more than ten years after the death of the Prophet (probably in 23/643-644), he had
connections with some of Muhammad's closest Companions. He is known as one of the
" Gorke, "Eschatology", 186.
60
1
61
1

Motzki, "The murder", 233-234
Motzki, The ortgtm, 83-94, s e e a ' s o footnote 5 of this chapter.
See Motzki, "AT radi", 219-220.
Schemer, J., Du Eroberung von Damaskus- Quellenknlische Untersuchung zur Historiographie in klassisch-islamischer

Zeil, Leiden 2010.
4

van der Voort, Ν., " H i n d bint 'Ulba, de 'levereetster'. Verhalen over een invloedrijke vrouw u u de tijd van de

profeet M u h a m m a d " , in Jaarboek voor vrouwengeschiedenis, 29 f2009).
é!

He describes this method in "Eschatology", 180-181.
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first scholars to collect systematically and distribute traditions about the life of the
Prophet.
The majority of 'Urwa's stra material deals with events in the Medinan part of the
life of the Prophet Muhammad. Görke and Schoeler focus on stories of at least halve a page
preserved in letters or traditions, and shorter traditions that are connected with these longer
stories.' 7 Of the eight events analysed with the isnäd-cum-maln method, the traditions
attributed to 'Urwa about the hijra (the migration from Mecca to Medina) of the Prophet
Muhammad, the scandal about 'A'isha (in 6/628) when she was accused of fornication and
the events of al-Hudaybiya in the same year, when Muhammad concluded a treaty with the
Meccans, did indeed derive from him. The story about Muhammad's first revelation - of the
eight tradition the only event that took place during Muhammad's life in Mecca - was also
probably 'Urwa's, but the ascription of the traditions about the famous battle of Badr (in
2/624), when a small army of Muslims defeated a much larger group of Meccans, the siege of
Medina (in 5/627) and the conquest of Mecca (in 8/630) could not be confirmed because of
the lack of a variant version from a second student of 'Urwa. They also detected a faulty
ascription of a detailed version of the battle of Uhud to 'Urwa, though this was probable the
result of a transmission error rather than a deliberate action.
Görke and Schoeler did not find any proof that 'Urwa had arranged his material in
an actual book about the life of the Prophet, but so far, his collection of traditions are the
oldest sira material available, which was compiled 30-60 years after the death of the Prophet
Muhammad. ' His material covers the main events of Muhammad's life. Although the story
about the scandal about 'A'isha is not one of them, it's presence among 'Urwa's material is
obvious because of the family ties between them. 70 What makes the work of Görke and
Schoeler even more useful to this study is that one of'Urwa's master students is Ibn Shihäb
al-Zuhri. Görke and Schoeler mainly compared his version with the version of'Urwa's son,
Hishàm (d. 146/763), complemented with the versions of other students. In the following
part, I will focus on the peculiarities of al-Zuhri's transmission from 'Urwa.
Al-Zuhrï did not transmit any letter from 'Urwa unlike Hishäm, who had probably
inherited 'Urwa's written material. One letter from 'Urwa about the hijra of the women is

Gorke & Schoeler, Berichte, 10-11. Schoeler, G., "'Urwa b. al-Zubayr", m EI2, X, Leiden 2000, 910-911.
67

Gorke & Schoeler, Berichte, 18.
Gorke & Schoeler, Berichte, 144 (about the faulty ascription) and 256-257 (a summary of the results).
Gorke & Schoeler, Berichte, 258, 267 and 279.

70

34

Gorke & Schoeler, Berichte, 263

ascribed to al-Zuhrî, but the ascription to 'Urwa is probably not authentic but stems from
al-Zuhri's student Ibn Ishäq or al-Zuhri himself.71 There are, however, many detailed
traditions and shorter versions from al-Zuhri deriving from attending 'Urwa's lectures.
Although the letters seem to have been the base of'Urwa's lectures, their structure differs.72
Al-Zuhri edited the information he received from his teacher. His versions contain
more details and names of persons than Hishäm's texts or he softens certain information. 73
He sometimes traces a tradition back from 'Urwa to an earlier source like 'Ä'isha, while
Hisham does not mention a source before 'Urwa. Al-Zuhri either assumed that 'Urwa
received the information from her or he knew more than Hishäm about 'Urwa's source.74
Furthermore, he sometimes combines elements of separate traditions from 'Urwa in one
tradition, although the composition of elements in longer stories sometimes already derives
from 'Urwa.75
Görke and Schoeler found several times a remarkable resemblance of the versions of
al-Zuhri's students Ma'mar ibn Rashid (d. 153/770), Yûnus ibn Yazïd (d. 152/769) and 'Uqayl
ibn Khâlid (d. 144/761), especially between the latter two.7 I will discuss this resemblance in
the following chapters. Ma'mar is the most important transmitter of al-Zuhri's material
from 'Urwa, but al-Zuhri is not his only source for 'Urwa-material.77 He received 'Urwa's
sira material from al-Zuhri, but 'Urwa's exegetical material from al-Zuhri as well as Hishäm
ibn 'Urwa.7 Ma'mar made a written version which he must have transmitted to his students,
given the similarity between his students' versions.79 Another very reliable transmitter of

71

Górke ic Schoeler, Berichte, 199-200 and 248

72

Gorke & Schoeler, Berichte, 247-248.

" Gorke 4 Schoeler, Benchle, 29, 33,159,182 and 234. In the version of Hisham, Muhammad is afraid that he is
a kdhtri (soothsayer) because of what he sees and hears during his first revelation, while in al-Zuhri's version,
Muhammad "only" fears for his soul.
71

Górke 8c Schoeler, Benchle, 16, 34 and 271. Al-Zuhri traces the tradition about the first revelation of

Muhammad back to 'Ä'isha, while Hishäm only mentions 'Urwa.
7

' For example, the detailed tradition about Uhud is probably the result of redaction from al-Zuhri and not

'Urwa's work. Gorke & Schoeler, Berichte, 141. The composition of the hijra story probably derives from 'Urwa.
Gorke & Schoeler, Benchle, 63 and 75-76.
^ Górke & Schoeler, Berichte, 26,149 and 233.
77

Górke 8c Schoeler, Berichte, 249.

7

Gorke 8c Schoeler, Benchle, 253

79

Gorke 8c Schoeler, Berichte, 58.
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'Urwa-material from al-Zuhri is Ibn Ishäq -> al-Zuhrï -> 'Urwa, although his version
sometimes differs from al-Zuhri's other students.

0

In general, Górke and Schoeler detected several developments in the material. 'Urwa
could have already made the connection between Qur'ânic verses and historical events, but
particularly the generation of his students seems to have been interested in it. Also, 'Urwa
did not always mention the time of the event, while there are many traditions from al-Zuhri
about the date of certain events and other important information like who participated for
example in the battle of Badr. ' The following generation of Ibn Ishäq and Müsä ibn 'Uqba
(d. 141/758) arranged their material more consistently in chronological order.
The following studies with the isnad-cum-matn analysis are performed on single
events. They have in common with the previous study that stories attributed to al-Zuhrï are
among the analysed versions. I will start with Motzki's analysis of an event in the Medinan
period with a marginal role for the Prophet Muhammad: the murder of the Jew Salläm ibn
Abï 1-Huqayq by a group of Ansar. According to Ibn Ishäq, the assassination took place after
the siege of Medina in the year 5/627.

2

As above, I will first discuss the results of the

analysis in general and then focus on al-Zuhrï's transmission.
Motzki uncovers common elements in his analysis of four tradition complexes that
relate this story, which must originate from several different versions or "archetypes" in the
last third of the 1 /η

century. He considers it probable that the common elements partly

reflect historical reality. 3 Two tradition complexes are transmissions from two different
branches of the Ka'b ibn Malik family. The differences and similarities between the versions
point to a common source, possibly narratives circulating within the Ka'b family, and oral
transmission.

4

One of these tradition complexes is from al-Zuhrï. He does not trace his information
to an eyewitness of the event, but the isndd stops at the Successor level. Several different
persons are mentioned as informant of al-Zuhrï, either sons or grandsons of Ka'b ibn Malik.
This confusion is in general present in al-Zuhrï's transmission from the Ka'b family. ' The

Górke & Schoeler, Berichte, 2jo.
1

Gorke & Schoeler, Berichte, 100 and 179

* See Guillaume, The life, 482
3

Motzki, "The murder", 222 and 231-232.

1

Molzki, "The murder", 218-219.

*' Molzki, "The murder", 178-179. The tradition complex in chapter 4 also derives from a member of the Ka'b
ibn Malik family and displays the same confusion.
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main analysis could not clarify which of these persons was al-Zuhri's informant, although it
was certainly a member of the Ka'b family. Al-Zuhri told the story at different times with
slight variants in the isnâd as well as in the matn. According to Motzki, the fact that he did
not trace his information back to one of the participants of the murder or to their relative
Ka'b ibn Malik supports the reliability of his isnâd.
Motzki thinks that al-Zuhri's version is based on two or more different, possibly
more detailed stories and that he had summarized the stories and harmonized some family
biases and contradictions.

7

Besides the detailed story, al-Zuhrî uses parts or shorter versions

of the detailed story in the discussion of and instruction in legal matters. These "legal
deductions" vary in formulation from the corresponding part in the detailed story.

The

similarities between the detailed versions of al-Zuhrî's students indicate a written
transmission, 'although probably not always by means of dictation or copying of the same
text.90
My own analysis of the meeting of Suräqa ibn Malik ibn Ju'shum with the Prophet
Muhammad during his hijra reveals another genuine Zuhrï-tradition, although it is
performed on only three traditions.' 1 I compared the version of Ma'mar ibn Räshid in the
Musannaf of 'Abd al-Razzäq with traditions ascribed to 'Uqayl ibn Khalid and Ibn Ishäq.
Since, the traditions of Ma'mar and 'Uqayl are nearly identical, they were probably
transmitted in writing.' 2 Ibn Ishäq's tradition differs in content and terminology, but the
broad outline is similar to Ma'mar and 'Uqayl's versions. Since according to the asdnid, alZuhrî is the common link he has to be the source of the common elements." The answer to
the question of why Ibn Ishäq's version differs from the versions of the other two Zuhristudents requires an extensive analysis of variant traditions that was outside the scope of the
present study.

*' Motzki, "The murder", 204-206.
7

Motzki, "The murder", 220.

88

Motzki, "The murder", 204.

^ Motzki, "The murder", 195, 201 and 202.
90

Ma'mar ibn Räshid's version from al-Zuhri is more concise and his introduction shorter than Ihn Ishäq's

version Among other things, it contains no repetition of elements and the structure differs at some places
compared with Ibn Ishäq's (ext. Motzki, "The murder", 193-195 and 201.
91

The analysis served as an illustration of the isnad-cum main method and a verification of Ma'mar's ascription

of this tradition to al-Zuhri.
' J van der Voort, "Kitäb al-maghâz?', 26-27.
" van der Voort, "Kitdb al-maghâzt, 28-30.
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This overview of results achieved so far with the isnâd-cum-matn analysis on sira
material shows the value of the method and al-Zuhrï's involvement with the biography of
the Prophet Muhammad. 94

9,1

Additionally, there are many legal decisions of the Prophet Muhammad connected with certain events

during his life. Since I focus on biographical traditions, I will only mention here Peters' study of the story
about the murder in Khaybar, because the story is present in sira and maghdzi works, al-Zuhri is among the
persons who transmit a version of the story and because Peters combined a study of the asdnid with an
comparison of the mulùn. See Peters, "Murder".
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CHAPTER a
T H E RAID OF THE HUDHAYL 1

I. INTRODUCTION

At the dawn of Islam, the Hudhayl were a tribe of Northern Arab descent living near Mecca.
According to the Islamic sources, they were related to the Quraysh in Mecca, with whom
they sided in their struggle against the Prophet Muhammad and the new religion of Islam.2
To revenge the murder of their chief Sufyân ibn Khâlid ibn Nubayh by 'Abd Allah ibn
Unays, who had acted on the authority of the Prophet Muhammad, a branch of the
Hudhayl, the Lihyân, ambushed a group of Muslims sent by Muhammad and killed most of
them. They sold the remaining Muslims in Mecca, where the prisoners were killed in the
end.3 Muhammad tried to attack the Lihyân a few months later as a reaction to their raid,
but he did not succeed in overtaking them.4
The raid of the Hudhayl is part of the sira, "the life of Muhammad", and belongs to
the maghâzi, the stories about Muhammad's military campaigns. According to the Muslim
historiographical sources, the raid took place at the end of the year 3/625 or in the beginning
of the year 4/625 after the battle of Uhud.'The Muslim source material contains a number
of variant narrative accounts of the raid. The aim of this chapter is to examine the origins
and the authenticity of one of these variants, the account attributed to the famous Medinan
transmitter Ibn Shihäb al-Zuhri (d. 124/742).
In a recent publication, Juynboll discussed the origin and the authenticity of alZuhrï's tradition on the raid of the Hudhayl analysed in this study. He concluded that
"Zuhri is doubtless the chronicler of this khabar". However, he questioned the authenticity

' This chapter is published as: Boekhoff-van der Voort, Ν., "The raid of the Hudhayl· Ibn Shihäb al-Zuhri's
version of the event", in Analysing Muslim traditions: Studies in legal, exegetical and maghazï Hadith, ed Η
Motzki, Leiden & Boston 2010. The present chapter is a slightly adapted version of thai article.
2

Rentz, G., "Hudhayl", in Eh, III, Leiden 1971, 540-541

' Levi Delia Vida, G., "Libyan: In Islamic sources", in Eh, V, Leiden 1986, 763
* Guillaume, The life, 485-486.
' Ibn Ishâq places the raid in the year 3 A.H. according to the version of Ibn Hishâm, but most other sources
agree on the year 4 A H. See for example Ibn Kathir, al-Bidâya wa-1-nihâya, IV, Beirut 1966, 61-62 Ibn Hishäm,
Sirai sayyidinä Muhammad rasülAllah, I, Frankfurt am Main 1961, 638.
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of the part of the chain of transmitters below al-Zuhrï, which he describes as an
"improvement" from a later transmitter. Al-Zuhrï's original chain was probably mursal
without the name of al-Zuhri's informant, whom he assumes to be "wholly fictitious".7
I have collected thirty-five variants of al-Zuhri's story about the raid of the Hudhayl.
The traditions vary in length. Seventeen (48.6%) are detailed traditions, thirteen (37.1%)
short, three (8.6%) are of medium length and two (5.7%) only state the isnäd. Roughly, alZuhri's detailed traditions exist of three parts. The first part describes the attack of the
Libyan. The second part is about the imprisonment and death of one of the members of
Muhammad's party, Khubayb al-Ansârî, while the last and shortest part describes the
unsuccessful attempt of some Quraysh to lay hold of the body of 'Äsim ibn Thäbit, who
was killed during the attack of the Libyan.
The variants derive from twenty-one collections of twenty different authors dating
from the third to the ninth Islamic century. The collections vary from historical works
(Ta'rtkh, Stra and Maghâzt) to hadith-coWzcixons (Sahlh, Sunan, Musnad and MusannaJ) and
biographical dictionaries (Tabaqal). The authors of the collections place the majority of the
traditions in chapters dealing with history or historical events, like ktläb al-ta 'rikh, kitdb almaghâzî, kilâb al-siyar, kitdb al-jihâd, ghazwat al-Rajï' and sanat arba'. The other traditions
appear in chapters on one of the people mentioned in the story or the tsnad, or on a variety
of topics like, awwal man (the first person who), tawhïd (belief in the unity of God) or
janä'iz (funeral rites).

II. ISNÄD ANALYSIS
Four different students of al-Zuhri preserved a version of his story about the raid of the
Hudhayl based on the data from the isnâd: Ibrahim ibn Ismâ'ïl (n.d.), Ibrahim ibn Sa'd (d.
183/799), Ma'mar ibn Räshid (d. 153/770) and Shu'ayb ibn Abï Hamza (d. 162/779-780). The
number of different traditions per student is as follows:

Munal

is an isnäd in which the name oi the C o m p a n i o n is lacking between the Successor - al-ZuhrT in this

case - and the Prophet Muhammad. See Juynboll, G Η Α., "Mursal" in EI2, VII, Leiden 1993, 631
7

Juynboll, Encyclopedia, 718.
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Table v. Number and type of tradition per student of al-Zuhn
Student of al-

Detailed

Medium

Short

ISNÄD only

Total

Ibrahim ibn Ismâ'îl

1

1

o

o

2

Ibrahim ibn Sa'd

7

1

5

1

14

Ma'mar

7

1

7

o

ÏS

Shu'ayb

2

o

2

1

5

I?

3

./

2
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Zuhri

Ibrahim ibn Ismä 'il
According to the information from the asânîd, the two traditions that are attributed to
Ibrahim ibn Ismâ'îl both derive from the same student of Ibrahim, i.e. Ja'far ibn 'Awn (d.
207/822).9 Ibn Abi Shayba (d. 235/849) received the story about the raid of the Hudhayl
directly from him, while al-Tabari (d. 310/922) received it via Abu Kurayb [Muhammad ibn
al-'Ala'] (d. 248/862).10 The remaining part of the isnäd is the same, except for one important
detail: the detailed tradition of al-Tabari does not mention al-Zuhri as source of Ibrahim ibn
Ismâ'îl. There are, however, two indications that the name of al-Zuhri is missing," either by
mistake or deliberately.
Firstly, the medium length tradition of Ibn Abi Shayba that mentions the name of alZuhri contains the same striking detail as the tradition from al-Tabari. Both transmission
chains express the uncertainty whether al-Zuhri (Ibrahim ibn Ismâ'îl in al-Taban's version)
heard the tradition from 'Amr ibn Asid or 'Umar ibn Asid from the narrator of the
tradition, Abu Hurayra. Secondly, the matn of the detailed tradition of al-Tabari looks at
first glance similar to the m utun of the other students of al-Zuhri. It seems very likely that alThe actual number is 35 traditions and among them 13 short stories. One short tradition derives from a
combined transmission of two students of al-Zuhri, Ma'mar and Ibrahim ibn Sa'd, according to the isnäd. I
counted each transmission as a separate tradition of each student
9

See the isnäd bundle below on page 48.

10

Al-Tabari only mentions the kunya Abu Kurayb. See al-Tabari, Ta'rìkh alrusul walmulük. III, Leiden 1964,

1434. He is Abu Kurayb Muhammad ibn al-'Ala' ibn Kurayb al-Hamdani 1-Kûfï. See al-Mizzi, Tahdhlb al kamâl
fi asma' al-njdl, VI, Beirul 1998, 466-468 (no. 6120).
" The matn analysis and the comparison with the traditions from the other students of al-Zuhri will show that
Ibrahim ibn Ismâ'îl heard the tradition about the raid of the Hudhayl from al-Zuhri Otherwise, I would also
have mentioned the possibility that the name al-Zuhri was added in one transmission line.
4'

Tabari's tradition is from al-Zuhri also, but we need to include the comparison of the mulun
to give a conclusive and more detailed answer.

Ibrahim ibn Sa 'd
The asdntd of the traditions ascribed to Ibrahim ibn Sa'd provide us with the information
that apparently six different persons received (parts of) the tradition from Ibrahim ibn Sa'd:
Abu Däwüd al-Tayälisi (d. 204/819), Ibrahim ibn Hamza (d. 230/845), Ma'n ibn 'Isa (d.
198/814), Mansur ibn Abi Muzähim (d. 235/850), Musa ibn Isma'il (d. 223/838) and Ya'qüb
ibn Ibrahim (d. 208/823), ^

son

of Ibrahim ibn Sa'd.12

Three traditions have a double isnäd. One short tradition derives from a combined
report from two students of al-Zuhri, Ibrahim ibn Sa'd and Ma'mar. Al-Tabarani combines
these two transmissions in al-Mu'jam al-kabîr and gives the following isnäd: Ishäq ibn
Ibrahim al-Dabarï -> 'Abd al-Razzâq -> Ma'mar -> al-Zuhri and Mus'ab ibn Ibrahim ibn
Hamza l-Zubayri -> his father-> Ibrahim ibn Sa'd -> al-Zuhri -> 'Umar ibn Asid ibn Jâriya 1Thaqafï -> Abu Hurayra.' 3 Al-Mizzi mentions a tradition via the same transmission in
Tahdhib al-kamälfi asma ' al-rijäl.'*
Ibn Sa'd also combines two transmissions, but they derive from two separate
accounts. The isnäd he gives at the beginning of his detailed story is 'Abd Allah ibn Idris alAwdi -> Muhammad ibn Ishäq -> 'Àsim ibn 'Umar ibn Qatäda ibn al-Nu'män al-Zafari and
Ma'n ibn 'Isa l-Ashja'i -> Ibrahim ibn Sa'd -> Ibn Shihäb -> 'Umar ibn Asid ibn al-'Alä' ibn
Jänya. 1 ' The account of Ibn Ishäq (d. 150/767) is preserved in many collections and will later
on be compared with the traditions that are attributed to al-Zuhri.
Ibn Hanbal says at the beginning of the last tradition with a combined isnäd that he
heard the tradition from Sulayman ibn Dawud (= Abu Däwüd al-Tayälisi) and Ibrahim's
son, Ya'qüb ibn Ibrahim. He explicitly states, however, that he gives Sulaymän's version.'
In the lower part, the transmission lines display confusion in the name of the
informant of al-Zuhri similar to the traditions from Ja'far ibn 'Awn/Ibrahim ibn Isma'il.
Nine of the fourteen traditions give variants of the name 'Umar ibn Asid ibn Järiya 1-

12

See the complete isnäd bundle in Appendix 1 at the end of this chapter.

'' AI-Tabaräni, alMu'jam al-kabïr, XVII, Cairo n.d., 175 (no. 463).
14

AI-Mizzï, Tahdhib, V, 418 (no. 4963).

" Ibn Sa'd, al-Tabaqàt, II, 55-56
Ibn Hanbal, Musnad al imäm Ahmad ihn Hanbal, II, Beirut 1413/1993, 393-394 (no. 7947).
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Thaqafi,17 four 'Amr ibn Asid ibn Järiya 1-Thaqafï and one 'Umayr ibn Asid 'an Järiya. The
last version seems to be a transmission error, 'Umayr instead of 'Amr or 'Umar and 'an
instead of bn. The main analysis will confirm this.' Furthermore, the main analysis will help
to answer the question if Ibrahim ibn Sa'd transmitted several versions of the name of alZuhri's informant or just one name (if so, which name) which was transformed during later
transmission.
One tradition - this is in fact the only tradition in my collection - is traced back to
the Prophet Muhammad. The name of Abü Hurayra is placed between brackets and should
therefore be seen as an addition from the editor. It is possible that the word 'an stands in
this case for "concerning" instead of "on the authority of'. This would mean that
Muhammad does not take part in the transmission, but it indicates that he plays a role in
the story (which he does).

Ma 'mar ibn Râshid
My collection contains traditions from four students of Ma'mar: 'Abd Allah ibn Däwüd (d.
213/828), 'Abd al-Razzäq (d. 211/826), Hishäm ibn Yüsuf (d. 197/813) and al-Wâqidï (d.
207/823). The main part of the traditions is from 'Abd al-Razzäq, nine of the fifteen
traditions.' 9 Ibn al-Athïr (d. 630/1233) gives one tradition from Ma'mar without mentioning
the people who transmitted the story from Ma'mar to him. 20
Twelve traditions give the name 'Amr ibn Abi Sufyän as the informant of al-Zuhri,
while only two mention 'Umar ibn Asid ibn Jâriya 1-Thaqafï.21 These two traditions are the
two versions of the combined tradition of Ma'mar and Ibrahim ibn Sa'd. Since all
traditions that mention the informant of al-Zuhri have the name 'Amr ibn Abi Sufyän,
except the two traditions that derive from a combined transmission with Ibrahim ibn Sa'd,
it seems probable that Ibrahim ibn Sa'd is responsible for the deviating appellation 'Umar
ibn Asid ibn Järiya l-Thaqafi.
17

Beside the name mentioned above, the following variants appear: 'Umar ibn Asid ibn Jâriya, 'Umar ibn Asid

ibn al-'Alä' ibn Järiya and 'Umar ibn Jariya l-Thaqafì.
' See the conclusions below on pages 55 ('an/bn) and 67 ('Umayr/'Amr or 'Umar)
''Among these traditions is the short tradition of al-Tabaräni that derived from a combined transmission of
Ma'mar and Ibrahim ibn Sa'd and that is also preserved in the Tahdhib of al-Mi/.zi. See pages 64-65 and 78
where this tradition is discussed in more detail.
20

Ibn al-Athïr, Usdal-ghäbafi ma'nfat al-sabäba. III, [Cairo] 1970-1973,111-112.

21

One tradition stops at the level of al-Zuhri.
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Shu'ayb ihn Abi Hamia
22

Abu 1-Yamän

transmitted four of the five traditions that are allegedly from Shu'ayb

according to the transmission chains. The fifth tradition is from Abu Dâwûd al-Sijistânï (d.
275/888) directly from Shu'ayb. Abu Dâwûd does not mention his informants in this short
tradition, but there is another tradition from Shu'ayb on the raid of the Hudhayl via Ibn
'Awf-> Abu 1-Yamän -> Shu'ayb in his Sunan in a different chapter.23 Maybe he heard the
tradition for which he does not mention his source via the same people, but it is not
possible to draw a conclusion based on the information in the isndd alone. Abu Dâwûd
could just as well have received the tradition from another person. Unfortunately, since the
tradition with the informant of Abu Dâwûd only consists of an isnäd without main, the
main analysis cannot solve this problem.
The most remarkable aspect of Shu'ayb's traditions is that he mentions another
informant of al-Zuhri in the middle of the story at the beginning of the part where the
daughter of al-Hârith tells about the imprisonment and killing of Khubayb.24 According to
the version of Shu'ayb, al-Zuhri heard this part from 'Ubayd Allah or 'Abd Allah ibn
'lyäd 25 or from al-Hârith's daughter. The other students of al-Zuhri do not mention this
person; the story of Khubayb is part of the tradition from Abu Hurayra. Did the other three
students not mention the separate isnäd or did Shu'ayb add this information to the
tradition himself? We will return to this question after the next part of the analysis.

Conclusion of the isnäd analysis
The information from the analysis of the lines of transmission tells us that al-Zuhri taught
the story of the raid of the Hudhayl to several students. Al-Zuhri's students transmitted the
story further on and distributed it in Yemen and Iraq until it ended up in Egypt and
countries as far as Khurâsân, Sijistän and Transoxiana (nowadays parts of Iran and

" He is al-Hakam ibn Nifi' al-Bahrani from Hims. See al-Mizzï, Tahdhïb, II, 252 (no. 1432)
' J The short tradition without informants is from Sunan Abî Dâwûd, III, Beirut η d., 189 (part of no. 3112) and
the one with informants is from Sunan, III, 51 (no. 2661).
24

See below on page 81 line 13.

15

The name in the printed edition of al-NasäVs al Sunan alkubrä is 'Abd Allah ibn 'Abbâs. This is an

incorrect adaptation, since the editor writes in a footnote that the name in the manuscript is 'lyäd. See alNasä'i, Kitäb alsunan alkubrä, V, Beirut 1411/1991, 262 footnote 6. The correct name is 'Ubayd Allah ibn 'lyäd,
see al-Mizzi, Tahdhib, V, 58 (no. 4261)
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Afghanistan) The transmission to his students must have taken place before 124/742 when
al-Zuhn died
There seems to be confusion in the name of the informant of al-Zuhn Four different
names appear as al-Zuhn's source from Abu Hurayra 'Amr ibn Abi Sufyan al-Thaqafi, 'Amr
ibn Asid ibn Jariya I-Thaqafi, 'Umar ibn Asid ibn Jariya 1-Thaqafi and 'Umayr ibn Asid
Shu'ayb and Ma'mar both agree on the name 'Amr ibn Abi Sufyan Ibrahim ibn Isma'il is
not certain whether the correct name is 'Amr or 'Umar ibn Asid and gives them both in his
tsnad All variants of the name appear in the traditions of Ibrahim ibn Sa'd The names look
so much alike, that they are probably the same person
Al-Mizzi mentions that his name is 'Amr ibn Abi Sufyan ibn Asid ibn Jariya 1Thaqafi from Medina, an ally of the Zuhra-clan, but that he was called after his grandfather,
ie 'Amr ibn Asid Some people call him 'Umar, but the correct name is ' A m r 2 This
explains why several variants of the same name appear in the transmission lines It also
confirms my suspicion that we are probably dealing here with just one person, although we
have to analyse the mutun first to be certain The information from the asanid does not
answer the question who is responsible for the different appellations Are they transmission
errors or the result of uncertainty about the correct name as Ibrahim ibn Isma'il expressed
or did al-Zuhn use different names for his informant'
We will now turn to the analysis of the main to see whether al-Zuhri was indeed
responsible for the distribution of the tradition Furthermore, the analysis might solve or
confirm the issues discussed above

HI. MATN ANALYSIS PfcR STUDENT OF AL-ZUHRÎ

Ibrahim ibn Isma 'il
The detailed version (L16) from the Ta 'nkh of al-Taban is the main text for the comparison
of the traditions ascribed to Ibrahim ibn Isma'il 2 7 The text is as follows 2
( ^ ^ΛΩ. j l Jj-ac j j c (JJC-LAUII Qi A J A I ^ J I LU (Jli (C^wul U J 0 L H - J 4 * ^ ^
Ijl ^ ^

\j^jìA

klulj QÌ A^alc ^ejlr. _)A1J JaA J S ^ i c l i j a j

kluÄ f4&La I J ^ ^ J S l^alj J ^ j 4-Ί"· ?4^

i - ^ l — y j ^ ^ j l L J La Γ

t i l , ^i dill J ^ M I J (jl öjljlt,

I j V i s (jUaJ j u ^ $ ] J U j J j j a ^

l i

g-jl l j & Aluil 2

^ ^ J I J J S J il^JLi l ^ l £ Ί

* Al Mizzi, Tahdhib, V, 418 (no 4963)
17

Al Tabari, Ta nkh, III, 1434 1436

1

All line numbers in this paragraph refer to the lines mentioned below in the Arabic text

29

1 shortened the eulogy sulla Allah alayhi wa sallam everywhere to sl'm
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[...] what Abu Kurayb told us, he said, Ja'far ihn 'Awn al-'Amrî told us, he said, "Ibrahim
ibn Ismâ'il told us on the authority o f ' A m r or 'Umar ibn Asïd on the authority of Abu
Hurayra that the messenger of God sent out a group of ten men, appointing 'Asim ibn
Thâbit as their leader (1).31 They departed until when they came to al-Had'a, they were
mentioned to a clan of Hudhayl, called the Banü Libyan (2). These sent out 100 archers
to them (3). They found the place where they had eaten dates (4) and said, 'These are date
pits from Yathrib [= Medina].' (5) The Banü Libyan followed their tracks (6). When 'Asim
and his companions noticed them, they fled to a mountain (7). So, the others surrounded
them (8), asked them to come down and gave them [their] pledge (9). 'Asim said, 'By God,
I will not come down on the basis of a promise of an unbeliever (io).' 2 O God, inform
Your Prophet about us!' (11)

'"The word in al-Tabari's tradition is shtqqayya, which is most probably a copyist's error The editor of alTabarl's work mentions in a footnote the variant sbiqq also The traditions from Ma'mar and Shu'ayb confirm
the latter variant.
'' I composed a list of all elements that are present in the variant traditions of al-Zuhrï's story about the raid of
the Hudhayl. The numbers between brackets indicate the elements that are present in this tradition The
numbers of the elements that are not in this version are omitted.
31

Kafir can mean unbeliever, but also a man wearing arms. See Lane, E.W., An Arabic English lexicon, II,

Cambridge 1984, 2622.
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Ibn al-Dathinna 1-Bayädi, Khubayb and another man surrendered to them (15). The clan
untied the strings of their bows and bound them (16). They wounded one of the three
men (17), who said, 'This is, by God, the first sign of treachery." By God, I shall not
follow you!' (18) They hit him and killed him (21), while they took Khubayb and Ibn alDathinna to Mecca (22).
They turned Khubayb over to the sons of al-Härith ibn 'Amir ibn Nawfal ibn 'Abd
Manâf, since Khubayb was the one who had killed al-Härith at Uhud (23). While
Khubayb stayed with the daughters of al-Härith, he borrowed from one of the daughters
of al-Härith a razor to shave [his pubic hair] for the killing (25). The woman, who had a
little son, who walked slowly, was not afraid of Khubayb until he had placed the boy on
his thigh with the razor still in his hand (27). The woman cried out (28), but Khubayb
said, 'Are you afraid that I shall kill him? Treachery is not our nature.' (29)"
He said, "The woman said later on, 'I have never seen a better prisoner than Khubayb.
(30) I saw him eating from a bunch of grapes in his hand at a time when there was no
fruit in Mecca (31). It was certainly food that God gave to Khubayb (32).'
A clan of Quraysh sent [messengers] out for 'Asim to bring something from his body
(42), because of the scars 'Asim had inflicted upon them at Uhud.' 4 (43) God sent a
swarm of bees to him that protected his body (44), so they were not able to take anything
from his body (45).
When they went with Khubayb out of the sacred territory to kill him, he said, 'Let me
alone to perform a short prayer consisting of two cycles.' (33) They left him alone and he
performed two cycles (34). It became a manner of acting to perform a short prayer
consisting of two cycles for anyone who was bound until he was put to death" (40). Then
Khubayb said, 'If they would not say "he was afraid [to die]" I would have performed
more (35). I do not care how my death comes, since it is in God's cause.' (37) Then he said,
'For that is God's prerogative; and if He wishes He will give His blessing to severed
limbs. 3 ' (38) O God, register them by number and punish them one by one.' (36) Then

" Literally the first treachery.
M

Literally: 'Asim had in them scars at Uhud

" The words qatalahu sabran mean to confine a man [with bonds or oiherwise] alive, and then shoot, or cast, at
him until he is dead. Lane, Lexicon, II, 1644.
'' The translation of these poetry lines is from Trevor le Gassick. See Ibn Kathïr, The life of the Prophet
Muhammad: A translation of al-Sira alnahawtyya. III, [Doha/Qatar] 2000, 85. See also my remarks about the
poetry on page 50 footnotes 41 and 42.
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Abu Sirwa'a" ibn al-Hânth ibn 'Amir ibn Nawfal ibn 'Abd Manâf went with him, hit
him and killed him (39)."

The isnâd b u n d l e of the traditions from I b r a h i m ibn Ismä'il is as follows:
Figure 4: Isnâd b u n d l e of I b r a h i m ibn Ismä'il o n the raid of the H u d h a y l
AI/TABARÏ
d. 310/922 Baghdad

IBN ABÏ SHAYBA
d. 235/849 Baghdad/Kûfa
M3

Abu Kurayb Muhammad b. al-'Ala'
d. 248/862 Küfa

Ja'far b. 'Awn
d. 207/822 Küfa

•
Ibrahim b. Ismâ'il [b. al-Mujammi'| al-Ansârï
n.d. Medina
M3
/
al-Zu
Su h ri*
d. 124/742 Medina a.o.
L16 " ^ ^
'Amr or 'Umar b. Asîd
n.d. Medina
Abu Hurayra
d. 57/677 Medina
T h e m e d i u m length tradition of Ibn Abî Shayba describes the same events until element 11.3
T h e tradition ends in the middle of element 15 w i t h o u t any reference to a shortening of the
text. W h e n we c o m p a r e the e n d i n g with the detailed version, it turns out that the story even
ends in the m i d d l e of a sentence. The text of Ibn Abi Shayba is wa-nacala
Dathinna

l-Bayddi, while al-Tabari's version is wa-nazala ilayhim Ibn al-Dathinna

ilayhi [sic] Ibn
l-BayüdïviK-

KHUBAYB WA-RAJUL ÀKHAR. Ibn Abi Shayba places the tradition in the kitäb al-ta'rtkh

under

the chapter o n the raid of the Banu Libyan. The n a m e of the chapter does n o t give any clue
why we find here a short(ened) version instead of the complete tradition. It seems even more
plausible that the tradition should include at this place at least the complete role of the
Banu Libyan, so until element 18, when they give K h u b a y b to the sons o f al-Härith ibn
' A m i r . Is the s h o r t e n i n g perhaps the result of a defect in the m a n u s c r i p t or a transmission

" A variant version of this name is Abu Sarwa'a I will use the version from my edition of al-Mi7zl's Tahdhib, V,
195 (no. 4562), i.e. Abu Sirwa'a. His first name is 'Uqba. He became a Muslim on the day of the conquest of
Mecca.
3

Ibn Abi Shayba, alMusanna/, V, Beirul 1409/1989, 391 (no 36864).
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error? That might be the case, but it is also possible that Ibn Abi Shayba decided just to use
the beginning of the tradition in spite of the above-mentioned arguments.
Anyway, the two mutûn are very similar apart from mainly copyist's errors. The
tradition of Ibn Abi Shayba has sanyya 'aynan after raht (I2), bi-l-Hadda instead of bi-l-Had'a
(I3), laja'û instead of iltaja'û (I4), ilayhi instead οι Hay h im (16) and Dathinna instead of alDathtnna (I7). The main difference between the two texts is the name of al-Zuhri in the isnäd
of Ibn Abi Shayba, which is absent in al-Tabari's tradition, besides the difference in length.
Hence, the conclusion would be that these traditions derive from the same source. The
common link, who is responsible for the distribution of this tradition of Abu Hurayra on
the raid of the Hudhayl, is the first transmitter that both traditions have in common, in this
case Ja'far ibn 'Awn. When the information of the transmission chains is correct and alZuhri is the informant of only one of these traditions, the mutûn would deviate much more.
Therefore, one of the two chains is faulty. Comparison with variants of other al-Zuhriversions will show whether this is indeed a tradition from al-Zuhri or not.

Ibrahim ibn Sa 'd
The earliest collection that contains a detailed version is the Musnad of Abu Dâwud alTayähsi, but the following analysis will show that this version deviates from the other
detailed traditions. Therefore, I chose as the main text for the comparison the tradition of
Abu Däwüd al-Tayälisi from the Musnad of Ibn Hanbal."
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Ibn Hanbal, Musnad, II, 393-394 (no. 7947). All line numbers in this paragraph refer to the lines mentioned

below in the Arabic text..
40

This word is printed as al-Aflaj. The editor of this edition of the Musnad (or perhaps even the manufacturer

of the manuscript on which the edited version is based) made a mistake in the diacritical marks, because the
versions of Ibn al-Athïr, Abu Dâwûd al-Tayâhsï and al-Bayhaqï agree on alAqlah.
Gamharat an-nasab: Das Genealogische Werk des IliSäm ibn Muhammad

See also Caskel, W. (ed ),

al-Kalhi, I, Leiden 1966,178.
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'Abd Allah told us: my father told us: Sulaymän ibn Däwüd told us: Ibrahim ibn Sa'd
informed us on the authority of al-Zuhri - and Ya'qüb, he said, my father told us on the
authority of Ibn Shihäb. My father [Ibn Hanbal] said, "This is the tradition of Sulaymän
al-Hâshimi - on the authority of 'Umar ibn Asîd ibn Jânya l-Thaqafî, the ally of the
Zuhra-clan and one of the companions (= students) of Abu Hurayra, that Abu Hurayra
said":

4

' The style of this part is saj'. In pre-Islamic time, saj' was used in magical formulae of soothsaying and

enchanting/cursing among others Borg, G., "Saj"', in Encyclopedia ofArabic language and linguistics, IV, Leiden
2009,105 and Heinrichs, W.P., "Sadj'", in EI2, VIII, Leiden 1995, 733. Ibn Ishäq relates thai one of the leaders of
Quraysh, Abu Sufyän threw his son Mu'âwiya, the later caliph, to the ground in fear of Khubayb's curse. Ibn
Hishâm, Sim, I, 641.
<ia

The metre of these verses is tawtl ( v - v / v — / v - v / v - v - / / v - - / v — / v - - / v - v - ) v = short syllable, - =

long syllable. I would like to thank my colleagues Gert Borg and Ihab Abousetta for providing information on
the poetry and prose in this tradition.
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"The messenger o f G o d sent o u t a s c o u t i n g expedition o f ten m e n , a p p o i n t i n g ' A s i m
ibn Thäbit ibn Abï l-Aqlah, the grandfather o f ' A s i m ibn ' U m a r ibn al-Khattâb,'" as their
leader (i). They went away until they came to al-Hadda between 'Usfän' H and Mecca,
[when] they were m e n t i o n e d to a clan o f H u d h a y l , called the Banü Libyan (2). They
hurried to them with about 100 archers and followed their tracks (3), until they f o u n d the
place where they had eaten dates in a campsite (4), they said, '[These are] date pits from
Yathrib.' (5) They followed their tracks (6).
W h e n 'Asim and his c o m p a n i o n s were informed about them, they fled to an elevated
place in the desert (7). So, the clan surrounded them (8) and said t o t h e m , ' C o m e d o w n
surrendering yourselves o n the pledge and promise'" that we d o n o t kill a n y o n e o f y o u . '
(9) 'Äsim ibn Thäbit the leader o f the party said, 'As for me, by G o d , I will n o t c o m e
d o w n o n the basis o f safety promised by an unbeliever (10). O G o d , inform Your Prophet
about us!' (11)
They s h o t arrows at t h e m and killed 'Asim and six other people (12), while three m e n
surrendered to them o n the pledge and promise, a m o n g w h o m were Khubayb al-Ansäri,
Zayd ibn al-Dathinna and another man (15). W h e n they seized t h e m , they untied the
strings o f their b o w s and tied them with these (16). The third m a n said, 'This is the first
sign o f treachery. By G o d , I shall not accompany y o u (18). I have truly in those ones an
example!' - By w h i c h he meant death (19). They dragged h i m along struggling with h i m ,
but he refused to c o m e with them (20) and they killed h i m (21). They t o o k Khubayb and
Zayd ibn al-Dathinna [with them] and eventually, they sold them in Mecca [- all this
happened] after the battle at Badr (22).
The sons o f a l - H ä n t h ibn 'Amir ibn Nawfal ibn 'Abd M a n ä f bought Khubayb, because
Khubayb was the o n e w h o had killed a l - H ä n t h ibn 'Amir ibn Nawfal o n the day o f Badr
(23). Khubayb stayed with t h e m as a prisoner until they decided to kill h i m (24). H e

0

Ibn Hajar remarks that 'Äsim ibn Thäbit is not the grandfather but the uncle of 'Äsim ibn 'Umar ibn al-

Khattäb. Ibn Hajar, Path al-bärisharh Sahih alBukhäri, VII, Beirut 1989, 484. The confusion derives from the
name o f ' Ä s i m ibn 'Umar's mother. Most sources call her Jamila bint Thäbit, but some refer to her as Jamlla
bint 'Asim ibn Thäbit. See for example Ibn Abi Shayba, al-Musannaf, FV, 180 (no. 19124) or Khalifa ibn Khayyät,
Kitäb al-tabaqät 'an Abï 'Λτητ Khalifat ibn Khayyät, Beirut 1414/1993, 409 for the latter version. Ibn Sa'd relates
that 'Umar ibn al-Khattäb was married to Jamila, the daughter of Thäbit ibn Abi l-Aqlah and the sister of
'Äsim ibn Thäbit. Hence, the latter is the uncle of 'Asim ibn 'Umar. Ibn Sa'd, alTabaqdt,

VIII, 346. The

versions of Ma'mar and Shu'ayb from al-Zuhri mention the same information as the version of Ibrahim ibn
Sa'd, which means that al-Zuhri transmitted it like this
4,1

'Usfän is a watering place between Mecca and Medina at a distance of a two-day journey from Mecca.

Yäqüt al-Hamawi,Mu'jam albulddn, IV, Beirut 2007,121-122.
15

Literally: you have the pledge and promise.
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borrowed from one of the daughters of al-Härith a razor to shave [his pubic hair] for the
killing and she loaned him one (25). A little son of hers walked slowly - she said, 'While I
did not pay attention' - until he reached him (26). 'I found him putting him on his thigh
while he [Khubayb] had the razor in his hand.' (27) She said, 'I got terrified, which
Khubayb noticed.' (28) He said, 'Are you afraid that 1 shall kill him? I would never do
[such a thing].'(29)
She said, 'By God, I have never seen a better prisoner than Khubayb.' (30) She said, 'By
God, I found him one day eating from a bunch of grapes in his hand, while he was still
in irons and while there was no fruit in Mecca.' (31). She used to say, 'It was certainly
food that God gave to Khubayb (32).'
When they went with him out of the sacred territory to kill him in the hill*'' Khubayb
asked them, 'Allow me to perform a short prayer consisting of two cycles.' (33) They left
him alone and he performed a short prayer consisting of two cycles (34). Then he said,
'By God, if you would not think that I was afraid of the killing I would have performed
more (35). O God, register them by number, kill them one by one and leave no one of
them (36). Being killed as a Muslim, I do not care how my death comes, since it is in
God's cause (37). For that is God's prerogative; and if He wishes He will give His blessing
to severed limbs.' (38) Then Abu Sirwa'a 'Uqba ibn al-Hänth came to him and killed him
(39). It was Khubayb who established the practice of the saläh for each Muslim who was
bound until he was put to death (40).
God to Whom belong might and majesty answered [the prayer of] 'Àsim ibn Thâbit on
the day he was killed. The messenger of God informed his companions regarding their
matter on the day they were killed (41). People of Quraysh sent [messengers] out for
'Asim ibn Thâbit when they were told that he was killed to bring something from him by
which they could recognize him (42), because he had killed one of their nobles on the day
of Badr (43). God to Whom belong might and majesty sent to Asim a cloud-like swarm of
bees that protected him from their messengers (44), so they were not able to cut anything
from him (45)."

We will start with the c o m p a r i s o n of the detailed traditions. T h e isndd b u n d l e of the
detailed traditions from I b r a h i m ibn Sa'd is as follows:

The hill is the region that is outside the sacred lermory. Lane, Lexicon, I, 621.
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Figure y. Isnad b u n d l e of I b r a h i m ibn Sa'd on the raid of the H u d h a y l
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Ibn al-Athir m e n t i o n s at the beginning of his detailed t r a d i t i o n a b o u t the raid o f the
H u d h a y l (L6) that he received the tradition from ' A b d al-Wahhäb ibn H i b a t Allah ibn ' A b d
al-Wahhäb via his isnäd to ' A b d Allah ibn A h m a d , the son of the famous scholar I b n
H a n b a l . 4 7 At the b e g i n n i n g of Ibn al-Athir's b o o k Usd al-ghaba

it is said that to avoid

lengthy asânîd only the n a m e of the a u t h o r o f the b o o k and the following transmitter are
mentioned.'' Therefore, Ibn al-Athir received the Musnad

o f I b n H a n b a l from Abu Yäsar

' A b d al-Wahhäb ibn H i b a t Allah -> Abu 1-Qäsim H i b a t Allah ibn M u h a m m a d ibn ' A b d alW ä h i d ibn al-Husayn (d. 525/1131) -> Abu 'Ali 1-Hasan i b n ' A l ï ibn a l - M u d h h i b al-Wä'iz (d.
444/1052) -> Abu Bakr ibn Malik al-Qati'î (d. 368/978-979) -> ' A b d Allah ibn A h m a d ibn
Hanbal. 4 9 The Musnad

of I b n Hanbal is preserved t h r o u g h the same riwaya apart from Abu

Yäsar 'Abd al-Wahhâb.'°
47

Ibn al-Athir, Usdalghäba, II, 120-122.

4

Ibn al-Athïr, Usd al ghâba, 1,14 of the introduction

•" Ibn al-Athir, Usd al-ghaba 1,16 of the introduction.
,0

Ibn Hanbal, Musnad, I, 3.
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Since tradition L6 of Ibn al-Athïr (IA) is handed down via almost the same riwdya as
the tradition L7 of Ibn Hanbal, we will start with the comparison of these two mutûn. The
differences between the texts are very small. Most differences derive from transmission or
copyist's errors, for example ukhbira (I7) instead of ahassa (I A),'1 qardad (IA) instead oïfadfad
(18), al-qatl (I12) instead of al-qallä (IA),'2 mujlisahu (IA) instead of yujlisuhu (I16)'3 and
atahsiblna (IA) instead of alakhshayna (I16). Two differences are additions from Ibn al-Athîr
or Abu Yäsar 'Abd al-Wahhab: the explanationsjw 'nïAhmad (L6 Ibn al-Athïr (IA)) after quia
abi (I2) and li-ummihi (L6 IA) after jadd 'Asim ibn 'Untar ibn al-Khattäb (I4), since the
tradition of Ibn Hanbal does not mention them; neither does any other tradition attributed
to Ibrahim ibn Sa'd. Larger differences in Ibn al-Athlr's tradition are the addition of the
nisba al-Ansârî after the name 'Asim ibn Thâbit ibn Abî 1-Aqlah (I4), mm al-mawt instead of
mm al-qatl (I20), bina instead of yawm* ' 4 (I23) and 'agiman minhum instead of mm
'ugamâ'ihim* (I25).
Since the traditions of Ibn Hanbal and Ibn al-Athïr look so much alike, they have to
derive from a common source. The common source is the late transmitter Abu 1-Qâsim
Hibat Allah ibn Muhammad ibn 'Abd al-Wähid ibn al-Husayn (d. 525/1131) according to the
chains of transmitters. The high degree of similarity of the mutûn indicates a written
transmission.
The next two detailed traditions that we will include in the analysis of the mutun are
like the versions L6 and L7 of Ibn Hanbal also from Abu Däwüd al-Tayâlisï according to the
isnäd, although from another student, Yûnus ibn Habïb (d. 267/880-881) instead of Ibn
Hanbal. One tradition (L14) is from the Musnad of Abu Däwüd al-Tayâlisï himself and the
other from al-Bayhaqï (L2)." It seems as if Yünus ibn Habïb is the last transmitter the two

'' In this case, the other five traditions from Ibrahim ibn Sa'd that mention this sentence agree on ahassa. This
means that the word ukhbira in the text of Ibn Hanbal is a mistake.
'* The two other traditions from Ibrahim ibn Sa' that mention this sentence agree on alqatla.
" Four other traditions from Ibrahim ibn Sa' that mention this sentence agree on mujlisahu.
" The asterisk indicates the word that other traditions from Ibrahim ibn Sa'd agree on
" A b u Däwüd al-Tayälisi, Musnad Ahi Dâwûd al-Tayälisi, Hyderabad 1321/(1904], 338-339 AI-Bayhaqi, Kitab al
sunan alkubrä, IX, Hyderabad 1344-1355/11925-1934], 145-146
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texts have in common, but when we look at the riwaya of the Musnad another common
name appears, Yünus ibn Habib's student 'Abd Allah ibn Ja'far (d. 346/957).'
The traditions look very much alike. The main differences are the omission of the
nasab Ibn al-Khattäb (radiya Allah 'anhu) after the name 'Asim ibn 'Umar and the omission
offa-abâta bihim al-qawm in L14 Musnad. Furthermore, al-Bayhaql mentions once wa-ansba'a
yaqülu, whereas the Musnad has tbumma yaqûlu. The remaining differences consist of
transmission or copyist's errors and additional eulogies.57
However, we find the most important difference in wording between the two texts
not in the main itself but in the lower part of the isnâd. The text of the Musnad is 'an alZtuhri 'an 'Umayr ibn Asid 'an )any a halif Bani Zuhra wa-käna min ashäb Abi Hurayra qäla,
while al-Bayhaqî has 'an al-Zuhrî 'an 'Umar ibn Asid ibn Järiya halif Bant Zuhra wa-käna min
ashäb Abi Hurayra 'an Abi Hurayra radiya Allah 'anhu qäla. Because the two traditions are
almost identical it is not possible that al-Zuhri received the information from two different
transmitters as the asänid seem to suggest. The different asdnid are the result of transmission
errors. The question is which is the correct version? The word 'an between the names
'Umayr ibn Asîd and Jâriya is clearly a copyist's error. 'An and bn look very much alike in
writing. The missing part 'an Abi Hurayra in the Musnad is also probably the result of a slip
of the pen, since the name Abu Hurayra appears twice close after each other in the tsnäd. It
is more difficult with the name 'Umayr or 'Umar. Is seems more likely that 'Umar is the
correct version, since al-Bayhaql mentions that name and Ibn Hanbal. However, we cannot
exclude that al-Bayhaqï or one of the transmitters before him adjusted the name 'Umayr to
'Umar.
When we compare the version of'Abd Allah ibn Ja'far -> Yünus ibn Habib with the
version of Ibn Hanbal, both from Abu Däwüd al-Tayâlisî, some remarkable differences
appear. In the first place, the structure of part of the text: the order of the elements in Yünus
ibn Habib's section dealing with Khubayb differs from the text of Ibn Hanbal. According to
the version of Ibn Hanbal, the order is in short: gathering to kill - razor - best prisoner -

' 6 The riwaya of the Musnad

of Abu Däwüd al-Tayâhsï is Abu l-Mukänm Ahmad ibn M u h a m m a d ibn

Muhammad -> Abu 'Ali 1-Hasan ibn Ahmad ibn al-Hasan al-Haddäd -> Abu Nu'aym Ahmad ibn 'Abd Allah
ibn Ahmad ibn Ishäq al-Häfiz -> Abu Muhammad 'Abd Allah ibn Ja'far ibn Ahmad ibn Fans -> Abu Bishr
Yünus ibn Habib -> Sulaymän ibn Däwud = Abu Däwüd al-Tayälisi Abu Däwüd al-Tayälisi, Musnad, 2.
" T h e word ya'ni

is inserted in the text of al-Bayhaqî in one place without any further explanation, which

might be a negligence of the editor. AI-Bayhaqi or his informant Muhammad ibn al-Hasan is probably
responsible for this clarifying word (and perhaps an - in this case missing - explanation).
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bunch of grapes - two rak'at - speech Khubayb - Abu Sirwa'a kills Khubayb — Khubayb
established custom of the two rak'at The order in the tradition of Yunus ibn Habib is best
prisoner - bunch of grapes - razor - gathering to kill - two rak'at - Khubayb established
custom of two rak'at - speech Khubayb
In the second place, the content the version of Yunus ibn Habib does not mention
certain information While Ibn Hanbal mentions explicitly that 'Äsim was one of the seven
persons killed during the fight with the Banu Libyan and that Khubayb and Zayd ibn alDathinna were among the three persons who surrendered, in the version of Yunus ibn
Habib this becomes only clear in the course of the story Furthermore, he does not mention
that Khubayb was brought outside the sacred area of Mecca before his execution and who
killed him Also the information is missing that God answered 'Äsim ibn Thäbit's prayer
and that the Prophet Muhammad informed his companions on the death of the scouting
party on the same day they were killed
In the third place, the version of Yunus ibn Habib contains many different
formulations and sometimes words or even complete sentences are missing compared with
the version of Ibn Hanbal For example, bimia instead of biqarib mm mi'a (I5), fa tlaba'u
instead oïfaqtassü (Ij), khalaw (L14 Musnad) or hallu (L2 al-Bayhaqi) instead of atlaqu (In),
the addition of the nasab Ibn 'Adi after the name Khubayb (I13), fa-shtarä instead
(I13), sadnhi instead offakhdhihi

oifa-blaa

(I16), hai instead of janb (I21), al mushnkûna instead of nâs

min Quraysh (I24) and ya'khudhu instead ofyaqta'u (I26) Examples of missing words are^i
manztl nazalühu (ly), waa'tuna bi-aydikum (18), nafar (ho), fa-aba anyashabahum (I12), wa-lmusa biyadtht (\i(s),fa tarakuhu (I19), hina huddtthu annahu quttla (I24) AnAyu'rafu (I24)
Despite the many differences in formulation and the variant order of the elements in
the section dealing with Khubayb, still a large part of the traditions is similar in
formulation and structure Therefore, both versions must derive from a common source,
Abu Dawud al-Tayalisi according to the isnad The differences indicate an independent
transmission of both versions
It is strange to find so many differences between two texts of the same transmitter at
this level in the isnad tree We find this large difference often at a lower level in the isnad
bundle, between the students of al-Zuhn or earlier We will return to this issue after the
comparison of the last two detailed versions allegedly of another student of Ibrahim ibn
Sa'd, Musa ibn Isma'il
The two detailed traditions are both from al-Bukhan from Musa ibn Isma'il from
Ibrahim ibn Sa'd One tradition is found in the Sahib of al-Bukhan (L4) and the other in
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the late collection of Ibn Sayyid al-Nâs (L12).5 The traditions of al-Bukhan and Ibn Sayyid
al-Näs are nearly identical, except for seven small differences, six copyist's errors and once
the word 'agiman instead of rajulan near the end of the story.
Comparison of all the mutun of al-Bukhârl and the traditions from Abu Däwüd alTayâlisï shows that although the traditions of al-Bukhäri derive from another student of
Ibrahim ibn Sa'd according to the isnâd, they correspond more to the version of Ibn Hanbal
from Abu Däwüd al-Tayâlisï than the version of Yûnus ibn Habib from Abu Däwüd alTayâlisl. Since according to the isnâd, Ibn Hanbal and Yünus ibn Habib received their
tradition from the same person, we would have expected otherwise. How can we explain this
situation? Do the traditions of Ibn Hanbal from Abu Däwüd al-Tayâlisï and of al-Bukhäri
from Musa ibn Ismä'll not derive from independent transmissions, i.e. is the source
information of one isnâd incorrect?
The answer to the last question is no. The version of al-Bukhäri contains several
formulations that the traditions from Ibn Hanbal and Yünus ibn Habib do not have, i.e.
they are peculiarities of al-Bukhärl's transmission from Müsä ibn Ismä'll. Some examples
are the nasablbn Shihäb instead of the nisba al-Zuhrl (li), 'Amr ibn Asid instead of 'Umar
(or 'Umayr) ibn Asid (la), mawdi' instead oifadfad or qardad (18), ayyuhâ l-qawm instead of
amiral-qawm (I9), bi-1-hadïd instead oïfil-hadîd

(I18), anyu'taw instead of h-yu'law (I24) and

the omission of the words rahl (\-}),fa-ntalaqû (I4), nawä (ij),fisab'a

(ho), bt-Makka (I13) and

the nisba Ibn 'Abd Manâf (I13-14).
Some differences can perhaps be attributed to mistakes or inaccuracies of al-Bukhäri,
like the omission of raht, fa-ntalaqû and fî sab'a. The version of al-Bukhan has to be
compared with the version of another student of Müsä ibn Ismä'll to define which
differences are peculiarities of Müsä's transmission and which mistakes were made by his
students. As far as I know, a tradition ofthat sort is not available. Anyway, the number and
degree of differentiation corresponds to what we expect to find at this level of transmission.
The conclusion is that the version of al-Bukhäri and the one from Ibn Hanbal derive from
separate transmissions.
This does not exclude the possibility that the source information in one of the
asänid is incorrect. For example, Ibn Hanbal mentions at the beginning of his tradition that
he received the tradition via two different ways, from Sulaymän ibn Däwüd [= Abu Däwüd
al-Tayâlisï] -> Ibrahim ibn Sa'd and from Ya'qüb -> his father [= Ibrahim ibn Sa'd]. If Ibn
' Al-Bukhäri, Kitâb aljämi' alsahïh. III, Leiden 1902-1908, 61-62 (Kitab al-maghäzi - Bäh). Ibn Sayyid al-Näs,
'Uyün al-atharfifunün almaghâzi 10a Ishamä'il wa-l-siyar, II, Medina 1413/1992, 62-63.
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Hanbal's tradition is indeed the version of Ya'qûb instead of the one from Abu Däwüd alTayâlisî, the explanation for the deviating version would be that two students of Ibrahim
ibn Sa'd transmitted a similar version, while one student told a slightly different version.
However, it is very unlikely that Ibn Hanbal made a mistake in the source from whom he
received the text, because he explicitly mentions that the text is from Sulaymän ibn Däwüd.
If we assume that the information in the three asânîd is correct, a possible
explanation for the deviation might be that Abu Däwüd al-Tayalisï adjusted his tradition
over time. Ibn Hanbal lived from 164-241/780-855 and Yûnus ibn Habib until 267/880-881."
Given the span of time between the years in which they died, it seems very likely that they
studied at different times with Abu Däwüd al-Tayälisi who died in 204/819. Furthermore,
there is a gap of at least 63 years between the time Yûnus ibn Habib must have studied with
Abu Däwüd al-Tayälisi and his death, so it is possible that Yünus was his student at a young
age, which may have caused these differences.
Finally, another possible explanation is that either Abu Däwüd or Yûnus ibn Habib
transmitted the story orally instead of through writing or dictation. Oral transmission probably combined with written notes - could cause differences such as a different order in
the elements, omission of elements, different formulations; the kind of differences we found
in the comparison of the mulun of Ibn Hanbal and Yûnus ibn Habib. We know that 'Abd
Allah ibn Ja'far transmitted his tradition by means of writing, because there are very few
differences between the traditions in the Musnad of Abu Däwüd al-Tayälisi (L14) and in the
Sunan of al-Bayhaqï (L2), which are from two different students of 'Abd Allah ibn Ja'far.
Abu Nu'aym Ahmad ibn 'Abd Allah (d. 430/1038) transmitted the Musnad,*™ while
Muhammad ibn al-Hasan (d. 404/1013-1014) transmitted the version of al-Bayhaqï.
Comparison of the detailed versions that are attributed to Ibrahim ibn Sa'd
confirms that they derive indeed from a common source. The common source according to
the asâmd is Ibrahim ibn Sa'd. We have his tradition in the version of two of his students,
Abu Däwüd al-Tayälisi and Musa ibn Ismä'il. Since the versions of Ibn Hanbal from Abu
Däwüd al-Tayâlisî and Müsä ibn Ismä'il are very similar, Ibrahim ibn Sa'd must have
handed down the story about the raid of the Hudhayl by written transmission or dictation
from a written text at a certain time during his life. Abu Däwüd al-Tayälisi, his student
Yunus ibn Habib or 'Abd Allah ibn Ja'far are probably responsible for the deviating text of
their version.
" Al-Dhahabï, Siyara'läm al-nubalä', XII, Beirut 1406-1412/1986-1992, 596-597 (no 227)
See the complete isniid in footnole 56 and the isndd bundle on page 53.
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When we combine the data from the different versions, the tradition of Ibrahim ibn
Sa'd includes the following elements:
Muhammad sent a scouting expedition often men, appointing 'Asim ibn Thâbit
ibn Abï 1-Aqlah the grandfather of 'Äsim ibn 'Umar ibn al-Khattäb as their leader
(i). When they came to al-Hadda (M: ' al-Had'a) between 'Usfân and Mecca, they
are mentioned to a clan of Hudhayl, known as the Banü Libyan (2). They went
with almost 100 (Y: exactly 100) archers after them (3). They found the place where
Muhammad's group ate dates (IH+M: in an abandoned campsite) (4). They
recognised the date pits from Medina (5). (IH+M: They followed the tracks of the
group (6).)
When 'Asim and his companions discovered them, they fled to an elevated place
in the desert (M: place) (7). The clan surrounded them (8). The clan promised not
to kill anybody, if they descended (IH and M: and surrendered themselves) (9).
'Asim (IH: the leader of the party) said that he would not come down on the basis
of safety promised by an unbeliever (10). He asked God to inform His Prophet of
them (Y: give His Prophet their regards) 2 (11).
The clan shot arrows at them (Y: they fought with them) and killed 'Asim and
six other people

3

(12). Three persons surrendered to them on the safeguard

(IH+M: among whom were Khubayb, Zayd ibn al-Dathinna and another man) (15).
When the clan seized them, they untied the strings of their bows and tied them
with these (16). The third man said that that was the first sign of treachery (IH+M:
and refused to follow them) (18). (IH+M: He said that he truly had an example in
them, by which he meant the dead (19)). (IH+M: They dragged him along)
struggling with him (IH+M: but he refused to follow them) (20). They killed him
(21). They took Khubayb and Zayd ibn al-Dathinna and sold them in Mecca [- all
this happened] after the battle at Badr (22).
The sons of al-Hänth (IH+M: ibn 'Amir ibn Nawfal) bought Khubayb, because
he had killed al-Hârith on the day of Badr (23). He stayed with them as a prisoner
(IH+M: until they decided to kill him) (24).
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IH = version Ibn Hanbal -> Abu Däwüd al-Tayälisi. M = version al-Bukhârï ->Müsä ibn Ismä'il Y = version

Yünus ibn Habib -> Abu Däwud al-TayälisT
' The Arabic text is balligh 'annâ nabiyyaka Isalâm.
6j

Although the versions of al-Bukhäri and Yünus ibn Habib do not explicitly mention this here, it becomes

clear in the course of the story. M: they killed 'Äsim. Y: ihey killed seven of them.
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[The following part is based on the order of Ibn Hanbal -> Abu Dawiid al-Tayâlisî (IH)
and al-Bukhâri -> Musa ibn Ismâ'ïl (M).]
Khubayb borrowed a razor from a daughter of al-Hârith to shave his pubic hair
(IH+Y: for the killing) (25). The woman did not pay attention to a little boy of
hers who walked to Khubayb (26). She found him sitting on the thigh (Y: breast)
of Khubayb (IH+M: who had the razor in his hand) (27). The woman got terrified,
which Khubayb noticed (28). He asked her if she was afraid (Y: if she thought)
that he would kill him. He said that he would never do (Y+M: such a thing) (29).
The woman said that she had never seen a better prisoner than Khubayb (30).
She saw him eat from a bunch of grapes (IH+M: in his hand), while there was no
fruit in Mecca at that time (IH+M: while he was still in irons) (31). It was certainly
food that God gave to Khubayb (32).
When they left the sacred territory with Khubayb to kill him in the hill (Y: when
they agreed to kill Khubayb), he asked them to allow him to perform a short
prayer consisting of two cycles (33). (IH+M: They left him alone and) he
performed a prayer consisting of two cycles (34). Khubayb said that he would have
performed more if they had not thought that he was afraid (IH: of the killing) (35).
He said, "O God, register them by number, kill them one by one and leave no one
of them." (36) He said, "Being killed as a Muslim, I do not care how my death
comes, since it is in God's cause. (37) For that is God's prerogative; and if He
wishes He will give His blessing to severed limbs." (38) (IH+M: Abu Sirwa'a 'Uqba
ibn al-Harith came to him and killed him (39)). It was Khubayb who established
the practice of the saldh for each (IH+Mushm) to be killed in captivity (40).
(IH: God answered [the prayer of) 'Âsim ibn Thâbit on the day he was killed.)
(IH+M: The Prophet Muhammad informed his companions regarding their
matter on the day they were killed.) (41) People of Quraysh (Y: polytheists) sent
[messengers] to 'Asim (IH+M: when they were told that he was killed) to retrieve
something (Y: of his body) (IH+M: by which they could recognize him) (42),
because 'Asim had killed one of their nobles (IH: at Badr) (43). God sent a cloudlike swarm of bees (IH+M: to 'Asim) that protected him from their messengers
(44). They were not able to cut anything from him (Y: his body) (45).

We will now include the shorter versions into the analysis. The tsnäd bundle including the
transmission lines from these traditions is as follows:
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Figure 6: C o m p l e t e tsnad b u n d l e of I b r a h i m ibn Isma'il on the raid of the H u d h a y l
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We will start with the four traditions from M u s a ibn Isma'il. They derive according to the
information from the asânîd from a different s t u d e n t o f Musa than the detailed versions,
Abu Däwüd al-Sijistânï (d. 275/888) instead of al-Bukhârï. A medium-length t r a d i t i o n (Mi)
and o n e short tradition (Si) are from the Sunan o f Abu D â w û d al-Sijistânï. 6 '' T h e o t h e r s h o r t
story and the tradition with only an isnäd are from the Sunan of al-Bayhaqi. '

tA

Abu Däwüd, Sunan, III, 51 (no. 2660) and 189 (no. 3112). The Sunan has been handed down via the mväya al-

Khatib al-Baghdädi -> Abu 'Amr al-Qäsim ibn Ja'far ibn 'Abd al-Wähid al-Häshimi -> Abu 'Ali Muhammad
ibn Ahmad ibn 'Amr al-Lu'lu'i -> Abu Däwüd al-Sijistäni. See Abu Däwüd, Sunan, 1,17.
6

' Al-Bayhaqi, Sunan, III, 390 and Sunan, IX, 146.
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The medium-length tradition (Mi) is an abstract of the detailed version. Many parts
are missing The tradition relates how Muhammad sent a scouting expedition of ten men,
appointing 'Àsim ibn Thäbit as their leader (element i) Hudhayl followed them with almost
100 archers (element 3). When 'Äsim discovered them, they took refuge at elevated ground
(element 7). The clan promised not to kill anybody, if they descended and surrendered
themselves (element 9). 'Asim said that he would not come down on the basis of safety
promised by an unbeliever (element 10). They shot arrows at them and killed 'Asim and six
others (element 12). Three persons surrendered to them on the safeguard, among whom were
Khubayb, Zayd ibn al-Dathinna and another man (element 15). When the clan seized them,
they untied the strings of their bows and tied them with these (element 16). The third man
said that that was the first sign of treachery and refused to follow them (element 18) He said
that he has an example in them [his killed companions] (element 19). They dragged him
along but he refused to follow them (element 20). They killed him (element 21). Khubayb
stayed prisoner until they gathered to kill him (element 24). He borrowed a razor to shave
[his pubic hair] (element 25). When they left with him to kill him, Khubayb asked them to
allow him to perform a short prayer consisting of two cycles (element 33). He said that he
would have performed more if they had not thought that he was scared (element 35).
It is interesting to see that any reference to the sons of al-Hanth, who bought
Khubayb from the Hudhayl, is missing It looks from the content of this abstract as if the
Hudhayl killed Khubayb. The shortening of the text can be attributed to Abu Dawûd alSijistâm, since he places this tradition in the chapter on the man who surrenders. It is
understandable that he shortened the tradition to include only those parts of the tradition
that are important for this specific topic, i.e. the imprisonment of Khubayb and what
happened to him in custody. Maybe Abu Dâwûd left out the references to the sons of alHärith in the related sentences on purpose; otherwise, he would have to explain how the
sons of al-Hanth obtained Khubayb and why they bought him. This would consequently
have lengthened the text. The other tradition (Si) in the Sunan, which relates why the sons of
al-Hanth bought Khubayb and what they did to him (elements 23 (partly) until 29), shows
that Abu Dawüd al-Si)istani was familiar with the role of al-Härith's sons
The two traditions (M1+S1) of Abu Dawud al-Sijistânï contain the following
formulations that are peculiar for the version of Musa ibn Ismâ'ïl: the nasab Ibn Shihäb
instead of the nisba al-Zuhri (M1+S1) (li), the omission of the words rahl (Mi) (I3), h-l-qatl
(M1+S1) (I15) and iyyaha/-hu (Si) (I15), the omission of the nasab Ibn Abi 1-Aqlah (Mi) (I4), the
nisba al-Ansarl (Mi) (ho) and the nasab Ibn 'Abd Manaf (Si) (I13-14), wa-htya instead of wa62

anä (Si) (I15), an instead of annanî (Si) (I16) and the addition of dhâlika (Si) (I17). These
peculiarities, which the two traditions from Abu Dawüd have in common with the version
of al-Bukhân, indicate that they also derive from Musa ibn Ismä'll.
There are however, also differences with the version of al-Bukharï from Musa ibn
Ismä'll, for example the nasab Ibn Sa'd after the name Ibrahim (M1+S1) (li), the omission of
the nasab Ibn Asid in the name of the informant of Ibn Shihâb al-Zuhri (M1+S1) (I2), qardad
instead of mawdi' (Mi) (18), the omission of ayyuhd l-qaitim (Mi) (18), the addition of the
•wotai fi sab'a (Mi) (lio), makhltyyan wa-huwa instead of mujhsahu (Si) (I16) and h-yaqluluhu
instead of mm al-Haram li-yaqtulühu ft l-hill (Mi) (I19) The differences with al-Bukhan's
detailed traditions that appear in both traditions from Abu Dawud al-Sijistânï are
peculiarities of the transmission of Abu Dâwûd al-Sijistanï from Müsa ibn Ismä'll and
proof of an independent transmission from al-Bukhän.
The remark in on page 57 concerning the possible errors that al-Bukhan made has to
be adjusted. Comparison of al-Bukharï's version with the two traditions of Abu Däwüd alSijistànï shows that the omission of the word raht is not a mistake made by al-Bukhârï, but a
peculiarity of Musa ibn Isma'ïl's transmission. The reverse is the case in the omission

οϊfi

sab'a in the sentence fa-qatalû 'Astman fisab'a. This is an error from al-Bukhan, because the
medium-length tradition of Abü Dawud mentions the complete sentence.
Short tradition S2 of al-Bayhaqï, which another student of Abü Dawud al-Sijistânï,
Abü Bakr Muhammad ibn Däsah, transmitted, is almost identical to the short story in the
Sunan of Abu Däwüd (Si), except for six small differences. Since we have two students of
Abu Däwüd al-Sijistäm who both transmit this specific section dealing with Khubayb, either
Abu Däwüd al-Sijistäni distributed this part of the story about the raid of the Hudhayl
separately on purpose or the information in one of the asanid is incorrect. It is difficult to
determine on the basis of some small differences within a very short text whether the (upper
part of the) isnâd of one of the traditions is falsified or not There seems to have been no
reason, however, for al-Bayhaqï to mention that he received the tradition via the riwdya of
Abu Bakr ibn Däsah while in fact he received it via the riwdya of Abu 'All Muhammad ibn
Ahmad, 1 e. the nwäya by which the Sunan of Abu Däwüd al-TayalisI is handed down
Tradition S2 of al-Bayhaqï is especially interesting, because it helps us to identify five
other peculiarities of the transmission of Abu Dawud al-Sijistam: mm bini al-Hanth instead
of mm ba'd banal al-Hanth (I15), batta atathu instead of hatlä atahu (I16), makhltyyan wa-huwa
instead of mujhsahu (I16) and the omission of the words qälat (I17) and Khubayb (I17).
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Al-Bayhaqi places the second tradition from Musa ibn Ismâ'ïl, which he received via
the same nwaya as tradition S2, after the detailed version (L2) on the raid of the Hudhayl
from Yünus ibn Habib -> Abu Dawud al-Tayähsi After the isnâd al-Bayhaqï mentions that
he [Abu 'Ali I-Rudhabäri] summarized it with its [= the same] meaning without the poetry
and without the story of 'Asim at the end

Al-Bayhaqi proceeds with a reference to the

complete detailed version of Musa ibn Ismâ'ïl in the Sahih of al-Bukhârï. It is possible that
al-Bayhaqi means the medium-length tradition (Mi) of Abu Däwud al-Sijistânï with the
words "he summarized it with the same meaning". However, there may once have existed an
even larger tradition of Abu Dawud al-Sijistânï, because our medium-length version Mi does
not mention the sons of al-Hârith (which the short tradition of Abu Dawud al-Sijistam
does) Unfortunately, without the main this will remain just speculation.
Finally, the comparison of the shorter traditions shows that the use of the name
'Amr ibn Asid ibn Jâriya 1-Thaqafï cannot be marked anymore as a peculiarity of Musa's
version, 7 because both short traditions (Si and S2) of Müsä mention the name 'Umar ibn
Jânya 1-Thaqafï Even among Musä's students (or perhaps even among later transmitters)
there is confusion about the name 'Amr or 'Umar; a mistake that can also easily derive from
a copyist's error.
The next two traditions are both from al-Tabarânï and derive from a combined
transmission of Ibrahim ibn Sa'd and Ma'mar, another student of al-Zuhri. Tradition Sii is
from al-Tabarani's al-Mu'jam al-kabir and tradition S8 is from the late collection of al-Mizzi,
Tahdhtb al-kamäl.

The traditions, which only contain element 1, are identical except for the

remark of a later transmitter at the end of the tradition, wa-dhakara l-badïth (S8) instead of
wa-dhakarahu bi-tûhhi (Su). Al-Tabarânï indicates that he received the same tradition via two
different ways by mentioning a double isnad: Ishäq ibn Ibrahim al-Dabarï -> 'Abd al-Razzäq
-> Ma'mar -> al-Zuhri and Mus'ab ibn Ibrahim ibn Hamza l-Zubayrï -> his father ->
Ibrahim ibn Sa'd -> al-Zuhri. The isnäd continues with 'Umar ibn Asid ibn Jânya 1-Thaqafi
-> Abu Hurayra.
AI-Tabarânï's tradition contains the additional information in the isnad on alZuhri's informant. So far, all traditions from Ibrahim ibn Sa'd mention that 'Umar or
'Amr was a confederate of the Zuhra clan and only traditions Mi and I2 from Abu Dawud
al-Sijistânî from Musa ibn Ismâ'ïl lack the information that 'Umar or 'Amr was a
Fa dhakarahu hi ma'nahu mukhlasaran duna 1 shi'r wa duna qissal Asimfi akhinhi Al Bayhaqi, Sunan, IX, 146
7

' See page 57
Al Tabarani, alMu'jam alkabir, XVII, 175 (no 463) Al-Mi^zi, Tahdhtb, V, 418 (no 4963)
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companion of Abu Hurayra. The matn does not contain any peculiarity. It seems more like a
combination of formulations from the versions of Ibrahim we studied so far.
Traditions Su and S8 correspond twice to tradition L14 of the Musnad of Abü
Däwüd al-Tayâlisï by using the word al-nabi instead of rasul Allah (I3) and omitting the nasab
Ibn al-Khattäb after jadd Asim ibn 'Untar (I4). They contain the formulation 'asharat raht
'aynan (I3), which is identical to the version of Abu Däwüd al-Tayâlisï (in the nwäya of Ibn
Hanbal as well as Yünus ibn Habib), since the versions of Müsä ibn Ismâ'îl lack the word
raht. However, the omission of the nasab Ibn Abï 1-Aqlah (I4) corresponds to the traditions
of Müsä ibn Ismâ'îl (in the riwäya of al-Bukhärl as well as Abu Dâwud al-Tayâlisï). Finally,
the nisba al-Ansärt after the name of'Asim (I4) is only present in the traditions of Müsä ibn
Ismâ'îl in the riwäya of al-Bukhârï and tradition L6 of Ibn al-Athïr.
It is not possible to substantiate the information from the isnäd that the traditions
Sii and S8 derive from another student of Ibrahim ibn Sa'd, Ibrahim ibn Hamza l-Zubayrï,
since the matn is too short and does not show any peculiarities. However, the mixture of
formulations from Abu Däwüd al-Tayâlisï and Musa ibn Ismâ'îl in the small part of the
matn that we have suggests that the source information from al-Tabaranï might possibly be
correct. Furthermore, the lower part of the isnäd could be from Ibrahim ibn Sa'd.
Comparison with other Ma'mar-traditions will show that the additional information on
'Amr/'Umar ibn Asid in the isnäd and certain formulations in the matn are not present in
other traditions from Ma'mar and that al-Tabarânï's tradition is very probably from
Ibrahim ibn Sa'd.
The last short tradition attributed to Ibrahim ibn Sa'd is from al-Mu'jam al-kabir of
al-Tabaräni with the isnäd Muhammad ibn 'Abd Allah al-Hadramï -> Mansür ibn Abi
Muzähim -> Ibrahim ibn Sa'd -> al-Zuhri -> 'Umar ibn Asid ibn Jâriya 1-Thaqafï -> Abi
Hurayra.

Al-Tabaräni places it after a detailed tradition about the raid of the Hudhayl

from 'Abd al-Razzäq -> Ma'mar. The short tradition starts with the sentence that the
Prophet Muhammad sent a scouting party often (ba'atha l-nabi 'asharat raht 'aynan), which
is identical to the beginning of traditions Sii and S8 discussed above. The next part is
different from any other tradition from Ibrahim ibn Sa'd: among whom were Khubayb ibn
'Adi wa-Zayd ibn Dathinna (minhum Khubayb ibn Adì wa-Zayd ibn Dathtnnd). So far, we
came across the nasab Ibn 'Adì only in the version of 'Abd Allah ibn Ja'far -> Yünus ibn
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Al-Tabaram, alMu'jam al-kabir, IV, 223 (no. 4192)
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Habib -> Abu Dawüd al-Tayälisi.70 Al-Tabaräni says that the story continues similar to the
tradition of Ma'mar {thumma dhakara nahwa hadith Ma 'mar), which means that al-Tabarânî
probably had a detailed version of the tradition from Mansûr ibn Abî Muzâhim, but
decided not to mention it completely.
The sentence minhum Khubayb ibn 'Adi wa-Zayd ibn Dathinna, that none of the other
traditions from Ibrahim ibn Sa'd has, might indicate that this is indeed a tradition from
another student of Ibrahim ibn Sa'd. However, the tradition is too short to reach a
conclusion.
There is still one tradition left to discuss. This is the detailed tradition Lu from Ibn
7

Sa'd. ' He gives two different asanid at the beginning of the tradition: 'Abd Allah ibn Idris
al-Awdi -> Muhammad ibn Ishaq -> 'Asim ibn 'Umar ibn Qatäda ibn al-Nu'män al-Zafari
and Ma'n ibn 'Isa l-Ashja'i -> Ibrahim ibn Sa'd -> Ibn Shihäb -> 'Umar ibn Asid ibn al-'Ala'
ibn Järiya. Although Ibn Sa'd says that he heard a version of Ibrahim ibn Sa'd via his
student Ma'n ibn 'Isa, the content and the formulation of the tradition differs very much
from the other detailed versions of Ibrahim ibn Sa'd. The main Ibn Sa'd gives is probably
the matn of'Abd Allah ibn Idris from Ibn Ishäq. After the comparison of the versions of alZuhri's four students, we will return to the tradition of Ibn Sa'd and compare it with other
versions of Ibn Ishäq. We will then be able to establish whether the main of Ibn Sa'd's
tradition is indeed from 'Abd Allah ibn Idris or is a mixture with the version of Ma'n ibn
'Isa from Ibrahim ibn Sa'd.
The analysis of the traditions ascribed to Ibrahim ibn Sa'd shows that he transmitted
a detailed version to two students, Abu Däwüd al-Tayälisi and Müsä ibn Isma'il by means of
writing or dictation from a written text. The reason for the deviating version of one student
of Abu Däwüd al-Tayâlisï, Yunus ibn Habib, might be the difference in time when Abu
Däwüd al-Tayalisi told the tradition to Yünus or a different form of transmission, orally
instead of by writing. There is some evidence that a third student of Ibrahim ibn Sa'd,
Mansür ibn Abi Muzähim possibly knew the detailed version on the raid of the Hudhayl,
but only one sentence is preserved. There is an indication that another student, Ibrahim ibn
Hamza, knew at least a small part of the tradition, but the evidence is too small to draw any
conclusion on. The names of two other students of Ibrahim ibn Sa'd, his son Ya'qüb ibn
Ibrahim and Ma'n ibn 'Isa, appear in the isnâd of traditions about the raid of the Hudhayl,
but there is no accompanying matn to provide evidence for their transmission. Anyway,
70

See page j6.
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Ibn Sa'd, al Tabaqat, II, 55-56
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Ibrahim ibn Sa'd must have distributed his tradition(s) on the raid of the Hudhayl before
he died in 183/799.
Before we continue with the analysis of the traditions ascribed to Ma'mar, I would
like to return to the issue of the name of al-Zuhri's informant. The analysis of the asanid of
the traditions from Ibrahim ibn Sa'd revealed seven variants of the name of the informant. 72
Since we have established that all traditions derive indeed from Ibrahim ibn Sa'd - except the
traditions from Ibrahim ibn Hamza (S11+S8), Mansür ibn Abi Muzähim (Sio) and Ma'η ibn
'Isa (Lu) for which we have no p r o o f - we will now try to answer the question if Ibrahim
ibn Sa'd is responsible for the variants.
The name 'Umar ibn Asid ibn Jänya l-Thaqafi appears in the traditions of Abu
Däwüd al-Tayälisi in the rtwaya of Ibn Hanbai (L7+L6) and in the traditions of Ibrahim ibn
Hamza (S11+S8) and Mansür ibn Abi Muzahim (Sio). The name 'Umar and 'Umayr ibn
Asid ibn Jänya is from Abu Däwüd al-Tayälisi m the rvwâya of Yünus ibn Habib. If we
ignore for one moment the name 'Umayr, the only difference between these two variants is
the nisba al-Thaqafï. The name 'Amr ibn Asid ibn Jänya l-Thaqafi is from Müsä ibn Ismä'il
in the nwâya of al-Bukhäri, which resembles the first variant of Ibn Hanbal from Abu
Däwud al-Tayälisi. The name 'Amr and 'Umar ibn Jariya l-Thaqafi is from Musa ibn Ismä'il
in the rtwaya of Abu Däwüd al-Sijistanï. The omission of the nasab Ibn Asid is a peculiarity
of the transmission of Abu Däwüd al-Sijistäni from Müsä ibn Ismä'il. Since all other
traditions from Ibrahim ibn Sa'd have the nasab Ibn al-Asid, Abu Däwud al-Sijistanï is
responsible for the omission. Furthermore, since only one of the four traditions from Müsä
ibn Ismä'il in the rtwaya of Abu Däwüd al-Tayähsi has 'Amr instead of 'Umar, it is
probably a transmission error. Since al-Bukhäri in his transmission from Musa ibn Ismä'il
is actually the only person who calls the informant of al-Zuhri 'Amr, the name that Ibrahim
ibn Sa'd most likely mentioned to his students is 'Umar ibn Asid ibn Jänya l-Thaqafi.
Consequently, the variant 'Umayr in tradition L14 in the Musnad of Abu Däwüd al-Tayalisi
is certainly a mistake, since only one tradition mentions it.
The seventh variant that is present in the combined tradition L11 from Ma'n ibn 'Isa
and 'Asim ibn 'Umar ibn Qatäda is 'Umar ibn Asîd ibn al-'Alä' ibn Jänya. The omission of
the nisba al-Thaqafî and especially the addition of the nasab Ibn al-'Ala' are inconsistent
with the transmission from Ibrahim ibn Sa'd.
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See the paragraph on Ibrahim ibn Sa'd on pages 42-43
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Ma'mar ihn Rashid
The Musannaf of 'Abd al-Razzâq is the earliest collection that contains a detailed version.
This will be the main text for the comparison. 73
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'Abd al-Razzâq, al-Musannaf, V, 353-355 (no. 9730). All line numbers in this paragraph refer to the lines

mentioned below in the Arabic text
71
7

Five of the seven detailed traditions do nol mention the conjunction fa

' Five of the seven detailed traditions menlion nazalühu instead

7

ofyarawnahu.

The editor changed this word incorrectly from usalli into usalh

See 'Abd al-Razzäq, Musannaf

V, 355,

footnote 1. All other traditions from 'Abd al-Razzäq and Ma'mar have usalli, so the formulation in the
manuscript is correct.
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Although the editor changed this grammatically correct into taraw anna, the form tarawna anna

is a

peculiarity of the transmission of Ishäq ibn Ibrahim al-Dabari from 'Abd al-Razzäq. See 'Abd al-Razzäq,
Musannaf
7

V, 355, footnote 2. I discuss ihe nwâya of the Musannaf below on page 72.

The word in the Musannaf

is ba'alha

Eight of the ten traditions from Ma'mar which mention this word

agree on ba'alhal, while the remaining two traditions have ba'atha.
68
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'Abd al-Razzäq on the authority of Ma'mar on the authority of al-Zuhri on the authority
o f ' A m r ibn Abi Sufyän al-Thaqafï on the authority of Abu Hurayra who said,
"The messenger of God sent out a scouting expedition, appointing 'Asim ibn Thâbit,
the grandfather of 'Asim ibn 'Umar, as their leader (i). They went away until - when they
were somewhere between 'Usfân and Mecca - they were mentioned to a clan of Hudhayl,
called the Banü Lihyân (2). They followed them with about 100 archers (3), until they saw
their tracks when they stopped at a campsite, which they saw (4). They found at that site
date pits, which they identified as coming from the dates of Medina. They said, 'These are
from the dates of Yathnb.' (j) They followed their tracks until they found them (6).
When 'Asim and his companions discovered them, they fled to an elevated place in the
desert (7), while the clan came and surrounded them (8). They said, You have the pledge
and the promise that if you come down to us we will not kill anyone of you.' (9) 'Asim
ibn Thâbit said, 'As for me, I will not come down on the basis of safety promised by an
unbeliever (10). O God, inform Your Prophet about us!'" (11)
He said, "They fought with them until they killed 'Asim and six other people (12),
leaving Khubayb ibn 'Adì, Zayd ibn Dathinna and another man (13). They gave them the
pledge and promise if they would surrender to them (14). They [= the three men]
surrendered to them (15). When they 1= the clan] seized them, they untied the strings of
their bows and tied them with these (16). The third man who was with them [i.e. Khubayb
and Zayd], said, 'This is the first sign of treachery.' He refused to accompany them (18).
They dragged him along, but he refused to follow them (20), saying, 'I have in those ones
[his killed companions] an example!' (19). They decapitated him (21), taking Khubayb ibn
'Adi and Zayd ibn Dathinna [with them] and eventually, they sold them in Mecca (22).
The sons of al-Härith ibn 'Amir ibn Nawfal bought Khubayb, because he had killed alHänth on the day of Badr (23). He stayed with them as a prisoner until they decided to
kill him (24). He borrowed a razor from79 one of the daughters of al-Härith to shave [his
pubic hair] and she loaned him one (25). She said, 'I did not pay attention to a little boy
of mine and he walked slowly towards him until he reached him.' (26). She said, 'He
[Khubayb] took him and placed him on his thigh (27). When I saw him I got terrified,
which he noticed in me with the razor in his hand.' (28) He said, 'Are you afraid that I
shall kill him? I would never do [such a thing], God willing.'" (29)
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Literally, the razor of one, because the word mm is missing in the manuscript.

He said, "She used to say, 'I did not see a better prisoner than Khubayb (30). I saw him
eating from a bunch of grapes, while there was no fruit in Mecca at that time and while
he was still in irons (31). It was certainly food that God gave to him.' (32)
Then they went with him out of the sacred territory to kill him. He said, 'Allow me to
pray a short prayer consisting of two cycles.' (33) He prayed a short prayer consisting of
two cycles (34). Then he said, 'If you would not think that I was afraid of death I would
have performed more.' (35) It was he who established the practice of [praying] a short
prayer consisting of two cycles before an execution (40). Then he said, 'O God, register
them by number.' (36). Then he said, 'Being killed as a Muslim, I do not care how my
death comes, since it is in God's cause (37) For that is God's prerogative; and if He
wishes He will give His blessing to severed limbs.' (38) Then 'Uqba ibn al-Hârith came to
him and killed him (39)."
He said, "Quraysh sent [messengers] out for 'Asim to bring something from his body
by which they could recognize him (42), because he had killed one of their nobles (43).
God sent a cloud-like swarm of bees. It protected him from their messengers (44) and
they could not [get] anything from him (45)."

T h e isnâd b u n d l e of the traditions from M a ' m a r is as follows:
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Figure γ Isnad b u n d l e of M a ' m a r ibn Räshid o n the raid of the H u d h a y l
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We will start with the c o m p a r i s o n of the detailed traditions T h e first two t r a d i t i o n s that
will be compared are the versions Li of the Musannaf

of 'Abd al-Razzaq and L15 of al-

T a b a r a m ° T h e differences between the two versions are very small and consist m a i n l y of
transmission o r copyist's errors Some of the larger differences in the text of al-Tabaram are
fa-qtassü* ' instead of hatta ra'aw (I4), tazawwadühu
yastahidda

biha instead of li-yastahidda

instead of yarawnahu

btha fa-a'arathu*

(I14) and the a d d i t i o n of the words fa-ramawhum

(I12), ft yadihi*

1,0

instead o f

] wa-ntalaqu

bi-Khubayb

h-

bt-yadtht

(ho), idha* (I12), min* (I12) a n d

Badr* (I20) The omission of the sentence wa-rajul akhar [
wa-Zayd ibn Dathinna

(I4), fa-a'arathu

yawm

ibn 'Adi

(I8-10) is probably a transcription error, because the last w o r d s in the

AI Tabarani, alMujam alkabir, IV, 221 223 (no 4191)

' The other traditions from Ma'mar agree on the word(s) marked with an asterisk

text of al-Tabarani {Khubayb ibn 'Adi wa-Zayd ibn Dalhinna) are the same as the last words of
the missing part
The high degree of similarity between the two texts indicates that they must derive
from a common source. Based on the information from the isnad bundle on page 71 it
would seem as if'Abd al-Razzäq is this common source. However, the text of the Kitdb almaghäzi in the Musannaf is from the manuscript of Muräd Mulla (dated 747/1346-1347) and
comes from the rvwâya Abü Sa'ïd Ahmad ibn Muhammad ibn Ziyad ibn Bishr al-A'räbi 1Basri -> Abü Ya'qüb Ishäq ibn Ibrahim al-Daban -> 'Abd al-Razzaq. 2 The common source is
therefore Ishäq ibn Ibrahim al-Dabari. The traditions are so much alike that al-Dabarï must
have transmitted the traditions by writing or dictating from a written text.
The traditions from Ibn Hanbal (L8) and Ibn Hibban (L9) that are attributed to
'Abd al-Razzäq look very much like the version from al-Daban. 3 The analysis of the mutün
shows that tradition L9 of Ibn Hibban differs more from the other three versions than Ibn
Hanbal's tradition L8. The majority of the matn of Ibn Hibban's tradition is however
similar to the versions of Ishaq ibn Ibrahim al-Daban and Ibn Hanbal. The conclusion of
the comparison of the mutun of the four traditions is that they derive from a common
source. This common source is 'Abd al-Razzaq according to the information from the
asânïd
The question that remains to be answered is whether the traditions from Ibn Hanbal
and Ibn Hibbän are independent transmissions. The question can be answered positively for
certain for the tradition of Ibn Hibban, since it contains many peculiarities like the
omission of the sentence wa-huwa jadd Asim ibn 'limar (I2), lamr ahi Yathnb instead of tamr
Yathnb (I5), dhimmat qawm kafinna instead of dhimmat kâfir (I7), the omission

offa-daraja

ilayhi (I13), the different position of the sentence wa-1-müsä fi yadihi (I13 instead of I14),
shadidan instead of 'arafahu (I13), khashili instead of atakhshayna (I14), the omission of the
sentences Allahumma ahsihtm 'adadan (I17-18) and wa-dhahka fi dhat al-tlah wa-in yasha '
yubânk 'ala awsâlshilw mumazzi' (I18-19) and ila mawdi' Asim instead of ila 'Asim (I19-20)
The tradition of Ibn Hanbal contains only two pecuhantities, 1 e. words that no
other tradition from Ma'mar mentions, fa-qalalû instead of hattä qatalu (I7) and ma instead
of wa-lastu (I18). Two peculiarities do not prove its independence from the traditions of
Ishäq ibn Ibrahim al-Dabari However, the latter has a number of formulations that are not
' Mouki, "The author", 177-178
"' Ibn Hanbal, Musnad, II, 415 (no 8116) Ibn Hibban, Sabih Ibn Hibban bi tarlib Ibn Balban, XV, Beirut
1418/1997, 512-514
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present in the tradition of Ibn Hanbal. In fact, they are not present in any other tradition
from Ma'mar besides the two traditions from Ishâq ibn Ibrahim al-Dabarî. These
peculiarities are sanyya 'aynan lahu (I2) instead of sariyya 'aynan, Zayd ibn Dathinna (18 and
ho) instead of Zayd ibn al-Dathinna, the omission of the word huwa (hi) 4 and the addition
of ftyya (I13). Since Ibn Hanbal's text does not contain these peculiarities, it is an
independent transmission from al-Dabarï's tradition.
The information from the asânîd confirms the conclusion that the traditions from
Ibn Hanbal and Ibn Hibbän are independent transmissions. Two different students of 'Abd
al-Razzäq are mentioned in the asânîd, Ibn Hanbal and Ibn Abï 1-Sarï.
The remaining three detailed traditions are from al-Bukhârï. One is from his Sahib
(L5) and the other two are found in the late collections of Ibn Kathïr (Lio) and Ibn Hajar
(L17). ' The three texts are nearly identical. The most significant differences between them
are the omission of fa-ramawhum (L10+L17) (ho) andyawma'idh

(L4) (I17), the addition of

min (Lio) (h8), wa-qâla (L5) instead of thumma qâla (I20), the addition of wa-qtulhum
badadan (Lio) (I18), ma an (L17) instead of wa-lastu (hS),ßAllähi

(Lio) instead of li-llähi (I18),

the addition of the name 'Asim (L10+L17) (I20) and the omission of the word 'alayhi (Lio)
(hi).
Comparison of the traditions from al-Bukhârï with the different versions of'Abd alRazzäq shows that the version of al-Bukhârï deviates much more and more significantly
from the other traditions than L9 of Ibn Hibbän does. For example, the text of al-Bukhârï
does not relate how Khubayb was killed, while the traditions we have discussed above tell
that he was decapitated. Furthermore, the text of al-Bukhârï does not always mention the
nasab of persons ('Asim instead of 'Asim ibn Thäbit (I5 and 16), Khubayb instead of
Khubayb ibn 'Adì (I7-8 and ho) and Zayd instead of Zayd ibn (al-)Dathinna (18 and ho)). It
contains many peculiarities, like the omission of bt-ba'd al-tanq (I2-3), ataw instead of nazalü
(I4), intahä instead of ahassahum or ânasahum (I5), the addition of wa-'älajühu 'aid an
yashabahum (ho), fa-lam yaf'al instead of fa-aba an yattabi'ahum (ho), ba'd instead of ihdâ

11

It seems that the editor of the Musannaf incorrectly added this word, since the other traditions from Ishäq

ibn Ibrahim al-Dabari (L15 al-Tabarän!) do not mention it either. Tradition L9 does noi mention huwa either,
but this is because the subject of the verb kdna is al-Härith instead of Khubayb (wa-kdna IHdrith qulilayawm
Badr).
' Al-Bukhârï, alSahih, III, 89-90 (Kitdb al-maghdzi - Bdb ghacwal alRaji' wa Dbakwdn wa-Bi'r Ma'una wabadilh 'adi wa-1-qàra wa-'Asim ihn Thäbit wa-Khubayb wa-ashdbihî). Ibn Kathïr, al-Biddya, IV, 62-63. " , n Hajar,
Falh, VII, 481-482 (no. 4086).
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(ha), the addition of dhâlika (I13), thumma insarafa ilayhim fa-qâla instead of thumma qala
(I17) and minhu 'alâ shay ' instead of 'alâ shay ' mtnhu (I21).
Still, a great part of al-Bukhârï's tradition is identical in structure and formulation to
the traditions we have discussed above. The conclusion of the main analysis is that all
detailed traditions derive from a common source. This source is according to the asanid not
'Abd al-Razzäq as we have seen before, but his teacher Ma'mar. This explains why this
tradition differs from the other detailed stories. Not 'Abd al-Razzäq, but Hishäm ibn Yüsuf,
another student of Ma'mar, transmitted the version of al-Bukhârï.
The similarity in structure and formulation suggests a written transmission. Because
of the number of the differences - and even more importantly the type of variation - it is
not possible that both students copied the text from a written version of Ma'mar's tradition.
It seems more likely that Ma'mar distributed this tradition via a dictation session, perhaps
even at different times in his life.
When we combine the data from the different versions, an "original" tradition of
Ma'mar may have looked as follows:
Muhammad sent out a scouting expedition, appointing 'Äsim ibn Thäbit, the
grandfather of'Äsim ibn 'Umar (H: ibn al-Khattab) as their leader (1). When the
expedition was (A: somewhere) between 'Usfân and Mecca, they are mentioned to
a clan of Hudhayl, called the Banu Libyan (2). About 100 achers followed them (3).
They found the campsite (4) with date pits that they recognized as date pits from
Medina (5). They followed their tracks until they found them (6). When 'Äsim
and his companions discovered them, they took refuge at an elevated place in the
desert (7). The clan surrounded them (8) and promised not to kill anybody, if they
surrendered (9). 'Asim said that he does not come down on the basis of safety
promised by an unbeliever (10) and asked God to inform Muhammad of them (11).
They fought until the clan killed 'Äsim and six other people (H: with arrows)
(12). This left Khubayb, Zayd and a third person (13). The clan offered them the
same safeguard (14) and the three men surrendered (15). The clan untied the
strings of their bows and tied the three men with the strings (16). The third man
regarded this as the first sign of treachery and refused to follow them (18). They
dragged him along (H: struggling with him) but he did not follow them (20). He
The versions of'Abd al-Ra//.äq and Hishäm ibn Yüsuf in the nwäya of al-Bukhârï differ slightly. I put the
additional information thai only one student gives between brackets. "A" indicates 'Abd al-Razzäq's and "H"
the version of al-Bukhârï from Ibrahim ibn Musa from Hishäm ibn Yüsuf
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said that he had an example in those [his killed companions] (19) The clan killed
him (A: decapitated him) (21), taking Khubayb and Zayd [with them] and
eventually, they sold them in Mecca (22).
The sons of al-Hänth ibn 'Amir ibn Nawfal bought Khubayb, because he had
killed al-Hänth on the day of Badr (23). He stayed with them as a prisoner until
they decided to kill him (24). Khubayb borrowed a TUOI from a daughter of alHänth to shave his pubic hair (25) She relates that she did not pay attention to a
little boy of hers who walked to Khubayb (26). Khubayb put the boy on his thigh
(27). She got very scared when she saw that, because Khubayb still had the razor in
his hand. He noticed that she was scared (28). He asked her if she was afraid that
he would kill the boy and reassured her that he would not do (H: such a thing)
God willing (29). The woman used to say that she never saw a better prisoner than
Khubayb (30). She saw him eating from a bunch of grapes, while there was no
fruit in Mecca at that time and while he was still in irons (31). It was certainly
food that God gave to him. (32).
When they left the sacred territory with Khubayb to kill him, he asked them to
allow him to perform a short prayer consisting of two cycles (33), (A: which he did
(34)). Then he said (H: turning towards them) that he would have performed more
if they would not have thought that he was afraid of death (35) It was he who
established the practice of [praying] a short prayer consisting of two cycles before
an execution (40). He asked God to register them by number (36) Then he said,
"Being killed as a Muslim, I do not care how my death comes, since it is in God's
cause (37). For that is God's prerogative; and if He wishes He will give His
blessing to severed limbs " (38) Then 'Uqba ibn al-Hanth came to him and killed
him (39).
Quraysh sent [messengers] out for 'Àsim to bring something from his body by
which they could recognize him (42), because he had killed one of their nobles
(43). God sent a cloud-like swarm of bees It protected him from their messengers
(44) and they could not [get] anything from him (45)

Besides the seven detailed versions discussed above, there is one medium-length tradition
and seven short stones on the raid of the Hudhayl that Ma'mar allegedly transmitted. Let us
start with the medium-length tradition. It is from Ibn al-Athir's Usd al-ghâba and is part of
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the bah on 'Äsim ibn Thäbit ibn Abï 1-Aqlah.87 The first problem we face is the isnäd. Von alAthïr does not mention from whom he received the tradition. The only information he
gives is that this is a tradition from Ma'mar -> al-Zuhri -> 'Amr ibn Abï Sufyän al-Thaqafi ->
Abü Hurayra. We will first have to establish whether this is a genuine tradition from
Ma'mar. If this is indeed the case, we will try to find out who transmitted the tradition from
Ma'mar.
The tradition does not contain all elements of Ma'mar's detailed versions. It starts
with the information that Muhammad sent a scouting expedition appointing 'Asim ibn
Thäbit as their leader (element i). They went away until they were between 'Usfan and Mecca,
when they are mentioned to a clan of Hudhayl, the Banü Libyan (element 2). About 100
archers followed them (element 3), until they found them and surrounded them (element 8).
The clan promised them that if they descended to them, they would not kill any of them
(element 9). 'Äsim said that he would not descend on the basis of safety promised by a
polytheist (element 10) and asked God to inform His Prophet of them (element 11). They
fought with them and shot them until the clan killed 'Äsim and six other people (element
12). Only Khubayb ibn 'Adì, Zayd ibn al-Dathinna and a third person were left (element 13).
The clan offered them the same safeguard (element 14). The three surrendered to them
(element 15) and they seized them.
Ibn al-Athïr remarks at this point that he has already related the story of Khubayb in
the bâb on him. The story continues with the information that Quraysh sent [messengers] to
'Äsim to retrieve him or something of his body by which they could recognize him (element
42). In the final part of the tradition, Ibn al-Athïr seems to have combined the tradition
from Ma'mar with another story about 'Äsim, because it contains information that no
other tradition from al-Zuhrï on the raid of the Hudhayl has (Suläfa asking for the head of
'Äsim, because he had killed her son; God sending rain to protect 'Äsim's body during the
night; 'Äsim's prayer to God that he should not touch a polytheist and no polytheist should
touch him and a poem from Hassan [ibn Thäbit] on 'Äsim). Only two sentences are familiar:
wa-kdna qatala 'Uqba ibn Abt Mu'ayt al-Umawtyawm Badr (element 43) ina fa-ba'atha Allah
subhdnahu 'alayhi mtthl al-çulla min al-dabr fa-hamathu min rusulihim fa-lam yaqdirü 'ala shay'
minhu (elements 44-45).
The remark of Ibn al-Athïr that he related the story of Khubayb elsewhere indicates
that he edited the tradition. Beside the parts on the third man and Khubayb (elements 16-41)

7

Ibn al-Athir, Usdalghdba,
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III, 111-112.

that he skipped, elements 4-7 are not mentioned in the beginning of the tradition. Ibn alAthïr is probably also responsible for this, so he could quickly start with the section about
the clan killing 'Àsim.
The isnad and the main until the final part of Ibn al-Athir's tradition resemble the
detailed versions of Ma'mar apart from the shortening of the text. The informant of alZuhrl is called 'Amr ibn Abi Sufyân al-Thaqafi. The isnad does not give any additional
information on this person. The number of people participating in the scouting party is not
mentioned specifically in the tradition, but can be deduced from the number of killed
people (7) and the remaining ones (3). The tradition does not name the place where the
meeting of the two parties is, but tells that it is between 'Usfan and Mecca
Still, there are some differences in the formulation compared with the detailed
versions They are the omission of idhd (I2), wa-hum instead of yuqalu lahum (I3), fï qarlb
instead of bi-qanb (I3), jiwar mushrtk instead of dhtmmal kâfir (I7), the addition of faakhadhûhum (ho), fa-arsalat instead of wa-ba'atha(t) (I19) and biht aw btshay' mm jasadiht
instead of bi-shay' mtn jasadtht (I20) The difference in the corresponding sentences of the
final part of the tradition is the name 'llqba ibn AbîMu'ayt

al-Umawi instead of the vague

description 'altman min 'ufamâ'thim (I20). The sentence on God sending bees to protect
'Àsim's body is identical to 'Abd al-Razzaq's tradition in the Musannaf, except for the
eulogy after Allah.
Ibn al-Athîr is probably responsible for the name of the person 'Asim had killed at
Badr, because in the next sentence he gives the names of two other persons whom 'Asim had
killed It is therefore very likely that he knew the name of the person and changed the vague
formulation "one of their nobles" into the correct name. It was probably not the intention
of Ibn al-Athïr to give the complete and unaltered tradition, but he may have just wanted to
relate the parts on 'Asim that are relevant to the chapter It is strange though, that he
conscientiously mentions at the beginning of the tradition from whom he received the
information (the isnad), but neglects to do the same for the final part of the tradition, which
is clearly not from al-Zuhrï.
Does this also mean that Ibn al-Athir is responsible for all the above-mentioned
differences'

The answer is probably no. A large part of the tradition is identical to the

corresponding parts of the detailed traditions. Why should Ibn al-Athir change the
formulation only at some instances and not at others? The similarities indicate that the
medium-length tradition is most probably a genuine Ma'mar-tradition Some formulations
differ quite considerably from the formulations in the detailed versions of Ma'mar's
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students 'Abd al-Razzäq and Hishäm ibn Yüsuf. It is not possible to determine whether Ibn
al-Athïr or perhaps a third student of Ma'mar is responsible for these differences. It is
certain however that Ibn al-Athïr edited the tradition.
Finally, we will discuss the seven short traditions that are attributed to Ma'mar. We
have already compared traditions Su and S8 from al-Tabarâni,

which derive from a

combined transmission of Ma'mar and Ibrahim ibn Sa'd, with other traditions of Ibrahim
ibn Sa'd. 8 ' The comparison with other traditions of Ma'mar confirms the conclusion that
the matn and the lower part of the isndd are from Ibrahim and not from Ma'mar. The
Ma'mar-traditions mention the name of al-Zuhn's informant as 'Amr ibn Abi Sufyän alThaqafi and not 'Umar ibn Asïd ibn Jâriya I-Thaqafi, and lack the additional information
that he was a confederate of the Banü Zuhra and one of the companions of Abü Hurayra.
Furthermore, the matn contains two formulations that none of Ma'mar's traditions has,
'asharat raht 'aynan instead of sartyya 'aynan (I2) and the nisba al-Ansârî after 'Äsim ibn
Thâbit (h).
Tradition S4 of the Kildb al-awâ 'il of Ibn Abi 'Äsim contains the first sentence of the
detailed versions (element 1) and then continues with the part where Khubayb asks if he may
perform a short prayer consisting of two cycles (part of element 33) and the remark that he
established the practice of performing a short prayer consisting of two cycles before an
execution (element 40).90 The first sentence differs in three places from the detailed versions:
the word sariyya (I2) is not mentioned, ista'mala is used instead of ammara (I2) and the nasab
ibn Abi 1-Aqlah is added to the name of'Äsim ibn Thäbit (I2). The other two sentences are
identical. Especially the use of the name 'Amr ibn Abi Sufyän without additional
information in the isndd is a peculiarity of a Ma'mar-tradition. Ibn Abi 'Äsim received the
tradition from Ibn Abi 'Umar -> 'Abd al-Razzäq -> Ma'mar -> al-Zuhri -> 'Amr ibn Abi
Sufyän al-Thaqafï -> Abü Hurayra. Since all other traditions from 'Abd al-Razzäq - and even
the one from Hishäm ibn Yüsuf and the medium-length tradition - are identical in the
formulation of the first sentence, one of the transmitters after 'Abd al-Razzäq, Ibn Abi
'Umar or Ibn Abï 'Àsim himself, must be responsible for the changes. Ibn Abi 'Äsim is
responsible for the shortening of the text, since the tradition only contains information that
concerns the topic of the book, i.e. traditions that deal with the establishment of a certain
practice.
Al-Tabarânï, alMu'jam alkabir, XVII, 175 (no. 463). AI-MuzT, Tahdhib, V, 418 (no. 4963)
9
90

See pages 64-65.
Ibn Abï 'Asim, Kitäb alawä'il, Beirut 1411/1991, 53 (no. 121).
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Tradition S6 is from Ibn Hibban, who mentioned it after the detailed tradition (L9)
discussed above 9 ' He does not give the complete isnad, but names his sources until 'Abd alRazzaq He says that 'Abd al-Razzaq transmitted a similar (= similar to the previous detailed
tradition) tradition with the same tsnad {hi tsnadthi nahwahu) Ibn Hibban does not relate
the complete tradition, but only the last sentence (elements 44 (partly)

45), which he

introduces with the remark "wa-qalafi akhirthi" (he said at the end of it)
The main differs in two places with the detailed versions, the omission of/â hamathu
mm rusulihim (I21) and minhu (I21) It is remarkable that the previous detailed tradition L9 of
Ibn Hibban from Ibn Abi Sari also lacks fa hamathu mm rusulihim plus the two words mm
aldabr before this sentence Since the detailed versions of two other students of 'Abd al
Razzaq and the tradition from Hisham ibn Yusuf, another student of Ma'mar, mention this
sentence, it most probably was part of the "original" tradition of'Abd al Razzaq and even of
Ma'mar It is very strange that Ibn Hibban possesses two traditions of two different students
of 'Abd al-Razzaq (Ibn Rahwayh (S6) and Ibn Abi I-San (L9)) that both lack the sentence in
question Ibn Hibban emphasises this (unintentionally'') by only mentioning the last
sentence in the second tradition, while he states that it is part of a longer tradition
The last tradition attributed to 'Abd al-Razzaq is from al-Tabaram's Kilab alawa'il
and only relates the section dealing with Khubayb performing a short prayer consisting of
two cycles before his execution (elements 33 (partly), 34 and 40) 92 The title of the book Kitab
alawa'ilexplains
permission

why the tradition deals only with the section dealing with Khubayb asking

and receiving it - to perform a short prayer consisting of two cycles Al-

Tabaram's interest lies in (parts of) traditions that handle the establishment of a certain
practice, in this case a short prayer consisting of two cycles before an execution He gives the
same isnad as in his detailed tradition L15, Ishaq ibn Ibrahim al-Daban -> 'Abd al-Razzaq ->
Ma'mar etc
The tradition starts with a sentence that the detailed versions do not have anna
Khubayb ibn 'Adi radiya Allah 'anhu lammä aräda l-mushriküna qatlahu qala lahum

Al

Tabarani himself probably added it to introduce the topic of the tradition The following
sentences contain two differences compared with the detailed traditions the addition oifa
tarakuhu (h6),fasallahuma instead otfasalla Irak'ataynt (I16) and the addition of Khubayb in
the sentence fa kana Khubayb awwal man sanna [ ] (I17) Especially the addition of fa
tarakuhu is remarkable, because Ma'mar is the only student of al-Zuhn who does not use
91

Ibn Hibban, Sahih, XV, 514 515

91

Al Tabarani, Kttab alawa </, Beirut 1403/119831,108
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this word in any other tradition, as the comparison of the traditions between students of alZuhrï will show. Al-Tabaränl has traditions about the raid of the Hudhayl from Ma'mar
and Ibrahim ibn Sa'd. Tradition Su (and S8) that we have discussed above is a combined
tradition of Ma'mar and Ibrahim ibn Sa'd. It is possible that al-Tabarânï mixed two
versions and added the word fa-tarakûhu by mistake in this tradition from Ma'mar. The
tradition contains the Ma'mar feature of calling al-Zuhri's informant, 'Amr ibn Abi Sufyän
al-Thaqafî without any additional information.
The last two traditions deal with the same topic, i.e. the person who established the
practice of [praying] a short prayer consisting of two cycles before an execution is Khubayb
(element 40). The main difference between the two traditions is that al-Wäqidi traces this
saying to Abu Hurayra in Kitâb al-maghâzî (S12) and Khalifa ibn Khayyât to al-Zuhri in
Ta'rtkh Khalifa ihn Khayyât (S7).93 The asânîd of the traditions are Ma'mar -> al-Zuhri ->
'Amr ibn Abi Sufyän ibn Asid ibn al-'Ala' -> Abu Hurayra and 'Abd Allah ibn Dâwûd ->
Ma'mar -> al-Zuhri, respectively. The mutûn are identical, except for a different form of the
verb sanna. Al-Wäqidi says sanna, while Khalifa ibn Khayyât uses the eighth form istanna
(I17). They differ from the corresponding sentence in the detailed versions by omission of
the verb fa-/wa-käna at the beginning (I17) and the use of Khubayb instead of huwa at the end
(I17). Both differences are a logical result of mentioning the sentence outside the framework
of the detailed story.
Al-Wâqidï's tsnâd shares the same feature of the other Ma'mar-traditions by calling
the informant of al-Zuhri 'Amr ibn Abi Sufyän without further notification of his relation
with the Zuhra clan and Abu Hurayra. The main difference is that al-Waqidi's isnäd has the
nasab Ibn Asid ibn al-'Alä' instead of the nisba al-Thaqafî. Since the other Ma'mar-traditions
lack this nasab, al-Waqidi must be responsible for this change. It is not possible to determine
whether the tradition of Khalifa ibn Khayyât derives indeed from Ma'mar, because it stops
at al-Zuhri and therefore lacks the distinctive part of the isnäd. Furthermore, the main is too
short and the differences are too few to draw any conclusions. It is not possible either to
decide who is responsible for the shortening of the tradition, Ma'mar or both of his
students (provided the tradition from Khalifa ibn Khayyât derives indeed from Ma'mar).
The isnäd-cum-matn analysis of the traditions attributed to Ma'mar shows that
Ma'mar transmitted a detailed tradition about the raid of the Hudhayl to two of his
students, Hisham ibn Yüsuf and 'Abd al-Razzäq. Three different students of'Abd al-Razzäq,
" Al-Wäqidi, Kitäb almaghäzi, Beirut 2006, 269 (Gbazwat al-Raß' fi safar 'ala ra's stila walhalälhina shahr).
Khalifa ibn Khayyal, Ta'rikh Khalifa ihn Khayyât, Beirut 1415/1995, 33.
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Ishäq ibn Ibrahim al-Dabarï, Ibn

Hanbai and

Ibn Abi I-Sarî, transmitted

his detailed

tradition further on. There is some evidence that a fourth student, Ishäq ibn Ibrahim alHanzali, i.e. Ibn Râhwayh, possibly knew the entire tradition, although only one sentence is
preserved. There are some indications that two other students of Ma'mar, al-Wâqidï and
'Abd Allah ibn Däwüd, knew at least a small part of the tradition, but the evidence is too
small to draw any conclusion.

Shu'ayb ibn Abt Hatnza
The main text for the comparison is from the Sahïh of al-Bukhârî, which is the earliest
collection that contains a detailed version. 94
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Al-Bukhârî, al-Sabih, II, 258-259 (Kildb aljihdd

- Bâb qatl al-asir waqall alsabr). All line number 1 ; m this

paragraph refer to the lines mentioned below in the Arabic text
" I inserted the w o r d s y i naffarü lahum (I4) and la zidlu (I18), because the sentences would have been incomplete
otherwise. I took the words from Abu l-Yamân's version in alSunan

al-kubrd of al-Nasä'i. The editor changed

the word fa-naffaru to tanaffarü, bul the traditions from Ibrahim ibn Isma'il, Ibrahim ibn Sa'd and Ma'mar
confirm the use of the conjunction fa here. Al-Nasa'i, alSunan
96

al-kubrd, V, 261-263 (no 8839/1).

The word in al-Bukhan's text is lajd'û, which is probably a printing error. Al-Nasâ'ï's traditions confirms the

word laja ». Al-Nasâ'ï, alSunan

alkubrd, V, 261.
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Abü 1-Yamân told us, he said, Shu'ayb informed us on the authority of al-Zuhn, he said,
'Amr ihn Abi Sufyân ibn Asïd ibn Jâriya 1-Thaqafi, an ally of the Zuhra and one of the
companions of Abu Hurayra, informed me that Abü Hurayra said,
"The messenger of God sent out a scouting expedition of" ten men, appointing 'Asim
ibn Thâbit al-Ansârî, the grandfather of 'Asim ibn 'Umar ibn al-Khattäb, as their leader
(1). They went away until they came to al-Hadâ'a, which lies between 'Usfân and Mecca,
[when] they were mentioned to a clan of Hudhayl, called the Banu Libyan (2). About 200
archers [hurried to them] and followed their tracks (3), until they found the place where
they had eaten dates, which they had taken along as provision (4). They said, 'These are
date pits from Yathrib.' (5) They followed their tracks (6).
When 'Asim and his companions saw them, they fled to an elevated place m the desert
(7). The clan surrounded them (8) and said to them, 'Come down surrendering yourselves.
You have the pledge and promise and we will not kill anyone of you.' (9) 'Asim ibn
Thäbit the leader of the expedition said, 'As for me, by God, I will not come down on the
basis of safety promised by an unbeliever today (10). O God, inform Your Prophet about
us!' (11)
They shot arrows at them and killed 'Asim and six other people (12). Three men
surrendered to them on the pledge and promise, among whom were Khubayb al-Ansârî,
Ibn Dathinna and another man (15). When they seized them, they untied the strings of
their bows and bound them (16). The third man said, 'This is the first sign of treachery.
By God, I shall not accompany you (18). 1 have truly in those ones an example!' - By

" The word in al-Bukhärl's text is wa mä, which is a transmission error. The detailed tradition from al-Nasâ'ï
and al-Bukhârï's short tradition confirm the wordyawm.
^The word m al-Bukhârï's text is rasuhhim, which is probably a transmission error, since the following two
verbs are plural. Also, according to the information in the previous sentence, the Quraysh sent several persons
to relurn with some body pari of'Asim. Bolh texts that mention this pari, al-Bukhârï's and al-Nasa'i's, display
a mixture of singular and plural verbal forms, which might indicate thai the confusion has been pari of the
tradition at an early stage (Abu I-Yamän?).
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which he meant the dead (19). They dragged him along struggling with him so he would
come with them, but he refused (20). They killed him (21), while they took Khubayb and
Ibn Dathinna [with them] and eventually, they sold them in Mecca [- all this happened]
after the battle of Badr (22).
The sons of al-Hänth ibn 'Amir ibn Nawfal ibn 'Abd Manâf bought Khubayb, because
he was the one he who had killed al-Härith ibn 'Amir ibn Nawfal on the day of Badr (23).
Khubayb stayed with them as a prisoner (24).
'Ubayd Allah ibn 'lyâd informed me that the daughter of al-Härith informed him that
when they came together, he [i.e. Khubayb] borrowed from her a razor to shave [his pubic
hair] and she loaned him one (25). 'He took a son of mine, while I did not pay attention,
until he [the child) went to him.' (26) She said, 'I found him putting him on his thigh
with the razor in his hand (27). I got terrified, which Khubayb noticed in my face.' (28)
He said, 'Are you afraid that I shall kill him? I would never do that.' (29)
'By God, I have never seen a better prisoner than Khubayb (30). By God, 1 found him
one day eating from a bunch of grapes in his hand, while he was still in irons and while
there was no fruit in Mecca.' (31). She used to say, 'It was certainly food from God that
He gave to Khubayb.' (32)
When they went out of the sacred territory to kill him in the bill, Khubayb said to them,
'Let me alone to perform a short prayer consisting of two cycles.' (33) They left him alone
and he performed a short prayer consisting of two cycles (34). Then he said, 'If you would
not assume that I was afraid [of death I would have performed more] (35). O God, register
them by number (36). Being killed as a Muslim, I do not care how my death comes, since
it is in God's cause (37). For that is God's prerogative; and if He wishes He will give His
blessing to severed limbs.' (38) Ibn al-Härith killed him (39). It was Khubayb who
established the practice of [praying] a short prayer consisting of two cycles for each
Muslim to be killed in captivity (40).
God answered [the prayer of] 'Asim ibn Thâbit on the day he was killed. The Prophet
Muhammad informed his companions regarding their matter on the day they were killed
(41). People of Quraysh sent [messengers] out for 'Asim when they were told that he was
killed to bring something from him which they could recognize (42), because he had
killed one of their nobles on the day of Badr (43). God sent to Asim a cloud-like swarm
of bees and it protected him from their messengers (44). They could not cut anything
from his flesh (45)."

The b u n d l e below shows the asdnid of the traditions from S h u ' a y b ibn Abi H a m z a , whereby
the dotted lines represent the second isrtdd preceeding the execution o f K h u b a y b .
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Figure 8: Isnäd bundle of Shu'ayb ibn Abi Hamza on the raid of the Hudhayl
AL·NASÄ'i
d. 303/915 Egypt/Nasä
^Li3
'Imrän b. Bakkär b. Rashid
d. 271/884 Hirns

ABU DAWUD
d. 275/888 Basra

AL·BUKHARI
d. 256/870 Bukhara
IL3S3
Abu I-Yamän
Hakam b. Nâfi' al-Bahrânï]
d. 222/837 Hirns

I
Shu'ayb b. Abi Hamza
d. 162/779-80 Hirns
al-Zuhri
d. 124/742 Medina a.o.
'Abd/'Ubayd Allah b. 'lyäd ·*-n.d. (3' tabaqa) Mecca
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I

^1,3-1353-13
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n.d. Mecca

'Amr b. Abi Sufyän b. Asid
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n.d. Medina
| L3-13 S3
Abu Hurayra
d. 57/677 Medina

We will start again with the comparison of the detailed traditions, L3 of al-Bukhäri and L13
of al-Nasä'i. The number of differences between the two texts is very small. The most
significant differences in the text of al-Nasä'i are bi-qarîb instead of qariban (I4), mi 'a instead
of mt'atay (l^),fa-tlaba'û instead oifa-qlassü (Ij) wa-'älajühu fa-abâ anyashabahum instead of
wa-'âlajûhu 'ala anyashabahum fa-abâ (I10-11), fa-daraja instead offa-akhadha

(I14), thumma

qäma ilayhi Abu Sirwa'a 'Uqba ibn al-Hârith fa-qatalahu instead oi fa-qatalahu Ibn al-Hânth
(I20) and the omission of the words wa-huwa haltf Ιι-Βαηϊ Zuhra (I2), fa-qälü hädhä tamr
Yathrib (I5), inna Itßhä'ulä'ila-uswa

(ho),yurîdu l-qatlä (lio) and imra' (I20).

We can therefore conclude that the traditions derive from a common source. The
texts are so much alike in content and formulation that they must have been transmitted by
writing. However, the above-mentioned differences indicate that the version of al-Nasä'i via
'Imrän ibn Bakkar ibn Räshid is not a copy of al-Bukhäri's (earlier) text, but is the result of
an independent transmission. The common source of the two detailed versions is Abu 1Yamân according to the asânîd.
My collection contains three other traditions that are attributed to Shu'ayb, two
short traditions and one that only states the isnäd. Tradition S3 is like the detailed tradition
L3 present in the Sahih of al-Bukhäri, but he placed it in kiläb al-tawhid (the book on the
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belief in the unity of God) in a chapter called mayudhkaru ft Idhat wa Inu'ut wa asamt Allah
(what is mentioned on the nature, the attributes and the names of God) "
The tradition starts the same as the detailed version

the messenger of God sent ten

persons (part of element i) but then continues with the following elements 25 (partly), 33
(partly), 37, 38, 39 and 41 (partly) The story is limited to Khubayb, but does not mention
every detail on him For example, although the tradition mentions that Khubayb borrowed
a razor from the daughter of al-Hanth, it does not relate the part with her young son The
first and second tsnad and the main are identical to the detailed version except for the
(partial) omission of elements and two additions, mtnhum Khubayb al Aman

in the first

sentence and alAnsan after the name of Khubayb later in the text This tradition is clearly a
shortened version of the detailed story, which al Bukhari adapted to suit the purpose of his
chapter
Short story S13 is from the Sunan of Abu Dawud al-Sijistâni 10° He places it in kttab
aljana 'tz (book of the biers) in the chapter called al marîdyu 'khadhu min arfanbi wa 'anattht
(the nails and pubic hair of a sick person are cut off) after a short tradition from Ibrahim
ibn Sa'd from al-Zuhn on the same topic The story of Shu'ayb deals with the part when
Khubayb borrows a razor from the daughter of al-Hânth to shave his pubic hair after they
gathered (to kill him) (element 25) The main is identical to the corresponding sentence in
the detailed versions except for one explanation ya 'nt liqathht that probably derives from
Abu Dawud al-Sijistam The tsnad is not complete At the end of the tradition from Ibrahim
ibn Sa'd, Abu Dawud al-Sijistam says that Shu'ayb ibn Abi Hamza related this story on the
authority of al-Zuhn from 'Ubayd Allah ibn 'lyad from the daughter of al-Hänth It is not
possible that he received the tradition directly from Shu'ayb, since Shu'ayb died in 162/779
780 and Abu Dawud al-Sijistam lived from 202-275/817-888 The deviating tsnad of the
section dealing with Khubayb in the tradition of Shu'ayb is probably the reason why Abu
Dawud al-Sijistanî related the tradition without the complete tsnad and matn
We have evidence that Abu Dawud al-Sijistam was acquainted with the tsnad from
Shu'ayb via 'Amr ibn Abl Sufyân, because he cites it in kttab aljthad in the chapter on "the
man who submits himself as a captive" (bab ft Irajulyasta'siru) ":" He does not give the
complete tradition from Shu'ayb, but says after the tsnäd that he [Ibn 'Awf] told the same
tradition [as Musa ibn Isma'il from Sa'd ibn Ibrahim] ifa-dhakara lhadith) He received it
'* Al Bukhari, alSahih, IV, 452 (Kuab al tawhid - Bab ma yudhkaru ft Idhat wal nu ut wa asami Allah)
,

°° Abu Dawud, Sunan, III, 189 (no 3112)

"" Abu Dawud, Sunan, III, 51 (no 2661)
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from [Muhammad] Ibn 'Awf-> Abu 1-Yamân -> Shu'ayb -> al-Zuhri - » ' A m r ibn Abî Sufyân
ibn Asïd ibn Jariya 1-Thaqafi Abü Hurayra is not mentioned as informant of 'Amr,
although the tsnad holds the information at the end that 'Amr was one of the companions
of Abü Hurayra. The omission of the name of Abu Hurayra is probably a mistake from Ibn
'Awf, Abu Dawud al-Sijistânï or a later transmitter.
It is not certain that Abu Dâwud al-Sijistânï knew the complete detailed tradition
from Shu'ayb, because the above-mentioned tradition that only states the tsndd is placed
after an abridged version of the story of the raid of the Hudhayl from Ibrahim ibn Sa'd on
the authority of al-Zuhri However, it is more likely that he knew the complete detailed
tradition instead of another abridged version from a second student of al-Zuhri (Shu'ayb in
this case). Abu Däwüd al-Sijistani received the short tradition about Khubayb probably via
the same transmitters as he mentioned in the second tradition, i.e. Ibn 'Awf-> Abu 1-Yamän
-> Shu'ayb. However, we do not know this for certain, since there is no tradition that
includes both asânîd as far as I know.
What we do know, is that we only possess the detailed story from Shu'ayb on the
raid of the Hudhayl in the version of his student Abu 1-Yamän, who distributed it to at least
two pupils, al-Bukhârï and 'Imran ibn Bakkar. Abu 1-Yamân probably related the detailed
version, but certainly some parts of it, to another student, Muhammad ibn 'Awf.

IV. M A T N ANALYSIS BETWEEN STUDENTS O F AL-ZUHRÎ

Resemblance of the traditions
The structure of the story about the raid of the Hudhayl in the versions of Ibrahim ibn
Ismä'll, Ibrahim ibn Sa'd, Ma'mar and Shu'ayb bear a great resemblance. The plot the
versions have in common is as follows.
The party that Muhammad sends out consists of ten persons under the
leadership of 'Asim ibn Thabit Only two other participants are mentioned by
name in the story: Khubayb and Zayd ibn al-Dathinna. [The story does not relate
where they are heading.] About 100 archers of the Hudhayl, from the Banu
Libyan, start to follow them at a place somewhere between 'Usfän and Mecca. [It
is not certain what the correct name of the place is The three students that
mention the location give several variants of the name al-Hadda, al-Had'a, al-
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Hadâ'a or al-Hadäh.]102 The clan knows that the group they are following is from
Medina, because they find leftovers of dates that grow in and around Medina.
When the group of 'Asim realizes that they are being followed, they flee to an
elevated place. The Hudhayl surround them and promise them not to kill them
if they surrender. 'Asim refuses and asks God to inform Muhammad regarding
their matter. They start to fight. Seven persons of the group are killed, among
whom was 'Àsim. The remaining three persons surrender on the original
conditions The names of two persons are Khubayb and Zayd, the third person
remains unnamed. The Hudhayl tie them with the strings of their bows. The
third unknown man considers this a betrayal of the surrender terms and refuses
to follow them. The Hudhayl kill him and bring Khubayb and Zayd to Mecca.
We do not know from this story what happened to Zayd, but the sons of alHarith ibn 'Amir ibn Nawfal buy Khubayb, because he had killed al-Hänth at
Badr (three students agree on Badr, one - Ibrahim ibn Isma'il - mentions
Uhud).1"3 When the sons of al-Hanth decide to kill Khubayb he borrows a razor
from a daughter of al-Hanth to shave his pubic hair. She forgets to look after a
young son of hers who walks to Khubayb and sits or is placed on his thigh. She
is scared that Khubayb will kill her son, because he still has the razor in his hand
Khubayb assures her that he would never do that.
[At this point m the story the same woman tells an anecdote.] She says that she
had never seen a better prisoner than Khubayb. She apparently saw him eat from
a bunch of grapes one day while there was no such fruit in Mecca at that time.
Some versions of three students add the detail that Khubayb was chained She
said that it was food God gave him.
Three students continue the story with how Khubayb was killed. One student first relates the
section dealing with what happened to the body of 'Asim, before he continues with the
killing of Khubayb. Because the majority of the students continue the story about Khubayb,
we will follow their plot. Also, it is more logical to continue with the section dealing with
Khubayb instead of interrupting it with a story about a different person.
When the sons of al-Hänth leave Mecca with Khubayb to kill him, he asks
them to allow him to perform a short prayer consisting of two cycles Afterwards
103

There seems to have been confusion about the spelling of the name of this place Yaqut, Mujam al buldan, V,

39; also lists several variants al-Had'a, al Hadda, al-Hada
'°' I did not find any other reference that al-Hanth ibn 'Amir was killed at Uhud
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he says that he would have performed more would they not have thought that he
was afraid [to die]. He was the first person who did this before an execution.
Three students relate that Khubayb asked God to register them by number and
according to two students Khubayb ended the sentence with "and kill them one
by one". The four students agree that Khubayb spoke the following verses,
although the tradition of one student - Ibrahim ibn Ismä'il - misses the first
part of the first (translated) verse.
"Being killed as a Muslim, I care not how my death comes, since it is
in God's cause.
For that is God's prerogative; and if He wishes He will give His
blessings to severed limbs."
Thereupon Abu Sirwa'a 'Uqba ibn al-Härith went to Khubayb and killed him.104
At the end of the tradition, we are informed what happened to the body of 'Asim (but still
nothing on Zayd).
The Quraysh sent some people to the body of'Asim to return with something
by which they could recognize him, because 'Asim had killed one of their
esteemed men at Badr. However, God sent bees that protected his body from the
messengers. They were not able to get anything from him.
Two students additionally mention that God answered 'Asim ibn Thäbit's
prayer on the day he died. Muhammad informed his people regarding their
matter on the day they were killed.
The composed story shows that the versions of Ibrahim ibn Isma'il, Ibrahim ibn Sa'd,
Ma'mar and Shu'ayb have many details in common concerning the content of the story
about the raid of the Hudhayl. Is this also the case with formulations? The following list
contains the most striking formulations that are (almost) identical in the four versions.
dhukirü li-hayy min Hudhaylyuqälu lahum Banû Libyan
rajul rant (rajul rdmiyan Ibrahim ibn Ismä'il)
la anzilufidhimmat

kàfir {'ala 'ahd kdftr Ibrahim ibn Isma'il)

Aïlàhumma akhbir 'annâ rasûlaka/nabtyyaka
atlaqü awlär qisiyyihim (hallü awlär qisiyyihim Ma' mar)
hädhä awwal al-ghadr
isla 'ara müsäyastahiddu bihd
""' D. Cook discusses al-Zuhrl's version of Khubayb's martyrdom in Martyrdom in Islam, Cambridge 2007, 2122 and 142.

fa-daraja sabî/bunayy
atakhshayna an(nanï) aqtulahu?
mä ra 'aytu asïran khayran min Khubayb
käna illä rizqan/la-rizq razaqahu Allah (Ibrahim ibn Sa'd + Shu'ayb: innahu...)
lawlä an (...) mä bi jaia'un la-zidlu (lawlâ anyaqülüjazi'a

la-zidtu Ibrahim ibn Ismâ'îl)

Allähumma ahsihim 'adadan
md/fa-lastu ubali bina uqtalu musliman (md ubali only Ibrahim ibn Ismâ'îl)
'ala ayy sbiqq/janb käna li-/fi Allah masra 'i
wa-dhdlika fi dhdl al-ildh wa-in yasha '
yubdrik 'ala awsdl shilw mumazzi'
mithl al-çulla min al-dabrfa-hamathu (dabran fa-hamat lahmahu Ibrahim ibn Ismâ'îl)
The above-mentioned similarities in content and formulation indicate that the versions of
Ibrahim ibn Ismâ'îl, Ibrahim ibn Sa'd, Ma'mar and Shu'ayb of the story about the raid of
the Hudhayl derive from a common source. The common source is al-Zuhrï according to
the information from the asdnid. The question we will answer in the following part is
whether these four versions are genuine transmissions. Are they the result of separate,
independent transmissions, or is one (or maybe even more) version copied from another?
The differences between the versions of the four students might give an answer to the abovementioned questions.

Differences between the traditions
Despite the large similarity between the versions of al-Zuhri's students, it appears that each
version has its own peculiarities. The following lists are a selection of the most distinctive
features in the text of al-Zuhri's students.

Ibrahim ibn Ismâ'îl:
'Amr aw 'Umar ibn Asid,10^ fa-ba'athü Hay him mi'at (rajul rdmiyan), (laja'ü ila) jabal, (fa-ahdta
bihim) al-ßkharüna, (là anzilu) 'aid 'ahd (kdfir), omission of the sentence fa-ramawhum bi-lnabl fa-qalalü 'Astman ft sab'a, (Ibn al-Dathinna) l-Bayddi, the addition of the sentence fajarahû rajulan min al-thaldtha, bt-Uhud, fa-baynamd (Khubayb 'inda handt al-Hdnth), fa-sdhat
al-mar'a, tnna l-ghadr laysa mm sha 'nind, (lawlä an)yaqülü, wa-khudhhum badadan, (fa-sallâ) llo

'These words or combinalion of words are peculanties of this student's transmission that are not present in

any version of one of the other students. I added the parts between brackets to indicate the context.
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sajdatayn, omission of the sentence hina uqtalu musltman, (thumma) kharaja bihi (Abu
Sirwa'a [...]fa-)darabahu (fa-qalalahu), fa-jarat sunna li-man, (wa-ba'atha) hayy min (Quraysh).
Finally, the structure is different: the story about 'Äsim ibn Thäbit's body is mentioned
before the killing of Khubayb, the information that Khubayb established a sunna comes
before him saying that he would have performed more and Khubayb says ahsthim 'adadan
only after the other four lines of poetry.

Ibrahim ibn Sa'd:
'Omar ibnAsid ibnjdriya l-Thaqafi, (fa-qdla 'Asim amir/ayyuhâ) l-qawm, (lawlä an) tahsibü, waqtulhum badadan wa-lâ tubqi minhun ahadan, (huwa sanna li-kull muslim quttla sabran) al-salâh,
(wa-ba 'atha) nds min (Quraysh).

Ma'mar:
'Amr ibn Abi Sujyän al-Thaqafi, sariyya 'aynan (lahu), no name of the location between
'Usfän and Mecca, fa-taba 'ûhum (bi-qarib min mi'a), wa-ja'a l-qawm (fa-ahätü bihim), (an lä
naqtula minkum)

rajulan, fa-qätalühum hattä (qatalü 'Asiman fi sab'at) na/ar, wa-baqiya

(Khubayb wa-Zayd), fa-makalha ('indahum asiran), fa-lammd ra'aytuhu (fazt'tu faza'an), (md
kuntu U-af ala) in shd 'a Allah, (lawld an) taraw(na), the omission of the Abü Sirwa'a, (fa-kdna)
awwal man (sanna), (wa-ba'athat) Quraysh, (li-yu'taw) bi-shay' mtn jasadihiya'rifünahu,

(wa-

kâna qatala) 'altman (mtn 'uçamd'ihtm), (fa-lam yaqdirü) 'aid shay' (minhu). Finally, the
information that Khubayb established a sunna comes directly after him saying that he would
have performed more.

Shu'ayb:
'Amr ihn Abi Sujydn ibn Asid ibnjdriya l-Thaqafi, (fa-qdla 'Asim ibn Thdbit amir) al-sariyya, (Id
anzilu) l-yawm (fi dhimmat kdfir), fa-akhbarani 'Ubayd Allah ihn 'lyad anna Bint al-Hartth
akhbarathu, (fazi'tu faz'atan 'arafahd Khubayb) fi wajhi, (lawld an) taçunnû, (wa-ba'atha) nas
min kuffdr (Quraysh).

These peculiarities prove that these four students of al-Zuhri transmitted their version(s)
independently from each other, i.e. none of them copied the version of another student.
Although the versions of Ibrahim ibn Sa'd and Shu'ayb look very much alike, the difference
in for example the name of al-Zuhri's source or the use of the word sariyya by Shu'ayb,
confirm their separate transmission.
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An oddity that appeared from the comparison of the versions of the four students is
that the deviating traditions L14 and L2 of Yunus ibn Habib -> Abu Dawüd al-Tayâlisî ->
Ibrahim ibn Sa'd bear resemblance to tradition L16 of al-Tabari -> Abu Kurayb -> Ja'far ibn
'Awn -> Ibrahim ibn Ismâ'ïl, especially in the section dealing with what happened to the
body of 'Asim ibn Thäbit. The tradition of Yünus ibn Habib does not mention that
Muhammad informed his companions regarding their matter on the day they died Neither
does the tradition of Ibrahim ibn Ismâ'ïl. Other similarities are the omission of the words
hina huddilhu annahu qulila and the use of the formulations h-yu'taw min lahmihi bi-shay'
and fa-lamyaslatï'ü

anya'khudhü

min lahmihi shay'an (other version Ibrahim ibn Sa'd h-

yu'taw bi-shay' minhu yu'rafu and fa-lam yaqdtru ('ala) an yaqta'u minhu shay'an). There are
only two similarities in the remaining part of the tradition, bi-mi'a (other versions Ibrahim
ibn Sa'd bi-qanb min mi'à) and laqad ra'ayluhu (other versions Ibrahim ibn Sa'd laqad
wajadtuhu).
Is my suggestion still valid that the reason for the deviating version of Yünus ibn
Habib from Abu Däwüd al-Tayâlisî might be the difference in time when Abu Däwüd alTayalisi told the tradition to him or a different form of transmission, orally instead of by
writing? We have already established with the comparison of the mutün of traditions
ascribed to Ibrahim ibn Sa'd that the version of Yunus ibn Habib derives from the same
source as the other two detailed versions of Ibn Hanbai -> Abu Däwüd al-Tayâlisî and Musa
ibn Isma'il despite the deviating structure and formulations in the main.10 The comparison
of the mutün of the different students of al-Zuhn confirms this even more. The main of
Yünus ibn Habib including the section dealing with 'Asim's body contains formulations
that are specific for the version of Ibrahim ibn Sa'd. Al-Tabari's tradition from Ibrahim ibn
Isma'il lacks these formulations.
The similarities between some formulations in the section dealing with 'Àsim's body
seem to indicate some degree of mterdependency. Did Abu Däwüd al-Tayalisi know the
version of Ja'far ibn 'Awn from Ibrahim ibn Isma'il or Yünus ibn Habib the version of Abu
Kurayb from Ja'far ibn 'Awn, or are the similarities just a coincidence? The first two options
might be possible, because Abu Dawud al-Tayalisi and Ja'far ibn 'Awn were contemporaries
and lived in Küfa and Basra respectively. Nevertheless, the biographical information in the
Tahdhib of al-Mizzi does not mention any connection between Abu Dawud al-Tayalisi and

See pages 57-58
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Ja'far ibn 'Awn or Ibrahim ibn Ismä'll.107 This does not mean that they never met, because
al-Mizzi does not mention for example Ibrahim ibn Ismâ'ïl as an informant of Ja'far ibn
'Awn, while the two versions of his tradition about the raid of the Hudhayl from his
students Ibn Abi Shayba and Abu Kurayb unanimously mention Ja'far ibn 'Awn in the
tsnad.

Conclusion
The conclusion of the isnâd analysis was that al-Zuhrï taught the story of the raid of the
Hudhayl to several students. AI-Zuhri's students transmitted the story further

and

distributed it in Yemen and Iraq until it ended up in Egypt and countries as far as Khurasan,
Sijistan and Transoxiana. The transmission must have taken place before 124/742 when alZuhrï died. The analysis of the mulün confirmed that the four versions of the story about
the raid of the Hudhayl discernible in the sources derive from a common source. The
common source is al-Zuhrï, since he is the first transmitter all versions mention in their
asanid. The matn analysis also confirmed that al-Zuhn told the tradition to four students
who transmitted the story further on. The story about the raid of the Hudhayl as told by alZuhn can therefore be dated to the first quarter of the second Islamic century.
Furthermore, the matn analysis showed that Ma'mar's version differs slightly from
the versions of the other three students as well as a similarity between the versions of
Ibrahim ibn Sa'd and Shu'ayb. The versions of the latter two contain more specific
information than Ma'mar's text, such as the more extensive information on al-Zuhrï's
informant in the tsnad, the nasab Ibn Asïd ibn Jariya, the specific mention of the number of
people in the scouting party, the exact location of the meeting with the Banu Libyan and the
kunya Abü Sirwa'a; these data are absent in the version of Ma'mar. The tradition of al-Tabari
from Ibrahim ibn Ismâ'ïl does mention these data except for the additional information in
the tsnad. Also, Ma'mar's version does not mention that Khubayb was killed when he was
bound (qatalahu sabran), while the versions of the other three students mention specifically

">7 On Abu Dawud al Tayalisi see al-Mi7zi, Tahdhib, III, 272 274 (no 2491) and on Ja'far ibn 'Awn Tahdhib, I,
468 469 (no 931)
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that his performance of a prayer consisting of two cycles became a sunna, i.e. a manner of
acting, for anyone who was bound until he was put to death.10
Ma'mar himself might be responsible for the deviations in his version of al-Zuhri's
tradition. However, another explanation for the similarity between the versions of Ibrahim
ibn Ismâ'ïl, Ibrahim ibn Sa'd and Shu'ayb is that al-Zuhrl had edited his tradition on the
story about the attack of the Hudhayl and taught them that version. In that case, Ma'mar's
version might pre-date theirs and al-Zuhrl himself might be responsible for the differences.
Despite the similarities between the traditions of Ibrahim ibn Sa'd, Shu'ayb and
Ibrahim ibn Ismâ'ïl, the tradition of the latter lacks certain parts and some formulations are
different. These differences might be caused by his hearing being impaired. The editor of the
Tahdhtb of al-Mizzi adds in a footnote that Ibn Abl Khaythama says in his Tankh that
Ibrahim ibn Ismâ'll's hearing was impaired to such an extent that he sat next to al-Zuhrl
and was only able to hear with great difficulty (kâna shadïd al-satnam wa-kanayajhsu

iläjanb

al-Zuhri fa-lä yakâdu yasma'u illâ ba'da kadd). Yahyâ ibn Ma'ln considers him of weak
authority; his hadith is worthless (da'tflaysa bi-shay). Abu Hâtim and al-Bukhârï say that he
made many mistakes (kalhir al-wahm).109
Finally, we will now see whether the completed isnâd-cum-matn analysis provided
answers to the questions raised in the previous subchapters.
i) (Isnäd analysis Shu'ayb)110 Did the other three students not mention the separate
tsnad before the section dealing with Khubayb or did Shu'ayb add this information to the
tradition himself? The three other students do not indeed mention a separate chain of
transmitters in any tradition. The conclusion is that Shu'ayb or Abu 1-Yaman added this
chain to the tradition. However, this does not mean that either one of them invented the
chain.
The versions of all four students contain a switch in narrator from the third person
to the first person, somewhere in the section dealing with Khubayb. Ibrahim ibn Ismâ'ïl
108

There are traditions in which the Prophet Muhammad forbids to kill animals sabran (nahiya rasul Allah (s)

anyuqtala shay' min al-dawäb sabrarì) as well as prisoners (sami'tu rasülAllah ($)yanhd 'an qatlalsabr or sami'tu
rasiti Allah (s)yawm alfatbyatjülu läyaqtulanna Qurashi ba'da hädhä l-yawm sabran ilâyawm alqiyâma). Seen in
this light, the killing of Khubayb while he was bound would be a condemnable conduct. An example of the
first tradition is present in the Musnad o{ Ibn Hanbal, III, 319 (Musnadjäbir ibn 'Abd Allah), of the second in V,
422 and of the third in alMusladrak 'ala l-Sahihaym of al-Naysabürï, IV, Beirut 1990-1195, 306 (no. 48/7726)
(Kitdb aladab). I will discuss this in al-Zuhri's edited version in the final conclusion in chapter 6 of my study.
'^ Al-Mizzi, Tahdhib, 1,100-101 (no. 144).
" 0 See page 44
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refers to the daughter of al-Hänth in the section dealing with Khubayb and the razor as
"she" and "her". The part where she says that she never saw a better prisoner is told in the
first person, preceded by tjâla fa-qàlat al-mar'a (he said, the woman said). In the version of
Ibrahim ibn Sa'd the change to the first person in narration occurs earlier, i.e. in the section
dealing with the razor. The switch takes place after the information that a little boy of hers
walked slowly {fa-daraja bunayy lahä QÄLAT WA-ANÄ ghäfila). In the version of Yünus ibn
Habib -> Abu Däwüd al-Tayâlisï -> Ibrahim ibn Sa'd the switch occurs even earlier, i.e. after
the information that the sons of al-Härith bought Khubayb. The words qälat bint al-Härith
precedes the change. In the version of Ma'mar, the switch takes place at approximately the
same moment as in the version of Ibrahim ibn Sa'd (qälatfa-ghafaltu 'an sabiyy It).
The switch in narrator may have inspired Shu'ayb to ask al-Zuhrï if he received this
part from 'Amr -> Abu Hurayra or via a different way. This may have prompted al-Zuhrï to
name a different source for her story. According to bibliographical information, Shu'ayb
was a secretary who wrote the dictation for the Umayyad caliphs from al-Zuhrï.111 If Shu'ayb
was indeed appointed to al-Zuhrï to write down his traditions, it is possible that he asked alZuhrï if he received the information from the daughter of al-Härith also via 'Amr ibn Abï
Sufyän -> Abu Hurayra. This is just a speculation, because there is no evidence for it. The
only thing we know for sure is that Shu'ayb or Abu 1-Yamän is responsible for the addition
of the separate chain of transmitters.
AI-Zuhrï's tradition about the attack of the Hudhayl seems to be a combination of
separate elements.112 The inclusion of the razor story in the story about the attack of the
Hudhayl certainly derives from al-Zuhrï, because all four students mention it with a switch
in narrator. Another indication is that the part about the attack of the Hudhayl in the
versions of Ibrahim ibn Sa'd and Shu'ayb ends with the information that the attack
happened after the battle at Badr."3 In the following sentence, the reference to Badr is
repeated. The first mentioning of Badr looks like a final remark to finish the story about the
attack of the Hudhayl. If these two parts had always been one story, such a final remark
seems unnecessary. Since only two students end the part about the attack of the Hudhayl
with the reference to Badr, it might derive from al-Zuhrï, but he apparently did not always
mention it.
'" Al-Mizzi, Tahdhlb, III, 396 (no. 2733).
' " Al-Zuhri's detailed tradition about the battle at Uhud is also a combination of separate elements transmitted
as one story. See Gorke & Schoeler, Berichte, 141.
"' See pages 51 and 83.
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a) (Conclusion isnäd analysis)"4 What is the correct name of al-Zuhri's informant
and who is or are responsible for the different appellations? It is not possible to give an
unambiguous answer. We have already established that the correct name is 'Amr ibn Abï
Sufyän ibn Asîd ibn Jâriya 1-Thaqafï who was called after his grandfather, i.e. 'Amr ibn Asid.
This means that the names 'Amr ibn Abï Sufyän as well as 'Amr ibn Asïd ibn Järiya are
correct. Al-Zuhri is probably responsible for both appellations, since each name is present in
the isnad of at least two students of al-Zuhri."' If he indeed prepared an edited version about
the raid of the Hudhayl, it seems that he preferred to include the nasab Ibn Asid in his latest
version about the raid of the Hudhayl.
Al-Zuhri probably mentioned the ism 'Amr, since Ma'mar and Shu'ayb both
transmitted this name to their students. Ibrahim ibn Ismä'il or Ja'far ibn 'Awn was not
certain anymore about the correct ism, 'Amr or 'Umar and expressed his uncertainty in his
isnäd. However, since Ibrahim ibn Sa'd probably preferred the name 'Umar," it is possible
that al-Zuhri sometimes read 'Umar instead of'Amr.
3) (Main analysis Ibrahim ibn Ismä'il)" 7 Is the tradition of Ibrahim ibn Isma'il from
al-Zuhri or not? The comparison of the mutùn of the four students confirmed that the
version of Ibrahim ibn Isma'il is indeed from al-Zuhri. Hence, the isnad of al-Tabari is
faulty and it should contain al-Zuhri as informant of Ibrahim ibn Isma'il. Either al-Tabari,
his informant Abu Kurayb or a later transmitter skipped al-Zuhri's name in the
transmission line by mistake, because it is unlikely that Ibrahim ibn Isma'il skipped the
name of such a famous transmitter as al-Zuhri, or Ja'far ibn 'Awn sometimes mentioned
him and at other times forgot to mention him.
4) Finally, the issue of the identification of Khubayb remains unanswered. Most
traditions refer to him as Khubayb or Khubayb al-Ansäri. Three versions, however, add the
nasab Ibn 'Adi. These are the versions of Yiinus ibn Habib -> Abu Däwüd al-Tayälisi ->
Ibrahim ibn Sa'd, Mansur ibn Abi Muzähim -> Ibrahim ibn Sa'd and 'Abd al-Razzäq from
Ma'mar. The mention of the nasab becomes even more important when we read Ibn Sayyid
al-Näs' remark at the end of his detailed tradition on the event with the Hudhayl. He says
that according to this story (= al-Bukhäri's version from Ibrahim ibn Sa'd), this Khubayb
"4 See page 45.
"' Shu'ayb, Ma'mar and Ibrahim ibn Sa'd mention 'Amr ibn Abi Sufyän, while the name 'Amr ibn Asid ibn
Jariya is present in the versions of Ibrahim ibn Ismä'il and Ibrahim ibn Sa'd
"6 See my argumentation on page 67.
"7 See page 49.
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[i.e. ibn 'Adì] killed al-Härith ibn 'Amir at the day of Badr. Ibn Sayyid al-Näs remarks that
this is however not known among the maghäzi-authonues. The person who killed al-Härith
was Khubayb ibn Isaf ibn 'Inaba" bn 'Amr bn Khadïj bn 'Amir bn Jusham bn al-Härith bn
al-Khazraj. Khubayb ibn 'Adi did not participate at Badr."9
The question is who is responsible for the nasab Ibn 'Adi: al-Zuhrï, one or more of
his students or perhaps later transmitters? We can exclude al-Zuhrî, because the versions of
two other students, Ibrahim ibn Ismä'il and Shu'ayb, do not mention the nasab and only
some - not all - versions of the two other students state it. We can exclude Ibrahim ibn Sa'd
for the same reason. It is also unlikely that Ibrahim's student Abu Däwüd al-Tayâlisï and
Ma'mar are responsible for the mistake, because we have variant versions from both of them
that do not mention the nasab.120 Yünus ibn Habib, Mansür ibn Abi Muzähim or later
transmitters from them, and 'Abd al-Razzaq, whose versions all contain the nasab, probably
added his nasab to the story. Since the earliest transmitter of them, 'Abd al-Razzâq, died in
211/826, the name Khubayb ibn 'Adi was connected with the Khubayb who was captured
during the attack of the Hudhayl, already from the beginning of the third Islamic century.
However, we will see in the following comparison of the Zuhri-traditions with similar ones
not circulated by him that the name Khubayb ibn 'Adi was connected with the Hudhayl
story already before 150/767, because the nasab Ibn 'Adi appears in all versions of the
famous transmitter Ibn Ishâq, who died in that year, which provides us with a terminus ante
quern.
The sources contain three variants of thai name Khubayb ibn Isaf ibn 'Inaba, Khubayb ibn Isaf ibn 'Ulba
and Khubayb ibn Yasaf ibn 'Utba |all. ibn 'Amr ibn Khadij). Ibn Hishäm, Ibn Sa'd and Khalifa ibn Khayyäi,
the earliest sources that mention a variant of thai name, agree on the name 'Ulba but mention Isaf as well as
Yasäf. See Ibn Hishâm, Sïra, I, 496 (Khubayb ibn Isaf ibn 'Ulba), Ibn Sa'd, Tabaqàl, VIII, 360 (twice Khubayb
ibn Isaf ibn 'Ulba) and 364 (Khubayb ibn Yasäf ibn 'Ulba), and Khalifa bn Khayyäi, Kilàb altabaqdt,
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(Khubayb ibn Isaf ibn 'Utba). Khalifa bn Khayyät identifies the person who was killed in Mecca as Khubayb
ibn Isaf ibn 'Adi bn 'Utba bn 'Amr ibn Jundar ibn 'Amir ibn Jusham ibn al-Hanth ibn al-Khazrai, but adds
that according to al-Wäqidi, the latter did not die in Mecca but during the caliphate of ' U t h m â n . See Khalifa
bn Khayyät, Kitäb al tabaqdt, 165 (but see the variant Khubayb ibn Yasäf ibn 'Adi on page 179) Only two later
sources mention

the variant Khubayb ibn Isaf ibn 'Adi, which seems to reflect the debate about

which

Khubayb participated at Badr and was killed at Mecca.
" ' Kadhâ
Hänlh

ruwiyanâ fi hddhä 1-khabar mm tarìq alBukbärifì

ibn Ά mir yawm

Badr, wa-laysa dhälika

'mdahum

jämi'ihi

wa-flhi anna Kbubayban

bi-marüf, wa-mnamd

Khubayb ihn Isaf ihn 'Inaba ibn 'Amr ihn Khadtj ihn 'Amir ihn Jusham ibn al Hänlh
ihn 'Adi lamyasbhad
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hddhä qalala l-

alladbi qalala l-IIdnth ihn

Badran 'inda ahad mm arbdb al maghazi. Ibn Sayyid al-Näs, 'Uyün alathar, II, 63

See pages 56, 65 and 73

'Amir

ibn al-Kbazraj wa Khubayb

The results of the isnâd-cum-matn analysis corroborate Juynboll's conclusion referred
to in the introduction of this article that al-Zuhl "is doubtless the chronicler of this khabar".
His tentative conclusion about the lower part of the isndd below al-Zuhri can partly be
refuted. Al-Zuhri - not a later transmitter - is responsible for the lower part of the isnâd,
although his claim that he received the tradition from 'Amr ibn Abi Sufyän cannot be
substantiated as the following part will show.

V. C O M P A R I S O N O F T H E Z U H R Ï - T R A D I T I O N S W I T H O T H E R V E R S I O N S

We established by means of the isnâd-cum-matn analysis that al-Zuhri transmitted a tradition
about the raid of the Hudhayl. The story of al-Zuhri will be compared in this part with
similar ones not circulated by him in order to determine whether his material goes back to
even earlier sources and to what degree his transmission varies from others. These traditions
are from Ibn Ishâq (d. 150/767), Ibn Sa'd (d. 230/845) and Müsä ibn 'Uqba (d. 141/758).

Comparison with Ihn Ishäq's version
There are at least two other traditions about the raid of the Hudhayl transmitted by others
than al-Zuhri according to the isnâd. Muhammad ibn Ishâq transmitted both a detailed
tradition from the Medinan scholar 'Äsim ibn 'Umar ibn Qatäda (d. 119/120 or 126, 127, 129
A.H.)121 and a short tradition about Khubayb from the Meccan mawld 'Abd Allah ibn Abl
Najih (d. 131/132 A.H.)122 from Mäwiyya, the mawlâh of Hujayr ibn Abï îhâb. Ibn Ishâq's
tradition from 'Äsim ibn 'Umar is preserved in several collections from the third to the
ninth Islamic century. 'Abd Allah ibn Idris (d. 192/808), Bakr ibn Sulaymän (n.d.), Jarir ibn
Häzim (d. 170/786-787), Muhammad ibn Salama (d. 191/807), Salama ibn al-Fadl (d. 191/807),
Yûnus ibn Bukayr (d. 199/814-815) and Ziyâd ibn al-Bakkâ'î (d. 183/799) all transmitted (a
part of) this tradition. 123 The following story is based on the detailed traditions of Ibn
Hishâm -> al-Bakkâ'î and al-Tabarî -> Ibn Humayd -> Salama.124
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'Asim ibn 'Umar ibn Qatäda was an expert in the field of the biography and the maghäii

of the Prophet

Muhammad. Ibn Sa'd calls him a reliable transmitter who knew many traditions. See al-Miz^I, Tahdhib, IV, 17
(no. 3007)
' " Ibn Sa'd considers him also a reliable transmitter who knew many traditions. See al-Mizzî, Tahdhib, IV, 304
(no. 3600).
' 2) Ibn Sa'd has a short tradition from 'Abd Allah ibn Idris, alTabaqat,

II, 56 Khalifa ibn Khayyät combined

the traditions of Bakr ibn Sulaymän and Jarir ibn Häzim in one medium-length account, Ta'rikh, 32. Al97

A group of men from 'Adal and al-Qära12' came to Muhammad and asked him
to send some companions to instruct them on Islam.'2 Muhammad sent six
persons, Marthad ibn Abi Marthad, Khälid ibn al-Bukayr, 'Äsim ibn Thäbit,
Khubayb ibn 'Adì,
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Zayd ibn al-Dathinna and 'Abd Allah ibn Târiq.

Muhammad appointed Marthad ibn Abi Marthad as the leader of the group.
They were betrayed when they reached al-Rajt', a watering place of the Hudhayl
in the district of the Hijäz in the upper part of al-Had'a. Men of the Hudhayl
with swords in their hands surrounded them. They said that they did not want
to kill the Muslims, but to get something for them from the people of Mecca.
Marthad, Khälid and 'Asim said that they would never accept a pledge from a
polytheist.
Ibn Hisham includes at this point some lines of poetry from 'Asim.
They fought until they were killed. When 'Asim was killed, the Hudhayl wanted
to take his head to sell it to Suläfa bint Sa'd ibn Shuhayd, because 'Asim had
killed her two sons at Uhud, but bees protected him. God also sent a flood in the
wâdï that earned 'Asim away. 'Asim had sworn that no polytheist would ever
touch him, and that he would never touch a polytheist in his life, so God
protected him after his death.
Al-Tabarî relates the section dealing with the body of'Asim at the end of his tradition.
The remaining three persons, Zayd, Khubayb and 'Abd Allah, surrendered and
were taken to Mecca to be sold there. 'Abd Allah ibn Täriq broke loose from his
Tabaräni mentions a short tradition from Muhammad ibn Salama, al-Mu'jam alkabir, XX, 327-328 (no. 775).
Al-Tabarî preserves a detailed tradition from Salama ibn al-Fadl, Ta'nkh,

III, 1431-1434. Al-Naysäburi has a

medium-length tradition from Yünus ibn Bukayr, al-Mustadrak, III, 245 (no. 577/4979). Ibn Hishäm mentions
a detailed tradition from Ziyäd al-Bakkä'i, Sim, I, 638-641.
' ï ' , I used the translations of Guillaume and McDonald & Watt to compose the story. It is not a translation of
the traditions, but it contains the mam details. Guillaume, The life, 426-433. Watt, W.M & M V McDonald, The
history ofal-Tabari. The foundation of the community, VII, Albany, NY 1987,143-145.
125

Ibn Hishäm says that they belong to the clan of al-Hawn ibn Khuzayma ibn Mudrika. See Guillaume, The

life, 761, no 659. Al-Sam'äni adds that 'Adal and al-Qâra are sons of Yaythi' ibn al-Hawn ibn Khuzayma. See alSam'ânï, al Ansah, V, Beirut 1419/1998, 631.
Wensinck expresses his doubts about the similarities with the story about the ambush at Bi'r Ma'üna of a
group of Muslims, whom the Prophet Muhammad also sent at the request of a person to instruct his people
about Islam. A comparison of both stones falls outside the scope of this chapter, but would be very interesting.
Wensinck, A.J., "Khubayb b. 'Adi al-Ansäri", in EI2, V, Leiden 1986, 41.
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All traditions that mention Khubayb include the nasab Ibn 'Adi.

bonds at al-Zahrän12 and drew his sword. The men did not fight him, but
stoned him until they killed him. Hujayr ibn Abï ïhâb, an ally of the Banû
Nawfal and brother of al-Härith ibn 'Amir by the same mother, bought
Khubayb on behalf of'Uqba ibn al-Harith to kill him in revenge for his father.
Safwan ibn Umayya bought Zayd to kill him in revenge for his father Umayya
ibn Khalaf.
The story of al-Tabarî from Ibn Ishäq stops at this point. Al-Tabarî relates the story about
Zayd later on in a separate tradition from Ibn Humayd -> Salama -> Ibn Ishaq without a
reference to Ibn Ishäq's informant 'Asim ibn 'Umar. 12 '
He sent Zayd with a freedman called Nistäs to al-Tan'ïm' 30 and they brought
him out of the Hamm to kill him. Abu Sufyân, one of the leaders of Quraysh,
asked Zayd if he wished that Muhammad would be here in his place and he
would be at home with his family. Zayd replied that he does not want
Muhammad to be hurt by even a thorn. Then Nistäs killed him.
Ibn Hishäm relates first the story from Khubayb eating grapes, which he received from 'Abd
Allah ibn Abï Najîh instead of'Asim ibn 'Umar. I will return to this tradition later on. The
following part is a combined story from 'Asim ibn 'Umar and 'Abd Allah ibn Abï Najîh.
Mäwiyya said that when the time for the execution had come Khubayb asked her
to send him a razor to cleanse himself before he died. She ordered a boy from
the clan to bring the razor to Khubayb. She almost immediately realized the
danger for the boy, but Khubayb just took the razor from the boy and let him go.
He cried out to the boy that his mother was apparently not afraid of his
treachery.
The following part is from 'Asim ibn 'Umar alone.
They took Khubayb to al-Tan'ïm to crucify him. He asked them to allow him to
perform a short prayer consisting of some cycles. After a short prayer consisting
of two cycles he said that he would have performed more were it not that they
would think that he delayed out of fear of death. Khubayb established the
custom of performing a short prayer consisting of two cycles at death. Then they

" Al-Zahrän is a wadi near Mecca with a village called Marr al-Zahrän. See Yäqüt, Mu'jam albuldan, IV, 63.
" ' Al-Tabari, Tdrikh, III, 1437.
' îo Al-Tan'ïm is a location in the hill (the region that is outside the sacred territory) at a distance of two or four
farsakh of Mecca.See Yäqüt, Mu'jam albulddn, II, 49. Kfanakb is a parasang or league, which is a distance of
three miles See Lane, Lexicon, II, 2369.

tied him to the cross. Khubayb asked God to tell His messenger what has been
done to him and his companions, because they had delivered the message of His
apostle. Then he said, "Oh God, register them by number and kill them one by
one, let none of them escape." Then they killed him.
Ibn Hishäm ends with a tradition of Mu'äwiya ibn Abi Sufyân.
He tells that he attended the killing of Khubayb. His father threw him to the
ground out of fear of Khubayb's curse.

A. There are many differences between the version of Ibn Ishäq and al-Zuhri.
- Ibn Ishäq: Muhammad sent the party after a request of the 'Adal and al-Qâra to instruct
them on Islam. Al-Zuhri: The group was a scouting party.
- Ibn Ishäq: The group consisted of six persons. Al-Zuhri: The group consisted of ten
persons.
- Ibn Ishäq: Marthad ibn Abi Marthad was the leader of the group. Al-Zuhri: 'Asim ibn
Thäbit was the leader.
- Ibn Ishaq: They were betrayed to the Hudhayl. Al-Zuhri specifies that they were from the
Banü Libyan.
- Ibn Ishäq does not mention how the Hudhayl found them. Al-Zuhri: The Hudhayl found
date-stones from Medina in an abandoned resting-place.
- Ibn Ishäq: The party was surrounded unexpectedly. Al-Zuhri: The party noticed them and
fled to an elevated place where they were surrounded.
- Ibn Ishäq: The Hudhayl had swords. Al-Zuhri: The Hudhayl had bows.
- Ibn Ishäq: Marthad, Khälid and 'Asim said that they would not accept a pledge from a
polytheist. Al-Zuhri: 'Asim alone said that he would not enter the protection of an
unbeliever.
- Ibn Ishäq: The Hudhayl killed three persons during the fight. Al-Zuhri: The Hudhayl killed
seven persons.
- Ibn Ishäq: The reason why the Quraysh wanted the body of 'Asim was that 'Asim had
killed two sons (al-Tabari: one son) of Suläfa at Uhud. Al-Zuhri: The reason was that 'Asim
had killed one of the esteemed members of the Quraysh at Badr.
- Ibn Ishäq: The Qpraysh wanted the head of 'Asim, so Suläfa could drink wine from his
skull. Al-Zuhri: The Quraysh wanted something of 'Àsim's body by which they could
recognize him.
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- Ibn Ishäq: The flood carried 'Äsim's body away, because God protected 'Äsim after his
death because of'Äsim's vow. Al-Zuhri does not mention this.
- Ibn Ishäq: The third person of the group that remained alive after the fight, broke free, got
his sword and was stoned without a fight. Al-Zuhri: The third person refused to follow them,
because he was bound, which he saw as a betrayal of the safeguard. They killed him because
of his refusal.
- Ibn Ishäq: The woman sent a young boy with a razor to Khubayb. Al-Zuhri: When the
woman did not pay attention to the young boy, he walked to Khubayb, who had the razor
in his hand.
- Ibn Ishäq: Khubayb said to the boy, "Your mother was not afraid of my treachery when she
sent you to me with this razor." Al-Zuhri: Khubayb said to the woman, "Are you afraid that
I will kill him? I would not do such a thing."
- Ibn Ishäq: They bound Khubayb first to a cross and then killed him. 1}1 Al-Zuhri: They
killed Khubayb.
- Ibn Ishäq: Khubayb asked God to inform His Prophet regarding their matter. Al-Zuhri:
'Asim asked God to inform His Prophet.
- Ibn Ishäq does not mention who killed Khubayb, but he transmits later in a separate
tradition that 'Uqba ibn al-Hänth has been involved in the killing. Al-Zuhri: 'Uqba ibn alHärith killed Khubayb.

B. The version of Ibn Ishäq contains more details than the version of al-Zuhri:
- Ibn Ishäq names all six members of the party. Al-Zuhri names only three persons of the ten.
- Ibn Ishäq: The location of the betrayal was al-Raji' a watering-place of Hudhayl in a district
of the Hijäz at the upper part of al-Had'a. Al-Zuhri: The location was at al-Hadda/alHadä'a/al-Had'a somewhere between 'Usfân and Mecca.
- Ibn Ishäq: Suläfa bint Sa'd ibn Shuhayd wanted the head of'Asim. Al-Zuhri only mentions
Quraysh.
- Ibn Ishäq: 'Abd Allah ibn Täriq was the third person who surrendered with Khubayb and
Zayd. Al-Zuhri gives no name.

1,1

Ibn Ishäq's description refers to a crucification, while al-Zuhn's version of an execution by one person seems

to contradict this practice. However, in the early Islamic period, the practices of crucification varied. See
Anthony, S.W., "Crime and punishment in early Medina· The origins of a maghäzi-lradition", in Analysing, ed.
H. Motzki, Leiden & Boston 2010, 435-436 footnotes 198 and 199.
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- Ihn Ishäq: 'Abd Allah escaped in al-Zahrân and was killed by means of stones. Al-Zuhrï:
The third person was killed at the same location where they were taken prisoner.
- Ibn Ishaq: Hujayr ibn Abï îhâb al-Tamimî, an ally of the Banu Nawfal bought Khubayb for
'Uqba ibn al-Härith ibn 'Amir ibn Nawfal, Abu ïhâb being the brother of al-Hârith ibn
'Amir by the same mother. Al-Zuhrï: The sons of al-Hârith ibn 'Amir bought Khubayb.
- Ibn Ishäq tells who bought Zayd and what happened to him. Al-Zuhrï does not relate this.
- Ibn Ishäq: The woman who told the story about Khubayb was Mâwiyya, the mawläh of
Hujayr. Al-Zuhrï: The woman was al-Härith's daughter.
- Ibn Ishaq: They took Khubayb to al-Tan'ïm to kill him. Al-Zuhrï: They took Khubayb
outside the sacred area of Mecca.

C. However, the stories of Ibn Ishäq and al-Zuhrï contain also similarities:
Muhammad sent a group of men among whom were 'Asim, Khubayb and Zayd. The group
was betrayed to Hudhayl at the location al-Had'a (or al-Hadda). The Hudhayl followed them.
When the two parties met, the Hudhayl promised that they would not kill anyone if they
surrender. They started to fight and only three persons remained of the group from
Muhammad among whom were Khubayb and Zayd. The third person was killed later on.
Quraysh looked for 'Asim's body but bees protected him. Khubayb and Zayd were brought
to Mecca. The sons of al-Hârith are involved in the purchase of Khubayb, because he had
killed al-Härith at Badr. Khubayb wanted a razor before his execution. He did not harm the
young boy when he had the razor in his possession. They took Khubayb outside Mecca to
kill him. Khubayb asked them allowance to perform a short prayer consisting of some cycles
which they agreed to. He performed only a short prayer consisting of two cycles and said
that he would have done more, but he did not want them to think he was afraid to die.
Khubayb said, "Oh God, count them one by one and kill them one by one." One of the
members of the party of Muhammad asked God to inform His Prophet regarding their
matter.
The lines of poetry of Khubayb (Being killed as a Muslim, I care not how my death
comes, since it is in God's cause. For that is God's prerogative; and if He wishes He will give
His blessings to severed limbs) are not part of the story of Ibn Ishaq from 'Asim ibn 'Umar,
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but Ibn Hishäm mentions them similarly later on in the chapter on the raid of the Hudhayl
as part of a larger poem. Ibn Hishäm gives no other source for the poem than Ibn Ishäq.132
Although the main outline and some details of the story of Ibn Ishäq are similar to
the version of al-Zuhrï, it contains different formulations even in the comparable parts.

Ibn Ishäq

al-Zuhrï'33

fa-ba'alha rasûlAllah (s) nafaran

ba'atha rasili Allah 'asharat raht (sariyya) 'aynan

ghadarû bihim

dhukirû li-hayy min Hudhayl

wa-lakum 'ahdAllah wa-mîlhâquhu

wa-lakum al-'ahd wa-l-mithaq an là naqlula min-

an là naqtulakum

kum a badati

wa-llähi lä naqbalu min mushrik

ammâ and fa-(wa-llähi) ld anzilufi dhimmat kdftr

'ahdan wa-ld 'aqdan abadan
fa-mana 'athu l-dabr

fa-ba 'atha Allah mithl al-^ulla min al-dabrfahamathu min rusulihim

qâla li bina hadarahu l-qatl

balla ajma 'ü qatlahu fa-sta 'dra min ba 'd bandi

ÌA

ib'athî ilayya bi-hadìda' atatahharu al-Hdrith müsdyastahiddu bihd li-l-qatl
bihd li-l-qatl
ammd wa-lldhi law-ld an tacunnü

wa-lldhi law-ld an tahsibü md bï jaza 'an min

annanï innamd lawwallu jaza 'an

al-qatl la-zidtu

min al-qatl la-staklhartu min al-saldh
The only sentences that are (almost) identical are:
Alldhummä ahühim 'adadan wa-qtulhum badadan
fa-käna Khubayb awwal man sanna hdtayn al-rak'atayn 'inda l-qatl
We will first discuss the other tradition of Ibn Ishäq, the short story about Khubayb, before
we draw a conclusion on the origin of Ibn Ishäq's story. According to the isndd, Ibn Ishäq
received the short tradition from 'Abd Allah ibn Abï Najïh, who received it from Mâwiyya,
1,2

Ibn Hishäm, Sira, I, 643-644. Wa-dhdlika fi dhät al-iläh wainyashä'yubank

'ala awsâl shilw mumazzt'. [...]

Wa-wa-llâhi ma αηϋ idhä multu mushman 'ala ayyjanb kâna Ιι-lläh madja'i \sic\. The word madja'i seems to be a
copyist's mistake or a mistake in the edition and is probably masra'i
'"The formulations are from the tradition of Ibn Hanbal -> Abu Däwud al-Tayälisi -> Ibrahim ibn Sa'd. The
versions of the other students of al-Zuhrï have similar formulations, especially regarding the keywords
1M

The word müsd appears once in the text of Ibn Hishäm from Ibn Ishäq in the next sentence· fa a'laytu

ghuläman mm al-hayy al-musâ. Later on the word al-hadida is used again, fa lamma näwalahu l-hadida akhadhahä
mm yadihi thumma qäla la-'amruka ma khâfat ummuka ghadri bina ba'athatka bt bädhthi I-hadïda ilayya. Ibn
Hishäm, Sira, I, 641.
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the mawlah of Hujayr. It is preserved in the version of al-Bakkâ'i in the Sim of Ibn Hisham
and in the version of Yunus ibn Bukayr in Usd al-ghaba of Ibn al-Athîr
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Mâwiyya (or

Märiya according to Ibn al-Athir) says in the tradition·
Khubayb was imprisoned in my house in Mecca. I overtook Khubayb one day
while he was eating from a bunch of grapes that was as big as the head of a man
(Ibn al-Athir: that was bigger than his head) in his hand. I did not know that
there were grapes on earth [at that time] that could be eaten (Ibn al-Athir: there
were no [edible] grapes at that time on earth).'3
Al-Zuhri also relates that the daughter of al-Hänth found Khubayb one day with a bunch of
grapes in his hand, while there was no fruit in Mecca at that time. His version contains the
additional information that Khubayb was still in irons and that she used to say that it was
certainly food that God gave to Khubayb. The version of al-Zuhri does not mention that
Khubayb was imprisoned in her house. The formulations of both versions are similar, but
not identical

Conclusion
The similarity in the content of the traditions from Ibn Ishäq and al-Zuhri seems to indicate
a common source. The fact that Ibn Ishäq was a student of al-Zuhri makes it even more
likely that Ibn Ishäq received the tradition from al-Zuhri. If we use the same dating method
as we did on the traditions of al-Zuhri, the detailed story of Ibn Ishäq would date from the
second quarter of the second Islamic century, because the common link, Ibn Ishäq, died in
150/767
If we assume that Ibn Ishäq's tradition is from al-Zuhri, then why did he not
mention him as his source instead of 'Asim ibn 'Umar ibn Qatäda (d 119/120 or 126, 127,
129 A.H ), a contemporary of al-Zuhri and Medinan scholar likewise' We noticed in the
comparison of the traditions of al-Zuhri's students that their versions were similar in
content and wording. They all mentioned for example a party of ten persons and only gave
the names of three persons If Ibn Ishäq received this tradition from al-Zuhri, we would
expect that his version would be similar to that of the other students and not as deviating as
appeared from the comparison, especially since al-Zuhri transmitted his text based on a
written (or in earlier times probably partly written) text. Therefore, it seems more probable
'" Ibn Hishâm, Sim, I, 640 Ibn al Athîr, Usd alghaba, V, Teheran η d , 544
13

Guillaume, The life, 428
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that Ibn Ishâq did not hear the tradition regarding the raid of the Hudhayl from al-Zuhri
but from another person, who could well be 'Äsim ibn 'Umar as the asânïd mention. This
would mean that there existed two different versions of the raid of the Hudhayl in the first
quarter of the second Islamic century.
We do not know how 'Äsim ibn 'Umar (assuming that he is indeed Ibn Ishâq's
informant) received his information, since the isnâd ends with his name. It is very unlikely
that al-Zuhrï and 'Äsim heard the story from the same person, since their stories on what
happened during the raid of the Hudhayl differ too much even if we assume that al-Zuhrï
and 'Äsim ibn 'Umar received the story by means of oral transmission. However, the
similarities between the two versions of al-Zuhrï and Ibn Ishäq/'Äsim ibn 'Umar indicate
that there must have been a common source at some point in time, either a person or the
actual happening of the event.
Since it seems very likely that Ibn Ishâq received the detailed story about the raid of
the Hudhayl from a person other than al-Zuhrï, probably 'Äsim ibn 'Umar, we perhaps can
also assume that he indeed received the short tradition about Khubayb from 'Abd Allah ibn
Abî Najïh. If Ibn Ishâq invented the story (for which we seem to have no reason to believe),
why would he mention a different person as his informant for the section dealing with
Khubayb? Ibn Ishâq even mentions that he heard the section dealing with the killing of
Khubayb from 'Äsim ibn 'Umar as well as 'Abd Allah ibn Abï Najïh. Why take the trouble
of mentioning two persons, when one famous transmitter would have been enough?
The content and formulation of the short tradition from Ibn Ishâq on Khubayb
eating grapes are comparatively much more similar to the version of al-Zuhrï than the
detailed story about the raid of the Hudhayl. It seems possible that the two traditions derive
from the same source, although al-Zuhrï says that she is the daughter of al-Härith and Ibn
Ishäq Mäwiyya (or Märiya), the mawlâh of Hujayr. The story of al-Zuhri displays a change in
narrator in the versions of all students. The version of Shu'ayb even has a separate tsndd for
this part. Therefore, it seems very likely that the section dealing with Khubayb eating grapes
(and maybe even other parts on Khubayb) derives from the same female source.
If the same woman originally related the story of Khubayb's imprisonment then Ibn
Ishâq's reference to a mawlâh of Hujayr, the half-brother of al-Härith ibn 'Amir, is perhaps
more authentic, because the construction is more complicated than al-Zuhrï's version of the
daughter of al-Härith. In that case, al-Zuhrï or one of the transmitters before him had
identified the woman as the daughter of al-Härith.

lOJ

It is remarkable though, that the lower part of Ibn Ishäq's isrtäd in the tradition
about Khubayb's imprisonment as well as the additional isnäd in Shu'ayb's version is of
Meccan origin. Ibn Ishäq's informant 'Abd Allah ibn Abï Najïh (d. 131/748-749) lived in
Mecca, as did 'Ubayd Allah ibn 'lyäd (Successor from the Hijäz/Mecca).'37 This might
indicate that the stories on Khubayb's imprisonment were originally family traditions of the
al-Hârith clan based on the story of a woman. The traditions probably developed in the
course of time due to oral transmission.
Overall, Ibn Ishäq's version contains more details and is more complicated than alZuhrî's story. Therefore, his version is stronger than al-Zuhri's. The fourteenth century
Muslim scholar Ibn Kathïr had also noticed the discrepancies between the versions of alZuhrï and Ibn Ishâq. He prefers the version of Ibn Ishâq, because of his knowledge of the
early raids.'3

Comparison with the versions of Ibn Sa 'd and Musa ibn 'Uqba
The last two issues to deal with are the traditions of Ibn Sa'd (L11) and Müsä ibn 'Uqba. We
will start with the origin of the tradition of Ibn Sa'd (L11) in his al-Tabaqät al-kubra.^

I have

mentioned previously that Ibn Sa'd gives two different asânîd at the beginning of the
tradition, 'Abd Allah ibn Idrïs al-Awdï -> Muhammad ibn Ishäq -> 'Äsim ibn 'Umar ibn
Qatâda ibn al-Nu'män al-Zafarï and Ma'n ibn 'Isa 1-Ashja'ï -> Ibrahim ibn Sa'd -> Ibn
Shihäb -> 'Umar ibn Asïd ibn al-'Alä' ibn Järiya. The tentative conclusion was that Ibn
Sa'd's matn is probably the main of'Abd Allah ibn Idrïs from Ibn Ishâq. Comparison of the
tradition of Ibn Sa'd with the version of Ibn Ishâq from Ibn Hisham and al-Tabarl confirms
that the main part of the tradition is indeed from Ibn Ishâq.
However, there are some differences:
- Ibn Sa'd mentions that the group Muhammad sent consisted of ten persons, but he only
gives the names of seven persons. They are the same six names as Ibn Ishäq gives plus
Mu'attab ibn 'Ubayd, the brother of'Abd Allah ibn Täriq from his mother's side.
'" On 'Abd Allah ibn Abï Najïh, see al-Mizzi, Tahdhib, IV, 304 (no. 3600). On 'Ubayd Allah ibn 'lyäd, see Ibn
Hajar, Tahdhib allahdhib. III, Beirul 201, 24 and al-Mizzi, Tahdhib, V, 58 (no. 4261).
'' "'aid anna Ibn Ishâq imam fi hädhd Isha'n" (because Ibn Ishäq is a master in (his matter). He repeats the
words of al-Shäfi'i, "man arada l-maghdzifa huwa 'lyal 'ala Muhammad ibn Ishâq" (Who wants (to know] about
the maghâzï is entirely dependent upon Muhammad ibn Ishäq) Ibn Kathir also mentions the versions of Musa
ibn 'Uqba and 'Urwa ibn al-Zubayr, which I will discuss below. See Ibn Kathir, al-Biddya, IV, 63.
"* Ibn Sa'd, al-Tabaqdl, II, 55-56
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- Ibn Sa'd says that Muhammad appoints 'Àsim ibn Thäbit as their leader, but also
mentions that someone said Marthad ibn Abï Marthad.
- Ibn Sa'd adds the information that al-Hada [sic] lies seven miles from al-Raji' and 'Usfan.
No version of Ibn Ishâq mentions the place 'Usfân.
- Ibn Sa'd says that the group was betrayed to the Hudhayl (= formulation Ibn Ishâq) and
the Banu Libyan went to them (= version al-Zuhrl).
- Ibn Sa'd mentions four persons who did not accept a pledge from a polytheist, the same
three names Ibn Ishâq gives plus Mu'attab ibn 'Ubayd.
It appears that Ibn Sa'd's tradition is a mixture of both versions. He mainly followed
the plot from the story of Ibn Ishâq and added information from al-Zuhri's version. The
inclusion of the name of the seventh participant is a peculiarity of Ibn Sa'ds tradition.
Either Ibn Sa'd himself or 'Abd Allah ibn Idris is responsible for this addition.
Al-Bayhaql's Dald'tl contains four traditions from Musa ibn 'Uqba about the raid of
the Hudhayl: one medium-length, one short and two combined traditions from Musa and
'Urwa ibn al-Zubayr (d. 94/712).1''0 Al-Bayhaqî received Müsa's version from Abü 1-Husayn
ibn al-Qattan (d. 415/1024)"'1-> Abu Bakr ibn 'Attâb (d. 344/955)"'2-> al-Qâsim ibn 'Abd
Allah ibn al-Mughira (d. 275/888-889) -> Ibn Abï Uways (d. 226/841 or ζιηβ^)^
ibn Ibrahim ibn 'Uqba (d. between ^-xk^^jy-jt^f^

-> Ismâ'îl

-> Musa, while 'Urwa's tradition is

from Abu Ja'far al-Baghdâdî (d. 346/958)""-> Muhammad ibn 'Ami ibn Khälid (n.d.) -> his
father (d. 229/843-844) -> Ibn Lahî'a (d. 174/790-791)146 -> Abu 1-Aswad (d. 131/748)"17 ->

140

Al-Bayhaqî, Dald'tlal-nubuwwa

wa-ma'nfat ahwälsahib alshari'a. III, Beirut 1429/2008, 326-327. Since Musa

ibn 'Uqba's tradition in al-Maghäzi is almost identical to al-Bayhaqi's traditions I will only refer to the Dald'tl.
See Müsä ibn 'Uqba, al-Maghäzi, Agadir 1994, 201-205.
"'' He is Muhammad ibn al-Husayn ibn Muhammad ibn al-Fadl al-Qattän from Baghdad See al-Khaiih alBaghdâdî, Ta 'rìkh Baghdad aw madlnat al-saläm, II, Beirut 1417/1997, 246 (no. 718).
"" He is Muhammad ibn 'Abd Allah ibn Ahmad ibn 'Attâb al-'Abdï. See al-Baghdâdî, Ta'rikh, III, 71-72 (no.
1059).
'43 His name is Ismâ'îl ibn 'Abd Allah ibn 'Abd Allah ibn Uways. See al-Mizzi, Tahdhib, I, 239-240 (no. 452).
"" Musa ibn 'Uqba is his uncle. Ismâ'îl died during the reign of al-Mahdï (r 158-169/775-785). See al-Mizzi,
Tahdhib, I, 215 (no 408)
''" He is Muhammad ibn Muhammad ibn 'Abd Allah. See Ibn 'Asäkir, Ta'rikh madinal Dtmashtj, LV, Beirut
1415-1421/1995-2000,177-178 (no. 6946).
M

He is the Egyptian scholar 'Abd Allah ibn Lahî'a. See al-Mizzi, Tahdhib, IV, 252-256 (no. 3501).
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His name is Muhammad ibn 'Abd al-Rahmän ibn Nawfal. He was the foster-child of 'Urwa ibn al-Zubayr.

See al-Mizzi, Tahdhib, VI, 408 (no. 6002).
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'Urwa.1'' The asänid do not mention any informant of Musa, but the isnäd of Musa's short
tradition in al-'Askari's Kitäb al-awä'tl goes back to al-Zuhri.''" When we compare alBayhaqï's traditions from Müsä with the traditions we have already discussed it appears that
Musa's medium-length tradition looks like the story of Ibn Ishaq mixed with other, new
elements. The content of Musa's short tradition, which relates the part about Muhammad
informing his companions about Khubayb's death on the same day, is similar to al-Zuhrl's
element 41, but the formulation is different. The combined traditions from Müsä and 'Urwa
seem to be a composition of Ibn Ishâq's story and new formulations. Although al-Bayhaqi
does not give a complete detailed tradition of Müsä and 'Urwa, he remarks that it is similar
to the story of Abu Hurayra [i.e. al-Zuhri's versions] with additions and omissions, which he
cites thereupon. I5 ° In the combined, medium-length tradition from Müsä and 'Urwa only
two words (ba'atha and 'aynan) are identical with al-Zuhri's version besides the names of
'Äsim ibn Thäbit, Khubayb and Zayd ibn al-Dathinna.
The late collector al-Sälihl 1-ShämI (d. 942/1342) cites in his comparison of several
versions of the story about the raid of the Hudhayl, a few sentences from al-Bayhaql's
tradition of Müsä ibn 'Uqba and 'Urwa ibn al-Zubayr. One sentence is especially interesting,
because it gives the number of participants of the group Muhammad sent and the reason for
the mission: Muhammad sent ten [persons] (= version al-Zuhrï) as scouts to Mecca to bring
him information on Quraysh (... anna rasiti Allah (s) ba'atha 'ashara 'uyünan ilâ Makka liyu'tawhu bi-khabar Quraysh).^' Al-Wâqidî mentions a similar sentence from 'Urwa ibn alZubayr alone; it is possible therefore that this part is from transmissions ascribed to 'Urwa

14

Gorke and Schoeler noticed during their research on the corpus o f ' U r w a ibn al-Zubayr that Abu l-Aswad's

traditions from

'Urwa are very close to the traditions from

Musa ibn 'Uqba. See their article on

"Reconstructing the earliest sim texts: The Hijra in the corpus of 'Urwa ihn al-Zubayr", in Der Islam, 82 (2005),
214.

' " Al-'Askari, Kitäb alawd'il,

Medina 1385/11966), 168-169. Al-'Askan combined a tradition from Müsä with the

version of another person whom he did not mention in the isnäd. Therefore, I only used al-Bayhaqî's traditions
from Müsä (and 'Urwa).
1,0

Fa-dhakara qtpat man qutila minhum waman

Hurayrayazidâm

wayanqusâni.

usira thumma qua bi nahw mimmd \sic\ rawaynâ fihi hadith Abi

Al-Bayhaqî, Data 'il. III, 326

''' Al-Sâhhî l-Shäml, Subul al buda wal-rashdd fi sirat khayr al-'ibäd, VI, Beirut 1414/11993-19941, 39

The

combined shortened tradition from Müsä and 'Urwa m al-Bayhaqî's Dalâ'il does not specify any number, but
gives the names of only four participants ('Äsim ibn Thäbit, Marlhad ibn Abi Marthad, Khubayb ibn 'Adì and
Zayd ibn al-Dathinna). The formulation is similar to al-Wäqidi's tradition, ba'atha rasulAllah (s)[..] 'aynan da
Makkayatakhabbaruna
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khabarQuraysh

See al-Bayhaqi, Dalä'd, III, 326.

ibn al-Zubayr.1'2 Furthermore, Musa ibn 'Uqba mentioned the name Mu'attab ibn 'Ubayd
as one of Muhammad's scouting party according to the late collector Ibn Sayyid al-Näs (d.
734/1334).1" So far, only the tradition of Ibn Sa'd mentions Mu'attab. Al-Wâqidï (d. 207/823)
also mentions him in his tradition about the raid of the Hudhayl, which he composed out
of several accounts. 1 ' 4
Other parts of Mûsâ's tradition that the versions of al-Zuhri and Ibn Ishâq do not
mention are the sentence ('aynan) ila Makka yatakhabbamna
15

Najdiyya.'

khabar Quraysh fa-salakü l-

When the Quraysh raised Khubayb on the wood, they asked him if he would not

wish that Muhammad were in his place. Khubayb replied that he did not even want
Muhammad to redeem him by a thorn hurting him in his feet. The Quraysh scorned him.
Ibn Ishâq relates similar (not identical) words from Zayd. Finally, Mûsâ ibn 'Uqba relates
that Muhammad said, "Peace be with you, Khubayb" on the day Khubayb and Zayd were
killed. Mûsâ adds that they shot Zayd with arrows and wanted to turn him away from the
right way (i.e. from Islam), but they only increased his belief and perseverance. Müsä ibn
'Uqba starts these two parts with the words "they claim" (wa-za'amu). The traditions of
Ibrahim ibn Sa'd and Shu'ayb relate similarly that Muhammad informed his companions
what happened to the party on the day they died, but this happened in their versions in
connection with 'Àsim ibn Thäbit's prayer.
The tradition of Müsä ibn 'Uqba is similar to - but not identical with - the versions
of al-Zuhri and Ibn Ishâq. Several parts, i.e. "peculiarities" of Mûsâ's tradition seem to
derive from at least one other story about the raid of the Hudhayl. The appearance of the
name Mu'attab ibn 'Ubayd as seventh person of Muhammad's scouting party, could be an

''s Haddalhani Müsä ibn Ya 'qüb 'an Abi l-Aswad 'an 'Urwa qäla: ba 'alba rami Alläb (s) ashäb al-Raji ' 'uyunan ila
Makka h-yukhbirûhu khabar Quraysh fa-salakü 'ala l-Najdiyya batta känü bi-l-Raji' fa-'taradat lahum Banü Libyan
Al-Wâqidï, Kitäbalmaghäzi,

266. The same tradition is present in al-Bayhaqi's Dald'il, but ihis tradition is not

traced back to 'Urwa. Also, the part from khabar until Banü Libyan is an addition from the Maghäzi of alWâqidî. See al-Bayhaqi, Dala'il, III, 323. Górke and Schoeler criticize al-Wäqidi's ascriptions to 'Urwa. It is
possible that he used Müsä's version without mentioning him as he did more often. See Gorke & Schoeler,
Berichte, 276.
'" Wa dhakara Ibn 'Vqba aydan Mu'allah ihn 'Ubaydfihim. See Ibn Sayyid al-Näs, 'Uyûn, II, 65. The editor of the
Maghäzi of Müsä ibn 'Uqba added the name Mu'attab ibn 'Ubayd between brackets, because it is an addition
from Ibn Sayyid al-Näs.
1,4

Al-Wäqidi, Kitäb al-maghâzi, 266-269.

'" See however footnote 148 It is possible that this sentence is from Abu 1-Aswad's account from 'Urwa ibn alZubayr alone.
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addition from later times, since the versions of al-Zuhri and Ibn Ishäq do not mention him
and he appears only in traditions from later traditionists, Ibn Sayyid al-Näs (d. 734/1334),
Ibn Sa'd (d. 230/845) and al-Wâqidî (d. 207/823), but it is also possible that the name
Mu'attab ibn 'Ubayd was part of the supposed third version possibly known to Musa ibn
'Uqba. Therefore, al-Zuhri's name as informant of Müsä in the isnâd of al-'Askarl's tradition
is probably not correct and might be an addition from a transmitter after Musa, who
perhaps assumed that Mûsâ received the tradition from al-Zuhri, who is one of his teachers.
Müsä's transmitter Muhammad ibn Fulayh (d. 197/813) is problematic. 1 ' Yahyâ ibn Ma'ïn
considers him laysa bi-thiqa (not reliable). According to Abu Hätim there is no objection to
him; he is not very strong (ma btht ba's, laysa bi-dhdk al-qawtyy).^1

VI. C O N C L U S I O N

At the beginning of this chapter, I mentioned Juynboll's opinion that al-Zuhri is "doubtless
the chronicler" of the story about the raid of the Hudhayl. 1 ' The isnad-cum-matn analysis of
the traditions ascribed to al-Zuhri shows that he taught the story about the raid of the
Hudhayl to several of his students. Only the traditions that his students Ibrahim ibn Ismâ'ïl,
Ibrahim ibn Sa'd, Ma'mar and Shu'ayb transmitted have survived in the sources. Other
students of al-Zuhri perhaps knew the tradition, but they did not transmit it further on or
their stories did not survive in the sources familiar to us nowadays. The transmission must
have taken place before 124/742 when al-Zuhri died and we could therefore date al-Zuhri's
version to the first quarter of the second Islamic century. Al-Zuhri probably did not relate
just one version of his story about the raid of the Hudhayl, but it seems that he may have
distributed an edited (written) version later on in his life.
The comparison of al-Zuhri's versions with the traditions from Ibn Ishäq shows that
their versions are similar in the main lines, but differ in the details to such an extent that it
is not likely that Ibn Ishäq heard the tradition about the raid of the Hudhayl from al-Zuhri.
This means that there existed two different versions of the raid in the first quarter of the
second Islamic century. The similarities between the two versions of al-Zuhri and Ibn Ishäq
indicate that there must have existed at least one story about the raid of the Hudhayl that
'' Gorke and Schoeler found that Muhammad ibn Fulayh unvaryingly traces his tradition from Musa ibn
'Uqba back to al-Zuhrî. See Berichte, 90,114 (footnote 308) and 273.
" 7 AI-M177.Ï, Tahdhib, VI, 479 (no. 6140)
'' Juynboll, Encyclopedia, 718. See page 39.
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predates their versions and which, consequently, should be dated at the turn of the century
or possibly even in the last quarter of the first Islamic century.
Especially, the similarities in the section dealing with Khubayb's imprisonment were
remarkable. Although Ibn Ishaq and al-Zuhri mention different informants as their source,
it seems very likely that a part of Khubayb's story came from the same female source There
are even some indications that the stories on Khubayb's imprisonment were originally
family traditions of the al-Hanth clan based on the story of a woman.
The traditions from Musa ibn 'Uqba and Ibn Sa'd contain information and
formulations that the versions of al-Zuhri and Ibn Ishaq do not have Perhaps there existed
in the first quarter of the second Islamic century at least one other version on the raid of the
Hudhayl
Juynboll's doubts about the authenticity of the part of the chain of transmitters
below al-Zuhri, which he considers an improvement from a later transmitter, can only partly
be refuted

I59

Al-Zuhri did not transmit this story munal without the name of an informant

but on the authority of'Amr ibn Abi Sufyân ibn Asid with deviating versions of the name.
Still, the comparison with traditions circulated by others than al-Zuhri could not
substantiate al-Zuhn's claim that he received his tradition from 'Amr ibn Abî Sufyan ibn
Asïd. The tsnad-cum-matn analysis of the tradition about the raid of the Hudhayl has shown
that the Muslim source material on the life of Muhammad contains one other genuine alZuhri tradition besides the traditions detected in previous studies. Since his tradition is
based on even earlier stories about the raid and its participants, the account of the raid of
the Hudhayl is much older than what has been previously suggested
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See page 40
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Appendix ι Isnad bundle of al-Zuhri's traditions about the raid of the Hudhayl
IBN KATHIR

AL-MIZZI
d. 742/1341 Mizza IBN ΑΙ,-ΑΤΗΪΚ
1
d 630/1233 Jazira

IBN HAJAR
d.852/1448
Cairo

AL-TABARANI
d 360/971 Isfahan

IBN HIBBÂN
d 354/965 SijistänV

d- 774/1373
Damascus

IBN SAYYID AL-NAS
AI^MIZZI
d. 734/1334 Egypt/al-Andalus
d. 742/1341 Mizza IBN AI^ATHIR
1
d. 630/1233Jazira
AL-BAYHACy
AL-TABARANÏ
AL-TABARANÏ
d 458/1066
Khurasan
d 354/965 Isfahan
d. 360/971 Isfahan
1

ALfv
I
NASA'Ï
'Abd Allah
Ibn Qutayba
Muhammad
ABU
d 303/915
b M u h a m m a d d 310/922
'Abd Allah
b. 'Abd Allah D Ä W Ü D Eg/Nasâ
'Asqalan
d 305/917-8
b Ahmad
d. 297/909-10^ d 275/888
φ
IBN ABI Naysäbür
d.290/903
ABU D A W U D Küfa
Ihn 'Awf
Basra 'Imrän b.
Mus'ab b.
'ÀSIM
y d. 275/888 Basra
Baghdad
d. 272/885-6
ι Bakkä
Ibrahim
d.287/900
Hirns \
d 271/884
b Hamza
Yünus b Habib
AL-BUKHARI
Isfahan/Basra
AI^BUKHARII ÀL-BUKHÂRî| Hirns
d. >283/896
d. 267/880-1
d. 256/870 Bukhara
d.256/870
d 256/870
Medina
IBN HANBAL Isfahan
KHALIFA
Abu Kurayb
Bukhara
d 241/855
Bukhara
B. KHAYYÄT
d 248/862 Küfi IBN HANBAlJ M u h a m m a d
\
d. 240/854
IBN SA'D Ibrahim Baghdad
Mansür b.
b. Yahyä
IBN ABI
b Hamza
Basra I
d. 230/845
Abi Muzähim
SHAYBA
d. 230/845
Müsä b. Ismä'il d. 235/850
Abu 1-Yamän
Marw
^ ^ I b r ä h i m b. Müsä
I
Basra
d 235/849
Medina
d. 223/838 Basra Baghdad
al-Hakam
+
Fa.
22X/83X Rayy
•
I
Baghdad/K
d. 222/837 Hirns
'ABD A L · R A Z Z À ( i
j f
'Abd Allah b. Däwüd Τ
Ya'qüb b Ibrahim ABU D Ä W Ü D
d. 211/826 San'ä'
f
d 213/828 Küfa
M a ' n b. 'Isa
AL-WÀQIDÏ
Ja'far b. 'Awn
d. 208/823 Medina AL-TAYÂLISÎ
H i s h â m * Yûsuf
/
d 198/814
d. 207/822 Küfa d 207/823
γ
^ ^ ^ d. 204/819 Basra
d. 197/813 S a n ' ä '
/
Medina
Medina/Iraq
\
Ibrahim b Sa'd
Shu'ayb b. Abi Hamza
d 183/799 Medina
M a ' m a r b Räshid
Ibrahim b Isma' il
d. 162/779-80 Hirns
d 153/770 Basra/San'ä'
n.d. Medina
AL-TABARI
d.310/922
T
Baghdad
'Abd Allah
Ishâq b. d 290/903
Ibrahim Baghdad
d. 285/898
I
San'ä'
I

I

I

'I

i

1

/

I b n S m h ä b al-Zuhri
d 124/742 Medina a ο
' A m r / ' U m a r b. Asid

^
= detailed traditions a m o n g stories
•* = transmitters not mentioned in this overview
••• = isnâd only

'Amr b Abi Sufyân b Asïd al-Thaqafi
Abu Hurayra
d. 57/677 Medina

t

Prophet M u h a m m a d
d 11/632 Medina

' U m a r b Janya 1-Thaqafï

\

CHAPTER 3
EVENTS DURING THE NIGHT JOURNEY

I. INTRODUCTION

The

biography

of

Muhammad

contains

many

miraculous

stories,

among

them

Muhammad's night journey (tsrä') and his ascension to heaven (mt'räj). The tradition
literature places the night journey and the ascension in Muhammad's Meccan period, i.e.
before the hijra to Medina, but it differs on the date. Ibn 'Asakir places them at the
beginning

of Muhammad's

mission, while

Ibn Ishäq

states

that

they

happened

approximately ten years later. Al-Bayhaqï relates a tradition from Musa ibn 'Uqba from alZuhri, who places the night journey one year before the hijra.1
The story of the night journey is connected with verse ι of sural al-isrd': "Glory be to
Him who transported His servant by night from de masjid al-harâm to the masjid al-aqsâ
which We have surrounded with blessing, in order to show him one of our signs."2 The
stories about the night journey can be divided into three groups. According to the first
group, the night journey was from Mecca to heaven, thus equating the night journey with
the ascension. In stories of the second group, Muhammad was transported (either his spirit
or his body) from Mecca to Jerusalem. Some stories mention Muhammad's ascension to
heaven from Jerusalem during the same night. The last group of stories describe the isrâ' as a
vision among others as a result of a question of Quraysh, i.e. Muhammad was shown
Jerusalem while standing in the Ka'ba as a proof to convince unbelieving Quraysh of his
divine mission.'
It is difficult to give a description of the night journey and the ascension, because
there are several versions of both stories with intertwined motives and sometimes they are

'See Ibn Kathir, alSira l-nabawiyya, II, Beirut n.d., 93. Ibn Hishäm and Ibn Kathîr bolh discuss the night
journey before the deaths of Muhammad's uncle Abu Tâlib and Khadïja.
2

Sura (171) subhan alladhi asrä hi 'abdihi laylan mm al masjid alhardm ila l-masjid alaqiâ alladhl bâraknâ

hawlabu hnunyahu mm äyälinä /.../. The translation is from Schneke Β. [& J Horovitz), "Mi'râj: 1. In Islamic
exegesis and in the popular and mystical tradition of the Arab world", in £/2, VII, Leiden 1993, 97.
' Schneke [& J. Horovitz], "Mi'räd)", 97-98.
»3

combined in one story.'' Among the motives that appear in traditions about the night
journey is the riding-animal Buraq' who carries the Prophet. In some versions, the cleansing
of Muhammad's chest by some angels preceeds the night journey. Upon his arrival at
Jerusalem, Muhammad is offered several drinks. The fate of his community is connected
with his choice of beverage. According to some versions, this choice takes place in heaven.
Muhammad leads a group of prophets among whom Abraham, Moses and Jesus in prayer.
An additional motif is Muhammad's meeting with these three persons of whom he gives a
description. These two motifs also appear after or during his ascension to heaven.
Muhammad climbed a ladder (mi'räj) to reach the heavens or was carried by Burâq . Usually,
Gabriel is the one who leads Muhammad through the seven heavens in which he meets
several earlier prophets. Other motives of Muhammad's ascension are his glance at Paradise,
a conversation with Moses, the reduction of the number of daily prayers from fifty to five
and the sidrat al-muntahâ . The accounts differ on what happened during the mi'räj.
Several motifs of the night journey and ascension accounts confirm Muhammad's
position among the prophets recognised in Judaism and/or Christianity. The prophets he
met during his journey through the seven heavens acknowledge his prophetic mission 7 and
his superiority over them by leading them in prayer and his ascension to a higher level than
any one of them. The strong resemblance between Muhammad and Abraham refers to a
similarity in appearance and function. 9
Contrary to the traditions discussed in the previous and following chapter, al-Zuhrl
apparently did not transmit a detailed story about Muhammad's night journey and/or his
ascension to heaven, or a detailed tradition did not survive in the sources available to us.

* I derive the motifs from Ibn Kathlr's discussion of the different traditions about the night journey and the
ascension. Ibn Kathïr, alStra l-nabawtyya, II, 94-113.
5

Al-Buräq is a mythical animal on which prophets before Muhammad rode. It is described as a beast between a

mule and an ass. Other features that are given in traditions are that it is white, with a long back and long or
shaking ears. It could move with incredible speed. Some traditions mention that it has wings on us shanks and
in later miniatures it is depicted as a winged animal. Paret, R., "Al-Buräq", in EI2,1, Leiden i960,1310-1311.
The sidrat al-muntahd

is "the lote-tree on the boundary". It is said to be located in the seventh heaven and the

four rivers of Paradise flow under it. Rippin, Α., "Sidrat al-Muntahä", in Eh, IX, Leiden 1997, 550.
7

Rubin, The eye, 65.
Colby, F.S., "The subtleties of the ascension: Al-Sulami on the Mi'raj of the Prophet Muhammad", in Studia

Islamica, 94 (2002), 171.
' Newby, The making,

18-19. ' b n Hishäm

traces Muhammad's

lineage through Ismâ'ïl from

describing it as "ihe pure descent from Adam". See Guillaume, The life, 3.
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Abraham,

There are, however, a number of short traditions from al-Zuhri describing single events that
took place during the night journey and the ascension. The focus of this chapter are alZuhri's traditions that deal with Muhammad meeting the three prophets Abraham, Moses
and Jesus (of whom he gives a description), and the choice Muhammad had to make
between drinking milk and wine. According to these traditions, both events take place
during the ism'. Muhammad's choice of milk, thereby declining the wine, seems to refer to
the Qur'anic prohibition of drinking wine in verses 90-91 of Sural al-md 'ida (V), while milk
is said to be pure and agreeable (Sural al-nahl XV1:66). Milk is a symbol of the purity of
Islam,10 as opposed to wine. According to the tradition material, had Muhammad chosen
the latter, his community would have deviated from the original way (like the Christians?").
Many pages have been written about the possible Christian and Jewish influences on
the stories about the night journey and the ascension,12 and about variation between the
contents of Muslim traditions. 13 This study focuses on a combined analysis of the asânïd
and the mulun. The events are sometimes combined in one tradition, but appear also
separately. The aim of this chapter is to establish whether al-Zuhri transmitted these
traditions and if so, whether he transmitted the two events in one account or separately?
Finally, I will try to find out what the origin of al-Zuhri's tradition(s) is by comparing his
version of the two events to descriptions by other transmitters.
My data collection includes 43 variants of (parts of) this tradition. Twelve traditions
(27.9%) relate both events (two-topic traditions), eight (18.6%) only the meeting with
Abraham, Moses and Jesus (description traditions), twenty-one (48.8%) the choice between
drinking milk and wine (choice traditions) and two (4.7%) only state the isnäd. The variants
come from nineteen collections of sixteen different authors dating from the third to the
eighth Islamic century. The collections vary from historical works (Tärikh and Siro) to
AtfitaA-collections (Sahìh, Sunan, Musnad and MusannaJ) and Qur'ân commentaries (Tafsir).
The authors of the collections placed the traditions in chapters on the night journey (11
10

Sadan, J., "Mashrubat", in EI2, VT, Leiden 1991, 721-722.

" The wine may be a symbol of Christianity.
" See for example, Schneke, B., "Die Himmelsreise Muhammeds", in Der Islam, 6 (1916), 1-30. Horovitz, J.,
"Muhammeds Himmelfahrt", in Der Islam, 9 (1919), 159-183, and "The growth of the Mohammed legend", in
The Moslem World, 10 (1920), 49-58 (originally published in German in 1914). Nisan, M , "Note on a possible
Jewish source for Muhammad'« 'night journey'", in Arabica, 47 (2000), 274-277 van Esbroeck, M., "Die Quelle
der Himmelfahrt Muhammads vom Tempel in Jerusalem aus", in Le Muséon, 117 (2004), 189-192
'' One of the most recent publications that compares different versions is Colby, F.S., Narrating

Muhammad's

night journey: Tracing the development of the Ihn Abbâs ascension discourse, Albany, NY 2008
»5

traditions), sural al-isrä' (9 traditions), drinks (7 traditions), Jesus (4 tradition), Moses (2
traditions) and Abraham (1 tradition) Two traditions are placed in a chapter to explain a
certain word (Kitäb al-la'bïr: qadah and khamr), while the remaining seven traditions are
placed in sections on one of the transmitters from the isnad.

II. ISNÂD ANALYSIS
According to the asantd, twelve different persons transmitted a tradition about at least one
of the two topics from al-Zuhrï: 'Abd al-Wahhäb ibn Abi Bakr (n.d.), Ibrahim ibn Ismä'll
(n.d.), Ibrahim ibn Sa'd (d. 183/799), Ma'mar ibn Rashid (d. 153/770) Ma'qil ibn 'Ubayd
Allah (d. 166/782-783), Marzûq ibn Abi 1-Hudhayl (n.d.), Muhammad ibn Ishaq (d. 150/767),
Sähh ibn Abi l-Akhdar (d. after 160/776), Sälih ibn Kaysân (d. after 140/757), Shu'ayb ibn
Abi Hamza (d. 162/779-780), Yünus ibn Yazld (d. 152/769) and al-Zubaydl [Muhammad ibn
al-Walld]M (d. 148/765). The number of different traditions per student is as follows:

M

AI-M1771, Tabdhib, VI, 546 (no 6265)
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Table 2: Number and type of tradition per student of al-Zuhn
Student of al-Zuhrï

Meeting

Meeting

Choice

ISNAD only

Total

+ choice
'Abd al-Wahhâb

0

0

2

0

Λ

Ibrahim ibn Ismä'il

1

0

0

0

I

Ibrahim ibn Sa'd

1

0

0

0

I

Ma'mar

10

6

2

0

l8

Ma'qil

0

0

1

0

I

Marzüq

0

0

2

0

Λ

Muhammad ibn Ishâq

0

1

0

1"

a

Sälih ibn Abi Akhdar

0

0

1

0

1

Sälih ibn Kaysân

0

0

1

0

I

Shu'ayb

0

0

4

0

4

Yünus

0

1

6

l*

8

Al-Zubaydï

0

0

2

0

Λ

13

8

J1

Λ

43

The table shows that only three students, Ibrahim ibn Ismä'il, Ibrahim ibn Sa'd and
Ma'mar, combine the two topics in the same tradition. Yünus is the only person of whom
we have separate traditions about both topics. Al-Zuhri's story about Muhammad's choice
between drinking milk and wine survived in traditions of the remaining students, except Ibn
Ishâq who relates this topic from another source.' 7 Ibn Ishäq does mention a Zuhn-tradition
about Muhammad meeting the three prophets.
I will start the isnâd analysis with the students that have the most traditions, Ma'mar,
Shu'ayb and Yünus, then proceed with students with two traditions and finally discuss the
traditions of the remaining students. Appendix 2 shows the complete isnäd bundle of alZuhri's traditions from the above-mentioned students.
"The tmäd refers to al-Tabarï's previous description-tradition from Ma'mar. See al-Tabari, Jâmi' al-bayän 'απ
ta 'wil äy alQur'ân, XV, [Cairo] 1388/1968,14-15
The isnäd refers to al-Bayhaqï's previous choice-lradition from Yünus from another student See al-Bayhaqî,
Dalä'il, II, 357.
17

Ibn Hisham gives a tradition from Ibn Ishâq -> al-Hasan al-Basri, Slra, I, 264 and Ibn Ishâq -> unknown

person(s) -> 'Abd Allah ibn Mas'ud, 263-264.
»7

Marnar ihn Rashid
The traditions from Ma'mar account for almost half of the total number of traditions
concerned with the night journey that are attributed to al-Zuhri. Ma'mar's famous student
'Abd al-Razzâq (d. 211/826) transmitted fifteen of the eighteen Ma'mar-traditions, while one
tradition is from Hishäm ibn Yusuf (d 197/813), one tradition a combined report of'Abd
al-Razzâq and Hishäm and one possibly of'Abd al-Razzaq and/or 'Abd al-A'lä [ibn 'Abd alA'iâ 1-Sâmî] (d. 189/805).
Al-Zuhri received his tradition according to fifteen traditions from Sa'ïd ibn alMusayyab -> Abu Hurayra -> Prophet Muhammad. One tradition ends with Abu Hurayra
and two with Sa'id These last three traditions are all from 'Abd al-Razzäq. Eleven traditions
describe both events that occurred during Muhammad's night journey, five relate only the
part on the meeting with the three prophets and two the choice between drinking milk and
wine.

Yûnus ibn Yaiid
The eight traditions of Yûnus come from four students according to the asdnid- Abu Safwan
['Abd Allah ibn Sa'id al-Umawï] (n.d.)' 8 , Yunus* nephew 'Anbasa [ibn Khâlid] (d. 198/814)",
'Abd Allah ibn al-Mubârak (d. 181/797) and 'Abd Allah ibn Wahb (d. 221/836). Al-Bukhan
gives one combined report of 'Anbasa and a certain 'Abd Allah and a separate tradition
from the latter.20
Two other traditions also mention the ism 'Abd Allah without the nasab. Al-Nasä'i
adds in his tsnad that the 'Abd Allah in question is 'Abd Allah ibn al-Mubärak (d. i8i/797).;"
Al-Taban mentions in one of the other traditions from Yûnus that the version derives from
Yûnus' Egyptian pupil 'Abd Allah ibn Wahb. Although it is at this stage of the analysis of
course possible that the 'Abd Allah in the four traditions is 'Abd Allah ibn Wahb, other
information from the asamd seems to support al-Nasâ'ï's identification, because the two
students that transmit these four versions are from the same city as 'Abd Allah ibn al-

AI Mizzi, Tabdhib, IV, 150 (no 3294)
" Al-Mizzï, Tahdbib, V, 500-501 (no 5118)
;D

" Al Bukhari, Sahib, III, 271 (65 Kildb tafsir al Quran

min almasjtd alharam)

- Sural Bam Isrä'il

and Sahib, IV, 32 (74 Kitab alashnba

baynafarlh wa dam labanan khahsan sa 'ighan li lshânbma),
11

Al Nasa'i, alSunan
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alkubra. III, 226-227 ( n o

î1^?/')

3 Bab qawlthi ta'ala bi 'abdihi laylan

- 12 Bab shurb allaban wa qawl Allah la'ala mm

respectively

Mubarak, namely from Marw in Khurasan. We will verify al-Nasâ'ï's identification with the
tsnäd-cum-matn analysis in the next part of this chapter.
The traditions from Yunus mention Sa'ïd ibn al-Musayyab -> Abu Hurayra as alZuhn's source, except for two traditions from al-Taban that stop at the level of Sa'ïd." The
tsnad of one of these traditions gives Abu Salama ibn 'Abd al-Rahmân (d. 94/713), a fellow
townsman of Sa'ïd as co-informant of al-Zuhrï Five traditions deal with Muhammad's
choice between

drinking

milk and

wine. Al-Taban's

combined

tradition

describes

Muhammad's choice and his ride on the beast al-Buräq, while his other tradition deals with
Muhammad meeting the three prophets. The last tradition from Yünus only mentions the
tsnad.

Shu 'ayb ibn Abt Hamza
2ί

Abu 1-Yamän [al-Hakam ibn Näfi'] (d. 222/%γ]) transmitted three of the four traditions
that are allegedly from Shu'ayb. The remaining tradition is from Shu'ayb's son Bishr (d.
213/828) Al-Zuhrï received his information according to the asânïd from Sa'ïd ibn alMusayyab -> Abu Hurayra. The tradition is not traced back to Muhammad and relates only
the part on the choice between milk and wine.

'Abd al-Wahhäb, Ibn hhäq, Marzuq and al-Zubaydï(two traditions)
The two traditions that are attributed to 'Abd al-Wahhäb [ibn Abi Bakr] are probably both
from al-Layth [ibn Sa'd] (d. 175/791) via Yazïd ibn al-Häd (d. 139/756-757), although alTabaräm's tradition has haddathani l-Layth 'an Yazid bn 'Abd al-Wahhäb 'an Ihn Shihäb. The
word bn is probably a transmission error for 'an or one of the transmitters after al-Layth
omitted by mistake the words al-Hâd 'an between Yaztd bn and 'Abd al-Wahhab ^ Al-Nasâ'ï
received the tradition from two different persons from al-Layth. Their accounts were
probably similar, because al-Nasâ'ï starts with two different asdnid up till al-Layth and does
not mention any difference between those versions in the remaining part of the tsnad and in
the main.15 According to both traditions from 'Abd al-Wahhab, al-Zuhrï heard his tradition

" AI-Taban./ami' a!bayan, XV, 5 and 5-6, respectively
23

Al MizzI, Tahdhtb, II, 252-254 (no 1432)

^ Al Tabarani, alMu'jam alamsat, IX, Riyadh 1405-1416/1985-1995, 356 (no 8763)
'' Al-Nasä'i, alSunan alkubra, IV, 386 (no 7639/1)
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from Sa'îd ibn al-Musayyab from Abü Hurayra. The traditions describe only Muhammad's
choice between drinking milk and wine.
One of the traditions of Ibn Ishäq is from Ibn Hisiiäm (d. 218/833) o n 'he authority
of Ziyäd ibn al-Bakkä'l (d. 183/799)

an

d deals with Muhammad meeting Abraham, Moses

2

and Jesus. The other tradition in the Jdmi' al-bayan of al-Tabari consists of the isnâd only
and refers to his previous tradition from Ma'mar with the same topic as Ibn Hishäm's
version.27 The asdntd of both traditions do not mention Abu Hurayra as informant of Sa'ld
ibn al-Musayyab. The latter even transmitted the tradition in al-Taban's version directly on
the authority of Muhammad ('an Sa'id ibn al-Musayyab 'an rasai Allah (s)).
Both traditions from MarzQq are from al-1 Abbäs ibn 'Uthmän (d. 239/853-854) on
the authority of al-Walîd ibn Muslim (d. 195/810). Al-Zuhri received this tradition according
to the asânîd from Sa'îd ibn al-Musayyab -> Abu Hurayra; it is not traced back to
Muhammad. The traditions relate the choice Muhammad has to make between drinking
milk and wine.
The two traditions from al-Zubaydi are both from Muhammad ibn Harb (d.
192/808). They mention in their tsndd that al-Zuhri received his information from Sa'îd ibn
al-Musayyab on the authority of Abu Hurayra without reference to Muhammad and relate
the choice Muhammad has to make between drinking milk and wine.

Ibrahim ibn Ismail, Ibrahim ibn Sa'd, Ma'qil, Sdlih ibn Abi l-Akhdar and Sdlih ibn Kaysdn (one
tradition)
The Sira of Ibn Ishäq in the account of Yünus ibn Bukayr contains one tradition from
Ibrahim ibn Ismâ'ïl. 2 The isndd is Ahmad ibn 'Abd al-Jabbär [al-'Utäridi] -> Yünus ibn
Bukayr -> Ibrahim ibn Ismâ'ïl ibn al-Mujammi' al-Ansârî -> Ibn Shihäb al-Zuhri -> Sa'îd ibn
al-Musayyab -> Prophet Muhammad. The tradition relates Muhammad's meeting with the
prophets and his choice between drinking milk and wine. The isndd does not mention Abu
Hurayra as transmitter between Sa'îd ibn al-Musayyab and Muhammad, a feature that we
noticed before in the traditions from Ibn Ishaq.

Ibn Hishäm, Sira, I, 266.
11

Al-Tabari,/äm;' al-bayän, XV, 15
Yunus ibn Bukayr, Stral Ibn Ishäq, Istanbul 1401/1981, 275 (no. 463).
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The only tradition of Ibrahim ibn Sa'd is from Abu Dawud al-Tayâlisï.29 The
tradition relates Muhammad's meeting with the prophets Abraham, Moses and Jesus and his
choice between drinking milk and wine. Again, Sa'id ibn al-Musayyab seems to relate
directly from Muhammad according to the isnäd (akhbaranl Sa'id ihn al-Musayyab qäla qala
rasulAllah (s)), i.e. without mentioning a Companion as informant.
The tradition from Ma'qil on the authority of al-Zuhrï is very short. Muslim placed
it in his Sahth after a tradition of Yunus ibn Yazid from al-Zuhrï.30 He only gives the
beginning of the first sentence of the main. He says that it is similar (bi-mtthliht) and
mentions one difference (wa-lam yadkhur [...]). The tradition of Yünus relates the choice of
Muhammad between drinking milk and wine. Ma'qil transmits the tradition according to
the isnäd from al-Zuhrï -> Sa'îd ibn al-Musayyab -> Abu Hurayra.
The tradition of Sâhh ibn Abï l-Akhdar is from Ibn Hanbal who received the story
from Rawh [ibn 'Ubâda] (d. 205/820).'' Al-Zuhrï received his information from Sa'id ibn alMusayyab -> Abu Hurayra -> Muhammad. The story only deals with Muhammad's choice
The last tradition is from Sahh ibn Kaysän. Sa'id ibn al-Musayyab relates the story of
Muhammad's choice between drinks without mentioning a source.

Conclusion
The traditions discussed in the isnäd analysis come from twelve different students of alZuhri. Four students can be considered as partial common links,32 i.e two or more persons
transmit their version. The traditions of the remaining eight students only survived in a
single riwäya of later transmitters

Al-Zuhrï must have transmitted

the stories of

Muhammad's meeting with Abraham, Moses and Jesus and the choice Muhammad had to
make between drinking milk and wine, to his students before 124/742 when he died.
The traditions that relate both events as well as the separate accounts are all traced
back to Sa'id ibn al-Musayyab, while one isnäd mentions Abu Salama ibn 'Abd al-Rahman
as second informant of al-Zuhrï. Most of the transmission lines give Abu Hurayra as Sa'id's

39

Abu Dawud al-Tayalisi, Musnad, 249

30

Muslim, Sabih Muslim hi shark al Nawawi, VII, Cairo 1994,198

'' Ibn Hanbal, Musnad, II, 673 (no 10658)
32

Juynboll would have regarded them as seeming partial c o m m o n links, because they do not have at least three

transmitters who related their story to at least two other persons See chapter 1, page 25
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informant, but some stop at the level of Sa'id ibn al-Musayyab or fail to mention his
informant.
It is remarkable that no tradition mentions an informant of Abü Hurayra. Although
Abu Hurayra is known as a Companion of Muhammad, 33 he came to Medina when
Muhammad was on the expedition to Khaybar and he became a Muslim less than four years
before Muhammad died.34 This means that he did not hear the story about the events
concerning the night journey the first time Muhammad told it. It is of course possible that
Abu Hurayra heard the story of the night journey from Muhammad during the time he
spent with him, but it is also possible that he heard the tradition from one of the other
Companions of Muhammad. The isnâd might therefore contain a gap.
The isnad analysis did not reveal who was responsible for the combination of the two
themes in one account. We will need the analysis of the mulun to answer the question
whether al-Zuhrï is responsible for the distribution of the combined report and the two
separate accounts, or whether later transmitters attributed one or more versions to him.

III. M A T N ANALYSIS PER STUDENT O F AL-ZUHRÏ

Only the traditions of students who have more than one tradition will be analysed in this
part. The remaining traditions will be compared with the version of other students of alZuhrï at the end of this chapter.

Ma 'mar ibn Rashid
I will start with the analysis of the mulun of the traditions from 'Abd al-Razzâq alone to
decide if they indeed derive from him. Then I compare 'Abd al-Razzâq's traditions from
Ma'mar with the version of Hishäm ibn Yusuf to see whether the version of the latter is the
result of an independent transmission or is copied from one of 'Abd al-Razzâq's versions
(or vice versa). Furthermore, I will compare the combined

reports of 'Abd

al-

Razzäq/Hishäm ibn Yusuf and 'Abd al-Razzâq/'Abd al-A'la to determine if the matn derives
from one transmitter or is indeed a combination of two separate transmissions At the end, I
will discuss two short traditions that relate the choice-topic partly.

" See al Mizzi, Tahdhib, VIII, 447 (no 8276)
M

Robson, J , "Abu Hurayra al-Dawsi al-Yamânï", in EI2,1, Leiden i960,129
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Tradition Si from the Musannaf
comparison.

of ' A b d al-Razzäq will be the main text for the

The text is as follows:

«uil Lilj >J»IJJ) '•ly'jj :Jli o^-»^ (>· r j ^ Luis j * ^ l ÂJLJJ :LWJ AÌUS ^Χ·Λ\ AJC ^.η«-. ^ y i l j 3
J j j Ajjj^is 1 jjlll •'•'νίΙ« ΙΊ'.Λ UJJI i i . :(Jlis j ^ i . ji.VI («ij o J l^AJa.! ( j (juLjlj («JIJ : Jli *J » J J 4
.iili.1 i i j j t j * i J I t i u i l j l ^ 1 L.I - » j t i l l .*•;•-1 j ! _ »jkill .-IJÌ» ^
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Ma'mar said, al-Zuhri said, Sa'ïd ibn al-Musayyab informed me on the authority of Abu
Hurayra, he said, "the Prophet {$) said when he made the night journey,'
'I met Moses.'" - He [Abu Hurayra] said, "and he [Prophet Muhammad] described him
- 'He was a' - I ['Abd al-Razzäq] believe he [Ma'mar] said - 'tall and feeble man with
wavy hair as if he was one of the Shanü'a 37 .' He said, 'And I met Jesus (peace upon him).'
He [Prophet Muhammad] described him and said, '[He was] of medium height with a
red skin as if he has just had a bath'VHe said, 'And I saw Abraham. From all his
children I resembled him most.' He said, 'Two vessels were brought, one containing
milk and the other wine. He said, "Take the one you like." I took the milk and drank it.
It was said to me, "You are guided to the way of the original religion"" - ['Abd alRazzäq said,] 'or you have chosen [the way] of the original religion. If you had taken the
wine, your community would have deviated from the original way.'"

The ««ώί/bundle of the t r a d i t i o n s attributed t o 'Abd al-Razzäq alone is as follows:'' 0

" 'Abd al-Razzäq, Musannaf, V, 329-330.
' Literally: when he was transported by night.
' 7 Shanü'a is a mikhlâf (province) in Yemen, which is situated at a distance of 42 parasang (126 miles) from
San'ä'. Yäqüt, Mu'jam al-bulddn. III, 368-369.
,e

Guillaume traces the origin of the word dtmäs to demosion (a public bath-house), The life, 184 footnote 1.

According to Ibn Manzur, some say that a dtmäs is a place of retreat or concealment (kinn) without sun of
wind interpreted as a hammam in traditions. See Ibn Manzür, Lisdn al'Arab, VI, 88.
" Fura means "God's kind or way of creating or of being created". It refers to the religion that God has laid
down for the people at (he beginning and that has not been adjusted by mankind in the course of time
Beside the tradition mentioned above, it is used in traditions about the theological debate if a child of
unbelievers is born naturally a Muslim or not. MacDonald, D.B., "Fitra", in Eh, II, Leiden 1965, 931-932.
A

° The nwdyät of'Abd al-Razzäq's Musannaf and Tafiir are included in the isndd bundle with dotted lines.
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Figure 9: hnad bundle of'Abd al-Razzaq from Ma'mar on the two-topic tradition
IBN KATHIR
d. n^/ryi}
Damascus
IBN 'ASÀKIR
d. 571/1175 Damascus
AUBAYHAQI
Muhammad d. 458/1066
IBN HIBBAN
Khurasan
AL-TABARI d. 354/965 Sijislân
ibn Yusuf
d.310/922
+ S5
d.330/942
Baghdad
'Abd Allah
Harâc
'AL-TIRMIDHÏ
1 Su
ibn M u h a m m a d
^
Ahmad ibn
d 279/892 Khurasan I
d. 305/917-8 M u h a m m a d
bn Hammad MUSLIM Salama
S4 al-Hasan
' " T
Naysäbür
ibn Yahyâ /s.
d. 271/884-5 d. 261/874 d 286/899
AD-BUKHÀRÌ
Rayy
Naysäbür Naysäbür
d. 256/870 Bukhâr; d. 263/877 / Sé" XS6

(al-MusannaJ)
Ahmad ibn
Muhammad
d 340/931 Basra

hhäq ihn
Ibrahim
al-Dabarì
d. iSs/SyS
Sana'

Is'

J Baghdad fSis

\
Mahmûd ibn
Ghaylan
d. 239/854 Marw

Muhammad
ibn Yahyâ
1-Duhll
d 252/866
Naysäbür

A

, \
Ishäq ibn
Ibrahim
al-Hanzalï
d. 238/853
Marwaz

/

'Abd ibn
Humayd
d. 249/863
al-Käs

(al-Tafsir)
Muhammad
bn 'A.al Saldm
d. 286/899
al-Andalus
SlO
Ψ
Muhammad Salama ibn
ibn Räfi'
Shabib
d. 247/861
d. 245/859
Naysäbür
Naysäbür

S2

\1

7

'ABD AURAZZAQ^.
d. 211/827 San'ä'
^ S1-10
M a ' m a r [ibn Räshid]
d. 153/770 Basra/San'ä'

• '
al-Zuhn
d 124/742 Medina a.o.
Sa'id ibn al-Musayyab
d. 94/713 Medina
Abu Hurayra
d. 57/677 Medina
Prophet Muhammad
d. 11/632 Medina

Seven of the thirteen traditions from 'Abd al-Razzâq alone relate both topics (Si, S2, S3, S4,
S5, S6 and S7), one describes only Jesus (S8), one only Moses (S9) and four describe Jesus,
Moses and Abraham (S10, Sii, S12 and S13). I will compare them in this order.
Traditions S2-S7 are from Muslim (S2), al-Bayhaqi (S3) al-Tirmidhi (S4), Ibn Hibbän
(S5), Ibn 'Asâkir (S6) and Ibn Kathlr (Sy).4' Muslim relates tradition S2 from two persons,
Muhammad ibn Räfi' and 'Abd ibn Humayd. He says that their content is very similar (wa-

*' AI-Bayhaqi, Dala'ilal-nubuwwa

wa-ma'nfat

ahwdl sdhib al-shari'a, II, 386-387 Ibn 'Asâkir, Târîkh, XLVII, 365-

366 (no 10263). 'tm Hibbän, Sahih, I, 247-248 (no. 51). Ibn Kathir, Tafsir al Quran al-'afim. III, Beirut 1406/1986
23. Muslim, Sahih, I, 494 (no. 272(168)). Al-Tirmidhi, Sunan al-Tirmidhi wa huwa l-jami' al sahih, IV, Beirut
1403/1983, 362-363 (no. 5137).
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taqärabä fï l-lafç), but he explicitly mentions that they received the tradition via different
methods, Muhammad ibn Räfi' through santa' and 'Abd ibn Humayd through 'ard (qäla
Ihn Rafi' haddathanà wa-qäla 'Abd akhbarana).*1 Ibn 'Asakir also relates his tradition from
two different students of 'Abd al-Razzâq, but he does not distinguish between their versions
(akhbarana Ishâq ibn Ibrahim al-Han$ali anba 'and 'Abd al-Razzäq qäla wa-haddathanä
Muhammad ibn Yahyd ihn Abi 'limar haddathanà 'Abd al-Razzâq).
The tradition of Ibn Kathlr is according to the versions of al-Bukhârï and Muslim
from 'Abd al-Razzâq in their Sahihayni (wa-qad rawâ l-Bukhârî wa-Muslim ft l-Sahihaym mm
hadith 'Abd al-Razzâq). As far as I know, the only tradition of al-Bukhârï from 'Abd alRazzâq of al-Zuhrï's tradition is the combined report of 'Abd al-Razzâq and Hishäm ibn
Yüsuf, which is not the tradition Ibn Kathïr refers to. We have to find out if the matn of Ibn
Kathir's tradition is from 'Abd al-Razzäq, Hishäm ibn Yüsuf, or a combination of both
versions.
Comparison of the mutün of traditions Si to S7 reveals that the number of
differences is small. The tradition of Ibn Hibbân is the most deviating version. It starts with
layla usriya hi instead of bina usrtya bi/bihiAÌ (li). It misses part of the description of Moses
(Mûsâ rajil al-ra's instead of Müsa (qäla) fa-na'atahu fa-idhâ rajul hasihtuhu qäla mudtarib rajil
al-ra's) (I2) and it switches the words "milk" and "wine" (I4). Still, the text of Ibn Hibbän is
similar to the other traditions and must have come from the same source. The traditions
therefore derive from 'Abd al-Razzäq, the last transmitter they have in common and the
common link in the isnâd bundle. The small number of differences and the nature of the
differences, indicate that 'Abd al-Razzäq used a written text to transmit this tradition. The
remark of Muslim at the beginning of his tradition shows that 'Abd al-Razzäq probably read
the tradition to his students (sama') or let the students read to him the texts they had copied
from a manuscript of his ('ard).
Each text has some features that the other six texts do not possess. Tradition Si from
the Musannaf. the eulogy after the name Jesus (I3), the foTmuhuon fa-na'atahu fa-qäla (I3), no
' ' Azami remarks that some scholars used akhbarana and haddathanà interchangeably, Studies in hadith
methodology, 22. Muslim did not use the terms like here at random, because this is the only difference between
the two versions he mentions. It seems therefore more likely that he was aware how his teachers learned the
tradition from 'Abd al-Razzâq. The difference between sama and 'ard is that in the former case the teacher or
shaykh relates the tradition 10 the student, while according to the latier method, the student recites the
tradition to the teacher, who verifies the content.
•" Both words (bihi and hi) are present in 'Abd al-Razzâq's traditions, which might be a differentation caused
by editing of the manuscripts or a copyist's error. Both forms are grammatically correct in this sentence.
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explanation of the word dïmâs (ya'ni l-hammäm) (I3), utiya (instead of utttu) (I4) znafa-qäla
(instead of (fa-)qila h) (I4-5). Tradition S2 of Muslim: the additional use of al-nabï (s) infana'atahu l-nabl twice (I2 and [^fa-idbä

rab'a instead of just rab'a (13), the eulogy after the

name of Abraham (I3) and the omission of It after qïla (I5). Tradition S4 of al-Tirmidhï: the
omission otft

before abaduhumâ (I4) and wa-l-âkbar fihi instead of wa-fl l-äkhar (I4). S6 of

Ibn 'Asâkir: fa-qâla instead oifa-idhâ (I2), the additional use of huwa (I2) and the omission
of hastbtuhu qâla (I2).
Tradition S7 of Ibn Kathir has some features in common with S2 of Muslim, but it
is not identical to Muslim's tradition. It has 'alayhi l-saläm after the name Musa (I2) andfana'atabu l-nabi (s) (I2 and I3), combinations that only the tradition of Muslim contains.
However, the tradition of Ibn Kathir mentions wa-laqltu instead of wa-τα'aytu (I-)), ya'ni lhammâm instead of ya'ni hammäman (I3) and does not mention the vforafa-idhä (I2). At this
point in the main analysis, we can exclude the possibility that Ibn Kathir on the one hand
mentioned that he used two different versions (those of al-Bukharî and Muslim), but on the
other hand only used the main of Muslim, since the mulün of Ibn Kathir and Muslim are
not identical.
The same applies to tradition S3 of al-Bayhaql. It looks very much like tradition S2
of Muslim, but they are not identical. If we leave aside the differences that might derive
from transmission errors (ya'ni hammam instead of ya'ni hammäman (\}),fa-sharibtu instead
of fa-shanhtuhu (I4) etc.), the tradition of al-Bayhaqï has biht instead of bi (li), it does not
mention the eulogies after the names Moses (I2) and Abraham (I3), it omits al-nabi (s) (li)
andfa-idhä (I2), but does mention the word li (I5).
The next two traditions that will be compared with the previous seven traditions are
from Ibn 'Asakir. He received them according to the asänid from Muhammad ibn Hammad,
another student of 'Abd al-Razzâq. Tradition S8 is from Abu 1-Hasan ibn Qubays -> Abu 1Hasan ibn Abî 1-Hadid -> his grandfather Abu Bakr -> Muhammad ibn Yûsuf ->
Muhammad ibn Hammad -> 'Abd al-Razzâq -> Ma'mar -> al-Zuhrï -> Sa'îd ibn al-Musayyab
-> Abu Hurayra and gives a description of Jesus only.44 The Prophet Muhammad is not
mentioned explicitly as the narrator, but the word rafa'ahu signifies that the tradition is
traced back to the Prophet Muhammad. A further difference with the previous six traditions
of'Abd al-Razzâq is the addition of the nasab Ibn Maryam after the name 'Isa (I3). It agrees
with the formulation that most traditions have fa-na'alahufa-qâla

^ Ibn 'Asakir, Ta'rikh, XLVII, 372
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(I3), ka'annamâ (I3) and

ya'ni l-hammâm (I3). Ibn 'Asäkir mentions at the tna ft hadith dhakarahu. This might be an
indication that the tradition from Muhammad ibn Hammäd was longer and that Ibn
'Asäkir shortened it.
The other tradition S9 is handed down via the same riwäya as S8 except that Ibn
'Asäkir heard it from two persons with the kunya Abu 1-Hasan (akhbaranä Abawä l-Hasan alfaqîhân qala).® The Prophet Muhammad is mentioned as narrator of the story. The tradition
only deals with the description of Moses. The differences with the seven traditions of 'Abd
al-Razzâq are layla instead of bina (li) (= tradition Sj from Ibn Hibbän), mararlu hi- instead
of laqilu (I2), the addition of the nasab Ibn 'Imrän after the name Musa (I2) and the
ΐοτταχΑζυοηfa-na'atahu

l-nabi(s) (I2) (= traditions S2 from Muslim and S6 from Ibn 'Asäkir).

The remaining text is identical to the formulations on which most traditions agree.
Traditions S8 and S9 of Ibn 'Asäkir are similar to the seven previous traditions and
must derive from the same source, i.e. 'Abd al-Razzäq, the last transmitter they all have in
common. The use of the nasab after the name of Jesus and Moses in both traditions seems to
be a peculiarity of the transmission of Muhammad ibn Hammäd from 'Abd al-Razzäq. It is
possible that Ibn 'Asäkir knew Ibn Hammäd's complete tradition of 'Abd al-Razzäq, but
only mentioned the parts that concern the topic of the entries in which the traditions
appear, i.e. S8 in the entry on Jesus and S9 in the entry on Moses.
The last four traditions that are ascribed to 'Abd al-Razzäq alone are from the Tafsir
of 'Abd al-Razzäq (S10), al-Tabari (Sii) and from Ibn 'Asakir (S12 and S13).'16 Tradition S10
of the Tafsir is handed down by Muhammad ibn 'Abd al-Salâm -> Salama ibn Shabib,''7
tradition Sii by al-Tabari -> al-Hasan ibn Yahyâ, tradition S12 by Ibn 'Asakir -> Abu 'Abd
Allah al-Furäwi -> Abu Bakr al-Maghribï -> Abu Bakr al-Jawzaql4 -> Abu Hamid ibn alSharqï and Makkï ibn 'Abdän -> Muhammad ibn Yahyä, and tradition S13 by Ibn 'Asakir ->
Abu Bakr Wajîh ibn Tähir -> al-Shajjämi -> Abu Hamid Ahmad ibn al-Hasan al-Azhari ->
Abu Sa'd Muhammad ibn 'Abd Allah ibn Hamdün al-Täjir -> Abu Hamid Ahmad ibn
Muhammad ibn al-Hasan -> Abu 'Abd Allah Muhammad ibn Yahyä 1-Duhlï. The lower part

n

Ibn 'Asäkir, Ta'nkh, LXI, 26 (no 12523).

''''Abd al-Razzäq, Tafsìr al Quran al'azîz al musamma tafsir 'Abd al-Razzaq, I, Beirut 1991, 317 (no. 1532). Ibn
'Asäkir, Tänkh, VI, 175 (no. 1446) and XLVII, 366 (no. 10263). Al-Tabari, Jämi' albayän, XV, 14-15
" 'Abd al-Razzäq, Tafsir, I, 32.
* I look the beginning of the isnää up till Abu Hamid ibn al-Sharqï from the previous tradition. Ibn 'Asäkir,
Tarikh, VI, 174.
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of the asantd is the same: 'Abd al-Razzaq -> Ma'mar -> al-Zuhrï -> Sa'id ibn al-Musayyab ->
Abu Hurayra.
The content and the formulations differ considerably from the versions of 'Abd alRazzäq analysed before. I will first compare these four traditions with each other and then
with the other traditions of'Abd al-Razzâq. The main text for this part of the analysis is the
tradition from the Tafsir of 'Abd al-Razzâq (Sio). The text is:

Laij -U* -<.^l, - . <^il ^La.j j l j j j fL)»ljjl U ;1Jlis ^• ..«-• j ijAiij^j fJAljj) <J iSJ^ '*^ *,'1 " · " ^ 2
( J j j U l j j ; i^aul ^ j ^ ^ A ^ I (_J>jâ ^ • ••ƒ* Lalj e«^lu ( J ^ J ô-* ^ ^ Cf^3 •lJl:^• u ' ^ 3 ^ ' U^-J3 ί^**}* 3
AJ '"'J'J iJA <ljil cLe <j L*j cLa ^>JaL] 4_wjlj (JLü ^LoA^ tJA FJ^- *^& <>jll ( j ^ i ^ J i ^ O"'^^ ".'"' 4
.Jjlin» 0! »JJt 5

'Abd al-Razzâq told us on the authority of Ma'mar on the authority of al-Zuhrï on the
authority of Ibn al-Musayyab on the authority of Abü Hurayra that the messenger of
God (i) described Abraham, Moses and Jesus to his companions [in his report] on his
night journey. He said, "With regard to Abraham, I have never seen a man look more
like your companion (i.e. Prophet Muhammad] than him. With regard to Moses, he was
î dark-complexioned man, very tall, with curly hair and a hooked nose as if he was one
of the Shanü'a people. With regard to Jesus, he was a reddish man of medium height
with lank hair [in text: head] and many freckles in his face as if he just came out of a
bath. You would think that his head was dripping with water, while there was no water
on him. The person I know who looks most like him is 'Urwa ibn Mas'üd."'"

The traditions of al-Tabarl and Ibn 'Asäkir look considerably like the 7ö/szr-version of'Abd
al-Razzâq. The matn of al-Tabarï (Su) differs only in two words from the 7d/Hr-version, alsha'r instead of al-ra's (I4) and ka'anna instead of takhälu (I4). The two traditions from Ibn
'Asäkir (S12 and S13) agree with the word al-sha'r (instead of al-ra's). The conclusion is
usually that if all other versions of the same tradition agree on a certain word, that word is
most probably the correct version and the deviating form an error or adjustment of a
transmitter. However, in this case the word al-ra 's is lectio difficilior, i.e. the more difficult
reading, and therefore the stronger. Firstly, the word al-sha'r is easier to understand and
more common than the word al-ra's in the sense of "hair". Secondly, the text of the

" I used the translation of Guillaume of a similar tradition from Ibn Ishaq from al-Zuhn, but I made several
changes. Guillaume, The life, 183-184.
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Musannaf (and the other traditions discussed before) has the word ra 's in the sense of
hair .
Furthermore, beside the omission of the phrase wa-mä biht ma (I4) in S12 of Ibn
'Asâkir (which appears incorrectly as AW ma bibi mä in S13), traditions S12 and S13 contain
two additional comments: aw qâla ana ashbahu wuldiht biht (I2) and ya'ni l-hammäm (I4).
We have already met these two remarks in the above-mentioned versions of 'Abd al-Razzâq.'1
Since traditions S10 and Sii from the Tafstr of'Abd al-Razzäq and al-Taban do not mention
them, Muhammad ibn Yahyä or one of the later transmitters are responsible for their
appearance in the traditions of Ibn 'Asâkir. It is not strange to find these additions in the
tradition of Muhammad ibn Yahyä, because Ibn 'Asâkir mentions the other version (i.e. the
"Musannaf-veision") from him in a combined report with Ishâq ibn Ibrahim al-Hanzalî (S6).
Muhammad ibn Yahyä apparently knew two different versions of the description of
Abraham, Moses and Jesus (in the following part referred to as two-topic-description version
and description version). Consequently, Muhammad ibn Yahya or one of the later
transmitters of tradition S13 added the complete part on Muhammad's choice between
drinking milk and wine, because traditions S10, Sii and S12 do not mention it.
The conclusion of the comparison between the four traditions of the descriptionversion is that they derive from a common source, because they are very similar except the
additional comments and the part on Muhammad's choice in traditions S12 and S13 of Ibn
'Asâkir. The common source is 'Abd al-Razzäq according to the asänid. The high degree of
similarity in the four traditions indicate that 'Abd al-Razzäq handed the tradition down via

'° See page 123 I2. There exist two other editions of the Tafslr of 'Abd al-Razzäq, one other from Beirut (Dar alKutub al-'Ilmiyya) and one from Riyadh. All three editions are based on two manuscripts, an Egyptian
manuscript from Dar al-Kutub in Cairo and a Turkish manuscript from from the Sä'ib library in Ankara. The
edition published in Riyâd is the only one in which a difference in formulation is mentioned. According to
this edition the Egyptian manuscript has sibt alra's and the Turkish sibl al-sha'r. It seems that the editors of the
two Beirut-editions forgot to mention the variant reading in a footnote. Apparently, adaptation of words (by
mistake or deliberately) took place at every stage of the transmission. 'Abd al-Razzäq, Tafsir, I, Riyadh
1410/1989, 32-36 (Introduction) and II, 371-372, especially 371 footnote 7. 'Abd al-Razzäq, Tafsir, 1, Beirut (Dar
al-Kutub al-'Ilmiyya) 1419/1999, 221-228 (Introduction) and II, 288-289 ( n o · ln2)- See also the edition I used,
'Abd al-Razzaq, Tafstr, I, Beirut (Dar al-Ma'rifa) 1991, 31-33 (Introduction).
'' Although the second addition is not present in the Musannaf-veiston of 'Abd al-Razzäq, the other six
tradition mention it, which means that the omission in text Si is probably a mistake of Ishäq ibn Ibrahim alDabarï or a later transmitter of his tradition.
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written transmission, i.e. he dictated the tradition from a written version or let the students
copy the text.
The next step is the comparison of the two versions from 'Abd al-Razzäq, i.e. the
description version (=DV) and the two-topic-description version (=2TDV). They have the
following words/formulations in common: usriya (bî/bihi)), ka'annahu min rijälShanü'a (in
the description of Moses), ahmar (in the description of Jesus), ka 'annahu/ka 'annamä kharaja
min dimäs (in the description of Jesus) and ashbahu (in the description of Abraham).
Furthermore, both versions are connected with Muhammad's night journey and describe
only the prophets Abraham, Moses and Jesus.
The most distinguishing differences are the omission of the part on Muhammad's
choice in the two-topic-description version, the order of the descriptions of the three
prophets and the introductory sentence. The order of the prophets is Moses - Jesus Abraham in 2TDV and Abraham - Moses -Jesus in DV. The matn of 2TDV starts with qdla
l-nabt/rasül Allah (s) hina/layla usriya bihi/bi laqïtu... (I1-2)'2, while DV begins with anna rasûl
Allah (s) wasafa h-ashäbihi layla usriya bihi Ibrahim wa-Mûsâ wa-'îsa (fa/wa-)-qäla ammä... (I1-2).
Other differences are wasafa (DV li) instead of fa-na 'atahu (2TDV I2); fa-rajul (...)
tuwdl ja'd (DV I3) instead of rajul (...) mudtanh rajil al-ra's (2TDV I2) in the description of
Moses; DV describes Moses in addition as âdam and aqnâ (DV I3); bayna l-qasir wa-l-tawil
(DV I3) instead of rab'a (2TDV I3) in the description of Jesus; DV describes Jesus
furthermore as stbt al-ra's/sha'r kathir khdän al-wajh (DV I4) and takhdlu ra'sahuyaqturu md'
wa-md bihi md' wa-ashbahu man ra'aytu bihi 'Urwa ihn Mas'ûd (DV I4-5); and in the
description of Abraham fa-lam ara rajulan ashbahu bi-sdhibikum minhu (DV I2) instead of waand ashbahu wuldihi bihi (2TDV I3-4).
If we just look at the matn, the similarities and the differences might derive from oral
transmission maybe based on written notes. However, this does not fit the information
from the asdnid. The same person ('Abd al-Razzäq d. 211/827) transmitted both versions
from the same source (Ma'mar d. 153/770). We would expect such deviating versions of a
tradition at a much earlier stage, i.e. much earlier in the chain of transmitters. Certainly at

' 2 The line numbers of 2TDV refer to the text on page 123 and the numbers of DV to page 128
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the end of the second and the beginning of the third Islamic century, the period in which
these traditions are dated,53 written transmission seemed to prevail.
This means that either 'Abd al-Razzäq received two versions from Ma'mar or one of
the two is a forged tradition, perhaps by 'Abd al-Razzäq. The description version contains
several formulations that seem to indicate that it is secondary to the two-topic description
version. Firstly, the introductory sentence is a summary of the details either of the two-topic
description version or the following part of the main of the description version. It is not
part of the story ascribed to Abu Hurayra. Secondly, the following words could be
considered as simplification, explanation or paraphrase of the terminology of the two-topic
description version, i.e. tuwäl for mudlarih, ja'd for rajil al-ra's, bayna l-qasir wa-l-tawil for
rab'a ma fa-lam ara rajulan ashbaha bt-sdhibikum minhu for wa-anâ ashbahu wuldihi bihi. In
this case "forged" means "adjusted". A possible explanation of the changes is that 'Abd alRazzäq - or Ma'mar - created the description version during one of his to/iz>lessons,
perhaps because he did not consult his books in which he had written the tradition.
Based on the evidence we have seen so far, the conclusion must be that 'Abd alRazzäq transmitted from Ma'mar two versions of Muhammad's description of Abraham,
Moses and Jesus. One of his students, Muhammad ibn Yahyä, heard both versions and he or
a later transmitter added some information from the first version to the second version. We
will need more information from other traditions to determine the origin of both versions.
We will continue the analysis with the tradition S14 of Hishäm ibn Yüsuf from
Ma'mar. Al-Bukhäri received it from Ibrahim ibn Müsä -> Hishäm ibn Yüsuf-> Ma'mar ->
al-Zuhrï -> Sa'ld ibn al-Musayyab -> Abu Hurayra.5''

6-· ^ ^ iJ>j M J ^ (-J>j j * 'JJj is^j* ^4j ifi i ^ j " ' ^ J if*!"·' t^iill JIS :Jli »JJJ* i^ji 0° 2
AJ 4 j AJA^JI ^ 1 J 4uuil l i l j ^üLttjJ (j* ??_)^ 1*ύΙ£ . J * ^ ^ O ( - ^ J J ^

^
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i'i'vll J J Ü AjjjiÜ ^jJll l l ö i l s '*•'•-• \ i^ji kJjill JUS J ^ i . JÌ.VI ,-Jj (jJ 1-A^a.l j j uP^W ' * ""'^ 4
.lilul LIIJC. j ^ i J l ι'·>-1 j l Jij) L.1 i j k i l l 5

" 'Abd al-Razzäq died in the year 211/827. We consider approximately the last 25 years of his life theorelically
as the period in which he probably transmitted the tradition to his students (in actual practice, this could have
happened earlier of course). Consequently, the Musannaf- and the Ta/sir-version are dated at ihe end of the
second or the beginning of the third Islamic century.
" Al-Bukhârï, Sahih, II, 353 (60 Kiläb al-anbiyä' - 24 Bäb qawlAllah ta'did wa hal atdka hadith Musa wa-kallama
Allah Musa takliman).
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Ibrahim ibn Müsä told us, he said, Hishâm ibn Yüsuf told us, he said, Ma'mar
informed us on the authority of al-Zuhri on the authority of Sa'ïd ibn al-Musayyab on
the authority of Abü Hurayra, he said, the Prophet (s) said,
"On my night journey, I saw Moses. He was a slender man with wavy [hair]" as if he
was one of the Shanü'a. I saw Jesus. He was a man of medium height with a red skin as
if he has just had a bath. From all the children of Abraham I resembled him most. Then
I was brought two vessels, one containing milk and the other wine. He said, 'Drink the
one you like.' I took the milk and drank it. It was said to me, "You took the [right] way
of the original religion. If you had taken the wine, your community would have
deviated from the original way.'"

A first glance at the tradition shows that it is similar to the two-topic description version of
'Abd al-Razzäq; it consists of the description- and the choice-part. However, it contains a
number of words, sentences or omissions that the two-topic description version of'Abd alRazzäq does not have, for example ra'aylu (I2+I3) instead of laqilu (2TDV I2+I3), darb (I2)
instead of mudtanb (2TDV I2), wuld Ibrahim (I3) instead of wuldihi (2TDV I4), tshrab (I4)
instead of khudh (2TDV I4), akhadhta l-fitra (I4-5) instead of hudìta (li-) l-fitr (2TDV I5), and
the omission of hastbtuhu quia (2TDV I2),ya'nil-hammam (2TDV I3) and aw/wa-asabta l-fitra
(2TDV I5).
Beside these differences, the tradition of Hishäm ibn Yüsuf has the same order of the
elements and many formulations in common with the traditions from several students of
'Abd al-Razzäq. The similarities indicate a common source, which is Ma'mar according to
the asänid. The differences and especially the peculiarities in the tradition of Hishäm ibn
Yüsuf show that his version derives from an independent transmission, i.e. Hishäm ibn
Yüsuf did not copy 'Abd al-Razzâq's version or vice versa.
The comparison of the tradition from Hishäm ibn Yüsuf with the traditions of'Abd
al-Razzäq will help us to determine whether the main of al-Bukhäri's combined report of
Hishäm ibn Yüsuf and 'Abd al-Razzäq derives from one transmitter, or if al-Bukharï
combined their versions into one tradition. He received tradition S15 according to the isnad
from Ibrahim ibn Müsa -> Hishäm -> Ma'mar and from Mahmud -> 'Abd al-Razzäq ->

" Although the word rajil means "wavy hair", I put the word "hair" between brackets lo indicate a difference
with the Musannaf- and Ttf/îir-version.
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Ma'mar -> al-Zuhrï -> Sa'ld ibn al-Musayyab -> Abu Hurayra.' We will try to determine
which version al-Bukhârï gives or whether he mixed the two versions.
The comparison makes clear that the main of tradition S15 for which al-Bukhari gives
a double isnad, is from 'Abd al-Razzâq and not that of Hisham from Ma'mar. It mentions
none of the peculiarities of the version of Hishäm ibn Yüsuf and agrees with the
terminology of 'Abd al-Razzâq's version all the time. Moreover, al-Bukhan's combined
report contains the same peculiarities as the version of al-Tirmidhï from Mahmud ibn
Ghaylän, i.e. the formulations wa-1-âkhar fihi instead of wa-fi l-dkhar (2TDV I4) and
ahaduhumä instead otfi ahadihtma (2TDV I4). The results from the isnâd-cum-maln analysis
show that "Mahmüd" in the tsnad of al-Bukhan's combined report is Mahmud ibn Ghaylän.
This also means that the combined report Ibn Kathïr gives from al-Bukhârï and Muslim is
indeed from 'Abd al-Razzâq, as he states, and not a combination of the versions of'Abd alRazzaq and Hishäm ibn Yüsuf.
The next tradition for which we have to determine the origin is tradition S16 from
the Musnad of Ibn Hanbal. 57 The tsnad misses the first part and begins with al-Zuhrï -> Sa'id
ibn al-Musayyab -> Abu Hurayra -> Prophet Muhammad. The beginning of the tsnad is
probably similar to the previous tradition, which is a combined report from 'Abd Allah [ibn
Ahmad ibn Muhammad ibn Hanbal] -> my father [Ibn Hanbal] -> 'Abd al-Razzäq ->
Ma'mar - and 'Abd al-A'lä -> Ma'mar - -> al-Zuhrï -> [Sa'ïd] ibn al-Musayyab -> Abu
Hurayra.'
The tradition describes Muhammad's meeting with the three prophets and his choice
between drinking milk or wine. When we compare it with the two-topic description version
of 'Abd al-Razzaq and Hisham ibn Yüsuf, it appears that the tradition of Ibn Hanbal is
from 'Abd al-Razzaq. It contains the same peculiarities as the other traditions from 'Abd alRazzäq in contrast with the version of Hisham who used different formulations

Some

words or additions are unique in this tradition, for example, ukhnja instead of kharaja (I3)'9,
the use of the eulogy 'alayht l-saläm after the name of Abraham (I3) and the formulation
ahaduhumä fihi instead oï fi ahadihtma or ahaduhumä (I4). The information from the tsnad

5

' AI-Bukhan, Sahih, II, 367-368 (60 Küäb alanbiya' - 48 Bab qawlAllah ta'ala wadhkurß Ikitab Maiyam idh

mtabadhat [ ] 'an al bara'sanyyan nahrsaghir bi Isuiyaniyya)
'7 Ibn Hanbal, Musnad, II, 377 (no 7808)
' e Ibn Hanbal, Musnad, II, 377 (no 7807)
" The ali/m the word ukbnja can also be a transmission error
<33

confirms these findings, because a different student of'Abd al-Razzäq, namely Ibn Hanbal,
transmitted tradition S16.
The last two traditions are from 'Abd al-Razzäq's Tafsir (S17) and al-Tabarî (S18). 0
The first part of the isnäd before Ma'mar, i.e. between the collector and Ma'mar, is missing.
The reason why the isnâd is shortened is that the tradition in question are supplements to
other traditions from Ma'mar ' on the night journey for which the complete isnâd has
already been given: (S17) [Muhammad ibn 'Abd al-Saläm -> Salama ibn Shabîb] -> 'Abd alRazzäq (Tafsir)

2

and (S18) Muhammad ibn 'Abd al-A'lä -> Muhammad ibn Thawr ->

Ma'mar -> Abu Härün al-'Abdl -> Abu Sa'îd al-Khudri and al-Hasan ibn Yahyä -> 'Abd alRazzäq -> Ma'mar -> Abu Härün al-'Abdî -> Abu Sa'îd al-Khudrï. Al-Tabarî makes clear that
the wording is according to the tradition of al-Hasan ibn Yahyä (wa-l-lafy h-hadith al-Hasan
ibn Yahyä). 3
The tsnäd and the main of traditions S17 and S18 are identical. The isnâd starts with
Ma'mar and ends with Sa'îd ibn al-Musayyab. The words of the tradition are [...] 'an Ibn alMusayyab annahu qila lahu: atntna tnnaka law akhadhta l-khamr ghawat ummatuka. The part
ammâ until ummatuka is identical to all traditions from students of Ma'mar that mention
this part. The words annahu qila lahu are most probably added by 'Abd al-Razzäq to
introduce additional information from a variant tradition. In other words, 'Abd al-Razzäq
mentioned the last sentence of the tradition from al-Zuhrî, because it is absent from the
tradition of Ma'mar from Abu Härün al-'Abdï from Abu Sa'îd al-Khudrï.
'Abd al-Razzäq implies that the tradition from al-Zuhri is similar to the tradition
from Abu Härün al-'Abdi by referring to the last sentence of al-Zuhrï's tradition only. Since
we know the complete wording of Ma'mar's text from al-Zuhri, we can confirm that it is
similar, though not identical. The most distinguishing difference is of course the omission
of the quoted sentence from al-Zuhrï's version. Other differences are (fa-)qäla instead oifaqila li (I4-5) and asabta l-fttra awfqâla) akhadtha l-fttra instead of hudila (li-)l-fitra aw/waasabla l-fttra (I5). The remaining words correspond to one or more of the previously
discussed versions of Ma'mar. The similarities indicate that the version of Ma'mar from alZuhri and the one from Abu Härün al-'Abdï have not been transmitted independently.

'Abd al-Razzaq, Tafsir, I, 314 (no. 1527). AI-Tabarï./âm;' albayän, XV, 12.
' Ma'mar's informant is in bolh traditions Abu Härün al-'Abdï -> Abu Sa'îd al-Khudrï.
l

'Abd al-Razzäq, Tafsïr, I, 32.

3

Al-Tabari,_/ä/nz' al bayän, XV, 11
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Either Ma'mar mixed the formulation of one tradition with the other, or the isndd of one
tradition is not correct.
The isnäd-cum-matn analysis of the traditions ascribed to Ma'mar has shown that two
of his students, 'Abd al-Razzäq and Hishäm ibn Yüsuf transmitted a tradition from Ma'mar
that contained Muhammad's description of three prophets he met during his night yourney
and the choice he had to make between drinking milk and wine. The version of 'Abd alRazzäq contains one explanation of a word {dtmâs ya'nï l-hammâm) and two insecurities
about the correct formulation (rajul hasibtuhu gala mudtanb and hudlta li-l-filra aw asabta lfitra), which the version of Hishäm ibn Yüsuf does not mention. These peculiarities are
therefore due to 'Abd al-Razzäq.
Four different students transmitted the version of 'Abd al-Razzäq with the two
topics in one tradition, Ishâq ibn Ibrahim al-Dabari, Muhammad ibn Rafi', Mahmud ibn
Ghaylän and Ishäq ibn Ibrahim al-Hanzall. Perhaps one other student, Muhammad ibn
Hammäd, knew the complete tradition, but only his traditions with the part on Jesus and
Moses are preserved. Although the names of 'Abd ibn Humayd and Muhammad ibn Yahyä
appear in asânîd as transmitters of the two-topic tradition, I did not find a tradition from
them alone (they only appear in combined reports) and therefore I could not substantiate
the claim that they knew and transmitted this tradition from 'Abd al-Razzäq.
'Abd al-Razzäq also transmitted from Ma'mar a second version on the description of
the prophets, which is different from the other version in content and formulation. Three
different students distributed this tradition, al-Hasan ibn Yahyä, Muhammad ibn Yahyä and
Muhammad ibn Hammäd, all of them known as transmitters of 'Abd al-Razzäq's Tafsir.
Comparison with the traditions of other students of al-Zuhrî might reveal if'Abd al-Razzäq
is the source of two versions (if he fabricated one version) or if perhaps the origin of both
versions lies much earlier (if'Abd al-Razzäq indeed received two versions from Ma'mar).

Yûnus ibn Yaztd
I will first compare the traditions that deal with the choice-topic, then proceed with the
tradition that only mentions the isndd and finally analyse the two traditions from 'Abd
Allah ibn Wahb that describe Muhammad's choice and his ride on al-Buräq (in a combined
tradition from Abu Salama and Sa'id ibn al-Musayyab) and Muhammad's description of
three prophets.
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T r a d i t i o n S19 of M u s l i m will be the m a i n text for the c o m p a r i s o n .

4

T h e text is as follows:
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Muhammad ihn 'Abbâd and Zuhayr ibn Harb (the wording is from Ibn 'Abbâd) told us,
they said, Abu Safwän told us, Yünus informed us on the authority of al-Zuhri, he said,
Ibn al-Musayyab said, "Abu Hurayra said that
the Prophet (;) was brought two drinking-cups with wine and milk on his night
journey at Jerusalem. He looked at them and took the milk. Gabriel (peace be on him)
said, 'Praise be to God, who guided you to the way of the original religion. If you had
taken the wine, your community would have deviated from the original way.'"

T h e tsnäd b u n d l e of the traditions attributed to Yûnus ibn Yazïd is as follows:

64
5

Muslim, Sahh, VII, 198 (no 92-(i68))
The text in the tradition is laylahu. The editor primed a hâ' instead of a lä' marbüta. The same tradition on

al-Mu'jam in another edition confirms the accuracy of the spelling layla. Muslim, Sahih Muslim, VI, Beirut n.d.,
104.
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Figure io: Isndd bundle of Yunus on the choice tradition
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The traditions that describe Muhammad's choice between drinking milk and wine are - apart
from Muslim's version - from al-Bukhârï (S20 and S21), al-Nasä'i (S22) and al-Bayhaqï
(S23).

Comparison of the mulün shows that the first words of Muslim's version differ from

the other four traditions. Muslim begins with inno, l-nabl (s) utiya, while the others have utiya
rasül Allah (s) (la). The formulation of Muslim seems to be a peculiarity of the transmission
of Yûnus' student Abu 1-Safwân. The remaining part of the matn of S19 is similar to the
other traditions.
S21 of al-Bukhârï is the most deviating tradition, because it misses the last part of the
itzâ'xûon fa-na$ara (...) ummaluka (I3-4), the location bi-Iliyä
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7

(I2 and has bi-qadah laban wa-

Al-Bayhaqï, Dalâ'il, II, 357. Al-Bukhäri, Sabth, III, 271 (65 Kildb ta/sir alQur'dn

- Sural Dani Isrd'll - 3 Bab

qawlihi la 'aid bi 'abdihi laylan min al masjid al-hardm) and IV, 32 (74 Kildb al-ashnba - 12 Bab shurb al-laban waqawlAllah

la'äld mm baynafarlh

III, 226-227 (
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no

wa-dam labanan khälisan sä'ighan U-l-shdnbina). Al-Nasâ'ï, alSunan

alkubrd,

· J'^/i)·

Iliyd' o r Aeha is short for lliyd ' madinal hayt al maqdis (Aelia, the cily of ihe Temple), the name of Jerusalem

in early Islam There are many other names for Jerusalem, among which ihe common Arabic name of it, alQuds, and bayt al muqaddis. Grabar, O., "al-Kuds", in Eh, V, Leiden 1986, 322-323.
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qadah khamr instead of bi-qadahayni min khamr wa-laban (I2-3). Only S22 of al-Nasâ'ï does
not mention the location bi-îliyd' either, which means that 'Abd Allah ibn al-Mubärak, who
is mentioned in the asântd of S20, S21, S22 and S23 as transmitter of Yûnus' tradition, did
not always mention the location where the choice took place. The location belongs however
to Yûnus' tradition, because S19 of Muslim from Abu Safwän, another student of Yûnus,
mentions it. The shortening of the text and the formulation bi-qadah laban wa-qadah khamr
is only present in tradition S21 of al-Bukhârï. The deviating formulation does not appear in
any other tradition from ( Abd Allah, nor in the tradition S19 from Abu Safwan from
Muslim.

Therefore, it is probably an error made by al-Bukhârï, perhaps when he shortened

the tradition and ended with these words.
Tradition S22 does not have any peculiarity beside the above-mentioned omission of
the location in the main and the explanation, which 'Abd Allah is meant (ya'ni ibn alMubärak) in the isnâd. Al-Nasâ'ï or his informant Suwayd ibn Nasr is responsible for the
nasab after the name 'Abd Allah.
The main of S23 from the printed edition of al-Bayhaqï's Dalâ'ilal-nubûwa contains
a part of a sentence that deviates considerably from the other traditions of Yûnus. It is [...]
utiya rasûl Allah (s) laylal usriya bihi bi-inä 'fi-hi khamr \wa-ina ' fî-hi labn]. However, the editor
remarks in a footnote that two manuscripts have bi-Iltyä' bt-qadahayni min khamr wa-labn,
which he considers a "severe corruption" (wa-huwa tahrif shadid). ' Since two other
traditions of Yûnus (S19 and S20) confirm the use of bi-Iliyä',70 while three have the
formulation bi-qadahayni mm khamr wa-labn and all traditions of Yûnus have the word
qadah instead of ina', the formulation of the two manuscripts is correct and the formulation
that the editor probably found in the main manuscript is a transcription error.7'
Two chains of transmitters precede the main of the last tradition of this group, S20
from al-Bukhan: 'Abdän -> 'Abd Allah -> Yunus and Ahmad ibn Sälih -> 'Anbasa -> Yunus.
We will try to determine what the origin of tradition S20 is by comparing it mainly with the
other three traditions from 'Abd Allah (S21, S22 and S23). S20 has qäla instead

offa-qäla

lahu (I3) (S22+S23) and omits the eulogy after the name Gabriel (I3) (S22+S23) in the main.
Furthermore, it mentions the nasab Ibn Shihäb instead of the nisba al-Zuhrï (I2)
The formulation does not appear in any tradition from Yünus at all
AI-Bayhaqî, Dalâ'il, II, 357 footnote 7. The printed edition of the Dalâ'il is based on ten manuscripts, of
which at least three cover the tradition in question
70

Tradition S24 mentions Iliya ' without the preposition bi.

71

The words biIliyä'and bi-ina'look similar in writing.
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(S21+S22+S23) and qâla Ibn al-Musayyab instead of 'an Sa'id ibn al-Musayyab (I2)
(S21+S22+S23) in the isnäd.72 Therefore, the last part of the isnâd and the matn of tradition
S31 of al-Bukhärl is probably the version of Ahmad ibn Sâhh from 'Anbasa.
The similarity between the five traditions indicates that they derive from one
common source, Yûnus ibn Yazid according to the chains of transmission. He probably
transmitted his tradition through writing, because the different versions are very similar.
The following traditions that will be compared are traditions S24 and S25 of alTabari.

73

Tradition S24, a combined transmission from Sa'id ibn al-Musayyab and Abu

Salama ibn 'Abd al-Rahmän, relates first Muhammad's travel to Jerusalem on Abraham's
riding animal al-Buräq. He passes a caravan from the Quraysh in a wadi and notices a black
and a blue sack on a camel. The next part on Muhammad's choice can be compared with the
previous four traditions from Yûnus ibn Yazid.
S24 differs considerably from the previously discussed traditions of Yûnus. It has
batta utiya rasûl Allah (s) instead of utiya rasul Allah (s) or tnna l-nabi (s) uttya (I2), biqadahayni qadah khamr wa-qadah laban instead of bi-qadahaynt min khamr wa-laban (I2-3)
(S21 bi-qadah laban wa-qadah khamr), it lacks the words laylal usriya bihi (I2) and fa-na^ara
tlayhimâ (I3) and it has the •wotasfa-uttya (I3), rasûl Allah (s) (I3) and qadah (I3) additionally.
The other traditions from at least two and possibly three different students of Yûnus
ibn Yazid were more alike. Especially at this stage of the transmission (Yunus transmitted
the text to his students around the middle of the second Islamic century), we would expect
more similarity between the versions of different students, such as between the versions of
Abu Safwän, 'Abd Allah ibn al-Mubärak (and probably 'Anbasa).
Therefore, the matn on the part of Muhammad's choice is either from Abu Salama or
from a mixture between the versions of Sa'id ibn al-Musayyab and Abu Salama ibn 'Abd alRahmän. The latter seems more likely, because the matn shows similarities to the other
versions of Yünus ibn Yazid from al-Zuhri from Sa'id ibn al-Musayyab. The only way to
know whether this is indeed the case is to compare this tradition with a tradition from Abu
Salama ibn 'Abd al-Rahmän alone.
Al-Tabari places tradition S25 directly after tradition S24. He informs us that this
part of the tradition, i.e. S25, is from Sa'id ibn al-Musayyab alone, because he repeats the
isnad from Ibn Shihäb: qäla Ibn Shihâb fa-akhbaranî Ibn al-Musayyab anna [...]. The matn of
7i

Tradition S19 of Muslim from Abu 1-Sahvân agrees with the formulations of S22 and S23 in the main, but

mentions qâla Ibn al-Musayyab (=$20) and 'an alZubri qäla in the sanad.
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Al-Tabarï,/a»»'albayân, XV, 5-6.
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the tradition that follows relates Muhammad's description of Abraham, Moses and Jesus.
Since none of the other traditions from Yünus contains this part, we will have to compare it
with traditions from other students of al-Zuhrl to decide if it indeed derives from Yünus.
'Abd Allah ibn Wahb transmits these last two traditions from Yünus according to
the asänid. Is it possible that the "'Abd Allah" from S21, S22 and S23 is 'Abd Allah ibn
Wahb and not 'Abd Allah ibn al-Mubärak as tradition S22 of al-Nasâ'ï claims? It is not
possible to compare the main of tradition S24 with these three traditions, since the
conclusion above was that tradition S24 of Ibn Wahb/al-Tabarï was probably Abu Salama's
wording. However, we can compare the wording of the sanad of Ibn Wahb's tradition from
Sa'îd ibn al-Musayyab S25 with 'Abd Allah's traditions. 'Abd Allah's traditions have 'an alZuhri 'an Sa 'ïd ibn al-Musayyab 'an Abl Hurayra (radtya Allah 'anhu) qdla, while Ibn Wahb's
tradition S25 has qäla Ibn Shihâb fa-akhbaranï Ibn al-Musayyab anna (S24 'an Ibn Shihdb qdla
akhbaranï Ibn al-Musayyab). 'Abd Allah and Ibn Wahb refer differently to Yünus' informants.
The wording of the sanad combined with al-Nasâ'î's identification and the information that
the persons that transmit the traditions from 'Abd Allah and Ibn Wahb are from the same
region as their teacher, Marw and Egypt respectively,74 indicate that 'Abd Allah is indeed not
the same person as 'Abd Allah ibn Wahb, but 'Abd Allah ibn al-Mubärak.
The last tradition that mentions Yünus in the sanad is S26 of al-Bayhaqï. He placed it
directly after tradition S23. The tradition is from Abu 1-Safwän according to the
information in the sanad. Al-Bayhaqï does not give the complete text of the matn, but says
that "he mentioned the tradition similarly, alike" {fa-dhakara l-hadïth bi-mithlihi sawd'an),
which means that the tradition of Abu l-Safwan is similar to tradition S23. Although there is
no text to compare it with, we can check al-Bayhaqî's claim that the tradition in question is
from Abu l-Safwän, because my data collection contains a tradition from the same person,
namely tradition S19 of Muslim. Comparison of traditions S23 and S19 has shown that the
tnutûn are indeed similar, which confirms al-Bayhaql's information on the resemblance of
his tradition S23 and S26. Therefore, al-Bayhaqï probably knew two versions of Yünus'
tradition, from 'Abd Allah and Abu l-Safwan.

'IA See the isnâd analysis of the Yünus-traditions on pages 118-119
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Shu'ayb ihn Abi

Hamza

The four traditions that are ascribed to S h u ' a y b are from a l - D a n m i (S27), al-Bukhan (S28),
7

al-Bayhaqi (S29) and al-Tabarani ( S 3 0 ) ' T h e t r a d i t i o n of al-Darimi will be the m a i n text for
the c o m p a r i s o n T h e text is as follows
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Al-Hakam ibn Näfi' informed us, Shu'ayb told us on the authority of al-Zuhn, he said,
Sa'id ibn al-Musayyab informed me that he heard Abu Hurayra saying,
"The Prophet (s) was brought two drinking-cups with wine and milk on his night
journey at Jerusalem He looked at them Then he took the milk Gabriel said, 'Praise be
to God, who guided you to the right way of the original religion If you had taken the
wine, your community would have deviated from the original way '"

T h e isnad b u n d l e of the traditions attributed to S h u ' a y b is as follows

7

'Al Bayhaqi, Sunan, VIII, 286 Al Bukhan, Sahih, IV, 2728 (74 Kilab alashnba - 1 Bab qawl Allah ta ala

innama I khamr wa I maysir wa lansah walazlam njs mm amai alshaylan fa ijtambuhu la allakum tuflihuna) Al
Danmi, Sunan al Danmi, II, [Beirut] [ca 1970], 110 Al Tabarani, Musnad al Shamiyin, IV, Beirut 1417/1996, 168
(no 3021)
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Figure in Isnad bundle of Shu'ayb on the choice tradition
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transmitters not mentioned in this overview

Comparison of the mutün shows that the traditions of al-Dârimï, al-Bukhärl and al-Bayhaq!
are very similar, while the tradition of al-Tabarânï deviates much more from the other three
traditions. Tradition S30 has 'an Abi Hurayra qâla instead of annahu sami'a Abd Hurayra
(radiya Allah 'anhu) yaqülu (li), ilâ îliyâ ' instead of bi-lliyâ ' (I2), bi-inâ 'ayni instead of biqadahayni (I2) and misses the preposition min before khamr (I2). The remaining part is
similar to the other three traditions.
The differences between the other three traditions are very small. Tradition S27 of alDânml has al-nabt instead of rasiti Allah (I2) and does not have a eulogy after the name Abu
Hurayra (li). Tradition S28 of al-Bukhâri has anna rasul Allah (s) utiya instead of utiya rasiti
Allâh/al-nabî (s) (I1-2). Tradition S29 of al-Bayhaqï adds a eulogy after the name Gabriel (I2).
Finally, traditions S28 and S29 mention wa-law instead of law (I3).
The result from the main analysis confirms the information in the asânïd, because
the traditions of al-Dârimï, al-Bukhârî and al-Bayhaqï are from Abu I-Yamän al-Hakam ibn
Näfi', while the tradition of al-Tabarânï is from the son of Shu'ayb, Bishr.

7

' He is 'Abd al-Rahmän ibn Jâbir al-Tâï 1-Bakhlarï from Hims I did nol find a separate biography on him,

bul al-Tabarânï mentions him several times as his informant. See for example al-Tabarânï, al Mu'jam al saghïr, I,
Medina, [1968], 244: 'Abd al-Rahmân ibn Jâbir al-Tâ'ï 1-Himsï 1-Bakhtarï.
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Still, the versions of Bishr and Abu 1-Yamän are similar in formulation and content,
they both relate only the part on Muhammad's choice. They must therefore derive from a
common source, Shu'ayb according to the asdnïd. It is difficult to determine how Shu'ayb
handed his tradition to his son and Abu I-Yamän, because it is a very short tradition.
Shu'ayb probably used a written text for his lessons, since he was a secretary of the Umayyad
caliph whose task it was to write down the traditions from al-Zuhrï. The most distinguishing
difference is the words ind'ayni and qadahayni, which might occur when a tradition is
transmitted orally. It is possible that Bishr or Abu 1-Yamän heard the tradition at a different
time, which might explain the differences.

'Abdal-Wahhäb
The two traditions ascribed to 'Abd al-Wahhâb are from al-Nasâ'ï (S31) and al-Tabarâni
(S32).77 The tradition of al-Nasâ'ï will be the main text for the comparison. The text is as
follows:
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Muhammad ibn 'Amir informed us, he said, Mansür told us, he said, al-Layth informed
us. And Muhammad ibn 'Abd Allah ibn 'Abd al-Hakam informed us on the authority
of Shu'ayb on the authority of al-Layth on the authority of Ibn al-Häd on the authority
of 'Abd al-Wahhâb on the authority of Ibn Shihâb on the authority of Sa'id ibn alMusayyab on the authority of Abu Hurayra, he said,
"The messenger of God (s) was brought two drinking-cups with wine and milk on his
night journey to Jerusalem. He looked at them. Then he took the milk. Gabriel said to
him, 'Praise be to God, who guided you to the right way of the original religion. If you
had taken the wine, your community would have deviated from the original way.'"

The isnâd bundle of the traditions attributed to 'Abd al-Wahhâb is as follows:

77

Al-Nasâ'ï, alSunan al-kubra, IV, 386 (no. 7639/1). Al-Tabarânï, al-Mu'jam alawsat, IX, 356 (no. 8763).

7

The word in the text is ilayhä, which is a transmission or copyist error or perhaps an error made by the

editor of the Sunan kubrä, because it refers to hi qadahayni and should therefore be tlayhimd
'43

Figure 12: Isnad bundle of'Abd al-Wahhab on the choice tradition
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Yazid ibn 'Abd al-Wahhâb
'Abd al-Wahhab
,
n.d. Medina
.
Ibn Shihäb
d. 124/742 Medina a.o.

error)

-«·
^- · '

Sa id ibn al-Musayyab
d. 94/713 Medina

1S31
Abu Hurayra
d. 57/677 Medina
The main analysis shows that the traditions of al-Nasâ'ï and al-Tabarânï are identical, except
for one word; tradition S32 of al-Tabarânï does not mention the word min (I3).79 Since my
data collection does not contain another tradition from 'Abd al-Wahhäb only comparison
with versions of other students might reveal if the original text is with or without min.
The conclusion of the main analysis is that the traditions derive from the same
source. This source is according to the asdnld al-Layth ibn Sa'd, the last transmitter both
asdnid have in common. The traditions look so much alike that al-Layth must have handed
down this story by written transmission.

79

Al-Tabarânï

remarks at the end of his tradition that Yazid ibn al-Had is the only one who transmits the

tradition in question from 'Abd al-Wahhäb (lamyarwi
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hädhä lhadith

'απ Άbjal-Wahhäb

illä Yazïd ibn

alHäd).

Marzüq ibn Abi

l-Hudhayl

T h e t w o traditions that are from Marzüq according t o the asânïd are from al-Tabarani (S33)
a n d I b n 'Asâkir (S34).

0

Al-Tabarânï's tradition will be the m a i n text for t h e c o m p a r i s o n .

The text is as follows:

(cUI <ui ^A^JI :^^-<3 ( J J J ^ J ^ ^jjlll ^ . l i VA^JII ^J^jà i j j l j _>A^. ^

ÌJ^^ÌJ

AJ IGJ*»* <iJ Λ»1Ι^Ι 3

.iill.1 i l j j i ] ^»iJI iliii.1 j l i j i j l l >Δ\ΐΛ 4

Abu Zur'a 'Abd al-Rahmân ibn 'Amr al-Dimashqi told us, al-'Abbäs ibn ' U t h m ä n almu'alltm (the teacher) ' told us, al-Walïd ibn Muslim told us on the authority of Marzüq
ibn Abi l-Hudhayl on the authority of Ibn Shihâb, [he said] that Sa'id ibn al-Musayyab
informed me on the authority of Abu Hurayra, he said,
"The Prophet (s) was brought two drinking-cups with wine and milk on his night
journey. He looked at them and took the milk. Gabriel (?) said, 'Praise be to God, who
guided you to the way of the original religion. If you had taken the wine, your
community would surely have deviated from the original way.'"

T h e « » d a ' b u n d l e o f the traditions ascribed to M a r z ü q is as follows:

Ibn 'Asäkir, Ta'rikh, XXVI, 383 Al-Tabarani, MusnadalSkämiyyln, TW, 129 (no 2914).
' His full name is 'Abbäs ibn 'Uthmän ibn Muhammad al-Bajali, Abu 1-Fadl al-Dimashqï 1-Râhibï, \-mu'allim
Al-Mizzi, Tahdhib, IV, 72 (no. 3120).
M5

Figure 13: hnâd bundle of Marzuq on the choice tradition
IBN 'ASÄKIR
d. 571/1175 Damascus
AL-TABARÄNl
d. 360/971 Isfahan
^533
Abu Zur'a 'Abd al-Rahmän ibn 'Amr
d. 281/894 Damascus

S34 •
al-Hasan ibn Sufyan
d. 303/916 Khuräsän

al-'Abbas ibn 'Uthmän almu'allim
d. 239/853-4 Damascus
al-Walld ibn Muslim
d 195/810 Damascus
Marzuq ibn Abï 1-Hudhayl
n.d. Damascus

•
Ibn Shihab
d. 124/742 Medina a o.

•
Sa'id ibn al-Musayyab
d. 94/713 Medina
Abu Hurayra
d. 57/677 Medina
•

names of iransmilters nol mentioned

The traditions of al-Tabaränl and Ibn 'Asäkir are almost identical. Tradition S34 of Ibn
'Asäkir has annahu ukhbirahu 'an Sa'id ihn al-Musayyab instead of anna Sa'id ihn al-Musayyab
akhbaranî (I2), annahu sami'a Aba Hurayra yaqülu instead of 'an Ahi Hurayra qâla (I2), rasûl
Allah (s) instead of al-nabt (s) (I2-3) and it misses the eulogy of the name Gabriel (I3). The first
two differences are not from the matn but from the isnäd. The exchange of the words al-nabi
and rasûl Allah appears many times in traditions and is usually regarded as a transmission
"error". Therefore, the traditions derive from the same source, al-'Abbäs ibn 'Uthmän, the
last transmitter both asânid have in common. The traditions have probably been handed
down by written transmission, because they look so much alike. Copying of handwritten
texts was very common, especially during the time in which the tradition of al-'Abbâs is
dated, i.e. the first quarter of the third Islamic century, since al-'Abbâs died in 239/853-854.
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al-Zubaydi
The final pair of traditions that are ascribed to the same person, in this case al-Zubaydï, are
from al-Nasâ'ï (S35) and Ibn H i b b â n (S36).

2

The tradition of al-Nasâ'ï will be the main text

for the c o m p a r i s o n . The text is as follows:

AAI A_I ^ " f l j " ^JàJS ( j f J j _>^^ ÌIH* ò^ ^ *' ^-J L^.^' ^ ^ -•'• -* ώΐ U^^ 1 ^ (c^' l U J ^ ^ J ^ ^ W' J ""' ^ ' 2
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Kathir ibn 'Ubayd and Muhammad ibn Sadaqa informed us, they said, Muhammad ibn
Harb told us on the authority of al-Zubaydi on the authority of al-Zuhri on the
authority of Ibn al-Musayyab that he heard Abü Hurayra saying,
"The messenger of God (s) was brought two drinking-cups with wine and milk on his
night journey. He looked at them. Then he took the milk. Gabriel said, 'You are guided
to the way of the original religion. If you had taken the wine, your community would
surely have deviated from the original way.'"

T h e isnâd b u n d l e of the traditions attributed to al-Zubaydi is as follows:
Figure 14: Isnâd b u n d l e of al-Zubaydi on the choice tradition
IBN HIBBAN
d. 354/965 Sijistän

+ S36

Muhammad ibn 'Ubayd Allah ibn al-Fadl

Aly-NASA'Ï

n.d Hims

d. 303/915 Egypl/Nasä
Kathir ibn 'Ubayd al-Madhhijr*
d. 250/864 Hims

Muhammad ibn Sadaqa
n.d. Hims

'^ Muhammad ibn Harb
d. 192/808 Hims

i
al-Zubaydi (Muhammad ibn al-Walid]
d. 148/765 Hims

+
al-Zuhri
d. 124/742 Medina a.o

+
Sa id ibn al-Musayyab
d. 94/713 Medina

+

Abu Hurayra
d. 57/677 Medina

"' Ibn Hibbân, Sahib, I, 248-249 (no. 52). Al-Nasa'i, al-Sunan al-kubra, IV, 388 (no. 7643/1).

Tradition S35 of al-Nasa'i and S36 of Ibn Hibbän are very similar. The matn of Ibn Hibbän
\\zsfa-qâla lahu instead oïfa-qala (I3), the eulogy 'alayht l-saläm after the name Gabriel (I3), alfitra instead of li-l-fttra (I3), wa-law instead of fa-law (I3) and ghawat instead of la-gbawat (I3).
The high degree of similarity indicates that they must derive from the same source, Kathir
ibn 'Ubayd or Muhammad ibn Harb. It is difficult to determine if Kathir or Muhammad is
the actual common source, because the differences between the two texts are very small.
Actually all differences could derive from copyist and/or transmission errors.

Ibn Ishäq
Although the collection contains two traditions from Ibn Ishaq it is not possible to
compare the mulun, because the tradition of al-Taban only mentions the tsnad and then
refers to his previous tradition from Ma'mar: haddathand Ibn Humayd qala. [haddajthana
Salama 'an Muhammad [ibn Ishaq] 'an al-Zuhn 'an Sa'id ibn al-Musayyab 'an rasiti Allah (s) btnahwthi wa-lam yaqul 'an Abi Hurayra. 3 Al-Tabari says that the tradition is similar to the
version of Ma'mar from al-Zuhn, except that the tradition of Ma'mar is traced back to Abu
Hurayra and the tradition of Ibn Ishaq ends with Sa'id ibn al-Musayyab. In the following
part, we will compare this tradition of Ma'mar with the version of Ibn Hisham from Ibn
Ishäq.

IV. M A T N ANALYSIS BETWEEN STUDENTS O F AL-ZUHRI

I will first compare the traditions from Ma'mar, Ibrahim ibn Ismä'il and Ibrahim ibn Sa'd,
because they relate the part on Muhammad's meeting with the prophets and his choice
between drinks in one tradition (= two-topic tradition) The next step is the comparison of
the traditions from 'Abd al-Wahhäb, Marzüq, Sälih, Shu'ayb, Yunus and al-Zubaydi that
only handle the part on Muhammad's choice between drinking milk and wine. Finally, I
compare the traditions from

Ibn Ishäq, Ma'mar and Yunus that only deal with

Muhammad's description of Abraham, Moses and Jesus. In the last two steps, the traditions
will be first compared with each other and then with the corresponding part of the
traditions that relate both topics in one tradition.

' Al Tabari,/<m<'albayan, XV, 15
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Comparison of the mutün of the two-topic traditions
If we combine the asdntd of the two-topic traditions, the following bundle appears:
Figure ly. Isnäd bundXn of al-Zuhrl's two-topic tradition

\UU/

'ABD AI^RAZZAQ.
d. 211/827 San'ä'

\

1

I

Hishäm ibn Yûsuf
d. 197/813 San'ä'

YÛNUS IBN BUKAYR
d. 199/814-5 Basra

1

ABU D Ä W Ü D A ^ A Y À L I S Î
d. 204/819 Basra

Z^112

^^-- '

Ma'mar ibn Räshid
d. 153/770 Basra/San'ä'

iIS2

Ibrahim ibn Ismâ'ïl
η d. Medina

Ibrahim ibn Sa'd
d 183/799 Medina

Ibn Shihäb al-Zuhri
d. 124/742 Medina a.o.

t

Sa'id ibn al-Musayyab
d. 94/713 Medina
MA, M - H ^
Abu H u r a y r a ^ ^
1 II, IS
d. 57/677 Medina 1
Prophet Muhammad
d. 11/632 Medina

The text of the tradition from Ma'mar in the version of'Abd al-Razzäq (M2-A) is: 4
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The text of the tradition from Ma'mar in the version of Hishäm ibn Yüsuf is (M2-H): 5
• _ 'j--*'l I^J ^» • •• ^ j ^ ς5^Α^1 ( j ^ _^aaje Lj U^l i u ^ ' '*·"JJ (^J AL^A ^'"^^ ^tj^ t ^ " 1 ^ uH ^ ^ ^ ^ '"^^ ]
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4

The text of the tradition from Ma'mar is based on the different versions of the students of 'Abd al-Ra77äq.

The formulation most versions agree on is placed in the text, while variant formulations from two or more
pupils of 'Abd al-Razzäq are put between brackets Small differences like itia-//a- and the omission and addition
of a eulogy are not mentioned. See the translation on page 123.
' Al-Bukhäri, Sahib II, 353 (= S14). See the translation on page 132.
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The text of the t r a d i t i o n from I b r a h i m ibn Isma'il (II2) is:

(J^. 1
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Yûnus told us on the authority of Ibrahim ibn Ismâ'ïl ibn Mujammi' al-Ansârî, he said,
Ibn Shihâb al-Zuhri told me, he said, Sa'id ibn al-Musayyab informed me that the
messenger of God (i) said,
"I met Abraham, Moses and Jesus at Bayt al-Maqdis [= Jerusalem]. Jesus was a man
with a red skin as if he has just had a bath. Moses was a lean, slender man as if he was
one of the Shanü'a. From all the children of Abraham I resembled him most. I was
brought two drinking-cups, a drinking-cup with milk and a dnnking-cup with nabidh .
I chose the dnnking-cup with milk. Gabriel (peace upon him) said, "You are guided to
the way of the original religion. If you had taken the dnnking-cup with wine, your
community would surely have been deviated from the original way. The time of prayer
came and I led them [in prayer].'"

T h e text of the t r a d i t i o n from I b r a h i m ibn Sa'd (IS2) is:
ΛΛΔ^α jilt (J ΛΛΜ ι J l l ;(jlâ • 'J----" /ji
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Yünus ibn Bukayr, Sirat Ibn Ishdq, 275 (no. 463).
7

The text in the Sira of Yünus ibn Bukayr is wa utitu ba 'da hing qadah laban wa-qadah nabidh. This is either a

mistake of the editor or a mistake in the manuscript and the correct text is wa-ulitu bi-qadahaym qadah laban
wa-qadah nabidh. My discussion of the similarities between the choice traditions (among which qadahayni)
confirms my correction. See pages 156-157.
Lane explains that nabidh is a kind of beverage made of dates, raisins, honey, wheat, barley or grapes. It is a
collective term used for intoxicating drinks. The ingredients were thrown into a vessel and left until they
fermented. Lane, Lexicon, II, 2757. Heine, P., "Nabidh", in Eh, VII, Leiden 1993, 840. Wensinck mentions the
discussion among early jurists on whether nabidh is considered wine or not. Wensinck, Α., "Khamr. 1. Juridical
aspects", in Eh, IV, Leiden 1978. See also, Burton, J., Abu 'Ubaid al-Qdsim b. Salldm's Κ al näsikh wa 1 mamukh.
Bury St Edmunds 1987, 154-156.
' Abu Däwüd al-Tayâlisî, Musnad, 249.
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Abü Däwüd told us, he said, Ibn Sa'd told us on the authority of al-Zuhri, he said, Sa'ïd
ibn al-Musayyab informed me, he said, the messenger of God (s) said,
"I saw Abraham, Moses and Jesus (blessings of God upon them) at Bayt al-Maqdis [=
Jerusalem], i.e. where he made the night journey to. I saw Moses as a slender, darkcomplexioned man between the two men 9 " as if he was one of the Shanû'a. I saw Jesus as
a man with a red skin as if he has just had a bath. From all the sons of Abraham I
resembled him most. I was brought a vessel with wine and a vessel with milk. I took the
milk. Gabriel (peace upon him) said, 'You are guided to the way of the original religion.
If you had taken the drinking-cup with wine, your community would have deviated
from the original way.'"

Similarities

between the two-topic

traditions

The content of the traditions o f M a ' m a r , I b r a h i m ibn Ismä'il and I b r a h i m ibn Sa'd is the
same. M u h a m m a d describes Moses, Jesus and A b r a h a m . Somebody brings h i m a vessel with
milk and a vessel with wine. H e chooses the vessel with milk. He is told that he was guided
to the way o f the original religion. If he had taken the wine, his c o m m u n i t y would have been
deviated from the original way. The order of the two topics is also the same, first the
description and then the choice. Both events take place d u r i n g the night journey 9 ' and
M u h a m m a d is the person w h o tells the story.
The following words and (parts of) sentences are identical in the traditions of the
three students of al-Zuhri:
Moses:

- rajul darb ('Abd al-Razzäq is responsible for the change i n t o mudtarib

M2-A)

- ka 'annabu min rijâl Shanû 'a
Jesus:

- ahmar ka 'anna(mâ/hu)

(a)kharaja min

Abraham:

- wa-anâ ashbahu (wuld/banî)

dimäs

Ibrâhîm bihi ('Abd al-Razzâq is responsible

for the different sentence wa-ra'aytu Ibrahim wa-anä ashbahu wuldihi

90

bihi)

This seems to be a mistake in the text, because it is not present in any other text. See my suggestion on pages

152-154.

" The tradition from Ibrahim ibn Ismä'il does not mention explicitly that the events took place during the
night journey. However, Muhammad says thai he met Moses, Jesus and Abraham in Jerusalem, so this must
have been during the night journey, because Muhammad never went to Jerusalem during his lifetime besides
during this journey.
15'

Choice

- wa-ulîtu bi-fa (akhadhtu/ikhlartu) l-laban
- hudita li-lfitra
- law akhadhla (l-khamr/qadah al-nabidh) (la-)ghawal ummaluka

The above-mentioned similarities in content and formulation indicate that the traditions
derive from a common source

The common source is al-Zuhn according to the

information from the asanid The question we will answer in the following part is whether
the versions that are attributed to three different students of al-Zuhn are genuine
transmissions Do they derive from separate, independent transmissions, or did one or more
students copy the version from each other'

Differences between the two-topic traditions
Comparison of the three versions of al-Zuhn's students shows that the tradition from
Ma'mar (in both versions) deviates from the other two traditions of Ibrahim ibn Isma'il
and Ibrahim ibn Sa'd Ma'mar does not mention at the beginning of the tradition that
Muhammad met Abraham, Moses and Jesus, but he begins immediately with the description
of Moses Furthermore, Ma'mar does not mention where the meeting with the three
prophets took place Qerusalem) and who spoke to Muhammad after he had chosen the milk
(Gabriel) He is the only student of al-Zuhn so far, who traces the tradition back to Abu
Hurayra, a companion of Muhammad Other peculiarities of Ma'mar's versions are the
words rajil (al-ra's), rab'a, fa-shanbluhu,

amma innaka,

the formulation hi ina'aym ft

ahadihima (laban) wa-fï l-äkhar (khamr) and the sentence fa-qila li/fa-qala khudh/ashnb
ayyahuma shi 'ta.
The traditions of Ibrahim ibn Isma'il and Ibrahim ibn Sa'd look much more alike in
comparison with the version(s) of Ma'mar, but the text of each student has several
peculiarities that the other students do not mention Ibrahim ibn Isma'il describes the three
prophets in a different order (Jesus->Moses->Abraham instead of Moses->Jesus->Abraham),
he uses the following words, 'inda (bayt al maqdtsf2, shahtb, biqadahaym, qadah (hban wa-)
qadah nabidh, fa-khtartu qadah (al-laban), lafghuwiyat) and he ends with wa-hanat al-saläh faamamtuhum

The tradition of Ibrahim ibn Sa'd mentions bi (bayt al-maqdts), adam bayna l-

rajulaym and bani (Ibrahim)
91

The words between brackets are mentioned by at least one of the other students, bul I added them by way of

illustration
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Conclusion of the two-topic traditions
The deviations in the version of Ma'mar 93 indicate that his version derives from an
independent transmission. Ma'mar is responsible for the differences or al-Zuhn changed the
tradition or his manner of transmission in the course of time. The traditions of both
Ibrahims seem smoother; they contain more specific information than the version of
Ma'mar, such as the location where Muhammad met the three prophets and the name of the
"person" who spoke to him after he decided to drink milk. We have noticed similar changes
already in the traditions about the raid of the Hudhayl and we will come across this
phenomenon also in the following chapter. 94 It seems therefore that al-Zuhn edited his
tradition about the night journey after Ma'mar had studied with him. The version Ma'mar
received from al-Zuhri came from a written text, because Ma'mar's tradition is identical to
the structure of Ibrahim ibn Sa'd's text and many formulations are similar to the versions of
Ibrahim ibn Sa'd and Ibrahim ibn Ismä'il.
However, in contrast with the traditions about the attack of the Hudhayl, the isnad
in the tradition from Ma'mar is more detailed than the asanid of the other two students.
Ma'mar mentions that Sa'id ibn al-Musayyab received the tradition from Abu Hurayra who
relates the story from Muhammad, while in the versions of Ibrahim ibn Ismâ'ïl and Ibrahim
ibn Sa'd Sa'id ibn al-Musayyab relates the story "directly" from Muhammad without
naming his informant from among the Companions.
The question of whether the traditions of Ibrahim ibn Ismä'il and Ibrahim ibn Sa'd
derive from independent transmissions is more complicated. Because of the similarity in
their versions, it is possible that one of the traditions is a copy from the other student. The
tradition from Ibrahim ibn Sa'd contains words that are similar to the versions from
Ma'mar. It is therefore more likely that Ibrahim ibn Isma'il (or one of the later transmitters)
copied the tradition from Ibrahim ibn Sa'd than vice versa
Did Ibrahim ibn Ismä'il (or a later transmitter) copy the tradition from Ibrahim ibn
Sa'd and alter some words to make it his own version? That seems possible, because the
following terms appear in the text: qadah instead of inä\ nabïdh instead of khamr and
ikhtartu instead of akhadhtu. Nevertheless, several peculiarities in the tradition of Ibrahim
ibn Isma'il go beyond simple substitutions of single words. Ibrahim ibn Isma'il describes
first Jesus and then Moses, while Ibrahim ibn Sa'd describes Moses first (just as Ma'mar
" When I use the expression "the version of Ma'mar", I mean those parts on which the versions of 'Abd al
Ra77aq and Hishäm agree
9,1

See chapter 2 pages 92-93 and chapler 4 pages 262-268
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does). Is it likely that Ibrahim ibn Ismâ'îl substituted Ibrahim ibn Sa'd's formulation âdam
bayna l-rajulayni for shahtb (rajtl (al-ra's) in the version of Ma'mar)? Did he deliberately add
the words ba 'da hin and wa-hänal al-saläh fa-amamluhumì
Ibrahim ibn Ismâ'îl (or a later transmitter) is probably responsible for all the abovementioned changes. The question is whether he did this deliberately or by mistake. The
biographical tradition gives a plausible reasoncause for the changes. Ibrahim ibn Ismâ'ïl's
hearing was impaired and might well have derived the meaning of the tradition from alZuhri, but not the correct words (hence the use of synonyms). He is considered a weak
transmitter, who made many mistakes.95 His tradition about the raid of the Hudhayl
contains similar differences in formulation, so it is very plausible that his defective hearing
might have caused the (or some of the) above-mentioned changes.

Comparison of the mutûn of the choice traditions
I will first compare the traditions from 'Abd al-Wahhäb, Marzüq, Sâlih ibn Abi 1-Akhdar,
Sälih ibn Kaysän, Shu'ayb, Yünus and al-Zubaydi that only deal with Muhammad's choice
between drinking milk and wine. Then I compare them with the two-topic traditions from
Ma'mar, Ibrahim ibn Ismâ'îl and Ibrahim ibn Sa'd. (Appendix 3 displays the asânïd of the
choice traditions.)
The text of the choice tradition from 'Abd al-Wahhâb (AWc) 1s:96
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iliii-i j l »jkill (illj* ^ i l l Jl .WsJl iJjjia. 3

The text of the choice tradition from Marzüq ibn Abi 1-Hudhayl (MZc) is:97
(ΛΙ J>iij\) ^iiîl ^JI : (Jli i j j j » ^JI ilF (^JJi^1 >.n..i«ll ijj .ij*-, o' (ι/J* j") Μ1*-1 ά)1 υ 0 2

" Al-Mi77i, Tahdhïb, 1,100-101 (no. 144). See also chapter 2 page 93
* The text of the tradition from 'Abd al-Wahhâb is based on the traditions of al-Nasâ'ï (Sji) and al-Tabarânï
(S32). Variant words are placed between brackets. See the translation on page 143
97

The text of the tradition from Marzüq is based on the traditions of al-Tabarânï (S33) and Ibn 'Asäkir (S34).

Variant words are placed between brackets. See the translation on page 145.
^ The formulation is from the tradition of al-Tabarânï. The text of Ibn 'Asäkir is annahu akhharahu
ihn alMusayyab
l
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annahu sami'a Aba

Hurayrayaqülu.

'an Sa'id

.iilL.1 u j i J j*iJI iliii.1 jl S jlaall lillj» 4

The text of the choice t r a d i t i o n from Salih ibn Abî 1-Akhdar (SAc) is: 99
^jjl j j c ' / ; - · * ^ j j j ij»m 4JC. c - i l ^ tjjl IJJ j i Î i - % j/l ^-jl iji ^ L u a U J r J J U J / * J I , , η W ^ìil -IJC 1 η ì ^ J
ία

La^jll Cj^)IâJ3 ^>A^ r'-^J Ó^ Λ-^ [ j j ^ ' .' Cujl j-J t ^ ^ » ALI ^AJLL^ 4Üll t-Jj^J Γυ13 1 ;UIA AJJJA 2

.lit·! u j ë . ^ i l l iini.l jl ;jlaill dljA ^JJI ^ii j-aJI iJjjf?. Jliä (jJll >'t'irli 3

'Abd Allah told us, my father told me, Rawh told us, Sähh ibn Abi 1-Akhdar told us,
Ibn Shihâb told us on the authority of Sa'id ibn al-Musayyab on the authority of Abu
Hurayra, he said, the messenger of God (j) [said],
"On my night journey I was brought two drinking-cups, a drinking-cup with milk and
a drinking-cup with wine. I looked at them and took the milk. Gabriel said, 'Praise be to
God, who guided you to the way of the original religion. If you had taken the wine, your
community would have deviated from the original way.'"

The text of the choice t r a d i t i o n from Sälih ibn Kaysân (SKc) is: 100
gjj g^iLuul Ì ' " ^ ; ( J ^ L-J «i*j (ji

w

* - ^jiiljul _yjl i ' " ^

!L]^

·*-**^" jj··"*·"

(^

^Λ^\

J^J ^ j | \''^j^ι

I J J J J Ä . <1 Jliâ (jjlll ^^5 i i . i aj ì »3;^ J Î . ' Â J A Ì . ^ ^ â j ( j j ^ j f l JJAJAJ ^ 1 < j j j »^LÉJII -fljì'- ^•••;<- j
AJ (€^>UI> <Jl J ^ - ^ <^4 ^ t

Abu Bakr Ahmad

axl^a ^ìlt J j ^ ) J A ^ J />j) t&Al Ì I J J À ! J * ^ ^ d i ^ l

ibn al-Hasan, the qädi, informed

|

4

^1 f&jia&lll ClpA 5

us, he said, Abu

l-'Abbâs

Muhammad ibn Ya'qüb told us, he said, al-'Abbäs ibn Muhammad al-Dûrî told us, he
said, Ya'qüb ibn Ibrahim told us, he said, my father told us on the authority of Sälih
ibn Kaysân on the authority of Ibn Shihâb, he said, I heard Ibn al-Musayyab say,
"When the messenger of God (s) reached Jerusalem he met there Abraham, Moses and
Jesus (peace upon them); he was brought two drinking-cups, a drinking-cup with milk
and a drinking-cup with wine. He looked at them. Then he took the drinking-cup with
milk. Gabriel said to him, "You are guided to the way of the original religion. If you had
taken the wine, your community would have deviated from the original way.' (Then the
99

Ibn Hanbal, Musnad, II, 673 (no. 10658).

, 0

° Al-Bayhaqï, Dalä'il, II, 359-360.
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messenger of God (j) returned to Mecca and reported that he had made the night
journey. Many people who had prayed with him, were led astray.)"

The text o f the choice tradition from Shu'ayb (SHc) is:
02

IS-JI : ' J > s (*-*• ^ ' V - ^ J ) °JIJ*

101

ti

:(

6

W' t * ' " * j ' ' . " " άί -V^" i^Ji^-' ( -^) i/J* j " υ ' . ' j * • • 1
1

1

(Ji L^JI > liiä ófJj > ^ ( - \ ) ά - ( ύ Α ^ ί ^ ά Ρ ^ ( * y j ! J ^ ) »Wii *ΐ ι # j " ' Va f » ^ ^ dfj

2

/-Ί'-Ι t i i j t j ^ i J I .'Λ-ίΙ j l ;jlaill JIIJ» ,«ill Ji i^->ll iJjJjf?· J l ü αί^Ι i i l 3

The text of the choice tradition from Yunus (Yc) is:'°
4_j t i j - " l ÄJJ

>»^β jìil L)_>"J («jl :

3

» j i j * j i ' <J^ : ' . " · " ' ^ cw' J ^ :LW i—il^l (JJ! JJC U ^ J J 1

tdlxA («HI Λ ' --H :^^LaII AJC J j j f ^ <1 Jus (jjlil i i l i L^JI j t j ä i j J j j ^ i . ^ j j t lij »UIJLJ 2
.lillJ iijjc. j ^ i J I kiiii.! j l i j L i l l 3

The text of the choice tradition from al-Zubaydi (Zc) is:10
^.jl ;(JjAJ ej^jA W' t" "'" ^ ' .'J --Il (jjl ( ÌJ1 » n) tjc (5 J * j l ' 0 ° L^-^j^' Ù^ M J ^ 0^ 'lrt^* In W J
«Lilc) (Jj u^ (<]\ (JIÄ9 ^jiill À^.1 AJ I -jjll jU'i< (jjlj JA^. (JA gjj^aj <j LSJ^II < U A»lt«i A\ cJ^^J 2
.iilL.I (ÙJC-V) C-ijil JAÌ1\ cui.1 jls (;jl»ill\) ijl»iU Cip* ^(.XJI 3

Similarities between the choice traditions
The mutün of the traditions from 'Abd al-Wahhäb, Marzûq, Sähh ibn Abi 1-Akhdar, Sälih
ibn Kaysän, Shu'ayb, Yünus and al-Zubaydi look very much alike. The content is the same
and they have many formulations in common. The words that almost all traditions have in

101

The text of the tradition from Shu'ayb is ihe version of Abu 1-Yamän, which is based on the different

versions of his pupils. Variant formulations of Shu'ayb's son Bishr are placed between brackets. See (he
translation on page 140.
103

The formulation is from ihe version of Abu 1-Yamän. The text of Bishr is 'an Sa'ïd ibn al-Musayyab 'an Abi

Hurayra qäla.
' 0 ' The text of ihe tradition from Yünus is based on the different versions of his students. The formulation on
which most students agree is placed in the text. See the translation on page 136.
'04 The formulation is from ihe versions of Abu 1-Safwän and 'Anbasa. The text of'Abd Allah ibn al-Mubärak
is 'an al-Zuhri 'an Sa'id ibn al-Musayyab 'an Abï Hurayra qäla.
":'' The formulation of Abu I-Safwän is inna I-nabi (s) utiya.
10

* The text of the tradition from 'Abd al-Wahhäb is based on the traditions of al-Nasä'i (S35) and Ibn Hibbän

(S36). Variant words are placed between brackets. See the translation on page 143.
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common are utiya rasül Allah'07 (SAc utttu), layla usriya bihi (SAc hi and SKc nothing), biqadahayni (min) khamr wa-laban (SAc+SKc qadah laban wa-qadah khamr), fa-na^ara (SAc fanaçartu) ilayhimâ, akhadha (SAc akhadhtu) l-laban, fa-qâla Jibrtl, al-hamd h-Allâh alladhï
hadäka li-l-fitra (Sk+Zc hudita (li-)l-ßlra) law akhadhla l-khamrghawat

ummatuka.

The similarities indicate that the traditions derive from a common source. The name
of this person is Ibn Shihâb al-Zuhri according to the information from the chains of
transmitters. The high degree of similarity between all traditions indicates that al-Zuhri had
a written version of this tradition that he transmitted and let the students write down.

Differences between the choice traditions
The question that has to be answered at this point is whether the traditions attributed to
seven students of al-Zuhri were indeed transmitted by seven different

persons. The

differences between the traditions are as follows.
Ihn Shihäb

'Abd al-Wahhäb, Marzüq, Sälih ibn A, Sâlih ibn Κ
(others al-Zuhri)

Ibn al-Musayyab

Sälih ibn K, Yünus, al-Zubaydï (others Sa'td ibn alMusayyab)

qäla rasiti Allah (s)

Sälih ibn A (Sälih ibn Κ: Sa'ïd ibn al-Musayyab relates
the story, others: Abu Hurayra relates the story)

-X

hina intahä

Sälih ibn Κ (others nothing)

bi-/ilä Iliyä'

'Abd al-Wahhäb, Shu'ayb, Yünus (Salih ibn Κ ila bayl
al-maqdis, others nothing)

laqiyafîhi Ibrahim wa-Müsä

Sälih ibn Κ (others nothing)

wa-'Isd 'alayhim al-saläm
-X

thumma akhadha

'Abd al-Wahhäb, Sälih ibn Κ, Shu'ayb, al-Zubaydï
(others fa-akhadh(a/tu)

-X

fa-qâla lahujtbril

'Abd al-Wahhäb, Sälih ibn Κ, Yünus, al-Zubaydï
(others fa-qâla Jibrtl)

qadah laban wa-qadah khamr Sâlih ibn A, Sälih ibn Κ (others (min) khamr wa-laban)
hudita (li-)l-fitra

Salih ibn K., al-Zubaydï (others al-hamd li-Allâh alladhi
hadâka li-l-fitra)

la-ghawat ummatuka

Marzüq, Sälih ibn K, al-Zubaydï (others ghawat

' The word nabi is mentioned is some versions of al-Zuhrï's students.
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ummatuka)
thumma raja'a / ] ma'ahu

Salih ibn Κ (others nothing)

The traditions from Salih ibn Abi 1-Akhdar, Salih ibn Kaysân and al-Zubaydi contain the
most distinguishing differences

In the tradition of Salih ibn Abi 1-Akhdar, Muhammad

relates the story himself, ι e the text is told in the first person, while Abu Hurayra (Sa'id ibn
al-Musayyab by Salih ibn Kaysan) relates the story about Muhammad in the traditions from
the other students, ι e the text is written in the third person singular The traditions of Salih
ibn Kaysan and al-Zubaydi do not mention the phrase albamd h-Allah alladht hadaka hlfitra but contain the words hudtla h-l-fitra instead The tradition of Salih ibn Kaysan
mentions the words hina intahä ila and bayt almaqdis and adds a sentence at beginning and
the end of his tradition These differences can be seen as peculiarities of the transmission of
the two Sâlih's and al-Zubaydi and it does not seem likely that they copied their tradition
from one of the other students
Three differences (marked with an X in the list) appear each time in the traditions of
three or four students, although the names of the students are different in each case A very
reasonable explanation is that al-Zuhn sometimes mentioned one option and sometimes the
other option For instance, 'Abd Al-Wahhab, Shu'ayb and Yünus mention the place lliya'
(Jerusalem), while Marzüq, Salih ibn Abi 1-Akhdar and al-Zubaydi do not tell where the
choice took place
It is more difficult to determine whethr the traditions from 'Abd al-Wahhab,
Marzuq, Shu'ayb and Yunus are separate transmissions, because the remaining differences
are very small Yünus calls the informant of al-Zuhn Ibn al-Musayyab10 , while the other
three mention his ism Sa'id

Marzuq does not mention that the night journey was to

Jerusalem Even if we compare the differences per student (see list below), the omission of
lahu and the addition of la before ghawat could have derived from a transmission error
- 'Abd al-Wahhab

ila îliya '

thumma akhadha

fa qala lahu

ghawat

-Marzuq

-

fa akhadha

fa qala

la ghawat

-Shu'ayb

bi/ila lliya '

thumma akhadha

fa-qala

ghawat

-Yunus

(hi Iltya')

fa-akhadha

fa-qäla lahu

ghawat

Although we cannot decide if these four traditions derived from separate transmissions, why
should we not assume that the information in the asanld is genuine' The mutun are similar
None of these four traditions contains additional information to support, for example, a
One student of Yunus, Abd Allah ibn al Mubarak, gives the complete name He is responsible for the
addition of Ibn al Musayyab's ism in the isnad
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certain ideology. The only part that could have been falsified is the isnâd. Perhaps somebody
wanted to add this tradition to his corpus, but did not actually hear it from al-Zuhri or one
of his students. That is no reason to dismiss this particular tradition, because the matn of
each of these four traditions is genuinely from al-Zuhri. A possible explanation for the
similarity is that these students copied the same manuscript from al-Zuhri before they read
it to him ('ard).

Comparison of the choice traditions with the two-topic traditions
The content of the choice traditions (C) and the corresponding part in the two-topic
traditions (2T) is similar and even some formulations are equal, utiya rasul Allah (C) and wautitu (2T and C-version Sahh); fa-/thumma akhadha l-laban (C) and fa-akhadhlu l-laban (2T)
(2T Ibrahim ibn Ismâ'ύ fa-ikhtartu qadah al-laban); fa-qdla (lahu) Jibrtl (C) and fa-qâla Jibril
'alayhi l-saldm (2T) (2T Ma'mar fa-qila (li)); law akhadhta l-khamr (la-)ghawat ummatuka (C)
and (ammd innaka) law akhadhta l-khamr ghawal ummatuka (2T) (2T Ibrahim ibn Ismä'll
law akhadhta qadah al-nabïdh la-ghuwiyat ummatuka).
However, beside these similarities the choice traditions contain peculiarities that the
two-topic traditions do not have. The most distinguishing differences are the person who
tells the story (C: Abu Hurayra, 2T and C-version Sâlih ibn A: Muhammad), the name used
for Jerusalem (C: Iliyä', 2T and C-version Sâlih ibn K: bayl al-maqdis). Other differences are
bt-qadahayni min khamr wa-laban (C) (C-Sälih ibn A and Sâlih ibn Κ qadah laban wa-qadah
khamr) instead of bi-inä 'ayni fi ahadihima laban wa-fi l-dkhar khamr (aT-Ma'mar), qadah
laban wa-qadah nabtdh (2T-Ibrählm ibn Ismä'll) or ind ' khamr wa-ind ' laban (2T-Ibrâhïm ibn
Sa'd); al-hamd li-Alldh alladhi haddka li-l-fitra (C) instead of hudïta li-l-filra (2T = C-version
Sâlih ibn Κ and al-Zubaydl). All choice traditions, except the version of Salih ibn Κ
mention the occasion layla usriya bthi, which appears in the two-topic traditions only in the
version of Ma'mar (layla usriya bi/bihi). None of the two-topic traditions mentions the
sentence fa-naçara ilayhimd, although the version of Ma'mar has fa-qila li (/fa-qdla) khudh
(/ashnb) ayydhumd shi'ta at the same location in the sentence.
The similarities in content and formulations indicate that the choice tradition and
the two-topic tradition come from the same person, i.e. al-Zuhri, while the differences show
that the choice tradition is not a shortened version of the two-topic tradition or vice-versa.
Al-Zuhri probably had two different written versions of the night journey, one short
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tradition about Muhammad's choice and one lengthier tradition about Muhammad's
description of the three prophets and his choice between drinks.
The deviations in the choice traditions of Salih ibn Abî l-Akhdar, Sälih ibn Kaysän
and al-Zubaydï, which we noticed before, are formulations from the two-topic tradition.
Their appearance in the choice traditions from these three students might derive from their
(or one of the later transmitters) acquaintance with the two-topic tradition. Especially the
tradition of Sälih ibn Kaysän contains many formulations from the two-topic versions, bayt
al-maqdis, laqtya, Ibrahim wa-Mûsâ wa-'îsâ and hudïta l-fitra. Still, the traditions of these three
persons contain too many peculiarities of the choice tradition to be shortened versions of
the two-topic tradition.

Comparison between the mutün of the description traditions
Three students of al-Zuhrï (Ma'mar 10 ', Ibn Ishâq and Yünus) have a tradition that only
relates Muhammad's description of Abraham, Moses and Jesus. I will first compare them
with each other and then with the corresponding part of the two-topic traditions from
Ma'mar, Ibrahim ibn Ismâ'ïl and Ibrahim ibn Sa'd. The asdnid are as follows:

109

The isnädcum main analysis of Ma'mar's traditions showed that traditions S8 and S9 from Ibn 'Asäkir are

shortened versions of the two-topic tradition. I will only use the description traditions that I entitled
description versions (former Ta/sfr-versions). See pages 126-127 a n d 'S 0 ·
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Figure 16: Isnad bundle of al-Zuhri's description tradition
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The text of the description version from Ma'mar (Md) is:"°
dill uyvj
Α^Ι
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_ .3 J» ι il η ^ j j *_?_^ ^ ^-^l J cj·· ^J»' frL-· ^J 1-»J frÌ-e 5

"° The text is of Ma'mar's description tradition is based on the traditions o f ' A b d al-Razzäq's Tafsïr (Sio), alTabarl (Su) and Ibn 'Asäkir (S12 and S13). The formulation most traditions agree on is placed in the text,
except in the case of the word al ra's and al sha'r from 'Abd al-Razzäq's Tafsïr, which are both mentioned in the
text. See my remark on page 129.
'" An additional remark in M u h a m m a d ibn Yahyä's version in the traditions from Ibn 'Asakir is aw qäla and
ashbahu wuldihi bihi.
112

An additional remark in Muhammad ibn Yahyä's version in the traditions from Ibn 'Asäkir is ya'ni 1-

hammam.
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T h e text of the description tradition from M u h a m m a d ibn Ishaq (Id) is:" 3
/u^

• 'f
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{-uiy*j

AJAI_JJI
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^ ^ · -* V ' 'a' ' - J r*^· ^ jilt ( J ^

1

^Ù
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^ j ^ j * L.1 j [«e] 4-L. <i <^Λ -<.-•' • - V j -<."•' • -: < i i l 2L>.j j l (Ji fj*lJJI L·! Jlis <yil ^ I J ^ i (>*îj 2
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""»^ ^J- · - * ^ J ftjjc AJ Λ ^ » ·> J 5

Al-Zuhri claimed on the authority of Sa'ïd ibn al-Musayyab that the messenger of God
(j) described Abraham, Moses and Jesus to his companions [in his report] when he saw
them on that night. He said, "With regard to Abraham, I have never seen a man
looking more like your companion [i.e. Prophet Muhammad] [than Abraham] and no
companion of yours looking more like him than him. With regard to Moses, he was a
dark-complexioned man, tall, slender with curly hair and a hooked nose as if he was
one of the Shanü'a people. With regard to Jesus son of Mary, he was a reddish man of
medium height with lank hair and many freckles in his face as if he just came out of a
bath. You would think that his head was dripping with water, although there was no
water on it [i.e. his head]. The man most like him among you is 'Urwa ibn Mas'üd alThaqafi.""'1

The text of the description t r a d i t i o n from Yünus (Yd) is:"'

jAìJi ( J ^ j i ^ • »jr. Lftlj S « j L i u ^ - J o · * ^ - ^ I ^ H ' J ^ i-^-J '-Γ1^>*-^3 is^J*

a

^ * ^ : ϋ ^ Λ* '• ^ ^

iJj"J 2

( < j (C imi <jl L^Jjâ •*,^^* - » ' • ^ ^kul J_j*iij f ^ J 4

Ibn Shihäb said, Ibn al-Musayyab informed me that the messenger of God (s) met there
Abraham, Moses and Jesus. The messenger of God (s) described them and said,
"With regard to Moses, he was slender with curly hair [in text: head] as if he was one
of the Shanü'a people. With regard to Jesus, he was a reddish man as if he just came out
of a bath. The person I know who looks most like him is 'Urwa ibn Mas'üd al-Thaqafï.
With regard to Abraham, from all his children I resembled him most." (When the
messenger of God (i) returned, he told the Quraysh that he had made the night journey.)

113

Ibn Hishâm, Sïra, I, 266.

"'' I used the translation of Guillaume, but I made some changes. Guillaume, The life, 183-184.
"' AI-Tabari,/äm;' al-bayan, XV, 5-6
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Similarities between the description traditions
The traditions from Ma'mar and Muhammad ibn Ishâq look much more alike than the
tradition from Yünus. All three traditions have the following parts in common:
- Introduction:

anna rasulAllah (s), Ibrahim wa-Mûsâ wa-'Isâ

- Abraham:

ammâ Ibrahim

- Moses:

fa-ammâ Musa, ka 'annahu min rijâl Shanû 'a

- Jesus:

wa-ammâ 'Isa, fa-rajul ahmar, ka 'annahu (Yd: ka 'annamä) kharaja min
dïmâs, ashbahu hihi 'Urwa ibn Mas'üd

The similarities between the three versions indicate that they derive from a common source,
Ibn Shihâb al-Zuhrï according to the chains of transmission.

Differences between the description traditions
The tradition from Yünus is the most deviating version. It describes the three prophets in a
different order: Moses —Jesus — Abraham instead of Abraham — Moses -Jesus. It contains
additional words {fa-na'atahum rasül Allah (s) and rapi al-ra's) and lacks some words (layla
usriya bihi (Md)/hina ra ahum β tilka l-layla (Id), fa-rajul ddam tuwäl/tawil, ja'd aqna, bayna Iqasir wa-l-tawil, sibl al-sha 'r kathir khildn al-wajh, likhdlu ra 'suhuyaqturu ma \ wa-md QAd)/walaysa (Id) bihi ma') compared with the traditions from Ma'mar and Muhammad ibn Ishâq.
Furthermore, Yünus' tradition mentions laqiya hunâka instead of wasafa li-ashdbihi, fa-ana
ashbahu wuldihi bihi "

instead of fa-lam ara rajulan ashbaha bi-sdhibikum minhu

and

ka'annamd instead of ka 'annahu.
Even though the traditions from Ma'mar and Muhammad ibn Ishâq are very similar,
they still contain some differences that point to a separate transmission of both versions i.e.
it does not seem likely that one tradition is copied from the other. Muhammad ibn Ishâq
mentions hind ra 'ahum fi tilka l-layla instead of layla usriya bihi (Md), lawil instead of tuwdl
(Md), wa-laysa instead of wa-md (Md), rijdlikum instead of man ra 'aytu (Md+Yd) and adds
wa-lâ sâhibakum ashbaha bihi and the nasab Ibn Maryam. Ma'mar's version does not
mention the word darb (Id+Yd) and the nisba al-Thaqafï (Id+Yd).
However, we find the most distinguishing feature of Ma'mar's tradition in the isndd.
Muhammad ibn Ishâq and Yünus mention, that al-Zuhrï received his information from
Sa'ïd ibn al-Musayyab, who tells what Muhammad said about the three prophets. Ma'mar
" Ibn 'Asâkir mentions these words in the version of Muhammad ibn Yahyä from Ma'mar as an alternative,

aw qdla ana ashbahu wuldihi hihi
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(according to 'Abd al-Razzäq) is the only person who mentions the name Abu Hurayra as
intermediary between Sa'ld ibn al-Musayyab and Muhammad. Ibn Ishäq and Yunus either
forgot or did not mention Abu Hurayra, or Ma'mar (or 'Abd al-Razzäq) added his name
because of the similarity with the two-topic tradition, which we will discuss in the next part.

Comparison oflhe description traditions with the two-topic traditions
We can skip the comparison of the description tradition and the corresponding part of the
two-topic tradition partly, because we have already compared the versions of'Abd al-Razzäq
from Ma'mar. The conclusion of 'Abd al-Razzäq's traditions from Ma'mar was that both
traditions are connected to the night )ourney; they describe the same three prophets only
and they have certain formulations in common. However, the order in which the prophets
are described and the formulations of the description tradition differ considerably from the
corresponding part in the two-topic traditions. The question was whether 'Abd al-Razzâq
received two versions from Ma'mar or one of the two is a forged tradition, perhaps by 'Abd
al-Razzäq. There were some indications that 'Abd al-Razzâq's description tradition was
secondary to the two-topic version."7
When we compare the tradition of Yünus with the two-topic traditions, it appears
that the above-mentioned additional words in Yunus' tradition, are similar to the two-topic
traditions, especially the two-topic tradition of Ma'mar in the version of'Abd al-Razzâq.
Furthermore, the order of Yunus' description is identical to the two-topic traditions from
Ma'mar (in both versions of'Abd al-Razzaq and Hishäm) and Ibrahim ibn Sa'd. Beside the
above-mentioned similarities, several other sentences in Yünus' tradition are peculiar for the
description tradition (fa-ammä Mûsâ, fa-ammä 'ïsâ, fa-ashbaha man ra'aytu bihi 'Urwa ibn
Mas'üd al-Thaqafi and fa-ammä Ibrahim). The tradition from Yünus seems to be a mixture of
the description part in the two-topic traditions and the separate tradition about the
description.
The similarities with the description part in the two-topic tradition of Ma'mar in the
version of 'Abd al-Razzäq indicate that there must have been some interdependency at a
certain stage of the transmission. The question is: at which stage? Who is responsible for the
similarity?
The problem is that we do not know whether 'Abd al-Razzäq's version is closer to
"the original" tradition of Ma'mar than the version of Hishäm ibn Yüsuf, or if Ma'mar had
" 7 See the comparison on pages 130-131.
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only one original tradition at all. If the tradition of Ma'mar in the version of 'Abd alRazzâq is closer to the "original" tradition of Ma'mar than the version of Hishäm ibn Yusuf,
then it might be possible that Yünus also heard the tradition from Ma'mar and mixed it
with the version he heard from al-Zuhrï. Interestingly, al-Mizzî mentions a tradition in
which a similar phenomenon is described. 'Abdän said on the authority of Ibn al-Mubärak,
"when I looked at the traditions of Ma'mar and Yünus, it amazed me [that they looked] as if
they came from the same niche" (wa-qäla 'Abdän 'an Ibn al-Mubârak annanï idhä naçartu fi
hadith Ma'mar wa-Yunusyu'jibunï ka 'annahumä kharajâ min mishkah wahida)."
If the tradition of Hishäm ibn Yüsuf is the better transmission from Ma'mar, then
the interdependency must have occurred at a later stage, perhaps at the level of 'Abd alRazzäq. It seems, however, very unlikely that Yünus, who was a student of al-Zuhrï and may
have met Ma'mar himself, would have used the tradition of one of his students.
We have already established in the comparison with the two-topic tradition from
Ma'mar and the description tradition from 'Abd al-Razzâq, that the latter transmitted both
versions. Because we possess a description tradition in the version of another student of alZuhrl, Muhammad ibn Ishâq, the origin of both descriptions (as a separate tradition and as
part of a longer tradition) lies not with 'Abd al-Razzâq or Ma'mar but with al-Zuhri, i.e. alZuhri transmitted two different versions. Al-Zuhri (and not 'Abd al-Razzaq or Ma'mar as I
suggested before) perhaps created the separate description tradition during or maybe
specifically for a tafiir-lesson.

Unresolved issues

There remain some traditions of students of al-Zuhri that have not yet been compared.
The first tradition is from Muhammad ibn Ishäq. Al-Tabari placed it after his
description tradition of 'Abd al-Razzâq from Ma'mar (Sn) with the isnäd Ibn Humayd ->
Salama [ibn al-Fadl] -> Muhammad [ibn Ishäq] -> al-Zuhrï -> Sa'ïd ibn al-Musayyab ->
Prophet Muhammad. 11 ' He does not give the complete text, but mentions that it is similar to
[the tradition from Ma'mar], although it does not mention Abu Hurayra as informant of
Sa'ïd ibn al-Musayyab ('an rasûlAllah (s) bi-nahwihi wa-lamyaqul 'an Abi Hurayra).
Comparison of Ibn Hishäm's version from Ibn Ishäq with the tradition of'Abd alRazzâq in the previous paragraph confirms al-Tabarî remark. The tradition of Ibn Hishäm
'" Al-Mizzi, Tahdhib, VIII, 221 (no. 7783).
"' Al-Tabarï,Jâmi'albayän, XV, 15. See also page 148
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is indeed very similar to the tradition of'Abd al Razzaq Ibn Hisham did also not mention
Abu Hurayra as informant of Sa'id ibn al-Musayyab Therefore, al-Taban probably possessed
a tradition from Ibn Ishäq on Muhammad's description of the three prophets transmitted
by Salama
The second tradition is the tradition from Ma'qil Muslim preserved it with the isnad
Salama ibn Shabib -> al-Hasan ibn A'yan -> Ma'qil -> al-Zuhn -> Sa'id ibn al-Musayyab ->
Abu Hurayra 12° Muslim placed it after the choice tradition from Yunus and remarked after
the beginning of the tradition that it is similar, but that it does not mention the place
Jerusalem (uliya rasül Allah (s) h mithhhi wa lamyadbkur hi Iliya ")
The choice traditions from 'Abd al-Wahhab, Marzuq, Shu'ayb, Yunus and alZubaydi begin with the same words Only three students refer to the location where the
choice took place, while the other three students do not mention Jerusalem

This

information corroborates Muslim's statement that he had a choice tradition from Ma'qil
The third tradition is al-Taban's combined tradition from Sa'id ibn al-Musayyab and
Abu Salama ibn 'Abd al-Rahman (S24) He received the tradition from Yunus ibn 'Abd alA'la -> 'Abd Allah ibn Wahb -> Yunus -> Ibn Shihab In the main analysis of the traditions
ascribed to Yunus, we compared the part that relates Muhammad's choice with the other
choice traditions from Yunus It differed considerably in some places while other parts were
similar The conclusion was that the main on the part of Muhammad's choice is from Abu
Salama or that it is a mixture between the versions of Sa'id ibn al-Musayyab and Abu Salama
ibn 'Abd al-Rahman
Comparison with the choice and the two-topic traditions shows that tradition S24 of
al-Tabarl contains more features of the choice tradition than of the two-topic tradition For
example, the story is told in the third person masculine singular instead of the first person
singular, Jerusalem is called lltya ' instead of bayt al-maqdis and bi qadahaym is used instead
of bi inâ'aym or nothing A feature of the two-topic tradition is the formulation hudtta ila I
fitra, although it also appeared in the choice tradition from al-Zubaydi
It is still not possible to determine with the information we have so far whether this
part of the tradition is from Sa'id ibn al-Musayyab or a mixture with the version of Abu
Salama Comparison with other traditions from Abu Salama might help to solve this
problem

l2

° Muslim, Sahih, VII, 198
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Conclusion
The isnäd-cum-maln analysis has shown that al-Zuhri transmitted three different traditions
about the night journey. Al-Zuhrî unites in one single tradition (the two-topic tradition)
Muhammad's description of Abraham, Moses and Jesus, and the choice he had to make
between drinking milk and wine. He transmitted both topics also separately with a different
formulation. The origin of these three traditions lies therefore in the first quarter of the
second Islamic century.
Al-Zuhrï's two-topic tradition is preserved in the versions of three students. Ma'mar,
Ibrahim ibn Ismâ'ïl and Ibrahim ibn Sa'd. They all derived from independent transmissions
although the version of Ma'mar deviates more. Either Ma'mar is responsible for the
deviation or al-Zuhri changed the tradition or his manner of transmission in the course of
time. The traditions from Ibrahim ibn Ismâ'ïl and Ibrahim ibn Sa'd are very similar and
contain more specific information than the version of Ma'mar. Therefore, it seems that alZuhri edited his tradition about the night journey after Ma'mar had studied with him.
However, the tsnäd in the two-topic tradition from Ma'mar is more detailed than the
asanid of the other two students. Ma'mar mentions that Sa'id ibn al-Musayyab received the
tradition from Abu Hurayra who related the story from Muhammad, while in the versions
of Ibrahim ibn Ismâ'ïl and Ibrahim ibn Sa'd, Sa'id ibn al-Musayyab relates the story
"directly" from Muhammad.
Several students of al-Zuhri preserved his choice tradition Although the content of
the choice tradition and the corresponding part of the two-topic tradition is very similar
and some formulations are identical, the choice traditions contain peculiarities that the twotopic traditions do not have. These differences show that the choice tradition is not a (later)
shortened version of the two-topic tradition or vice-versa. Al-Zuhri received the choice
tradition according to the chains of transmitters from Sa'id ibn al-Musayyab -> Abu
Hurayra. He did not trace it back to a report of Muhammad.
Three students, Sâhh ibn Abi 1-Akhdar, Sähh ibn Kaysân and al-Zubaydï, use
formulations in their choice traditions that are specific for the two-topic version. The
remaining parts of the traditions contain, however, too many peculiarities of the choice
tradition to be shortened versions of the two-topic tradition. The reason for the occurrence
of two-topic formulations in their choice tradition is perhaps their (or one of the later
transmitters') acquaintance with the two-topic tradition.
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Three students transmitted the description tradition from al-Zuhri, Ma'mar, Ibn
Ishaq and Yünus. The description tradition contains similar and deviating formulations
compared with the corresponding part of the two-topic tradition.
The tradition of Yünus is the most deviating version. It contains some peculiar
words from the two-topic tradition of 'Abd al-Razzäq from Ma'mar, beside formulations
that are specific for the description tradition. This indicates that it is a mixture of both
traditions There seems to be some connection between the transmission of the Yünus
tradition and the two-topic version of'Abd al-Razzäq from Ma'mar.
The description tradition derives also from Sa'ïd ibn al-Musayyab according to the
information from the asantd. Ma'mar is the only person who mentions Abü Hurayra as the
intermediary between Sa'ïd and Muhammad
There remain some questions, which perhaps the comparison with variant traditions
about the same topics that are not from al-Zuhri can answer. Did al-Zuhri receive all three
traditions from Sa'id ibn al-Musayyab or maybe from somebody else? Is al-Zuhri himself the
source of one or more traditions? Ibn Ishaq begins the description tradition from al-Zuhri
with the words "al-Zuhri claimed" (za'ama l-Zuhri). Guillaume mentions in a footnote that
the verb za'ama "implies grave doubt as to the speaker's veracity".121 Does this mean that Ibn
Ishaq doubted the content of the tradition or that al-Zuhri heard this tradition from Sa'id?
Did Sa'id ibn al-Musayyab get the tradition(s) from Abu Hurayra or somebody else' Why
did al-Zuhri alter the formulation of either the two-topic tradition or the two other
traditions' We will try to find an answer to these questions in the following paragraphs.

V. C O M P A R I S O N O F T H E Z U H R Ï - I R A D I T I O N S W I T H O T H E R VERSIONS

Al-Zuhri is the only person as far as I know who combines the description theme and the
choice theme in a separate tradition. Usually, the themes appear as part of a longer story
describing the isrä' (night journey) or the mira] (ascension to heaven). I selected stones of a
number of transmitters in whose traditions the description or choice theme is mentioned.
The traditions are ascribed to Abu Salama ibn 'Abd al-Rahmân (d. 94/713), Jäbir ibn 'Abd
Allah (d. 78/697), 'Abd Allah ibn 'Abbas (d 67/686-687) and Anas ibn Malik (d 92/711).

131

Guillaume, A , The life, 183 footnote 4 It can also just mean "he said" See Lane, Lexicon, I, 1232
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Traditions from Abu Salama
One of the parallel traditions about Muhammad's description of Abraham, Moses and Jesus
is from Abu Salama ibn 'Abd al-Rahmän -> Abu Hurayra (who is the informant of Sa'ïd ibn
al-Musayyab in the Zuhri-traditions) -> Prophet Muhammad. Al-Bayhaqï, Ibn Sa'd, Muslim
and al-Nasä'l preserved four traditions from Abu Salama in the version of his student 'Abd
Allah ibn al-Fadl, while Ibn 'Asâkir has one version from Abu Salama's son, 'Umar.'" The
imâd bundle is as follows.

Figure rj: Isnâd bundle of Abu Salama's description tradition
AL·BAYHAQÏ
d. 458/1066 Khurasan
Α5^Λ>Α54
AI^NASÂ'!
MUSLIM
d. 303/915 Egypt/Nasä
d. 261/874 Naysabur
fc.AS3
•
+ AS2
Muhammad
IBN SA'D
Zuhayr
ibn Rari'
d. 245/859
ibn Harb
d. 230/845
Navsäbür
d.234/849
Basra
is ra
Naysabur
Baghdad
ASi
Hujayn ibn al-Muthannâ
d. 205/820-i_Baghdad

?

\
4
Muhammad
ibn Yahyâ 1-Duhlï
d 252/866
Naysabur
I

Ahmad ibn Khâlid al-Wahbï
d. 2i4/82q,Hims

IBN 'ASÂKIR
d. 571/1175 Damascus
I AS5
M u h a m m a d ibn H a r u n
d. 307/919-20 Rüyän

Yusuf ibn Khalid al-Samli
d.189/805 Basra

'Abd al-'Aziz ibn Abi Salama
d. 164/780-1 Medina/Baghdad

Abu 'Awäna |al-Waddäh|
d. 176/792 Wäsit

'Abd Allah ibn al-Fadl
n.d. Medina

'Umar ibn Abï Salama
d 132/749-50 Medina

Abu Salama ibn 'Abd al-Rahmän
d. 94/713 Medina

+
Abu Hurayra
d. 57/677 Medina

i
Prophet Muhammad
d. 11/632 Medina
^ transmitters not mentioned in this overview

The traditions of al-Bayhaqi, Ibn Sa'd, Muslim and al-Nasâ'ï from 'Abd al-'Aziz ibn Abl
Salama -> 'Abd Allah ibn al-Fadl are very similar. The text 1s:123

' " Al-Bayhaqi, Dalä'il, II, 358-359 Ibn 'Asâkir, Tankh, XLVII, 366-367 (no. 10264). Ibn Sa'd, Tabaqät, I, 215-216
Muslim, Sabih, I 509 (no. 2-jS-{i-/2). Al-Nasâ'ï, al-Sunan al-kubrä, VI 455 (no. 11480/2).
" ' T h e text o f ' A b d al-'Aziz from 'Abd Allah ibn al-Fadl is based on the traditions of al-Bayhaqi, Ibn Sa'd,
Muslim and al-Nasâ'ï. The formulation most traditions agree on is put in the text.
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'Abd al-'Azïz ibn Abi Salama told (informed) us on the authority of 'Abd Allah ibn alFadl on the authority of Abu Salama ibn 'Abd al-Rahmän on the authority of Abu
Hurayra, he said, the messenger of God (i) said,
"I saw myself in the hij^,

and Quraysh asking me about the place of my night travel;

to be more precise, they asked me about things of Jerusalem that I could not confirm. I
have never been so distressed. But God raised it \bayt al-maqdis\ for me, so I [could] look
at it and answer them on whatever they were asking me.
I saw myself in a group of prophets. There was Moses standing to pray. He was a
slender man with curly hair as if he was one of the Shanû'a people. There was Jesus son
of Mary, standing to pray. The person who looks closest to him is 'Urwa ibn Mas'üd alThaqafi. And there was Abraham standing to pray. The person who looks most like him
is your companion; he meant himself.
The time for the prayer had come and I led them in prayer. When I completed the
prayer, somebody said to me: 'Oh Muhammad, this is Malik" , the lord of Hell, greet
him!' I turned towards him and he greeted me first."

T h e t r a d i t i o n of Ibn 'Asäkir from ' U m a r ibn Abï Salama is:
Jill ^jc. ^ji j à - ~ ULiJl L 5 J I ^ I I Λ·--*· " /jj .LA^I A J Λ Α Α \ll die LiLiJl AJAI gl Qi ^—» - Qi ••• ^jl U u i l 1

"'' AI-Bayhaqi remarks at the end of his tradition that the formulation of the traditions from Hujayn ibn alMuthannä and Ahmad ibn Khälid al-Wahbi is similar, except that the latter mentions wa and ukbiruQumyshan
'an masrdya. AI-Bayhaqi, Dald 'il, II, 359.
"' The hijr = "thai [space] which is comprised by the [curved wall called] the halim, which encompasses the
Ka'ba on the norlh [or rather north-west] side." Lane, Lexicon, I, 517.
126

According 10 043:77, the angel Malik rules over Hell. See Oxford Islamic Studies Online:

hllp.//www.oxfordislamicsludies.com proxy ubn.ru.nl.8o8o/jrticle/opr/t2Weoo6i? hi^iât pos=i
June 14, 2011).
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Abü Sahl Muhammad ibn Ibrahim informed us, 'Abd al-Rahmän ibn Ahmad ibn alHasan al-Râzi announced to us, Ja'far ibn 'Abd Allah al-Râzî announced to us,
Muhammad ibn Harun al-Ruwayäni announced to us, Yüsuf ibn Khälid ibn Yüsuf alSamtï told us, Abu 'Awâna told us, 'Umar ibn Abi Salama told us on the authority of
his father on the authority of Abu Hurayra, that the messenger of God (s) said that
"On my night journey, I placed my feet on the night I made the night journey where
the feet of the prophets from Jerusalem were placed. Jesus son of Mary was shown to me.
The person who looks closest to him is 'Urwa ibn Mas'üd. Moses was shown to me. He
was a man with curly hair, slender (with wavy hair)127 as if he is one of the Shanû'a
people. Abraham was shown to me. The person who looks closest to him is your
companion."

Comparison of the traditions from Abu Salama
Both versions from Abu Salama are related on the authority of Abu Hurayra who tells what
Muhammad said. Other similarities between the texts are min bayt al-maqdis, Mûsâ (...) faidhä rajul darb ja'd/ja'd darb (...) ka'annahu min rijâl Shanû'a, 'Isa tbn Maryam (...) aqrabu lnâs bihi shabahan 'Urwa ibn Mas'ûd and wa-idhâ Ibrahim/Ibrahim fa-idha (...) al-nas btht (...)
sâhibukum.
The tradition of'Umar ibn Abï Salama differs in three places significantly from the
version of 'Abd Allah ibn al-Fadl. In the first place, it differs in the part before the
description of the three prophets, annani layla usriya bi wada'lu qadamayya haythu tûdi'a
aqdâm al-anbiyâ ' min bayt al-maqdis fa- 'urida 'alayya instead of laqad ra 'aytunîfî l-hijr (...) waqad ra'aytunìfijamaa

min al-anbiyà'. In the second place, it describes the three prophets in a

different order, Jesus - Moses - Abraham instead of Moses -Jesus - Abraham. In the third
place, 'Umar does not mention the last part of 'Abd Allah's tradition, fa-hânat al-salâhfaamamtuhum(...)fa-iltafattu

ilayhifa-bada 'ani bi-l-salâm.

"7 The words mm alnjâl seem to be a transmission error. The original text was perhaps darb rajil (which is also
present in Ma'mar's version) which was changed into mm al-rtjäl after a while. See also page 175 footnote 133.
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Some smaller differences in formulations are the omission of the words qâ'imyusalli
(ya) and the nisba al-Thaqafî in 'Umar's version, the addition of the words fa/wa-'unda
'alayya (yn) and min al-njâl, the inversions of darb ja'd ('Omar ja'd darb) and wa-idha Ibrahim
('Umar Ibrahim fa-idha) and the sentence aqrabu l-nas bthi shabahan sähibukum ('Umar)
instead of ashbahu l-nâs bthi sahtbukum ('Abd Allah).
Except for the three major differences, the similarities in the part on the description
of Moses, Jesus and Abraham indicate that both versions derive from a common source,
Abu Salama according to the asanid. The students of Abu Salama or one of the later
transmitters are responsible for the above-mentioned differences or Abu Salama told the
tradition sometimes in a different way The similar formulations indicate that Abu Salama
possessed (written) notes of the tradition.

Comparison of the traditions ofAbu Salama with traditions of al-Zuhn
The two versions of Abu Salama bear a resemblance to al-Zuhn's description tradition. The
formulations that the versions of Abu Salama have in common with the corresponding part
of al-Zuhrï's two-topic tradition, are also all present in the description tradition. Therefore,
we will concentrate on the description tradition of al-Zuhrï.
Similarities between the version of 'Abd Allah ibn al-Fadl (AF) and the description
tradition of al-Zuhrï (Zd) are Musa ( .) rajul darb ja 'd ka 'annahu min njâl Shanü 'a, 'Isä (ihn
Maryam) (...) btht shabahan 'Urwa tbn Mas'üd (al-Thaqafi) and Ibrahim (..) ashbahu (al-nas)
bihi sähibukum
The order of the description of the three prophets is different. Al-Zuhn has (in the
versions of Ma'mar and Ibn Ishaq): Abraham - Moses -Jesus, while the order of 'Abd Allah
ibn al-Fadl is Moses —Jesus - Abraham. Notice however, that the latter is the same order as
in the description tradition of al-Zuhrï in the version of Yûnus and in the two-topic
traditions!
Other differences are laqad ra'aytuni (...) min al-anbiyä' (AF) instead of wasafa liashdbihi (...) wa-'îsâ (Zd, Yunus has laqiya hunaka (...) wa-'lsa), fa/wa-idha (AF 3x) instead of
wa-ammâ (Zd), aqrabu l-nâs (bihi shabahan) (AF) instead of (ashbaha) man ra 'aylu (bihi) (Zd)
and (ashbahu) l-nas bihi (sähibukum) ya 'ni nafsuhu (AF) instead of fa-lam ara rajulan (ashbaha
bi-sähibikum) minhu (Zd, Yunus has fa-anä ashbahu wuldthi bihi) Zuhn's version does not
mention the words qä 'imyusalli (AF 3x) aidfa-bänat al-salah (..) bi-l-salam, while 'Abd Allah
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ibn al-Fadl's version does not mention ädam tuwâl/tawïl (Yünus rapi al-τα 's) and fa-rajul
ahmar (...)yaqturu mä '.
The first part of the last sentence in the tradition of ' Abd Allah ibn al-Fadl (fa-hdnat
al-salâh fa-amamtuhum)

appeared, however, in the two-topic tradition of al-Zuhri in the

version of Ibrahim ibn Ismâ'ïl. This would mean that Ibrahim probably knew the version of
'Abd Allah ibn al-Fadl from Abu Salama and inserted this sentence in his tradition from alZuhri by mistake or deliberately.
Similarities between the version of 'Umar ibn Abi Salama (U) and the description
tradition of al-Zuhri (Zd) are almost similar to the version of 'Abd Allah ibn al-Fadl, 'ha
(ibn Maryam) ( ) biht shabahan 'Urwa ibn Mas'üd, Musa (..) rajulja'd darb ( ) ka 'annahu min
njäl Shanü 'a and Ibrahim (...) biht (shabahan) sähibukum.
None of the versions of al-Zuhri's description traditions describes the three prophets
in the same order as the version of 'Umar. Only the two-topic tradition of Ibrahim ibn
Ismâ'ïl from al-Zuhri mentions the same order. This might be another indication that
Ibrahim knew a version of Abu Salama, but the corresponding order could also be a
coincidence.
The different versions of al-Zuhri's description tradition contain furthermore no
correspondences to any parts in the tradition of 'Umar ibn Abl Salama that deviates from
the version of'Abd Allah ibn al-Fadl.

Conclusion of the comparison between the traditions of Abu Salama and al-Zuhri
The similarities between both versions of Abu Salama and the description traditions (and to
a lesser extent the two-topic traditions) of al-Zuhri indicate that there must be a common
source. This common link would be Abu Hurayra according to the information from the
chains of transmission.
I am inclined to conclude that the information in one or more asamd is not correct,
i.e. that the reference to either Abu Salama or Sa'ld ibn al-Musayyab is faulty. Abu Hurayra,
who died in 57/677 in Medina, is a very early transmitter. At his stage of transmission, I
expected to find less correspondence in content and especially in formulation.
However, the transmission in the first half of the first Islamic century did not take
place by oral transmission solely. Some people did use notes to support their memory,
usually in the form of a notebook.12 Abu Hurayra was possibly one of those using notes,
11

See my discussion of this topic in chapter 5
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because Kamaruddin got similar results applying the isnäd-cum-matn analysis on the "sawm
hadiths".'29 He was able to reconstruct several textual elements of Abu Hurayra's original
version(s).130 He concluded that "the hadtth circulated already in the first half of the first
century. It was the Companion Abu Hurayra (d. 58 or 59 A.H.) who brought the various
elements of the hadtth into circulation. He taught these elements separately and in different
combination and later transmitters made new arrangements of the elements."'3'
Therefore, we cannot exclude that Abu Hurayra is the source of the similar
formulation, just because he is such an early transmitter.

Traditions from Jäbir ihn 'Abd Allah
The second group of parallel traditions is from Jäbir ibn 'Abd Allah. The asânïd of the
traditions are as follows.
Figure 18: Isnâd bundle of Jäbir ibn 'Abd Allah's description tradition
ABO NU'AYM
d. 430/1038 Isfahan
ÌJ5 '
'Abd Allah ibn M u h a m m a d
d. 369/979 Isfahan

IBN HIBBÄN
d. 354/96? Si|istän
ABU YA'LÄ
d. 307/919-20
al-Mawsil

„i

Muhammad ibn
al-Hasan ibn Qulayba
d 310/922 'Asqalän

i

Kamil ibn Talha Yazid ibn Mawhab
d. 231/84J-6
d. 232/846-7
Baghdad
al-Ramla

Ismä'il ibn 'Abd Allah
d. 299/912 Isfahan

AUTIRMIDHI MUSLIM
d. 279/892
Khurasan

d. 261/874 Naysäbür

Qutayba ibn Sa î
d. 240/854
Baghlän

/
al-Layth ibn Sa'd *
d. 175/791 Egypl

Muhammad
ibn Rumh
d. 242/857
Egypt

I
my father ['AA. ibn
Muh ibn 'Abda]
n.d. Isfahan
al-Husayn ibn Hafs
d. 212/827 Isfahan
Ibn Abi Yahya
d. 184/800 Medina

Muhammad ihn al-Munkadir
d. 130/747-8 Medina

Abu 1-Zubayr
d. 128/746 Mecca
Jabir ibn 'Abd Allah
d. 78/697 Medina

i
Prophet Muhammad
d. 11/632 Medina

,29

See his dissertation from the Rheinische Friedrich-Wilhelm University, Kamaruddin, Reliability.

J

' ° Kamaruddin, Reliability, 344-345 and 353-354.
1,1

Kamaruddin, Reliability, 366
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T h e traditions of Abu Ya'la, I b n H i b b ä n , M u s l i m and al-Tirmidhi are very similar. T h e text
of al-Layth -> Abu l-Zubayr -> Jâbir (J-AZ) based o n these four t r a d i t i o n s is:132
l i l i »LuiS/l ( j i t c ^ a j t :LJÜ ( i ^ l i ^ Λ Ι J J - I J ij\ JjLa. ^

J ^ j l l ^ j l ( j e L j J ( - J I ) ( l j j i i . l \ ) Ulla. 1

i_jjs1 l i l i ( j i i L J I *Jc.) i»Jj^ i j j l l _ r uijc t l i j l j j « * j ü J - ? - j ά * < j l ^ [i/'c] J W · ^ ' ι > · V J * - 3 c r " ^ 2
'• » -< I^Ì . ^ Ì < ,.*. < j ι·*ijl , Ι\Λ

i^j ja! t j l j >ihl_^jl iijjl i j ^j» ··'* i j j ó j _ ^ ii.'·* ^ί ^ - ^ ' j Cy* ( L ^ ^ ) 3
t

^ J ~ *> l^lu) Aj LLU\ J ^JA t - ^ ^ l 1 i l i (JjJ^> Cut J J 4_wiAJ 4

(AI-)Layth told (informed) us on the authority of Abü l-Zubayr on the authority of Jäbir
that the messenger of God (s) said,
"The prophets were shown to me. Moses is slender (with wavy hair)' J3 as if he is one of
the Shanü'a people. I saw Jesus son of Mary (peace upon him). (The person) I know who
looks closest to him is 'Urwa ibn Mas'ûd. I saw Abraham. [The person] I know who
looks closest to him is your companion, by which he meant himself. I saw Gabriel. Who
looks closest to him is Dihya'' 4 ."

T h e text of Abu N u ' a y m ' s t r a d i t i o n from M u h a m m a d ibn al-Munkadir -> Jâbir (J-M) is: 1 "

AJAI gt ' " ' j ' J J ^ j - • - * ^jj ej_^Lj AJ^JAI _^A^1 ^ ί ^ ^ ; AjLuijl AJJC

• ••J*" I1JJI_JJ a^^ÌM u ^ j 0 ^ Ajl£ 3

•KU Âja_ii ^(jLjll < Ι Λ Ι » X J I AJIC. J J J J ^ t l j j l j j , - J ijÀJU A+ïi J A J J » X J I - i J t

4

'Abd Allah ibn Muhammad ibn Ja'far told us, Ismâ'ïl ibn 'Abd Allah told us, my father
told us, al-Husayn ibn Hafs told us, Ibrahim ibn Abî Yahyâ told us on the authority of

132

The Formulations most traditions agree on are mentioned in the text. The words between brackets indicate

an additional formulation in two texts Abu Ya'lä, MusnadAbi Ya'lä l-Mawsili, IV, Damascus 1404-1414/19841994, 179 (no. 497-(22éi). Ibn Hibbän, Sahih, XIV, 123-124 (no. 6232). Muslim, Sahih, I, 494 (no 271(167)). AlTirmidhi, Sunan, V, 265 (no. 3729)
'"Just like the tradition of Ibn 'Asâkir from 'Umar ibn Abî Salama, the words mm alnjdl seem to be a
transmission error. The original text was perhaps darb rajtl (which is also present in Ma'mar's version) which
was changed into mm al-rijdl after a while. See page 171 footnote 127
1,4

He is Dihya bn Khalifa bn Farwa al-Kalbi. According to Ibn Sa'd, he is an early convert. Tradition relate

that the Prophet Muhammad sent him with a document to the Byzantine emperor Qaysar. See al-Mi/zI,
Tahdhib, II, 432 (no. 1779). He died around 50/670. Lammens, H., [& Pellai, Ch.|, "Dihya (or Dahya b. Khalifa
al-Kalbi", Eh, II, Leiden 1965, 274-275
'" Abu Nu'aym, Geschichte Isbahäm Nach der Leidener Handschrift (Kitäb dhikr akhbär Isbahän), II, Leiden 19311934.56
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Muhammad ibn al-Munkadir on the authority of Jâbir that the messenger of God (j)
said,
"I saw Moses (peace upon him), a dark-complexioned man with curly hair as if he was
one of the Shanü'a people. I saw Jesus (peace upon him), a man with a red skin, who I
compared with 'Urwa ibn Mas'üd. I saw Abraham (peace upon him). From all people he
resembled me most. I saw Gabriel (peace upon him). From all people Dihya 1-Kalbï
resembled him most."

Comparison of the traditions from Jâbir
The version of al-Layth from Abu 1-Zubayr and Muhammad ibn al-Munkadir both relate the
tradition from Jâbir ibn 'Abd Allah from Muhammad. Both texts describe the three
prophets in the same order. Similar formulations between the texts are Musa (...) ka'annahu
min rijâl Shanü'a, wa-ra'aytu 'Isa (...) shabahan/shabbahtuhu bi-'Urwa ibn Mas'üd, wa-ra'aytu
Ibrahim and wa-ra 'aytujibrîl (...) shabahan/ashbaha (...) bi-Dihya.
Muhammad ibn al-Munkadir's version differs, however, considerably from the
version of Abu 1-Zubayr (J-AZ). Muhammad ibn al-Munkadir does not mention 'urida
'alayya l-anbiyd' and he does mention Dihya's nisba al-Kalbî, Abu 1-Zubayr has fa-idhä
instead of ra 'aylu, darb min al-rijäl instead of 'alayhi l-salam rajulan adamja'dan, ibn Maryam
('alayht l-saläm) fa-idhä aqrabu (l-näs) man ra 'aytu bihi instead of rajulan ahmar,fa-idhâ aqrabu
man ra'aytu bihishabahan sâhibukumya'nînafsuhu

instead of 'alayhi l-saläm wa-huwa ashbahu

l-näs bi, fa-idhä aqrabu man ra 'aylu bihi shabahan instead of ashbahu l-näs bi-.
The similarities between the traditions in content and in some formulations indicate
a common source. That would be Jâbir ibn 'Abd Allah according to the information from
the asânîd. The differences between the versions of al-Layth from Abu 1-Zubayr and
Muhammad ibn al-Munkadir also confirm the information from the asänid, because two
different persons, Abu 1-Zubayr and Muhammad ibn al-Munkadir, transmitted the tradition
from Jâbir.

Comparison of the traditions ofjäbir with versions ofAbu Salama and al-Zuhri
The traditions from Jâbir have the following formulations in common with the traditions
of Abu Salama and al-Zuhri, Müsä darb (...) ka'annahu min njäl Shanü'a,

'Isä (...) 'Urwa ibn

Mas'üd and the name Ibrahim. Furthermore, the order of the description of the prophets in
Jäbir's traditions (Moses -Jesus - Abraham) is the same as in the two-topic traditions of al176

Zuhrî in the versions of Ma'mar and Ibrahim ibn Sa'd, in the description tradition of alZuhrl in the version of Yünus and in the tradition of Abü Salama in the version of 'Abd
Allah ibn al-Fadl.
The formulations in the remaining part of both traditions are sometimes similar to
the traditions of Abu Salama and sometimes to the ones from al-Zuhri. The tradition from
Jäbir in the version of al-Layth from Abu 1-Zubayr is remarkably more similar to the version
of Abu Salama, while the version of Muhammad ibn al-Munkadir is more similar to the
traditions of al-Zuhri. The only part that is specific for both traditions from Jäbir is the last
part in which Gabriel is compared with Dihya l-Kalbi.

Conclusion of the comparison between the traditions of Jäbir, Abu Salama and al-Zuhri
The similarity in content (Moses looks like someone from the Shanü'a, Jesus looks like
'Urwa ibn Mas'üd and Abraham looks like Muhammad) between the traditions of Jäbir,
Abü Salama and al-Zuhri indicate that there is a common source. When we look at the
transmission chains of the traditions from these three persons, the one person all traditions
have in common is the Prophet Muhammad.

Figure 19: Isnad bundle of the description traditions
Al-Zuhri
d. 124/742
Medina a.o.

'Abd Allah
ibn al-Fadl
n.d. Medina

'Umar ibn Abï
Salama
d. 132/759 Medina

Sa'id ibn al-Musayyab
Abu Salama
d. 94/713 Medina
d. 94/713 Medina
^^"v^
^
Abu Hurayra
d. 57/677 Medina

Abu l-Zubayr
d. 128/746
Mecca

Muhammad ibn
al-Munkadir
d. 130/747-8 Medina

\
Jäbir ibn 'Abd Allah
d. 78/697 Medina
""

Prophet Muhammad
d. 11/632 Medina

The question is whether the similarities between the traditions of the common links al-Zuhri,
Abü Salama and Jäbir indeed derive from the Prophet Muhammad in the form we possess,
or if there is something else going on.
The isnâd bundle shows that all transmitters lived in the same area, Medina and
Mecca. It is even more remarkable that all of them, except the two persons who heard the
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tradition from Muhammad, Jabir ibn 'Abd Allah and Abu Hurayra, are Qurashï.' 36 Jâbir
and Abu Hurayra were both Companions of Muhammad, but they both came into contact
with Muhammad after the night journey.137
If we speculate about the origin of the similarities in the traditions of al-Zuhrl, Abu
Salama and Jabir, a solution might be the following situation. The tradition from Abü 1Zubayr and Muhammad ibn al-Munkadir from Jâbir ibn 'Abd Allah contain an element
that the other traditions do not have, i.e. the comparison of Gabriel with Dihya 1-Kalbî. So
let us assume that their acknowledgement from Jâbir is correct.
Furthermore, the description tradition of al-Zuhri and the traditions from Abü
Salama's pupils 'Abd Allah ibn al-Fadl and 'Umar ibn Abi Salama are very similar. The
common link of their traditions is the early transmitter Abü Hurayra, who is not mentioned
in the traditions ascribed to Jabir ibn 'Abd Allah.
However, there exists a tradition about the night journey from al-Zuhrl from Abü
Salama -> Jabir ibn 'Abd Allah -> Prophet Muhammad. Four different students of al-Zuhrî
handed it down, Ma'mar ibn Rashid, Sälih ibn Kaysän, 'Uqayl ibn Khâlid and Yünus ibn
Yazïd. The isnäd bundle of the traditions is as follows.

'3 See al-Mi^zi, Tahdhib, III, 198 (no. 2342) (Sa'id ibn al-Musayyab (...) al-Qurashî 1-Makhzümï), IV, 240 (no
3470) ('Abd Allah ibn al-Fadl (...) al-Qurashî 1-Häshimi), V, 355 (no. 4836) ('Umar ibn Abi Salama (...) alQurashî I-Zuhrï), VI, J03 (no. 6193) (Muhammad ibn Muslim ibn Tadrus 1-Qurasbî I-Asadi Abu 1-Zubayr), 507
(no. 6197) (Muhammad ibn Muslim (.. ) ibn Shihäb (...) al-Qurashî l-Zuhrï), 527 (no. 6223) (Muhammad ibn alMunkadir (...) al-Qurashî 1-Taymï) and VIII, 324 (no. 8004) (Abu Salama ibn 'Abd al-Rahmän ibn 'Awf alQurashi l-Zuhri).
1,7

See, Kister, M.J , "Djäbir b. 'Abd Allah b. 'Amr b. Haram b. Ka'b b. Ghanm b. Salima, Abu 'Abd Allah (or

Abu 'Abd al-Rahmän, or Abu Muhammad) ai-Salami al-Khazradjï al-Ansäri", in Eli, Brill Online 2011,
<hltp://www bnIlonline.nl/subscriber/entry>eniry=islam_SIM-848o> (visited 16 June 2011). Robson, J , "Abu
Hurayra", in Eh, 1,129.
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Figure 20: hnad bundle of al-Zuhn's tradition on Muhammad's vision about Jerusalem
IBN HIBBÄN
d. 354/965 Sigistän

AL·BAYHAQi
d. 458/1066
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'Abd Allah
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Qulayba ibn Sa'ïd
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d. 247/861
d. 241/855
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d 211/826 San'ä'
d. 208/823 Medina
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d. 271/884
Baghdad

Ubaq ibn Ibr.
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d. 285/898
San'ä'
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+

Yünus ibn Yazïd M a ' m a r ibn Räshid
d. 152/769 Ayla d. 153/770 San'ä

Ibrahim ibn Sa'd
d. 183/799 Medina

al-Layth ibn Sa'd

Sälih ibn Kaysân
d. >i4o/757 Medina

'Uqayl ibn Khâlid
d. 144/761 Ayla

d· i 7 5 / ^ > Egypt

•Ibn Shihâb al-Zuhrï
d. 124/742 Medina a.ο.
Abu Salama ibn 'Abd al-Rahmän
d. 94/713 Medina

•
Jäbir ibn 'Abd Allah
d 78/697 Medina

*
Prophet Muhammad
d. 11/632 Medina

The traditions of Yunus, 'Uqayl and Sahh ibn Kaysan look very much alike. Their text is:'3

.AJI j k i l ulj A^JI JC 3

O n the a u t h o r i t y o f I b n S h i h â b : A b u Salama i b n ' A b d a l - R a h m a n t o l d m e , he said, I
heard J ä b i r i b n ' A b d A l l a h say t h a t he heard t h e messenger o f G o d (s) say,

''"The text is based on the traditions of Yünus, 'Uqayl and Sälih ibn Kaysan. The formulation most traditions
agree on is mentioned in the text Abu Ya'lä, Musnad, IV, 70 (no. 326-(2θ9ΐ)). Al-Bayhaqî, Dalâ'il, II, 359 and
360. Al-Bukhârï, Sahîh, III, 30 (63 Kiläb manäqib al Ansar radiya Allah
Allah ta'älä subhän alladhiasrä

'anhum - 41 Bäb hadith al-isrä' wa qawl

bi 'abdihi laylan) Ibn Hanbal, Musnad, III, 461 (no 15044). Ibn Hibbän, Sabih, I,

252 (no. 55). Muslim, Sahîh, I, 509 (no. 276(170)). Al-Nasä'i, al-Sunan

al-kubra, VI, 388 (no. 11282/3). Al-

Tirmidhi, Sunan, IV, 363 (no. 5140)
' 3 ' The version of Sälih is lam ma kadbdhabatni Quraysh bina usriya bi ila bayt al maqdis qumtufi

l-hijr.
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"When Quraysh called me a liar, I stood in the btjr. God revealed Jerusalem to me and
I set about telling them its distinctive features, while I was looking at it.""10

Ma'mar's tradition deviates from the versions of al-Zuhrl's other students.' 4 ' 'Abd al-Razzäq
preserved two slightly deviating traditions in his Musanrzafanà his Tafstr.'42 Their text is:
Ai\ lie ^ JJL> ( i j t ) ' ' » i m (:Jli ( j ^ j l l ^jt (jj) Ä^aLu ^ 1 ^
l

i

1

( - - ) J** (gr? L ? J " ' ^J ) v - y ^ ^

3

άί · J ? ^

11

if J* jll ijcVJli j l j j l l ^JC- ΙΊΊΙ-> 1

( ^ «^-ä I f * ^ ( ί ^ 1 1 )

Λ 1

J j - J J 1 5 iCJ1*) J j i ) 2

'Abd al-Razzäq told us on the authority of/al-Zuhrï said on the authority of Abü
Salama (ibn 'Abd al-Rahmän, he said,) I heard (on the authority of) Jâbir ibn 'Abd
Allah say, the messenger of God (Prophet) (i) said,
"I stood in the Mjr, when my tribe called me a liar (on the night I was transported),
until I began to describe to them its distinctive features."

This tradition of al-Zuhrï (ZJ) bears some resemblance to the beginning of the tradition of
'Abd Allah ibn al-Fadl from Abu Salama -> Abu Hurayra (AS/AH). For example, the words
β 1-hiJT and ançuru ilayhi appear in both traditions, while ZJ mentions fa-rufi'a lì (version
Ma'mar) and KS/AW fa-rafa'ahu Allah li. Another similarity is Quraysh asking Muhammad
about Jerusalem.
It is therefore possible that parts of the description tradition of al-Zuhri that he
ascribed to Sa'id ibn al-Musayyab were originally from Abu Salama, perhaps specifically the
comparison of Jesus with 'Urwa ibn Mas'üd. Furthermore, it is possible that al-Zuhrï heard
two similar stories on the night journey and the description of the prophets from Sa'îd ibn
al-Musayyab and Abu Salama, mixed them or parts of them with each other, and only
mentioned one transmission line (Sa'îd ibn al-Musayyab from Abu Hurayra).
Another option is of course that al-Zuhri had heard the tradition from Abu Salama,
but ascribed it to Sa'îd ibn al-Musayyab. However, the tradition of al-Zuhrï contains
elements that the traditions of Abu Salama (in the versions of 'Abd Allah ibn al-Fadl and
'Umar ibn Abï Salama) and Jabir ibn 'Abd Allah (in the versions of Abu 1-Zubayr and
"'"The translation of the main is (partly) from Trevor le Gassick. See Ibn Kathïr, A translation of al-Sira al
nabawiyya, II, 72.
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It seems that we found another tradmon of which several students (in this case Yünus, 'Uqayl and Sahh)

transmit al-Zuhrï's edited tradition, while Ma'mar's tradition probably predates the editing.
"'2 'Abd al-Razzäq, Musannaf, V, 329 and Tafstr, I, 317 (no. IJ31) and 324 (no. 1584).
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Muhammad ibn al-Munkadir) do not have, like the information that the head of Jesus was
dripping with water as if he had just had a bath A mixture of two versions seems therefore
more plausible
If we continue the speculation that the versions of Muhammad ibn al-Munkadir and
Abu I-Zubayr indeed derive from Jabir, and (parts of) the tradition of al-Zuhn from Abu
Salama, we still have to decide whether the tradition is from Jabir directly from a report of
Muhammad, or through Abu Hurayra
The description tradition of al-Zuhn (in the version of Ma'mar) and the tradition
from Abü Salama (in the versions of 'Abd Allah ibn al-Fadl and 'Umar ibn Abi Salama)
both mention Abu Hurayra as the informant from Muhammad In our speculation, either
Jabir ibn 'Abd Allah or - especially if Jabir also heard a similar tradition from Abu Hurayra
- Abu Hurayra could be the source of the similar parts in the traditions of al-Zuhn, 'Abd
Allah ibn al-Fadl, 'Umar ibn Abî Salama, Abu 1-Zubayr and Muhammad ibn al-Munkadir
Unfortunately, although this seems to be a plausible explanation of the similarities,
there is no definite proof It is however certain, that at the end of the first Islamic century,
probably in the last quarter of the century or at the end of the third quarter, there circulated
a story among the Quraysh of Medina and Mecca in which Muhammad described the three
prophets whom he met during his night journey In this story, he said that Moses looked
like a man of the Shanu'a, Jesus like 'Urwa ibn Mas'ud and Muhammad himself looked like
(a son of) Abraham The Quraysh mentioned Companions who did not belong to their tribe
(Abu Hurayra and Jabir) as the source of their story

Traditions from Ibn 'Abbas
The next group of traditions are ascribed to Ibn 'Abbas One part is from Qatada -> Abu 1'Ähya and the other from Mujahid ibn Jabr Their asamd look as follows in a bundle
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Figure 21: Isnad bundle of Ibn 'Abbas' description tradition
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+
•

Prophet Muhammad
d. 11/632 Medina

transmitters not mentioned

The text of the tradition from Qatäda from Abu l-'Aliya -> Ibn 'Abbas is:'43
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The texl is based on the traditions mentioned in the tsnäd. Formulations most traditions agree on are

mentioned in the text. Al-Bayhaqi, Dalâ'tl, II, 386. Al-Bukhârî, Sahih, II, 313-314 (59 Kuäb bad'al-kbalq

- 7 Bäh

tdhä qäla ahadukum ämin wa l mala 'ikafi I samä ' ämin fa-wäfaqat ihdahumä l-ukhrä ghufira lahu mä laqaddama
mm dhanbtht). Muslim, Sahih, I, 492 (no. 266-(i65) and no. 267). Al-Tabari./âmi' al-bayän, XXI, 112
'" Variani formulations in Muslim's traditions are bina usriya bihifa-qala and marartu layla usrtya bi 'ala.
M

' Muslim's tradition from Shu'ba stops al this place, but he remarks that "he mentioned Malik, the guardian

of the hell and he mentioned the Antichrist" (wa-dhakara Mâlikan khäzm jahannam
1,1

Four of the five traditions continue with a remark from a later transmitter.
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wa dhakara l-dajjal)

On the authority of Qatâda on the authority of Abu Ι-'Äliya, he said, the son of the
uncle of your Prophet, i.e. Ibn 'Abbâs, told us, he said, the Prophet/messenger of God (i)
said,
"On the night of my night journey I saw Moses (ibn 'Imrän), a dark-complexioned,
very tall man with curly hair as if he was one of the Shanü'a people. I saw Jesus (son of
Mary), [he was] (a man) of medium height [with a skin between] red and white and with
lank hair [literally: head]. I saw/was shown Malik, the guardian of Hell and the
Antichrist - in signs which God showed him [the Prophet], hence do not doubt his
meeting with it [the book God gave Moses]!'"''7

The text of the t r a d i t i o n s from I b r a h i m ibn Ismâ'îl -> Ismâ'ïl ibn Yahyä -> Yahyä ibn
Salama -> Salama ibn Kuhayl -> Mujähid -> I b n 'Abbas is:"1
, - i i l l gjc (J^ljc (jjt (je- ^ A L ^ A ( j c LJ^6^ LJJ ^ U M I
<j\£ ( ^ j ^ i a a j i Ι >*·^Λ ^JL^. ( J ' ^
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Salama told us, my father told me on the authority of his father on the authority of his
grandfather [on the authority of] Salama ibn Kuhayl on the authority of Mujähid on
the authority of Ibn 'Abbâs on the authority of the Prophet (J), he said,
"On the night I made the night journey, I saw Abraham and he looked like me. I saw
Moses, [he was] very tall with curly hair (with curly hair, dark-complexioned, tall) as if
he was one of the Shanü'a people. I saw Jesus, [he was] [(a man) with a red skin of
medium height with lank [hair] as if his head was dripping with oil."
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This last part seems to be an addition of one transmitter to his student, because there is a shift m the

narrator. Someone relates about Muhammad (hu) in this part instead of Muhammad relating ihe story It is
also possible that tyydhu is a transcription error for lyydya. The part {torn fa-lä until liqa'ihi is from (^32:23. Il
follows after "And We gave Moses the book" (wa-lai/ad alaynä Müsä l-kitäb).
lit

Ibn 'Asäkir, Tärikh, XLVII, 364-365. Al-Tabaräni, al-Mu'jam al-kabïr, XI, 61 (no. 11086). The text is from the

tradition of al-Tabarânî The words between brackets are deviating formulations from the tradilion of Ibn
'Asäkir.
""The text of al-Tabaränl's tradition is "on the authority of his grandfather Salama ibn Kuhayl" ('an jaddihi
Salama ibn Kuhayl). The text should be 'an jaddihi 'AN Salama ibn Kuhayl, because Salama is the great-greatgrandson of Salama ibn Kuhayl. The tradition that al-Tabaräni mentions in his Mu'jam kabtr before this
tradition has the correct information: haddathanâ Salama ibn Ibrahim ihn Ismâ'îl ibn Yahyä ihn Salama ibn
Kuhayl haddalhani abt 'an ahlht 'an laddiht 'an Salama ibn Kuhayl.
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T h e text of the traditions from Isrâ'il ibn Yünus -> ' U t h m a n ibn al-Mughira -> Mujahid ->
Ibn 'Abbâs is: 1 ' 0
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Isrä'il told us on the authority o f ' U t h m ä n ibn al-Mughira on the authority of Mujahid
on the authority of Ibn 'Abbâs, he said, the messenger of God (i) said,
"I saw Jesus, Moses and Abraham. Jesus is [a man] with a red skin with curly hair and a
broad chest. Moses is dark-complexioned, big with lank [hair] as if he is one of the Zutt
people. They [Muhammad's audience] said to him: [And] Abraham? He [the Prophet]
said, 'Look at your companion!'"

Comparison of the traditions from Ibn

'Abbâs

T h e mutün of these three traditions ascribed to Ibn 'Abbâs d o n o t bear m a n y resemblances.
The only words they have in c o m m o n are ddam, ahmar (in the version of Qatäda
ka'annahu

min rijâl, ja'd(an)

humra),

and sibl. However, the last two words in the version of Isrâ'ïl

ibn Y ü n u s from ' U t h m ä n ibn al-Mughira are connected with a n o t h e r person (Jesus ja'd
instead of Moses) (Moses sibt instead of Jesus), while Moses is c o m p a r e d with someone from
the Z u t t instead of the S h a n ü ' a . The versions of Q a t a d a and Salama ibn Kuhayl have
f u r t h e r m o r e the words layla usnya hi, tuwdl and marbu/rab'a

in c o m m o n .

The differences between the three version ascribed to I b n 'Abbas are rather large.
They each have a different order in which they describe the p r o p h e t s . Peculiarities of the
version from Q a t ä d a are: A b r a h a m is n o t m e n t i o n e d in the tradition; Jesus is described as
(marbû')
khäiin

1.0

al-khalq

ilä l-humra

al-när wa-l-dajjälfi

wa-1-bayäd and the additional sentence wa-ra'aytu

Mälikan

ayät arähunna Allah tyyähu at the end of the tradition. Peculiarities

Al-Bukhârï, Sahih, II, 368 (60 Kitäb alanbiyä ' - 48 Bäh qawl Allah la 'ala wa udhkurfì l kitäb Maiyam idh

inlabadhat [...] 'an al-bard' sanyyan nabr saghir bt lsuiyàmyya). Ibn 'Asäkir, Tärikb, XLVII, 365. Al-Tabarânï, al
Mu'jam al kabir, XI, 54 (no. 11057) The lext of Isrâ'il is based on ihe three tradition of al-Tabarânï. Ibn 'Asäkir
does not mention the words in bold.
,τ,

The tradition of al-Bukhârï mentions Ibn 'Umar instead of Ibn 'Abbas, but that is probably a transmission

error, because the tradition is similar lo the version of al-Tabarânï and Ibn 'Asäkir who mention Ibn 'Abbäs.
1.1

The tradition of Ibn 'Asäkir ends at this point.

'" The tradition of al-Bukhârï ends at this point.
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of the version of Salama ibn Kuhayl are: Abraham is described as wa-huwa yushbihunî and
Jesus as ka'anna ra'sahuyaqturu (al-)duhn. The version of 'Uthman ibn al-Mughïra mentions
ra'aylu 'Isa wa-Musa wa-lbrâhïm 'alayhim al-salam. It describes Jesus as 'aridal-sadr, Moses as
jastm (...) (ka 'annahu min njâl) al-ZuU and Abraham as looking like Muhammad (uncurü ilä
sähibikum).
Because there are few similarities and some distinctive differences between the
traditions, it is impossible to conclude based on the comparison of the mulûn of these three
traditions that they indeed derive from a common source. Comparison with the versions of
Jâbir, Abü Salama and al-Zuhri can perhaps help to decide what the origin of the traditions
ascribed to Ibn 'Abbas is.

Comparison of the traditions of Ibn 'Abbas with the versions ofjâbir, Abu Salama and al-Zuhn
The only formulation that all traditions ascribed to Ibn 'Abbâs, Jabir, Abü Salama and alZuhrï have in common is the sentence Musa (...) ka'annahu mtn njal Sbanu'a (only the
version of Isrâ'll ibn Yunus from Ibn 'Abbâs mentions njâl al-Zutt). No traditions from Ibn
'Abbâs compare Jesus with 'Urwa ibn Mas'ûd, which is absent in al-Zuhn's two-topic
traditions as well.
Each version of Ibn 'Abbas has several words in common with one or more of the
previous discussed traditions from al-Zuhrï, Abü Salama and Jabir. For example, the words
ädam, tuwdl andja'd to describe Moses (Qatäda and Salama ibn Kuhayl) are also present in
the description traditions of al-Zuhrï, in the tradition of Muhammad ibn al-Munkadir from
Jabir (rajulan ädam ja'dan) and in the traditions of Abu Salama (rajulja'd). The word ahmar
(Salama ibn Kuhayl and 'Uthmän ibn al-Mughïra) or the variant al-humra (Qatäda) is
similar to al-Zuhri's two-topic and description traditions (ahmar) and the tradition of
Muhammad ibn al-Munkadir from Jabir (ahmar). We found the word sibl, which is present
in all versions of Ibn 'Abbâs, in the description traditions of al-Zuhri.
The expression "it was as if his head was dripping with oil" (ka'anna ra 'sahu yaqturu
(al-)duhn) in the version of Salama ibn Kuhayl looks like the sentence on Jesus from the twotopic tradition of al-Zuhri "as if he had just had a bath" (ka'annama kharaja mtn dimas)
Furthermore, the expressions in the description of Abraham "and he looked like me" (wahuwa yushbihunî) and "look at your companion" (unçuru ila sähibikum) are similar to several
other formulations wa-ana ashbahu wuld/banî Ibrahîm/wuldihi

bihi (al-Zuhn two-topic

traditions), fa-lam ara rajulan ashbaha bi-sâhibikum minhu (al-Zuhrï description traditions),
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ashbahu l-nâs bihi sahibukum (Abü Salama version 'Abd Allah ibn al-Fadl), aqrabu l-nâs bihi
shabahan sahibukum (Abü Salama version 'Umar ibn Abi Salama), aqrabu man ra'aytu bihi
shabahan sahibukum Qäbir version Abü l-Zubayr) and wa-huwa ashbahu l-nâs bî (Jâbir version
Muhammad ibn al-Munkadir).
The version of'Uthman ibn al-Mughira contains several formulations that the other
two versions from Ibn 'Abbas do not mention, which are present in several versions. The
enumeration of the names of the three prophets at the beginning of the tradition ra'aytu 'Isa
wa-Musa wa-Ibrahim is similar (although not identical) to the two-topic tradition in the
version of Ibrahim ibn Sa'd and Ibrahim ibn Ismâ'ïl and the description tradition in the
version of Yünus, Ma'mar and Ibn Ishâq. The word ddam is present in al-Zuhri's description
tradition, the two-topic tradition in the version of Ibrahim ibn Sa'd and Jâbir's tradition in
the version of Muhammad ibn al-Munkadir. Finally, the word sâhibikum is identical to alZuhri's description traditions in the versions of Ma'mar and Ibn Ishâq.
However, the two sentences (marbu) al-khalq ilâ (al-humra) wa-1-bayäd and (Mdltkan)
khâiin (al-nâr) wa-l-dajjâl fi âyât arâhunna Allah iyyâhu (Qatâda)'5'' and the words (al-)duhn
(Salama ibn Kuhayl), 'and al-sadr, jasîm, al-Zutt and unçuru ila ('Uthman ibn al-Mughîra)
have no equivalents in the traditions of al-Zuhrî, Abu Salama, Jâbir (and even the other two
versions of Ibn 'Abbäs).
The versions of Qatâda and Salama ibn Kuhayl, which are both ascribed to Ibn
'Abbäs, bear resemblance to how al-Zuhrï, Abu Salama and Jâbir described the three
prophets Abraham, Moses and Jesus. Especially, the versions from Qatâda and Mujähid
look most like to the traditions of al-Zuhri. The most deviating tradition with respect to
content and formulation is the version of Isrâ'îl ibn Yünus from 'Uthmân ibn al-Mughira.

Conclusion of the comparison between the traditions of Ibn 'Abbäs, Jabir, Abu Salama and al-Zuhri
The topic of the traditions from Qatâda ibn Di'äma -> Abu 'Äliya, Salama ibn Kuhayl ->
Mujâhid ibn Jabr and Isrâ'îl ibn Yunus -> 'Uthmân ibn al-Mughira -> Mujähid ibn Jabr that
they received according to the asdnid from Ibn 'Abbäs is the same as the (description)
traditions from al-Zuhrî, Abu Salama and Jâbir. Although several formulations in the
traditions ascribed to Ibn 'Abbäs are similar to the versions of the other three transmitters,

'" The words between brackets are similar to a tradition of al-Zuhri (two-topic version Ma'mar rab'a) and Abu
Salama (version 'Abd al-'A?!? Mâlik (sâhib) alnär).
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their traditions, i.e. from al-Zuhri, Abu Salama and Jâbir, correspond much more to each
other.
The similarities with the traditions from al-Zuhri, Abu Salama and Jabir indicate a
common source. If we look at the transmitters in the last part of the asantd, they only have
the Prophet Muhammad in common (see bundle below). There seems to be a certain degree
of interdependency between the versions of al-Zuhri, Abu Salama, Jabir and Ibn 'Abbas. The
common formulations derive either from the Prophet Muhammad or another - not in the
asdnïd appearing - source.

Figure 22: Isndd bundle of the description traditions from al-Zuhri and his contemporaries
Al-Zuhri
'Abd Allah
d. 124/742 ibn al-Fadl
Medina
n.d.
Medina

I'

'Umar ibn
Abï Salama
d. 132/759
Medina

i

Abu 1Zubayr
d. 128/746
Mecca

Muhammad ibn
al-Munlcadir
d. 130/747-8
Medina

Sa'id ibn al-Musayyab Abu Salama
d. 94/713 Medina
d. 94/713 Medina
,
/
" - - - • . J a b i r ibn 'Abd Allah
J
d. 78/697 Medina
Abu Hurayra
"\
d. 57/677 Medina
\

w

speculative transmission lines

Qatäda ibn
Di'äma
d. 117/735
Basra

I

Salama ibn
Kuhayl
d- 1 2 1 /739
Küfa

^

'Uthmän ibn
al-Mughira
nc
'Küfa

•

Mujähid ibn Jabr
d 103/721 Mecca
/

Abu l-'Ähya
. , _ , , _Basra
,_
d._ 90/709
»
Ibn 'Abbäs
d. 67/686-7 Medina

' Prophet Muhammad
d. 11/632 Medina

If we look at the biographical information on the transmitters in the last part of the asânîd,
there appears some interesting information. Qatäda ibn Di'äma, Mujähid ibn Jabr and Abu
l-'Aliya had connections with the Quraysh and other Muslims from Medina and Mecca.
According to al-Mizzi, Qatäda ibn Di'äma, for example, transmitted also from Sa'id ibn alMusayyab.'" Mujähid ibn Jabr was a mawld of a Quraysh family.'5 Abu l-'Àhya went after
Muhammad's death to see Abu Bakr and he prayed behind 'Umar ibn al-Khattäb.'57 Ibn
'Abbas, a nephew of Muhammad, was of course also a Qurashi.' 5
These biographical data combined with the similarity in formulation of the mulün
sustain the previous conclusion that there probably circulated a story - but more likely
several similar stories - on Muhammad's night journey and his meeting with Abraham,
Moses and Jesus in Medina and Mecca.
"' Al-Mizzi, Tahdbib, VI, 99 (no. 5437).
''' Al-Mizzï, Tahdhïb, VII, 37 (no. 6375) (Mujähid ibn Jabr (...) al-Qurashi 1-Makhzümï).
'" Al-Mizzi, Tahdhib, II, 488 (no. 1907).
''' Al-Mizzi, Tahdbib, IV, 176-177 (no. 3345) ('Abd Allah ibn 'Abbäs ibn 'Abd al-Muttalib al-Qurashi 1-Häshimi).
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It is not possible to determine what the exact origin of each tradition is. The
similarity in content and formulation

seems to indicate a common source or an

interdependency of the different versions. The information from the asdnid of all the
different versions from al-Zuhrï, Jäbir, Abu Salama, Qatâda and Mujähid can therefore not
be correct for the whole tradition. We cannot exclude however, that al-Zuhrï and his
contemporaries indeed received a - or part of a - version of the night journey from the
informant mentioned in the isndd. The partial correspondence of each tradition to different
formulations from different traditions suggests that they probably knew several versions and
combined them into one story. It is possible that they had transmitted several versions on
the same subject, but only one survived or prevailed over the other versions. An indication
for this situation is the two different versions of al-Zuhrï on Muhammad's description of
the three prophets.
The tradition of Qatâda may be also a mixture of different accounts. The first part of
his tradition (I2-4) has many similarities with al-Zuhri's traditions, while the last part (I4-5) is
peculiar for Qatäda's version. It is possible that Qatada heard the deviating sentence
"Mâlikan khäztn al-när wa-l-dajjàl fi ayât arâhunna Allah iyyahu" from Abu l-'Ähya, because
only the words Malik and al-när appear in one other tradition about the night journey (the
tradition of Abu Salama from Abu Hurayra in the version of 'Abd Allah ibn al-Fadl).
Furthermore, the remarkable formulation ibn 'amm nabiyyikum and Qatäda's explanation
ya'nî Ibn 'Abbas seem to indicate a genuine transmission from Abu l-'Äliya to Qatâda,
although it does not have to be valid for the complete matn. If Qatâda had invented the
tradition and distributed it in the name of Abu 1-'Àliya from Ibn 'Abbäs, it would have been
much more obvious to call Ibn 'Abbas by his real name instead of the remarkable
description "the nephew of your Prophet".'59
The similarity of Qatäda's tradition to the ones from al-Zuhrï indicates a common
source between them. Al-Zuhrï's reference to Sa'ïd ibn al-Musayyab might possibly be true,
because al-Zuhrï and Qatâda both transmit from Sa'ïd ibn al-Musayyab according to the
biographical information from al-Mizzî. Furthermore, it is possible that Qatada heard a
version from Sa'ïd as well as Abu l-'Aliya, but only mentioned the latter in his isnäd. One

' " I checked al-Mu'jam CD-ROM on other asdnid with the same description I found two other traditions with
the description Ibn 'amm nabiyyikum

for Ibn 'Abbas. Both traditions were from the same transmitters as the

above-mentioned tradition, i.e. Qatäda -> Abu l-'Äliya -> Ibn 'Abbas. Did Abu l-'Aliya only use the description
in the presence of Qatâda or did other pupils substitute it for the name Ibn 'Abbâs, or is there perhaps another
explanation? See for example Ibn Hanbal, Musnad, I, 334 (no. 2301+2302) and 444 (no 3178).
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other option is that Sa'id and Abu Ι-'Äliya received a similar story from the same source,
which they already, or perhaps their students al-Zuhrï and Qatäda mixed with other versions
A remarkable feature of the three groups of traditions ascribed to Ibn 'Abbas is that
they do not compare Jesus with 'Urwa ibn Mas'ud. The two-topic tradition of al-Zuhri
lacked this comparison also Another common feature of the Ibn 'Abbas traditions is that
mainly Iraqi scholars transmitted them instead of Medinan scholars (except for Ibn 'Abbäs).
Does this mean that the 'Urwa ibn Mas'üd element originates from Medina?
Besides these two common features, the traditions ascribed to Ibn 'Abbäs do not
contain any formulation that is specific for these traditions only. It is therefore not possible
to confirm the information from the asänid, namely that they indeed derive from their
common link Ibn 'Abbäs

In fact, the traditions have some specific formulations in

common with the traditions from al-Zuhri particularly. This indicates an interdependency
between the Iraqi traditions and the ones from al-Zuhri.

Traditions from Anas ibn Malik
There exist some traditions about the choice Muhammad has to make between several
drinks that are offered to him. The description of this event is, however, part of several
longer traditions connected to Muhammad's ascension to heaven. One of these traditions is
the story from Anas ibn Malik on Muhammad's night journey and his ascension to heaven
Several students transmitted his tradition according to the asänid. (Appendix 4 displays the
isnâd bundle )
The two largest groups of traditions are from Thäbit al-Bunani and Qatada ibn
Di'äma. Two students transmitted the traditions from Thäbit, Hammäd ibn Salama (A2-A6)
and Sulaymän ibn al-Mughïra (A7). The tradition of Hammäd ibn Salama -> Thäbit -> Anas
describes the following story.1

0

The riding-animal al-Buraq is brought to Muhammad. He mounts it and rides to
Jerusalem. Muhammad enters the mosque and performs two bowings. Gabriel

Abu Ya'la, Musnad, VI, 216 219 (no 744-(3499)) Ibn Abi Shayba, alMusannaf,

VII, 333-334 (no 36570) Ibn

'Asâkir, Tankb, III, 495-497 (no 788) Ibn Hanbal, Musnad, III, 182 183 (no 12513) Muslim, Sahîh, I, 486-488 (no
259-(i62))
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brings him a vessel with wine and a vessel with milk.' ' Muhammad chooses the
milk. Gabriel says that he chose the right conduct.
The story continues with the description of Muhammad's ascension to heaven,
where he meets Adam in the first heaven, John and Jesus in the second, Joseph in
the third, Idris in the fourth, Aaron in the fifth, Moses in the sixth and
Abraham in the seventh heaven. Muhammad sees al-Bayl al-ma'mür1 2, where
70.000 angels enter each day. Then Muhammad goes to the sidral al-munlahä (the
lote-tree on the boundary) 1 3.
At the end of the tradition, Muhammad receives the order for him and his
followers to pray fifty times a day. Moses advises him to ask for a reduction,
until finally the number of prayers is reduced to five per day.
The tradition of Thäbit according to Sulaymän ibn al-Mughïra begins differently.'64 The
part on the travel with al-Burâq to Jerusalem and Muhammad's choice between drinks is not
mentioned, but the story begins with Muhammad in his house, when somebody comes and
brings him to Zemzem. His breast is opened and washed with water from Zemzem. A golden
tray of belief comes down and fills his breast. The story then continues with the ascension to
heaven and is similar until the end to the version of Hammäd from Thäbit.
The data collection of Qatäda ibn Di'äma's version contains seven long and two
short stones of five different students: two long stories from Yahyâ ibn Sa'ïd -> Hishäm alDastuwâ'ï -> Qatäda -> Anas -> Mälik ibn Sa'sa'a -> Prophet Muhammad (A8-9)1 ', two long
stories from Hammäm ibn Yahyä -> Qatäda -> Anas -> Mälik ibn Sa'sa'a -> Prophet
Muhammad (A10-11)1 , one medium-length and two long stories from Sa'id ibn Abl 'Aruba

Al-Bayhaqï menlions a tradition from Hajjij ibn Minhâl -> Hammäd -> Thäbil -> Anas, which has
mm labari wa-ind' mm khamr

buna'

Hammäd's pupil Hajjäj ibn al-Minhäl (d. 216/831 Basra) or one of the later

transmitters is probably responsible for the inversion of the words laban and khamr. See al-Bayhaqi, Dald'tl, II,
382-384
12

Al-bayt al ma 'mür is a building in heaven over or corresponding to the Ka'ba. Lane, Lexicon, II, 2156.

' 3 See also page 114 footnote 6.
"''' Ibn 'Asâkir, Tdrikh, III, 493-495.
1

' Ibn Hanbal, Musnad, IV, 245-255 (no. 17851). Al-Nasâ'î, Su π an al Nasä'i bi-sharb al bäfif Jalâl al Din al-Suyütï, I,

Beirut, |appr. 1986), 217-221.
Al-Bukhäri, Sahih, III, 30-32 (63 Kttdb al-manâqtb - 42 Bäh al-mi'räj). Ibn Hanbal, Musnad, IV, 255-256 (no.
17853). Al-Bayhaqï mentions al-Bukhan's version in his Dald'il, I, 377-378.
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-> Qatâda -> Anas -> Mâlik ibn Sa'sa'a -> Prophet Muhammad (A12-14)' 7, one short story
from Yünus ibn Muhammad -> Shayban ibn 'Abd al-Rahmän -> Qatâda -> Anas -> Mälik
ibn Sa'sa'a -> Prophet Muhammad (A^)'

and one short story from Ibrahim ibn Tahmän -

> Shu'ba ibn al-Hajjäj -> Q_atäda -> Anas -> Mälik ibn Sa'sa'a -> Prophet Muhammad
(Aio)'69.
The story of Qatâda deviates at some points from the two versions of Thabit. Qatâda
starts with the opening of the chest, as does Thäbit in the version of Sulaymän. Then alBuräq was brought to Muhammad. Together with Gabriel he went to the lowest heaven. The
number of heavens and the persons he met there are the same as in the story of Thäbit.
Qatâda adds the story that Moses wept in the sixth heaven when he saw Muhammad,
because his followers would enter Paradise in greater numbers than his own followers would.
The story continues with the description of the lote-tree and four rivers. After al-Bayt
al-mamüT was shown to Muhammad, he was brought vessels with different drinks. The two
traditions of Hishäm al-Dastuwâ'î do not mention this part. According to the versions of
Hammäm ibn Yahyä and Shu'ba, Muhammad was brought three vessels with wine, milk and
honey. However, the versions of Sa'îd ibn Abï 'Arûba and Shaybän ibn 'Abd al-Rahmän
only mention two vessels with wine and milk. The long story of Qatada ends with the
reduction of the number of prayers from fifty to five per day.
Tradition Ai from 'Amr ibn Hishäm -> Makhlad ibn Yazïd -> Sa'îd ibn 'Abd al'Azîz -> Yazid ibn Abï Mälik -> Anas -> Prophet Muhammad does not mention the part on
the choice between the drinks.' 70 The tradition of Yazïd starts with the travel on al-Buraq to
Jerusalem. During the travel, however, Muhammad prays in several cities. The ascension to
heaven is similar to the versions of Thäbit and Qatada, although Aaron is located in the
fourth heaven and Idris in the fifth. The tradition ends with the mentioning of the lote-tree
and the reduction of the number of prayers from fifty to five per day.

17

Ibn 'Asâkir, Tdrikh, III, 483-486 (no 783). Ibn Khuzayma, Sahih Ibn Kbuzayma, I, Beirut, [i39o]-i399/[i97ol-

1979, 153-155 (no. 301). Muslim, Sahih, I, 490-492 (no. 264-(i64)). I did find afterwards a tradition from 'Abd alWahhäb ibn 'Atä' al-Khaffäf (d. 204/820 Basra/Baghdad), another student of Sa'ld ibn Abï 'Arûba, in alBayhaqï's Dald'il without significant differences from the above-mentioned traditions. See Dalä'il, I, 383-377
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Ibn Hanbal, Musnad, FV, 255 (no. 17852)

'^ Al-Bukhârî, Sahih, IV, 33-34 (74 Kiläb al-asbriba - 12 Bab shurb allaban waqawlAllah ta'ala mm baynafanh
•wa-dam labanan khälisan sä 'ighan li-l-shänbina).
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Al-Nasâ'ï, Sunan, I, 221-223.
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Tradition A17 from 'Abd al-'Azïz ibn Suhayb does not mention the part on the
choice between drinks either.' 7 ' The tradition starts directly with Muhammad's ascension to
heaven together with Gabriel and ends with the reduction of the number of prayers from
fifty to five per day.
'Abd al-'Azïz ibn Biläl and Sulaymän ibn Biläl transmitted the two traditions A18
and A19 from Sharik ibn 'Abd Allah ibn Abï Namir -> Anas.' 72 Both accounts do not
mention the part on the choice between drinks. The traditions start with the opening of the
breast and continue with a summarized version of Muhammad's ascension to heaven and
his meeting with several persons in the heavens. After mentioning the lote-tree, the
traditions end with the reduction of the number of prayers from fifty to five per day.
The last three (medium-length) traditions A20, A21 and A22 are from 'Abd Allah ibn
Wahb -> Ya'qüb ibn 'Abd al-Rahmän al-Zuhrl -> his father ['Abd al-Rahmän ibn
Muhammad] -> 'Abd al-Rahmän ibn Häshim ibn 'Utba ibn Abï Waqqäs -> Anas.'73 In these
traditions, Gabriel comes with al-Buräq to Muhammad. During their journey, they meet two
persons at the side of the road, but Gabriel tells Muhammad to continue. When they meet
some persons who greet them, Gabriel tells Muhammad to return their greetings. After their
arrival in Jerusalem, Muhammad is offered water, milk and wine. He chooses the milk.
Gabriel tells him that had he chosen the water, he and his followers would have drowned.
Had he chosen the wine, he and his followers would have deviated from the original way.
The tradition ends with Gabriel explaining whom they had met during their journey.

Comparison of the traditions from Anas ibn Malik
Thabit al-Bunanï in the version of Hammad ibn Salama, Qatada in the versions of
Hammam ibn Yahyâ, Sa'ïd ibn Abï 'Arüba, Shaybän ibn 'Abd al-Rahmän and Shu'ba ibn
al-Hajjäj, and 'Abd al-Rahmän ibn Häshim ibn 'Utba ibn Abï Waqqäs all mention the part
on Muhammad's choice between some drinks as part of a long tradition from Anas on the
night journey and the ascension to heaven.
However, in the traditions of Thäbit in the version of Sulaymän ibn al-Mughira,
Qatäda in the version of Hishäm al-Dastuwa'ï, Yazïd ibn Abï Malik, 'Abd al-'Azïz ibn
Suhayb and Sharik ibn 'Abd Allah ibn Abï Namir this part is not mentioned. Did Anas ibn
,71

Ibn 'Asâkir, Tânkh, III, 502-504.
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Ibn 'Asâkir, Tdrìkh, III, 498-499 (no. 789) and 500-501.

' 7 ' Al-Bayhaqï, Dalä'il, II, 361-362. Ibn 'Asâkir, Tdrìkh, III, 501-502 Al-Tìbìri,Jami'
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albaydn, XV, 6.

Malik sometimes relate the tradition with the part on the choice and sometimes without it
or is there perhaps another explanation'
If we look at the content of the traditions that mention the part on the choice,
Thabit in the version of Hammäd, and 'Abd al-Rahmän ibn Hashim ibn 'Utba ibn Abï
Waqqas both mention that the choice takes place in Jerusalem after a journey on al-Burâq
Only in the version of Qatäda, the choice seems to take place during the ascension to heaven.
This is probably a mistake or a change made by Qatada, because two other students of Anas
ibn Malik connect the choice of drinks with the night journey.'7''
Yazîd ibn Abï Malik is the only student who mentions a journey on al-Burâq to
Jerusalem without the choice. The tradition of Thäbit in the version of Sulaymän ibn alMughira, as well as the traditions of 'Abd al-'Aziz ibn Suhayb and Sharîk ibn 'Abd Allah
ibn Abi Namir do not mention any journey on al-Buraq. The reason that the part on the
choice between drinks does not appear in these traditions might be that they only relate the
ascension to heaven and not the night journey (on al-Buraq) to Jerusalem Therefore, it
seems plausible that Anas ibn Malik mentioned the part on the choice only in connection
with Muhammad's night journey.
The number and the kind of drinks vary also in the different versions. Thäbit in the
version of Hammäd mentions two vessels with wine and milk, as does Qatada in the
versions of Sa'ïd and Shaybân However, Qatäda in the versions of Hammam and Shu'ba
tells about three vessels of wine, milk and honey, while the version of 'Abd al-Rahman ibn
Häshim mentions water instead of honey as the third kind of drink.
Although two transmissions from Qatäda and one transmission from another
student of Anas, 'Abd al-Rahman ibn Häshim, agree on the number of drinks offered (three),
two drinks offered (wine and milk) is probably the correct version from Anas ibn Malik
Firstly, the two transmissions from Qatäda and the version of 'Abd al-Rahmän do not agree
on the same kind of drinks (water instead of honey). Secondly, two other transmissions
from Qatada mention two drinks (wine and milk). It seems therefore more plausible that
Qatäda sometimes mentioned three drinks including honey and sometimes only two drinks,
and that 'Abd al-Rahmän ibn Häshim (or one of the later transmitters his two versions have
in common) is responsible for the addition of water than that Anas himself sometimes
mentioned two drinks, sometimes three, including sometimes honey and sometimes water

Al-Zuhri also connects the choice with the night journey, as we have seen previously
'93

W h e n we look at the f o r m u l a t i o n s in the mulûn of the parts c o n c e r n i n g the choice of
drinks, the following appears.
- V e r s i o n T h â b i t al-Bunani (from H a m m ä d ihn Salama):

Gabriel came to me with a vessel with wine and a vessel with milk. I chose the milk.
Gabriel said (to me), "You have chosen [the way of] the original religion."

- Version Q a t ä d a (from H a m m a m ibn Yahyä):
d j l ( i « j i l ) o_)laàll ,_A/aÌA JU^i-J) ( j j l l l t'lS-%13 (J^ic. (jA e L i l j QA QA ç L i l j J A Ä ( J ^ ^ I j U d u j l »j 1

Then I was brought a vessel with wine, a vessel with milk and a vessel with honey. I took
the milk. He said, "This/it is the way of the original religion on which you and your
community are."

- V e r s i o n Q a t ä d a (from Sa'ld ibn Abï 'Aruba):

.ί>-11 2

Then I was brought two vessels, one of them with wine and the other with milk, and
they were offered to me. I chose the milk and someone said "You made the right choice.
May God guide your community with you to the original religion."

- Version Q a t ä d a (from Shaybän ibn ' A b d al-Rahman):
ó j l a i l l ι Ί ι , n i ( J J J J ? . JUS t j J l l i * l ' i r l i J U i_>J J ^ - V l j J ^ i . L«Ai».l ( j J e b b i ^ j i J i 1

I was brought two vessels, one of them with wine and the other with milk. He
[Muhammad] said, "I took the milk and Gabriel said, Ύου have chosen [the way) of the
original religion.'"

' " Two of the five traditions mention fa atanijibn!
17

Two of the five traditions mentionyâ akhadhtu l-laban.
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Two of the five traditions mention asabta Ififra.
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-Version Qatâda (from Shu'ba ibn al-Hajjaj)
2

3

(J Jus ilujiis ^μΙΙΙ *-Δ (j^ liliali j * * . AJS ràj L W <fi r-^J o^ ^fi Γ- * r'· *' ^ J ^ " Culi 1

I was brought three drmking-cups, a cup in which was milk, a cup in which was honey
and a cup in which was wine I took the one in which was the milk and I drank [it]
Someone said to me, "You and your community have chosen [the way] of the original
religion "

-Version 'Abd al-Rahmân ibn Hashim ibn 'Utba ibn Abî Waqqas
/ΛΑΛ-Ο L) Liutai (J^J^· ^ ( J ^ O ^ ' (f*^*-3 ^ dj^J)

JjLuâ J ^ ^ ' j (.pUlj &1-*^ Ar^c' O^J*^ 1

>sVi~\ l l u j C j KIUJM! ^)AaJI KIUJJ! j l j tillal iSj&jp.(tJ\j CÂjlA çLoll U_UJM _r(j) ó^>iaall 2

He [Muhammad] was offered water, milk and wine He (the messenger of God (s))
accepted the milk Gabriel said to him, "(Oh Muhammad), you have chosen [the way] of
the original religion If you drank the water, you and your community would have
drowned and if you drank the wine, you and your community would have been deviated
from the original way "

The content of all five versions is the same Muhammad is offered several drinks, among
which wine and milk He chooses the milk Somebody (Gabriel) tells him that he made the
right choice The formulations of the first four versions of Thabit and Qatada in the abovementioned list are very similar They all include the word ina' and mention wine and milk
in the same sequence
Three of the four traditions of Qatada (except the version of Shayban) mention that
the remark "he did not deviate from the way of the original religion" concerns Muhammad
himself and his umma Actually, the version of Thabit is the only one that does not mention
the word umma Furthermore, the tradition of Qatada from Shu'ba uses the word qadah
instead of ma', while the tradition of'Abd al-Rahman ibn Hashim does not mention how
the drinks were offered to Muhammad In his tradition, the word tanawala is used instead
of tkhtara or akhadha and he adds the information what would have happened to
Muhammad and his followers if he had chosen wine or water
Based on the information we have seen so far, the conclusion would be that these
traditions (the parts on the choice of drinks and (parts of) the complete traditions) indeed
derive from the same informant, who would be Anas ibn Malik He probably transmitted

his story about Muhammad's night journey and ascension to heaven orally, but based on
written notes and so did his students. Since Anas ibn Malik died between 90-93/709-712, this
tradition would date from the last quarter of the first Islamic century.

Comparison of the Anas-traditions with the versions ofal-Zuhri
We have noticed in the comparison of al-Zuhrï's choice traditions with the corresponding
part in his two-topic traditions, that both versions ofal-Zuhri contain several peculiarities.
The conclusion was that although the similarities in content and formulations indicate that
the choice tradition and the two-topic tradition come from the same person (al-Zuhri), the
differences show that the choice tradition is not a shortened version of the two-topic
tradition or vice-versa.
If we compare the two versions ofal-Zuhri with the versions of Anas, the following
results appear. Anas connects the choice of drinks (most probably) to the night journey, as
does al-Zuhri in the choice traditions. Anas calls Jerusalem bayt al-maqdis, which is the
formulation in the two-topic traditions (choice traditions Iliyä'). The word ina' in the Anas
versions corresponds to the two-topic version of Ma'mar from al-Zuhri (other two-topic
version do not mention any word) (choice traditions bi-qadahaym). The part inâ ' khamr waina laban from the two-topic tradition of Ibrahim ibn Sa'd is similar to the versions of
Thäbit and of Qatâda in the version of Hammam. The sentence fi ahadihimä laban wa-fi lâkhar khamr from the two-topic tradition of Ma'mar is similar to the traditions of Qatâda
in the versions of Sa'id ibn Abï 'Aruba and Shaybän (choice traditions mm khamr wa-laban).
Finally, Anas does not mention that Muhammad looked at the drinks first. This is similar
to the two-topic traditions (choice tud'iùonsfa-naçara

ilayhima)

The versions of Anas are almost identical to both versions of al-Zuhri in the
following places: fa/lhumma

akhadha l-laban (choice traditions), fa-akhadhtu l-laban (two-

topic traditions) (aT-Ibrahim ibn hma1 ύ fa-ikhtartu qadah al-laban) and fa-qâla (lahu) Jibrîl
(choice iizàïuons),fa-qâla

Jtbril (two-topic traditions) {2T-M& mzifa-qila Ιή.

However, Anas mentions asabta/tkhtarta l-fitra, while al-Zuhri has al-hamd li-Alldh
alladhl hadäka li-l-fttra and hudita li-l-fitra. Anas does not mention what would have
happened if Muhammad had chosen the wine (or water' 7 or honey' 79 ), while al-Zuhri's
' 7 This is only in the version of 'Abd al-Rahmän ibn Hashim (n.d.) -> Anas.
' 7 ' This is in the version of H a m m ä m ihn Yahyä (d 164/781) -> Qatâda (d 117/735) a n ^ Shu'ba ibn aI-Ha|jäj (d.
160/776) -> Qatâda. Two olher students of Qatâda do not mention the honey, but only milk and wine
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tradition mentions law akhadhta l-khamr (la-)ghawat ummatuka and (amma innaka) law
akhadhla l-khamrghawat

ummatuka.

Conclusion of the comparison between the traditions ofAnas and al-Zuhri
Comparison between the traditions of Anas and the two-topic and choice traditions of alZuhrl shows, that both versions of al-Zuhri deviate in formulation and to a lesser extent in
content from the versions of Anas. The traditions from al-Zuhri as transmitted by several
students of him do not derive in their entirety from Anas.
This does not exclude however, that al-Zuhrï knew the story of Anas and Anas' part
on the choice of drinks. Since we did find some similarities in formulation especially in the
two-topic tradition, it seems likely that al-Zuhrï knew a tradition from Anas on this topic
and included some words in his own traditions.
Another indication for this hypothesis is that Yünus ibn Yazïd transmits a somewhat
shortened version on the ascension to heaven from al-Zuhri -> Anas ibn Malik -> Abu Dharr
-> Prophet Muhammad and partly from a combined transmission of Anas ibn Malik and
Ibn Hazm from the Prophet Muhammad. 180 This tradition starts with the opening of the
chest. Muhammad is taken to the lowest heaven, where he sees Adam who smiles when he
looks at the black female on his right side and cries when he looks at the black female on his
left side. He also meets Idrïs, Moses, Jesus and Abraham in the heavens (this part is
shortened). At the end of the tradition, God imposes fifty prayers on Muhammad's umma.
Upon advice of Moses, he returns to God until the number of prayers is reduced to five per
day. Muhammad ends at the lote-tree.
Furthermore, 'Abd al-Razzâq gives a short tradition from Ma'mar -> al-Zuhri -> Anas
ibn Malik that mentions the reduction of the number of prayers from fifty to five.' ' I did
not find a tradition from al-Zuhrï from Anas on the choice of drinks. However, since several
students of Anas combine the story about the night journey and the ascension to heaven, it
is possible that al-Zuhri received the same long story from Anas. Perhaps he chose to

,s

° See for example, al-Bayhaqi, Dald'il, II, 379-382. Al-Bukhârï, Sahib, I, 99-100 (8 Kitdh alsaldh - 1 Bdh kayfa

fundat alsaldh ft l-isrd ") and Sahih, II, 335-336 (60 Kttdb al-anbtyd ' - 5 Bdb dhikr Idrïs 'alayht l-saldm wa qawl Allah
wa-rafa'ndhu makdnan 'altyyan) Ibn Hibbän, Sahih, XVI, 419-421 (no. 7406). Muslim, Sahih, I, 489-490 (no 263(163)). In the Musnad of Ibn Hanbal this tradition is traced back to Ubayy ibn Ka'b instead of Abu Dharr. See
Ibn Hanbal, Musnad, V, 172-173 (no. 21346).
'"' 'Abd al-Razzâq, Musannaf

V, 328.
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separate both stories or maybe only the separate accounts were preserved in the sources
available to us nowadays.
Therefore, although al-Zuhrï received his information on Muhammad's choice
between drinks according to the asànid of the two-topic and choice traditions only from
Sa'îd ibn al-Musayyab, it seems more likely that al-Zuhri combined traditions from one or
two or perhaps even more informants,'

2

because he uses different formulations in his choice

tradition and the corresponding part of the two-topic tradition. Since we have already
established that the choice tradition of al-Zuhrï is not a shortened version of his two-topic
tradition or vice versa, a different combination of traditions might explain the different
formulations. If al-Zuhri used the same (part of the) tradition from the same informant we
would have expected more similarity in formulation and content.

VI.

CONCLUSION

According to the information from the asânîd, al-Zuhrï was responsible for the distribution
of the three traditions about the night journey. Since he died in 124/742, this probably took
place in the first quarter of the second Islamic century. Al-Zuhrï named Sa'ïd ibn alMusayyab as his source for all three traditions.
The matn analysis confirmed the results from the isndd analysis. Al-Zuhri transmitted
a tradition about Muhammad's description of Abraham, Moses and Jesus, and the choice he
had to make between drinking milk and wine. He transmitted both topics also separately
with a different formulation.

There are several other traditions that are not attributed to al-Zuhri or Anas ibn Malik that relate
Muhammad's choice between drinks as part of a longer story. I did not discuss them, because they give results
that are similar to the traditions of Anas ibn Mähk Ibn Hishäm gives a tradition from Ibn Ishâq -> al-Hasan
al-Basrï, Sira, I, 264, and Ibn Ishäq -> unknown person(s) -> 'Abd Allah ibn Mas'üd, Sira, I, 263-264. Al-Hänth
and Ibn 'Asäkir mention the same tradition from Ibn Mas'üd without the part on the choice. See al-Härith,
Bughyal al bâhith 'an zawaid

musnad al Härilb, s i η d., 26-28 (no. 22) and Ibn 'Asäkir, Tärikh, III, 504-506 (no.

790). Ibn Abi Shayba and al-Tabari both give a short tradition from Sulaymän ibn Abi Sulaymän -> 'Abd Allah
ibn Shaddäd, al-Musannaf.Vll,

336 (no. 36577) and Jamt' al-bayan, XV, 15, respectively. See also Ibn 'Asäkir from

Abu 'Ubayda -> Prophet, Tärikh, III, 506-507 (no. 791) The version from Abu Härün al-'Abdi -> Abu Sa'id alKhudri -> Prophet Muhammad is preserved by 'Abd al-Razzäq, Tafsir, I, 314-316 (no. 1527), al-Bayhaqi, Dald'il,
II, 390-396 and Ibn 'Asäkir, Tärikh, III, 509-516 (no. 799) among others. See also al-Tabaräni from [..] -> Ibn Abi
Layla -> his brother 'Isa -> his father 'Abd al-Rahmân ibn Abï Layla, alMu'jam
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al-awsat, FV, 523-525 (no. 3891)

Comparison

of

the

separate

choice

and

description

traditions

with

the

corresponding part of the two-topic tradition showed that they are not shortened versions of
the two-topic tradition or vice versa. Each tradition contains several peculiarities.
Al-Zuhri received all three traditions according to the asdnid from Sa'îd ibn alMusayyab. Ma'mar is the only student of al-Zuhri who mentions Abü Hurayra as the
intermediary between Sa'id ibn al-Musayyab and the Prophet Muhammad in the two-topic
and description traditions. In the versions of the other students, Sa'id relates both traditions
"directly" from Muhammad. In the choice traditions however, al-Zuhri received his
information according to the chains of transmission from Sa'îd ibn al-Musayyab from Abü
Hurayra. He did not trace them back to a report of the Prophet Muhammad.
Comparison of al-Zuhrï's traditions about Muhammad's description of the three
prophets with similar traditions from other scholars of his generation indicated that there
had to be a common source. A common feature of almost all asdnid was that one of more
persons in the lower part of the chain belonged to the QurashI tribe. Therefore, the
conclusion was that at the end of the first Islamic century, probably in the last quarter of the
century or the end of the third quarter, there circulated a story - but more likely several
similar stories - in Medina and Mecca in which Muhammad described the three prophets he
met during his night journey. Also, we cannot exclude the possibility that some
formulations of the Prophet Muhammad - who is the common link of the asdnid - ended up
in the versions of different scholars.
It was not possible to confirm whether al-Zuhri and the other scholars indeed
received each tradition from the person mentioned in the isndd as their informants. The
similarity in content and formulation indicate however, that there had to be a common
source. The information from the asdnid ot all the discussed traditions can therefore not be
correct for the whole corpus of traditions and probably neither for one tradition in its
entirety. We cannot exclude however, that al-Zuhri and his contemporaries indeed received a
- or part of a - version of the night journey from the informants mentioned in the isndd. The
partial correspondence of each tradition to different formulations from different traditions
suggests that they (i.e. al-Zuhri and his contemporaries) probably knew several versions,
combined them into a story and chose one of the informants for it.
Comparison between the al-Zuhri traditions about Muhammad's choice between
drinks and other traditions in which this part was mentioned, gave similar results. Therefore,
although al-Zuhri received his information on Muhammad's choice between drinks
according to the asdnid of the two-topic and choice traditions only from Sa'id ibn al'99

Musayyab, it seems much more likely that al-Zuhri combined traditions from one or more
informants into his choice and two-topic traditions.
The analysis of the choice-element in the traditions of Anas ibn Malik provided us
with a date somewhere in the last quarter of the first Islamic century, similar to the
description-element in the traditions of al-Zuhri and several of his contemporaries. There
seems to have been a pool of similar stones in Medina and Mecca in the last quarter of the
first Islamic century (and possibly even earlier) from which transmitters took elements or
formulations and combined them into stones. This applies most probably to the choice and
description element as analysed in this chapter; however, it might also apply to other
elements from the stories on Muhammad's ascension to heaven and his night journey.
Perhaps it is possible by means of the isnäd-cum-matn analysis to (partially) unravel the
entanglement of elements from the mt'räj and the isra'.
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Appendix 2. hnäd bundle of al-Zuhri's two-topic, choice and description traditions (night journey)
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Appendix 3. Isnad bundle of the choice-traditions attributed to al-Zuhri (night journey)
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CHAPTER 4
T H E THREE M E N W H O STAYED B E H I N D FROM T H E EXPEDITION T O T A B Ü K

I. INTRODUCTION

According to Muslim tradition, the expedition to Tabule, a town of northwestern Arabia,1
took place in the summer of the year 9/630 near the end of Muhammad's life. The Prophet
had heard that Byzantine and allied Arab tribes were assembling for an attack, so he ordered
a large army to accompany him. He did not meet his enemies at Tabük, but several local
chiefs surrendered without a fight. It was Muhammad's last raid. A number of Muslims did
not go with the Prophet Muhammad to Tabük. 2
The Zuhrl-tradition I have chosen to analyse relates the story of one of these persons,
Ka'b ibn Malik, one of Muhammad's first followers from Medina. He intends to go with
Muhammad and leaves his house to buy provisions, but after several days he has not done
anything until it is too late to catch up with Muhammad and the others. At first, he wants
to concoct an excuse, but at the end, he decides to tell Muhammad that he did not have any
excuse not to come to Tabuk. Muhammad is very angry with him and forbids the other
Muslims to talk to Ka'b and two other persons with the same story. Some time afterwards,
Ka'b and his two companions receive a second restriction from the Prophet: they are not
allowed to touch their wives anymore. Then, Muhammad receives a revelation from God
that absolves Ka'b and his two companions, but heavily condemns other persons who stayed
behind and lied to Muhammad.
The story contains several sunan of the Prophet Muhammad, but more important is
its connection with verses 95-96 and 117-119 of sural al-Tawba of the Qur'ân. It belongs to the
asbdb al-nuzül and explains the reason or circumstances of the revelation of these verses.
"(95) They will swear to you by God, when you return to them, to leave them
alone — so leave them alone: they are unclean, and Hell will be their home as a
repayment for what they have earned. (96) They will swear to you in order to make

' It is located in the north-west of the Kingdom of Saudi-Arabia nowadays. AI-Bakhit, M.A., "Tabük", in Eh, X,
Leiden 2000, 51.
' AI-Bakhit, "Tabük", 50. Yäqüt, Mu'jam al buldan, II, 14-15 .
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you well pleased with them, but even if you are well pleased with them, God will
not be pleased with the wicked people.
(117) God has turned mercifully to the Prophet, the Emigrants and the Helpers
who followed him in the hour of difficulty after the hearts of some of them had
almost deviated; then He turned mercifully to them; He is compassionate and
merciful to them. (118) And to the three men who were left behind until, when the
earth, for all its spaciousness, closed in around them, when their souls closed in
around them, when they thought that the only refuge from God was with Him,
He turned mercifully to them in order for them to return [to Him]. God is the
Ever Relenting, the Merciful. (119) You who believe, fear God and be with the
truthful. 3
There is a very large number of traditions that deal with (parts of) Ka'b's story and that
mention al-Zuhrl as one of the transmitters. My data collection includes 191 variants,4 which
vary in length. Twenty-one (11.0%) are detailed traditions, sixteen of medium-length (8.4%),
141 (73.8%) short and thirteen (6.80/o) that only state the isndd. They come from 42
collections of 37 different authors dating from the third to the tenth Islamic century.
Among the collections are historical works {Târïkh and Sim), hadîth-coWecuons (Sahîh,
Sunan, Musnad and Musannaf a.o.), Qur'an commentaries (Tafsir a.o.) and biographical
dictionaries. Al-Zuhri's detailed tradition about Ka'b's story is placed in chapters on
maghäzi (3 traditions), siyar (2 traditions), zakdh (1 tradition), sürat/kitäb al-lawba (4
traditions) and chapters dedicated to Ka'b ibn Malik (9 traditions). The remaining two
detailed traditions are placed in a separate chapter on the story of Ka'b and his two
companions.
According to Juynboll, al-Zuhrl is responsible for the main outline of the story, but
several later transmitters, such as al-Layth ibn Sa'd (d. 175/791), Musa ibn A'yan (d. 177/793)
and 'Abd Allah ibn Wahb (d. 197/813), "remodelled", "embellished" and "enlarged" al-

' My translation is based upon the translations of Abdel Haleem, Arberry, Bell and Leemhuis. Abdel Haleem,
M.A S., The Qur'an- A new translation byMyl.S Abdel Haleem, Oxford 2004. Arberry, A.J., The Koran interpreted,
I, London 1955 Bell, R., The Quran, translated, with a critical rearrangement of the Surahs, I, Edinburgh i960
Leemhuis, F., De Koran Een weergave van de betekenis van de Arabische tekst in het Nederlands, Houten 1994.
4

The actual number is 188 traditions. Three traditions derive from a combined transmission of two students of

al-Zuhri (two traditions from Ma'mar+Yûnus and one from 'Uqayl+Yünus). I count the combined traditions
as two separate transmissions.
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Zuhri's original version. He believes that the story may well describe a true event, because of
the unfavourable position of the central figure.5
To check whether these traditions really go back to al-Zuhri and to reconstruct his
original wording, if possible, we have to compare the variant versions. We will therefore
compile the chains of transmission into an isnäd bundle. This will help us to identify the
persons to whom al-Zuhri allegedly transmitted the story. We will try to establish whether
the traditions ascribed to al-Zuhrï really go back to these persons. If so, can we furthermore
substantiate the claim that these persons received the traditions from al-Zuhri? I will focus
on the detailed and medium-length traditions and only use the information from short
tradition if it is necessary for the argumentation.
Finally, the traditions from al-Zuhri will be compared with similar ones not
circulated by him in order to determine whether his material goes back to even earlier
sources and to what degree his transmission varies from others.

II. ISNäD ANALYSIS
The data collection contains traditions of twenty-two persons who allegedly distributed the
story of Ka'b from al-Zuhri. Their names are 'Abd Allah ibn 'Abd al-Rahmân [al-Jumahï]
(n.d.)6, 'Abd al-Rahmän ibn 'Abd al-'Azîz (d. 162/779), 'Abd al-Rahmän ibn Namir (n.d.),
'Abd al-Rahmân ibn Yazîd (n.d.), al-Awzâ'ï (d. 157/774)7, Ibn Jurayj (d. 150/767) , Ibrahim
ibn Ismä'll (n.d.), Ibrahim ibn Murra (n.d.), Ishaq ibn Râshid (n.d.)9, Ismâ'ïl ibn Umayya (d.
144/761)'°, Ma'mar ibn Râshid (d. 153/770), Ma'qil ibn 'Ubayd Allah (d. 166/782-783), alZuhri's nephew Muhammad ibn 'Abd Allah ibn Muslim (d. 152/769), Muhammad ibn Ishâq
(d. 150/767), Mûsâ ibn 'Uqba (d. 141/758), Sälih ibn Abi 1-Akhdar (d. after 140/757), Shu'ayb
5

Juynboll, Encyclopedia, 713.

6

Al-Mizzi, Tabdbtb, IV, 194 (no. 3376). One tradition mentions the name 'Ubayd Allah ibn 'Abd al-Rahman.

This is a transmission error, because the content of the tradition is the same as the two traditions from 'Abd
Allah ibn 'Abd al-Rahmän and the same person transmits the traditions from 'Abd Allah and 'Ubayd Allah.
7

He is 'Abd al-Rahmän ibn 'Amr, Abu 'Amr al-Awzä'l l-Shämi, who lived in Damascus and Beirut Al-Mizzï,

Tahdhtb, IV, 447 (no. 3906).
He is 'Abd al-Malik ibn 'Abd al-'Aziz ibn Juray] al-Qurashï 1-Umawï and lived in Mecca. Al-Mizzi, Tahdhib,
IV, 559 (no 4127).
' It is said that Ishäq ibn Râshid died during the caliphate of Abu Ja'far al-Mansûr, i.e. between 136-158/754-775.
Al-Mizzi, Tabdbtb, 1,186 (no. 344).
10

The year 139/756-757 is also mentioned. Al-Mizzi, Tahdhib, 1, 222 (no. 419)
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ibn Abï Hamza (162/779-780), Sufyän ibn 'Uyayna (d. 198/814), 'Uqayl ibn Khâlid (d.
144/761), Yazid ibn Abï Habib (d. 128/746), Yünus ibn Yazïd (d. 152/769) and al-Zubaydi
[Muhammad ibn al-Walid]" (d. 148/765). The number of traditions per student is a follows:

Table 3: Number and type of tradition per student of al-Zuhri
Student o f al-Zuhri

Detailed

Medium-

Short

ISNAD only

Total

length
'Abd Allah ibn 'Abd al-

0

0

3

0

3

2

0

0

0

a

0

0

1

0

1

0

0

2

0

a

al-Awzä'i

0

0

1

0

1

Ibnjurayj

0

0

16

0

16

Ibrahim ibn Isma'ïl

0

1

2

0

3

1

0

1

Rahmän
'Abd al-Rahmän ibn 'Abd
al-'Aziz
'Abd al-Rahmän ibn
Namir
'Abd al-Rahmän ibn
Yazid

Ibrahim ibn Murra

0

0

Ishäq ibn Rashid

0

1

4

3

8

Ismâ'îl ibn Umayya

0

0

2

0

a

1

Ma'mar ibn Räshid

6

4

23

Ma'qil ibn 'Ubayd Allah

0

0

6

0

6

Muhammad ibn 'Abd

4

0

3

1

8

Muhammad ibn Ishäq

2

0

6

1

9

Müsä ibn 'Uqba

0

0

1

0

1

Salih ibn Abï l-Akhdar

0

1

0

0

I

Shu'ayb ibn Abï Hamza

0

0

2

0

a

Sufyän ibn 'Uyayna

0

0

3

0

3

34

Allah ibn Muslim

'Uqayl ibn Khâlid

A

5

20

5

34

Yazid ibn Abï Habib

0

0

1

0

1

50

Yünus ibn Yazid

3

4

41

2

al-Zubaydi

0

0

3

0

3

31

16

141

»3

,9i"

" Al-Mizzi, Tahdhib, VI, 546 (no. 6265).
11

The actual number is 188, see footnote 4.
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The table shows that al-Zuhri's detailed tradition is preserved in the versions of six students,
while we have a medium-length tradition from six persons and short traditions from 20
persons. We have only short traditions from a rather large group, i.e. thirteen persons. Is this
perhaps an indication that al-Zuhrï did not only teach a long version of Ka'b's story, but
also one or more specific, shortened versions?
I will first discuss the asdnid of the students who transmit a detailed version, then
continue with the students of whom we have a medium-length tradition, and end with the
asdnid of the short traditions from the remaining students.

Marnar ihn Rdshid
Five persons transmit traditions from Ma'mar, 'Abd al-Razzâq [al-San'ânï] (d. 211/826),
'Abd Allah ibn al-Mubärak (d. 181/797), Hishäm ibn Yüsuf (d. 197/813), Muhammad ibn
Thawr (d. 190/806) and Ibn Jurayj, who also transmitted directly from al-Zuhrï.'3 More than
half of the traditions are from 'Abd al-Razzâq (19), including all detailed and mediumlength stories. The traditions of Ma'mar's other pupils are only short stories.
Ma'mar's students Muhammad ibn Thawr, Hishäm ibn Yüsuf and 'Abd Allah ibn alMubärak agree that al-Zuhrï received the tradition from 'Abd al-Rahmän ibn Ka'b ibn
Malik from his father. The majority of the asdnid from 'Abd al-Razzäq agree on the same
informant (13), but "the son of Ka'b ibn Malik" (3), 'Abd Allah ibn 'Abd al-Rahmän ibn
Ka'b ibn Malik (1) and 'Abd Allah ibn Ka'b (1) are also mentioned. These variants are
probably mistakes from later transmitters, but the main analysis has to confirm that we are
dealing with the same (group of) traditions.
In the tradition of one of Ma'mar's students, Ibn Jurayj, and in a combined tradition
from Ma'mar and Yünus the name 'Abd al-Rahmän ibn 'Abd Allah ibn Ka'b ibn Malik, the
nephew of 'Abd al-Rahmän ibn Ka'b, appears as informant. The matn analysis may give a
decisive anwer about the question whether Ibn Jurayj and Yünus are perhaps responsible for
the appearance of the name of'Abd al-Rahmän's nephew in these traditions from Ma'mar.

Ibn Akhi l-Zuhri, Muhammad ibn 'Abd Allah ibn Muslim
Ya'qüb ibn Ibrahim ibn Sa'd (d. 208/823) transmits all traditions from al-Zuhri's nephew,
Muhammad ibn 'Abd Allah, also referred to as Ibn Akhi (the son of the brother of) al-Zuhn.
'' See the tsnäd bundle of traditions ascribed to Ma'mar in Appendix 5.
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Probably, the four detailed traditions derive all from Ibn Hanbal in the riwâya of Abü 1Qäsim Hibat Allah ibn Muhammad al-Shaybânï (d. 525/1131), although Ibn Kathïr only
mentions Ibn Hanbal's name.1'' According to Ya'qub ibn Ibrahim, al-Zuhri's informant is
'Abd al-Rahmän ibn 'Abd Allah ibn Ka'b ibn Malik, who received this story from his
grandfather through 'Abd Allah or 'Ubayd Allah ibn Ka'b. It is not certain which name
('Abd Allah or 'Ubayd Allah) Ya'qüb ibn Ibrahim had mentioned, because one of his pupils
has 'Abd Allah and the other 'Ubayd Allah, while both versions of the name appear in the
asânïd of Ibn Hanbal's traditions. One of them has to be a transmission or copyist's error.

'Uqayl ibn Khältd
Al-Layth ibn Sa'd (d. 175/791) transmits all 34 traditions from 'Uqayl from al-Zuhri, who he
refers to as Ibn Shihäb in all but one tradition. The four detailed traditions and one
medium-length version are from al-Layth's pupil Yahyä ibn Bukayr (d. 231/845), while there
is one medium-length tradition from another pupil of al-Layth, Hajjäj ibn Muhammad (d.
206/821).

Except for three short traditions, all transmission lines mention 'Abd al-Rahmän ibn
'Abd Allah ibn Ka'b from his father from his grandfather as source of Ibn Shihäb. One
tradition from Yahyä ibn Bukayr has 'Abd al-Rahmän ibn Ka'b ibn Malik from his father,
which is most probably a mistake from a later transmitter, because the other traditions from
Yahyä mention 'Abd al-Rahmän ibn 'Abd Allah ibn Ka'b. The same applies to one tradition
from Hajjäj ibn Muhammad, which has "the son of Ka'b ibn Malik" instead of 'Abd alRahmän ibn 'Abd Allah ibn Ka'b as in his other traditions. One other tradition mentions
"the son of Ka'b ibn Malik", but in this case, it is not possible to determine who is
responsible for the omission of the ism based on the information of the isndd alone, because
it is a combined tradition. Al-Tabarànï received the tradition from Muhammad ibn 'Abd

"l The nwäya of Ibn Hanbal's Musnad is Abu 1-Qasim Hibat Allah ibn Muhammad ibn 'Abd al-Wahid ibn
Ahmad ibn al-Husayn al-Shaybânï -> Abu 'Ali 1-Hasan ibn 'Ali ibn Muhammad al-Tamiml l-Wä'iz -> Abu Bakr
Ahmad ibn Ja'far ibn Hamdân ibn Malik al-Qati'i -> Abu 'Abd al-Rahmän 'Abd Allah ibn Ahmad ibn
Muhammad ibn Hanbal (= Ibn Hanbal's son) Ibn Hanbal, Musnad, I, Beirut 1413/1993, 3.
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Allah ibn Numayr al-Misrf5 from Sa'id [ibn Kathir] ibn 'Ufayr (d. 226/84l) ,6 -> al-Layth ->
'Uqayl and from Rishdin [ibn Sa'd] (d. 188/804)17 -> 'Uqayl and Qurra [ibn 'Abd al-Rahmän]
(d. 147/764)18.19 It is unlikely that 'Uqayl or al-Layth forgot the name of Ka'b's son.

Yünus ibn Yazîd
Six or seven transmitters relate traditions from Yünus ibn Yazid: 'Abd Allah ibn Wahb (d.
197/813) (all detailed and medium-length versions), 'Abd Allah ibn al-Mubârak (d. 181/797),

a

"'Abd Allah"20, Yünus' nephew 'Anbasa [ibn Khâlid] (d. 198/814) ", 'Uthmân ibn 'Umar (d.
209/824), 'Ämir ibn Sâlih (d. before 193/809)22 and 'Amr ibn al-Hânth (d. 148/765)23.
The lower part of the transmission lines from Yünus differs considerably. The
detailed traditions, three medium-length and eight short traditions have 'Abd al-Rahmän
ibn 'Abd Allah ibn Ka'b ibn Malik -> 'Abd Allah ibn Ka'b -> Ka'b ibn Malik as the persons
from whom al-Zuhri received the tradition. One medium-length and four short traditions
mention 'Abd al-Rahmän ibn Ka'b -> [his brother] 'Abd Allah ibn Ka'b -> Ka'b ibn Malik,
in which the name 'Abd al-Rahmän is perhaps short for 'Abd al-Rahmän ibn 'Abd Allah
ibn Ka'b. Other variants are 'Abd al-Rahmän ibn Ka'b -> Ka'b ibn Malik (13 short
traditions), 'Abd al-Rahmän ibn 'Abd Allah ibn Ka'b -> [his grandfather] Ka'b ibn Malik (8

'' Muhammad ibn 'Abd Allah ibn Numayr (d 234/849) is not from Egypt, but from Iraq See al-Mizzi, Tahdhib,
VI, 390 (no. 5970). The correct name is probably Muhammad ibn 'Abd al-Rahïm ibn Numayr (or Thumayr),
who transmits from Sa'id ibn 'Ufayr. Al-Tabarânï mentions him several times as his informant in his works.
See for example al-Tabarani, al-Mu'jam alkabir, VI, 115 with exactly the same isnad up till Ibn Shihäb except for
the name Muhammad ibn 'Abd al-Rahim ibn Numayr alMtsri instead of Muhammad ibn 'Abd Allah.
1

Al-Mizzï, Tahdhib, III, 192-193 (no. 2328).

17

Al-Mizzi, Tahdhib, II, 484-48J (no. 1896).

,8

Al-Mizzi, Tahdhib, VI, 117-118 (no. 5460).

" Al-Tabarani, al-Mu'jam al-kabir, XIX, 60 (no. 107).
ao

Five traditions mention the ism 'Abd Allah without further identification. I have identified four of them as

'Abd Allah ibn al-Mubârak based on the isnäd in variant traditions from the same transmitter. One 'Abd Allah
cannot be identified at this stage through tsnad analysis only. He is probably 'Abd Allah ibn al-Mubarak, since
the person who transmits the story from 'Abd Allah is from Marw, the same town in the province Khurasan
where 'Abd Allah ibn al-Mubärak lived, while 'Abd Allah ibn Wahb is from Egypi.
21

Al-Mizzi, Tahdhib, V, joo-501 (no 5118).

" He died in Baghdad at the end of the caliphate of Harûn al-Rashid. Al-Mizzi, Tahdhib, IV, 32 (no. 3033)
25

The years 147/764 and 149/766 are also mentioned. Al-Mizzi, Tahdhib, V, 401 (no. 4930).
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short traditions)2'1, 'Abd Allah ibn Ka'b -> Ka'b ibn Malik (6 short traditions), 'Abd alRahmän ibn 'Abd Allah ibn Ka'b -> [his uncle] 'Ubayd Allah ibn Ka'b -> Ka'b ibn Malik (i
short tradition), 'Abd al-Rahmân ibn Ka'b -> [the same] 'Abd al-Rahmän ibn Ka'b -> Ka'b
ibn Malik (i short tradition) and "the son of Ka'b" -> Ka'b ibn Malik (i short tradition).
The last three variants are most probably defective because of a transmission error
('Ubayd Allah instead of 'Abd Allah) or a mistake from a later transmitter (i.e. somebody
forgot the name of Ka'b's son). The sanad with the double name should probably either be
'Abd al-Rahmân ibn 'Abd Allah ibn Ka'b -> 'Abd Allah ibn Ka'b -> Ka'b or just 'Abd alRahmän ibn Ka'b -> Ka'b. It is not possible to decide which transmission line is correct
based on the information from the asânîd alone. 2 '
There is not even conformity in the asanid if we look at the traditions of the students
that transmit most versions. The majority of the traditions from Ibn Wahb have 'Abd alRahmân ibn 'Abd Allah ibn Ka'b -> 'Abd Allah ibn Ka'b -> Ka'b ibn Malik, but almost all
other isnad variants appear in his traditions. The traditions from 'Abd Allah ibn al-Mubärak
have either 'Abd al-Rahmän ibn 'Abd Allah ibn Ka'b -> Ka'b ibn Malik or 'Abd al-Rahmän
ibn Ka'b -> Ka'b ibn Malik, except for one tradition.
The only pattern I could discern was in the short traditions dealing with the topic of
Muhammad leaving for a journey on Thursday. Eight of the ten traditions have the isnâd
'Abd al-Rahmän ibn Ka'b -> [his grandfather] Ka'b ibn Malik. One tradition mentions "the
son of Ka'b" without a name, and the other 'Abd Allah ibn Ka'b from Ka'b ibn Malik,
which is probably a mistake given the conformity of the other transmission lines.
It seems that Yünus ibn Yazid was responsible for the confusion about the name of
al-Zuhri's informant. He probably used the name 'Abd al-Rahmän, which appears in the
asanid of most traditions. However, the large variety of the asânîd shows that he sometimes
mentioned the son ('Abd al-Rahmän ibn Ka'b) and sometimes the grandson ('Abd alRahmän ibn 'Abd Allah ibn Ka'b) of Ka'b as al-Zuhrï's source. Roughly, half of the
'* One iradilion stops al the level of'Abd al-Rahman ibn 'Abd Allah ibn Ka'b.
2

' Even when we look at the isnäd from variant traditions from the persons that appear in the sanad, it remains

unclear whether it should read 'Abd al-Rahmän ibn 'Abd Allah ibn Ka'b -> his father 'Abd Allah ibn Ka'b ->
Ka'b or lust 'Abd al-Rahmän ibn Ka'b -> Ka'b The isnad is: Ibn Hazm -> Ahmad ibn Shu'ayb -> Sulaymän ibn
Däwüd -> 'Abd Allah ibn Wahb -> Yünus. I did not find another variant from Ahmad ibn Shu'ayb. Sulaymän
ibn Dawûd has seven other traditions, three with the isnäd'Kba al-Rahmän ibn 'Abd Allah ibn Ka'b -> 'Abd
Allah ibn Ka'b -> Ka'b, two with 'Abd al-Rahman ibn Ka'b -> Ka'b and two with 'Abd al-Rahmän ibn Ka'b ->
'Abd Allah ibn Ka'b -> Ka'b. The traditions from 'Abd Allah ibn Wahb include even more variant
transmissions.
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traditions have two transmitters between al-Zuhri and the narrator of the tradition, while
the other half has only one transmitter.

Muhammad ibn Ishäq
Although my collection contains only nine traditions from Ibn Ishâq, a relatively large
number of persons transmit them: ['Abd Allah] ibn Idrîs (d. 192/808)26, Jarlr ibn Häzim (d.
170/786-787), Muhammad ibn Salama (d. 191/807) (one detailed tradition), Salama [ibn alFadl] (d. 191/807)27, Yahyä ibn Sa'id (d. 194/810) and [Ziyâd ibn 'Abd Allah] al-Bakkâ'ï (d.
183/799)1 (one detailed tradition).
The traditions from Ibn Ishâq agree that al-Zuhri's source is 'Abd al-Rahmän ibn
'Abd Allah ibn Ka'b -> his father -> his grandfather, except for the two traditions from
Wahb ibn Jarir through his father Jarlr ibn Häzim, which mention 'Abd Allah ibn Ka'b ibn
Malik -> Ka'b ibn Malik.29 The omission of 'Abd Allah's son 'Abd al-Rahmän is probably
an error of Wahb ibn Jarir or his father.

'Abd al-Rahmän ihn 'Abd al-'Azîz
The tradition from 'Abd al-Rahmän ibn 'Abd al-'Aziz is preserved in two detailed versions
from the famous traditionist Ibn Abi Shayba (d. 235/849) via Khälid ibn Makhlad (d.
213/828). Both lines of transmissions state that al-Zuhri received his tradition from 'Abd alRahmän ibn 'Abd Allah ibn Ka'b ibn Malik -> 'Abd Allah ibn Ka'b -> his father Ka'b.

Ishäq ihn Râshid
Musa ibn A'yan (d. 177/793) transmits all but one short tradition from Ishäq ibn Räshid.
The remaining tradition is from 'Ubayd Allah ibn 'Amr (d. 180/796). According to the

16

Al-Mizzi, Tahdhlb, IV, 86-87 (no- 3"47)·

17

Al-Mizzi, Tahdhib, III, 252-253 (no. 2448).

a

' Al-Mizzi, Tahdhlb, III, 52-53 (no. 2038).

29

One tradition from al-Tabarânî has fa-dhakara l-Zuhn 'an Muhammad ibn Muslim 'an 'Abd al-Rahmän ihn

'Abd Allah ibn Ka'b alAmäri [...], al-Mu'jam al-kabïr, XIX, 46 (no. 91) Muhammad ibn Muslim is the same
person as al-Zuhri. Ibn Ishäq refers to him in the other traditions as al-Zuhri, Ibn Shihâb al-Zuhrï,
Muhammad ibn Muslim or even a combination of these, al-Zuhri Muhammad ibn Muslim ibn Shihäb The
'an between al-Zuhri and Muhammad ibn Muslim is therefore clearly a transmission error.
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version of two pupils of Musa ibn A'yan, al-Zuhri's source is 'Abd al-Rahman ibn 'Abd
Allah ibn Ka'b -> his father -> Ka'b ibn Malik One other pupil mentions "the son of Ka'b"
-> his father -> the Prophet ('an Ibn Ka'b ibn Malik 'an abiht 'an al-nabi), while 'Ubayd Allah
ibn 'Amr's tradition has 'Abd al-Rahmân ibn Ka'b -> Ka'b ibn Malik.
There is one more tradition with the variant isnad 'Abd al-Rahman ibn Ka'b -> his
father -> the Prophet ('an 'Abd al-Rahman ibn Ka'b ibn Malik 'an abthi 'an al-nabi). This
tradition is from al-Tabaram -> Khalaf ibn 'Amr al-'Ukban (d. 296/908-909) -> Ahmad ibn
Abi Shu'ayb al-Harrânî (d. 233/847-848)30 -> Musa ibn A'yan. Three traditions from two
other students of the same Ahmad ibn Abi Shu'ayb mention Ka'b's grandson 'Abd alRahman ibn 'Abd Allah as al-Zuhri's informant. Therefore, Khalaf ibn 'Amr or possibly
even al-Tabaram is probably responsible for the deviating part of the isnâd. Especially the
last part of the isnad ('an abihi 'an al-nabi) looks remarkably like the other deviating
transmission line mentioned above, which also derives from al-Tabaräni.'1

Ibrahim ibn hma 'il
The traditions from Ibrahim ibn Isma'il are preserved in the versions of the late transmitter
Abu 1-Husayn Ahmad ibn Muhammad ibn al-Naqur (d. 470/1078) -> Abu Tâhir Muhammad
ibn 'Abd al-Rahman al-Mukhallis (d. 393/1003) -> Abu 1-Husayn Ridwan ibn Ahmad (d.
324/936) -> Abu 'Umar Ahmad ibn 'Abd al-Jabbar (d. 272/886) -> Yünus ibn Bukayr (d.
199/814-81Î).'2
The name of al-Zuhri's source is not mentioned in the traditions, but he is described
as "Ka'b ibn Malik's guide, who used to lead him when he became blind" (qä 'id Ka'b ibn
Malik alladhi kanayaqûduhu hîna 'amiya) from Ka'b ibn Malik.
There is one other tradition that is probably from Ibrahim ibn Ismâ'ïl, although the
isnâd only mentions the name Ismail from al-Zuhri. Yünus ibn Bukayr, the same person as
in the above-mentioned two traditions from Ibrahim ibn Isma'il, transmits the tradition
from "Isma'il" -> al-Zuhri -> qä'id Ka'b ibn Malik -> Ka'b ibn Malik.33 The similarity in

3

° He is Ahmad b 'Abd Allah b Muslim Al Miz^i, Tahdhib, I, 52 (no 58)

'' Al-Tabaram, alMu'jam alawsat, X, 138-139 (no 9294) and alMu'jam alkabir, XIX, 58 (no 101)
3

* The editor of Ibn al-Athir's Usd alghaba shortens the lasl pari of the asânld The isnad at the beginning of the

tradition is akhbarana Abu Ja far ibn al&amîn bi isnädihi 'an Yünus an Ibrahim ibn Isma'il al Ansan The editor
gives the complete isnâd on page 18 of the introduction See Ibn al-Athir, Usd al ghaba, I, 17-18 and VI, 93
33

Al-Tabaranï, al Mu jam alkabir, XIX, 69 (no 133)
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student (Yûnus ibn Bukayr), the peculiar description of al-Zuhri's source (qd'id Ka'b ibn
Malik) and the partial correspondence of the name of al-Zuhri's student (Ismâ'ïl) to the
information in the asânïd of the two traditions from Ibrahim ibn Ismâ'ïl could indicate
that the third tradition is from the same person. The name Ibrahim ibn Ismâ'ïl seems to
have been shortened to Ismâ'ïl at some time during the transmission.

Sâlih ibn AM l-Akhdar
The tradition from Sâlih ibn Abï 1-Akhdar is a rather short tradition, but it describes several
elements from the detailed tradition. Al-Tabarânï relates the only tradition I could find
from Sâlih in his al-Mu'jam al-kabïr?* According to Sälih's version, al-Zuhri's source is 'Abd
al-Rahmän ibn 'Abd Allah ibn Ka'b ibn Malik -> his uncle 'Ubayd Allah ibn Ka'b -> Ka'b
[ibn Mähk].

Remaining students
My data collection contains only short traditions from the remaining students. The
traditions about Tabük from Ibn Jurayj, Ismâ'ïl ibn Umayya and Sufyän ibn 'Uyayna are
preserved in the versions of two or more of their pupils. The data collection includes more
than one tradition from 'Abd Allah ibn 'Abd al-Rahmän, 'Abd al-Rahmän ibn Yazid,
Ma'qil, Shu'ayb and al-Zubaydi, but in the version of one pupil only. I did find just one
tradition from 'Abd al-Rahmän ibn Namir, al-Awzâ'ï, Ibrahim ibn Murra, Musa ibn 'Uqba
and Yazïd ibn Abï Habib.
There are seven variants of the lowest part of the isnäd: 'Abd al-Rahmän ibn 'Abd
Allah ibn Ka'b -> Ka'b ibn Malik ('Abd al-Rahmän ibn Namir, 'Abd al-Rahmän ibn Yazid,
Ismâ'ïl ibn Umayya, al-Zubaydi), 'Abd Allah ibn Ka'b -> Ka'b ibn Mähk (al-Awzä'i,
Ibrahim ibn Murra, Müsä ibn 'Uqba, Shu'ayb), the son of Ka'b -> Ka'b ibn Malik ('Abd
Allah ibn 'Abd al-Rahmän", Sufyän ibn 'Uyayna, Yazid ibn Abï Habib), 'Abd al-Rahmän
ibn Ka'b ibn Malik -> his uncle -> Ka'b ibn Mälik (al-Zubaydi), 'Abd al-Rahmän ibn 'Abd
Allah ibn Ka'b -> 'Ubayd Allah ibn Ka'b -> Ka'b ibn Mälik (Ma'qil), 'Abd al-Rahmän ibn
M

Al-Tabarânï, a\-Mu'jam alkabir, XIX, 57 (no. 98).

" The three traditions from 'Abd Allah ibn 'Abd al-Rahmän differ on al-Zuhri's source. They mention Ubayy
ibn Ka'b ibn Malik, Ibn /;-Ka'b ibn Mälik (a son of Ka'b ibn Malik) and Ibn Ka'b ibn Mälik (the son of Ka'b
ibn Malik) The first two variants are probably transmission or copyist's errors of the last variant Ibn Ka'b ibn
Malik
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'Abd Allah ibn Ka'b -> 'Abd Allah ibn Ka'b and 'Ubayd Allah ibn Ka'b -> Ka'b ibn Mâlik
(Ibn Jurayj in the version of three pupils 3 ') and 'Abd al-Rahmän ibn Ka'b -> Ka'b ibn Mälik
(Ibn Jurayj in the version of one pupil).

Conclusion
Al-Zuhrl's story about Ka'b ibn Mâlik and the expedition to Tabük is widespread among his
students. His detailed tradition ended up in collections of traditionalists from Yemen,
Egypt, al-Shâm, Iraq and countries as far as Sijistän and Khurasan (nowadays part of Iran
and Afghanistan). Al-Zuhrï must have taught the tradition(s) before his death in 124/742.
Not all of al-Zuhrf s students transmit the long version of Ka'b's story (or the detailed
version of some of them is not preserved in the sources available to us today), but it is
preserved in the versions of several students. A large number of students transmit a short
tradition describing one element of Ka'b's detailed story most of them dealing with a sunna
of Muhammad. It seems that al-Zuhri is the source of (some of) the short traditions, because
several pupils transmits traditions about the same topic.
There seems to have been confusion about the name of al-Zuhrï's informant. From
the isnâd analysis, six different names or appellations appear as al-Zuhri's source. The
majority of the traditions have the name of Ka'b's grandson 'Abd al-Rahmän ibn 'Abd
Allah (d. 105-125/724-743) followed by Ka'b's son 'Abd al-Rahmän (d. 96-99/715-717 Medina).
Ka'b's other son 'Abd Allah ibn Ka'b (d. 97/715-716 or 98/716-717) is also mentioned as well
as the description "Ka'b's son" and "the leader of Ka'b". The common feature is that they
were members of the Ka'b ibn Mâlik family.37
If we look at which isnâd prevails in the version of each of al-Zuhn's students a
slightly different picture appears. The majority (9) of them mentions 'Abd al-Rahmän ibn
'Abd Allah ibn Ka'b -> 'Abd Allah or 'Ubayd Allah ibn Ka'b -> Ka'b ibn Malik (A). Four
students mention the same tsndd without an intermediary between Ka'b and his grandson
(B), while four other students miss the name of Ka'b's grandson (C). Three students describe

' The isnâd in the tradition of one other pupil stops at the level of al-Zuhri's informant 'Abd al-Rahmän ibn
'Abd Allah ibn Ka'b, who relates Ka'b's words.
17

Motzki describes the same confusion in his article on the murder of Ibn Abi 1-Huqayq The informants he

came upon were 'Abd al-Rahmän ibn Ka'b ibn Mälik, 'Abd Allah ibn Ka'b ibn Malik, 'Abd al-Rahman ibn
'Abd Allah ibn Ka'b ibn Mälik and Ibn Ka'b ibn Mälik Al-Zuhrï's isnäd stops at the Successor level and does
not go back to an eyewitness or participant of the event. Motzki, H., "The murder", 178-179.
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al-Zuhrï's source as "the son of Ka'b" (D). Ma'mar and Ibrahim ibn Ismâ'ïl are alone in
2giving the tsnâd 'Abd al-Rahmân ibn Ka'b -> Ka'b ibn Malik 3 ' (E) and "the leader of Ka'b"
-> Ka'b ibn Mâhk (F) respectively
The tsndd analysis shows that al-Zuhri seems to have varied in the names of the
persons from whom he heard the story. He usually mentioned tsnâd A, but sometimes
omitted the name of'Abd al-Rahmân ibn 'Abd Allah's informant (B), his own informant (C)
or even the name of Ka'b's son (D). Ma'mar and Ibrahim ibn Ismâ'ïl seem to be responsible
for the variants E and F respectively, because they are the only two students in whose
traditions these variants represent the majority. However, we cannot exclude the possibility
that al-Zuhrï used variant E sometimes, because several other students mention it
occasionally. The matn analysis will show if the conclusion from the analysis of the asdnid is
correct.

m . M A T N ANALYSIS PER S T U D E N T O F A L - Z U H R Î

The analysis of the traditions per student of al-Zuhrï is carried out in the same way as the
traditions about the event with the Hudhayl and the night (ourney The large number of
students and traditions makes it impossible to discuss every tradition in detail as I have
done in the previous two chapters. Therefore, in some cases I will only give an overview of
the results of the analysis.

Ma 'mar ibn Râshid
The oldest collection that contains a detailed version is the Musannaf of 'Abd al-Razzaq
(Li).39 The other detailed traditions are from Ibn Hanbal (L8), Ibn Hibbän (L9), al-Tabarani
(L19), Ibn 'Asäkir (L6) and Ibn Qudäma (L14). A° The tsnad bundle of the traditions
attributed to Ma'mar is given in Appendix 5.
Comparison of the mutun of the six detailed traditions shows that they are almost
identical in formulation and content. Most differences in formulation seem to be copyist's
3

This variant appears in several traditions of some of al-Zuhn's pupils, but it only appears as a less common

variant in the traditions o f t h a t specific student
" 'Abd al-Razzaq, al Musannaf, V, 397-405
40

Ibn 'Asäkir, Tankh, L, 201-205 ( n o 10651) Ibn Hanbal, Musnad, VI, 416 419 (no 27243) Ibn Hibban,

VIII, 155-163 (no 3370) Ibn Qudama, Kttab al tawwabm
Tabarani, alMu'jam

Le livre des penitents, Damascus 1961, 87-93 (

no

Sahih,
2

4 ) Al

alkabir, XIX, 42-46 (no 90)
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errors. The common link of the traditions is 'Abd al-Razzâq. The similarity of the traditions
indicates written traditions, i.e. 'Abd al-Razzäq probably let the students copy the written
text from him, or he dictated the tradition. The three detailed traditions from 'Abd alRazzaq's pupil Ishäq ibn Ibrahim al-Dabari share the peculiarity that al-Zuhrl's informant is
named "the son of Ka'b", while the traditions from three other students - Ibn Hanbal,
Muhammad ibn Abi l-Sarï (d. 238/853)''1 and Muhammad ibn Yahyâ l-Dhuhli (d. 2^/^12)^

-

agree on the ism 'Abd al-Rahmän. This means that Ishäq ibn Ibrahim al-Dabari is
responsible for the omission of the name of Ka'b's son.
'Abd al-Razzäq's detailed tradition from Ma'mar based on the above-mentioned
traditions is as follows:
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His name is Muhammad ibn al-Mutawakkil al-Qurashi l-Hashimi Al-Mizzi, Tahdhib, VI, 492-493 (no. 6169).

42

The years 252, 256 and 257 AH are also mentioned as years in which Muhammad ibn Yahyâ 1-Dhuhlï died.

AI-M17.7Ï, Tahdhib, VI, 553-557 (no. 6278)
n

The version of Ishäq ibn Ibrahim al-Dabari is Ibn Ka'b ibn Malik.

M

The version of Ibn Hanbal is tawäfaqnä.

4!

Also wa-lam mentioned.

4

Qalla ma and qallamà are mentioned in the variant traditions.

47

Also uhbalahu is mentioned.

4

Version Ibn Hanbal ahadan
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"Version Ishäq ibn Ibrahim al-Dabarïghadan bilghadâh.
'"Versions Muhammad ibn Abï l-Sarï and Muhammad ibn Yahyâ I-Duhlï mha.
'' Versions Ibn Hanbal and Muhammad ibn Yahyâ 'afw.
}1

Also dhanbika.

" Version Ishäq ibn Ibrahim al-Dabarï shaykh kabîr.
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'Abd al-Razzäq on the authority of Ma'mar on the authority of al-Zuhri, he said, 'Abd alRahmân ibn Ka'b ibn Malik informed me on the authority of his father, he said, "I did
not stay behind from the Prophet in any expedition until the expedition to Tabük, except
for Badr (i)". The Prophet did not blame anyone who had stayed back from Badr,
because he set out for the caravan, while Quraysh set out to aid their caravan and they

M

Version Ishäq ibn Ibrahim al-Dabarl min baraka.

'* The repetition of the sentence appears in some versions twice and in others three limes.
' Versions Ibn Hanbal and Muhammad ibn Yahyâ 1-Dhuhlïyaklimannakum
"Version Ishäq ibn Ibrahim al-Dabari kadbabnabu.
' The versions from Ibn Hanbal and Muhammad ibn Yahyâ I-Dhuhlî have ablâ and abläni in this sentence.
" In the translation, I have divided the story in different elements based on the versions of all of al-Zuhri's
students. Some of them do not mention a certain element or they put them in a different order, which is why
sometimes a number is skipped or the numbers are not consecutive It also occurs that a certain element is only
present in the version of one student. Appendix 6 contains a list of all elements.

met unintentionally

as God said (2). By my life! The most esteemed place of martyrdom

of the messenger of God among the people is certainly Badr (5), but I would not trade my
pledge during the night of al-'Aqaba (4), where we entered an agreement on Islam (3), for
presence [at Badr]. After that, I did not stay behind from the Prophet in an expedition
until the expedition to Tabük (6). It was the last expedition he made (7).
The Prophet notified the people of the departure (13). He wanted them to prepare the
equipment for their expedition, which would take place at a time when the shadows were
pleasant and the fruit abundant (16). Rarely did he send out an expedition, without
pretending another destination (9), saying "war is a mode of deceiving." (10) But in the
case of the expedition to Tabük, the Prophet wanted the people to prepare the [proper]
equipment during the expedition to Tabük (12). I had never been wealthier; I had
gathered two riding-camels. I had never been more able to fight and having little property
to maintain (8). However, at that time, I inclined towards the shadows and the abundance
of the fruits (17). I was still like that, when the Prophet left early in the morning (20). This
was on Thursday. He loved to leave on Thursday (21). I got up in the morning and said, 'I
will go quickly to the market tomorrow and buy my equipment. Then I will catch up
with them.' (22) I hurried to the market on the following day and part of my business was
difficult for me (23). I returned and said, 'I will come back tomorrow if God wills and
catch up with them', but part of my business was difficult for me again (24). I continued
to do so until my guilt became too complicated and I stayed behind from the messenger
of God (25).
I began to walk in the markets and to roam all over Medina. It made me sad that I only
saw men accused of hypocrisy (27). Everybody who had stayed behind thought that this
would be hidden from him (ij), because there were so many people that a dîwân" could
not contain them (14). There were eighty-something men who had stayed behind from the
Prophet (36).
The Prophet did not think of me until he had reached Tabük. When he reached Tabük
he asked, 'What happed to Ka'b ibn Malik?' (28) A man from my tribe said, Ό messenger
of God, his two cloaks and looking at his two sides (meaning, he is self-conceited)62 made
him to stay behind.' Mu'âdh ibn Jabal said, 'What a bad thing to say! By God, Prophet of
God, we only know good things of him.'" (29) He said, "While they were like that, they
suddenly [sawj a man appearing from the mirage. The Prophet said, 'Let it be Abü
Khaythama.' It was indeed Abü Khaythama. (30)

Literally: without appointment
1
61

A dtwän is a register of- in this case — participants of the expedition
See Lane, Lexicon, II, 2080.

When the Prophet finished the expedition to Tabûk and was on his way back to
Medina, I began to think about how I could escape the anger of the Prophet. For that
purpose, I sought the help of everyone having sound judgment from my family (31).
When it was said that the Prophet would arrive early in the morning, falsehood left me
and I knew that only the truth could save me (32).
The Prophet arrived after sunrise and prayed two rak'ät in the place of worship (33).
When he came back from a journey, he did that: he entered the place of worship and
prayed two rak'ät. Then he sat down (34). The persons who had stayed behind began to
come to him, to swear an oath to him and to excuse themselves to him (35). He forgave
them, accepted their openness and entrusted their secrets to God (37).
I entered the place of worship and there he was sitting. When he saw me, he smiled
angrily at me (38). I came and sat before him. He said, 'Did you not buy your mount?' I
said, 'Yes, Prophet of God!' He said, 'What kept you back?' (39) I said, 'By God, if I sat
before somebody else than you I would certainly escape his anger at me with an excuse,
because I have been bestowed with eloquence '. However, I know. Prophet of God, that if
I tell you today something which makes you angry with me, but which is true, then I
hope for God's recompense. If I tell you today something, which makes you approve of
me, but which is a he, [I know that] God will soon inform you about me. By God,
Prophet of God, I have never been wealthier and with lesser property to maintain when I
stayed behind from you.' (40) He said, "Verily, he has told you the information with truth.
Get up until God decides about you.' (41)
I got up and people from my tribe rose at my heels chiding me. They said, 'By God, we
have never known you committing a sin before this! Why did you not proffer an excuse
to the Prophet of God by which he would approve of you? The forgiveness of the
messenger of God would come through that and you would not find yourself in a
position from which you do not know what will be decided about you.' (42) They did not
stop chiding me until I was about to return and deny what I had previously said, when I
asked, 'Did anybody else but me say the same thing?' (43) They said, "Yes, Hilâl ibn
Umayya and Murära ibn Rabi'a said [the same].' They mentioned two righteous men who
had participated in Badr in whom I had an example. I said, 'By God, I will never return
to him concerning this and prove myself a liar.'" (44)
(He said,) "The Prophet forbade the people to talk to the three of us (45)." He said, "I
made myself go out to the market. Nobody talked to me and the people changed beyond
recognition to us, until they were no longer the ones we knew. The walls changed beyond
recognition to us, until they were no longer the walls we knew. The land changed beyond
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I used Trevor le Gassick's translation of this word. See Ibn Kaihir, The life, IV, 30.
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recognition to us, until it was no longer the land we once knew (46). I was the strongest
of my companions. I used to go out to the market and go to the place of worship (49). I
entered and the Prophet came. I greeted him and said [to myself], 'Did he move his lips
in salutation?' When I started to pray towards a column and turned towards my prayer,
he looked at me out of the corner of his eyes and when I looked at him, he turned away
from me." (50)
He said, "My two companions were humble and they were crying day and night not
showing their heads (48). While I was walking around the market, there was a Christian,
who had come to sell his food, saying, 'Who shows me the way to Ka'b ibn Malik?' The
people began to point him towards me and he came to me. He brought me a letter from
the king of Ghassan 64 in which was written <Now, I have heard that your master treated
you unkindly and drove you away. You should not be in a state of abandonment ' and
shame. Come to us, we will support you.> I said, 'This is another test and blemish!' I
heated the fire for it and burned it in it. (52)
When forty nights had passed, there came a messenger from the Prophet, who said,
'Separate from your wife.' I asked, 'Do I have to divorce her?' He said, 'No, but do not
sleep with her.' (53) The wife of Hiläl ibn Umayya came and said, 'Messenger of God,
Hiläl ibn Umayya is a weak old man. Is it allowed for me to serve him?' He answered, 'Yes,
but he should not sleep with you.' She said, Ό Prophet of God. By God, he has no desire
for anything. 6 6 He has not stopped crying in prostration day and night since the
beginning of this case.'" (55)
Ka'b said, "When the trial became too much for me, I climbed the wall [of the property]
of my nephew Abu Qatâda and I greeted him, but he did not return my greeting. I said, 'I
beg you by God, Abu Qatâda! Do you not know that I love God and His messenger?' He
remained silent and I said, 'I beg you by God, Abu Qatâda! Do you not know that I love
God and His messenger?' He said, 'God and His messenger know best.'" He said, "I could
not prevent myself from crying, so I climbed back over the wall. (51)
When fifty nights had passed since the Prophet forbade the people to talk to us, I was
performing the Morning Prayer on the roof of one of our houses. I sat down, while I was
in a state of which God had said « a n d the earth, for all its spaciousness, closed in
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The Ghassan are a division of the Azd-clan. They came originally from South Arabia, but migrated to Syria

after their conversion to Christianity. They were allies of the Byzantium empire. Shahid, I., "Ghassan", in Eh,
II, Leiden 1965,1020-1021
6

' Literally: a place of perdition and shame.

66

Literally: there is no motion in him for anything. I used the translation of Trevor LeCassick See Ibn Kathir,

The life, IV, 32.
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around them and their souls closed in around t h e m » , when I heard suddenly a cry
from the upper part of Sal' , 'Rejoice, Ka'b ibn Malik!' (57) I fell down prostrating and I
knew that God had given us reprieve from grieve (58). Then a man on a horse came
bringing me good news; the voice was quicker than his horse (63). I gave him my two
cloaks as a gift for bringing good news and put on two other cloaks. (64)
Our remission had been revealed to the Prophet during the first third of the night (59).
Umm Salama said, 'Prophet of God. Why do we not tell Ka'b ibn Malik the good news?'
He [Prophet] said, 'Then, the people will crowd round you and will prevent you from
sleeping the remainder of the night.'" He said, "Umm Salama was beneficial to my case,
because she was sad over my affair. (60)
1 went to the Prophet and there he was sitting in the place of worship surrounded by
Muslims (66) and shining like the moon. He was always beaming when he was happy
with something. I came and sat down before him (70). He said, 'Rejoice, Ka'b ibn Malik
with the best day since your mother gave birth to you.'" (68) He said, "I said, 'Prophet of
God. Did it come from God or from you?' He said, 'No, it came from God!' (69) Then he
recited to them « G o d has turned mercifully to the Prophet, the Emigrants and the
H e l p e r s » until he reached « G o d is the Ever Relenting, the Merciful»

." (75) He said,

"About us, it was also revealed: « F e a r God and be with the t r u t h f u l » 7 0 . " (76)
He said, "I said, Ό Prophet of God, as my penance, I will only speak the truth (72) and
give all my property as sadaqa to God and His messenger.' [The Prophet] said, 'Keep some
of your property; that is better for you.' I said, 'I will keep my share from Khaybar.' (71)
God did not bestow upon me a greater favour after my conversion to Islam than letting
me speak the truth to the messenger of God, when my two companions and I spoke the
truth, so that we did not he and perish like they perished (77). I certainly hope that God
to Whom belong might and majesty does not test anyone in speaking the truth as he has
tested me (73). I have not yet intentionally told a lie and I hope that God will preserve me
for the rest of my life." (74)
Al-Zuhri said, "This is the end of the tradition of Ka'b ibn Malik." (78)

The medium-length traditions, which are from I b n 'Asäkir (Mi), al-Tirmidhï
Qurtubï
7

7

(M2), al-

(M3) and Ibn al-Athir (M4), ' relate several elements of the detailed story.

Ibn

Sural allawba 9:118. See footnote 3 for the source of the translation.
Sal' is a mountain near Medina Yäqül, Mu'jam al-buldän. III, 236.
Sural al-tawba 9117-118.

70
7

Sural allawba 9.119.

' Ibn 'Asäkir, Ta'rikh, II, 31-32. Ibn al-Athir, Usdalghâba, IV, 488-489. Al-Qurlubï, aljämi' liabkdm al-Qur'àn,

Vili, Beirut i405/[i985], 277-278. Al-Tirmidhi, Sunan, IV, 345-346 (no. 5100).
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'Asâkir's tradition from Ibn Hanbal follows the plot of the detailed tradition from the
beginning until element 21. The other three traditions, which al-Tirmidhi all relates from
'Abd al-Razzàq on the authority of 'Abd ibn Humayd (d. 249/863), narrate Ka'b's story
from the beginning until element 13 and from element 66 to 7472 after the remark that "he73
told it completely" {fa-dhakara l-hadïlh bt-tülihi). The mulûn of the medium-length traditions
are similar to the detailed traditions in form and content except for the above-mentioned
missing parts.
The reference to the complete story at the point where part of the plot is skipped and
the similarity in formulation and content of the text shows that the detailed story is the
original version of 'Abd al-Razzäq. This only applies to the traditions from al-Tirmidhi, alQurtubi and Ibn al-Athir. There is no reference to a longer story in the tradition from Ibn
'Asäkir; the tradition stops suddenly. Probably, the editor Ibn 'Asäkir is responsible for the
abrupt end. He places the tradition in the chapter on the Prophet's expedition to al-Shäm.
He probably only mentioned the first part of the tradition from Ka'b, because this part
relates how Muhammad ordered the Muslims to prepare for the expedition and when he left.
The remaining information in the tradition, i.e. how Ka'b stayed behind, falls outside the
scope of the chapter.
The other traditions from Ma'mar handle only one or two elements from the
detailed tradition. The following elements appear separately as short traditions: 1, 9+10, 21,
34, 53, 58, 70 and 71+72. Several short traditions contain references to a longer story and are
shortened versions of the detailed tradition. A number of short traditions, however, lack any
indication that they were formerly part of a longer story and there is no connection with the
expedition to Tabük. It seems that Ma'mar transmitted some elements (9+10, 21, 34, 71+72)
not only as part of the detailed story about Tabuk, but also separately, outside the context of
Ka'b's story. These traditions usually begin with an introductory sentence that is not present
in the detailed version, while the remainder of the text seems to be identical. Ma'mar most
probably related the short traditions with the transmission line al-Zuhri -> 'Abd al-Rahmän
ibn Ka'b -> Ka'b ibn Malik, i.e. with only one link to the alleged author of the story, the
Companion Ka'b ibn Malik.

71

Ibn al-Athir's tradition ends with the citation of verse 9:117 (element 75) instead of verse 9· 118

The

shortening is most probably a copyist's error, because both verses end with the same word rahim.
75

Al-Tirmidhi or 'Abd ibn Humayd shortened the tradition and added the remark. Therefore, "he" is either

'Abd ibn Humayd or 'Abd al-Razzäq.
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Another result from the analysis of the mutün of the short traditions is that
according to the tsnäd, the formulation and the structure of the two traditions that derived
from a combined transmission of Ma'mar and Yünus (S12 and S16), are different from the
detailed versions of Ma'mar. Furthermore, the source of al-Zuhn is the grandson 'Abd alRahmän ibn 'Abd Allah ibn Ka'b, while the other traditions from 'Abd Allah ibn alMubärak, who transmits the combined tradition from Ma'mar and Yünus, mention the son
'Abd al-Rahman as informant of al-Zuhri. We will first have to compare the combined
traditions with traditions from Yünus, before we can decide if the matn and the formulation
of the lower part of the isnâd derive from Yünus, or if Ma'mar transmitted this tradition
with a variant structure and formulation outside the framework of his detailed version as he
did with other elements.74
The tsndd-cum-matn analysis of the traditions ascribed to Ma'mar, shows that 'Abd alRazzâq handed down a detailed tradition with the sanad Ma'mar -> al-Zuhri -> 'Abd alRahmân ibn Ka'b -> Ka'b ibn Malik by means of written transmission. Ma'mar taught the
detailed version probably also to other students besides 'Abd al-Razzäq, although we only
have a reference to a detailed version from Muhammad ibn Thawr (d. 190/806) in two short
traditions Unfortunately, we do not have the actual text of Ibn Thawr's longer tradition.

Ibn Akhi 1-Z.uhn, Muhammad ibn 'Abd Allah ibn Muslim
The detailed version of al-Zuhri's nephew Muhammad ibn 'Abd Allah is preserved in a
rather late tradition from Abu 1-Qâsim Hibat Allah ibn Muhammad al-Shaybam in the
Musnad of Ibn Hanbal and by Ibn 'Asäkir, Ibn al-Jawzi and Ibn Kathir. 7 ' The isnâd bundle
of all the traditions ascribed to Muhammad ibn 'Abd Allah is as follows:

74

Comparison wnh the version from Yunus shows that the isnad as well as the main is similar 10 the version

from Yunus, although there are some differences in formulation See pages 247-248
7!

The tradition from Ibn Hanbal's Musnad (and probably also the one from Ibn Kathir) is handed down via

the same nwaya as the traditions from Ibn 'Asakir and Ibn al-Jawzi Ibn 'Asakir, Ta rikb, L, 196 201 (no 10650)
Ibn Hanbal, Musnad, III, j j 7 559 (no 15795) Ibn aljaw7i, alMunlazam fi lankh almuluk
1995, 428-433 Ibn Kathir, Tafstr, II, 411-413
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wa Iumam, II, Beirut

Figure 23: Isnad bundle of al-Zuhn's nephew on the three who stayed behind
IBN KATHÏR
IBN 'ASAKIR IBN AL-JAWZÏ d. 774/1373 Damascus
d 571/1175
d. 596/1200
Damascus
Baghdad
Lj \
jf
L11
Abu 1-Qäsim Hibal Allah
d 525/1131 Baghdad

AL-SUYÜTÏ
d. 911/1505 Baghdad

Abu 'Ali 1-Hasan b. 'Ali
d. 444/1052 Baghdad

t
Abu Bakr Ahmad b. Ja'far
d. 368/978-9 Baghdad

•

'Abd Allah b. Ahmad
d. 290/903 Baghdad

IBN HANBAL
d. 241/855 Baghdad

AL-TABARANÎ
d. 360/971 Isfahan
S3 II ^ • ' " ~ ~ — « ^ I i Muhammad b. 'Abd Allah
'Abdân b. Ahmad 7 ^ " ^ d 297/009-10 Kûfa
d. 306/919 'Askar Mukram
1
•
MUSLIM
'Abd Allah b. al-Hakam d. 261/874 Naysäbür
d. 255/869 Küfa
'Abd b. Humayd
'Ubayd Allah
d. 249/863 Damascus
b. Sa'd b. Ibrahim
d. 260/874 Baghdad
Ya'qub b Ibrahim b. Sa'd
d. 208/823 Medina

•

Muhammad b. 'Abd Allah
(IbnAkhil-Zuhri)
d. 152/769 Medina

t
al-Zuhri
d. 124/742 Medina a.o.

^^^^
•

'Abd al-Rahmän b 'Abd Allah b. Ka'b
d. 105-25/724-43 Medina
L7-11 S3 Ii ^^^^***—+.
L5-13 S1-2
'Abd Allah b. Ka'b
'Ubayd Allah b. Ka'b
d 97/715-6 or 98/716-7 Medina
^
n.d. Medina
= detailed tradition
^
Ka'b b. Malik
= short tradition
d. 50/670 Medina

Since according to the isnäd all traditions derive from the same 5th-century transmitter, we
would expect to find a high degree of similarity between the mutün with only some minor
differences. This is indeed the case with the traditions of Ibn 'Asâkir, Ibn al-Jawzi and the
tradition from Ibn Hanbal's Musnad. Almost all differences are probably the result of
transcription errors, which indicates that Ibn 'Asäkir and Ibn al-Jawzi received the tradition
from Hibat Allah through written transmission. The tradition of Ibn Kathir is more
complicated. It differs more than the other three traditions, while it probably derives from
the same source (Hibat Allah). Many differences go beyond small copyist's errors.

7

He is Abu Muhammad 'Abd Allah ibn Ahmad ibn Musa 1-Ahwâzï I-Jawaliqi. Dhahabi, Kitab tadhkirat al-

huffâz, II, Beirut 1428/2007, 187-188 (no. 55/709 10).
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The similarities between the four detailed traditions show that they derive from the
same source. Ibn Kathir received this tradition also by means of written transmission.
However, the differences between Ibn Kathlr's text and the other three are larger and more
significant than we would have expected based on the information from the isnäd. Ibn
Kathir either connects (by mistake) the wrong isnäd to this tradition, or he or one of the
transmitters between himself and Ibn Hanbal adjusted the text.
Finally, the four texts agree on the same informant from al-Zuhrï, 'Abd al-Rahmân
ibn 'Abd Allah ibn Ka'b ibn Malik. They disagree, however, on 'Abd al-Rahmân's
informant. The traditions from Ibn Hanbal's Musnad and Ibn al-Jawzi both mention 'Abd
Allah ibn Ka'b, while Ibn 'Asäkir and Ibn Kathir have 'Ubayd Allah ibn Ka'b. This might
be a transcription error, since the difference between the two names is just one letter in
writing. It is also possible that al-Zuhri's nephew or one of the transmitters between him and
Hibat Allah confused the names and sometimes mention 'Ubayd Allah instead of 'Abd
Allah. It is not very likely that these texts originally derived from two different sons of Ka'b,
since the traditions are almost identical. Even the text of Ibn Kathir does not differ to such
an extent that it could be explained by al-Zuhrï having two different informants.
A reconstruction of the detailed tradition from al-Zuhri's nephew based on the
above-mentioned traditions is as follows:
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Version Musnad Ibn Hanbai does not mention this word
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Ibn 'Asakir does not mention this sentence Ibn aljaw^i wal nas ilayha su r Ibn Kathir waana dayha asghar

' Ibn 'Asakir and Ibn Kathir atajahhazu
1

Version Musnad Ibn Hanbal alkadhdhab

' Ibn 'Asakir and Ibn Kathir do not mention this word
Version Musnad Ibn Hanbal anni bthi
87

Ibn 'Asakir and Ibn Kathir^ä qad
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Version Musnad Ibn Hanbal / ; min Ibn al-Jawzïyî.
^ Version Musnad Ibn Hanbal anbafi. Ibn al-Jawzï and Ibn al-Kathir bt nabali.
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Ibn Kathîr has twice -bu instead of ~hä, which is the correct affix, because it refers to kuäb

" Ibn 'Asäkir and Ibn Kathîr zäla.
" Version Musnad Ibn Hanbal kamâl
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'Abd Allah told us, my father told me, Ya'qûb ibn Ibrahim told us, al-Zuhri's nephew
Muhammad ibn 'Abd Allah told us on the authority of his uncle Muhammad ibn
Muslim al-Zuhri, he said, 'Abd al-Rahmän ibn 'Abd Allah ibn Ka'b ibn Malik informed
me that 'Abd Allah ibn Ka'b ibn Malik, the son of Ka'b who was his guide when the
became blind, said, I heard Ka'b ibn Mälik tell his story about when he stayed behind
from the messenger of God during the expedition to Tabûk. Ka'b ibn Malik said,

" Version Musnad Ibn Hanbal yalqanï.
M

Version Musnad Ibn Hanbal kadbabübu.
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"I had never stayed behind from the messenger of God in any expedition apart from
the expedition to Tabük, except that I stayed behind during the expedition to Badr (i).
He [the Prophet] did not blame anyone who had stayed behind from Badr, because the
messenger of God set out for the caravan of the Quraysh, when God brought them [the
Muslims] and their enemy suddenly together (2). I was present together with the
messenger of God at the night of al-'Aqaba, when we concluded an agreement on Islam
(3). I do not want to trade my presence at [al-'Aqaba] for Badr, (j) even though the people
consider Badr to be more memorable and famous (4).
When I stayed behind from the messenger of God during the expedition to Tabük, I
had never been stronger and wealthier than when I stayed behind from him during that
expedition. By God, I had never before owned two riding-camels until I gathered them in
that expedition (8). Rarely did he send out an expedition, without pretending another
destination, until that expedition (9). The messenger of God made that expedition at a
time of extreme heat with the prospect of a long travel through the desert and many
enemies (11). He made this clear to the Muslims, so they could prepare the equipment
against their enemy (12) and informed them on the direction he wanted to take (13).
The Muslims accompanying the messenger of God were so many that a kitäb bäßf - by
which he meant a register (diwän) - could not contain them." (14) Ka'b said, "A man who
wanted to stay behind thinking that it would remain concealed as long as God did not
send a revelation about him, was rare [among the Muslims] (ij).
The messenger of God carried out that expedition at a time when the fruits and the
shadow were pleasant (16) making me turn away my face from the others (17). The
messenger of God made his preparations for [the expedition], as did the believers with
him, while I began to go out early in the morning to prepare myself together with them,
but I returned having accomplished nothing (18). I said to myself, 'I can do it when I
want to.' I continued doing the same, until the people were making serious efforts (19).
The messenger of God left early in the morning together with the Muslims, while I had
completed nothing of my equipment (20). I said, 'I will finish my preparations in a day
or two. Then I will catch up with them.' (22) I left early in the morning after they had
departed to prepare myself, but I returned having accomplished nothing of my
equipment (23). I left [again] early in the morning, but I returned having accomplished
nothing (24). I continued doing the same, when they hurried on and the expedition got
out of sight (25). I intended to leave and catch up with them -1 wish that I had done that!
- but then that was not predestined for me anymore (26).
When I went among the people after the departure of the messenger of God and walked
among them, it made me sad that I only saw men accused of hypocrisy or those excused
by God (27).

The messenger of God did not think of me until he had reached Tabük. He asked, while
he was sitting with the people in Tabük, 'What happed to Ka'b ibn Malik?' (28) A man of
Banu Salima replied, 'Messenger of God, his two cloaks and looking at his two sides
made him to stay behind ' Mu'ädh ibn Jabal said to him, 'What a bad thing to say' By
God, messenger of God, we only know good things of him.' The messenger of God
remained silent (29).
When I learned that the messenger of God was on his way back from Tabük, I became
sorrowful. I began to think about a lie. I said [to myself], 'How can I escape his anger
tomorrow?' For that purpose, I sought the help of everyone with insight from my family
(31) When it was said that the messenger of God was nearby, falsehood left me and I
knew that I could never get away from him with anything. I decided to tell him the truth
(32).

The messenger of God arrived in the morning (33). Whenever he came back from a
journey, he would first go to the place of worship, where he would perform a prayer of
two rak'ät and he would next sit down with the people (34) When he had done that the
persons who had stayed behind came to him and started to proffer an excuse and swear
an oath to him (35). There were 80 such men [who did that] (36) The messenger of God
accepted their openness, forgave them and entrusted their secrets to God, blessed and
exalted is He, until I arrived (37).
When I greeted him, he smiled angrily at me. Then he said to me, 'Come over here.' (38)
I walked over and sat before him. He asked me, 'What kept you back? Did you continue
with your mount?'" (39) He said, "I said, 'Messenger of God, if I were sitting before
anyone else in the world than you, I would certainly think that I would escape his anger
with an excuse, because I have been bestowed with eloquence However, by God, I know
for sure that if I tell you today lies to please you, God, exalted is He, would certainly soon
thereafter make you angry with me. Whereas, if I tell you today the truth, which will
make you angry with me, I hope for the solace by God's pardon, blessed and exalted is He.
By God, I had no excuse. By God, I have never been more unoccupied and wealthier than
when I stayed behind from you.' (40) The messenger of God said, 'Verily, this man has
told the truth. Get up until God, exalted is He, decides about you.' (41)
I got up and entered upon people from the Banü Salima. They followed me and said,
'By God, we have never known you committing a sin before this' You failed to find an
excuse for the messenger of God as did the others who had stayed behind. The
forgiveness of the messenger of God would have been enough for your sin 1 ' (42) They did
not stop chiding me until I wanted to return and deny what I had previously said. Then I
asked them, 'Has anyone other than me received the same response?' (43) They said, 'Yes,
two men. They said the same thing as you and his response to them was the same as to

you.' He said, I asked them, 'Who are they?' They answered, 'Murära ihn al-Rabi' al'Ämiri and Hiläl ihn Umayya l-Wâqifî."1 He said, "They mentioned two righteous men to
me who had participated in Badr in whom I had an example." He said, "I walked away
when they mentioned them to me." (44)
(He said,) "The messenger of God forbade the Muslims to talk to the three of us from
among all those who had stayed behind from him and the people avoided us." (45) He
said, "The people changed beyond recognition to us, until the land became unfamiliar to
me and it was no longer the land I once knew (46). We remained like this for fifty nights
(47). My two companions remained humbly in their houses weeping (48), but I was the
youngest and the most enduring. I would still attend the prayer together with the
Muslims and walk in the markets, but nobody talked to me (49). I would still go to the
messenger of God, while he was in his assembly after the prayer. I greeted him and said to
myself, 'Did he move his lips in salutation?' I would pray close to him and steel a glance
at him. When I prayed he would look at me and when I turned towards him, he would
turn away (50).
When the separation from the Muslims became too much for me, I walked and climbed
over the wall [of the poperty] of Abu Qatâda, my nephew and the person I was most fond
of. I greeted him, but by God, he did not return my greeting. I said to him, 'Abu Qatâda,
I beg you by God! Do you not know that I love God and His messenger?'" He said, "He
remained silent." He said, "I begged him again, but he remained silent. I begged him
again and he said, 'God and His messenger know best.' Tears flowed from my eyes at that.
I turned away and climbed over the wall (ji).
While I was walking in the market of Medina one day, there was a Nabatean" from
Syria, who had come to sell his food in Medina, saying, 'Who shows me the way to Ka'b
ibn Malik?'" He said, "The people began to point him towards me, until he came to me.
He gave me a letter from the king of Ghassan. I was a scribe and in it was written <Now, I
have heard that your master treated you unkindly. God should not put you in a state of
abandonment and shame. Come to us, we will support you.>" He said, "I said when I
read this, 'This is another test!'" He said, "I heated the fire for it and burned it in it (52).
When forty of the fifty nights had passed, there came a messenger from the messenger
of God, who said, 'The messenger of God orders you to separate from your wife.'" He
said, "I asked, 'Do I have to divorce her or what should I do?' He said, "You just have to
separate from her and do not sleep with her', he said. My two companions received the

" The Nabataeans originaled probably from the Syrian-Mesopotamian area. They spoke an Arabic dialect. See
Graf, D.F , "Nabai: 1. The Nabat al-Shäm", in Eh, VII, Leiden 1993, 834-835.
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same message." (53) He said, "I said to my wife, 'Go to your family and stay with them,
until God decides this matter.'" (54)
He said, "The wife of Hiläl ihn Umayya went to the messenger of God and said to him,
'Messenger of God, Hiläl is a poor old man. He does not have a servant. Do you
disapprove of me serving him?' He answered, 'No, but he should not sleep with you.' She
said, 'By God, he has no desire for anything. He has not stopped crying since this began
to this very day.'" (55)
He said, "Some of my family said to me, 'Why do you not ask the messenger of God
permission for your wife? He has allowed the wife of Hiläl ibn Umayya to serve him.'"
He said, "I said, 'By God, I will not ask the messenger of God permission for her. I do
not know what the messenger of God would say if I, a young man, asked him
permission.' (j6)
Ten more nights went by as before and we had gone through fifty nights since [the
messenger of God] forbade [the people] to talk to us." He said, "Then I performed the
Morning Prayer on the roof of one of our houses on the morning of the fiftieth night.
While I was sitting in the state of which God, blessed and exalted is He, had said, <my
soul closed in around me and the earth, for all its spaciousness, closed in around me> , I
heard a man who had climbed the mountain Sal' shouting at the top of his voice, 'Ka'b
ibn Malik, rejoice!' (57)
I fell down prostrating, realizing that relieve had come (58). The messenger of God had
announced God's forgiveness of us, when he had performed the Morning Prayer (61) and
the people had come out to tell us the good news. They had gone to my two companions
to bring the news (62) and a man hurried towards me on a horse, while a herald from
Aslam had climbed the mountain. The voice was quicker than the horse (63). When the
man whose voice I had heard, came to me to bring me the good news, I took off my two
garments and dressed him with them as a gift for bringing good news. By God, I did not
own any other clothes at that time, so I borrowed two garments and put them on (64).
I went to the messenger of God, while the people swarmed around me, congratulating
me on God's forgiveness of me, saying, 'May the forgiveness of God give you joy', until I
entered the place of worship (65). There was the messenger of God sitting in the place of
worship surrounded by people (66). Talha ibn 'Ubayd Allah hurried towards me, until he
shook hands with me and congratulated me. By God, no other Emigrant did so." [AlZuhri or 'Abd Allah ibn Ka' b] said, "Ka'b never forgot Talhâ's action." (67)

''This is a paraphrase of Sural al tawba 9:118 « [ . . . ] when the earth, for all its spaciousness, closed in around
them and their souls closed in around them [...]>>.

Ka'b said, "When I greeted the messenger of God, he said while his face was beaming
with pleasure, 'Rejoice with the best day since your mother gave birth to you.'" (68) He
said, "I said, 'Messenger of God. Did it come from you or from God?' He said, 'No, it
came from God!'" (69) He said, "When the messenger of God was pleased, his face shone
like a piece of the moon, so that this was easily recognisable." (70)
He said, "When I sat down before him, I said, 'Messenger of God, as my penance I will
give all my property as sadaqa to God, blessed is He, and to His messenger.' The
messenger of God said, 'Keep some of your property, that is better for you.'" He said, "I
said, 'I will keep my share from Khaybar.'" (71)
He said, "I said, 'Messenger of God, God, exalted is He, has saved me by making me tell
the truth. As my penance, I will only speak the truth for the rest of my life.' (72) By God,
I do not know any Muslim who God tested better for telling the truth, since I said that to
the messenger of God, than God, blessed and exalted is He, has tested me (73). By God, I
have never told a he intentionally to this very day, since I said that to the messenger of
God. I hope that [God] will preserve me the for the rest of my life." (74)
He said, "God, blessed and exalted is He, revealed « G o d has turned mercifully to the
Prophet, the Emigrants and the Helpers who followed him in the hour of difficulty after
the hearts of some of them had almost deviated; then He turned mercifully to them; He
is compassionate and merciful to them. And to the three men who were left behind until,
when the earth, for all its spaciousness, closed in around them, when their souls closed in
around them, when they thought that the only refuge from God was with Him, He
turned mercifully to them in order for them to return [to Him]. God is the Ever
Relenting, the Merciful. You who believe, fear God and be with the truthful» 97 ."(7j+76)
Ka'b said, "By God, God, blessed and exalted is He, has never bestowed upon me a
greater favour after he led me [to Islam] than having me speak the truth to the messenger
of God that day, so that I did not lie to him and suffer the same fate as those who had
lied to him(77). For God, blessed and exalted is He, said to those who lied to him more
terrible things than He did to anyone. God, exalted is He, said « T h e y will swear to you
by God, when you return to them to leave them alone - so leave them alone: they are
unclean, and Hell will be their home as a repayment for what they have earned. They will
swear to you in order to make you well pleased with them, but even if you are well
pleased with them, God will not be pleased with the wicked people» 9 *." (79)
He said, "The three of us were kept back from the affair of those from whom the
messenger of God accepted an excuse when they swore an oath and he made a agreement

97

Sural allawba 9:117-119.
Sural al lawba 9:95-96.
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with them and asked forgiveness for them. The messenger of God postponed judgement
over us until God, exalted is He, decided the matter. God, exalted is He, said « A n d to
the three men who were left b e h i n d » 9 9 . His holding us back and postponing our
judgement, which God mentioned has nothing to do with us holding back from the
expedition, but to holding us back from whose who swore an oath and made up an
excuse to him which he accepted." (80)

There are three short traditions ascribed to al-Zuhrî's nephew. Al-Tabarânî's tradition relates
element 70. It is identical t o the detailed versions except for one additional word. 1 0 0 T h e
short tradition from

M u s l i m (identical in al-Suyütï's work) is placed after a detailed

tradition from Yünus o n K a ' b ' s h o l d i n g back from the expedition to T a b u k . T h e matn is
from Muslim, because he compares the tradition from al-Zuhri's nephew with the tradition
from Yünus and describes the differences between the two texts, i.e. the o m i s s i o n o f element
30 about Abu K h a y t h a m a . M u s l i m ' s

tradition

mentions

'Ubayd

Allah

ibn

Ka'b

as

transmitter between K a ' b and his g r a n d s o n ' A b d al-Rahman, which we have noticed before
in the traditions from I b n 'Asäkir and Ibn Kathîr. 1 0 1
The occurrence of the n a m e ' U b a y d Allah c o m b i n e d with M u s l i m ' s description of
the differences with the text of al-Zuhri's s t u d e n t Yünus is a clue that M u s l i m ' s tradition
may derive from the same source as the detailed versions, according to the isnäd, Y a ' q ü b ibn
Ibrahim ibn Sa'd. Since the n a m e ' U b a y d Allah ibn K a ' b as source of ' A b d al-Rahmän
comes from another s t u d e n t of Y a ' q ü b ibn I b r a h i m ibn Sa'd ('Abd ibn H u m a y d instead of
Ibn Hanbal), it seems unlikely that ' U b a y d Allah is a transmission error. 1 0 2 It is more
plausible, that Y a ' q ü b ibn I b r a h i m ibn Sa'd or the informant he m e n t i o n s , al-Zuhri's
nephew, sometimes m e n t i o n e d ' A b d Allah and sometimes 'Ubayd Allah.
The analysis of the traditions ascribed to al-Zuhri's nephew M u h a m m a d ibn ' A b d
Allah shows that the person w h o probably transmitted this detailed version of K a ' b ' s story
is Ya'qüb ibn I b r a h i m ibn Sa'd, although only the complete tradition o f Ibn
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Hanbal

Surat al-lawba 9:118

""There is a mistake in the isnäd of al-Tabarânï's tradition. The informant of'Abd al-Rahman ibn 'Abd Allah
ibn Ka'b is 'Abd Allah ibn Malik. The following information that this person was Ka'b's son shows that the
nasab Ibn Ka'b is omitted by mistake. The correct name is 'Abd Allah ibn Ka'b ibn Malik. Al-Tabaranî, al
Mu'jam al-kabïr, XIX, 69 (no 134)
">l Muslim, Sahih Muslim hi shark al-Nawawï, IX, 106-107 ( n o · 54"··) (49 Kitäb al-lawba 9 bdb hadith tawbal Ka'b)
102

However, we cannot exclude the possibility that all three appearances of the name 'Ubayd Allah are indeed

transmission errors.
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survived in the sources available to us There are some indications that another student of
Muhammad ibn 'Abd Allah, 'Abd ibn Humayd, also transmitted a detailed tradition, but
we first have to check if Muslim's description of the differences between the versions of
Yünus and al-Zuhri's nephew is correct.103 Al-Tabaräm's short tradition about element 70
seems to be extracted from the detailed version. The deviating detailed tradition from Ibn
Kathir has to be compared with versions from other students of al-Zuhrï, to determine if
Ibn Kathir's tradition is from al-Zuhn's nephew or not. Ya'qüb ibn Ibrahim ibn Sa'd
transmitted Ka'b's detailed tradition with the isnâd Muhammad ibn 'Abd Allah al-Zuhri ->
al-Zuhn -> 'Abd al-Rahman ibn 'Abd Allah ibn Ka'b -> 'Abd Allah/'Ubayd Allah ibn Ka'b > Ka'b ibn Malik.

'Uqayl ibn Khalid
According to the transmission lines, the four detailed versions transmitted on the authority
of 'Uqayl are all from Yahyä ibn Bukayr through al-Layth The oldest collection that
contains a detailed version is al-Bukhârï's Sahïh (L3).10'' The other detailed traditions are
from al-Bayhaqï (L2), Ibn Sayyid al-Näs (L15) and Ibn Kathir (Li3).105The isnad bundle of all
the traditions ascribed to 'Uqayl is as follows:

Figure 24: Isnäd bundle of 'Uqayl on the three who stayed behind

IOJ

'

01

It is indeed correct See page 261
Al-Bukhârï, Sahih, III, 177 181 (64 Kitab al maghazi - 79 Bab hadilh Ka 'b ibn Malik wa qawl Allah ta 'ala wa

'ala I thalalba alladhina khullifu)
">' Al Bayhaqi, Sunan, IX, 33-36 Ibn Kaihir, alSira Inabawtyya, IV, 42 48 Ibn Sayyid al-Näs, Uyun alathar, II,
301 305
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This is a combined tradition. See page 243 for the other transmission lines.

107

See footnote 112 with my discussion of the name of this person.

'

He is probably al-Muthannâ ibn Ibrahim al-Amulï 1-Tabarî (d. after 240/854). See Sezgin, CAS, I, 27. I did

not find any reference in the biographical dictionaries, but al-Tabarï transmits several traditions from this
person from 'Abd Allah ibn Salih. See for example Jämt'al-bayän,
109

1,109 and 136.

One of al-Bukhâri's short traditions is a combined transmission from Yahyâ ibn Bukayr -> al-Layth ->

'Uqayl and Ahmad ibn Salih -> 'Anbasa -> Yûnus from Ibn Shihäb Al-Bukhârî, Sahih, III, 33 (63 Kitâb
mandi]ib al-Ansär radiya Allah 'anhum - 43 Bäh wufüd al-Amär ilä l nabi (s) bi-Makka wa-bay 'al al 'Aqaba).
" 0 I omitted the three deviating transmission lines, because there are most probably mistakes from later
transmitters. See page 210
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The mutün of the four detailed traditions are very similar in form and content. 1 " AlBayhaqi's tradition is the most deviating text, while the other three traditions are almost
identical. The information from the asânîd confirms the result of the «diw-analysis, because
al-Bayhaqi's tradition is from 'Ubayd ibn 'Abd al-Wähid"2 -> Yahyä ibn Bukayr, while the
other three are from al-Bukhan -> Yahyä ibn Bukayr. The similarity between the four
detailed traditions indicates that Yahyä ibn Bukayr transmitted his version from a written
text, while the differences show that 'Ubayd ibn 'Abd al-Wähid's tradition has been
transmitted independently from al-Bukharî's tradition, i.e. he did not copy al-Bukhärfs
tradition. Yahyä ibn Bukayr transmitted the detailed story with the isnâd 'Uqayl -> Ibn
Shihâb -> 'Abd al-Rahmän ibn 'Abd Allah ibn Ka'b ibn Malik -> 'Abd Allah ibn Ka'b ->
Ka'b ibn Malik.
Five shorter traditions deal with several elements from the detailed story. Two follow
a part of the plot precisely, while the other three traditions look more like summaries. We
will first deal with the two traditions that follow part of the plot. They are from al-Bayhaql
(Mi) and al-Nasa'î (M2)."3 Al-Bayhaqï's tradition Mi is similar to the plot of the detailed
versions from the point where fifty nights have passed and Ka'b starts to become desperate
until he goes to Muhammad after hearing the good news (element 57-65). His text is similar
in wording and structure to the detailed versions. More specifically, the text corresponds to
the detailed version L2 from al-Bayhaqi, which confirms the information from the isndd. AlBayhaqî is probably responsible for the shortening of the text, since the content corresponds
to the special theme of the chapter in which al-Bayhaqï placed it, i.e. "prostrating to thank"
(Bäb sujüd al-shukr).

"'The comparison of the versions of al-Zuhri's nephew, Yünus, 'Uqayl and Ibn Ishäq will show that their
versions are very similar. Therefore, I do not give the Arabic texts and the translations of Yünus', 'Uqayl's and
Ibn Ishâq's traditions.
"' Three variant's of the name of this person appear in the asânîd of the traditions from al-Bayhaqï and the
tradition from al-Naysabüri, 'Abd al-Wâhid (in the detailed tradition), 'Ubayd ibn 'Abd al-Wâhid (in the
medium-length tradition and four short traditions) and 'Ubayd ibn Shank (in two short traditions). AlBayhaqi, Sunan, IX, 33-36 ('Abd al-Wähid), II, 369-370, IV, 181, VII, 343, IX, 174 ('Ubayd ibn 'Abd al-Wähid), VII,
40, IX, 150 ('Ubayd ibn Shank). Al-Naysabüri, al-Musladrak, II, 661-662 (no. 4193/203) The isnäd-cummaln
analysis of the traditions confirms that they are (he same person, although the information in the tsndd of the
traditions from 'Ubayd ibn Sharik differs from the other traditions, i.e the words qà'tdKa'bhtna 'amtya mm
banïhi qdla, hadïthahu indfighazwat Tabüh are missing.
"' Al-Bayhaqi, Sunan, II, 369-370 Al-Nasä'i, al Sunan alkubrä, VI, 359-361 (no. 11232/1 359-361).
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Al-Nasâ'î's tradition M2 follows the plot of the detailed versions from the point
where Ka'b hears a voice shouting the good news until the end (element 57-80)."'' His text is
similar in wording and structure to the corresponding parts of the detailed traditions and
the shortened version Mi of al-Bayhaqi. The conclusion based on comparison of the mulûn
is that according to the chains of transmitters, they all derive from a common source, alLayth. This means that we could date the tradition a generation earlier than Yahyä ibn alBukayr.
However, the question that we first have to answer is whether the text from al-Nasâ'î
is an independent transmission. To answer this, we have to look at the differences. AlNasa'ï's tradition contains several additions or omissions that are specific for this text. It
sometimes agrees with the formulation of the version of al-Bayhaqi from 'Ubayd ibn 'Abd
al-Wahid and sometimes with al-Bukhäri's version. The peculiarities that only appear in alNasâ'î's text combined with the fact that the formulations do not correspond exclusively to
either al-Bukhäri or 'Ubayd ibn 'Abd al-Wahid show that al-Nasâ'i's tradition from Hajjäj
ibn Muhammad is an independent transmission. However, there are so many similarities
between all traditions, that the transmission from al-Layth to Yahya ibn Bukayr and Hajjäj
ibn Muhammad must have occurred through writing; otherwise, we would have found more
fundamental differences than we did above.
So far, we do not know whether Hajjäj knew the complete story or only this last part.
The tradition that we have from him, does not mention specifically that the story is
shortened. Three things speak in favour of Hajjäj knowing the complete story. The first is
the reference that 'Abd Allah ibn Ka'b heard Ka'b tell his story about his staying back from
Muhammad during the expedition to Tabük. This is the same introduction as in the
detailed stories. The second is the similarity in structure and formulation with the
corresponding part of the detailed versions. It is logical to expect the same kind of
correspondence to the missing part. In the third place, al-Nasâ'ï places the tradition in a
special chapter on verse 119 of sûrat al-tawba. The theme of the part mentioned corresponds
to the topic of the chapter, which is most probably the reason why al-Nasa'i only mentioned
that part.

"1 See the overview of all elements that appear in al-Zuhn's detailed traditions in Appendix 6
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Finally, Hajjaj's version corresponds more to the version from 'Ubayd ibn 'Abd alWâhid than to al-Bukhârï's version, which suggests that the latter interfered more with alLayth's tradition than 'Ubayd ibn 'Abd al-Wahid."5
The remaining three medium-length traditions have a different structure than the
two discussed above. Two of them are from al-Bukhârï (M4+M5) on the authority of Yahyä
ibn Bukayr."6 They follow the same order as the detailed tradition, but many elements are
left out. Only tradition Mj contains a formulation which indicates that the tradition is
shortened, i.e. fa-dhakara hadïthahu (and he mentioned his tradition). Both traditions are
placed in a chapter on specific topics" 7 and the mutûn only deal with (parts of) the elements
that correspond to these topics. Al-Bukhârï probably skipped the superfluous information
and adapted certain parts of the text to the content of the chapter, which means that he is
most probably responsible for the different formulations especially in the parts where two
elements are connected.
The third medium-length tradition is from Ibn Hanbal on the authority of Hajjäj
from al-Layth." It is a very strange tradition; the matn is not a smooth narration although
several themes are mentioned. There is no obvious theme combining the mentioned
elements. The tradition contains many parts in which Ka'b speaks, but not all of them. It
corresponds in general to the mutûn of the detailed versions. Hence, according to the isnäd,
they derive from a common source: Layth ibn Sa'd. It is however not possible to establish a
connection between this tradition and the other tradition that is attributed to Hajjäj (M2),
because the only overlap between the two mutûn contains just one word which might be
considered as a peculiarity of Hajjäj's transmission.
Ibn Hanbal places the tradition from Hajjäj after a detailed tradition of Ka'b's story
from al-Zuhrï's nephew and he remarks at the end that he [Hajjäj or 'Uqayl] mentioned the
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The detailed tradition from 'Uqayl ibn Khälid is very similar to the detailed version from al-Zuhrï's nephew.

It consists of the following elements: 1-5, 8-9,11-16,18-20, 22-29, S 1 ^". 61-77 a n ^ 79"8o.
Al-Bukhârï, Sahib, IV, 173-174 (79 Kitdb al isti 'dhdn - 21 Bab man lam yusallim 'aid man iqlarafa dhanban wa
man lam yarudd saldmahu hand latabayyana lawbatubu wa-ild maid latabayyanu ta what al 'dû) and 407 (93 Kitdb
al-ahkdm - 53 Bdb hal lil imam an yamna'a

I mujnmina

wa-ahl alma 'styya min al-kaldm ma'ahu walziydra

wa

nahwthi)
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Tradition M4 is part of 79 Kitdb al isti'dhdn - 21 Bdb man lam yusallim

'aid man iqlarafa dhanban wa man

lam yarudd saldmahu balla tatabayyana lawbatubu wa-ild mata latabayyanu tawbat al 'dsi and tradition M ; 93
Kitdb al-ahkdm - 53 Bdb hal It l imam anyamna 'a I mujnmina
wa nahwiht
Ibn Hanbal, Musnad, III, 559-560 (no. 15796).
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wa ahi al ma 'styya mm al-kaldm ma 'ahu wa-l-ztydra

meaning of the tradition from Ibn Shihäb's nephew and he said in it: "I said to myself'did
he move his lips to return my greetings?'" (fa-dhakara ma'nâ hadith Ibn Akht Ibn Shthdb waqälaftht wa-aqülufï nafst hal harraka shafatayhi bi-radd al-salâmî). The sentence fa-dhakara lhadïth fa-qäla fihi (he told the tradition and said in it) in the middle of the tradition
indicates that Ibn Hanbal shortened the tradition he had heard from Hajjäj. The sentences
Ibn Hanbal mentions from Hajjäj's tradition are indeed very similar to - though not
identical with - the corresponding parts of the tradition from al-Zuhrï's nephew. The
tradition contains one sentence in the matn, which is not present in any other tradition
from 'Uqayl or even from al-Zuhrï. Despite the absence of a variant tradition from Hajjäj
that mentions this part, we cannot exclude that Ibn Hanbal heard it from him.
The content and the formulation of al-Nasâ'ï's other short traditions from Hajjäj
made it possible to conclude that there is an independent transmission of the story of Ka'b
from Hajjäj on the authority of al-Layth. Although we do not have the complete tradition,
but only parts of it that are preserved in short and medium-length versions, these traditions
together indicate that one long story existed originally.
There is, however, one short tradition from Ibn Hanbal from Hajjäj that deviates in
the isnâd and the matn from the traditions discussed above."9 Al-Zuhrï's source is the son of
Ka'b from Ka'b (Ibn Ka'b ibn Malik). The first part of the matn is similar to the detailed
versions, but the formulation of the second part is different. Al-Tabaranî gives the same
tradition with a different isnâd in a combined tradition from Muhammad ibn 'Abd Allah
ibn Numayr -> Sa'ïd ibn 'Ufayr -> al-Layth and Rishdin -> 'Uqayl and Qurra -> Ibn Shihâb
-> Ibn Ka'b ibn Malik -> Ka'b. u o The m ut un of the traditions from Ibn Hanbal and alTabaranî differ in only one word. The deviating information of the isnâd and the differences
in the mutûn compared with the detailed and medium-length traditions seems to indicate
that this is a spurious tradition. Yet, we cannot exclude that al-Layth, the common link of
the traditions, is the originator of this tradition in which he shortened the matn as well as
the isnâd ina that both Hajjäj and Sa'ïd ibn 'Ufayr heard it like this from him.
The analysis of the short traditions ascribed to Abu Sälih 'Abd Allah ibn Sälih
reveals that he most probably transmitted a detailed version of Ka'b's story from al-Layth.
Unfortunatley, the complete text has not been preserved, but the wording might be similar
to the traditions from Yahyä ibn Bukayr in the versions of al-Bukhârï and 'Ubayd ibn 'Abd
al-Wähid, and Hajjäj.
"' Ibn Hanbal, Musnad, III, 55J (no. 15778).
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Al-Tabarânï, al-Mu'jam alkabir, IXX, 60 (nr. 107).
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One more student appears in the isnâd of a tradition that is attributed to al-Layth:
Huyayn ibn al-Muthannä. Muslim places his tradition after a detailed version on the
authority of Yunus ibn Yazïd from al-Zuhri. He does not give the text, but he remarks that
the isnäd before al-Zuhri and the matn are similar to the version of Yunus ('an Ibn Shihâb biisnäd Yünus 'an al-Zuhn sawa'an.12' Comparison of the versions from Yunus and 'Uqayl will
show that Muslim's remark concerning the isnäd and the matn is in line with my findings.
Therefore, it seems possible that Huyayn is indeed another student of al-Layth who
transmitted the story of Ka'b ibn Malik. We cannot know this for certain, however, since we
do not have the actual text of the tradition or another tradition that is attributed to him.
The isnâd-cum-maln analysis of the traditions attributed to 'Uqayl shows that al-Layth
transmitted a detailed tradition with the isnäd 'Uqayl -> al-Zuhri -> 'Abd al-Rahman ibn
'Abd Allah ibn Ka'b -> 'Abd Allah ibn Ka'b -> Ka'b ibn Malik based on a written version to
at least two different persons. Yahya ibn Bukayr and Hajjaj ibn Muhammad. We only have
part of the detailed tradition of Hajjäj, but there is enough evidence to suggest that he
originally transmitted it completely 'Abd Allah ibn Salih, another student of al-Layth,
transmitted part of the detailed tradition from al-Layth and possibly even the complete
tradition. The information from a fourth student of al-Layth, Huyayn, is too short to
confirm its authenticity, but is seems possible that he also transmitted Ka'b's story from his
teacher. Traditiomsts after al-Layth and most likely the compilers of the hadîth-coWections
are probably responsible for the shortening of the detailed tradition. There is no evidence
that al-Layth transmitted some parts of Ka'b's story separately from the detailed tradition,
except perhaps for the short tradition that ended up in the collections from Ibn Hanbal and
al-Tabarânî.

Yünus ibn Yaztd
According to the asanid, 'Abd Allah ibn Wahb is the common link of the detailed and
medium-length traditions from Yunus ibn Yazid. The oldest collection that contains a
detailed version is Muslim's Sahih.'22 The other two traditions are from al-Taban and al-

'" Muslim, Sahih IX, 106 (no 53)
' " Muslim, Sahih, IX, 100-106 (no 53-(27<'9))
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Suyütï.'^The isnäd bundle of the traditions from 'Abd Allah ibn Wahb -> Yunus is as
follows.
Figure 25: Isnad bundle of Ibn Wahb from Yunus on the three who stayed behind
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" ' Al-Suyütï, alDibàj

'ala Muslim ibn Hajjäj, VI, Saudi Arabia 1416/1996, 109-115 (no. 53-276) Al-Tabari./äm/'«/

bayän, XI, 58-62. The comparison of the versions of al-Zuhri's nephew, Yünus, 'Uqayl and Ibn Ishäq will show
that their versions are very similar Therefore, I do not give the Arabic texts and the translations of Yunus',
'Uqayl's and Ibn Ishäq's traditions.
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Sulaymän ibn Däwüd transmits his traditions with the isnäd al-Zuhri -> 'Abd al-Rahmän ibn Ka'b -> 'Abd

Allah ibn Ka'b -> Ka'b ibn Malik, while the isnäd al-Zuhri -> 'Abd al-Rahmän ibn 'Abd Allah ibn Ka'b ->
'Abd Allah ibn Ka'b -> Ka'b ibn Malik is mentioned in short traditions dealing with element 21.
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Muslim's detailed tradition is very similar (but not identical) to al-Taban's version, except
for the beginning of the story. Both traditions start with an introduction from al-Zuhrï.
Muslim's version only mentions that Muhammad went on an expedition to Tabule to
conquer the Byzantines and Arab Christians, while the tradition from al-Tabari adds what
happened in Tabük and gives a summary of what the three who stayed behind did and how
Muhammad decided on their matter. Since both versions have the first sentence of alZuhri's introduction in common, 'Abd Allah ibn Wahb (the common link of the traditions)
or perhaps even Yünus ibn Yazïd probably used to tell the tradition of Ka'b preceded by this
introduction. We do not know if the original introduction consisted of only one sentence
or more, or if 'Abd Allah ibn Wahb related both introductions perhaps during different
teaching sessions, for example on tafiir (with the long introduction) and sira (with the short
introduction).
The main analysis of the detailed traditions confirms the information from the
asantd. The similarity of the two texts shows that they derive from a common source, 'Abd
Allah ibn Wahb, while the differences indicate that two different persons, Abu Sähh Ahmad
ibn 'Amr and Yünus ibn 'Abd al-A'lä, transmitted the tradition from Ibn Wahb
Four traditions relate several elements of the detailed traditions. They are from Abu
Däwud (Mi and M2), al-Nasa'i (M3) and al-Tabari (M4).'25 Tradition Mi (on elements 34, 45,
51 (partly), 57, 64, 66 and 67 (partly)) and M2 (on elements 45 and 51 (partly)) are very similar
to the corresponding part in the detailed traditions, but the differences are too small to
confirm the information from the asânîd that Abu Sälih Ahmad ibn 'Amr transmitted the
tradition Tradition Mi even contains two words that deviate from Ibn Wahb's two versions.
Abu Däwud seems to be responsible for the differences, which were probably caused by
shortening the two texts to the topic of his own chapters.
Tradition M3 from al-Nasä'l follows the plot of the detailed traditions from element
34 until element 41. Overall, al-Nasâ'î's tradition is similar to the detailed versions and most
differences probably derive from transmission errors. However, there are some differences,
which are probably not transmission errors. The similarity in structure and formulation to
the detailed traditions indicates a written transmission from a common source, Ibn Wahb,
while the peculiarities indicate an independent transmission from the two detailed versions.
According to the tsnâd, tradition M3 is indeed from another student of Ibn Wahb,
Sulaymän ibn Dawud.
' " Abu Dawud, Sunan, III, 88 89 (no 2773) and IV, 199 (no 4600) Al-Nasa'i, alSunan alkubra, I, 266 (no 810)
Al-Tabari,yam; al bayan, XI, 3
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The most important deviation in tradition M3 is al-Zuhri's informant, 'Abd alRahmän ibn Ka'b ibn Malik instead of his nephew 'Abd al-Rahmân ibn 'Abd Allah ibn
Ka'b.12 The lower part of the isnäd is identical to the detailed traditions. The same name
appears in all short traditions from Sulaymän ibn Däwüd, which indicates that it is a
peculiarity of Sulaymän ibn Däwud's transmission.
The last medium-length tradition M4 from al-Tabarï starts with Muhammad's return
from Tabûk, but without mentioning of the performance of two rak'as (element 34). It
follows the plot of the detailed versions until element 37 and it ends with elements 77 and 79.
The formulation is similar to both detailed versions, although it corresponds slightly more
to the detailed version from Yünus ibn 'Abd al-A'lâ, from whom according to the isnad
tradition M4 indeed derives.127
The remaining short traditions deal with the elements 3-4-5, 9-11-12-13, 21, 34, 53, 57-5861, 70 and 71. Especially the traditions about elements 9 (different direction) and 21 (leaving
on Thursday) are interesting, because these are missing from the detailed version from Ibn
Wahb from Yünus ibn Yazïd. Only one of Yünus ibn Yazld's students transmits the
tradition about elements 9 to 13, 'Abd Allah ibn al-Mubârak, but we have his tradition in the
version of three of his pupils.12 Although element 9 itself is not present in the detailed
traditions, the formulation of the remaining elements is very similar to the detailed versions.
The lower part of the isnäd before al-Zuhri deviates from the detailed versions; it is probably
al-Zuhri -> 'Abd al-Rahmän ibn 'Abd Allah ibn Ka'b -> Ka'b ibn Malik.129
Ten traditions from four different students of Yûnus ibn Yazïd transmit the
tradition about element 21 (to set out on a journey on Thursday) with distinctive
formulation between the versions of the four students, which indicates that Yünus ibn Yazïd
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It is possible that the name 'Abd al-Rahmän ibn Ka'b is a shortened version of the name 'Abd al-Rahmän

ibn 'Abd Allah ibn Ka'b.
'a7 The detailed tradition from 'Abd Allah ibn Wahb from Yünus ibn Yazid looks very much like the detailed
versions from al-Zuhri's nephew and 'Uqayl. Therefore, I will skip the Arabic text and the translation. The
detailed tradition consists of the following elements. 0-5, 8,11-20, 24-58, 61-77, 79-80.
12

* See the isnad bundle of the other students from Yünus ibn Yazïd in Appendix 7.
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Four traditions (from two pupils of 'Abd Allah ibn al-Mubärak) mention 'Abd al-Rahmän ibn 'Abd Allah

ibn Ka'b as informant of al-Zuhri and one (from the third pupil) 'Abd al-Rahmän ibn Ka'b. Only one
tradition mentions 'Abd Allah ibn Ka'b as intermediary between 'Abd al-Rahmän ibn 'Abd Allah ibn Ka'b
and Ka'b ibn Malik, but the other tradition from the same pupil agrees with the traditions from the two other
pupils in not mentioning an intermediary.
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is the origin of the tradition. Yunus ibn Yazïd transmitted the tradition with the tsnad alZuhrï -> 'Abd al-Rahmân ibn Ka'b -> Ka'b ibn Malik.'30
The tsnäd-cum-matn analysis of the traditions attributed to Yûnus ibn Yazïd shows
that 'Abd Allah ibn Wahb is the only student of Yunus from whom we have a detailed
tradition. Abu Sâlih Ahmad ibn 'Amr and Yünus ibn 'Abd al-A'lä preserved the complete
detailed tradition from 'Abd Allah ibn Wahb, but Sulaymän ibn Däwüd probably also knew
a complete version, although we only have a shortened version of his tradition. 'Abd Allah
ibn Wahb transmitted his text with the isnäd Yûnus -> al-Zuhrî -> 'Abd al-Rahman ibn 'Abd
Allah ibn Ka'b -> 'Abd Allah ibn Ka'b -> Ka'b ibn Malik based on a written source. He
started Ka'b's story with an introduction, which he might have heard from Yûnus. It is
impossible to determine whether the introduction really came from Yûnus, because only the
detailed traditions mention it.
Yunus ibn Yazïd transmitted several elements separately from the complete version
of Ka'b's story. Yünus did not always mention the same isnäd (or the same isnäd in the same
way) before al-Zuhrï when he related a part of the detailed tradition. Several variants of the
lower part of his isnäd are connected with a certain topic, but this is not always the case.

Muhammad ihn Ishäq
There are only two detailed versions among the nine traditions attributed to Muhammad
ibn Ishâq. According to the chains of transmissions, two different students transmitted the
story from Ibn Ishäq. The oldest collection that contains a detailed tradition is the Sira of
Ibn Hishäm; the other version is from al-Tabarânï.1'1 The isnäd bundle of the traditions
from Muhammad ibn Ishâq is:
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One tradition mentions 'Abd Allah ibn Ka'b -> Ka'b ibn Malik. The main of this tradition deviates

considerably from the versions of the other three students of Yünus. 'Amr ibn al-Hänth, who transmils the
tradition from Yünus, is probably responsible for the deviations in the tsnad and the main, although it is also
possible that one of the transmitters after him made the changes. See al-Tabaram, alMu'jam
(no. 8807).
151

Ibn Hishäm, Sira, II, 907-913. Al-Tabaränl, alMu'jam
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alkabir, IXX, 46-52 (no 91)

al-awsat, IX, 375

Figure 26: Isnad bundle of Ibn Ishaq on the three who stayed behind
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The mutûn of the two detailed traditions are very similar in form and content, but quite a
number of words are different. I33 Ibn Ishäq, the common

link of the two traditions,

probably had a written version of the tradition, but he either sometimes used

different

words or (one of) the two students (or one of the later transmitters) are responsible for the

' , 2 He is Abu Muhammad 'Abd Allah ibn Ahmad ibn Müsä 1-Ahwâzi 1-Jawaliqi. Dhahabî, Tadhkirat, II, 688-689
(no. 55/709 10).
'"The comparison of the versions of al-Zuhri's nephew, Yûnus, 'Uqayl and Ibn Ishäq will show that their
versions are very similar. Therefore, I do not give the Arabic texts and the translations of Yünus', 'Uqayl's and
Ibn Ishâq's traditions.
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changes. The differences between the two traditions indicate that they are independent
genuine transmissions. The chains of transmission confirm this since two different students
of Ibn Ishäq, Ziyäd al-Bakkä'i and Muhammad ibn Salama handed the story down.
The short traditions deal with elements i, 1-3 (partly), 3-4, 42 and 71. The traditions
from Salama ibn al-Fadl (on element 1), 'Abd Allah ibn Idrïs (on element 71) and Wahb ibn
Jarîr from his father (on element 1-3 and 3-4) each refer to a longer tradition, which means
that probably the traditiomsts in whose collections the tradition is present shortened the
texts.
The content of two traditions from 'Abd Allah ibn Idrïs on element 71 (sadaqa)
differs from the corresponding part in the detailed versions. After Ka'b has said to
Muhammad that he wants to give all his property as sadaqa, Muhammad answers "no". Ka'b
offers half of his property, but Muhammad refuses that also. When Ka'b offers a third,
Muhammad accepts his offer and Ka'b says that he will keep his share from Khaybar.13''
According to the detailed versions when Ka'b offers all his money to Muhammad, the latter
answers that it is better for Ka'b to keep some of it. Ka'b then decides to keep his share of
the spoil of Khaybar.
There exists a similar tradition from al-Zuhrï on Abu Lubâba'35, who offers all his
money as sadaqa after he had committed a sin, upon which Muhammad tells him to keep a
third.' 3 Al-Zuhrï seems to be responsible for the entanglement of the motif from Abu
Lubäba's tradition in Ka'b ibn Malik's tradition, since there are traditions from two other
students of al-Zuhrï, Sufyân ibn 'Uyayna and al-Awzâ'î, who also mention the third-motif
in connection with Ka'b ibn Malik.'37
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Abu Dawud, Sunan, III, 241 (no. 3321). Ibn Hazm, al-Muhalla bi lathdr, VI, Beirut 1988, 257.

' " He is Abu Lubâba ibn 'Abd al-Mundhir al-Ansârî from Medina, a Companion of the Prophet Muhammad.
Al-Mizzï, Tahdhib, VIII, 412 (no. 8186).
13

I did not analyse this tradition with the isnäd-cum matn analysis, but the traditions from Ma'mar from al-

Z u h n seem to connect Abu Lubäba's sin with the expedition to Tabuk, while al-Wâqidï places the tradition in
his chapter on the Banü Qurayza See for example a Ma'mar-lradition in 'Abd al-Razzäq, Musannaf, V, 40e (no.
9745) Al-Wâqidi, Kitàbal-maghàzî,
137

365 (Bäh ghazwat Bani Qurayza).

The uncertainly about whether the person who should keep a third of his property is Abu Lubâba or Ka'b

ibn Malik is explicitly mentioned in the tradition from Sufyan ibn 'Uyayna: haddathanä Sufyan ibn 'Uyayna
'an al-Zuhri 'an Ibn Ka'b ibn Malik 'an abihi annahu qdla li-l-nabi (s), aw Abu Lubâba aw man shd'a Allah
(...]. Abu Dâwûd, Sunan, III, 240 (no 3319). Al-Awzä'l's tradition is from al-Tabaränl, alMu'jam
7-8 (no. 7005).
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inna

al-awsal, VIII,

The two traditions from Wahb ibn Jarïr from his father both mention 'Abd Allah
ibn Ka'b as informant of al-Zuhri.'3 However, since the formulation of the mutûn is similar
to the detailed traditions from Ibn Ishâq, Wahb ibn Jarir or his father is responsible for the
deviating isnâd; perhaps one of them forgot to mention the name 'Abd al-Rahmân ibn 'Abd
Allah ibn Ka'b in the isndd.
The conclusion of the main analysis of the traditions ascribed to Muhammad ibn
Ishâq is that Ibn Ishâq transmitted the detailed version of the story of Ka'b to two students,
Ziyâd al-Bakkâ'î and Muhammad ibn Salama. There is some evidence that he told the
complete story also to the father of Wahb ibn Jarir and Salama ibn al-Fadl, but only the
beginning of their complete versions seem to have survived.

'Abd al-Rahmân ibn 'Abdal-'Aziz
The two detailed traditions ascribed to 'Abd al-Rahmân ibn 'Abd al-'Azïz from al-Zuhri are
preserved in a rather late version from Ibn Abi Shayba. The oldest source that contains the
detailed tradition is Ibn Abï Shayba's Musannaf, the other tradition is from al-Tabaram.'39
The tsnâd of the two traditions is: (L21) Al-Tabarânî (d. 360/971 Isfahan) -> 'Ubayd ibn
Ghannam (d. 297/909 Küfa) -> (L4) Ibn Abï Shayba (d. 235/849 Küfa) -> Khâlid ibn
Makhlad (d. 213/828 Kûfa) -> 'Abd al-Rahmân ibn 'Abd al-'Aziz (d. 162/779 Medina) -> Ibn
Shihâb al-Zuhri -> 'Abd al-Rahmân ibn 'Abd Allah ibn Ka'b -> 'Abd Allah ibn Ka'b -> Ka'b
ibn Malik. There are not many differences between the two texts and most of them seem to
be copyist's errors. The common link of the two traditions is Ibn Abi Shayba, who
transmitted Ka'b's story from a written version. A reconstruction of Ibn Abi Shayba's
tradition from 'Abd al-Rahmân ibn 'Abd al-'Aziz is:
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Ibn Abï Shayba, al-Musannaf, VII, 423-424 (no. 37007). Al-Tabarânï, al-Mu'jam alkabir, XIX, 53-56 (no. 95).

1

" ° The words between brackets are from al-Tabarânï's tradition, while the words between brackets with an
asterisk are additions in the version from the Musannaf.
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Khälid ibn Makhlad told us, 'Abd al-Rahmân ibn 'Abd al-'Aziz al-Ansâri told us, he said,
Ibn Shihäb told me, he said, 'Abd al-Rahmân ibn 'Abd Allah ibn Ka'b ibn Malik told me,
he said, 'Abd Allah ibn Ka'b ibn Malik told me on the authority of his father Ka'b, he
said,
"When the messenger of God was worried that the Byzantines intended to send an
expedition to them (o), he made it clear to the people (12). Rarely did he send out an
expedition, without pretending another destination, until (that) expedition (9) with the
prospect of extreme heat, a (long) travel and new enemies (11). Therefore, he revealed to
the people the direction in which he would go with them, (13) so they could prepare the
equipment against their enemy (12). The messenger of God made his preparations for [the
expedition], as did the people with him, while I began to go out early in the morning to
prepare myself, but I returned having accomplished nothing (18). [The situation remained
like this] until the people finished and (19) it was said that the messenger of God left early
in the morning and went to his destination (20). I said, 'I will finish my preparations in
one or two days after him. Then I will catch up with them.' (22)
I had [at that time] two riding camels. I had never before owned two riding<amels and
I was personally powerful [and] strong with my equipment (8). I kept leaving early in the
morning after that, but I returned having accomplished nothing until the party went far

'4' The text of Ibn Abi Shayba is sahäba instead of sabâhiyya as in al-Tabarânî's tradition It is probably a
printing mistake in Ibn Abi Shayba's edition A new edition of Ibn Abi Shayba's book confirms this. See Ibn
Abi Shayba, al-Musannaf, XX, ed. Muhammad 'Awwäma, Jidda 14272006, 548.
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and accelerated (23). I began to go out early in the morning again and the saddles (the
men) kept me busy. I decided to stay until the party outdistanced me (25). I began to go
out early in the morning and I saw only men whom God had excused or men accused of
hypocrisy. That made me sad (27). I began to prepare an excuse for the messenger of God
when he would come back, and to prepare the speech (31).
The messenger of God was not able to think of me until he stopped at Tabük. He asked,
while he was sitting among the people in Tabük, 'What happed to Ka'b ibn Malik?' (28)
A man from my tribe went to him and said, 'His two cloaks and looking at his two sides
kept him busy.'" He said, "Another man spoke and said, 'By God, messenger of God, we
only know good things of him.' The messenger of God remained silent (29).
When it was said that the messenger of God was nearby, falsehood and what I had
thought up regarding lies and excuses left me and I knew that I could only get away from
him with the truth, so I decided to tell him the truth (32).
The messenger of God arrived at Medina in the morning (33). He [the Prophet] arrived
[at the place of worship?) and I went to him early in the morning. There he was sitting in
the place of worship surrounded by people (66). Whenever he came back from a journey,
he would enter the place of worship, where he would perform a prayer of two rak'dt and
then he would go to his family (34). 1 found him sitting in the place of worship. When he
looked at me, he called me and said smiling angrily, 'Come on Ka'b, what kept you back
from me?'" (38+39) He said, "I said, 'Messenger of God, I have no excuse. I have never
been stronger and wealthier than when I stayed behind from you.' (40) The persons who
had stayed behind began to swear oaths (35) and he (the Prophet began to] accept them,
forgive them and entrust their secrets concerning this to God, to Whom belong might
and majesty(37). When I came out openly to him [with the truth] he said, "Verily, this
man has told the truth. Get up until God decides about you what he decides.' (41)
I got up and men from the Banu Sahma came to me and said, 'By God, what have you
done? By God, the forgiveness of the messenger of God would have been enough for the
sin you have committed, as he did for the others! He accepted their excuse and asked God
for their forgiveness.' (42) They did not stop scolding me until I was about to return and
deny what I had previously said. Then I asked them, 'Has anybody said the same or
excused himself like me?' (43) They said, 'Yes.' I asked, 'Who?' They said, 'Hiläl ibn
Umayya l-Waqifî and Murära ibn Rabi'a l-'Amiri.' They mentioned to me two righteous
men who had participated at Badr, [saying] 'They excused themselves like you did and the
same things were said to them as to you.'" (44)
He said, "The messenger of God forbade talking to us (45). We began to go among the
people early in the morning, but nobody spoke (a word) to us, greeted us or returned our
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greetings (46). When forty nights had passed, (the messenger of) the messenger of God
came to us [saying] 'Separate from your wives.' (53)
The wife of Hiläl ihn Umayya went to the messenger of God and said (to him), 'He is
an old man with deteriorated eyesight. Do you disapprove of me preparing meals for
him?' He answered, 'No, but he should not sleep with you!' She said, 'By God, he has no
desire for anything. By God, he has not stopped crying since this began to this very day.'"
(jy) He said, "(Some of) My family said to me, 'Why do you not ask the messenger of
God permission for your wife, just as the wife of Hiläl ibn Umayya has asked? He has
allowed her to serve him.'" He said, "I said, 'By God, I will not ask him permission for
her. I do not know what the messenger of God would say if I asked him permission,
while he [Hiläl] is an old and I am a young man.' (56) I said to my wife, 'Go to your
family, until God decides, what he decides.' (54)
We began to walk among the people, while nobody spoke to us or returned our
greetings (49). I approached and climbed over a wallof the walled poperty of a nephew of
me. I greeted him, but he did not move his lips to return my greeting. I said, 'I beg you by
God! Do you not know that I love God and His messenger?' He did not speak. I repeated
it, but he did not speak to me until it was the third or fourth time, when he said, 'God
and His messenger know best.' I left (returned) (51).
I was walking in the market, when the people pointed to me with their hands. There was
a Nabataean from Syria asking for me. The people began to point him towards me, until
he came to me. He gave me a letter from one of my people [i.e. Arabs] in Syria. <I have
heard, what your master has done to you and his unkind treatment of you. Come to us.
God should not put you in a state of abandonment and shame. We will support you with
our properties.>" He said, "I said, 'We belong to God and we will return to Him; the
unbelievers covet me.' I heated a fire for it and burned it in it (52).
I was in that state of which God had said <<the earth for all its spaciousness, closed in
around us an our souls closed in around u s » 1 4 2 , on the morning after fifty nights since
[the messenger of God forbade [the people] to talk to us, when [our] forgiveness was
revealed to the messenger of God (57). The messenger of God announced

God's

forgiveness of us, when he performed the Morning Prayer (61). The people went to tell us
the good news (62). A man hurried towards me on a horse, while a herald from Aslam
shouted and climbed the mountain. The voice was quicker than the horse. He yelled,
'Ka'b ibn Malik, rejoice!' (63) I fell down prostrating, realizing that relieve had come (58).
When the man whose voice I had heard, came to me, I gave him two garments as a gift for

1,1

Sural al-tawba 9:118.
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bringing good news By God, I did not own two other clothes at that time, so I borrowed
two garments (64)
I went outside towards the messenger of God

The people swarmed around me,

congratulating me on God's forgiveness of me saying, until I entered the place of worship
(65) Talha ibn 'Ubayd Allah hurried towards me, until he shook hands with me and
congratulated me No other Emigrant did so." Ka'b never forgot (knew that) Talhä's
action (67)
"Then I came closer until I stopped before the messenger of God (66) His face shone
like a piece of moon (68). When he was pleased, his face shone like that He called to me,
'Now then 1 Rejoice with the best day since your mother gave birth to you '" (70) He said,
"I said, 'Did it come from God or from you'' He said, 'No, certainly from God' You
trusted God and He trusted you '" (69)
He said, "I said, 'As my penance today, I will take away all my property as sadaqa to
God and to His messenger ' The messenger of God said, 'Keep some of your property ' I
said, 'I will keep my share from Khaybar '" (71) Ka'b said, "By God, God has tested no
man for telling the truth than he has tested me " (73)

Ishaq ibn Rashid
T h e only medium-length tradition attributed to Ishaq ibn Räshid is from al-Bukhan. 1 4 3 T h e
other traditions are short dealing with one or two elements. The isnad b u n d l e o f the
traditions ascribed to Ishaq ibn Räshid is as follows.
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Al-Bukhlri, Sahih, III, 255 256 (65 Kilab tafsir alQur'an - 9 Sural Bara a - 18 Bah qawluhu ta ala wa ala I

thalatha alladhina khulhfu f J huwa I lawwah al rahim)
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Figure 27: hnäd bundle oflshaq ibn Rashid on the three who stayed behind
IBN 'ASÄKIR
d. 571/1175 Damascus

I
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AL·NASÂ Î
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Muhammad
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d. 267/880
Harrän
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Muhammad

b. Musa
d. 223/838
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n.d. Raqqa
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d.220/835 Raqqa
'Ubayd Allah b. 'Amr
d. 180/796 Raqqa

Musa b. A yan
d. 177/793 Harrän
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d 124/742 Medina a.o.
.S3-4

'Abd al-Rahmân bT'Abd Allah b Ka'b
d. 105-25/724-43 Medina

=
=
=
=

'Abd al-Rahmän b. Ka'b
'Abd Allälfb. Ka'b
d. 96-9/715-7 Medina
d. 97/715-6 or 98/716-7 Medina
isnad only
____^
A
short tradition
•—^. Ka'b b. Malik
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d 50/670 Medina
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Ibn Ka'b b. Malik

Al-Bukhârï's medium-length tradition does not describe Ka'b's complete story but only
several elements (1, 32 partly, 34, 45, 50?, 51?, 59-61, 68, 80? 79 + citation sura 9:94).144 The
topics of the four short traditions from al-Nasâ'ï and al-Tabarânî are different: Si element 53
(separation from wife), S2 element 9 (different destination), S3 element 34 (two rak'dt) and
S4 elements 71+72 (telling the truth and money as sadaqa).1^ The mutûn of traditions Si, S2
and S4 do not have a corresponding part in the medium-length tradition. The main of
tradition S3 differs from al-Bukhârï's version although some words are similar. This is the
only comparison that could be made between the traditions ascribed to Ishäq ibn Rashid.

144

See the complete text on page 271

"" Al-Nasâ'ï, alSunan alkubrd. III, 357 (no. 5616/2) and V, 239 (no. 8779/2). Al-Tabaräni, al-Mu'jam al-awsat, X,
138-139 (no. 9294) and al-Mu'jam al-kabir, XIX, 58 (no. 101).
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Perhaps comparison with traditions from other students of al-Zuhri helps to determine if
these traditions are indeed from Ishäq ibn Rashid

Ibrahim ibn hmâ 'il
To my knowledge Ibn 'Asâkir is the only person who has a medium-length tradition from
Ibrahim ibn Ismä'il ibn Mujammi'.1'1 There is no overlap between the two other short
traditions attributed to Ibrahim ibn Isma'il and the medium-length tradition, so it is not
possible to compare the mutun. Ibn 'Asâkir's tradition relates elements 9, 11 partly, 16 partly,
12, 18-20, 27 and 31, while the two short traditions from Ibn al-Athir and al-Tabaräni relate
elements 30 (Abu Khaythama) and 70 (shining face) respectively.'47 The tsnad bundle of the
traditions ascribed to Ibrahim ibn Isma'il is as follows.

Figure 28: Isnäd bundle of Ibrahim ibn Isma'il on the three who stayed behind
IBN AL·ATHIR
d 630/1233Jazira

IBN 'ASAKIR
d 571/1175 Damascus
Abu 1-Husayn b al-Naqur
d 470/1078 Baghdad

f
Abu Tahir (Muhammad b Abd al-Rahman] al-Mukhallis
d 393/1003 Baghdad
AI^TABARANI
Ridwän b Ahmad
d 360/971 Isfahan
d 324/936 Iraq
Muhammad b 'Abd Allah
Al
Ahmad b. 'Abd
al-Jabbar
d 297/909 Kûfa
d 272/886 Kufa
'Uqba b Mukram
d 234/849 Kufa
Yunus [b Bukayrj
d 199/8145 Basra

'T
\

Ibrahim b Isma'il b Mujammi 1
η d Medina

•

al-Zuhri
d 124/742 Medina a ο

•
^
-•
^

- medium-length tradition
= short tradition
= transmitters not mentioned

Ka b b Malikseuide"
K a ' b b Mähk
d 50/670 Medina

"'' Ibn 'Asâkir, Tänkh, II, 30 See the complete text on page 275
"'7 Ibn al Athir, Usdalghaba,
'33)
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VI, 93 (5852 Abu Khaythama lAmari)

Al Tabarani, alMu'jam

alkabir, XIX, 69 (no

Remaining students
There is one more medium-length tradition, which is from Sälih ibn Abï 1-Akhdar. However,
since I could not find another tradition from him, his tradition will be compared with
versions from other students of al-Zuhri to determine if Sâlih ibn Abï 1-Akhdar is indeed the
origin of the tradition. 14
The remaining students have only short traditions dealing with one or two related
elements of Ka'b's story.

IV. M A T N ANALYSIS BETWEEN STUDENTS OF AL-ZUHRi

The focus of this chapter is the comparison of the detailed and medium-length versions
from the different students of al-Zuhri. I will only discuss short traditions when they
contain new information not present in the detailed or medium-length traditions. The isnäd
bundle of the detailed and medium-length traditions from al-Zuhrï's students based on the
results of the previous chapter is presented in Appendix 8.
I will first compare the traditions from al-Zuhrï's nephew Muhammad ibn 'Abd
Allah, 'Uqayl ibn Khälid and Yünus ibn Yazld, and then the traditions from Muhammad
ibn Ishäq, Ma'mar ibn Räshid, 'Abd al-Rahmân ibn 'Abd al-'Azïz, Ishäq ibn Räshid,
Ibrahim ibn Ismâ'ïl and Sâlih ibn Abï 1-Akhdar, one after the other.

Comparison of the versions ofal-Zuhri's nephew, 'Uqayl and Yünus
At first glance, the traditions from al-Zuhrï's nephew, 'Uqayl and Yünus look very much
alike. A detailed analysis of the mutün of these three transmitters shows that their versions
are indeed very similar; they are almost identical in structure and formulation. 14 ' The
similarity of the mutün indicates that they derive from a common source, according to the
asänid, Ibn Shihâb al-Zuhri, and a written version of Ka'b's story must be the basis of the
transmission from al-Zuhri to these three students.

14

See pages 278-280.

"" Muslim's observation thai the version of al-Zuhrï's nephew lacks the reference to Abü Khaythama, that is
pari of Yünus' version, is indeed correct. He says, walam yadhkur fi hadllb Ibn Akhï l-Zuhri Abd Khaythama wa
luhüqahu hi I nabi (s). See page 237.
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The degree of similarity might support the idea that these traditions are not
transmitted independently, i.e. that one person copied the tradition from another student of
al-Zuhri, but omitted that students name in his own transmission of the story. However,
even within texts that are so much alike, there are still some formulations and even sentences,
which are specific for each student of al-Zuhri.
Peculiarities of the version from al-Zuhri's nephew are the addition of wa-ashharu
(18)'5D, al-fill (I14) instead of al-çilâl, the word al-mu'minûna (I15), the word order of habasahu
yâ rasûl Allah (s) burdähu (123)1'1, the omission of qddiman (I27), the words istamarra (I31), bisidq (I34), afragh wa-lâ aysar (I35) and bâdartu (I36), the omission of akhruju (145), the word
order of [wa-huwa]fi majlisihi ba'da l-salâh fa-usallimu /'alayhij (I45-46), the words bajr (I47),
a 'ummu (I70), min al-sidq fi l-hadîth (I79) and the word order wa-laysa lakhlîfuhu iyyânâ wairjauhu amranä alladht dhakara mimmâ khullifnâ bi-takhallufinâ 'an al-ghazw wa-innamâ
huwa (I92).
Al-Layth ibn Sa'd's version from 'Uqayl's contains the following peculiarities, walam yakun instead of wa-kâna (lio), the omission of element 17 (I14),''2 ishladda instead of
shammara (I16), fa-kuntu instead of fa-tafiqtu (I20), hammi instead of bathlhï (I25), akhruju
instead of anjû (I27), the addition of fihi kadhib (I27),153 wa-lâ ansähä li-Talha (Ka'b speaks)
instead of qdlafa-kana Ka'b lâyansâhâ li-Talha (al-Zuhri or 'Abd Allah ibn Ka'b speaks) (I72)
and the word order mudh/mundhu dhakarlu dhähka li-rasûl Allah (s) ilayawmï hädhä kidhban
instead of kidhba(n) mudh/mundhu qultu dhâlika li-rasûl Allah ilayawml hädhä (I80-81).

" 0 The line numbers in this paragraph refer to the tradition from al-Zuhri's nephew on pages 228-231.
Furthermore, the total list of differences between the versions of al-Zuhrî's nephew, 'Uqayl and Yünus is much
larger, but the peculiarities mentioned in the text above are specific for al-Zuhri's student in question, i.e they
do not appear in any other detailed or medium-length tradition from any of al-Zuhri's students.
''' Ma'mar has ihe similar word order, but he mentions the word khallafahu instead of habasahu. See page 217
I17.
'' 3 Al-Tabarânï's tradition from Muhammad ibn Salama from Muhammad ibn Ishâq does not mention this
sentence either, but Ibn Hishäm's tradition from Ibn Ishäq does. Furthermore, the version from Ibrahim ibn
I s m a i l does not mention it, bul it will turn out that their traditions deviate considerably from the traditions
from al-Zuhri's nephew, 'Uqayl, Yünus and Ibn Ishäq.
' " The line number refers in this case to the place in the version of al-Zuhri's nephew where the words would be
in 'Uqayl's version.
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Finally, peculiarities of Ibn Wahb's version from Yünus are the introduction, 1 ' 4 the
addition of wa-l-muslimünayurïdûna

(16), the omission of element 9,'" istamarra instead of

shammara (I16), the omission of elements 22-23 (I1?)· the addition of li uswatan (I22), the
addition of element 30 on Abu Khaythama (I24),156 the omission of ma'ä l-mushmina (I45),
the addition oifa-qara'tuhu (153), the omission oilayla (I55) and the addition of wa-tslalbatha
l-wahy (I55).

Comparison of the tradition of Muhammad ibn Ishdq with the previous versions
The version of Ibn Ishâq is also very similar to the versions of al-Zuhrî's nephew, 'Uqayl and
Yünus, although the differences are more significant between Ibn Ishäq and the other three
than between the versions from al-Zuhri's nephew, 'Uqayl and Yünus.
Peculiarities of the tradition from Ibn Ishâq are the addition of abähu before the
name 'Abd Allah ibn Ka'b (I2),''7 wa-käna qä'id abihi hina usiba basaruhu instead of (wa)käna qä'id Ka'b min banihi hina 'amiya (I3), the addition of wa-hadïth sâhibayhi (I4) and
Allah wa-ld rasûluhu (Ij), wa-dhälika anna rasul Allah (s) innamd kharaja instead of innamd
kharaja rasül Allah (s) (Ij), the addition of li-dhdlika (I12), man tabt'a instead of ma'a (I12),
ya'ni bi-dhdlika instead ofyuridu (I13), the addition ofyaqulu Id yajma 'uhum diwdn maktüb
(I13), wa-uhibbat/wa-rdhat (I14) and wa-tajahhaza (I15), hdjatan instead of shay'an (ho), the
verb ja 'ala instead of tafiqa (I20+25+28+52)'', the addition of wa-aymänahum (I29)'59, the
omission of qad shahidd Badran (I41) and yabkiydni (I44), the addition of thumma ghadawlu
ila l-sûq (I50), the addition of qad balagha bi md (qad) waqa'lu fihi an tami'a fiyya rajul min
ahi al-shirk (I54) ìndfa-aqamnd

'aid dhdhka (I54), the omission of afalu (I56), the addition of

kabir (I58), Id khddim lahu instead of laysa lahu khadim (I58), dayya instead of ild shay' (1ί9),
the addition of wa-laqad takhawwaftu 'aid basarihi (I60) and fi dhälika (I62), the omission of
fa-bayn(am)ä and jdlis (I64), the addition of wa-qad kuntu ibtanaytu khayma fi çahr Sal' fa1,4

The tradition from 'Abd al-Rahmân ibn 'Abd al-'Aziz has also an introduction, but it differs from the

introduction Yünus gives.
"' It is interesting, though, that there are traditions about this element separately. See the matn analysis of
traditions from Yünus on page 247.
1.6

Ma'mar's version mentions the same element with a different formulation.

1.7

The line numbers in this paragraph refer to the tradition from al-Zuhri's nephew on pages 228-231

,5β

Ma'mar's tradition hîsja'altu at the same places, but the remaining part of Ma'mar's sentences is different,

while the version of Ibn Ishaq is almost identical to the versions of al-Zuhri's nephew, 'Uqayl and Yünus.
'" 'Uqayl and Yünus mention wa bdya'abum.
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kuntu akünußha tdh (I65), nahwa instead of qtbaia (I67), the omission offawjan fawjan (170),
fa-hayyani instead of yuharwilu batta sâfahanî (I72), wa-wajhuhu yabruqu/mushnq instead of
wa-huwa yabruqu wajhahu (I73), islabshara instead of istanara wajhuhu (I75), the addition of
üä Allah (I78), al-nas instead of al-muslimina (I79) and ha 'ulâ ' instead of ula 'ika (I90).
The conclusion drawn from the comparison of the version of al-Zuhri's nephew,
'Uqayl, Yûnus and Ibn Ishâq is that they must derive from a common source. According to
the information from the isndd, the common link of the four versions is al-Zuhrï. The many
similarities between the version of Ibn Ishäq and the other three students indicate that Ibn
Ishâq also received al-Zuhri's text by means of written transmission.
A lot of the additional information in the Ibn Ishâq version is explanatory, like the
words abahu, abihi and abi in the isnäd, andyaqülu lâyajma'uhum dîwân maktub in the matn
These additions can be ascribed to Ibn Ishâq because only the texts that have the common
link Ibn Ishâq include them. He seems to have edited al-Zuhri's tradition slightly.
Ibn Ishâq's version has certain additional information or uses specific words that the
other texts do not have In addition, the Ibn Ishâq version lacks certain information (for
example the information that the other two person that stayed behind took part in Badr),
which the other versions do have. Therefore, the conclusion is that the tradition from Ibn
Ishaq has a character of its own and has been part of a real transmission process

Comparison of the tradition of Ma 'mar with the previous versions
The first difference one notices when comparing the version from Ma'mar with the versions
from al-Zuhri's nephew, 'Uqayl, Yunus and Ibn Ishaq is the deviating information in the
isnäd. According to Ma'mar, al-Zuhri's informant is 'Abd al-Rahmän ibn Ka'b from Ka'b,
while the other four students mention 'Abd al-Rahman ibn 'Abd Allah ibn Ka'b from his
father 'Abd Allah ibn Ka'b from Ka'b. Furthermore, Ma'mar does not mention the
additional information that Ka'b yuhaddithu hadithahu hina takhallafa 'an rasul Allah (s) ft
ghazwat Tabuk (told his story about the time he stayed behind from the messenger of God
during the expedition of Tabuk).
Although the content of Ma'mar's version is in general similar to the four versions
discussed above, the structure and formulation deviate considerably. It contains some
elements that the other four do not have and it lacks certain elements. The additional
elements are 6 (not stayed behind before), 7 (Tabuk was the last expedition of Muhammad),
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io (war is a mode of deceiving), 21 (leaving on Thursday), 59 (time of receiving the
revelation), 60 (Umm Salama)1 0 and 78 (end of story).
Ma'mar's

tradition

lacks

elements

11 (long

journey),

18 (everybody

starts

preparations), 19 (the people became eager), 26 (intention to leave), 47 (50 nights), 54 (stay
with your family), 56 (ask same permission as Hiläl's wife), 61 (announcement during the
Morning Prayer), 62 (people went to Ka'b and his companions), 65 (people congratulated
Ka'b), 67 (Talha ibn 'Ubayd Allah), 79 (God said terrible things about hers) and 80
(explanation of the word khullifü).
Ma'mar's version corresponds to Yunus' version by not mentioning the time span of
one or two days that Ka'b gives himself to prepare and catch up with Muhammad (part of
element 22). Ma'mar does mention, however, that Ka'b wants to catch up with the others,
while this part lacks in Yunus' text. This might be due to a copyist's error in the text from
Yunus, because the sentence ends with similar words as the one before Yunus or his student
Ibn Wahb is probably responsible for this mistake, since the sentence is lacking in both
versions of Ibn Wahb's two students. Furthermore, Ma'mar relates the arrival of Abu
Khaythama at Tabuk (element 30), which only Yunus mentions in his tradition from alZuhn
The structure and formulation of Ma'mar's tradition differ from the versions of the
other four students The most remarkable changes in the structure of Ma'mar's text are the
position of elements 14+15 {diwan+ûiink that staying back would remain unnoticed), 36 (the
number of men who stayed behind), 51 (Abu Qatada) and 75+76 (citation Qur'ânic verses
9:117-119). Ma'mar relates elements 15, 14 and 36 (in this order) after Muhammad's departure,
when Ka'b wanders around the streets of Medina and sees only men who were accused of
hypocrisy (element 27). The other four students relate elements 14 and 15 at the beginning of
the story after the information that Muhammad told the Muslims the direction of this
expedition (element 13). They tell how many men stayed behind (element 36) after the part
when the persons who stayed behind proffered excuses to Muhammad in the place of
worship after his return to Medina.
Ma'mar relates the part of Ka'b visiting his cousin Abu Qatada (element 51) after the
receipt of a letter from the king of Ghassan (element 51) and Muhammad's order to Ka'b,
Hilal and Murara to separate from their wives (element 52). In the traditions of the other
four students, the visit to Abu Qatada happens before these two events

1

Ishaq ibn Rashid mentions this element also
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Ma'mar cites verses 117-119 of sural al-tawba (elements 75+76) immediately after Ka'b's
question if the remission came from God or Muhammad (element 69) and before Ka'b tells
what he wants to do as penance (elements 71+72), while the other four students cite these
verses after Ka'b states that he never told a lie intentionally anymore (element 74).
Beside the above-mentioned major differences in the order of the elements, there are
some smaller changes in Ma'mar's tradition like the reverse order of the two parts of Ka'b's
penance, i.e. first element 72 (tell the truth) and then element 71 (money as sadaqa). When we
number the elements according to the versions of al-Zuhrï's nephew, 'Uqayl, Yünus and Ibn
Ishäq and list them in the order of Ma'mar's text, the following sequence appears:1 ' 1-2-5-43-6-7-13-16-9-10-12-8-17-20-21-22-23-24-25-27-15-14-36-28-29-30-31-32-33-34-35-37-38-39-4041-42-4344-45-46-49-50-48-52-53-55-51-57-58-63-64-59-60-66-70-68-69-75-76-72-71-77-73-74-78.
Beside the above-mentioned additions, omissions and the different order of certain
elements, the remaining parts are the same. Ma'mar's version contains even a number of
expressions and sentences that are identical to the versions of the other four students, like:
lam alakhallaf 'an al-nabi/rasül Allah1

2

(s) fighazwa ghatähä (li)' 3, wa-lamyu'âlib al-nabi (s)

ahadan lakhallafa 'an Badr innamä kharaja yurïdu l-'ïr (I2), yata 'ahhabü uhbat ghazwihtm'

4

(16), käna qalla ma aräda ghazwa did warrâ (bi-)ghayrihâ (I7),yuhzinuni annant/an la ara (I13),
illâ rajulan maghmus(an) 'alayhifi l-nifaq (I14), kathîran Idyajma'uhum dïwân (I15), bid'a wathamânîna rajulan (I15), wa-lam yadhkumt

l-nabî (s) hattâ balagha Tabûkan (I16), mä fa'ala

Ka'b (ibn Mâlik) (I16), burddhu/burdayhi wa-l-naçrfi 'itfayhi (hy), fa-qdla Mu'ddh ibnjabal: bi's
md quita wa-llähi yd nabi Allah ma na 'lamu ilia khayran (I17), zdha 'anni l-bdtil (I21), fayahlifüna lahu wa-ya'tadhtruna dayhi (I23), wa-yakdu sarairahum/asrarahum
tabassama tabassum al-mughdab (I24), qum batta yaqdiya Allah fika
na'lamuka adhnabta (I29), fa-lam yazdlü yu'annibünanï

dà Allah (I23),

(I29), wa-lldhi md

hattd [hammamtu] an arji'a fa-

ukhaddiba nafsï (I31), fa-dhakarü rajulayn sdlihayn qad shahidd Badran li fihimd uswa (I33),
nahd l-nabï (s) [al-nds] 'an kaläminä ayyuhä l-thalâtha (I34), ma hiya bi-l-ard aliali na 'rifu (I36),
man yadullu(ni)

'ala Ka'b tbn Mâlikf (I40), fa-idha fiha ammd ba'du [...] balaghani anna

sdhibaka qad jafdka (I41), bi-ddr madya 'a wa-lä hawän (I42), fa-qultu hädhd aydan min al baia '

The additional elements of Ma'mar's text (and any addition from other students) are chronologically
inserted in the main structure based on the versions oi al-Zuhrl's nephew, 'Uqayl, Yünus and Ihn Ishäq.
The "synonym" rasülAllah is mostly used in the other texts I did not distinguish between them in this list.
13

The line numbers refer to 'Abd al-Razzäq's tradition from Ma'mar on pages 218-220.

' * The variant 'aduwwihtm (or the word ghazwthim)
in handwriting.
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is a copyist's error, because ihe words look very much alike

(I42), i'lazal imra 'ataka (I44), qultu utalliquhä? (I44), lä taqrab(anna)hä (I44), mä hihi (min)
haraka li-shay ' (I46) wa-huwa ihn 'amml fa-sallamlu 'alayhi fa-lam yarudda

'alayya (I47),

anshuduka Allah (I47), ta 'lamu annani uhibbu Allah wa-rasülahu (I48), Allah wa-rasüluhu a 'lam
(I49), kharrartu säjidan wa-'araflu anna (I52), käna l-sawl asra' minfarasihi (153), bi-khayryawm
atä/marra 'alayka mundhu waladatka ummuka (I57), tnna min tawbati [...] alla uhaddilha illä
sidqan (I60), wa-an ankhali'a min mali kulliht sadaqa ila Allah wa-ilä rasülihi (I61), amsik
('alayka) ba'da mältka fa-huwa khayr laka (I61), inni umsiku sahmi alladhi bi-Khaybar (I62), an
lä naküna kadhdhabnähu fa-halaknâ ka-mâ halakû (I63) or wa-inni la-arjü

anyahfafaniAllahft-

mä baqiya (I64).
Ma'mar's text also contains a number of sentences that have a different formulation
but a similar meaning, like:
inna ashraf mashähid rasiti Allah (s) fi l-näs la-Badr (I4) instead of wa-inna kdnat Badr adkharfi
l-näs minhä (I7)165, wa-anä aqdar shay' fi nafsi 'alä l-jihäd wa-khiffat al-hädh (18) instead of
annani lam akun qatfu aqwä wa-lä aysar (18), qäla rajul min qawmi (I16) instead of qäla rajul
min BaniSalima

(I22), wa-käna tdhä jä'a min safarfa'ala dhälika dakhala l-masjidfa-salla fihi

rak'alayn (I22) instead of wa-käna idhä qadama min safar bada'a bi-l-masjid fa-raka'a fihi
rak'atayn (I27), fa-lhära 'alä athart (u)näs min qawmiyu'annibünï

(I29) instead of wa-thära

rijäl min Bani Salima fa-atba 'uni (I36), idhä rajul nasräni ja 'a bi-ta 'am lahu yabt 'uhu (I40)
instead of idhä Nabati min Anbäl ahi al-Shäm mimman qadima bi-ta 'amyabï'uhu bi-l-Madina
(I51), bi-sahifa (I41) instead ofkitäban (I52), iqtahamtu 'alä Abi Qatäda hä'itahu (I47) instead of
lasawwartu hä 'it Abi Qatäda (I48), fa-lam amlik nafsi an bakaylu (I49) instead of fa-fâdat
'aynäya (Ijo) or wa-huwayastaniru ka-istinärat al-qamar (lj6) instead of wa-käna rasül Allah (s)
idhä surra istanära wajhuhu ka 'annahu qit'at qamar (I75).
Furthermore, the part about Abu Khaythama is very similar to, but not identical
with Yünus' version. They have the following formulations in common, fa-bayna(mä), rajul
[...] yazûlu bihi l-saräb fa-qäla f...J kun Abä Khaythama! fa-idhä huwa Abu

Khaythama,

although Ma'mar has hum ka-dhähka instead of huwa 'alä dhälika, idhä hum bi-rajul instead
of ra a rajulan mubayyidan, al-nabi (s) instead of rasûl Allah (s) and he does not mention the
nisba al-Ansäri and the explanation wa-huwa alladhi lasaddaqa bi-sä' al-lamr hina lamazahu lmunäfiqüna.
The comparison of Ma'mar's tradition with the versions of al-Zuhn's nephew,
'Uqayl, Yünus and Ibn Ishäq shows that Ma'mar's tradition resembles the versions of the
1

' The first sentence is from Ma'mar's text on page 218 ff and ihe second from al-Zuhri's nephew on page 228

ff.
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other students in content. Ma'mar uses a large number of formulations that are identical to
the other students or have a similar meaning. This means that Ma'mar's version derives
from the same source as the traditions from the other students, which is confirmed by the
isnäd; they all have the informant al-Zuhrl in common.
While the previous comparisons showed that the versions of Ibn Akhï 1-Zuhrï, Yünus,
'Uqayl and Ibn Ishâq are very similar, the version of Ma'mar deviates considerably in
structure, formulation and to some extent even in content. Is Ma'mar responsible for the
deviation or maybe al-Zuhrï himself? Ma'mar could have received the same version of the
story of Ka'b from al-Zuhrï and changed or edited the text. This does not seem very likely.
However, why would he for example alter the name of the informant of al-Zuhrï and omit
that 'Abd al-Rahman received it from his father from his grandfather? It is more plausible
that al-Zuhrï first used the abridged form of the name 'Abd al-Rahmân ibn 'Abd Allah ibn
Ka'b and called him 'Abd al-Rahman ibn Ka'b, and later on specified that the 'Abd alRahmân in question was the son of'Abd Allah.
The deviations in Ma'mar's text might be explained by two changes in the way alZuhrï transmitted the story of Ka'b. Firstly, a transition from oral to written transmission.
The high degree of similarity between the versions from al-Zuhrï's nephew, 'Uqayl, Yünus
and Ibn Ishâq indicate that al-Zuhrï probably had a written tradition, which he dictated, or
allowed some students to copy. If al-Zuhrï told Ma'mar the story from memory based on
written notes, this would explain many peculiarities in the text of Ma'mar. Oral
transmission is characterised by a different structure of the plot and different formulations
with similar meaning. Both features are present in the version of Ma'mar. The parts or
formulations that are identical probably derive from al-Zuhrï's notes.
Another explanation could be that Ma'mar made notes during the lesson of al-Zuhrï
and worked them out later. If we assume that al-Zuhrï told the story similar to the versions
of the other four students, such a text would most probably contain identical formulations
and sentences with different wording and a similar meaning, as are present in Ma'mar's text.
However, Ma'mar's tradition would in that case also resemble the structure and the content
of the story of the other four students much more than it actually does. It is possible that
Ma'mar overlooked or forgot to take notes of some parts, but not to the extent we find in
his version of the story about Ka'b. That would require a large textual interference on the
part of Ma'mar. Therefore, it seems more plausible to explain the differences by a change in
al-Zuhrï's method of teaching, rather than by how Ma'mar studied.
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However, the transition from oral (based on notes) to written transmission does not
explain all peculiarities in the tradition of Ma'mar. Al-Zuhrï did not only write the
tradition down at a certain point in his life, but he also edited the text. Indications for the
editing are the specification of the name of his informant and the insertion and omission of
some elements. For example, the information that Ka'b did not stay back from Muhammad
after Badr until Tabük, appears twice in the story of Ma'mar. The second sentence (element
6) is not present in the traditions of the other four students. Did al-Zuhn remove the
repetitive sentence on purpose?
Furthermore, the last element of the versions from al-Zuhrï's nephew and his fellow
students that is also present in Ma'mar's tradition is element 77 (God did not bestow a
greater favour). The traditions of the four students mention two more elements, 79 (God
said to the persons who lied more terrible things + citation of verse 9: 95-96) and 80
(explanation of the word khullifu). Maybe the story of Ka'b let to a discussion on verses 9:9596 and the meaning of the word khullifü. It is possible that al-Zuhri included elements 79
and 80 in the story to clarify uncertainties in his previous version. Even though al-Zuhrï
included the additional elements maybe later on, it does not exclude that he originally had
received the additional information from his informant 'Abd al-Rahmän.
The following elements, which the version of Ma'mar does not mention, could be
considered as embellishments of the story. Element 11 describes the harsh circumstances of
the expedition: Muhammad made the expedition at a time of extreme heat with the prospect
of a long travel through the desert and many enemies. Element 26 relates that Ka'b did not
let Muhammad down on purpose: Ka'b intended to leave - he wished he had done it, but he
did not. Element 56 describes Ka'b's perseverance to submit himself to Muhammad's
judgment. He refuses to ask Muhammad if his wife could serve him. Element 63 evokes an
image of general happiness: when Ka'b went to Muhammad, people swarmed around him
and congratulated him with God's forgiveness. According to element 68, Ka'b was so glad
that he gave the person who brought him the news his only two garments and he had to
borrow others. Ma'mar's version is less dramatic, because it lacks the information that these
were the only clothes he owned.
Finally, even though Ka'b and his two companions decide to put their faith into
Muhammad and Allah and tell the truth, the fact remains that they let Muhammad down
for no reason. Probably, not everyone in Medina would be able to feel happiness for Ka'b
and his companions, although they would forgive them because God did. Element 67
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describes the mixed feelings Talha ibn 'Ubayd Allah congratulates Ka'b, but no other
muhajir does the same Ka'b never forgot that Talha congratulated him

Comparison of the tradition of 'Abd al Rahman ibn 'Abd al-'Am with the previous versions
According to Ibn Abi Shayba's tradition from 'Abd al-Rahmân ibn 'Abd al-'Aziz, al-Zuhn
received the tradition from 'Abd al-Rahman ibn 'Abd Allah ibn Ka'b ibn Malik -> 'Abd
Allah ibn Ka'b ibn Malik -> his father Ka'b This is the same isnad as in the versions of alZuhn's nephew and his fellow students The main is largely similar in content and
formulation to the versions of the other students of al-Zuhn that we have discussed above,
although it corresponds much more to the versions from al-Zuhri's nephew and his fellow
students than to Ma'mar's version 'Abd al-Rahman's tradition does not mention the
additional elements from Ma'mar's version (6, 7, 10, 21, 59, 60 and 78) and it includes
elements 11,18,19, 54, 56, 61, 62, 6j and 67, which Ma'mar's tradition lacks
Although the content of 'Abd al-Rahman's tradition corresponds to the versions of
al-Zuhn's nephew and his fellow students, the order of the elements differs at some places
and several elements are missing The order of the elements in 'Abd al-Rahman's tradition is
1-13-9-11-13-13-1819-20-22-8-23-25-27-3108-39-32-3366-34-38-39-40-35-37-41-42-43-44-45-46-53-5556-54-49-51-53-57-61-62-63-58-64-65-67-66-68-70-69-71-73
Especially at the beginning and the end of the tradition, many elements are missing
The version of 'Abd al-Rahman does not refer to Badr or al-'Aqaba (elements 1-5) It does
not say that the men who stayed behind thought that it would remain unnoticed, because
there were so many participants that a diwan could not contain them (elements 14-15) We
are not informed how many men stayed behind (element 36) The text lacks the Qur'an
verses (elements 75-76-79) and Ka'b's second repentance of speaking the truth from that
moment on (elements 72-74-77) At the end of the tradition, Ka'b does not explain the
meaning of the word khulhfu (element 80)
'Abd al-Rahman

begins his tradition with the additional information

that

Muhammad intends to prepare a expedition against the Byzantines, because he was afraid
that they intented to send an expedition to them (I2 3 inna rasul Allah (s) lamma hamma bi
Banl lAsfar anyaghzuhum)

He adds in his story that not only falsehood left Ka'b when he

heard that Muhammad had returned, but also what he had thought up regarding lies and
excuses (I14-15 wa ma kuntu ajma'u mm al-kadhib wa I 'udhr) Furthermore, when Muhammad
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said that the remission came from God, he added that they trusted God, so God trusted
them (I50 innakum saddaqtum Allah fa-saddaqakum).
Apart from the additional and omitted elements, the content of 'Abd a-Rahmän's
story differs sometimes and at several places, he uses different formulations. The name of
Mu'ädh ibn Jabal is not mentioned, but he is referred to as "another man" (I131 rajul äkhar).
After Muhammad's injunction not to talk to the three persons who stayed behind, all three
of them wandered around, while nobody talked to them or greeted them (I26). In the
versions of the other students, only Ka'b continued to go out, while his two companions
remained in their houses weeping. The phrase "he did not move his lips to return my
greeting" (ma harraka shafatayhi yaruddu 'alayya l-saldm) is used in connection with Abu
Qatâda (I34), while the other students use a similar phrase (hal harraka shafatayhi bi-radd alsaläm am Id) in connection with Muhammad.
Finally, examples of different formulations in 'Abd al-Rahmân's tradition are
'aduwwan jadldan instead of 'aduwwan kathiran

7

(I4), fa-kashafa instead of fa-akhbarahum

(l4),yakhruju bihtm instead of alladhiyuridu (I5), hattâfarigha l-nâs wa-qïla inna rasülAllah (s)
ghädtn wa-khänj da wajhihi instead of batta shamara/ishtadda bi-l-nâs al-jidd fa-asbaha rasül
Allah (s) ghâdiyan wa-1-muslimûna ma 'ahu (16), fa-tafiqtu a 'uddu l- 'udhr li-rasül Allah (s) idhä
jâ'a wa-uhayyi'u l-kaldm instead offa-tafiqlu

atadhakkaru l-kadhib wa-aqûlu bi-mâdhd akhruju

min sakhatihighadan wa-asla'înu 'aid dhdlika kull dhi ray min ahlï (ho), fa-samata instead of
fa-sakata (I13), thumma dakhala 'aid ahlihi instead of thumma jalasa li-l-nâs (I16), wa-lldhi md
sanala shay'an instead of wa-lldhi md 'altmndka kunta adhnabta dhanban qabla hddhä (I21),
yalûmûnanî instead of yu'annibûnanî

(I22), hal qâla hddhihi l-maqala ahad aw i'ladhara bi-

mithl md i'tadhartu bihi? instead of hal laqiya hddhd ma 'ï ahadf (I23), innahu shaykh qad da 'ufa
basaruhu instead of inna Hildl shaykh dd'i' (I28), an asna'a lahu la'dmahu instead of an
akhdumahu (I28), fa-md kallamani kalima instead of fa-sakata (I35), ba 'd qawml bi-l-Sham
instead of malik Ghassan (I37), balaghand md sana'a bika sdhibuka wa-jafwatahu instead of
balaghand anna sdhibaka qadjafdka (I38) or an akhruja min mali instead οί an ankhali'a min
mali (I50).

The line numbers in this paragraph refer to Ibn Abi Shayba's tradition from 'Abd al-Rahmän ibn 'Abd al'ΑΔζ on pages 251-253.
' 7 1 compared 'Abd al-Rahmân's tradition specifically to the versions of al-Zuhri's nephew and his fellow
students, because it is very similar to their versions. The variant formulations are from their traditions; not
Ma'mar's.
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A number of deviating formulations are also present in the version of Ibn Ishäq,
abiht before Ka'b's name in the isnad (I2), li-1-näs instead of li-l-muslimlna (I4) and the
addition of mä huwa qäd (I20+I33), kabîr (I32), yas 'alu 'anni (I37) and tami'a fiyya rajul min
ahi al-kufr (Ibn Ishäq ahi al-shirk) (I39).
The similarities in content and formulation indicate that the tradition of 'Abd alRahmän ibn 'Abd al-'Aziz derives from the same source as the versions of the other five
students, i.e. al-Zuhri. The text of 'Abd al-Rahmän resembles the versions of al-Zuhri's
nephew, 'Uqayl, Yûnus and Ibn Ishäq more than the version of Ma'mar, and it contains the
peculiarities of al-Zuhri's (presumably) edited version.
Still, the tradition contains many deviations in content as well as formulation. The
differences indicate that the tradition of 'Abd al-Rahmän ibn 'Abd al-'Aziz is the result of
an independent transmission. However, how is it possible that transmission from a written
text results in such a deviating text?
Either 'Abd al-Rahmän ibn 'Abd al-'Aziz, Khälid ibn Makhlad or Ibn Abi Shayba,
who transmitted 'Abd al-Rahmän's tradition, is responsible for the deviations in the
tradition. Probably at some point in the transmission from al-Zuhri to Ibn Abi Shayba, the
tradition was not copied down. If all of them had copied the text from a written version, the
text would resemble the versions of al-Zuhri's nephew, 'Uqayl, Yûnus and Ibn Ishäq much
more. Since this is not the case, an explanation might be that one of the transmitters heard
the text, took extensive notes (because of the many identical sentences) and later on
transmitted the text based on these notes or prepared a written version based on the notes.
Another possible explanation is found in the biographical information on 'Abd alRahman ibn 'Abd al-'Aziz. Although some persons consider him a trustworthy transmitter
(thiqa), Abu Hätim says that he is mudtarib al-hadith (the weaker of two variants of the same
hadith)' . Ibn Hibbän mentions that 'Abd al-Rahmän ibn 'Abd al-'Aziz lost his eyesight
{wa-kdna qad dhahaba basaruhü).1 9 The loss (or diminishing) of his eyesight might be an
explanation for the state of his tradition about Ka'b. Maybe 'Abd al-Rahman received the
tradition from al-Zuhri just like the other four students with the same version did, but he
transmitted it when he could not read his notes very well anymore and had to rely partly on
his memory.

The explanation comes from Lucas, S.C , Constructive critics, hadith literature, and the articulation of sunni Islam,
Leiden 2004, 31, footnote 33.
"* Al-Mizzi, Tabdbib, IV, 435 (no 3874).
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Comparison of the tradition oflshdq ihn Rashid with the previous versions
T h e text o f Ishäq ibn Râshid medium-length t r a d i t i o n is as follows:' 7 0
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Muhammad told me, he said, Ahmad ibn Abi Shu'ayb told us, he said, Müsä ibn A'yan
told us, he said, Ishäq ibn Râshid told us that al-Zuhri told him, he said, 'Abd alRahmân ibn 'Abd Allah ibn Ka'b ibn Malik informed me on the authority of his father,
he said, I heard my father Ka'b ibn Malik, one of the three who were forgiven, [say] that
he only stayed behind from the messenger of God during two expeditions, the
expedition of al-'usra'7' and the expedition to Badr (i). He said, "I decided to tell the
messenger of God the truth after sunrise (32). Whenever he came back from a journey,
which he only did after sunrise, he would first go to the place of worship and perform a
prayer of two rak'dt (34). The Prophet forbade [the people] to talk to me and to my two
companions, but he did not forbid [them] to talk to the other persons who had stayed
behind (45). The people avoided talking to us (46). I remained like that until the
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Al-Bukhäri, Sahlh, III, 255-256 (65 Kitâb tafsir al Quran - 9 Sural barä'a - 18 Bäb qawhhi la'älä wa 'ala I

thaldtha alladbîna khullifû [...] ιπηα Allah buwa I tawwdb al-rahtm)
'^ Al-'usra refers to Tabuk. The army of Tabük is also called the army of difficulty ()aysh al 'usra), because they
had to go to Tabûk during the intense heat of the summer and in the season of the ripening of the fruit, so
that it was hard on them. Also, because the Prophet had never before commanded an army of so many men.
Lane, Lexicon, II, 2043 and al-Bakhit, "Tabûk", 50.
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situation became too much for me and the thing that worried me most was that I would
die, (yi) while the Prophet would not pray for me, or that the messenger of God would
die (50) and that I was among the people in that house, but nobody from them talked
to me or prayed for me (ji). God, exalted is He, revealed our remission to his Prophet
when only a third of the night remained (59). The messenger of God was at that time [in
the house of] Umm Salama, who was beneficial to my case [and] concerned about my
affair. The messenger of God said, 'Umm Salama, Ka'b has been forgiven!' She asked,
'Why do you not send [a messenger] to him and bring him the good news?' He
[Muhammad] said, 'Then, the people will crowd round you and will prevent you from
sleeping the remainder of the night.' (60) When the messenger of God performed the
Morning Prayer, he announced God's remission of us (61). When he [Muhammad] was
delighted, his face shone like a piece of the moon (70). The "three of us who were kept
back", were kept back from the revelation that was given about those who found an
excuse, when God revealed the remission to us Those of the persons who had stayed
behind, who lied to the messenger of God Muhammad and made an excuse with lies,
were mentioned more terrible things than anyone else (80). God revealed the verse
<<They will excuse themselves to you, when you return to them. Say: 'Do not excuse
yourselves; we will not believe you. God has given us some information about you. God
and His messenger will see what you d i d . ' » " ' 7 2 (81)

Ishäq

ibn

Râshid's

medium-length

tradition

contains

a

number

of

elements

and

formulations that are only present in the version of al-Zuhri's nephew and his fellow
students, such as elements 61 ( a n n o u n c e m e n t d u r i n g M o r n i n g Prayer), 80 (explanation word
khullifu)

and the words fa-ajma'tu

wa-kâna

tdhd (tstabshara)

sidq (I4), wa-kâna (qalla ma)yaqdumu

istanâra wajhuhu

hattd ka'annahu

mm safar (I4-5) and

qit'a mm al-qamar

(I11-12). The

similarities between Ishäq ibn Râshid's tradition and the version from al-Zuhri's nephew
and others indicate that Ishäq received Ka'b's story after al-Zuhri edited the text. This would
place Ishäq in the same period as al-Zuhri's nephew, Yünus, 'Uqayl, Ibn Ishaq and ' A b d alR a h m â n ibn ' A b d al-'Aziz.
However, Ishäq's tradition also contains " o l d " elements and formulations that are
only present in M a ' m a r ' s version. The most striking example is the i n f o r m a t i o n

that

M u h a m m a d received the revelation d u r i n g the night when he stayed at the house of U m m
Salama (elements 60+61). Similar formulations are duhan (Ij), fa-anzala

'7' Sura 9 94
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(...) lawbatana

'ala

nablbi (s) (...) al-thulth (...) al-layl (I8-9), wa-känat Umm Salama muhsinafi sha 'ni (I9) and idhan
yahtimukum al-nâs fa-yamna 'ünakum al-nawm sa 'ir al-layla (lio-n).
Al-Bukhân's tradition from Ishâq ibn Râshid mentions, however, several words and
sentences, which none of al-Zuhrfs students used. Among these are, the addition of wa-huwa
ahad al-lhalätha alladhlna liba 'alayhim (I3) and ghayr ghazwatayn ghazwat al-'usra (I3), 'an
kalämi wa-kaläm sähibayya (I5) instead of 'an kalämtna ayyuhä l-thalätha (=Macmar (M)+alZuhri's nephew and others (I)), fa-labithtu kadhälika batta täla 'alayya l-amr wa-mâ min shay'
ahamma ilayya min an amûla (I6-7) instead of wa-taghayyarü lana batta tanakkarat lì min nafsï
l-ardfa-mâ hiya bi-l-ard aliali kuntu a'rifu (=1, M is similar), the addition offa-akûnu min alnâs bi-tilka l-manzila fa-lä yukallimuni ahad minbum (^-S),'73 bina baqiya l-lhullb al-äkhir min
al-layl (I8-9) instead of tbulth al-layl (=M), istabshara (I12) instead of surra (=I+M) and the
addition of sura 9:94 (I14-15).
Therefore, although the tradition from Ishâq ibn Râshid looks like the versions from
Ma'mar and al-Zuhrï's nephew and others, it is not identical to either one of them. Did
Ishâq somehow receive two versions from al-Zuhri and did he combine the two versions?
Although we do not have a detailed version, the remaining traditions that are
preserved from Ishâq ibn Râshid indicate that he probably knew a detailed version. It is
certain that Ishäq's version was longer than al-Bukhârî's tradition, because we possess parts
of Ka'b's story from Ishäq in short traditions that are not part of al-Bukhârî's mediumlength tradition (Si, S2 and S4)174. Tradition Si from al-Nasâ'ï on elements 53 and 54 is very
similar to the corresponding part in the version from al-Zuhrï's nephew and his fellow
students. 17 ' Tradition S2 from al-Nasâ'ï also contains formulations that are specific for
Ma'mar's version as well as for the version of al-Zuhrl's nephew and others, while S4 from
al-Tabarânî is very similar to the corresponding part in Ma'mar's tradition. Each tradition
contains formulations that no other student used.
Furthermore, there is a tradition from Ibn 'Asäkir that he received Ishâq ibn
Räshid's tradition twice. Ibn 'Asâkir does not mention the main of these two traditions, but
at the end of the only detailed tradition that he mentions completely (Ma'mar's tradition),
he remarks that al-Bukhärl related some of it from Muhammad ibn Yahyâ on the authority
of Ibn Abï Shu'ayb with the same meaning, but with different words. According to him, al-

I take this sentence as a summary of element 51 on Abu Qatâda
See pages 256-258 on (he main analysis of traditions ascribed to Ishâq ibn Râshid.
Element 54 does not appear in Ma'mar's version.
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Bukhârî did not cite it completely {rawdhu l-Bukhâri 'an Muhammad ibn Yahyä 'an Ibn Abl
Shu'ayb ba'dahu bi-ma'nähu bi-laß, äkhar wa-lamyasuqhu bi-tamämihi)P
Ibn 'Asâkir's description fits the results of the analysis. Since we do not have Ibn
'Asäkir's tradition from Ishâq ibn Râshid, we cannot state that there once existed a complete
detailed tradition from Ishaq ibn Rashid that was either more similar to Ma'mar's version
or to the version from al-Zuhrî's nephew et al. However, based on the remark of Ibn 'Asâkir
and the fact that Ishâq related other elements of the detailed tradition that the mediumlength tradition does not contain, we can say that Ishâq ibn Râshid knew at least a larger
version of Ka'b's story than al-Bukhârï's medium-length tradition.
This still leaves the issue of the combination of "old" (=from Ma'mar's version) and
"new" (from the version of al-Zuhrî's nephew et al) elements in the traditions from Ishâq
ibn Rashid. Did Ishaq somehow receive two versions from al-Zuhrï and did he combine
those two versions?
It is said that Ishâq ibn Rashid did not meet al-Zuhrï personally, but that he found a
"book" from al-Zuhrï in Jerusalem.'77 This book is probably the manuscript of a student
from al-Zuhrï. If Ishâq ibn Rashid did not meet al-Zuhrï in person, it seems more plausible
that the book from al-Zuhrï contained the edited version.
There is even a possibility that Ishaq and Ma'mar met. AI-Mizzï mentions Ma'mar in
the list of persons who transmitted from Ishâq ibn Râshid. He also mentions several
traditions about a discussion on whether Ma'mar ibn Râshid and Ishâq ibn Rashid were
brothers or not' 7 . This perhaps indicates that they could have met, because they were at the
same time in the same area. Why would you have a discussion on the relationship between
two persons, when they lived in two distant countries? Just because they have the same nasabi
The above-mentioned arguments do not constitute solid evidence that Ishâq ibn
Râshid knew two versions of al-Zuhri's tradition and combined them. The formulations
that are only present in the tradition of Ishaq might even derive from one of the
transmitters after him. Furthermore, it is not even certain if the "old" elements are from a
tradition from Ma'mar. It is also possible that Ishâq ibn Râshid received these elements
from another early student of al-Zuhrï, whom we do not know. Anyhow, since the short and
medium-length traditions from Ishâq ibn Râshid appear in specific chapters related to the

' 7 Ibn 'Asäkir, Tdnkh, L, 20;.
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Al-Mizzi, Tahdhtb 1,186 (no. 344)

178

Al-Mizzï, Tahdhib 1,185-186 (no. 344)
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topics in the tradition, it seems very likely that the compilers o f the collections are
responsible for the short(ened) versions of the text.

Comparison of the tradition of Ibrahim ibn Isma il with the previous versions
The text of Ibn 'Asäkir's medium-length tradition from I b r a h i m ibn I s m â ' ï l is as follows:' 79
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Abu 1-Qäsim ibn al-Samarqandï informed us, Abu 1-Husayn ibn al-Naqqûr informed us,
Abu Tähir al-Mukhallis informed us, Ridwän ibn Ahmad informed us with permission,
Ahmad ibn 'Abd al-Jabbâr told us, Yûnus told us on the authority of Ibrahim ibn
Ismâ'ïl ibn al-Mujammi' al-Ansârï on the authority of al-Zuhrî that Ka'b ibn Malik's
guide, who guided him when he [Ka'b] became blind, told him, he said, "Ka'b ibn
Malik told me about'

c

the messenger of God,

that when he [the Prophet] wanted to go on an expedition, he had ordered the
Muslims to prepare themselves and had kept secret where they would fight as a deceit
for the enemy (9). Each time the messenger of God ordered to prepare, I possessed only
one camel and I was strong enough to go with him, until the expedition to Tabûk (+).
[The expedition] would take place at a time of extreme heat, (16) when the fruits were
maturing (11). The messenger of God ordered to prepare for [the journey to] Tabûk (12)
and announced [the direction) to the Muslims (13). I had two camels at that time and I
knew that I was strong enough to go (8). The messenger of God and the Muslims

' 7 ' Ibn 'Asäkir, Tärikh, II, 30.
180

The word 'an means "on ihe authority of" when used in an isnäd, but I think that "about" is meant at this

place.
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prepared themselves, while I went early in the morning to prepare myself, but, by God,
it seemed as if I was bound' I returned without having cut [even] one hair, (18) while I
owned two camels and while I knew that I was strong enough to go (8) if I wanted to (19)
The messenger of God and the Muslims left (20) Afterwards, I went outside to try [to
prepare myself] an then I saw only men staying behind, who were despised regarding
their belief (27) However, I [also] saw two righteous men from the Ansar, Hilal ibn
Umayya 1-Wâfiqi and Murâra l-'Amn, by whom I was almost reassured, (+)until I said,
when I despaired going out, 'I will excuse myself to the messenger of God when he
returns '" (31)

The tradition from Ibrahim ibn Isma'll corresponds more to the versions from al-Zuhri's
nephew and fellows than to Ma'mar's tradition For example, the additional information in
the isnad "Ka'b's guide, who guided him when he became blind" (I3) as well as the words
barr sbadid (I5-6) and idha aradtu (18) are present in the later version of Ka'b's story, but not
in Ma'mar's text Ibrahim ibn Isma'iPs tradition contains a couple of other formulations
from the versions of al-Zuhri's other students, but the degree of similarity is all in all meagre
The most distinguishing similarity is rajulan maghmusan 'alayhifi (I9), although it ends with
dinihi instead of al-mfaq
The content of Ibrahim ibn Isma'iPs tradition deviates in some places He gives the
information that Ka'b owned one camel before the expedition to Tabuk and that he was
strong enough to go to other expeditions with Muhammad Al-Zuhri's other students do
not mention this explicitly No other student beside Ibrahim says that when Ka'b went out
to prepare his equipment it seemed as if he was bound It looks as if it was not entirely
Ka'b's fault that he did not go to Tabük, "something" withheld him from his duty
Furthermore, in the versions of al-Zuhri's other students, some people of Ka'b's tribe
mention Hilal and Murara to him after Ka'b had apologized to Muhammad in the place of
worship According to Ibrahim, Ka'b saw these two persons when he walked in the streets
before Muhammad's return to Medina
Many words in the tradition from Ibrahim ibn Ismâ'ïl differ from the formulation
in the versions of al-Zuhri's other students, such as qa'id Ka'b ibn Malik alladhi kana yaqudu
bihi (I3) instead of wa-käna qa'id Ka'b mm bamhi, idha arada l-masir fi ghazah (I4) instead of
qallama yundu/arada ghaiah yaghzuha, wakatamahum ayna yujâhiduna maktda hi 'aduww (I4)
instead oi ilia warm bi-ghaynha,1 ' aqbalat (16) instead of tabat, ba'ïr(ayn) (I7 and 8) instead of

Or instead of Ma'mar's sentence alharb kbuda
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Tähila(tayn),

thumma

dhahabtu ataharrd (I9) instead o f tdhd kharajtufi

min al-khurüj qultu a'tadhiru

2

a n d idhä ayistu

ilâ rasül Allah (s) idhä raja'a ( h i ) instead offa-lammä

anna rasül Allah (s) qad lawajjaha
kadhib[...)'fa-ajma'tu

l-näs

qâftlan min Tabük hadaram

balhthï fa-taftqtu

balaghani

atadhakkaru

l-

sidqahu.'ì

Two o t h e r s h o r t traditions from I b r a h i m i b n Ismä'il relate elements o f K a ' b ' s story
that are n o t present in t h e medium-length t r a d i t i o n . Their texts are:
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Abu Ja'far ibn al-Samîn informed us with his isnâd from Yûnus on the authority of
Ibrahim ibn Ismä'il al-Ansârï on the authority of al-Zuhri, that Ka'b ibn Malik's guide,
who guided him when he [Ka'b] became blind, told him, he said, Ka'b told me - and he
mentioned the tradition of him holding back from the messenger of God during the
expedition to Tabük -, he said,
"While the messenger of God was at Tabük one day at noon, he suddenly looked at a
horseman shimmering in a mirage. The messenger of God said to one of the Ansar from
the Banü 'Awf 'Let it be Abü Khaythama', until someone said, 'By God, it is Abu
Khaythama!' He came and sat next to the messenger of God, who asked him about
Medina." (30)
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Muhammad ibn 'Abd Allah al-Hadramï told us, 'Uqba ibn Mukram told us, Yünus ibn
Bukayr told us, [Ibrahim ibn) Ismä'il told us on the authority of al-Zuhri on the
authority of Ka'b ibn Malik's guide on the authority of Ka'b ibn Malik, who said,

Version Ma'mar: faja'allu amshifil-aswaq wa afufu bi IMadina.
1

' Ma'mar's version looks very much like the version from al-Zuhri's nephew and his fellows.

** Ibn al-Athir, Usdalghdba, VI, 93.
1

' Al-Tabaräni, al-Mu'jam al-kabir, XIX, 69 (no. 133).

"When the messenger of God was pleased, I saw that his face was like a piece of the
moon." (70)

Al-Zuhri's informant is Ka'b's guide in both short traditions, which is identical to the
medium-length tradition. Both mutûn contain formulations that are similar to the versions
of al-Zuhrî's other students,' 86 but also deviating formulations \\Ye.fïsaat

hâjira (13), tdh

natura dâ râkibyatîshu (I3-4), li-rajul min al-Ansâr min Banî 'Awf (I4) and fa-jä 'a/a-jalasa ila
rasûlAllah (s)fa-ja'alayas'aluhu 'an al-Madïna (I5) in the first short tradition and ra'aytu (la)
instead of islanära and shiqqa (I3) instead of qil'a'

7

in the second.

Comparison of the traditions attributed to Ibrahim ibn Ismâ'ïl shows that especially
the medium-length and the first short tradition differ considerably from the versions of the
other students of al-Zuhn. Some formulations or single words are similar, but the majority
is different. These differences together with the difference in content raise the question
whether the tradition of Ibrahim indeed derives from al-Zuhrî. Comparison of the
traditions from Ibrahim ibn Ismä'll with other traditions about Tabük that other
transmitters beside al-Zuhri handed down might help to solve or confirm the doubts on the
origin of Ibrahim's traditions.
Biographical sources mention a possible solution for the deviations in the traditions
from Ibrahim ibn Ismä'll. He seems to have been hearing impaired to such an extent that he
used to sit close to al-Zuhrî and was only able to hear with great difficulty (kâna shadïd alsamam wa-käna yajlisu ila janb al-Zuhrîfa-lâ yakädu yasma'u ilia bada kadd). It is said that he
is of weak authority, that his hadith is worthless (da'iflaysa bi-shay') and that he made many
mistakes (kathir al-wahm).'

Comparison of the tradition ofSälih ibn Abi l-Akhdar with the previous versions
The medium-length tradition attributed to Sälih ibn Abl l-Akhdar is as follows:1 9

So far, only Ma'mar and Yûnus mention the part on Abu Khaythama
7

' The word shiqqa is used in one other tradition, which is from 'Abd Allah ibn Mubarak in a combined
transmission from Ma'mar and Yunus.
Al-Mizzî, Tabdhib, I, 100-101 (no. 144) and 101 footnote 1.
Al-Tabarânï, ìVMu'jam
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alkabïr, XIX, 57 (no. 98).
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Muhammad ibn Sâhh ibn al-Wahd al-Narsï1'1 told us, Muhammad ibn al-Muthannâ 1 ' 1
told us, 'Abd al-Ghaffär ibn 'Abd ['Ubayd] Allah al-Kurayzî" 3 told us, Sâlih ibn Abî 1Akhdar told us on the authority of al-Zuhri, that he heard 'Abd al-Rahmân ibn 'Abd
Allah ibn Ka'b ibn Malik tell on the authority of his uncle 'Ubayd Allah ibn Ka'b, who
was Ka'b's guide, when he [Ka'b] became blind, he said, Ka'b said,
"I pledged allegiance to the messenger of God on the night of al-'Aqaba, when we
pledged allegiance to him with regard to the Islam. I was not present at Badr, (3) but I
would not trade [my presence at al-'Aqaba] for Badr, (4) even though the people
consider [Badr] to be more than [al-'Aqaba] (j). [Badr] was an expedition, which God
did not blame anyone who had stayed behind from it, because the messenger of God set
out for the caravan, when God brought him and his enemy suddenly together (2).
Whenever the messenger of God wanted to send out an expedition to a certain
direction, we changed it, until the expedition to Tabük (9). The messenger of God made
that expedition in the tradition of Zayd [probably: at a time of extreme heat]" (11) and
he mentioned the story.

The tradition from Salih ibn Abî 1-Akhdar looks very m u c h like the version of al-Zuhri
nephew and his fellows, i.e. it is from al-Zuhri's edited t r a d i t i o n , a l t h o u g h several words are
different. Al-Zuhri's i n f o r m a n t is K a ' b ibn Malik's g r a n d s o n ' A b d al-Rahmân, a l t h o u g h he
received Ka'b's story from ' U b a y d Allah instead of ' A b d Allah ibn K a ' b . T h e i n f o r m a t i o n
that this intermediary led K a ' b when he was blind is the same as in the edited version. The
majority of the f o r m u l a t i o n s used in the main are identical with al-Zuhri's edited version.
"° This might be a copyist's error (or fi harr shaäiä
191

1 did not find any information on the year in which he died or which town he is from However, he is

related to al-'Abbâs ibn al-Walïd al-Narsï and 'Abd al-A'Iä ibn Hammäd al-Narsï who are both from Basra, so
it is possible that he also lived in that town See al-Mizzï, Tahdhïb, I, 34 (no. 17) and Ibn Makula, al-Ikmäl, IV,
Cairo η d., 163.
1,2

He is from Basra and died in 252/866. AI-Mizzi, Tahdbib, VI, 493 (no 6170)

'" His name is 'Abd al-Ghaffär ibn 'Ubayd Allah al-Kurayzi. He is from Basra and died 21X/825-835 AlDhahabi, Styar, X, 437 (no. 138).
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Sâlih's tradition differs from the versions of al-Zuhrî's nephew and his fellow
students in the order of elements 2 and 3 (first 3 then 2) and in the following formulations:
bâya'tu (I3) instead of shahadtu ma'a, bäya'ndhu (I4) instead of tawâlhaqna or tawâfaqnâ, walam ashhad Badran (I4) instead of ghayr annani kuntu takhallaftu ft ghazwat Badr, the
omission of the word mashhad (I4), la-hiya akthar (I4) instead of Badr adhkar, al-'îr (ly)
instead of 'irQuraysh, baynahu (y) and 'aduwwihi (16) instead of baynahum and 'aduwwihtm,
maw'id (16) instead of mi'ad and wajhan kunna nughayyiruhu (16) instead of Ma warrâ bighayrihâ.'9* Sâhh ibn Abi 1-Akhdar or one of the transmitters after him is most probably
responsible for the deviations in the formulation.
The similarities with the traditions of al-Zuhri's other students show that Sâlih's
tradition derived from al-Zuhri, while the deviations from the other traditions indicate an
independent transmission.

Conclusion
Comparison of the mutûn of al-Zuhri's detailed and medium-length traditions about Ka'b's
story shows that al-Zuhri is indeed the source of the traditions discussed above. He is the
first transmitter all versions have in common. The transmission must have taken place
before 124/742 when al-Zuhri died. Hence, Ka'b's story as told by al-Zuhri can be dated to
the first quarter of the second Islamic century.
The matn analysis also confirmed that al-Zuhri told the detailed version to at least six
students (his nephew Muhammad ibn 'Abd Allah, 'Uqayl ibn Khälid, Yünus ibn Yazïd,
Muhammd ibn Ishâq, Ma'mar ibn Râshid and 'Abd al-Rahmàn ibn 'Abd al-'Aziz) and
possibly also to Ishäq ibn Rashid, Ibrahim ibn Ismä'il and Salih ibn Abi l-Akhdar, although
only abridged versions from them survive in the sources.
Two versions of al-Zuhri's detailed tradition are preserved: one by Ma'mar, which he
probably received through oral transmission based on written notes, and one edited version
by the other students, which al-Zuhri transmitted from a written text. In the group of the
edited versions, the traditions from al-Zuhri's nephew, 'Uqayl, Yünus and Ibn Ishâq look
very much alike. The traditions of the other four students seem to be weaker versions,
because they deviate in structure and formulation from the versions of al-Zuhri's nephew
and others. The sources available to us nowadays contain certainly more versions of alZuhn's nephew, 'Uqayl, Yunus and Ibn Ishâq than of the second group.
1,4

AI-Tabarânï is probably responsible for the last pari of (he traditionsyi hadith Zaydfa-dbakara lhadith
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The question is, of course, who is responsible for the deviations in the versions from
Ishaq ibn Râshid, Ibrahim ibn Isma'il, Sâhh ibn Abi 1-Akhdar and 'Abd al-Rahman ibn
'Abd al-'Aziz Did they cause the deviations or one or more transmitters after them' Is it
perhaps a combination' The biographical sources give a possible explanation for the
deviations in the traditions of'Abd al-Rahman ibn 'Abd al-'Aziz and Ibrahim ibn Isma'il
Both had a handicap that may have influenced their transmission However, in the case of
Ibrahim ibn Isma'il his handicap does not account for all deviations
Furthermore, the versions from Yunus ibn Yazid and Ishaq ibn Rashid contain
elements of al-Zuhn's old version as preserved by Ma'mar Did they receive that information
from al-Zuhn or from Ma'mar' 1 "
Of course, we cannot exclude the possibility that al-Zuhri sometimes changed a word
or gave additional information even when dictating the edited version The name 'Ubayd
Allah ibn Ka'b appears in the traditions of two students of al-Zuhri (his nephew and Salih
ibn Abi 1-Akhdar) as intermediary between Ka'b ibn Malik and his grandson 'Abd alRahmân, as well as in the short traditions from Ma'qil ibn 'Ubayd Allah and Ibn Jurayj ' 9 It
is possible that al-Zuhri mentioned 'Abd Allah ibn Ka'b most of the time, but sometimes
said 'Ubayd Allah
The confusion over the name of al-Zuhn's informant is another example of
adaptations of al-Zuhri's transmission The majority of al-Zuhri's students mention 'Abd alRahmân ibn 'Abd Allah ibn Ka'b ibn Malik especially in the detailed versions al-Zuhri's
nephew, 'Uqayl (according to the information in the majority of his traditions), Yunus (all
detailed versions, though many variants appear in his short traditions), Ibn Ishaq, 'Abd alRahman ibn 'Abd al-'Aziz and Ishaq ibn Rashid (according to the majority of his
traditions) Therefore, al-Zuhri probably taught his detailed, edited version with the name of
Ka'b's grandson as his informant Ibrahim ibn Isma'il's reference to Ka'b's guide (= 'Abd
Allah ibn Ka'b) might be an error, because his traditions contain peculiarities of al-Zuhri's
edited version Furthermore, it is possible that the name 'Abd al-Rahmân ibn Ka'b is an
abridgement of the name 'Abd al-Rahman ibn 'Abd Allah ibn Ka'b, since it is more
plausible that he first used the abridged form and later on specified that the 'Abd alRahman in question was the son of 'Abd Allah The general occurrence of variants in the

See (he continuation of this discussion on Yunus' transmission from al Zuhri in chapter 5, page 330
See the paragraph on the remaining students on pagess 214 21;
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name of al-Zuhri's informant especially in shorter traditions among different students seems
to indicate that al-Zuhrï did not always mention the same names.197

V. C O M P A R I S O N O F T H E Z U H R Ï - T R A D I T I O N S W I T H O T H E R V E R S I O N S

In the following part, I will compare al-Zuhrï's traditions with variant traditions from other
transmitters to determine if al-Zuhri received his information from the person he mentions
in the tsnäd as his informant. I found traditions from 'Abd Allah ibn 'Isä (d. 130/748),
'Umar ibn Kathir ibn Aflah (n.d.),'9" Ishâq ibn 'Abd Allah ibn Abi Fanva (d. 144/761),'"
Sulaymän ibn 'Abd al-Rahmän ibn 'Abd Allah ibn Hanzala \-ghastl (n.d. Medina) 200 and
Ayyûb ibn al-Nu'mân (n.d. Küfa),201 who relate (parts of) Ka'b's story how he stayed behind
from the Prophet Muhammad during the expedition to Tabük.

Comparison with traditions of'Abd Allah ihn 'Isä
There are two traditions about Ka'b's story, which, according to the tsnäd, 'Abd Allah ibn
'Isa transmitted instead of al-Zuhri: one detailed version from al-Tabaräni and one short
tradition from Ibn Abi 1-Dunyä.202

The text of the tradition from al-Tabaräni is:
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' " S e e also Motzki, " The murder", 179 who points oui the presence of this confusion in general in al-Zuhri's
transmission from the Ka'b family. See also pages 36-377 of chapter 1.
He is a comtemporary of al-Zuhrï and lived in Medina. AI-M177.Î, Tahdhîb, V, 382 (no. 4887) and Ibn Ha|ar,
Taqrìb al tabdhib, Beirut 1996, 354 (no. 4960).
" ' Al-Bukhârï mentions the year 136/753-754. He is from Medina. Al-Mizzi, Tabdhib, I, 192-193 (no. 361).
100

See the paragraph on ihe remaining texts on page 294 ff

" ' Ihn Abi Hätim, Kuäb aljarh wa l-ta'dil, II, Hyderabad 1952, 260 (no. 932).
102

Al-Tabaräni, al-Mu'jam

303

The nisba in al-Tabaräni's texi is al-'Anqarï instead of al-'Anqazï, which is probably a printing mistake.
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alkabir, XIX, 85-87. Ibn Abi I-Dunyä, Kilab alshukr, Cairo 1930-1931, 27.
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Muhammad ihn 'Abd Allah al-Hadramï told us, 'Abd Allah ibn 'Umar ibn Abân told
us, 'Amr ibn Muhammad al-'Anqazï told us, Khallâd al-Saffâr told us on the authority
of 'Abd Allah ibn 'Isa on the authority of 'Abd al-Rahmän ibn Ka'b ibn Mälik on the
authority of his father, he said,
"The messenger of God went in a time of extreme heat and he ordered the expedition to
Tabük, while I believed in God and His messenger at that time, but my soul longed for
the shadow and fresh dates. At that time, I was a strong young man. My soul said to me,
while I possessed two camels, 'Will you excuse yourself to the messenger of God?' My
' The word in al-Tabaranï's text is wnahum, which is probably a mistake. Therefore, I changed 11 to innahu.
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soul also said to me, 'Stay behind from the messenger of God.' While I was [still] in this
state, the Prophet left early in the morning. I went to the market wanting to prepare
[myself] and it was as if something held my hand.
The Prophet travelled until he stopped at a distance of two faräsikh203 from Medina.
There was a horseman, who [tried] to catch up with him. The messenger of God said,
'Let him be Abu Khaythama.' It was indeed Abu Khaythama." He said, "There were 87
hypocrites, Hiläl ibn Umayya, Murära and me [left] in Medina. The messenger of God
asked Abu Khaythama, 'What happened to Ka'b ibn Malik?' He answered, 'I left him
walking in the narrow streets of Medina.' Mu'âdh said, 'By God, I only know him
loving God and His messenger.'"
He said, "A number of companions of the messenger of God stopped nearby us. One
of them said, 'By God, he [Prophet Muhammad?] made us more voracious, he
frightened us when we met him, and he weakened our hearts.' The messenger of God
called for 'Ammâr ibn Yasir2"6 and said, 'Go to that group and ask them "What did you
talk about (naqasha)}" If you will ask them [that], they will certainly say "We were just
chatting and joking." 07 Say to them 'You will burn and God will destroy you by fire."'
[Sural al-tawba: 65] was revealed « I f you question them, they certainly say 'We were just
chatting and joking.' Say "Were you mocking God, His signs and His messenger?'»."
He said, "A man - who was not one of them, but who had heard [the words) - came to
the Prophet and clung to his leg. He said, 'Messenger of God. By God, I do not belong
to them, but I heard their conversation.' The Prophet continued his travel, while the
man kept clinging to the leg, pleading to him and travelling with him, until blood
flowed from his two heels.
The Prophet returned from his expedition. Hilâl ibn Umayya and Murära ibn Rabï'a
came to him and he made us sit down in an outer area. Someone said to Ka'b ibn Malik,
'He did not approve of your two companions. Consider how you will excuse yourself.' I
said, 'I ask for help for what I did with falsehood and I do not find anything better than
the truth.' I approached him and said, 'Peace is with you. Prophet, and mercy and
blessings from God.' He said, 'The same to you. What kept you back, Ka'b?' I said, 'By
God, I did not stay behind out of weakness or poverty, but because of a trial.' He said,
'Sit down with your two companions.' Then he said to his companions, 'Do not keep
this group company or speak with them or conclude a bargain with them.'
io

' Kfanakb is a parasang or league, which is a distance of three miles Lane, Lexicon II, 2369.
He is 'Ammar ibn Yäsir al-'Ansi, Abu I-Yaqzän, mawlä of the Banu Makhzüm. He is a companion of

Muhammad. He and his parents converted early to Islam in Mecca. He participated in all events with
Muhammad. Al-Mizzi, Tahdhïb, V, 319-322 (no. 4763)
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Translated following Leemhuis, De koran, 135, 9 sural al-tawba. 65.
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He [the Prophet] sent to their wives, 'They [their husbands] should not sleep with
you ' The wife of Hiläl ibn Umayya's wife sent [a message] to the Prophet, that Hilal is
an old man She asked permission to give him things without speaking to him

He

allowed it to her Ka'b's wife sent [to him] that the wife of Hiläl ibn Umayya asked
permission to serve him things and that '(you) [Ka'b] should ask him permission
[too] '" [He said,] "I said, 'By no means will you make an excuse saying that I am an old
man, while by God I am young' Would you say that I am ill, while I am by God
healthy 1 ' He sent to her, 'Don't do it '
Umm Salama was a wonderful intercessor, when it was her night She said, 'Messenger
of God, speak with Hilal ibn Umayya in our [house] ' When it was that night, he said, 'I
notify that God has forgiven the three ' She said, 'Should I not send [a messenger] to
their families and bring them the good news'' He said, 'Then, the people will not let us
sleep this night But get up early in the morning '
The Prophet woke up early in the morning and performed the Morning Prayer After
that, he turned to his companions and said, 'I inform you that God has forgiven the
three ' Two men tried to beat one another to [inform] Ka'b ibn Malik One man rode a
horse and took the [road through] the inside of the valley, while one man walked on his
two legs When he climbed the mountain, he said, 'Ka'b ibn Malik, I inform you that
God has forgiven you ' I prostrated When he came close to me, I threw my rida (= loose
outer garment) to him After that, I went to the Prophet and asked, 'Is this from you or
from God'' He said, 'From God to Whom belong might and majesty '"

The text of the short tradition from Ibn Abi 1-Dunyä is
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Al-Husayn ibn 'Amr ibn Muhammad al-Qurashï told us, my father told us, Khalläd al
Saffâr told us on the authority of 'Abd Allah ibn 'Isa on the authority of 'Abd alRahmän ibn Ka'b ibn Malik on the authority of his father, he said,
"When God forgave him [Ka'b ibn Malik], he prostrated and gave his ndä

to the

person who brought him the good news "
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The asanîd are:
Figure 29: Isnad bundle of'Abd Allah ibn 'Isa on the three who stayed behind
AL-TABARANÏ
d 360/971 Isfahan

•
M u h a m m a d b 'Abd Allah
al Hadramï
d 297/909 Kûfa

IBN ABI L·DUNYA

'Abd Allah b 'Umar
[b Muhammad) b Abân
d 239/853 Kûfa

al Husayn b 'Amr
b Muhammad al Qurashi
η d Kufa

d 281/894 Baghdad

I

' A m r b Muhammad al 'Anqazî
d 199/814-5 Kufa

t

Khallad [b 'Isa] al Saffar
η d Kufa
'Abd Allah b 'Isa
d 130/748 Kufa

t
'Abd al-Rahman b Ka'b b Malik
d 96-9/715-7 Medina

t
his father
d 50/670 Medina

The main outline and even some details of the story of'Abd Allah ibn 'Isa are similar to alZuhn's version. The expedition of Muhammad takes place during extreme heat. Ka'b prefers
the shadow and fresh dates. He is at that time a strong, young man and possesses two camels
Muhammad leaves early in the morning. Ka'b goes to the market, but does eventually not
prepare himself Abu Khaythama catches up with Muhammad. Muhammad hopes that it is
Abü Khaythama when he sees the rider's approach The number of persons who stay behind
is more than eighty. Muhammad asks what Ka'b is doing. Mu'ädh speaks in favour of Ka'b
when he hears the negative words about him. After the return of Muhammad to Medina,
Ka'b goes to him. Somebody advises Ka'b to think about an excuse, but Ka'b refuses to lie
to Muhammad. Muhammad asks Ka'b why he stayed behind and Ka'b tells him the reason.
Muhammad forbids his companions to speak to Ka'b, Murata and Hilal. He also forbids
them to sleep with their wives. HiläPs wife asks Muhammad permission to serve him,
because he is an old man, which he allows. Somebody tells Ka'b to ask Muhammad for the
same, but he refuses. When God reveals the forgiveness of the three to Muhammad during
the night, Umm Salama asks Muhammad

to inform

them immediately.

However,

Muhammad wants to do that in the morning Muhammad announces the remission during
the Morning Prayer. One man on a horse and one walking man go to Ka'b to tell him the
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news. The running man shouts the news up the mountain [and therefore brings the news
sooner to Ka'b than the man on the horse]. Ka'b prostrates and gives the man who came
walking his garment. After that, he goes to Muhammad and asks him whether the remission
came from God or Muhammad. Muhammad replies that it came from God.
Some words and sentences are very similar and sometimes even identical to the
versions of al-Zuhrï's students:β harr shadîd (I3) (= edited version), al-çill (I3) (Ζ: al-çilaf), waasbaba l-nabï (s) ghädiyan (I5) (= edited version), fa-qala rasûl Allah (s) kun Abâ Khaylhama (I7)
(= Ma'mar, Yünus, Ibrahim ibn Ismâ'îl), fa-idhä huwa (bt-)Abî Khaythama (I7) (= Ma'mar,
Yünus), mä fa'ala Ka'b ibn Mältk? (I8-9) (= edited version. Ma' mar), yamshi fi aziqqat alMadina (I9) (Ma'mar: fa-ja'altu amshtfi l-aswäq wa-alûfu bt-l-Madïna), mä khallafaka (I18) (=
edited

version,

Ma'mar),

là yaqrabûnakum

(I20)

(edited

version,

Ma'mar:

fa-lä

taqrub(anna)hd), inna Hilâlshaykh kabîr (I21) (= Ma'mar, Ibn Ishâq), fa-kharartu sajidan (I29)
(= edited version, Ma'mar) and minka aw min Allah? (I30) (edited version = α-min 'indakayâ
rasûl Allah am mm 'inda Allah?; Ma'mar = amr mm 'inda Allah am mm 'mdaka).
However, the detailed tradition from 'Abd Allah ibn 'Isa lacks a number of elements
compared with the version of al-Zuhri's students, such as the reference to Badr and al'Aqaba, the letter from the king of the Ghassan, and Ka'b's visit to Abu Qatäda. Beside the
omissions in 'Abd Allah's text (or additions in al-Zuhrï's traditions), there are some
substantial differences in the content they have in common.
One of the most remarkable differences in content is that "something inside Ka'b"
(his na/sï) longs for the shadow and fruits and wants him to excuse himself from the
expedition. When Ka'b went to the market for preparations, it was as if his hand was held. It
looks as if Ka'b was not completely responsible for his holding back, but an outside or
inside presence.
Furthermore, according to 'Abd Allah, Abu Khaythama reaches Muhammad at a
distance of two fardsikh

from Medina instead of in Tabük. Muhammad

asks Abu

Khaythama what Ka'b is doing and he replies that he left Ka'b walking in the narrow streets
of Medina. According to al-Zuhrî, Muhammad asks this in Tabük and a man from the Banü
Salima responds. 'Abd Allah mentions the number of 87 persons who stayed behind, while
al-Zuhri says eighty something (bid'a wa-thamânïna rajulari). Al-Zuhri's detailed version does
not contain the part on the revelation of sural al-lawba, verse 65. In the story of'Abd Allah
only Hiläl, Murära and Ka'b go to Muhammad, while according to al-Zuhri everybody who
had stayed behind made an excuse to Muhammad. 'Abd Allah tells that somebody warns
Ka'b about his excuse to Muhammad even before Ka'b spoke to him, while this is said to
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Ka'b after his conversation with Muhammad in al-Zuhrl's version. Ka'b's wife wants to use
the same excuse to Muhammad as Hiläl's wife, so she could serve him. Al-Zuhrï says that it
was somebody from Ka'b's family (bad ahli). 'Abd Allah describes how Muhammad
informs his companions on the remission of the three, while al-Zuhrï only says that
Muhammad informed them during the Morning Prayer. Al-Zuhrï just mentions that a man
on horse went to Ka'b, while 'Abd Allah adds that this person took the road through the
valley.
Finally, the tradition from 'Abd Allah ibn 'Isa contains many formulations that
deviate from al-Zuhrï's traditions, such as nafsi tatüqu ila l-gill wa-l-rutab (I3) instead of hlna
täbal al-lhamâr wa-l-^ildl, wa-'tndî ba'îrân (I4) instead of ma jama'tu qablahâ râhtlatayn, fatdhâ huwa bt-râktbyalhaqu bihi (I6-7) instead of tdhâ hum bi-rajulyaiûlu btht l-sarâb (Ma'mar)
or ra a rajulan mubayyidanyazûlu btht l-sarâb (Yûnus) or tdh naçara dâ ràkibyatishufï l-sarâb,
ma 'ahmtuhu yuhtbbu Allah wa-rasülahu (I9) instead of ma 'ahmnâ/na'lamu
20

khayran,

'alayht tllâ

ma takhallaftu mtn da'f wa-lâ hâja wa-laktnna l-balâ' (I19) instead of ma kâna lî

'udhr wa-llâht ma kuntu qallu aqwâ wa-lâ aysar mtnnî hïna takhallaftu 'anka (edited version)
or ma kuntu qattu aysar wa-lâ akhaff hâdhan mtnnî hïna takhallaftu 'anka (Ma'mar), qâla tjlts
ma'â sähibayka (I19) instead of qâla amâ hâdhâ fa-qad sadaqa(kum al-hadith) fa-qum hattâ
yaqdtya Allah ftka, fa-ta'dhanu lahâ an tu'ttyahu l-shay' min ghayr an tukalltmahu (I21-22)
instead of fa-hal takrahu an akhdumahu (edited version) or fa-hal ta'dhanu ll an akhdumahu
(Ma'mar), wa-kanat Umm Salama nt'ma I- shaft' tdhâ kânal laylatahâ (I24) instead of wa-kânat
Umm Salama muhstna ft sha'ntyahzunu

bt-/ma'ntya ft amrî (Ma'mar, Ishäq ibn Räshid) and

ramaylu tlayht bi-ndâ'i (I29 detailed tradition) or wa-alqä ndä'ahu da alladht bashsharahu (I2
short tradition) instead of fa-naza'lu

lahu thawbayya (edited version) or fa-a'layluhu

thawbayya btshâra (Ma'mar).
The similarities between the detailed tradition from 'Abd Allah ibn 'Isa and the
detailed versions al-Zuhrï in the account of several students indicate that they must derive
from a common source. According to the tsnâd, 'Abd Allah ibn 'ïsâ's informant is 'Abd alRahmân ibn Ka'b ibn Malik. We established in the comparison of the various traditions
from al-Zuhrï's students, that the name of al-Zuhrï's informant is probably 'Abd al-Rahmän
ibn 'Abd Allah ibn Ka'b ibn Malik, although he is also called 'Abd al-Rahmän ibn Ka'b.
Before we reach a conclusion on the origin of the traditions, we first have to establish
if the tradition from 'Abd Allah ibn 'Isa does not derive from al-Zuhrï. It is of course
However, later on in al-Zuhrï's tradition, Ka'b asks Abu Qalada, when the latter does not speak with him
hat ta 'tamu annanî uhibbu Allah wa rasùlahu*
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possible that 'Abd Allah ibn 'Isa actually heard the tradition from al-Zuhri and omitted or
forgot to mention his name in the isnäd. When we look at the differences in content and
formulation, we find that the traditions differ considerably. Particular words, like rahtl for
camel and thawb for outer garment, that are present in all detailed and medium length
traditions from al-Zuhri's students, do not appear in the tradition from 'Abd Allah ibn 'Isa.
There is one exception among al-Zuhri's students, i.e the tradition from Ibrahim ibn
Ismâ'ïl. We will return to his version later on. The absence of the words or sentences that are
specific for the transmission from al-Zuhri shows that the tradition from 'Abd Allah ibn
'Isa derives from a separate transmission.
The informant of al-Zuhri and 'Abd Allah ibn 'Isa is probably the same person,
given the number of similarities in content. Al-MizzI lists 'Abd al-Rahmän ibn 'Abd Allah
ibn Ka'b ibn Malik among the informants of'Abd Allah ibn 'Isa.209 It is therefore possible
that 'Abd al-Rahman ibn Ka'b is the shortened version of the name 'Abd al-Rahman ibn
'Abd Allah ibn Ka'b ibn Malik. We saw this phenomenon also in the asânîd of al-Zuhri.
Consequently, the origin of the tradition of Ka'b ibn Malik lies one generation
before al-Zuhri (d. 124/742) and 'Abd Allah ibn 'Isa (d 130/748). The tradition derives
therefore not from the first quarter of the second Islamic century, but probably from the
end of the first Islamic century.
It is difficult to reconstruct the original content and formulation of 'Abd alRahmän's tradition. The different versions of Ka'b's story from al-Zuhri's students have
already shown that al-Zuhri told at least two different versions of the tradition This is
probably also the case with 'Abd al-Rahmân's tradition. The number of differences in the
elements of the stories from al-Zuhri and 'Abd Allah and the difference in formulation
point to an oral transmission from 'Abd al-Rahman Especially in oral transmission, it is
very difficult to reconstruct one version of a tradition. The story of 'Abd al-Rahmän
probably contained the elements and the expressions that the traditions of al-Zuhri and
'Abd Allah have in common.
Furthermore, the comparison of the traditions from al-Zuhri and 'Abd Allah ibn
'Isa shows that the part on Abu Khaythama and Umm Salama were indeed part of al-Zuhri's
original, early tradition. The part on Abu Khaythama now only survives in the detailed
versions from Ma'mar and Yûnus and in a separate short tradition from Ibrahim ibn
Ismâ'ïl, while the part on Umm Salama is still present in the traditions from Ma'mar and

Al Mizzi, Tahdhib, IV, 235 (no 3460)
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Ishäq ibn Räshid. Since almost all traditions from students who studied with al-Zuhri later
than Ma'mar, do not contain these two parts, is seems likely that al-Zuhri is responsible for
the omission in the edited version.
We have already mentioned that there is one exception among the students of alZuhri, Ibrahim ibn Ismâ'ïl. The comparison with 'Abd Allah ibn 'îsâ's tradition shows that
Ibrahim's medium-length tradition and his short tradition about Abu Khaythama, which he,
according to the tsnäd, received from al-Zuhri, contain some elements and words that are
specific for the transmission of 'Abd Allah ibn 'Isa. In the medium-length tradition,
Ibrahim uses the word ba'iran and mentions that it looked to Ka'b as if he was tied (fa-walläht la-ka 'annamä urbatu) In the short tradition he mentions the word räkib and says that
Muhammad asked Abu Khaythama about Medina (fa-ja'alayas'aluhu 'an al-Madîna) (in the
tradition of'Abd Allah ibn 'Isa Muhammad asks Abu Khaythama about Ka'b). Yet, we also
established that Ibrahim's traditions contain elements and formulations that are peculiar for
al-Zuhri's transmission In Ibrahim's short tradition for example, Muhammad is already in
Tabuk when he sees Abu Khaythama (= al-Zuhri's version), while according to 'Abd Allah
ibn 'Isa this happened when Muhammad was at a distance oftwofaräsikb

from Medina

A solution for the mixture might be that Ibrahim ibn Ismâ'ïl knew both versions of
al-Zuhri and of 'Abd Allah ibn 'Isa and decided only to mention the source with the perhaps in his view - most authority. It is certain, however, that the tradition from Ibrahim
ibn Ismâ'ïl contains elements and words that do not derive from al-Zuhri. Considering the
similarity with the tradition from 'Abd Allah ibn 'Isa, it seems likely that Ibrahim received
the tradition from him.
'Abd Allah ibn 'ïsâ is generally considered a trustworthy transmitter, although Yahya
b. Ma'in remarks that he became a Shnte.210 This might be the reason that so little of his
tradition is preserved in contrast with the widespread versions of al-Zuhri

Comparison with traditions of 'Untar ihn Kathîr ibn Aßah
According to the tsnäd, there are three traditions transmitted by 'Umar ibn Kathir ibn Aflah
instead of al-Zuhri They are from Ibn Hanbal, al-Tabarï and al-Tabarâni 2I1 The content of

3,0

Al-Mizzi, Takdkib, IV, 236 (no 3460)
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Ibn Hanbal, Musnad, III, 554 555 (no 15777) Al-Tabarï,/am) albayan, XI, 85 Al-Tabaram, alMu'jam alkabir,

XIX, 101-102
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the three traditions are identical except for some transmission errors. They relate
following story: 212
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Ismâ'ïl ihn 'Ulayya told us. Ihn 'Awn informed us on the authority of 'Umar ibn
Kathir ibn Aflah, he said, Ka'b ihn Mälik said,
"I had never had lesser expenses to maintain a household than during that expedition.
When the messenger of God left, I said, 'I will prepare myself tomorrow and then catch
up with him.' I began to prepare myself, but I returned in the evening without finishing.
I said, 'I will begin my preparation tomorrow, while the people are still nearby and then
I will catch up with them.' I returned in the evening without finishing. I started my
preparation on the third day, but I returned in the evening without finishing. I said,
'How far will the people have traveled in three [days]!' He stayed [in Medina]. When the
messenger of God arrived, the people started to proffer an excuse to him. I came and sat
before him. I said, 'I had never had lesser expenses to maintain a household than during
this expedition.' The messenger of God turned away from me and ordered the people
not to talk to us. He ordered our wives to shift away from us." He said, "I climbed a wall
[of a property] one day and there I was with Jâbir ibn 'Abd Allah. I said, 'Jäbir, I beg you
by God. Have you ever known me acting dishonestly towards God or His messenger?'"
He said, "He remained silent towards me and did not talk to me." He said, "I suddenly
heard a man saying on the mountain road one day, 'Ka'b, Ka'b!' When he was near me,
he said, 'Bring Ka'b good news.'"
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The text is reconstructed from ihe three versions. I used the words most traditions agree on.

"' All three traditions have the word ay. It is perhaps short for ayä or a reversion of the word yä

The asanid areFigure jo: Isnad bundle of'Umar ibn Kathir ibn Aflah on the three who stayed behind
AL-TABARÂNÏ
d 360/971 Isfahan
AL-TABARÏ
d 310/922 Baghdad

IBN HANBAL
d 241/855 Baghdad

al 'Abbàs b Hamdän al-Hanafi
d 294/907 Isfahan

Ya'qub b Ibrahim
d 252/866 Dawraq
Isma'il b 'Ulayya
d 193/809 Basra
'Abd Allah b 'Awn
d iji/768 Basra

+

' U m a r b Kathir b Aflah
η d Medina

•

K a ' b b Mâhk
d 50/670 Medina

The content of the tradition from 'Umar ibn Kathir resembles al-Zuhn's story. Ka'b's
circumstances were never better than during that expedition. He went to the market three
times, but did not prepare for the expedition He thought that he could catch up with
Muhammad, until they went too far away. Upon Muhammad's return, people came to him
to make an excuse. Ka'b told the truth about his circumstances to Muhammad Muhammad
ordered the people not to talk to them and they were not allowed to sleep with their wives.
Ka'b climbed the wall of a person's house and asked him if he had ever known him acting
dishonestly towards God or His messenger. That person remained silent. A man came to
Ka'b on a mountain and told him that there was good news for him.
Some formulations are similar to al-Zuhn's versions: atajahhaiû ghadan ihumma
alhaquhu (I2-3) (edited version: alajahhacu ba'dahu bi-yawm awyawmayn
ja'ala l-näsya'tadhirüna ilayhi (Ij) (edited version: fa-tafiqüya'tadhirüna

ihumma alhaquhu),

dayhi) or (Ma'mar:^-

ja'ala [..] way a'tadhirüna ilayhi),fa-ji'lu balla qumtu bayna yadayhi (I5) (edited version: fa-ji'lu
amshi balla jalastu bayna yadayhi) or (Ms'mar.fa-ji'tufa-jalastu

bayna yadayhi), fa-tasawwartu

hd'itan (I7) (edited version: hattä lasawwarlu hä'tl), nashadtuka bi-Alläh hal 'alimlanï
(ghashashtu) Allah wa-rasülahu (18) (edited version+Ma'mar: anshadaka Allah hal ta'lamu
annanï uhibbu Allah wa-rasülahu) and bashshirû Ka'ban (I9) (edited version: yubashshiruni) or
(Ma'mar: abshtrya Ka'b ibn Malik).
The tradition of 'Umar ibn Kathir lacks many elements from al-Zuhrl's story (and
the one from 'Abd Allah ibn 'îsâ). There are some differences in content in the
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corresponding parts, but the majority of the differences concern terminology. A remarkable
difference in content is the information that Ka'b went to Jäbir ibn 'Abd Allah instead of
his cousin Abu Qatâda. Jäbir did not speak to Ka'b, while Abu Qatada said "God and His
messenger know best" after Ka'b asked his question three times. Furthermore, the 'Umar's
version does not mention how long it took before Ka'b's remission was revealed, he just says
"a day" (dhâtyawni). According to al-Zuhri, Muhammad ordered the separation from their
wives after forty days and announced their remission after fifty days.
The differences in terminology are aysar li-l-çahr wa-l-nafaqa minnï (I2) instead of lam
akun qattu aqwä wa-lâ aysar minnï (edited version) or wa-and aysar ma kuntu (Ma'mar), faakhadhtu fl jihâzi fa-amshaylu wa-lam afragh (I3) instead of wa-taftqtu aghdü likay alajahhaza
fa-arji'a wa-lam aqdt shay'an (edited version) or fa-intalaqtu ilä l-süq min al-ghad fa-'asura
'alayya ha'd sha'nifa-raji'tu (Ma'mar), wa-amara l-nâs an làyukallimunâ

(I6-7) instead of wa-

nahä rasül Allah (s) al-muslimina 'an kalâminâ (edited version+Ma'mar), wa-umirat msâ'unâ
an yalahawwalna

'annâ (I7) instead of inna rasül Allah ya 'muruka an la 'tazila imra 'ataka

(edited version) or i'taztl imra'ataka (Ma'mar), ghashashtu (18) instead of uhibbu (edited
version+Ma'mar) and 'aid l-thaniyya (I9) instead of 'aid jabal Sal' (edited version) or min
dhirwat Sal' (Ma'mar).
The tradition from 'Umar ibn Kathïr seems to be incomplete. At the beginning of
the tradition he mentions "in this expedition" (// tilka l-ghazdh), but he does not give the
name of the expedition. Furthermore, after the part when Ka'b went to Muhammad and
told him the truth, Muhammad turns away from him and orders the people not to talk to
them (us) and ordered their (our) wives to shift away from them (us). We know from alZuhri's detailed tradition that the "we" are Ka'b, Hiläl and Murära. However, 'Umar's
tradition does not mention anywhere that any other person was in a similar situation as
Ka'b.
The similarities in content and some formulations indicate that the tradition from
'Umar ibn Kathïr derives from the same source as al-Zuhri's tradition. According to the
isnäd, 'Umar's informant is Ka'b ibn Malik. However, 'Umar was a contemporary of alZuhrï and it seems therefore very unlikely that he transmitted directly from Ka'b. 21 ''
Furthermore, since the main outline of the tradition and even some formulations are similar
to al-Zuhrï's version, 'Umar ibn Kathïr either received the tradition from the same source or
from al-Zuhrï.
"A Ibn Hajar mentions that he is from the fourth generation of Medina and that he is lisied among the
Successors, Taqrib al-tahdhib, 354 (no. 4960) and Tahdhib al-tabdbib. III, 249, respectively.
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We can exclude the last possibility, because the differences in content and
terminology show that the tradition from 'Umar ibn Kathir derived from a separate
transmission. This also applies to the version from 'Abd Allah ibn 'Isa, because 'Umar's
formulations are different from 'Abd Allah's. Another indication that Ka'b ibn Malik is not
the direct informant of 'Umar ibn Kathir is the formulation of the isnâd, 'an 'Umar ibn
Kathir ihn Aflah qäla: qâla Ka'b ibn Malik. One interpretation is that 'Umar transmitted
from Ka'b ibn Malik, but another one is that 'Umar does not mention any informant, but
just starts with the original narrator of the story, Ka'b ibn Malik.
Given the similarities with the version of al-Zuhn, 'Umar ibn Kathir probably
received his story from the same informant as al-Zuhri, 'Abd al-Rahmän ibn 'Abd Allah ibn
Ka'b ibn Malik. Ka'b's grandson probably transmitted the story of his grandfather orally,
perhaps based on some notes.
Although only a relatively short account from 'Umar ibn Kathir is preserved in the
collections, we cannot exclude that there once existed a more detailed version. 'Umar's
tradition has some remarkable details in common with al-Zuhri's versions, for example the
visit to a person who does not speak to Ka'b and the return to the market three times.
Indications in the matn are the formulation fi tilka l-ghazwa (in that expedition), while in
the tradition as preserved by Ibn Hanbal, al-Tabari and al-Tabarânï the name Tabûk is not
mentioned. In addition, we suddenly get the information that not only Ka'b acted as he did,
but also other persons, wa-amara Ι-nâs an yukallimünk

wa-umirat nisä'itNA an yatahawwalna

'anttK. The text before this part only deals with Ka'b.
We do not know to whom Ka'b went, when he became very desperate. Did 'Abd alRahmän mention the name Abu Qatâda (according to al-Zuhri's version) or was it Jâbir ibn
'Abd Allah ('Umar ibn Kathir)? We only have these two accounts with different names. We
can only say that in the story from 'Abd al-Rahmän ibn 'Abd Allah Ka'b climbed over the
walls of somebody's property and that the person he met there did not speak to him.

Remaining texts
The remaining three transmitters, Ishäq ibn 'Abd Allah ibn Abi Farwa, Sulaymän ibn 'Abd
al-Rahmän and Ayyüb ibn al-Nu'män, are from the generation after al-Zuhri. Ishäq ibn
'Abd Allah ibn Abi Farwa died in 144/761. He also transmitted from al-Zuhri. 21 ' The
biographical sources do not mention Sulaymän ibn 'Abd al-Rahmän.
"^ Al-Mizzï, Tahdhlb, 1,192-193 (no 361)
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He is probably from the same generation as Ishäq ibn 'Abd Allah, because his son 'Abd alRahmän died in 170/786-787216 and 'Abd al-Malik ibn 'Amr al-'Aqadï, who - according to
the isnäd - transmitted the tradition about Ka'b from Sulaymän, died in 204/819-820.217
Ayyüb ibn al-Nu'män is a great-grandchild of Ka'b ibn Malik. Ibn Sa'd lists him among the
sixth generation.21 'Abd al-'Aziz ibn 'Imran, who transmits the tradition about Ka'b from
Ayyüb, died in 197/813.2">
Al-Tabarânî, al-Muqri', al-Sam'ânï and Ibn 'Asäkir all preserve a tradition from
Ishâq ibn 'Abd Allah ibn Abi Farwa.220 The text of'Abd al-Salam ibn Harb's tradition from
Ishâq ibn 'Abd Allah ibn Abi Farwa is:221

222

.»Λ) ''ΛΜ (j^i^.) ^ull IIJJJI ^uy

i l J j i U :JÜ -Lul 2

'Abd al-Saläm ibn Harb told us o n the authority o f 'Abd Allah ibn Abi Farwa o n the
authority o f ' A b d al-Rahmän ibn Ka'b ibn Malik o n the authority o f his father, he said,
"When my remission was revealed, I came to the Prophet and kissed his hand."

1.6

Al-Mizzi, Tahdhib, IV, 412-412 (no. 3828).

1.7

Al-Mizzi, Tahdhib, IV, 565-566 (no. 4133).

"' Ibn Sa'd, al-Tabaqäl al-kubrd, V, Beirut 1997, 422 (Al-Tabaifa l-sddtsa).
3,9

He is from Medina and belongs to the Zuhra-clan. Al-Mizzî, Tahdhib, IV, 525-526 (no. 4053).

"" Ibn 'Asäkir, Târikh, L, 206. Al-Muqn', alRukhsafi
al-yad). Al-Sam'äni, Kitäb adab alimlä'

walistimlä',

laqbil al-yad, Riyadh 1408 A.H., 56 (Bdb al-rukhsafi laqbil
Leiden 1952· '39- Al-TabaränT, alMu'jam

alkabir, XIX, 95

(no. 186).
"' The text is reconstructed from the traditions from Ibn 'Asäkir, al-Muqrî', al-Sam'äni and al-Tabarânî.
333

Al-Tabaräni's text is annahu lammâ nazala 'udhruhu ala l nabi (s)faakhadha

bi-yadihi faqabbalaka.

Both

traditions from al-Muqrï' add wa-rukbataht (and his knees) at the end
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The asanid are as follows:
Figure jr. hnäd bundle of Ishâq ibn 'Abd Allah on the three who stayed behind
IBN 'ASÄKIR
d 571/1175-6 Damascus

I
I
I

AL-TABARÄNI
d 360/971 Isfahan

Abu Hasin alqadi
d. 296/909 Kûfa

\
Yahyâ I-Himmanï

AL·SAM'ÄNÎ
d 562/1167 Manv

I
*
AL-MUQRI·
d. 381/991 Isfahan

•

'Abd Allah b. Muhammad
b. 'Abd al-'Aziz
d. 317/929(Baghdad
a.o
9jBa

'Abdan b. Ahmad
d. 306/919 'Askar Mukram

Muhammad b al-Faraj
d. 236/850-1 Baghdad

Masrüq b. al-Marzubän
d 240/854-5 Küfa

d. 228/843 Kûfa

\
'Abd al-Salam b. Harb
d. 186/802 or 187/803 Kûfa
Ishaq b. 'Abd Allah b. Abi Farwa
d. 144/761 Medina
'Abd al-Rahmän b. Ka'b b. Malik
d. 96-9/715-7 Medina
: transmitters not mentioned
1
his rather
d. 50/670 Medina

According to the isnàd, Ishäq received this tradition from 'Abd al-Rahmän ibn Ka'b ibn
Malik from his father. The traditions from al-Zuhrï, 'Abd Allah ibn 'Isa and 'Umar ibn
Kathïr do not mention that Ka'b kissed Muhammad's hand. The text of the tradition is too
short to decide whether this is an independent transmission, especially since Ishäq is from a
later generation.
Ibn Sa'd relates the tradition from Sulaymän ibn 'Abd al-Rahmän ibn 'Abd Allah.
The text of the tradition is: 223
tjj.iiill Aliai*. 4JJ 4lil ^JC i j j ^a*.^)!! \«-- (ji ^jLuLii UjJ=J (C-^iaJI J^aC. gjj .*\\λ\ ^ j c j^c

^ j | lj^>^l 1

(jl a ^ ^jc A^jl j j c «jlILa ( j j t \%^\ ^ j j iJA^^ll ^JC ^jj ^Itt ^JK] ^ 1 j l ^ill ^c. [ji ^ o ^ j l l ^ja] ^jjl

** ^^ 2

A b u ' Ä m i r ' A b d al-Malik i b n ' A m r al-'Aqadi 2 2 '' i n f o r m e d us, S u l a y m ä n i b n ' A b d alR a h m ä n i b n ' A b d A l l a h i b n H a n z a l a \-ghasil i n f o r m e d us, "a s o n o f ' A b d a l - R a h m ä n

"' Ibn Sa'd, al Tabaqât alkubra II, 167.
124

He is from Basra and died in 204/819-820. Al-Mizzï, Tahdhïb-, IV, 565-566 (no. 4133).
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ihn 'Abd Allah or a son of lAbd Allah ihn 'Abd al-Rahmän ibn Ka'b ibn Malik told me
on the authority of his father on the authority of his grandfather,
that the Prophet went to the expedition of Tabük on Thursday. It was the last
expedition he made and he loved to leave on Thursday."

The information and the formulations are similar to Ma'mar's tradition from al-Zuhri,
especially to some short traditions. A short tradition from 'Abd al-Razzâq from Ma'mar is
anna l-nabi kdna yastahibbu an yakhruja yawm al-khamis (idhâ arâda an yusâfira).1^ A short
tradition from Hishâm ibn Yûsuf from Ma'mar is anna l-nabi (s) kharaja yawm al-khamts fi
ghazwat Tabük wa-käna yahibbu an yakhruja yawm al-khamis.11 The tradition from Ibn Jurayj
from Ma'mar is identical to the Hishäm's version except of the party?ghazwat
127

al-khamis instead of yawm al-khamts fi ghazwat Tabük.

Tabûkyawm

There are several short traditions

from Yünus from al-Zuhri on the same topic with a different formulation. Yunus' version is
la-qallamd kdna rasitiAldhl (s)yakhruju idhä kharaja fi safar illâyawm al-khamis.11
According to the information in the isndd, Sulaymän received the tradition not from
al-Zuhri, but from a son of (bn li-) 'Abd al-Rahmän ibn 'Abd Allah or a son of 'Abd Allah
ibn 'Abd al-Rahmän ibn Ka'b ibn Malik from his father from his grandfather. We would
expect the main to be different from the version of al-Zuhri to the same extent as the
versions of the two other contemporaries of al-Zuhri, 'Abd Allah ibn 'Isä and 'Umar ibn
Kathîr. However, the matn is similar to Ma'mar's version from al-Zuhri. This means that the
tradition of Sulaymän ibn 'Abd al-Rahmän probably derives from al-Zuhri and perhaps
even from Ma'mar.
It is also remarkable that at the place in the tsnäd where the name of al-Zuhri would
appear, there is confusion about the name of Sulaymän's informant. Either Ibn Sa'd, 'Abd
al-Malik ibn 'Amr, or Sulaymän was uncertain (on purpose?) about the correct person.
The tradition of the last transmitter mentioned at the beginning of this paragraph,
Ayyüb ibn al-Nu'män, is from Abu Nu'aym." 9 It is possible that Ayyûb transmitted directly

" ' 'Abd al-Razzäq, al-Musannaf, V, 169 (no. 9270).
Al-Bukhäri, Sahib, II, 236 (56 Kitäb aljihâd 103 Bäb man aräda ghazwa fawarrä bi-ghayrihä wa man ahabba I
khurüjyawm al khamïs)
" 7 AI-NasäY, alSunan al-kubrä, V, 242-243 (no. 8785/1).
For example, al-Bukhäri, Sahïh, II, 236 (56 Kttâb al-jihâd 103 Bâb man aräda gbazwa fawarrä hghaynbä waman ababba l-khurüjyawm al khamïs).
" ' Abu Nu'aym, Geschichte Isbahäns, II, 163-164.
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from ' A b d Allah ibn K a ' b , because the latter was his grandfather. 2 ' 0 The text of the tradition
is:

(jc. I^ULA ^jj • _ '-^ ^jj jlil ^j& ^jc ^LuLJll ( j j t-^jjl ^jc t j l j * c - ( j j JJ j » ^ ^JC· t j c t - j j i e j U J ÓJLJ& ^jj 2
Iff ί»

V- ' *** • •• (JA 4-aj^ d j j j l j l Lltt^Ì^ Λ& ijüljll ff '«j Lj ja^J ί.~

" ì ^ l UJ** ì

>*' ^ " ! U ^ ' ^ ' ^

Muhammad ibn 'Abd al-Rahmän ibn Sahl 2 '' told us, al-Qâsim ibn 'Abd Allah ibn
Muhammad ibn Ibrahim 1 ' 2 told us, Muhammad ibn Abân'" told us, Muhammad ibn
'Abäda 2 ' 4 told us, Ya'qüb 2 " told us on the authority of 'Abd al-'Aziz ibn 'Imrän on the
authority of Ayyüb ibn al-Nu'män on the authority o f ' A b d Allah ibn Ka'b ibn Malik
on the authority of his father, he said,
"When the messenger of God ordered our separation and forbade the people to talk to
us, I built a tent of palm-branches on the top of Sal' and lived there."

T h e similarities with al-Zuhrî's versions are the injunction from M u h a m m a d and K a ' b ' s
residence o n the m o u n t a i n Sal'. T h e differences are that according to Ayyüb ibn a l - N u ' m ä n
M u h a m m a d ordered K a ' b and his c o m p a n i o n s to separate themselves (hajr) [from the
c o m m u n i t y ? ] , while in al-Zuhrl's version M u h a m m a d ordered them to separate from their
wives (i'lazala).

F u r t h e r m o r e , al-Zuhrî says that K a ' b stayed in o n e of their houses (bayt lana),

while Ayyüb tells that K a ' b built an a c c o m m o d a t i o n of palm-leaves.
T h e similarities indicate a c o m m o n source, which, according to the isnäd, could
perhaps even be ' A b d Allah ibn K a ' b . T h e differences in c o n t e n t and formulation fit in with
the i n f o r m a t i o n from the asânïd; al-Zuhri received his tradition from ' A b d Allah's son ' A b d
al-Rahmän, while Ayyüb could have heard it directly from ' A b d Allah, his grandfather or
230

His name is Ayyüb ibn al-Nu'män ibn Ka'b ibn Malik of the Banü Salima. Ibn Sa'd, al-Tabaqdt al-kubrd, V,

Beirut 1997, 422 (AlTabaqa i-sâdisa).
2.1

He is from Isfahan and died in 369/980. Al-Dhahabï, Tadhkiral alhuffdf. III, 115 (no. 57/905 12).

2.2

Abu Nu'aym mentions at the beginning of the tradition that he is al-Qäsim ibn 'Abd Allah ibn

Muhammad ibn Ibrahim al-Warräq from Medina. He is known as al-Ashqar. Abu Nu'aym, Geschichte Isbabäns,
II, 163.
233

Al-Mizzî lists him among the persons who transmit from Muhammad ibn 'Abäda with ihe nisba al-Isbahanï.

Al-Muzi, Tahdhîb, VI, 363.
2,4

He is from Wäsit, but his year of death is not menlioned. Al-Mizzî, Tahdhîb, VI, 363 (no. 5916).

231

He is Ya'qüb ibn Muhammad ibn 'Isa 1-Zuhri l-Qurashï from Medina. He died in 213/828. Al-Mizzi,

Tahdhib, VIII, 179-180 (no. 7700).
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through his father al-Nu'män. This would mean that the parts that the version from alZuhri and Ayyüb have in common (Muhammad's injunction and Ka'b's stay at the
mountain Sal') lie in the last quarter of the first Islamic century or perhaps even earlier since
'Abd Allah ibn Ka'b died during the reign of Sulaymân ibn 'Abd al-Malik in the year 97 or
98/7i6.a36. If this is true, we cannot exclude that other parts of Ka'b's story are much older
than we have assumed so far.
The following isnäd bundle is based on the results oï the isnâd-cum-matn analysis:

Figure J2: Isnâd bundle of the traditions about the three who stayed behind based on the
results of the isnâd-cum-matn analysis
I
'Abd Allah b. 'Isa
d 130/748 Küfa

I
'Umar b. Kalhir
n.d. Medina

\ \
I / /
al-Zuhrï
d. 124/742 Medina a.o.

Ayyüb b al-Nu'män
n.d Küfa

^~*Abd al-Rahmän b. 'Abd Allah b. Ka'b b. Malik
d. 105-25/724-43 Medina

'Abd Allah b. Ka'b
d. 97/915-6 or 98/716-7 Medina

+
Ka'b b. Mähk
d. 50/670 Medina

VI. CONCLUSION

The comparison of traditions that, according to the asànid, are transmitted by others than
al-Zuhrï with the versions of al-Zuhri's students shows that the story of Ka'b ibn Malik
existed before al-Zuhrï distributed it, i.e. al-Zuhrï did not invent the story. This does not
mean that al-Zuhrï transmitted the tradition in the same way as he heard it from 'Abd alRahmän ibn 'Abd Allah ibn Ka'b. We have already established that al-Zuhn edited his own
text on Tabûk before his nephew, Yünus, 'Uqayl and others studied with him. This also
probably happened between the time al-Zuhrï heard the story and started to transmit it to
other persons.
The analysis of the traditions from 'Abd Allah ibn 'Isa and 'Umar ibn Kathïr shows
that they must derive from the same source as the traditions from al-Zuhrï. Although
according to their asànid, the three transmitters seem to have had different informants, the
common source is most probably 'Abd al-Rahmän ibn 'Abd Allah ibn Ka'b. 'Abd al,J

' Al-Mizzi, Tahdhib, IV, 249 (no. 3489).
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Rahman died during the reign of Hishäm ibn 'Abd al-Malik (105-125/724-743)237 We can
therefore probably date the story about Ka'b's staying behind to somewhere around the turn
of the century or in the last quarter of the first Islamic century.
The comparison with the tradition of Ayyüb ibn al-Nu'mân appears to bring us even
further back in time Although Ayyub's tradition is short, it contains remarkable similarities
and differences in content and formulation compared with the versions of al-Zuhri, 'Abd
Allah ibn 'Isa and 'Umar ibn Kathir. Ayyub's informant 'Abd Allah ibn Ka'b died during
the reign of Sulayman ibn 'Abd al-Malik in the year 97/715-716 or 98/716-717.23 The results
from the isnäd-cum-matn analysis indicate that 'Abd Allah ibn Ka'b might possibly be the
actual source of the corresponding parts in the traditions about Ka'b we came upon in the
data collection. If these parts are actually as old as the isnad-cum-matn-analysis indicates, then
perhaps more parts of the story or the general outline are much older than we thought so far.
If 'Abd Allah did not invent the story about Ka'b ibn Malik, it is very reasonable to
assume that he heard the story directly from Ka'b, his father Ka'b died in 50/670 and
Tabuk took place in the year 9/630, so Ka'b would have told his story somewhere during
that period.
Did the events in the story really happen? What speaks in favour of the historicity of
(part of) the story is the fact that the cause of the event is that Ka'b let Muhammad down
and did not follow him to Tabuk although he was physically capable of participation and
wealthy enough The story is not in favour of Ka'b, although some parts try to improve his
image. For example, the information that Ka'b really intended to go and kept returning to
the market to buy provisions Another example is Ka'b's firmness to stick to the truth,
despite other persons who try to convince him to tell a lie to Muhammad Ka'b rejects the
offer of the king of the Ghassan to live with them. Ka'b does not want his wife to ask
Muhammad for the same favour as the wife of Hilal, because he is young and Hilal old.
Another unfavourable element is the part on Abu Khaythama Abu Khaythama did
not leave with Muhammad to Tabuk, but unlike Ka'b decided to follow him some time later
Verse 118 of Sural al-tawba in the Qur'ân mentions that three persons stayed behind
They entrusted themselves to God, who showed mercy on them Although the verse does not
mention Tabuk or the names of the three persons, the information in the Qur'an
corresponds to the information in Ka'b's story

' " Al Mizzi, Tahdbib, IV, 431 432 (no 3864)
''" AI-Mizzi, Tahdbib, IV, 249 (no 3489)
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Why would the Ka'b ibn Malik family preserve such an unfavourable story? Perhaps
because of the honour God provided them with by sending a revelation about the three of
them specifically. Or, maybe because Ka'b did not want his family to make the same mistake
Or perhaps because the family wanted to show that despite Ka'b's mistake towards
Muhammad, his belief in Islam and its Prophet made him tell the truth to Muhammad and
surrender to the mercy of God. Or Ka'b or his family tried to prevent the distribution of
negative stories about Ka'b's mistake or to counteract such versions.
The reason why the story was distributed widely after al-Zuhrl is most probably that
it contains the information and explanation why certain Qur'änic verses were revealed
Furthermore, it contains the sunna of Muhammad; it describes certain habits of Muhammad
(leaving on Thursday for an expedition, mentioning a different direction to fool the enemy)
and examples of how to behave in certain situations (Muhammad told Ka'b to keep some of
his money instead of accepting all as sadaqa, Muhammad forbade the people to talk to them
until God would decide).
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Appendix 5: The isndd bundle of traditions from M a ' m a r ibn Rashid about Tabük

IBN Q U D Ä M Ä
d. 620/1223
IBN 'ASÄKIR
Damascus
d. 571/1175
JL14
Damascus
Mi^swLé

AL-TABARÂNÎ
d 360/971
Isfahan

'1

IBN HIBBAN
d.354/965
Sijistân

AKJURTUBI

IBN AL-ATHIR

d. 671/1272
al-Andalus

630/1233
Jazira
IBN HAZM
d.456/1064
al-Andalus

M3

IBN 'ASÄKIR
d· 5 7 i / " 7 5
Damascus
S12.

AL·BAYHAQI
d 458/1066
Khuräsän

AL-TABARÄNl
d. 360/971 Isfahan
AL-NASA'I
I
d 303/915
I
Egypt

AL-SAMIRI
d-327/939
Sämarra

AL·HARBI
'AI^NASÄ'! AL-TABARÏ
d.285/898
d 303/915
d 310/922
IBN MÄJAH Baghdad
Baghdad
Egypt
Ishäq b.
d 275/887
AI^TIRMIDHl ABU DAWUD
d.310/922
Ibrahim
i Q a z w i n Ahmad b. d.279/892
d.275/888 Basra
\
'Asqalän
al-Dabari
M2
•
^
Mansür
Khuräsän
AL-BUKHARI AL-DARIMI
Ibrahim
d. 285/898
Muh. b. d. 265/878
d.256/870
AL-BUKHARI
d.255/869
b. al-Hasan
San'a'
IBN
Yahyä
Baghdad / 'Ab
Abd b d. 256/870 Bukhara^
Muh. b.
Bukhara
Samarkand
IBN
n.d.
d. 258/872
•
Muh b. 'A. al-A'lä
HANBAL al-Massisa
Ψ H umayd
HANBAL Muh. b
Khälid b. d. 249/863 'Abd Allah 'Ubayd
d. 245/859 Muh. b
Muh.
IBN ABI d. 241/855
d 241/855 Abi I-Sari Naysäbür
Khadäsh Damascus b Muh
d. 238/853 Basra
Baghdad
d 238/853
y
b. Yazid SHAYBA Baghdad
Muqätil
d 223/838
Basr;ra
/
L8\
t
JT
d 229/844
d.235/849 Si6f>>fc.'Alï
d. 226/841 n.d.
Bukhara
'ABD AL-RAZZÄQ_ * Basra
Baghdad Yahyä b b Ishäq
Baghdad Küfa
d. 211/826 San'ä'
^N™
^
Adam
d. 213/828
Li
Hishäm
M u h a m m a d b. Thawr
d. 203/818 Marw
^ ^
' A M Allah b
ami San'ä'
b Yüsuf
d 190/806
Küfa
Ι
al-Mubärak
o/8c
d 197/813
d. 181/797 Marw
San'ä'
\
M a ' m a r b . Râshid
d 153/770 Basra/San'ä'

JL19

i

L9t
Muh b.
al-Hasan

I

1

I

/•

•

.\ ƒ
i

'Abd Allah b. 'Abd al-Rahmân

b. Ka'bb. Mâhk'

__^.
= ^
^
•

= detailed version among traditions
= medium-length version among traditions
= short tradition
= transmitters not mentioned in overview

I

Yüsuf b.
Sa'id
d 271/884
al-Massisa

Hajjäj b

Muh
d. 206/821
Baghdad

I
Ibn Jurayj
d 150/767
Mecca

Abd al-Rahmän b. 'Abd Allah

Ibn Ka'b b. Malik

'Abd al-Rahman
b. K a ' b b Mähk

/
Ka'b b. Mähk
d. 50/670 Mecca

•
Prophet M u h a m m a d
d. 11/632 Medina

'Abd Allah

b. Ka'b b. Mähk

b. Ka'b b Malik

d. 105-25/724-43 Medina

Appendix 6: An overview of all elements that are present in the detailed traditions from alZuhrî's students

(o) Introduction to Ka'b's story. (+Y, + Ά )

,

(i) Ka'b only stayed behind from the Prophet at Badr before Tabük. (-Ά)
(2) The Prophet did not blame anyone for missing Badr, because he met the Quraysh by
accident. (-Ά)
(3) Ka'b was present at the night of al-'Aqaba, when they entered an agreement on Islam. (-Ά)
(4) Ka'b would not trade his presence at al-'Aqaba for Badr. (-Ά)
(5) The people preferred Badr to al-'Aqaba as a place of martyrdom. (-Ά)
(6) Ka'b did not stay behind from the Prophet after Badr until Tabük. (+M)
(7) Tabük was the Prophet's last expedition. (+M)
(8) Ka'b had never been stronger and wealthier and he had never before owned two camels.
(9) The Prophet rarely send out an expedition, without pretending another destination. (-Y)
(10) The Prophet used to say that war is a mode of deceiving. (+M)
(11) The expedition took place at a time of extreme heat with the prospect of a long travel
through the desert and many enemies. (-M)
(12) The Prophet wanted the people to prepare specifically for the expedition to Tabuk.
(13) The Prophet notified the Muslims of the direction of the raid.
(14) There were so many participants that a diwän could not contain them. (-Ά)
(ij) Everybody who had stayed behind thought that it would be hidden from the Prophet.

(-Ά)
(16) The Prophet carried out the expedition at a time when the fruits were abundant and the
shadow pleasant. (-'A)
(17) Ka'b and other people preferred the shadow and fruit. (-'U, -Ά)
(18) The Prophet and the Muslims made their preparations, while Ka'b began to go out early
in the morning, but he returned having accomplished nothing. (-M)
(19) Ka'b said to himself that he can do it when he wants to, but he continued doing the
same until the people were making serious efforts. (-M)

1

The abbreviations between brackets indicate if the element is present (+) in only a few versions or if 11 is not

present (-) in certain versions 'A = 'Abd al-Rahmân b. 'Abd al'Aziz, IR = Ishâq b. Räshid, M = Ma'mar, 'U =
'UqayI,Y = Yünusb. Yazïd)
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(20) The Prophet and the Muslims left early in the morning, while Ka'b still had prepared
nothing.
(21) The Prophet left on Thursday. He loved to leave on Thursday (+M)
(22) Ka'b said to himself that he would prepare in a day or two and catch up with them. (-Y)
(23) Ka'b left

early in the morningafter

their departure, but he returned

having

accomplished nothing. (-Y)
(24) Ka'b left early in the morning, but he returned having accomplished nothing. (-Ά)
(25) He continued to do so until the expedition got out of sight.
(26) Ka'b intended to leave and catch up with them - he wished that he had done it, but
then it was not predestined for him anymore. (-M, -Ά)
(27) Ka'b saw only men accused of hypocrisy or those excused by God.
(28) The Prophet remembered Ka'b in Tabuk and asked what had happened to him
(29) A man of the Banu Salima spoke disparagingly about Ka'b, whereupon Mu'adh b. Jabal
rebuked him
(30) Abu Khaythama arrived in Tabuk appearing from the mirage. (+Y, +M)
(31) When the Prophet was on his way back to Medina, Ka'b began to think about a lie and
sought the help of his family.
(32) When Ka'b heard that the Prophet was nearby, falsehood left hem and he decided to tell
him the truth.
(33) The Prophet arrived in the morning.
(34) Whenever he returned from a journey, he first entered the place of worship, performed
two rak 'äl. Then he sat down
(35) The people who had stayed behind came to the Prophet and started to proffer an excuse.
(36) Eighty-something men stayed behind from the Prophet

(-Ά)

(37) The Prophetf orgave them and entrusted their secrets to God.
(38) When Ka'b entered, the Prophet smiled angrily at him.
(39) The Prophet told Ka'b to sit down before him and asked him what kept him back.
(40) Ka'b told the Prophet that he did not have any excuse for staying behind and that he
did not want to tell The Prophet a he, because God would reveal that to Muhammad.
(41) The Prophet told him to get up until God would decide about him.
(42) People from the Banu Salima tried to convince Ka'b to proffer an excuse to the Prophet.
(43) He almost decided to return, when he asked them if anyone else received the same
response from the Prophet
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(44) When Ka'b heard the names of Hilal and Murära, he decided not to return to the
Prophet.
(45) The Prophet forbade the Muslims to talk to these three persons.
(46) Nobody spoke to them, until it was no longer the earth they once knew.
(47) They remained like this for fifty nights. (-M, -Ά)
(48) Ka'b's two companions stayed in their houses crying. (-Ά)
(49) Ka'b kept going to the market and the place of worship, because he was younger, but
nobody spoke to him.
(50) The Prophet did not return Ka'b's greetings and turned away from him (-Ά)
(51) Ka'b went to his nephew Abu Qatäda, who did not return his greeting and said that
God and His messenger know best.
(52) A Nabatean gave Ka'b a letter from the king of Ghassan, but he burnt it
(53) After forty nights, a messenger from the Prophet came to Ka'b and his two companions
and told them to separate from their wives.
(54) Ka'b told his wife to stay with her family. (-M)
(55) Hilal's wife got permission to serve her husband.
(56) Some members of Ka'b's family told him to ask Muhammad for the same, but he
refused because he was young. (-M)
(57) Fifty nights after the Prophet's injuntion, Ka'b was performing the Morning Prayer on
the roof of a house, when he heard a man shouting from the mountain Sal'.
(58) When Ka'b heard that there was good news, he fell down prostrating, realizing that
relief had come.
(59) The remission of Ka'b and his two companions had been revealed to the Prophet during
the first third of the night. (+M, +IR)
(60) Umm Salama asked the Prophet to tell them the news immediately, but he wanted to
wait until the morning. (+M, +IR)
(61) The Prophet announced God's forgiveness of them after the Morning Prayer. (-M)
(62) People went to Ka'b and his two companions to tell them the good news. (-M)
(63) A man on horse and a herald from Aslam came to Ka'b The voice was quicker than the
horse.
(64) Ka'b gave the man whose voice he had heard his two garments and put on two other
garments.
(65) Ka'b went to the Prophet. People came to him and congratulated him with God's
forgiveness.
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(66) Ka'b entered the place of worship, where the Prophet was, surrounded by people.
(67) The only Emigrant who congratulated Ka'b was Talha b. 'Ubayd Allah. Ka'b never
forgot Talha's action. (-M)
(68) The Prophet told Ka'b with his face beaming with pleasure to rejoice with the best day
since his mother gave birth to him.
(69) Ka'b asked whether the remission came from God or the Prophet. The Prophet
answered that it came from God.
(70) When the Prophet was happy with something, his face shone like the moon.
(71) Ka'b wanted to give all his property as sadaqa, but the Prophet told him to keep some.
Ka'b kept his share from Khaybar.
(72) As penance, Ka'b wanted to speak the truth for the rest of his life. (-Ά)
(73) Ka'b knew no other Muslim who God tested better for telling the truth than God had
tested him.
(74) Ka'b never told a lie intentionally anymore until the day he related his story and he
hoped that God would preserve him in the future. (-'A)
(75+76) Citation Qur'ân verse 9:117-119. (-Ά)
(77) God has never bestowed upon Ka'b a greater favour, after his conversion to Islam than
letting him speak the truth to the Prophet and therefore not to suffer the same fate as the
liars. (-*A)
(78) Al-Zuhri said that this is the end of the story of Ka'b b. Mâlik. (+M)
(79) God said to the persons who lied to him more terrible things than He did to anyone
else. Citation Qur'ân verse 9: 95-96. (-M, -Ά)
(80) Ka'b explains that the meaning of the word khullifû. (-M, -Ά)
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Tahdhlb, III, 190 (no. 2323) on Sa'ïd b. Talid.
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CHAPTER s
A BIOGRAPHY OF IBN SHIHÂB AL-ZUHRÏ

I. INTRODUCTION

Was Ibn Shihâb al-Zuhri a puppet of the Umayyad caliphs or an independent scholar? This
question refers to the ambivalent attitude of both al-Zuhrï's contemporaries and modern
Western scholars towards him. On the one hand, they regard him as an excellent scholar
with a great knowledge of Islamic jurisprudence, the biography of Muhammad and other
sciences, whose name appears in the asâmd of many traditions that are accessible to us
nowadays. On the other hand, some contemporary and later scholars heavily criticize alZuhri's close connection with several Umayyad caliphs and his manner of transmission.
This chapter seeks among other things to give an answer to the above mentioned
question. It gives an overview of the most controversial issues in al-Zuhrl's life and describes
the discussion among al-Zuhrl's contemporaries and later Muslim scholars, and among
modern Western scholars.
The biography of al-Zuhri is based on information from biographical dictionaries
dating from the 3' /<) to the 8' /141 century.' The information in these works is handed
down via the same manner as the biographical material on Muhammad's life and should
therefore be subjected to a critical approach. When possible, the results from the analysis of
al-Zuhrï's traditions about the raid of the Hudhayl, Muhammad's night journey, and the
three who remained behind from Tabük will be used to verify biographical details.

II. FAMILY RELATIONS

Abu Bakr Muhammad ibn Muslim ibn 'Ubayd Allah ibn 'Abd Allah ibn Shihäb ibn 'Abd
Allah ibn al-Härith ibn Zuhra ibn Kilâb ibn Murra ibn Ka'b, mostly referred to as Ibn
Shihâb or al-Zuhri, is the complete name of the central figure on whom this research is
based. Al-Zuhri belonged to the Zuhra clan of the Quraysh. The Zuhra clan was related to
Muhammad through his mother, Ämina bint Wahb ibn 'Abd Manäf ibn Zuhra ibn Kilâb.2

1

The information in the articles and studies used in this chapter is also based on the same material.

1

Ibn 'Asäkir, al-Zuhri, Beirut 1982, 9 (introduction).
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Among the famous members of al-Zuhri's family were his great-grandfather from his
father's side, 'Abd Allah ibn Shihäb al-Akbar? who participated in the battles at Badr and
Uhud against Muhammad. He was one of the three or four persons who succeeded in
wounding Muhammad at Uhud. 4 'Abd Allah converted to Islam shortly after Uhud and
died during the caliphate of 'Uthmân ibn 'Affân (reigned 23-35/644-656). Al-Zuhri's greatgrandfather from his mother's side, 'Abd Allah al-Asghar, was one of the early converts. He
migrated to Abyssinia,' but died later on in Mecca before the hijra. Al-Zuhri's father,
Muslim ibn 'Ubayd Allah ibn 'Abd Allah, supported 'Abd Allah ibn al-Zubayr's claim to
the caliphate against the Umayyad family.7 Al-Zuhri had an older brother named Abu
Muhammad 'Abd Allah ibn Muslim, who was also a transmitter of traditions, although he
did not become as famous as his younger brother.
There exist two descriptions of al-Zuhrï. Sufyän ibn 'Uyayna (d. 198/814) describes alZuhrï when he met him in the year 123/741, thus shortly before his death. Sufyän was sixteen
years old at that time. According to the information in this tradition, al-Zuhn had reddish
brown hair and a reddish brown beard with discolorations as if he had put katrn* in it. He
' His brother - also al-Zuhri's great-grandfather but from his mother's side - was named 'Abd al-Jân, but
M u h a m m a d changed his name into 'Abd Allah after he converted to Islam. To distinguish between them the
newly named 'Abd Allah was called al-Asghar (the younger) and his brother 'Abd Allah alAkbar(the

older). Ibn

Sa'd, al Tabaqat, IV, 125-126.
4

Two traditions describe this event and mention 'Abd Allah ibn Shihäb al-Zuhrï as one of the persons

wounding Muhammad. According to Ibn Hishäm -> Rubayh ibn 'Abd al-Rahmân ibn Abï Sa'ïd al-Khudri ->
his father -> Abü Sa'ïd al-Khudrï, 'Abd Allah wounded Muhammad's forehead. Ibn Hishäm, Sìra, II, 571-572.
The other tradition from al-Wâqidï -> the son of Abu Sabra < Ishaq ibn 'Abd Allah ibn Abi Farwa -> Abu 1H u w a y n t h -> Nifi' ibn Jubayr -> an Emigrant states that 'Abd Allah himself mentioned that he was one of
four who made a pact to kill M u h a m m a d . Al-Wâqidï, Kitäb al-maghäii, 192 (Ghazwat Uhud) and Ibn Kathir, alBidäya, IV, 30. Al-Zuhrï relates the event in a tradition from 'Urwa ibn al-Zubayr, but does not mention the
name of his great-grandfather 'Abd al-Razzaq, al-Musannaf, V, 365 (no. 9735).
' When the Quraysh in Mecca persecuted Muhammad's followers, Muhammad

advised them to go to

Abyssinia, since the Negus - the king of Abyssinia - would provide them protection from the Quraysh. See
Guillaume, The life, 146.
The hijra is the emigration of M u h a m m a d from Mecca to Medina in September 622 C.E.
7

Ibn 'Asäkir, al-Zuhn, M9.
The year o f ' A b d Allah's death is not mentioned. His son Muhammad ibn 'Abd Allah said that although his

father was older than his brother the latter he died before him Α1-Μι/.?ϊ, Tahdhib, IV, 285-286 (no. 3554).
9

Katm is a plant that is mixed with henna and is used to colour the hair. Ibn 'Asäkir, Tärikh, XL, 292, footnote

5. AI-Khalïl describes it as a plant that gives a black colour when mixed with another pigment, Kttäb al-'ayn ItAbi 'Abd al-Rahman al-Khalil ibn Ahmad al-Faràhìdl, V, Iran, 1409-1410 A.H., 343
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was a m a n with watery eyes and his hair extended beyond his ears at that time. 1 0 Y a ' q u b ibn
' A b d al-Rahmân (d. 181/797)" describes al-Zuhri as a s h o r t m a n with a small beard and long
hair. The beard of al-Zuhri was scanty on his cheeks. 12

III. A L - Z U H R Ï ' S FIRST M E E T I N G W I T H T H E CALIPH ' A B D A L - M A L I K

T h e year of b i r t h of al-Zuhri is disputed. Several years are m e n t i o n e d : 50/670, 51/671, 56/675676 and 58/677-678. 13 H i s year of birth plays an i m p o r t a n t role in the discussion o n when alZ u h r i first met the Umayyad caliph 'Abd al-Malik (reigned 65-86/685-705) and what his role
was in the transmission o f the so-called "Tradition of the Three Places of W o r s h i p " . The
focus in this discussion is a controversial report by the Shiite historian al-Ya'qûbï (d.
284/897 or 292/905) , 4 o n ' A b d al-Malik's wish to provide an alternative for the pilgrimage to
Mecca. In this report, ' A b d al-Malik refers to al-Zuhri as the source of a t r a d i t i o n in which
the pilgrimage to the place of w o r s h i p in Jerusalem is said to be equal to the pilgrimage to
the Ka'ba a n d the Prophet's place of w o r s h i p in M e d i n a , after people c o m p l a i n e d to ' A b d
al-Malik a b o u t his ban u p o n the hajj to Mecca. 15 Al-Ya'qübi, w h o lived 200 years later than
' A b d al-Malik, does n o t m e n t i o n any i n f o r m a n t .

10

[·•·] Oft" Sufyan. τα'ay tu IZuhn ahmar alra's wa-l-libya, wafi humralihi mktfa', ka'annahu yaj'alu flhi kalman,

wa-käna rajiilan u'aymash, wa-ra'aytubu bina qadima 'alaynä mujammaman [...]. Ibn 'Asäkir, alZuhri, 48-49 (no.
33-34)·
11

Ya'qûb ibn 'Abd al-Rahmän was an ally of the Banü Zuhra. Al-Muzï, Tahdhïb, Vili, 174-175 (no. 7690).

,!

(...) Haddatbani Ya 'qüb ibn 'Abd al-Rahmän qäla: τα 'aytu Ibn Shihäb rajulan qasïran, qalil al-ltbya, lahu shu 'ayrdl

Uwdlkhafif al-'ändayn. Ibn 'Asäkir, al-Zuhri, 49 (no. 35).
13

See for example, Ibn 'Asäkir, al-Zuhri, 36-37 (no. 10-12), 41 (no. 22) and 48 (no. 32).

14

His name is Ahmad ibn Abi Ya'qüb ibn Ja'far ibn Wahb ibn Wädih. He was a secretary of the Abbasid

caliphs and died in 284/897 or 292/905 Sheikh 'Abbäs al-Qummi, alKunan wa-l-alqdb. III, Teheran n.d., 296,
Najm al-Din al-'Askari,y}^H Tälib hämi l rasiti wa nâsiruhu (s), al-Najaf al-Ashraf i38o/[i96o-i96i), 57.
'' Wa-mana'a 'Abd al Malik ahi al-Shdm mm al-haj), wadhdlika anna Ibn al-Zubayr kdna ya 'khudhuhum idhd
hajjü bilbay'a, fa lamma ra'd 'Abd al Malik dhdltka mana'ahum mm al khurûj ila Makka, fa dajja Inas waqälülamna'unä min hajj bayt Allah al-haräm, wa huwa fard min Allah 'alaynä! fa-qala lahum. hädhd Ibn Shihäb alZuhri yuhaddithukum anna rasül Allah qala: lä lashidda Inhal illä ila thalätha masäjid: al-masjid al-haräm wa
masjtdi wa masjid bayt al-maqdis \...\
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The tradition would have been important to 'Abd al-Malik during his struggle with
Ibn al-Zubayr (who was defeated and killed in 73/692-693)1 and the building of the Dome of
the Rock in Jerusalem, and most probably in 72-73/691-693 when the place of worship was
completed.' 7 Could al-Zuhrï have transmitted the tradition to 'Abd al-Malik? At this time,
al-Zuhrî was between 14-23 years old. If the later dates of his birth is correct, he would have
been too young (14 or 16) to appear before the caliph and to function as an hadith authority.
Lecker, however, argues that al-Zuhrï himself gave two autobiographical reports that
point to an early year of birth. The first one is a report in which al-Zuhrï states that he took
part in a delegation to the caliph Marwan ibn al-Hakam (reigned 64-65/683-684) after having
reached the age of puberty (muhlalim).1 According to Hijâzï custom and jurisprudence
puberty of boys happened at an age between 12 and 15.'9 Consequently, al-Zuhrï must have
been born in the year 50/670 at the latest.
Lecker says that the second report is more problematic because there are two variant
readings. Al-Zuhrï mentions in one version that he arrived in Damascus during the revolt of
Ibn al-Ash'ath (82/701). He mentions however in the other version that he arrived in
Damascus during the rebellion of Mus'ab [ibn al-Zubayr] (72/691). The historian Abu Zur'a
(d. 281/894) concludes that al-Zuhrï came to Damascus before 'Abd al-Malik marched
against Mus'ab ibn al-Zubayr.2C According to Lecker Mus'ab is the correct reading and this

'Abd al-Malik forbade the people of Shâm (Syria) the pilgrimage to Mecca, because Ibn al-Zubayr used
to take the oath of allegiance from them when they made the pilgrimage. When 'Abd al-Malik saw this, he
prevented them from going to Mecca. The people shouted and said, "You prevent us from the pilgrimage to
the Sacred House of God while this is made obligatory for us by God!" He replied, "This Ibn Shihâb al-Zuhrï
transmits to you the Prophet's saying: "May the saddles of the camels only be fastened for a journey to three
places of prayer, namely the holy place of worship [in Mecca], my own place of worship [in Medina] and the
place of worship of Jerusalem.'" Al-Ya'qûbi, Ta 'rikh al Ya 'qübï, II, Beirut 2002,182.
Lecker, M., "Biographical notes on Ibn Shihâb al-Zuhrï", m Journal of Semitic Studies, 41 (1996), 44 footnote
92.
17

AI-Duri, A.A., "Al-Zuhri: A study on the beginnings of history writing in Islam", in Bulletin of the School of

Oriental and African Studies, 19 (1957), 11; Elad, Α., Medieval Jerusalem and Islamic worship: Holy places, ceremonies,
pilgrimage, Leiden 1995,153; Lecker, "Biographical notes", 43 foolnote 90, Horovitz, J., "The earliest biographies
of the Prophet and their authors", in islamic Culture, 1 (1928), 35, recently edited by L I . Conrad in Horovilz, J.,
The earliest biographies of the Prophet and their authors, Princeton (NJ) 2002, 53.
Lecker, "Biographical notes", 44.
'' See Molzki, H., "Volwassen worden in de vroeg-Islamitische
gevolgen", in Sharqiyydt, 6/1 (1994), 55-70.
io

Lecker, "Biographical notes", 46.
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is again an indication for an early year of birth, since he would otherwise have been only 14
or 16 years old and thus too young to be received by the caliph. 21 Elad adds that the
prevailing opinion on al-Zuhrl's age at death is 72. Since it is generally accepted that he died
in 124/742," this would mean that he was born between 49/669 and 52/672.23
The Mus'ab version and the references to an early year of birth indicate that al-Zuhri
could have been present in Damascus around 72-73/691-693 and that he was old enough to
have transmitted the tradition of the Three Places of Worship. The question remains,
however, whether the report of al-Ya'qubi in which 'Abd al-Malik refers to al-Zuhri as source
of the tradition of the Three Places of Worship is authentic.
Even if the early year of birth of 50/670 is accepted, al-Zuhri was still very young and
unknown, as Duri points out.2'' Horovitz is of the same opinion and wonders what specific
result 'Abd al-Malik could have hoped for in mentioning al-Zuhri as source of the tradition
since he could hardly have had very much prestige as an expert in traditions at that age. This
tradition transmitted by al-Zuhri would only be of value to 'Abd al-Malik in combination
with the sources of al-Zuhri, not by mentioning al-Zuhri alone. The six canonical hadith
compilations contain variants of the tradition of the Three Places of Worship for which the
tsndd often runs al-Zuhri -> Sa'id ibn al-Musayyab -> Abü Hurayra and sometimes even
without the name of al-Zuhri.25
According to Horovitz, the reason that al-Zuhri brought the tradition he heard from
Sa'id ibn al-Musayyab to 'Abd al-Malik in Damascus, was probably in the hope of a reward.
Horovitz does not doubt that - independently of the question whether the content of the
report of al-Ya'qubi is true or falsified - al-Zuhri heard the tradition from Sa'id and did not
invent it himself. It would have been very easy for the people of Damascus to check the
validity of al-Zuhri's statement and no proof to the contrary is found in the sources.26
Lecker agrees with Horovitz, when the latter separates the temporary visit of al-Zuhri
to Damascus in 71/690-691 or 72/691-692 from his permanent settlement a decade or more

" Lecker, "Biographical notes", 46. Lecker says in footnote 106: "It is plausible that Mus'ab was first corrupted
to Ash'ath, and at a later stage the 'Ibn' was added in order to 'adapt' the name to historical fact."
" The years 123 and 125 A.H. are also mentioned in some traditions. See Ibn 'Asäkir, alZuhn,

182-183 (no. 304-

310 -> 123 A.H.) and 189-190 (no. 332-335 -> 125 A.H.).
J)

Elad, Medieval Jerusalem, 154-155. D u n also used this argument for an early year of birth, "AI-Zuhrî", 1.
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D u n , "Al-Zuhri", 11.

'' Horovitz, "Earliest biographies", 35.
Horovitz, "Earliest biographies", 35-37.
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later in the year 81/700 or 82/701. 17 Horovitz quotes in this connection the account that alZuhn went to Qabïsa ibn Dhu'ayb, 'Abd al-Malik's Keeper of the Seal, in order to get an
introduction to the caliph. The occasion came when 'Abd al-Malik asked for a legal decision
concerning the handmaiden who had borne children to her lord. The caliph paid al-Zuhri's
debts as a reward. Horovitz argues that this account does not coincide with the report of alYa'qübï, since al-Zuhri would not have needed a special introduction to the caliph if 'Abd
al-Malik had known him for a long time.2
Duri mentions the same account, although he adds that the caliph advised al-Zuhri
to continue his studies, whereupon al-Zuhri returned to Medina. He rejects the authenticity
of al-Ya'qûbï's account and accepts the statement of al-Zuhri that he came to Damascus
during the rising of Ibn al-Ash'ath, that took place around 80-81/699-700. According to
Duri, al-Zuhrï's permanent settlement at the Umayyad court took place sometime during
the reign of Yazid II or Hisham ibn 'Abd al-Malik, i.e. after 101/105. He argues that before
this permanent settlement, al-Zuhri probably continued his studies in Medina with only
occasional visits to the court. 29
Horovitz gives another account on al-Zuhri's meeting with the caliph in which 'Abd
al-Malik asked Hishâm ibn Ismâ'ïl, his governor in Medina, to inquire of Sa'îd ibn alMusayyab for the credentials of al-Zuhri. According to Horovitz, this story does not
indicate either that 'Abd al-Malik had met al-Zuhri before.30
This story seems to date al-Zuhri's meeting with 'Abd al-Malik in 82/701 - hence
corroborating the Ibn al-Ash'ath version - because Hisham ibn Ismä'il was governor of
Medina from 83/702 to 87/706.31 Lecker, however, points at two contradictory statements
within the report. At the beginning of the story, al-Zuhri mentions that he went to
Damascus because of "a general state of destitution in Medina, following theßtna

of'Abd

al-Malik". This ßlna and the description of the situation in Medina seem to refer to the
conflict with Ibn al-Zubayr and do not coincide with the date of the governorship of
Hishâm ibn Isma'il. To Lecker this indicates that the report consists of two different
accounts.32

27

Lecker, "Biographical notes", 45 See also footnote 96. Horovitz, "Earliest biographies", 37.
Horovitz, "Earliest biographies", 37-38.

*> D u n , "Al-Zuhri", 11.
'" Horovitz, "Earliest biographies", 38
'' Lecker, "Biographical notes", 45.
'* Lecker, "Biographical notes", 45.
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Furthermore, the appearance of Hishäm ibn Ismä'll in this report contradicts the
evidence in yet another report from al-Zuhrî that he heard 'Abd al-Malik speak in Jerusalem
before the outbreak of the plague that caused the caliph to leave for al-Muwaqqar.33 Lecker
argues that this plague is the one from 79-80/698-699.3'' Elad does not agree with him and
dates the plague in 69-70/689-690. He describes the occurrence of two different plagues. The
first one came in two waves: one wave continued from 64-69/684-689 while the second wave
started in Basra in 69/689 and reached Egypt in 70/690. The second plague was between
79/698 and 80/699. Elad bases his dating of the plague on the information that al-Zuhri
came to Damascus during the revolt of Mus'ab and that 'Abd al-Malik was present in
Jerusalem at the beginning of the building of the Dome i.e. between 66/685-686 and 68/688689. Elad concludes therefore that the plague mentioned by al-Zuhri was probably the
second wave of the first plague.35
The overall conclusion of Elad and Lecker is that there is enough evidence that alZuhri was present in Damascus around 70/690 and that he could have transmitted the
tradition of the Three Places of Worship at that time to 'Abd al-Malik. Their conclusion is
mainly built on the "Mus'ab version" of the statement of al-Zuhri on when he first arrived
in Damascus that is found in the Ta'rikh of Abu Zur'a, and on reports on al-Zuhri's puberty
and age at death. They do not give their opinion on whether the scene described by alYa'qûbï did really take place and what al-Zuhri's role was in transmitting the tradition of the
Three Places of Worship. As Lecker mentions, "Suffice it to say that the hadith was
transmitted in the Umayyad period and that its transmission was expedient to Umayyad
objectives."3
Therefore, we cannot exclude that this report is an anti-Umayyad invention, as Stern
remarks in his edition of Goldziher work.37 It is possible that al-Ya'qübï or somebody else
connected the building of the Dome and 'Abd al-Malik's call for the hajj to Jerusalem with
al-Zuhri's tradition about the Three Places of Worship, thus turning al-Zuhri's tradition into
a convenient legitimization of'Abd al-Malik's policy. We cannot take the historicity of alYa'qübï's report for granted. Al-Ya'qübï was a manumitted slave of the 'Abbâsid family.
Although he criticized some political decisions of the 'Abbâsids, he was in general well-

" Al-Muwaqqar is a place near Damascus. Yäqüt, Mu'jam albulddn, V, 226.
" Lecker, "Biographical notes", 46 and 48-50.
" Elad, Medieval Jerusalem, 155-156.
,6

Lecker, "Biographical notes", 42.

' 7 Goldziher, I., Muslim studies, II, ed. S.M. Stern, 45 footnote 1.
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disposed towards them. According to Z a m a n , al-Ya'qübl's b o o k reflects his hostility towards
the Umayyad family. 3
If indeed al-Zuhrl went to Damascus in 70-72/690-691 and transmitted the tradition
of the Three Places of W o r s h i p to ' A b d al-Malik, this would have been a remarkable act
considering the loyalty of some other members of the Z u h r a clan to Ibn al-Zubayr. N o t only
did al-Zuhrï's father s u p p o r t Ibn al-Zubayr's claim to the caliphate and belonged to the
a r m y of M u s ' a b ibn al-Zubayr, also the last two governors of Ibn al-Zubayr in Medina were
of the Banu Z u h r a . This indicates widespread s u p p o r t of Ibn al-Zubayr a m o n g the members
of the Z u h r a clan in M e d i n a . "
Furthermore, Kister shows that the tradition a b o u t the three places of worship was
part of a discussion about the p r o h i b i t i o n or approval of visits to sacred places beside these
three locations. At the beginning of the second Islamic century, there seems to have been
consensus a m o n g M u s l i m scholars a b o u t the sanctity of the three places of worship and the
cities of Mecca, M e d i n a and Jerusalem, although some were reluctant to assign the status of
Mecca and Medina to Jerusalem. 4 0

IV. A L - Z U H R Ï ' S RELATIONSHIP W I T H T H E O T H E R U M A Y Y A D CALIPHS

Following his arrival

in Damascus

and

the i n t r o d u c t i o n

to ' A b d

al-Malik

al-Zuhrï

established a close relationship with the Umayyad caliphs t h r o u g h the years. Al-Zuhrï stayed
in Egypt after ' A b d al-Malik had sent him to his b r o t h e r ' A b d al-'Aziz, the governor of
Egypt. Al-Zuhrf s stay in Egypt took place sometime between 70/689-690 and S ó ^ o j , 4 1 after
' Zaman, M.Q^ "Al-Ya'kübï", Eh, XI, Leiden 2002, 257. I have compared several stones about the mutilation
of Muhammad's

uncle Hamza during the battle al Uhud

hostility towards the Umayyad

Al-Ya'qübï's description of this event shows his

family by his representation

of the part Hind bint 'Utba, the mother

of

Mu'äwiya the founder of the Umayyad ruling family, played during and after the mutilation. See van der
Voort, "Hind", 43-60 Contrary to this report, the traditions ascribed to al-Zuhn about the event show a
tendency of toning down Hind's participation in the mutilation.
" Lecker, "Biographical notes", 47.
10

Kister, M.J., ""You shall only set out for three mosque'. A study of an early tradition", in Le Muséon, 82 (1969),

174-175,178 and 180.
4

' Lecker, "Biographical notes", 41. Marwan ibn al-Hakam appointed 'Abd al-'Aziz as governor in Rajab 65/685.

'Abd al-'Aziz died on Monday, 12' oijumädä

l-Akhira 86 Α Η (91h June 705) according to a tradition from al-

Laylh ibn Sa'd Al-Mizzi, Tahdhib, IV, 530 (no. 4060). It is not likely that al-Zuhrï was sent to Egypt between 6570/685-689 because of his age (15-20 years). If it had happened at all, 11 would probably have been at the end of
'Abd al-Malik's reign.
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which he probably returned to Medina to continue his studies.'' 2 Lecker mentions three
caliphs under whom al-Zuhri worked as a qâdî (judge): 'Abd al-Malik, 'Umar II (reigned 99101/717-720) and Yazîd II (reigned 101-105/720-724).'"
Yazïd II made also use of al-Zuhrï's knowledge of poetry. Horovitz relates an
anecdote how one night, Yazïd consulted al-Zuhri about the name of a certain poet. After alZuhri told the Caliph the name of the poet from Medina and informed him that the man
was still in exile; Yazîd ordered his return. 44
Also in the period before 106/724 - although it is not documented under which
caliph - al-Zuhri was a tax collector. He was apparently responsible for unintentionally
shedding a man's blood while carrying out his duty. Lecker adds a second account in which
it is mentioned that al-Zuhri flogged a man and the man died.45 Horovitz, however, places
the latter event before al-Zuhri's migration to Damascus. He adds that a grandson of 'Ali,
'Ali ibn al-Husayn, lifted from al-Zuhrï's conscience the weight of guilt for having killed
someone through negligence.4 The third office al-Zuhri held during the Umayyad caliphate
as Lecker mentions was chief of the shurta.*7
However, most information is available on al-Zuhrï's work for the caliph Hishäm
ibn 'Abd al-Malik (reigned 105-125/724-743). Hishäm entrusted al-Zuhri with the education
of his children and ordered him to hold hadith-dictation sessions for his sons and some
official secretaries. After al-Zuhri had overcome his initial objections, he also arranged
sessions for persons outside the court. 4 A tradition reports that he stayed in al-Rusäfa49

4

' See pages 319-320.

'u Lecker, "Biographical notes", 37-38. Lecker gives the information that al-Zuhri already worked under 'Abd alMalik as a i/ädiv/tth

the reservation that the passage in which this information is described is not garbled. The

editor of Ibn 'Asäkir's book on al-Zuhri remarks in a footnote to the same tradition that the name in the
manuscript is indeed 'Abd al-Malik, but it should perhaps be Hishäm ibn 'Abd al-Malik. Ibn 'Asâkir, al-Zuhri,
190 (no. 335) and footnote 3. If the tradition indeed contains such a flaw, then the name could of course also be
Yazid ibn 'Abd al-Malik (= Yazid II).
" Horovitz, "Earliest biographies", 38-39.
4

' Lecker, "Biographical notes", 38-39. Lecker explains on page 39 how he established the dale 106/724.

4

Horovitz, "Earliest biographies", 34-35. See also Horovitz, "Al-Zuhrï", in Fml encyclopaedia of Islam, VIII,

Leiden 1987,1240.
47

Lecker, "Biographical notes", 39-40. Shurta = a troop of armed officers of the police.

4

Lecker, "Biographical notes", 25-27; Horovitz, "Al-Zuhri", 1240; Dun, "Al-Zuhri", 11 This tradition will be

further discussed in paragraph VII on the writing down of traditions.
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throughout the caliphate of Hisham for nineteen years and eight months, 50 although he
made frequent and long visits to his native town Medina after his move to the Umayyad
court.5' Part of al-Zuhrï's role of tutor to Hishâm's sons was to accompany them on the
hajj.32 This continued until shortly before his death, when he made the pilgrimage with
Hishâm's son Yazîd in 123/741.53
Al-Zuhrf s relation with the crown prince al-Walïd ibn Yazîd was not good. Lecker
mentioned that al-Walïd once ordered to cut down the trees on al-Zuhrï's estate during
Hishâm's caliphate. The reason for their discord may have been that a servant informed alWalïd about a conversation between Hishäm and al-Zuhrî, in which the latter criticized the
crown prince54 - and maybe even tried to convince Hishäm to dispose of him, as Lecker
writes.55 When al-Zuhrï learned that al-Walïd was aware of the conversation, he decided to
flee the country on the latter's accession. He died however in 124/742 on the 17' of
Ramadan before this occurred.5
In exchange for his services, the Umayyad caliphs paid his debts and rewarded him
with a regular income, a court in Medina and a large estate in Shaghb wa-Badâ.57 Al-Zuhrï
asked in his will to be buried in the middle of the inland Egyptian pilgrim road that passed
through Shaghb wa-Badâ, so that passers-by would pray for him. 5 Ibn Sa'd tells in a report

•" Al-Rusäfa was siluated at a distance of four parasang (= twelve miles) west of al-Raqqa in al-Shäm. The caliph
Hishäm ibn 'Abd al-Malik either built or renewed it at the lime of the plague in al-Shäm and stayed there
during summers. See Yäqüt, Mu'jam al-buldän. III, 47. It took eight days to travel between al-Rusäfa and
Damascus. Yäqüt, Mu'jam al-buldän, II, 510.
,0

Lecker, "Biographical notes", 32-33.

'' Horovitz, "Al-Zuhrï", 1240
î3

llajj = the pilgrimage to Mecca.

" Lecker, "Biographical notes", 33 footnote 47.
w

Horovitz, "Earliest biographies", 42.

" Lecker, "Biographical notes", 54.
' Horovitz, "Earliest biographies", 42, Horovitz, "Al-Zuhrï", 1240. Al-Zuhn's nephew describes in a tradition
that al-Zuhrï and a son of Hishäm ibn 'Abd al-Malik had made arrangements to meet at a certain place when
Hishäm would die. AI-Walid ibn Yazîd was eager to arrest al-Zuhn, but the latter died several months before
Hishäm ibn 'Abd al-Malik. This tradition demonstrates that al-Zuhn remained under Hishâm's protection
until the end of his life. The crown prince al-Walïd had to wait until his succession to deal with al-Zuhn,
which happened (fortunately for al-Zuhrï) too late for al-Walïd. Ibn 'Asäkir, al-Zuhri, 180-181 (no. 301).
" Lecker, "Biographical notes", 50-53. Lecker deals extensively with the location of al-Zuhrï's esule. It was
located in the Hijäz between the pilgrim roads of Syria and Egypt and belonged to the jurisdiction of Ayla
' 8 Lecker, "Biographical notes", 53-55.
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from al-Husayn ibn al-Mutawakkil (d. 240/854-855), that the latter saw the grave of al-Zuhn
near his estate. He describes it as a white-plastered, elevated grave.59

V.

A L - Z U H R Ï T H R O U G H

T H E EYES O F HIS C O N T E M P O R A R I E S

Al-Zuhrî is nowadays known as "one of the founders of Islamic tradition in the widest sense
of the word"

0

and "one of the leading scholars in Medina during the first quarter of the 2 n

century Α.Η./8' century C.E.". ' How did his fellow countrymen regard this wealthy scholar
who had linked his life with the Umayyad ruling family? Traditions available to us show an
ambivalent attitude towards him.
On the one hand, they admired his achievements. He had studied in Medina with
several renowned scholars, such as 'Abd Allah ibn Tha'laba (d. 89/708) with whom al-Zuhri
studied the genealogy of his own clan, the Banu Zuhra. 'Abd Allah ibn Tha'laba referred
z

him to Sa'ld ibn al-Musayyab (d. 94/713) when he wanted to study fiqh. Al-Zuhrï stayed
with Sa'ïd for six to ten years 3 and called him together with 'Urwa ibn al-Zubayr (d. 94/713),
'Ubayd Allah ibn 'Abd Allah ibn 'Utba (d. 102/720) and Abu Salama ibn 'Abd al-Rahmân
(d. 94/713) "the four seas of knowledge".

4

Al-Zuhrï seems to have been very close to some of his teachers. When he studied with
Sa'ïd, he sat very close to him. Al-Zuhrï said, "My knee touched the knee of Sa'ïd ibn al-

" Ibn 'Asäkir, al-Zuhri, 181 (no 302). Al-Husayn ibn al-Mutawakkil died more than a cenlury later than alZuhri Abu Dâwûd considers him a weak (da'ij) transmitter and even al-Husayn's brother, Muhammad ibn Abi
1-Sarri, warns against transmitting from him, because he is liar (kadhdhdb). Another relative of al-Husayn, Abu
'Arüba l-Harrânï, calls him a liar as well. Although Ibn Hibbän mentions al-Husayn in his Kitäb althit/àl, he
adds the information that al-Husayn made mistakes and used extraordinary words {yukhtt'u wayugbnbu). AlMizzi, Tahdhlb, II, 200 (no. 1315).
Lecker, M., "Al-Zuhri", in: EI2, XI, Leiden, 2002, 565
1
61

Motzki, H., "The jurisprudence", 1.
Lecker, "Al-Zuhrï", 565. Fiijh = jurisprudence.

' Three students of al-Zuhri mention each a different time span: Sa'ld ibn 'Abd al-'Aziz six years, Ma'mar ibn
Räshid eight years and Mälik ibn Anas eight and ten years. They all trace their information back to al-Zuhri
Ibn 'Asäkir, alZuhri, 52-54 (no. 42-43 -> Sa'id, no. 45-46 -> Ma'mar and no. 47-48 -> Malik).
4

Horovitz, "Earliest biographies", 43-44. Dun mentions Abän ibn 'Uthmân instead of Abu Salama ibn 'Abd

al-Rahmän. Dun, "Al-Zuhri", 1-2. This is probably a mistake since the tradition from 'Abd al-Ra/./.äq ->
Ma'mar -> al-Zuhri lists Abu Salama as Horovitz described. See Ibn Sa'd, Tabaqät, II, 382.
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Musayyab". ' He followed Sa'id on a journey of three days in search of traditions.
Horovitz gives a tradition from al-Zuhri in which the latter mentions that he served 'Ubayd
Allah ibn 'Abd Allah ibn 'Utba during his study.' 7
His search for knowledge is recorded several times. He said, "Whenever I frequented
the society of a learned man I made sure that I obtained what he possessed. I went to 'Urwa
until I heard from him only what was familiar. It was different with 'Ubayd Allah.
Whenever I came to him, I found some new learning."

A fellow student of al-Zuhri

describes how the latter came forward - pulling his cloak to his chest - to ask questions
during a session, while the youth of the others prevented them from doing the same. 9
He did not only study with scholars, but also went to anybody who might have
information for him - young and old, men and women, high and low.7° Al-Zuhri collected
traditions about the sunna7' traced back to Muhammad as well as to the Prophet's
Companions. One colleague of his, Sâlih ibn Kaysân (d. after 140/757-758),72 regretted later
on that he did not follow the same practice; he only collected sunna traced back to
Muhammad. He remarked, "He succeeded and I failed".73 They both wrote down traditions
from the Prophet, but only al-Zuhri wrote them down from Companions as well.

6

' [...] akhbarand Marnar qdla. samt'tu l-Zuhriyaqülu massât rukbatï rukbal Sa'id ibn al-Musayyab [..] Ibn 'Asäkir,

al-Zuhri, 53 (no. 45-46).
[...] 'an Mälik ihn Anas ardhu 'an alZuhri qdla- tabi'lu Sa'id ibn al-Musayyab lhaldlhat ayydm fi talab hadith.
Ibn Kathïr, alBiddya, IX, 345. See also Ibn 'Asäkir, al-Zuhri, 51-52 (no. 41).
7

Horovitz, "Earliest biographies", 44; see also Ibn 'Asakir, al-Zuhri, 55 (no. 50)· [..] 'an Mälik ibn Anas 'an Ibn

Shihdb qdla: kuntu akhdumu 'UbaydAllah ihn 'AbdAllah ibn 'Utba ibn Mas'üd [...].
\wa-\ 'an al-Zuhrr qala: md jälastu ahadan min al-'ulamd' illd wa-ard anni qad alaylu 'aid ma 'indahu wa qad
kuntu khlalaftu ila 'Urwa battìi md kuntu asma'u mtnhu illd ma'ddan md khald 'UbaydAllah ibn 'Utbafa-innahu
lam attht ilia wajadlu 'indahu 'tlman larifan [in Horovitz's text lariqan]. Horovitz, "Earliest biographies", 44;
see also Ibn Hajar Tahdhib altahdhib. III, 15 ('Ubayd Allah ibn 'Abd Allah ibn 'Utba bn Mas'üd).
[.. ] [haddathajnd Ya'qûb ibn Ibrahim (zada IFadl. ihn Sa'd): qdla. qdla (ya'ni. abdhu)- qala li abi \Sa'd ibn
Ibrahim], md sabaqand Ihn Shihdb min al 'ilm bishay' ilia anna kunnd na'tifa-yastantilu wa-yashuddu thawbahu
'inda sadnhi wayas'alu 'ammâyuridu wa-kunnd lumna'und l-haddtha. Ibn 'Asäkir, alZuhri, 56-57 (a.o. no. 55). See
also Horovitz, "Earliest biographies", 45-46
70

Dun, "Al-Zuhri", 2; Horovitz, "Al-Zuhri", 1240.

71

Sunna = a way of acting or conduct oflife, especially of the Prophet Muhammad.

7

' Salih was a conlemporary of al-Zuhri who collected traditions together with al-Zuhri, but who also

transmitted from him Al-Mizzi, Tahdhib, III, 434-435 (no 2820).
73

Lecker, "Al-Zuhri", 565. Ibn 'Asäkir, al-Zuhri, 62 (no. 65), al-Mizzi, Tahdhib, III, 434 (no. 2820), Schoeler, G.,

Charakter, 33.
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Al-Zuhrï seemed to have a remarkable memory, which he tried to improve by the
consumption of honey. 74 He disliked apples and the remainder of a beverage in a vessel,
because he thought that they would make him forget things and he drank honey in order to
strenghten his memory.75 Al-Zuhri's nephew relates that his uncle learned the Qur'än in
eighty days.7 According to one anecdote, the caliph Hishâm once tested al-Zuhri's memory.
He asked him to dictate 400 traditions to a scribe. He later returned to al-Zuhri to tell him
that the dictation had been "lost" whereupon al-Zuhn dictated the same texts again.
Comparison of the two texts showed that not one single letter was left out. 77
There are many examples of al-Zuhri's generosity and liberality. Horovitz reports a
tradition in which a person said that he never had seen anyone to whom dinars and dirhams
meant so little as they did to al-Zuhri.7 He used to give away all his money until he had
nothing left and then he would borrow from his friends and his slaves.79 Mälik ibn Anas (d.
179/795) spoke of a mawlä of al-Zuhri who reminded his patron of his former monetary
problems and advised al-Zuhri, after he had become rich, to keep his money to himself.

0

Some positive remarks about al-Zuhri's qualities as transmitter and scholar are as
follows. Sufyän ibn 'Uyayna (d. 198/814) said that al-Zuhri was the most learned person of
Medina. ' 'Ali ibn al-Madïnï (d. 234/849) did not know anyone whose traditions are more
satisfactory than from al-Zuhri. 2 Al-Awzâ'ï (d. 157/774) cried when he passed the grave of alZuhri: "Oh grave, how much understanding and knowledge do you contain!"

74

Horovitz, "Earliest biographies", 46.

7

' [...] qäla: wa-käna yakrahu l-tuffäh wasu'r alfär wa-yaqülu. innahu yumî

yaqûiu. innabuyudbkiTu
7

3

Qäla: wa-käna yashrabu l-'asal wu

Ibn 'Asäkir, alZuhri, 73 (no. 75).

|...| 'an Ibn Akhi Ibn Shihäb qäla. jama'a Ibn Shihdb al-Qur'än ft tbamdnlna lay la. Ibn 'Asäkir, alZuhrf, 49 (no.

36).
77

Horovitz, "Earliest biographies", 46. In the text is written 100 instead of 400 traditions. This is a mistake,

since the Arabic text in footnote 2 is arba' mi'a hadith Conrad explains that the printer probably misread the
handwritten translation of M. Pickthall and printed 100 instead of 400, Horovitz, Earliest biographies, page 34
of the editor's introduction. See also the same tradition in Ibn 'Asäkir, al-Zuhri, 89 (no. 102).
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Horovitz, "Earliest biographies", 40.
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1

(...) 'an Sufyän qäla- kina Ibn Shihdb a'lama ahial-Madïna.

2

[...] sami'tu 'Aliyyan -ya'nî

Ibn alMadim

-yaqülu-

Ibn 'Asakir, alZuhri, 93-94 (no. 111).

lä a'rifu ahadan ahsana hadithan mm Ibn Shihäb Ibn

'Asäkir, al-Zuhri, 100 (no. 127).
' (...) 'an alAwza'i

annahu marra biqabr alZuhrifa-qdla.

yd qabr kam fi-ka mm hilm wa-'tlm1 Ibn 'Asäkir, al

Zuhri, 181 (no. 303).
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On the other hand, however, people of the generation following al-Zuhrl's criticised
him for his manner of transmitting ahadith. Ma'mar ibn Rashid (d. 153/770), one of his
students, described how a prince came to al-Zuhrl with a notebook and asked his approval
to transmit it on his authority. Al-Zuhrï permitted this without first looking through the
book but said, "Who else could have told you the hadîlhi" 'Ubayd Allah ibn 'Umar ibn Hafs
ibn 'Asim ibn 'Umar (d. 147/764), a great-great-grandson of the second caliph 'Umar ibn alKhattab and a student of al-Zuhri too, gives another example. He reported that he observed
how al-Zuhri allowed a student to transmit his book on his authority. He remarked that alZuhri did not read the book at that occasion and it was not read out to him. In two other
versions of the same story, more details are mentioned: 'Ubayd Allah himself was the
student and the book was presented to al-Zuhri folded, to emphasize that he did not read
it.

4

A possible explanation of al-Zuhri's behaviour is that he trusted his students'

transmission from him.
Ma'mar disassociated himself from this accusation by stressing that he had received
his traditions from al-Zuhri in a correct way: he read them out to al-Zuhri, who in turn
authorized him to transmit it in his name. ' The same applied to Sufyän al-Thawrl (d.
161/778), who received a book from al-Zuhri with the latter's permission to transmit it on
his authority. Sufyän said that he did not transmit one single letter from it.
A second accusation of Ma'mar with respect to the transmission of traditions was
that al-Zuhri employed the same method as al-Hakam ibn 'Utayba: both used to combine
traditions of two or more informants in one report without specification of the person who
is responsible for the text of the main. 7 The results from the tsnäd-cum-maln analysis of the
tradition about the night journey showed that although al-Zuhri traced all his traditions
back to Sa'ïd ibn al-Musayyab, similar traditions from other persons mentioned other
sources. Did al-Zuhri do what Ma'mar accused him of in the above-mentioned report? For
example, the conclusion from the analysis of the traditions about the night journey was that
4

Lecker, "Biographical notes", 30.

' Lecker, "Biographical noles", 31.
[...] fa-akhraja

tlayya kitâban fa-qâla. khudh hàdhà fa rwihi 'anni fa-ma

rawaylu 'anhu harfan. Ibn 'Asäkir, al

Zubri, 151-152 (no. 242).
7

Lecker, "Biographical notes", 29. Lecker mentions in footnote 33 on ihe same page a variant tradition in

which Ma'mar adds that there are examples of the above mentioned practice in al-Zuhri's transmission

from

'Urwa [ibn al-Zubayr] and Sälim [ihn 'Abd Allah ibn 'Umar] See in Ibn 'Asäkir, Ta'rikh, LV, 353: [..]

sami'a

'Abd al-Razzàq qäla: qàla Ma 'mar kana l Zubri fi ashâbtbt mttbl al-Hakam β asbäbibi yarwi
al shay ' ka-dhalika.
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'αν 'Urwa wa Sàhm

the partial correspondence of each tradition to different formulations from

different

traditions suggests that the transmitters who distributed the traditions, i.e. the common
links in the asântd, probably knew several versions and combined them into one story.
Although there was no further evidence to support al-Zuhri's claim that he received his
information from Sa'ïd, we cannot exclude that al-Zuhri received one or more parts of the
tradition from Sa'id.
Another serious criticism made towards al-Zuhri concerned his intimate relation
with the Umayyad court. Horovitz and Lecker both report the exclamation of Makhül ' (d.
around 118/736), "What a man is al-Zuhri: If only he had not spoilt himself by his
association with the king!"' 0 Lecker relates furthermore a tradition about how 'Amr ibn
'Ubayd (d. 144/761) once reprimanded a man for being in the company of the "kerchief of
the rulers" (mandïl al-umarä ). Even Mälik ibn Anas, one of the most famous hadith scholars
and student of al-Zuhri, seems to have criticised al-Zuhri for using his knowledge to obtain
worldly gains. Lecker mentions that one later traditionist, Yahyâ ibn Ma'ln (d. 233/847),
preferred the transmission of another scholar because of al-Zuhri's connection with
caliphs.9'
Notwithstanding the criticism on his manner of transmission and his relation with
the Umayyads, it did not prevent al-Zuhri's contemporaries and later generations to

Another possibility was that the common links had transmitted several versions on the same subject, but
only one survived or prevailed over the other versions See chapter 3, page 188.
^ He is Makhül al-Shâmï, Abu 'Abd Allah, who lived in Damascus around the same time as al-Zuhri. Al-Mizzi,
Tahdhìb, VII, 216-219 ( no · ^7^3)·
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Horovitz, "Earliest biographies", 45; Lecker, "Biographical notes", 34. Ibn 'Asâkir gives, however, another

tradition from the same Makhül in which a person (this might be Abu Bakr ibn Abi Maryam as mentioned in
a variant tradition) asked Makhül who was the most learned person he had ever met. Makhül answered Ibn
Shihâb al-Zuhrï. When asked who was the next best, Makhül replied "Ibn Shihäb". The third most learned
person was again Ibn Shihäb. Ibn 'Asäkir, al-Zuhri, 121-123 ( no · 'y?"1??)· Other traditions that contain positive
remarks from Makhül about al-Zuhri's qualities as scholar are: 119-121 (no. 171-174).
'' Lecker, "Biographical notes", 34-35. The question asked to Yahyä was which of the three transmission from
'A'isha he preferred, from Mansür -> Ibrahim -> al-Aswad -> 'Ä'isha, Hishäm ibn 'Urwa -> his father ['Urwa
ibn al-Zubayr] -> 'A'isha or al-Zuhri -> 'Urwa -> 'A'isha. Yahyä replied that the transmissions from Hishäm
and al-Zuhri were equal, but he preferred the transmission from Mansür, because of al-Zuhri's connection with
caliphs Al-Mizzi, Tahdhib, VI, 513 (no. 6197), footnote 2. The remark of Yahyä ibn Ma'in concerned only the
above-mentioned transmission and not the complete oeuvre of al-Zuhri. Furthermore, Ibn Tahmän said in
another tradition about the authority of Yahyä ibn al-Ma'in that al-Zuhri is trustworthy and his traditions are
sound {sahib al-hadith thiqa). Al-Mizzi, Tahdhib, VI, J13 (no. 6197), footnote 2.
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transmit from al-Zuhrï in vast amounts. For example, the percentage of traditions from alZuhri in the maghäzi-chaptei of al-Musannaf from 'Abd al-Razzäq (d. 211/827),
source for the life of the Prophet Muhammad, is 64.4%.

92

an

early

In addition, al-Zuhri could count

among his students some of the most renowned scholars of the following generations: Müsä
ibn 'Uqba (d. 141/758), Ibn Ishäq (d. 150/767), Ma'mar ibn Räshid (d. 153/770), Malik ibn
Anas (d. 179/795) and Sufyän ibn 'Uyayna (d. 198/814).

VI. AL-ZUHRÏ THROUGH THE EYES OF MODERN SCHOLARS

The modern discussion about the influence of al-Zuhri's relation with the Umayyad caliphs
on his work really started in 1889 when Goldziher published his book Muhammedanische
Studien. He is of the opinion that al-Zuhri helped the Umayyads to bring into circulation
ahadith that supported their political views, such as the before-mentioned tradition of the
Three Places of Worship, although he believes that al-Zuhri did this for reasons of state
expedience and not out of selfish motives given the numerous traditions about his
selflessness. He considers the tradition in which al-Zuhri allowed an Umayyad prince to
transmit a notebook without checking it to be proof of this practice." The following
discussion will show that neither this tradition nor al-Zuhri's tradition about the Three
Places of Worship can be considered unambiguously as pro-Umayyad traditions.
Horovitz does not believe that al-Zuhri invented ahadith to promote the interests of
the Umayyads. He says, however, that al-Zuhri's practice made it possible for the Umayyads
to transmit traditions that he himself never knew. '^ The reason why he allowed the
transmission of a notebook without checking its contents was that he was very eager to pass
on his knowledge to others unlike many of his own teachers who could only be brought to
speak with difficulty."
Sezgin argues that al-Zuhri allowed this kind of transmission for a practical reason.
People came to him with notebooks to get an isndd from him and to transmit them in his
name. Since it was practically impossible for al-Zuhri to read all texts or to hear them read

'* van der Voorl, "Kitâb al maghazf, 15-31 This article is based on my M.A.-thesis Zoektocht naar de waarheid met
behulp van het Kitdh al maghâzï in de Musannaf van 'Abd al Razzai] b Hammam alSan'ânl (gest. 211/827),
Radboud University Nijmegen, 1996.
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Goldziher, Muhammedanische Studien, II, 35-38.

M

Horovitz, "Earliest biographies", 48.

"Horovitz, "Al-Zuhri", 1240.
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aloud, he allowed them to be transmitted without sama or qiraa. According to Sezgin,
scholars like Goldziher who regard this practice as proof that al-Zuhri made it possible for
the Umayyads to legitimize their political views, have misunderstood this habit. 9
Duri also mentions that al-Zuhri allowed persons to transmit on his authority
without further requirements, but he does not give his opinion on what the consequences
could be from this practice. He was convinced that al-Zuhri was free from Umayyad
influence because of a tradition in which it is told how the caliph Hishäm and al-Zuhrî once
had an argument about the identity of the persons who tried to exaggerate the slander of
'Â'isha. Al-Zuhrî answered that it was 'Abd Allah ibn Ubayy, but Hishäm told him that he
was wrong and that the person was 'All. Al-Zuhri became very angry and refused to change
his opinion. 97
Lecker rejects the attempts of Duri and other scholars who use the tradition of the
argument between Hishäm and al-Zuhrï as proof that al-Zuhri was not influenced by the
Umayyads. He says that al-Zuhri might have enjoyed freedom of speech after decades of
close association with the Umayyad court. 9 Lecker approves of Goldziher's analysis of alZuhri's relationship with the Umayyads: "Goldziher's brilliant analysis of his links with the
ruling family still holds. If anything, like good wine it improves with time." 99 In his view
even a small mistake by Goldziher concerning the practice of al-Zuhri to allow persons to
transmit a notebook without reading of hearing it, did not affect Goldziher's overall
interpretation of the text.100
Lecker points out that Goldziher perhaps overlooked the fact that in the tradition
mentioned above al-Zuhri did not allow just any notebook to be transmitted on his
authority, but a notebook that was supposed to contain his own traditions. He argues that
the focal point in the tradition is that al-Zuhri could not have known that the notebook
contained only his traditions and not other texts. Because of this, he could have made it
possible for the Umayyads to promote their interests through his name.101

* Sezgin, GAS, I, 280-281. He explains thai sama means that the student hears the text from the teacher, while
qtrâ'a means that the student reads the text to the teacher.
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D u n , "Al-Zuhri", 11-12.
Lecker, "Biographical notes", 33 and 37

99

Lecker, "Biographical notes", 22.

>0

" Lecker, "Biographical notes", 29.
"" Lecker, "Biographical notes", 28.
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Many traditions describe al-Zuhrï's long relationship with the Umayyad ruling
family and not one scholar denies this fact It seems therefore implausible to describe alZuhrï as a completely independent scholar. He would probably not have worked so long for
different caliphs and obtained very influential jobs as judge and even as tutor of the caliph
Hishâm's sons, if he had disagreed with their policies. Still, this does not mean that al-Zuhn
must be regarded as a puppet of the Umayyads.
Furthermore, a scholar who only propagated the Umayyad view and thereby turned
away from the traditions of the learned scholars of his native town would not have been able
to become one of the leading scholars in Medina during the first quarter of the second
century A.H. Despite the criticism of his contemporaries of his manner of transmission and
his relation with the Umayyad caliphs, the different students of al-Zuhrï who later became
very famous scholars and the numerous numbers of traditions transmitted by them and
others on his authority indicate his large influence on hadtth-saence in general.
Al-Zuhn's practice to allow his students (probably only the ones he considered
reliable) to transmit traditions on his authority without hearing or reading them, could
mean that other traditions as well were transmitted in his name already during his lifetime
and unwittingly authorized by him. The results that have been reached so far with the
methods of source analysis and the isnäd-cum-maln analysis indicate however that a larger
part of the traditions ascribed to al-Zuhrï than was thought before can be attributed to him
and that it is possible to detect traditions falsely ascribed to him.102 These traditions are
unrelated to the accusation that he transmitted pro-Umayyad reports, and thus far, no such
traditions have been detected in the hadïth-mateT\i\. This does not exclude a pro-Umayyad

' OI See for example Motzki, The jurisprudence
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tendency in al-Zuhri's hadith-mateiiil,

for example by withholding or softening of certain

unfavourable information about the Umayyad family and its predecessors.10'

VII. W R I T I N G D O W N O F TRADITIONS

Contemporary scholars generally agree that al-Zuhri started writing down traditions at a
very early stage in his life. Several traditions sustain this view. Al-Zuhri seems to have written
down traditions from his student days onwards. Ibn Abi 1-Zinäd104 (d. 174/790) tells that his
father, a fellow student of al-Zuhri, saw al-Zuhri with tablets or pieces of skin on which he
wrote down the tradition, when he was still a student. 10 ' Malik relates that mules carried the
books of al-Zuhri after his death.10 Even the Umayyad caliph al-Walid II, who disliked alZuhri because he had criticized him once, did not destroy al-Zuhri's books when he came to

"!3 One example of a pro-Umayyad tendency is a possible Zuhri-tradition about Hind bint 'Utba and the
mutilation of the body of Hamza, the uncle of the Prophet Muhammad, at Uhud. Hind was the mother of
Mu'äwiya, who founded the Umayyad ruling dynasty. The traditions ascribed to al-Zuhri do not mention
Hind's attempt to eat the liver of Hamza. Al-Zuhri's relation with the Umayyads may have prevented him from
mentioning this part or this motif may have been created after al-Zuhri Three different persons ascribe the
tradition to al-Zuhri. Although it was not possible to determine whether the traditions actually derive from alZuhri because of the lack of variant traditions, the similarity in content and formulation in the part about the
mutilation of Hamza's body indicate that this part is probably from al-Zuhn. The traditions are from Musa
ibn 'Uqba (d. 141/758), Usäma ibn Zayd (n.d.) and Khähd ibn Makhlad (d. 213/828). Musa does not mention
al-Zuhri (or any other person) as his informant, but there are indications that this tradition is from al-Zuhri.
The tradition is placed at the end of a detailed tradition from Müsä from al-Zuhri and the second part of
Musi's tradition about the burial of Hamza is present in another tradition ascribed to al-Zuhri See Müsä ibn
'Uqba, al-Maghäzi, 190. Several persons transmit the tradition from Usäma ibn Zayd -> al-Zuhri. Ibn Sa'd, alTabaqdt III, 14-15; Ibn Abi Shayba, al-Musannaf, VII, 367 (no. 36752) and 'Abd ibn Humayd, al-Muntakhab mm
musnad 'Abd ibn Humayd, Beirut 1988, 352-353. Khähd's tradition is from Ibn Abi Shayba, alMusannaf, VII, 372
(no. 36787) and Ibn Sa'd, alTabaqäl, III, 13. See my discussion of these traditions in van der Voort, "Hind bint
' Utba", 48-49
">'' He is Abu Muhammad 'Abd al-Rahmän ibn Abï 1-Zinâd. He originated from Medina and was a mawla of
the Quraysh. His father's name is 'Abd Allah ibn Dhakwân Al-Mizzi, Tahdhib, IV, 399 (no. 3804)
lo

' [...] 'an Ibn Abi IZinäd

wa-huwayata'allamuyawma
'

'an abtht qdla- basara 'aynl bilbn Shihäb ma'abu alwdh aw suhufyaktubu ßhä l hadith
'tdh alahädilh. Ibn 'Asäkir, al-Zuhri, 56 (no. 53).

Ibn 'Asäkir, al-Zuhri, 91-92 (no. 106).
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the throne, because Ma'mar relates that after the death of the caliph al-Walïd II pack animals
carried the notebooks (dafâtir) of al-Zuhrï from the treasure house.107
Still, there exist several traditions relating al-Zuhrï's dislike of recording traditions.
Al-Zuhrï put himself among the persons who opposed the writing down of traditions.
According to Ma'mar, he said, "we used to dislike recording traditions" (kunnd nakrahu
kitab al-'ilm).'0 Al-Layth ibn Sa'd (d. 175/791), a student of al-Zuhrï, reports that al-Zuhri sat
down one night to memorize a tradition and did not leave that place until dawn.'"9 Other
examples are the reports on al-Zuhrï possessing only one or two books and the traditions
from Malik ibn Anas in which al-Zuhrï confirms that he does not write." 0
The above-mentioned traditions about whether al-Zuhri did or did not like to write
down traditions seem to be contradictory. Schoeler argues that a partial solution to the
contradictions might be that al-Zuhrï at first opposed the writing down of traditions, but
later on circumstances forced him to turn gradually to transmission by means of writing."1
Particularly the second caliph 'Umar (reigned 13-23/634-644) is attributed a harsh
opposition against the writing down of traditions about the Prophet, because he and other
orthodox men were afraid that a book with traditions from the Prophet would gain the
same authority as the Qur'ân. 1 " Even during the time of al-Zuhri, it was still the opinion of
scholars that traditions should be memorized by heart and not (or only for a short time)
written down.'13
Horovitz and others describe the writings composed by al-Zuhrï as a student, as
notes for personal use." 4 The scholars and students who had this kind of notes did not
intend to make them public, but used them as a mnemonic device. Sometimes they even

'° 7 Ibn 'Asäkir, al-Zuhri, 92 (no. 107). Cook refers furthermore to traditions no. 58, 109 and 110 from Ibn
'Asâkir. Cook, M., "The opponents of the writing of tradition in early Islam", in Arabiai, 44 (1997), 460.
Ibn 'Asakir, alZuhri, 62-63 ( n o · 66). The complete tradition will be discussed below.
' 0 , [...) baddalhand l-Layth ibn Sa'd qdla: jalasa l-Zuhri dhäl laylayudhâkiru

nafsahu lhadith fa-mä zâla dhâlika

majhsuhu haltä asbaha. Ibn 'Asäkir, al-Zuhri, 85 (no. 95).
110

Ibn 'Asäkir, al-Zuhri, 86-87 ( n o · 98-99 -"> possession of books) and 77-82 (no. 81-83, 85-87 and 89 -> Malik ibn

Anas). See also Schoeler, Charakter, 33 and Cook, "The opponents", 459
'" Schoeler, Charakter, 33 and The genesis, 48.
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Kister, M.J., "La taqra'u l-qur'ana 'ala l-mushafiyyin wa-lâ tahmilQ l-'ilma 'am I-sahafiyyin . . Some notes on

the transmission of Hadith", m Jerusalem Studies in Arabic and Islam, 22(1998), 134-135.
" ' Schoeler, Charakter, 34 Motzki, Origins, 264
" 4 Horovitz, Earliest biographies, 47; Azami, Studies in hadith methodology, 30; Schoeler, Charakter, 35.
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erased their notes after memorizing the tradition. 'Ikrima 1 ' 5 relates that he and al-Zuhri once
went to al-A'raj to attend a session. Al-Zuhri did not write down the tradition from al-A'raj
at first, but then took one of al-A'raj's papers, wrote the tradition down, read it (or
memorized it according to a variant tradition) and erased it." Schoeler points out, however,
that other traditions indicate that al-Zuhri wrote down many traditions without erasing
them as soon as possible."7
Schoeler distinguishes three kinds of notes: i) unstructured notes for private use, 2)
more or less worked out notebooks for teaching purposes and 3) edited books or collections
for readers. The scholars generally used writings of the second type for lectures and they
sometimes allowed students to copy these texts. They had no intention to make the writings
of the first type accessible to the public. Schoeler concludes that al-Zuhri possessed writings
of all three kinds." 8
The results from the isnâd-cum-matn analysis of the traditions about the expedition to
Tabûk, the raid of the Hudhayl and the night journey confirm Schoeler's conclusion. The
uniformity of the traditions from students as 'Uqayl (Tabük)" 9 , Yünus (Tabuk, night
journey), al-Zuhrï's nephew (Tabük) and Ibn Ishäq (Tabûk)120 indicate that al-Zuhri had

"' This person is either Muhammad ibn 'Iknma ibn 'Abd al-Rahmân or his father 'Ikrima ibn 'Abd alRahmän. In the traditions from Ibn 'Asâkir that describe this event, two traditions (no. 62 and 63) mention
'Ikrima and one Muhammad ibn 'Ikrima (no. 64). Father and son transmitted from 'Abd al-Rahmân ibn
Hurmuz al-A'raj and al-Zuhri transmitted from both of them. It seems however more likely, that the son is ihe
correct person, because Ibrahim ibn Sa'd, who relates all three traditions from "Ikrima', transmits only from
Muhammad ibn 'Ikrima, and 'Ikrima died before al-A'raj during the caliphate of 'Umar ibn 'Abd al-'Aziz (101105/720-724). Ibn 'Asäkir, alZuhri, 60-62 (no. 62-64); Al-Mizzî, Tahdhïb, V, 207 (no. 4596) and VI, 440-441 (no.
6066). Schoeler identifies him as 'Ikrima ibn 'Ammär, but this is a mistake since 'Ikrima ibn 'Ammär is from a
later generation than al-Zuhri and al-Mizzi does not mention any connection with al-A'raj and Ibrahim ibn
Sa'd. Schoeler, Charakter, 33. Al-Mizzî, Tahdhib, V, 208-209 ( no · 4Î97)·
" See also Horovitz, "Earliest biographies", 46 on the same tradition.
'" Schoeler, Charakter, 33.
" Schoeler, Charakter, 35 and The genesis, 49.
"'The isnäd-cum-matn analysis of the tradition(s) between brackets showed that the student in question received
the standard, edited version from al-Zuhri.
"° Although ihe traditions from Ibn Ishäq differ from the versions of the other students who received alZuhrï's standard, edited version, they still derive from the same text of al-Zuhri, because they contain the same
formulations and themes that are specific for al-Zuhri's later edited version of the story Ibn Ishäq is most
probably responsible for the changes in the text.
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standard, written texts that he transmitted. The evidence that al-Zuhri had edited these
traditions points to writings of the third type
Other pupils who transmitted (part of) the edited version of al-Zuhri were 'Abd alRahmän ibn 'Abd al-'Aziz (Tabuk), 'Abd al-Rahmän ibn Namir (Tabuk), 'Abd al-Wahhäb
(night journey), al-Awzâ'ï (Tabuk), Ibrahim ibn Ismâ'il (Tabuk, Hudhayl, night journey),
Ibrahim ibn Sa'd (Hudhayl, night journey), Ishäq ibn Rashid (Tabük), Ma'qil (Tabuk),
Marzûq (night journey), Sahh ibn Abi 1-Akhdar (Tabük) and Shu'ayb ibn Abi Hamza
(Tabük, Hudhayl, night journey).
The deviating formulations and content of the traditions from Ma'mar point to
writings of the first and/or the second type. Ma'mar most probably received the tradition
about Tabük through oral transmission based on written notes. Either al-Zuhri based
himself on personal notes (first type) or he transmitted orally from a notebook (second type).
Ma'mar's traditions about the raid of the Hudhayl and the night journey differ from the
versions of the other students, but to a lesser extent than his tradition about Tabük. The
results from the analysis of the traditions about the raid of the Hudhayl and the night
journey might indicate that al-Zuhri had more or less worked out notes, i.e a notebook,
which he edited later on (transition from second to third type of writing).
Of course, al-Zuhri did not edit all his traditions at the same time and consequently
there must have been a transition period Yûnus and Ishaq ibn Räshid, whose Tabuktraditions contained peculiarities of the edited version as well as topics that were only
present in the version of Ma'mar, had perhaps access to writings of the second and third
type of al-Zuhri. This may certainly have happened in the case of Yunus, because he studied
with al-Zuhri for quite a long time (12-14 years) and was a close friend of his.121
What kind of circumstance would have made al-Zuhri abandon his dislike of writing
down traditions and start preparing standard versions? According to al-Zuhri, one
circumstance was the number of unknown traditions from the east, i.e Iraq.122 Another
circumstance may have been the pressure of students to obtain al-Zuhri's traditions in a
much easier way, as Schoeler mentions. Al-Zuhri used to recite his traditions at first from
memory or based on notes, but reports on students receiving al-Zuhri's notebook or his

"• Al Mizzi, Tahdhib, VIII, 221 (no 7783)
' " Schoeler, G , "Mündliche Thora und Hadith Überlieferung, Schreibverbot, Redaktion", in Der Islam, 66
(1989), 230, Ibn 'Asakir, alZuhn, 60 (no 61b)
33°

authorisation to transmit a book with his traditions' 23 show that he eventually turned to
transmission by munäwala.12*
Finally, the pressure of the Umayyad court seems to have played an important role.
Al-Zuhrï says in a tradition that "these emirs", i.e. the Umayyad caliphs, forced him to start
writing down traditions. The complete text of the tradition is "kunnä nakrahu kitdb al-'ilm
batta akrahana 'alayht hâ 'ulâ ' al-umarâ 'fa-ra 'aynâ an la namna 'ahu ahadan min al-muslimtn"
(we used to dislike recording traditions, until these emirs forced us to do it, after which we
thought that we could not withhold it from any Muslim). 12 ' Modern scholars disagree about
the meaning of the tradition.
Goldziher translates the tradition along the lines of the translation given above: the
writing down of traditions as opposed to memorizing. 12 Schoeler, Lecker and Kister agree
with Goldziher's translation and dismiss Sezgin's interpretation that the word "kitdb" refers
to the transmission of traditions by means of kitäba, i.e. copying the text without reading it
aloud to the teacher or hearing it from him.127 Duri considers al-Zuhri's statement as a
possible "later echo of traditionists". 128 Schoeler disagrees with him. He states that the
tradition indeed originates from Ma'mar, a student of al-Zuhrï, and considers it completely
unlikely that Ma'mar invented it, although he adds that Ma'mar, or perhaps even al-Zuhn,
might have coloured the report by using the word "forced".129
The biographical sources identify three persons of the Umayyad court who
apparently ordered al-Zuhrï to write down some or all of his traditions. The caliph 'Umar II
(reigned 99-101/717-720) ordered al-Zuhrï to compose a written document (da/tar) on the
sunan of Muhammad. 1 ' 0 Khâlid ibn 'Abd Allah al-Qasrï (d. 126/743-744), governor of Iraq
and the east during the caliphate of Hishäm ibn 'Abd al-Malik131, seems to have asked al-
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Zuhrî to compile a book about genealogy, but ordered him after a couple of days to write a
maghâzî-book instead.'32
Several reports describe al-Zuhri dictating traditions by order of the caliph Hishâm.
Ibrahim ibn Sa'd (d. 183/799) tells that he heard al-Zuhri relate to his father that Hishâm
ordered him to write down or dictate his traditions for Hishâm's sons. Hisham sent one
secretary, who wrote down al-Zuhrï's traditions each day throughout one year.'33 There exists
a variant tradition from Ibrahim in which al-Zuhri tells that the person who came to him
with Hishâm's order was Sâlim, Hishâm's secretary. Hishâm sent two secretaries instead of
one. The remaining part of the tradition is similar to the first version.'}A
Lecker mentions a tradition from al-Zuhrl's nephew in which the latter states that his
uncle used to stop dictating to the secretaries of Hisham, when he (i.e. al-Zuhrï's nephew)
went to the lavatory. Lecker considers this tradition possibly authentic, because the
information that al-Zuhri dictated traditions to Hishâm's secretaries "forms the background
to the account; it is something taken for granted.'"35
The same method of looking at the background information could be applied to the
tradition about Hishâm asking al-Zuhri to repeat his dictation of 400 traditions, which
Schoeler quotes in this respect.'3 The most important component of the tradition is that alZuhri was able to repeat 400 traditions for the second time after one month without any
difference. The information that Hisham ordered al-Zuhri to dictate is background
information.
The biographical sources contain much information on the circumstances that
might have forced al-Zuhri to abandon his objection to the writing down of traditions.
Unfortunately, they do not provide specified dates most of the time. Still, it might be
possible to draw a rough time schedule if we combine the information from biographical
traditions about the life of al-Zuhri and his students with the results from the isndd-cummatn analysis of al-Zuhrï's traditions.
Ma'mar seems to have been an early student of al-Zuhri based on the results of the
analysis. Ma'mar died in 153/770 in San'ä' in Yemen at the age of jS.' 37 If we assume that his
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age is roughly correct, then he was born around 95-96/713-714.13 When Ma'mar was zghuldm
(a young man)'39, he was a student of al-Hasan al-Basrl in the same year that al-Hasan died,
i.e. no/728. Furthermore, the biographical traditions inform us that Ma'mar studied for
three years with Qatâda (d. 117/735) ' n Basra and that he was fourteen at that time.140 His
study with Qatâda took place from 110/728 to 113/731. Since al-Zuhri died in 124/742,
Ma'mar studied with al-Zuhri somewhere between 113 and 124 A.H. The most probable date
seems to be the year 113 A.H.
Al-Zuhri worked for the caliph Hishäm ibn 'Abd al-Mahk during this period. We
have already discussed above several traditions that describe al-Zuhri dictating his traditions
to one or more secretaries of Hishäm. Lecker identifies Shu'ayb and Yûnus as secretaries
who wrote down al-Zuhri's traditions.' 4 ' Furthermore, he gives a tradition that names 'Uqayl
as the person who conveyed Hishäm's order to al-Zuhri to dictate his traditions. 142 The
isnâd-cum-matn analysis showed that these three persons transmitted al-Zuhri's edited version.
Lecker says that the biographical reports on the writing down of traditions should
not be seen as "straightforward historical records", but as "apologetic statements made in
the heated debate over the techniques of transmitting hadith".^ In any case, it seems very
likely that Hishäm was the person who incited al-Zuhri to prepare standard versions of his
maghazï-lt2.a\uons, because three persons who worked as secretaries for Hishäm transmitted
al-Zuhri's later, edited version.
It is not possible to determine, based on the information from the isnâd-cum-matn
analysis, why Hishäm had asked al-Zuhri to dictate his traditions to the secretaries. The
information that Hishäm wanted the traditions for his sons might be true, but it is also
possible that there was another - perhaps not recorded - reason.
Hishäm ordering al-Zuhri to dictate his traditions and al-Zuhri preparing standard,
edited versions of his traditions seem therefore to be related. Both events did probably not
take place at the beginning of Hishäm's reign (105-125/724-743), because Ma'mar, whose
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versions probably predated al-Zuhrï's edited traditions, studied with al-Zuhri from 113/728
at the earliest.
Yûnus, whose traditions contain some old elements as well as elements specific for
the edition version of al-Zuhri, accompanied al-Zuhrî 12-14 years. If we assume that this
happened at the end of al-Zuhrl's life, Yûnus would have been in contact with al-Zuhri from
(iio-)ii2-i24/730-742. The information on Ma'mar and Yûnus suggests that al-Zuhri started
preparing writings of the third kind in the last decade of his life Of course, al-Zuhri did not
edit all his traditions at the same time, so he probably had a transition period in which he
used documents of the second and third type.
Another explanation is that Yûnus had access to al-Zuhn's edited version specifically
prepared for the court as well as to the older, not edited versions that al-Zuhri had passed
down to other students outside the court. The large similarity of Yunus' version with the
traditions of other persons who worked for the Umayyad family indicate that he used the
edited text as the main text and added parts or elements of the "older" material that al-Zuhri
had left out in his newest version. This would mean that Ma'mar only knew the older
version. This is not to say that all Ma'mar's material from al-Zuhri deviates as much from
the edited version as his version about the three who remained behind from Tabuk. AlZuhrï seems to have adapted some traditions less than others.

VII. CONCLUSION

The Medinan scholar Ibn Shihab al-Zuhri had a very long and close relationship with the
Umayyad ruling family, which was at its height during his work for the caliph Hishäm. The
ambivalent attitude of his contemporaries towards him extends to our era, when modern
scholars still question his independence. The question raised at the beginning of this chapter
was whether al-Zuhri was a puppet of the Umayyad caliphs or an independent scholar. The
answer lies probably somewhere in between. It seems implausible that al-Zuhri was a
completely independent scholar, since he worked for a long time for the Umayyad family
under several caliphs and obtained influential jobs. To describe al-Zuhrî as a puppet is
probably too extreme, howerver; there is no conclusive proof that he fabricated ahadith in
favour of them.
The Umayyad court and especially the caliph Hishäm seem to have played an
important role in inciting al-Zuhri to write down his traditions. Although

some

biographical traditions state that al-Zuhri had an aversion to writing, he probably used
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written notes from an early time onwards. It is not clear when al-Zuhri switched from notes
for personal use to notebooks, but there is evidence that somewhere around 113/731 he used
notebooks in his teaching. The caliph Hishäm probably persuaded al-Zuhri to prepare
books for his family during the last ten to fifteen years of his life.
Al-Zuhri seems to have gone too far in his transmission through writing, since his
contemporaries criticised him also for his manner of transmission. Their criticism did not
prevent them, however, from transmitting from al-Zuhri in vast amounts. His reputation as
scholar and his knowledge of traditions about many subjects outweighed their criticisms.
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A p p e n d i x 9: Schematic overview of al-Zuhn's biographical data
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CHAPTER 6
FINAL CONCLUSIONS

The importance of the life of the Prophet Muhammad (sira) for Muslims is evident from its
use in a large variety of works dealing with many fields of study Muhammad's life is
essential for jurisprudence and for the exegesis of the Qur'an In order to understand or
explain certain Qur'anic verses, Qur'an commentators looked at Muhammad's life for clues
about the occasion of their revelation The sunna of Muhammad, ι e Muhammad's deeds or
sayings, became the second most important source for Islamic law after the Qur'an Almost
all information about the Prophet Muhammad is available in the form of traditions
(ahadtth, sing hadith) handed down by his followers
Today, the traditions about Muhammad's life are found in collections that were
compiled not earlier than approximately 200 years after his death The question raised by
some scholars is whether these traditions describe real events or reflect later developments in
Islam

Do they describe history or legend or something in between·' The chains of

transmitters (asantd, sing tsnad) can help us to answer these questions, since reports about
events in his life are mostly preceded by an tsnad, which purports to describe the
transmission path of the tradition, 1 e the persons from whom the compiler of the
collection in which the tradition is found received his information, up till the eyewitness of
the event in question
In the chains of transmitters of traditions concerning the life of the Prophet
Muhammad, one name occurs frequently

Ibn Shihab al-Zuhn (d 124/742)

He was a

Medinan scholar who had studied with several renowned scholars, such as 'Abd Allah ibn
Tha'laba (d 89/708), Sa'id ibn al-Musayyab (d 94/713) and 'Urwa ibn al-Zubayr (d 94/713),
and worked for a number of Umayyad caliphs for many years until his death in 124/742 He
was one of the leading scholars in Medina during the first quarter of the second century
A H/eighth century C E
Because of al-Zuhn's fame as one of the first systematic collectors and transmitters of
traditions concerning Muhammad and the first generations of Muslims and the large
number of Zuhn-traditions in the collections available to us nowadays, he seems to be
perfectly cast for the role of fabricator of jmz-matenal Even among his contemporaries his
position was controversial because of his connection with several Umayyad caliphs and his
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manner of transmission, although at the same time, they regard him as an excellent scholar
with a great knowledge of Islamic jurisprudence, the biography of Muhammad and other
sciences. Therefore, I decided to study his «ra-matenal and I examined two questions: i) Do
the traditions ascribed to al-Zuhn really go back to him? 2) If so, can his claim be
substantiated that he received the traditions from the informant mentioned in the isnädi
In this study I have analysed three stones ascribed to Ibn Shihâb al-Zuhrï in various
traditions using the isnäd-cum-matn method of analysis. The main criteria of the selection of
the three stories were that the story had to consist of several different text elements and that
- according to the information from the chains of transmitters - it was preserved by at least
three different students of al-Zuhn and came from different informants of al-Zuhri. The
next step was to analyse as many variants as possible on the basis of a wide range of sources,
in order to check whether the traditions really go back to al-Zuhrï and, if possible, to
reconstruct his original wording. When it was possible to ascertain al-Zuhn's authorship, I
compared the traditions with similar ones not going back to al-Zuhn in order to determine
whether his material goes back to an even earlier source. If so, the question may be raised
who is this earlier source. Is it indeed the person mentioned as his informant in the isnäd or
somebody else' Is it possible at all to determine who al-Zuhn's source was? Another question
is to what degree al-Zuhri's transmission varies from the transmission of other persons.
The three selected stories relate events taking place at different times in the life of the
Prophet Muhammad. The story about Muhammad's meeting with the three prophets
Abraham, Jesus and Moses and his choice between drinks during the night journey is from
his Meccan period, the story about the raid of the Hudhayl is from the beginning of his
Medinan period and the story about the three men who held back from the raid to Tabuk is
from the end of Muhammad's Medinan period.
One of the three traditions is a miracle story, while the other two are maghäii stories.
All are considered to be part of the biography of the Prophet Muhammad The traditions
vary from more or less detailed stories to short traditions describing only one or two
elements of the detailed story. All three stones contain sunan (Muhammad's deeds or
sayings) of the Prophet Muhammad. The story about the events during the night journey
and the three men who held back from the raid to Tabuk are connected with verses from the
Qur'än.
The results of the examination of both their chains of transmitters (asäntd) and their
contents (mutûn) may be summarized as follows. According to the analysis of the asantd of
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the many variants, al-Zuhn is the common link of each of the three stones and the
transmission of his versions must have taken place before his death in 124/742, i.e. in the
first quarter of the second Islamic century The tsnad-cum-matn analysis of the variant
traditions reveals that he taught the stones to several students. Of the three stories, the one
about the three men who held back from the expedition to Tabuk is the most widely
distributed tradition among his students: six students transmitted the detailed versions and
twenty-one shorter versions. The next in line is the one relating the two events during the
night journey: three students transmit the combination of the two events in one tradition,
while ten persons transmit one of these two events in separate traditions. Only four students
transmit a detailed story about the raid of the Hudhayl, while shorter versions are ascribed
to the same four persons.
The traditions about the two events during the night journey are the only ones that
agree on al-Zuhrï's source, since they all mention the Medinan scholar Sa'ïd ibn al-Musayyab
(d. 94/713) as his informant. Most of the transmission lines give the Companion Abu
Hurayra (d. J7/677) as Sa'ïd's informant, but some stop at the level of Sa'ïd ibn al-Musayyab
or fail to mention his informant. Less than half of al-Zuhrï's students (five out of twelve)
trace the tradition back to the Prophet Muhammad, which means that al-Zuhrï usually did
not mention the Prophet, but sometimes varied and traced it back to him. According to the
asantd of the traditions about the raid of the Hudhayl, there seems to be confusion over the
name of al-Zuhrï's informant. Four different names appear as al-Zuhrï's informant, although
they probably refer to the same person given the correspondence of the names. The
confusion over the name of al-Zuhrï's source is even worse in the traditions about the three
who held back from the expedition to Tabük Three different persons are mentioned by
name as his informant as well as an unidentified person In this case, the common feature is
that they belong to the same family, the Ka'b ibn Malik family. He usually mentioned the
isnâd 'Abd al-Rahmân ibn 'Abd Allah ibn Ka'b -> 'Abd Allah or 'Ubayd Allah ibn Ka'b ->
Ka'b ibn Malik, but sometimes omitted the name of his own informant, of'Abd al-Rahman
ibn 'Abd Allah's informant or even the name of Ka'b's son. Al-Zuhn seems to have varied
in the names of the persons from whom he heard the story, sometimes mentioning his own
informant and sometimes the informant of his source
The analysis of the texts (mutün) of the three stones confirms al-Zuhn's common
link position from the isnad analysis, since the similarities in the wording and structure of
the texts indicate a common source and al-Zuhn is the first transmitter all versions mention
in their asdnid. The transmission must have taken place before 124/742 when al-Zuhrï died
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Therefore, the stories about the raid of the Hudhayl, the two events during the night
journey, and the three men who held back from the expedition to Tabük as told by al-Zuhrï
can be dated to the first quarter of the second Islamic century at the latest.
Each group of traditions contains both detailed and shorter versions of the story. No
evidence was found that the detailed versions of the stories about the raid of the Hudhayl
and the three men who held back from Tabük were later expansions of the medium-length
or even the short versions. They do not constitute the secondary or tertiary stages of the
development of the story. On the contrary, the medium-length and short traditions most
probably originate from the detailed versions. The appearance of the shorter versions may
have had several reasons. Firstly, the compiler of the hadilk-collection in which the short
version is present, shortened the detailed story, because he had mentioned a detailed version
of the story at another place and only wanted to mention the deviating parts of a variant
version. Secondly, the compiler of the te/rt^-collection only mentioned that part of the
tradition that was relevant to the theme of his chapter. Thirdly, al-Zuhrï's students and
perhaps al-Zuhrï himself transmitted several elements outside the context of the detailed
story, possibly during legal classes.'
Contrary to the matn analysis of al-Zuhrï's stories about the raid of the Hudhayl and
the three men who held back from the expedition to Tabük, the results of the matn analysis
of the stories about two events that took place during the night journey of the Prophet
Muhammad show that not all shorter versions of these two events were derivatives of the
longer traditions. Al-Zuhrï apparently did not transmit a detailed story about Muhammad's
night journey, so I chose his traditions about two events - Muhammad's meeting with the
prophets Abraham, Moses and Jesus and his description of them, and the choice
Muhammad has to make between drinking wine and milk - that exist as separate traditions
(I called them "description-tradition" and "choice-tradition") as well as in a combined
tradition ("two-topic tradition"). My aim was to establish whether al-Zuhrï transmitted these
traditions and if so, whether he transmitted the two events in one account or separately. It
turned out that al-Zuhrï transmitted three different traditions about these two events. He
united both topics in one single tradition, but transmitted them also separately with a
different formulation. Whereas the description tradition seems to be secondary to the
' Further research into the occurrence of legal deductions derived from more detailed stones among al-Zuhrï's
material is required. Since I focussed on the detailed traditions, this fell outside the scope of my current study
However, in the story about the murder of Ihn Abi 1-Huqayq, Motzki traced the origin of these deductions to
al-Zuhrï, who probably used them in the discussion of and instruction in legal matters. See chapter ι page 37
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corresponding part in the two-topic tradition, perhaps because al-Zuhrî created it during or
specifically for a ta/sir-lesson (explanation of Qur'än verses), the choice tradition is not a
shortened or adapted version of the corresponding part in the two-topic tradition or viceversa. The origin of all three traditions lies in the first quarter of the second Islamic century
The isnâd-cum-matn analysis showed that the versions of al-Zuhri's students are
different. Each version contains one or more peculiarities, so called

"transmission

fingerprints", i.e. characteristic words, formulations or omissions that only appear in the
text of one particular transmitter. They indicate that the tradition was part of a real
transmission process and they reflect the changes that occur during transmission processes,
certainly because of the way knowledge was passed down during the first Islamic centuries:
through oral - though mostly aural transmission - and mainly during lecture courses
Besides, it is possible that a transmitter always told the same story in the same way, but it is
more likely that a person adjusted his version of the story once or more during his life,
which means that several versions of one person may have been preserved in the later
collections.
The analysis of the three stories also revealed that one of al-Zuhri's students, Ma'mar
ibn Räshid (d. 153/770) transmitted deviating versions of the three stones compared with the
versions of other Zuhri-students. Ma'mar's tradition about the three men who held back
from the expedition to Tabük was the most deviating of his versions of the three stories
One possible explanation of the deviations in this story is a transition from oral to written
transmission.

Ma'mar

probably

received

his version

from

al-Zuhri

through

oral

transmission based on written notes, while the other students received al-Zuhn's tradition
through dictation or copying of his text. Accounts transmitted by lecturing and hearing
without the use of written notes will show large differences in the formulation and the
structure of the text, i.e. motifs may appear in a different order or even be omitted. When
notes are used during the lectures, some words and even (parts of) sentences will be very
similar or even identical, as well as the order of the motifs. In the case of dictation from a
written text or using copies made from the teacher's manuscript, the accounts of different
students from the same teacher will show very large similarities in formulation and structure
of the text.
However, this does not explain all the differences. Al-Zuhri did not only write the
tradition down at a certain point in his life, but he then also edited the text. Indications for
the editing are the specification of the name of his informant, the omission of some
elements and the insertion of embellishments as well as explanatory words and elements.
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The adaptation of the name of al-Zuhri's informant explains part of the confusion over the
name of al-Zuhn's source, but the general occurrence of variants in the name of al-Zuhri's
informant, especially in shorter traditions, among different students - even among those
who received his edited version - seems to indicate that al-Zuhn did not always refer to his
informant with the same name.
The same deviations between the versions of Ma'mar and al-Zuhri's other students
appear to a lesser extent in the two other stories. Ma'mar's version of the raid of the
Hudhayl and his two-topic tradition of the night journey differ slightly from the versions of
the other students. Their versions contain more specific information than Ma'mar's text.
The variations in the name of al-Zuhrï's informant in the tradition about the raid of the
Hudhayl could only partly be explained through the existence of an edited version. It is
possible that al-Zuhn - even when dictating - did not always refer to his informant with the
same name Unlike the two stories discussed above, Ma'mar's asânïd of the two-topic and the
description traditions of the night journey are more detailed than the asânïd of the edited
versions. Ma'mar mentions that al-Zuhrï's informant Sa'ïd ibn al-Musayyab received the
tradition from Abu Hurayra who related the story from Muhammad, while in the other
versions Sa'ïd ibn al-Musayyab relates the story "directly" from Muhammad. This means
that al-Zuhri omitted the name of the Companion Abu Hurayra in the edited versions. It is
possible that al-Zuhn assumed that Sa'ïd ibn al-Musayyab received these two traditions from
the same informant as he did for the choice tradition, Abü Hurayra, and corrected his
mistake later on.
The development of an edited version probably has its origin in the circumstances of
al-Zuhrï's life and the nature of his teaching methods at the beginning of the second Islamic
century. The Umayyad court and especially the caliph Hishäm ibn 'Abd al-Malik under
whom al-Zuhn worked for many years until his death seem to have played an important role
in this. Although some biographical traditions state that al-Zuhri had an aversion to writing,
he probably used written notes from an early time onwards. It is not clear when al-Zuhn
switched from notes for private use to more or less worked out notebooks, but the results of
the isnad-cum-maln analysis of al-Zuhrï's traditions, which show a large similarity between
the versions of Ma'mar and other Zuhrï-students, indicate that al-Zuhn used notebooks in
his teaching somewhere around 113/731, when Ma'mar probably started his study with alZuhn The evidence that al-Zuhrï had edited the traditions from these notebooks points to
writings that were meant for a different kind of public. The caliph Hishäm probably incited
al-Zuhn to prepare books for his family in the last ten years of his life. The circulation of
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the edited versions among those of al-Zuhrï's students who had no access to the court, shows
that al-Zuhri let other students copy these books or that they somehow obtained a copy of
them.
Three additions in al-Zuhrï's edited versions deserve particular notice, because they
may indicate changes in the system of education at the beginning of the second Islamic
century. The first is the specific mention in the story about the raid of the Hudhayl that
Khubayb's performance of a prayer consisting of two cycles before he was killed became a
sunna for anyone who was bound until he was put to death. Ma'mar's version neither
mentions that Khubayb was killed when he was bound, nor that it became a sunna. The
second is the connection of two additional verses from the Qur'an with Ka'b's story of the
three men who held back from the expedition to Tabuk and the explanation of the word
khullifû that appears in the verses that Ma'mar's tradition also mentions. These two
additions in al-Zuhrï's edited versions may be an indication of his - and perhaps also of his
environment's - growing interest in asbäb al-nuzül (the reason or circumstances of the
revelation of verses) and the sunna. The same might apply to the specification of the names
of al-Zuhrï's informants (even the omission of a name can be an indication of
specification!), which may reflect the growing need for quotation of one's sources.
The final phase of my isndd-cum-matn analysis was the comparison of al-Zuhrï's
traditions with versions from other persons in order to determine whether his material goes
back to an even earlier source and to what degree his transmission varies from the
transmission of these other persons. This comparison took us even further back in time and
confirmed that al-Zuhrï's three traditions are all based on earlier stories from the turn of the
century or the last quarter of the first Islamic century. Therefore, he did not invent the
stories. Obviously, this does not mean that he transmitted the traditions in the same way as
he had received them. The differences with the traditions of other persons show that alZuhri had probably edited the stories between the time he heard them and the time he
started to transmit them to other persons. In each of the three traditions, "peculiarities" of
al-Zuhrï's transmission could be detected that were not present in the versions of the other
persons.
Despite the above-mentioned variation in the name of al-Zuhrï's informants in the
asânïd that may give the impression that different persons were involved, the isnad-cum-maln
analysis revealed a rather clear quotation of his sources except for slight variation in the
names or mistakes from later transmitters. The comparison with traditions from other
persons could not substantiate each of al-Zuhrï's claims that he received the tradition from
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the person mentioned in the isnâd. However, the comparison with the traditions of two
other persons about the three who held back from the raid to Tabük showed that their
versions must derive from the same source as al-Zuhrï's tradition. Although according to
their asanid, the three transmitters seem to have had different informants, the common
source is most probably the person al-Zuhrï mentions as his informant, 'Abd al-Rahmän ibn
'Abd Allah ibn Ka'b. In the stories about the two events during the night journey and the
raid of the Hudhayl, I did not find any evidence (or such evidence did not survive in the
collections available to us nowadays) that al-Zuhrï had indeed received his story from the
person mentioned in the isnäd, but we cannot exclude that al-Zuhrï received a - or part of a version of these two stories from the informants mentioned in the isnäd. He seems to have
composed both stories from several versions that circulated in Mecca and Medina. It is
possible that he chose one of the informants for this purpose. There are indications in each
of the three stories, that parts of it are even older than the last quarter of the first Islamic
century. These parts are the story about Khubayb's imprisonment, some formulations in
Muhammad's description of the three prophets, Muhammad's isolation of Ka'b and Ka'b's
stay at the mountain Sal'.
When we add the results of the isnäd-cum-matn analysis of other «ra-traditions from
al-Zuhn in previous studies to my findings, the picture of al-Zuhri's transmission of stories
about the life of the Prophet Muhammad becomes more clear.2
i. Al-Zuhn's edited material from his teachers. This editing consisted in the addition
of more details and names of persons, the softening of information, the harmonization of
biases and contradictions, but also the combination of separate elements or traditions into
larger units or a summary.
2. The resemblance of the versions of al-Zuhri's students indicates a written
transmission. The names of the students who are mentioned in the studies are usually
Ma'mar ibn Rashid (d. 153/770), the Egyptian scholars 'Uqayl ibn Khâlid (d. 144/761) and
Yûnus ibn Yazïd (d. 152/769), and the famous Medinan scholar Muhammad ibn Ishâq (d.
150/767). The degree of similarity may vary per tradition. Al-Zuhrï seems to have edited
some traditions less than others. Another option is that al-Zuhri's students also edited the
material they received from their teacher. This is definitively the case with Yünus and Ibn
Ishäq. Yunus sometimes adds "old" material to al-Zuhri's edited version, while Ibn Ishâq
sometimes edited al-Zuhri's tradition or combined it with information from other persons.

* See the overview of the isnäd cum main analysis of j/ra-matenal in chapter 1.
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3- Al-Zuhri's quotation of sources. Although al-Zuhrl did not always trace his
information to an eyewitness of the event, the composition and the adaptation of some
asäntd may indicate that he sometimes (or gradually?) felt the need to specify his sources
The variation in the name of his informants from the Ka'b ibn Malik family is remarkable
though.
4 Al-Zuhri's interest in the connection between Qur'ämc verses and historical
events, and the relevance of historical events to legal matters. Some of al-Zuhri's short
traditions are derivatives of his detailed stories that he seems to have created during or for
lessons on exegetical and legal matters.
The results of this study contribute to the growing number of genuine Zuhritraditions dealing with the life of the Prophet Muhammad that have so far been detected
with the tsnäd-cum-matn analysis. They relate many important and also some marginal events
from Muhammad's life However, the question whether al-Zuhri is the author of a «re-work
cannot be answered in the affirmative yet, although the results so far show his great interest
in and knowledge of the biography of the Prophet Muhammad and his importance as
transmitter of i/ra-matenal because of the distribution of his traditions in many collections
of the following centuries The question remains whether al-Zuhrï in fact composed a sirawork with the intention to provide a complete biography of the Prophet Muhammad. The
books that al-Zuhrï prepared for the family of the caliph Hishäm ibn 'Abd al-Malik might
lead to the assumption that he did. In my vision, this "book" or these books consisted of a
collection of jzrd-traditions, specifically of «/«-traditions that were the result of the edition
of earlier material. They were probably not arranged chronologically, although there are
many traditions from al-Zuhri about the date of certain events. In the last decade of his life,
al-Zuhri probably taught from this collection, without the intention to transmit it as one
whole unit, otherwise there would have survived more coherent combinations of al-Zuhri's
edited traditions instead of the scattering of these traditions over many works.
My most remarkable finding of al-Zuhri's material was the discovery of the edited
versions among the three analysed stories. The analysis of other Zuhri-traditions from earlier
studies did not reveal if there was a distinction between "old" and "edited" material. If this
distinction can be made in other «>Ä-traditions from al-Zuhri as well, it would be very
interesting to compare the degree of differentiation with the theme of the tradition and the
isnad. Also, the question arises whether al-Zuhri edited his legal and exegetical material as
well or only his iz>a-material.
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The tsnad cum main

analysis

has proved

to be a very useful

instrument

for

determining the source of a tradition and its development along the path of its
transmission This study has also shown, that under favourable circumstances, the isnadcum
main

analysis

can unravel

the composition of combined

traditions, reconstruct an

interrupted isnad or determine the source of a tradition without any chain Furthermore, it
helps to detect falsified parts in a tradition as well as falsified or erroneous ascriptions It
reveals how persons like al-Zuhn and 'Urwa ibn al-Zubayr received and transmitted their
material in different ways Although at first, it is very time-consuming to analyse all
available variants of a tradition, insight in a person's method will eventually accelerate the
analysis of other traditions ofthat person
At the beginning of this study, I quoted Homberger's and Charmley's view on the
reconstruction of a definitive biography, "There can never be a definitive biography, merely
a version, an attempt, an essay which in time reveals how completely all such attempts bear
the impress of the age in which it was written" The analysis of the «Γώ-material with the
tsnad cum matn analysis has shown that the biography of the Prophet Muhammad more
specifically bears the imprint of the person who transmitted the story To gain full insight in
the development of the biography of the Prophet Muhammad among his followers, more
key-figures like al-Zuhrl and 'Urwa ibn al-Zubayr have to be studied and many layers of their
imprints have to be removed to reach the oldest kernel of Muhammad's closest associates,
his Companions, and perhaps even the Prophet Muhammad himself The tsnad cum matn
analysis is one instrument towards this goal and combined with other methods the less
accessible layer of Muhammad's companions might be unravelled
Perhaps after devoting many years of study to this topic we will only end up with the
broad outline of the life of the Prophet Muhammad Still, that does not make the search less
rewarding and interesting
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SAMENVATTING
Verhalen uit het leven van de profeet Muhammad (sira) zijn te vinden in talrijke islamitische
werken over uiteenlopende onderzoeksgebieden. Hieruit blijkt het belang van zijn biografie
voor moslims. Het leven van de profeet Muhammad is essentieel voor de islamitische
jurisprudentie en de Qur'än-exegese. Qur'än-commentatoren gebruiken de informatie over
Muhammad's leven om bepaalde Qur'än-verzen

te begrijpen

of te verklaren

door

aanwijzingen te zoeken over de redenen van openbaring (asbâb al-nuzut) van verzen. De
sunna van Muhammad (dat wat Muhammad heeft gezegd, heeft gedaan of stilzwijgend heeft
goedgekeurd) werd de tweede bron voor de islamitische wetgeving na de Qur'an. Vrijwel alle
informatie over de profeet Muhammad is beschikbaar in de vorm van overleveringen
(ahâdîth, enkelvoud hadith) die door zijn volgelingen zijn doorgegeven
De overleveringen over het leven van Muhammad zijn vandaag de dag terug te
vinden in verzamelingen die minstens 200 jaren na zijn dood zijn samengesteld. Enkele
wetenschappers

hebben

de vraag gesteld

of deze overleveringen

daadwerkelijk

de

gebeurtenissen beschrijven of latere ontwikkelingen in de islam weergeven. Gaat het om
geschiedenis of legende, of iets ertussenin' Een hulpmiddel om deze vraag te beantwoorden
zijn de overleveraarsketens (asânid, enkelvoud isnäd), die meestal voorafgaan aan de
beschrijvingen van de gebeurtenissen uit het leven van de profeet. Deze keten zou het pad
weergeven waarlangs de overlevering doorgegeven is, namelijk vanaf de persoon of personen
van wie de samensteller van de verzameling waar de overlevering zich in bevindt, zijn
informatie heeft tot aan de ooggetuige van de gebeurtenis.
Eén naam komt regelmatig voor in de overleveraarsketen van overleveringen over het
leven van de profeet Muhammad: Ibn Shihab al-Zuhrï (gest. 124/742). Hij was een geleerde
uit Medina die bij een aantal gerenommeerde geleerden zoals 'Abd Allah ibn Tha'laba (gest.
89/708), Sa'id ibn al-Musayyab (gest. 94/713) en 'Urwa ibn al-Zubayr (gest. 94/713) gestudeerd
had en die lange tijd voor een aantal kaliefen van de Umayyaden-dynastie gewerkt heeft tot
aan zijn dood in 124/742. Hij was een van de belangrijkste geleerden in Medina tijdens het
eerste kwart van de tweede islamitische eeuw/achtste eeuw na Chr
Al-Zuhn

staat bekend

als een van de eerste systematische verzamelaars en

overleveraars van overleveringen over Muhammad en de eerste generatie moslims. In de
bronnen die we vandaag de dag tot onze beschikking hebben, staat een zeer groot aantal
Zuhrï-overlevenngen. Hierdoor lijkt hij uitermate geschikt als persoon aan wie «m-matenaal
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valselijk toegeschreven zou kunnen zijn Dankzij zijn relatie met een aantal Umayyadenkaliefen

en zijn

manier van overleveren, was zijn

positie onder zijn

tijdgenoten

controversieel, hoewel ze hem tegelijkertijd ook als een excellente geleerde beschouwden met
een grote kennis van de islamitische jurisprudentie, de biografie van de profeet Muhammad
en andere zaken. Ik heb daarom besloten om zijn izra-matenaal te bestuderen aan de hand
van twee vragen: i) Zijn de overleveringen die aan al-Zuhrï zijn toegeschreven inderdaad van
hem afkomstig' 2) Zo ja, kan dan bewezen worden dat hij de overleveringen heeft gekregen
van de persoon die hij in de keten van overleveraars als zijn informant noemt?
In deze studie heb ik met behulp van de isnâd-cum-matn analyse drie verhalen
onderzocht die toegeschreven zijn aan al-Zuhri. De belangrijkste selectiecriteria voor de drie
verhalen waren, het verhaal bestaat uit een aantal verschillende tekstelementen; volgens de
informatie uit de keten van overleveraars hebben minimaal drie studenten van al-Zuhri het
overgeleverd; de drie overleveringen komen van drie verschillende informanten van al-Zuhrï.
De volgende stap bestond uit de analyse van zo veel mogelijk varianten uit een zo breed
mogelijke selectie van bronnen om te controleren of de overleveringen inderdaad van alZuhrï afkomstig zijn en om indien mogelijk zijn tekst te reconstrueren. De overleveringen
waarvan al-Zuhrï's auteurschap kon worden vastgesteld, heb ik vervolgens vergeleken met
vergelijkbare overleveringen die niet van hem afkomstig zijn om te bepalen of zijn materiaal
nog op een eerdere bron terug te voeren is. De vraag die dan beantwoord moet worden, is
wie die eerdere bron is Is dat inderdaad de persoon die als zijn informant in de
overleveraarsketen genoemd wordt of iemand anders? Is het überhaupt mogelijk om alZuhrï's bron vast te stellen? In welke mate verschilt al-Zuhrï's versie van de overleveringen
van andere personen?
De drie geselecteerde verhalen gaan over gebeurtenissen uit verschillende periodes in
het leven van de profeet Muhammad. Het verhaal dat volgens het islamitisch bronmateriaal
als eerste plaatsvond, zijn twee gebeurtenissen tijdens de nachtelijke reis van de profeet
Muhammad: Muhammad's ontmoeting met de profeten Abraham, Jezus en Mozes en zijn
keuze tussen wijn en melk. De gebeurtenis zou plaatsgevonden hebben in Muhammads
Mekkaanse periode vóór 1/622. Het verhaal over de expeditie van de Hudhayl is uit het
begin van zijn Medinische periode in het jaar 3/625 of 4/625 en het verhaal over de drie
mannen die niet met Muhammad meegingen tijdens de expeditie naar Tabuk vindt plaats
tegen het einde van Muhammads Medinische periode in het jaar 9/630
Het eerste verhaal is een wonderverhaal, terwijl de twee andere tot het maghazi-%tnTt
behoren (verhalen over militaire expedities). Alle verhalen maken deel uit van de biografie
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van de profeet Muhammad. De overleveringen variëren van mm of meer gedetailleerde
verhalen tot korte verhalen die een of twee verhaalelementen uit het gedetailleerde verhaal
beschrijven. Alle drie de verhalen bevatten sunan (dat wat Muhammad gedaan of gezegd
heeft of stilzwijgend heeft goedgekeurd) van de profeet Muhammad. Het verhaal over de
gebeurtenissen tijdens de nachtelijke reis en de drie mannen die met meegingen met de
expeditie naar Tabük zijn daarnaast nog verbonden met verzen uit de Qur'än
De resultaten van de analyse van de ketens van overleveraars (asamd) en hun teksten
(mutün) kunnen als volgt samengevat worden. Volgens de analyse van de asanïd van de
talrijke varianten is al-Zuhn de common link van elk verhaal, de eerste overleveraar die alle
overleveringen gemeenschappelijk hebben. Dat betekent dat de overlevering van zijn versies
van de drie verhalen plaatsgevonden moet hebben voor zijn dood in 124/742, dus in het
eerste kwart van de tweede islamitische eeuw. De imâd-cum-matn analyse van de variante
overleveringen laat zien dat hij zijn versies aan verschillende studenten onderwees. Het
verhaal over de drie mannen die niet meegingen met de expeditie naar Tabuk is het meest
verbreid onder al-Zuhri's studenten: zes studenten overleveren de gedetailleerde versie en 21
een kortere versie. Op de tweede plaats komt het verhaal over de twee gebeurtenissen tijdens
de nachtelijke reis· drie studenten overleveren een gecombineerde versie van beide
gebeurtenissen, terwijl tien personen een van de twee gebeurtenissen in een afzonderlijke
overlevering weergeven. Het verhaal over de expeditie van de Hudhayl is het minst verbreid:
slechts vier studenten overleveren zowel het gedetailleerde verhaal van de expeditie van de
Hudhayl als ook de kortere versies.
De overleveringen over de twee gebeurtenissen tijdens de nachtelijke reis zijn de enige
waarin duidelijkheid bestaat over al-Zuhrï's informant. In elke versie is zijn informant de
Medinische geleerde Sa'ïd ibn al-Musayyab (gest. 94/713). Sa'id's informant is volgens de
meeste overleveraarsketens de Metgezel Abü Hurayra (gest. 57/677), maar sommige ketens
eindigen bij Sa'ïd ibn al-Musayyab of noemen zijn informant met. Minder dan de helft van
al-Zuhrï's studenten (vijf van de twaalf) herleiden de overlevering terug op de profeet
Muhammad, wat betekent dat al-Zuhn gewoonlijk niet de profeet als bron vermeldde, maar
soms varieerde en de overlevering wel op hem terugvoerde
Volgens de ketens van de overleveringen over de expeditie van de Hudhayl schijnt er
verwarring te hebben bestaan over de naam van al-Zuhrï's informant

Er worden vier

verschillende namen genoemd, hoewel deze waarschijnlijk naar dezelfde persoon verwijzen
gezien de overeenkomsten tussen de namen. De verwarring over de naam van al-Zuhri's bron
is nog groter bij de overleveringen over de drie personen die niet meegingen met de expeditie
3*7

naar Tabük. Drie verschillende personen en één niet met name genoemd persoon worden als
zijn informant genoemd. Het gemeenschappelijke kenmerk is dat ze allemaal uit dezelfde
familie afkomstig zijn, namelijk de familie van de Metgezel Ka'b ibn Mâlik (gest. 50/670).
Al-Zuhrl noemt meestal de keten 'Abd al-Rahmân ibn 'Abd Allah ibn Ka'b -> 'Abd Allah or
'Ubayd Allah ibn Ka'b -> Ka'b ibn Malik, maar soms vermeit hij niet de naam van zijn
eigen informant, die van 'Abd al-Rahmân ibn 'Abd Allah's of zelfs de naam van de zoon
van Ka'b. Blijkbaar varieerde al-Zuhrï in de namen van de personen van wie hij het verhaal
gehoord had; hij noemde soms zijn directe informant en soms de informant van deze
persoon.
De analyse van de teksten (mulun) bevestigt de positie van al-Zuhrï als common link
uit de isnäd analysis. De overeenkomsten in formulering en opbouw van de teksten duiden
op een gemeenschappelijke bron en al-Zuhrï is de eerste overleveraar die alle versies in hun
overleveraarsketens noemen. De overlevering moet plaatsgevonden hebben voor 124/742
toen al-Zuhrï stierf. De verhalen over de expeditie van de Hudhayl, de twee gebeurtenissen
tijdens de nachtelijke reis en de drie mannen die met meegingen met de expeditie naar
Tabük zoals verteld door al-Zuhrï kunnen daarom minimaal gedateerd worden in het eerste
kwart van de tweede islamitische eeuw.
Elke groep overleveringen bevat zowel gedetailleerde als kortere versies van het
verhaal. Ik heb geen bewijs gevonden dat de gedetailleerde versies van de twee verhalen over
de expeditie van de Hudhayl en de drie mannen die niet meegingen naar Tabük latere
uitwerkingen zijn van de middellange of zelfs van de korte versies van het verhaal. Ze
vormen geen secundaire of tertiaire fase van de ontwikkeling van het verhaal. De
middellange versie en de korte overleveringen zijn waarschijnlijk juist afgeleid van het
gedetailleerde versies. Er zijn verschillende redenen die geleid kunnen hebben tot het
ontstaan van de kortere versies. Ten eerste kan de samensteller van de hadïtb-verzimeïing
waarin de korte versie aanwezig is, het gedetailleerde verhaal ingekort hebben, omdat hij al
op een andere plaats de gedetailleerde versie heeft geplaatst en slechts afwijkende delen van
de variante versies wilde weergeven. Ten tweede kan het zijn dat de samensteller van de
/><Zi/z//>-verzameIing alleen dat deel van de overlevering heeft vermeld dat relevant is voor het
thema van het hoofdstuk, waarin de overlevering staat. Ten derde kunnen al-Zuhrï's
studenten en misschien al-Zuhrï zelf ook enkele verhaalelementen buiten de context van het
gedetailleerde verhaal overgeleverd hebben, zoals mogelijkerwijs tijdens juridisch onderwijs.
In tegenstelling tot de matn analyse van al-Zuhrï's verhalen over de expeditie van de
Hudhayl en de drie mannen die niet meegingen met de expeditie naar Tabük, tonen de
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resultaten van de main analyse van de verhalen over de twee gebeurtenissen die plaatsvonden
tijdens de nachtelijke reis van de profeet Muhammad aan dat de kortere versies van de twee
gebeurtenissen niet afgeleid

zijn van de langere overleveringen

Aangezien

al-Zuhn

klaarblijkelijk geen gedetailleerd verhaal overgeleverd heeft over de nachtelijke reis van
Muhammad, koos ik zijn overleveringen over twee gebeurtenissen - de ontmoeting van
Muhammad met de profeten Abraham, Mozes en Jezus en zijn beschrijving van hen, en de
keuze die Muhammad moet maken tussen wijn en melk - die zowel als afzonderlijke
overleveringen bestaan (ik heb ze de "beschrijfingsoverlevering" en "keuzeoverlevering"
genoemd) als gecombineerd in één overlevering (de overlevering van de "twee thema's) Mijn
doel was ten eerste om vast te stellen of al-Zuhn deze overleveringen overgeleverd heeft De
volgende stap hield in om vast te stellen of hij ze als afzonderlijke overleveringen of als een
gecombineerde overlevering heeft overgeleverd Het bleek dat al-Zuhn drie verschillende
overleveringen over deze twee gebeurtenissen heeft overgeleverd Hij combineerde beide
thema's in één overlevering, maar overleverde ze ook afzonderlijk met een afwijkende
formulering De "beschrijvingsoverlevering" schijnt afgeleid te zijn van het overeenkomstige
deel in de overlevering van de "twee thema's", misschien omdat al-Zuhrï deze tijdens of
speciaal voor een tafsïr-les (uitleg van Chir'an-verzen) gemaakt heeft De keuzeoverlevering is
daarentegen geen ingekorte of aangepaste versie van het overeenkomstige deel in de
overlevering van de "twee thema's" of vice versa De herkomst van alle drie de overleveringen
ligt in het eerste kwart van de tweede islamitische eeuw
De isnäd-cum main analyse toont aan dat alle versies van al-Zuhn's studenten van
elkaar verschillen

Elke versie bevat

een

of

meer eigenaardigheiden,

zogenaamde

"overleveringsvingerafdrukken", dat wil zeggen karakteristieke woorden, formuleringen of
omissies die alleen in

de tekst van eén bepaalde overleveraar voorkomen

Deze

eigenaardigheden

zien

echt

laten

dat

de

overlevering

onderdeel

was

van

een

overleveringproces Ze geven de veranderingen weer die voorkomen tijdens het proces van
overleveren, voornamelijk door de manier waarop kennis tijdens de eerste islamitische
eeuwen werd doorgegeven

door middel van mondelinge - waarbij het meestal om

overlevering in onderwijsverband gaat - en voornamelijk tijdens lezingen Een overleveraar
kan een verhaal steeds op dezelfde manier vertellen, maar waarschijnlijk zal hij het verhaal
een of meer keer tijdens zijn leven aanpassen, wat betekent dat verschillende versies van
dezelfde persoon in latere verzamelingen bewaard kunnen zijn gebleven
De analyse van de drie verhalen laat ook zien dat een van al-Zuhn's studenten.
Ma'mar ibn Räshid (gest 153/770), van alle drie verhalen een versie heeft overgeleverd die
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afwijkt van de versies van andere studenten van al-Zuhris Ma'mar's overlevering over de drie
mannen die niet meegingen met de expeditie naar Tabuk is de versie die het meeste afwijkt
van die van de andere studenten Een mogelijke verklaring voor zijn afwijkende versie is een
overgang van

mondelinge naar schriftelijke

overlevering

Ma'mar heeft zijn

versie

waarschijnlijk van al-Zuhn via mondelinge overlevering die gebaseerd was op aantekeningen
ontvangen, terwijl de andere studenten al-Zuhn's overlevering via een dictee of het maken
van een kopie van diens tekst hebben ontvangen
overgeleverd

zonder gebruik van aantekeningen

Verhalen die via een lezing zijn
bevatten grotere verschillen

in de

formulering en de opbouw van de tekst, motieven staan bijvoorbeeld in een ander volgorde
of kunnen zelfs ontbreken Bij het gebruik van aantekeningen tijdens de lezingen, zullen
enkele woorden en (delen van) zinnen vergelijkbaar of zelf identiek zijn, net als de volgorde
van de motieven Bij het dicteren van een uitgeschreven tekst of het maken van een kopie
van het manuscript van de leraar zullen de versies van zijn studenten grote overeenkomsten
bevatten in formulering en opbouw van de tekst
Dit verklaart echter niet alle verschillen die ik tussen de teksten vond Al-Zuhn heeft
de overlevering niet alleen op een bepaald moment in zijn leven opgeschreven, maar hij heeft
de tekst toen ook bewerkt Aanwijzigingen voor deze bewerking zijn de specificering van de
naam van al-Zuhn's informant, het ontbreken van bepaalde tekstelementen en de toevoeging
van verfraaiingen en verklarende woorden en elementen De aanpassing van de naam van alZuhrï's informant verklaart de verwarring over de naam van zijn bron gedeeltelijk

De

aanwezigheid van variante namen van al-Zuhn's informant, met name in de kortere
overleveringen en bij verschillende studenten - zelfs bij degenen die zijn bewerkte,
schriftelijke versie hebben overgeleverd - lijkt erop te wijzen dat al-Zuhn zijn informant niet
altijd met dezelfde naam weergaf
Dezelfde afwijkingen tussen de versie van Ma'mar en die van andere studenten van
al-Zuhn komen in mindere mate ook voor in de twee andere verhalen Ma'mar's versie van
de expeditie van de Hudhayl en zijn "twee-thema"-overlevering over de nachtelijke reis
verschillen enigzins van de versies van de andere studenten van al-Zuhn Hun versies
bevatten specifiekere informatie dan de tekst van Ma'mar De afwijkingen in de naam van alZuhn's informant in de overlevering over de expeditie van de Hudhayl kan slechts deels
verklaard worden door het bestaan van een bewerkte versie Het is mogelijk dat al-Zuhn zelfs wanneer hij dicteerde van een uitgeschreven tekst - niet altijd met dezelfde naam naar
zijn informant verwees In tegenstelling tot de twee bovengenoemde overleveringen zijn
Ma'mar's overleveraarsketens van de "twee themaV'-overlevenng en de keuzeoverlevering van
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de nachtelijke reis gedetailleerder dan de ketens van de bewerkte versies. Ma'mar vermeldt
dat al-Zuhrï's informant Sa'ïd ibn al-Musayyab de overlevering van Abu Hurayra ontvangen
heeft, die het verhaal van Muhammad vertelt, terwijl volgens de andere versies Sa'ïd ibn alMusayyab het verhaal "rechtstreeks" van Muhammad vertelt. Dat betekent dat al-Zuhrï de
naam van de Metgezel Abü Hurayra in de bewerkte versies heeft weggelaten. Het kan zijn dat
al-Zuhrï in eerste instantie aannam dat Sa'ïd ibn al-Musayyab deze twee overleveringen van
dezelfde informant als bij de keuzeoverlevering, Abü Hurayra, ontvangen had en later zijn
fout gecorrigeerd heeft.
De

ontwikkeling

van

een

bewerkte

versie

komt

waarschijnlijk

voort

uit

omstandigheden uit al-Zuhn's leven en de onderwijsmethode aan het begin van de tweede
islamitische eeuw. Het hof van de Umayyaden en in het bijzonder de kalief Hishäm ibn
'Abd al-Malik (reg. 105-125/724-743) voor wie al-Zuhrï tot aan zijn dood vele jaren gewerkt
heeft, lijken hier een belangrijke rol in gespeeld te hebben. Hoewel een aantal biografische
overleveringen beschrijven dat al-Zuhrï afwijzend stond ten opzichte van het opschrijven
van overleveringen, heeft hij waarschijnlijk vanaf een vroege periode in zijn leven
aantekeningen gebruikt. Het is niet duidelijk wanneer al-Zuhn overstapte van aantekeningen
voor persoonlijk gebruik naar min of meer uitgewerkte notitieboeken. De resultaten van de
isndd-cum-matn analyse van de overleveringen van al-Zuhrï, die een grote overeenkomst
aantonen tussen de versies van Ma'mar en andere studenten van al-Zuhrï, wijzen erop dat alZuhrï rond 113/731 notitieboeken gebruikt heeft in zijn onderwijs. In deze tijd is Ma'mar
waarschijnlijk

met zijn studie bij al-Zuhrï begonnen. Het bewijs dat al-Zuhrï

de

overleveringen uit deze notitieboeken heeft bewerkt, wijst op geschriften die bedoeld waren
voor een ander soort publiek. De kalief Hishäm heeft al-Zuhrï waarschijnlijk in het laatste
decennium van zijn leven ertoe aangezet om boeken voor zijn familie te maken. De
aanwezigheid van de bewerkte versie bij de studenten die geen toegang hadden tot het hof,
tonen aan dat al-Zuhrï ook studenten buiten het hof deze boeken liet overschrijven of dat ze
op een andere manier een kopie ervan verkregen.
Drie toevoegingen uit al-Zuhrï's bewerkte versies verdienen een

afzonderlijke

vermelding, omdat ze kunnen wijzen op veranderingen in het onderwijssysteem aan het
begin van de tweede islamitische eeuw. In de eerste plaats staat in het verhaal over de
expeditie van de Hudhayl dat het gebed bestaande uit twee cycli dat een van de
hoofdpersonen, Khubayb, voor zijn executie uitvoerde, een sunna (gewoonte) werd voor
iedereen die vastgebonden was tot zijn executie. De versie van Ma'mar vermeldt niet dat
Khubayb vastgebonden was toen hij gedood werd en evenmin dat het een sunna werd. In de
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tweede plaats wordt er in het verhaal van Ka'b over de drie mannen die niet meegingen met
de expeditie naar Tabük en de bewerkte versies een verband gelegd met twee extra Qur'anverzen en volgt er een verklaring van een woord khullifü dat voorkomt in een van de
Qur'anverzen Hoewel in de versie van Ma'mar deze laatste verzen wel staan, ontbreekt de
uitleg en worden de eerste twee extra verzen niet genoemd Deze twee toevoegingen in alZuhn's bewerkte versie kunnen een aanwijzing zijn van zijn - en misschien ook van die van
zijn omgeving - groeiende belangstelling voor asbab alnuzül (de redenen of omstandigheden
van de openbaring van Qur'ân-verzen) en de sunna Hetzelfde kan ook van toepassing zijn
op de specificering van de namen van al-Zuhn's informanten (ook het weglaten van een
naam kan een teken van specificering zijn'), wat een aanwijzing kan zijn voor een
toenemende behoefte aan bronvermelding
De laatste fase van de imadcum matn analyse bestond uit de vergelijking van de
overleveringen van al-Zuhn met versies van andere personen om enerzijds vast te stellen of
het materiaal van al-Zuhn op een vroegere bron teruggaat en anderzijds in hoeverre zijn
overlevering afwijkt van de overleveringen van die andere personen Deze vergelijking brengt
ons nog verder terug in de tijd en bevestigt dat de drie overleveringen van al-Zuhn allemaal
gebaseerd zijn op eerdere verhalen uit de tijd rond de eerste eeuwwisseling of uit het laatste
kwart van de eerste islamitische eeuw Dat betekent dat hij deze verhalen niet heeft
verzonnen

Het houdt echter met in dat hij de overleveringen in dezelfde vorm heeft

overgeleverd zoals hij ze ontvangen had De verschillen met de overleveringen van andere
personen laten zien dat al-Zuhn zijn verhalen waarschijnlijk bewerkt heeft tussen de tijd
waarin hij ze gehoord heeft en de tijd waarin hij ze begon over te leveren aan andere
personen Elk van de drie overleveringen bevat "eigenaardigheden" die alleen in de versie van
al-Zuhrï te vinden zijn en ontbreken in die van de andere personen
Ondanks de bovengenoemde variaties in de namen van de informanten van al-Zuhn,
die de indruk wekken dat verschillende personen bij de overlevering betrokken waren, toont
de isnäd-cum-matn analyse een duidelijke bronvermelding bij al-Zuhn aan op wat kleine
variaties in de namen na of fouten van latere overleveraars Het vergelijk met de versies van
andere personen kan niet al-Zuhn's bewering staven dat hij de overleveringen gehoord heeft
van de persoon die hij in zijn isnad noemt Bij het verhaal over de drie die niet meegingen
met de expeditie naar Tabuk heeft het vergelijk met versies van twee andere personen echter
aangetoond, dat hun versies afkomstig zijn van dezelfde bron als die van al-Zuhn Hoewel
de drie overleveraars volgens hun asamd verschillende informanten zouden hebben gehad, is
de gemeenschappelijke bron zeer waarschijnlijk de persoon die al-Zuhn als zijn informant
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noemt, 'Abd al-Rahmân ibn 'Abd Allah ibn Ka'b. In de verhalen over de twee
gebeurtenissen tijdens de nachtelijke reis en de expeditie van de Hudhayl kon ik geen bewijs
vinden (of dat bewijs is niet bewaard gebleven in de verzamelingen die we vandaag de dag tot
onze beschikking hebben) dat al-Zuhrï de verhalen overgeleverd heeft gekregen van de
persoon die hij in de isnad noemt. We kunnen echter niet uitsluiten dat al-Zuhrï een - of een
deel van een - versie, van beide verhalen ontvangen heeft van de informanten die hij in zijn
isndd noemt. Het lijkt erop dat hij beide verhalen heeft samengesteld uit verschillende versies
die in Mekka en Medina circuleerden. Mogelijkerwijs heeft hij de informant van een
dergelijke versie gebruikt in zijn keten. Elk van de drie verhalen bevat aanwijzingen dat delen
ervan zelfs ouder zijn dan het laatste kwart van de eerste islamitische eeuw. Het gaat hierbij
om het verhaal over de gevangenschap van Khubayb, enkele zinssnedes uit Muhammad's
beschrijving van de drie profeten, de afzondering van Ka'b door Muhammad en Ka'b's
verblijf op de berg Sal'.
Als we de resultaten van de isnâd-cum-matn analyse van andere «ra-overleveringen van
al-Zuhrï uit andere studies combineren met mijn bevindingen, komt er een duidelijker beeld
naar voren van al-Zuhrï's overlevering van verhalen over het leven van de profeet
Muhammad.
ι. Al-Zuhrï heeft materiaal van zijn leraren bewerkt. Zijn bewerking bestond uit het
toevoegen van details en de namen van personen, het verzachten van informatie, de
harmonisering van vertekeningen en tegenstrijdigheden, maar ook het combineren van
afzonderlijke verhaalelementen of overleveringen tot grotere eenheden of een samenvatting.
2. De overeenkomst tussen de versies van al-Zuhn's studenten duidt op schriftelijke
overlevering. De namen van de studenten die in andere studies meestal voorkomen, zijn
Ma'mar ibn Räshid (gest. 153/770), de Egyptische geleerden 'Uqayl ibn Khälid (gest. 144/761)
en Yünus ibn Yazïd (gest. 152/769), en de beroemde Medinische geleerde Muhammad ibn
Ishäq (gest. 150/767). De mate van overeenkomst verschilt per overlevering. Al-Zuhrï lijkt
sommige overleveringen in mindere mate te hebben bewerkt dan andere. Het kan zijn dat alZuhrï's studenten het materiaal dat zij van hun leraar gehad hadden, aangepast hebben. Dat
is zeker het geval bij Yünus en Ibn Ishäq. Yünus heeft in een aantal gevallen "oud" materiaal
aan al-Zuhrï's bewerkte versie toegevoegd, terwijl Ibn Ishäq al-Zuhrï's overlevering soms
bewerkt heeft of het gecombineerd heeft met informatie van andere personen.
3. Al-Zuhrï's

bronvermelding.

Hoewel

al-Zuhrï

zijn

informatie

niet

altijd

teruggevoerd heeft op een ooggetuige van de gebeurtenis, kan de samenstelling en de
aanpassing van sommige overleveraarsketens erop duiden dat hij in een aantal gevallen (of
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steeds vaker?) de behoefte voelde om zijn bronnen te specificeren. De variatie in de naam van
zijn informanten uit de Ka'b ibn Mälik familie, die ook in andere studies naar voren komt,
blijft echter opmerkelijk.
4. Al-Zuhri's belangstelling voor het verband tussen Qur'an-verzen en historische
gebeurtenissen, en voor de relevantie van historische gebeurtenissen aangaande juridische
zaken. Enkele korte overleveringen van al-Zuhrï zijn afgeleid van zijn gedetailleerde verhalen.
Het lijkt erop dat hij deze verkorte versies tijdens of voor onderwijs over exegetische en
juridische zaken heeft gemaakt.
De resultaten van deze studie dragen bij aan het groeiende aantal overleveringen over
het leven van de profeet Muhammad dat met behulp van de isnäd-cum-matn analyse op alZuhrï terug te voeren is. Deze overleveringen gaan over belangrijke maar ook marginale
gebeurtenissen tijdens het leven van Muhammad. De vraag of al-Zuhrï de auteur van een sïrawerk is kan op dit moment nog niet positief beantwoord worden. De resultaten die tot nu
toe behaald zijn, bewijzen zijn grote belangstelling voor en kennis van de biografie van de
profeet Muhammad. Daarnaast toont de aanwezigheid van zijn overleveringen in vele
verzamelingen uit de daaropvolgende eeuwen zijn belang als overleveraar van «/vz-materiaal
aan. Het blijft nog de vraag of al-Zuhrï het doel had om een complete biografie van de
profeet Muhammad samen te stellen. Het boek dat al-Zuhrï gemaakt heeft voor de familie
van de kalief Hishäm ibn 'Abd al-Malik zou tot deze aanname kunnen leiden. Mijn
opvatting is dat dit "boek" of deze boeken uit een verzameling j/ra-overlevenngen bestond;
met name ifrd-overleveringen die het resultaat waren van bewerking van ouder materiaal. De
overleveringen

waren

waarschijnlijk

niet

chronologisch

geordend,

hoewel

er

veel

overleveringen van al-Zuhrï zijn over de datum van bepaalde gebeurtenissen. In het laatste
decennium van zijn leven heeft al-Zuhrï waarschijnlijk vanuit deze collectie les gegeven
zonder de intentie om het als een geheel over te leveren, anders zouden er meer coherente
combinaties van al-Zuhrï's bewerkte overleveringen bewaard zijn gebleven in plaats van de
versnipperde aanwezigheid van deze overleveringen in talrijke werken.
Mijn meest opvallende bevinding over het materiaal van al-Zuhrï is de ontdekking
van een bewerkte versie bij de drie geanalyseerde verhalen. De analyse van andere Zuhrïoverleveringen in eerdere studies liet niet zien of daar ook een onderscheid aanwezig was
tussen "oud" en "bewerkt" materiaal. Als dit onderscheid zich ook in andere sïraoverlevenngen van al-Zuhrï bevindt, is het interessant om de mate van onderscheid te
vergelijken met het onderwerp van de overlevering en de overleveraarsketen. Daarnaast kan
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ook onderzocht worden of al-Zuhrï zijn juridisch en exegetisch materiaal ook bewerkt heeft
of slechts zijn H>rt-materiaal.
De isnâd-cum-matn analyse heeft bewezen een zeer bruikbaar instrument te zijn voor
het vaststellen van de bron van een overlevering en de ontwikkeling ervan tijdens de
verschillende overleveringsfasen. Deze studie heeft ook aangetoond dat de isnâd-cum-matn
analyse in gunstige gevallen de samenstelling van gecombineerde overleveringen kan
ontrafelen, een onderbroken isnöd kan reconstrueren of de bron van een overlevering zonder
keten kan bepalen. Dankzij deze methode is het mogelijk om zowel vervalste delen in een
overlevering te ontdekken als vervalste of foutieve toeschrijving aan bepaalde personen. Het
laat zien hoe personen zoals al-Zuhrï en 'Urwa ibn al-Zubayr hun materiaal op verschillende
manieren ontvangen en doorgegeven hebben. Hoewel de analyse van alle voorhanden zijnde
varianten van een overlevering in eerste instantie veel tijd in beslag neemt, zal het inzicht in
de methodiek van een overleveraar uiteindelijk de analyse van andere overleveringen van
dezelfde persoon versnellen.
De analyse van het 5/7a-materiaal met de isnâd-cum-matn analyse heeft aangetoond dat
met name de biografie van de profeet Muhammad het stempel draagt van elk persoon die
het verhaal overgeleverd heeft. Teneinde volledig inzicht te krijgen in de ontwikkeling van de
biografie van de profeet Muhammad onder zijn volgelingen, moeten meer sleutelfiguren
zoals al-Zuhrï en 'Urwa ibn al-Zubayr bestudeerd worden en de vele lagen van hun stempels
worden verwijderd om tot de oudste kern van de naaste Metgezellen van Muhammad te
komen en misschien zelfs tot de profeet zelf. De isnâd-cum-matn analyse is een middel om
dat doel te bereiken en is misschien in staat om in combinatie met andere methodes de
minder toegankelijke lagen van Muhammads Metgezellen te ontrafelen.
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